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This pamphlet, " Why I am a Free Trader," by Mr. Winston Ohm-chill, M.P., is the

first weekly part of a forthcoming work, the nature of which is indicated by its title :

• "COMING MEN ON COMING QUESTIONS."

Each number will contain a brief character sketch of a coming man, with his

latest portrait, and a statement of his views upon a leading question of the day.

The aim of the Editor is to afford the Electors of Great Britain and Ireland a

brief, comprehensive, and authoritative statement of Coming Questions in terms so

concise and simple as to furnish the Electors with iihe facts and arguments

essential for understanding the issues before the country ; and to discuss such

questions as the Constitution of the New Ministry, the Case against the Government,

What will be the Liberal Majority, Young Liberals and their Leagues, &c.

The volume, when completed, will be a handy encyclopaedia of facts and figures

—political, social, and biographical— covering most of the important questions to be

dealt with in the new Parliamerit.

The following numbers, among others, are in preparation, and will appear

weekly till the volume is completed :

—

Leaders in the Lords : Lord Spencer and Lord Rosebery.

Mr. John Burns, M.P. : Labour Questions.

Leaders in the Commons : Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman and Mr. Morley.

Dr. Macuamara, M.P. : The Physical Improvement of Our People.

Sir Eobert Eeid, M.P. : The Salvation of the Empire.

Lord Esher : The British Army and its Work.

Mr. R. Haldane, M.P. : The Brain of the Empire.

The Liberal Leaguers : Mr. Asquith and Sir Edward Grey.

Mr. George White, M.P. : The Education Act.

Mr. J. E. Redmond, M.P. : The Fmancial Case for Home Rule.

The Earl of Lytton : Public Houses for the Public.

Mr. J. W. Benn, M.P. : London Problems.

Mr. T. W. Russell, M.P. : Irish Land—What is still to be done.

Mr. F. R. Macdonald : The Independent Labour Party.

Mr. John Dillon, M.P. : The Irisli University Question.

Mr. Hilaire Belloc : Registration Reform.

Mr. Keir Hardie, M.P. : Woman's Suffrage.

Hon. P. Stanhope, M.P. : Peace and Arbitration.

Mr. Lloyd-George and Mr. Thomas Shaw have also promised to contribute.

.\mong other subjects to be dealt witli are Retrenchment, the Licensing Act, Land

Values, Foreign Policy, and South Africa.

The volume will be completed in about twenty-six parts, and will be published

in October.
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WINSTON eHURCHILL,
Past, Present, and Future.

- Winston S. Churchill is the first

^ of our coming men.

jc If he chooses to take it, a seat in

t=the next Cabinet is at his disposal.

n Whether he will take it or not, no

one knows, not even Mr. Churchill

himself. For he has got ten years'

start of all his competitors, and as

time is on his side, he need not

hurry.

Winston is to Randolph as Pitt

was to Chatham. It is seldom that

son follows so immediately in the

steps of his father. Chatham first

^took ofiice when thirty-eight, Ean-

n dolph when thirty-six. Pitt refused

£> subordinate office when twenty-three,
""^ and was Chancellor of the Exchequer

u six months later. Winston Churchill,

if the General Election takes place

this year, will have the refusal of

Cabinet office before his thirty-first

birthday.

Winston's past has been variegated.

His present is exciting. His future

is more brilliant in its prospect than

that of any other man, save his old

colleague. Lord Hugh Cecil. If both

are alive and hearty in 1910, one will

be leading the Liberals, the other the

Conservatives. For we are on the

^threshold of the era of youth.

S The gerontocracy is passing. In

^five years' time we shall probably

look in vain for a Cabinet Minister

over sixty. Winston Churchill, like

Millbank in " Coningsby," has "im-

mense faith in the new generation,"

and if his fortuue depends upon

daring, he will not fail.

Winston Churchill is an Anglo-

American. His father, the third son

of the sixth Duke of Marlborough,

died when Winston was twenty years

old. His mother was a Miss Jerome,

of New York, and is now Mrs.

Geoi-ge Cornwallis West. He was

born November 30th, 1874, sent to

Harrow in 1888, entered at Sand-

hurst in 1893, and became lieutenant

in the 4th Hussars in 1895.

His first essay in jom-nalism was

as special correspondent for the Daily

Graphic with Martiues Campos in the

last vain effort the Spaniards were

making to suppress the insurrection

in Cuba. There he won his first

order, "Military Merit of the First

Class," with the praises of the

Spanish General.

His first experience in actual

warfare was gained when the -ith

Hussars were ordered to India. He
fought on the Malakand Frontier, de-

scribed the operations for the Daily

Telegraph, and published a book about

it when it was over. In 1898 he was

attached to the Tirah expedition as

orderly to Sir W. Lockhart.

His first success in impressing the

great public with a realizing sense of

liis personality was when he joined

.'i8(>76'J



Winston Churchill,

the 21st Lancers in order to accom-

pany Lord Kitchener up the Nile for

the re-conquest of Khartoum. His

correspondence—this time for the

Morning Post—was singularly lucid,

interesting, and outspoken. He was
evidently more than a mere photo-

grapher in words. He wrote like a

historian, and condemned his seniors

with all the audacity of youth and

the assurance of a judge.

No sooner was he back from Egypt

than he rushed off to South Africa

—

this time as war correspondent only.

He went out imbued with the pre-

valent prejudices against the Boers.

When he saw them the scales fell

from his eyes. They captured him
when they upset the armoured train,

and thereby did him the best service

in the world. Nor did he do them a

bad turn when he made his adven-

turous escape from Pretoria prison.

After that picturesque incident, Win-
ston Churchill had the ear of the

public for everything he wished to

say. He did his best to infuse reason

and chivalry into the Jingo mob, and

it was not his fault he failed.

Before the war was ended he was
elected Member for Oldham as a Con-

servative. His first speech in the

House was made in reply to Mr.

Lloyd-George in the debate on the

Address. The opponents of 1901 are

allies to-day, and will be colleagues

to-morrow.

His first parliamentary success was
achieved May 12th, 1901, when he

slew Mr. Brodrick's Army Scheme,

although it crawled round unburied

for another year. He then raised the

tattered flag of Eetrenchment, which

had fallen from his father's hands,

and on April 14th, 1902, boldly

attacked the excessive expenditure of

the Government. Before that date

(Nov. 12th, 1901) he had somewhat
timidly unfurled the Eadical banner

of Peace, Eetrenchment, and Eefor»"

before the scandalized gaze ^^x .

members of the Constitutional Club.

His own party damned his impu-

dence, and told all manner of stories

about his egotism, his assurance, and

his infernal confidence. Winston did

not mind. When Mr. Chamberlain

started his fiscal heresy, Winston
Churchill took up a position of stern

and unrelenting antagonism to Pro-

tection. He denounced the new depar-

ture before the " Sheffield Shufflers,"

and generally made so deep a mark
on his party that in the spring of the

following year, when he rose to speak,

all the members of his own party got

up and went out. No such supreme

compliment has been paid to any

member in our time.

He offered to resign his seat at

Oldham to test the feeling of the con-

stituency. The local caucus implored

him to do no such thing. At next

Election he will stand for North-

West Manchester, a constituency

which elected Sir W. Houldsworth

in 1900 by a majority of 1,471. He
will have to add 42 per cent, to the

Liberal poll—supposing the Unionist

vote remains the same—before he can

win the seai.

He is described in Vacher's Par-

liamentary Companion as " N.P.,"

a man of No Party. In reality, he is

personally a Tory Democrat, like his

father before him. " Eandy Eedivivus "

he is, with more than " Eandy 's " popu-

larity in the country. In the House
he is still looked at askance. He is

so revoltingly young—only thirty-one,

a beardless boy, a mere infant. But
when he made his last great speech



Past, Present, and Future.

on his resolution against taxes oa

food, it was admitted by friend and

foe alike that he had won a right to

a place in the first rank of parlia-

mentary debaters. After that night

his right to a place in the next Cabinet

has ceased to be a matter of argument.

Winston Churchill has a somewhat

curious catch in his voice, which

does not in the least prevent his

being heard with ease by the largest

audiences. He is a more serious

politician than his father—whose

Life, by the way, he is now engaged

in writing for Messrs. Longmans.

He is much less random and reckless

than was " young Eandy," who,

when he first stood for Woodstock,

had to gain attention by the extra-

vagance of his epithets and the

vehemence of his abuse.

"Winston," said an old parlia-

mentary hand the other day, " never

uses a bad argument." It is a great

deal more than the same authority

would have said of Lord Kandolph.

Winston Churchill and Lloyd-

George are now the Castor and

Pollux of the Opposition. They are

both as keen as mustard and as sharp

as needles. They ai-e always on the

spot. The two of them would cer-

tainly command greater audiences

than any other two men in the

party, with the doubtful exception

of Lord liosebery aud Mr. Morley.

I conclude this brief appreciation

of this first of our coming men by

quoting the tribute paid to him,

when he was a stripling of six-and-

twenty, by Lord Duiferiu :

—

He had already contrived, young

as he was, to cram into his life a

finer series of military adventures

than half of the general officers in

Europe, and, furthermore, he might

say that upon each occasion,

whether in the Soudan, in Cuba,

in India, or in South Africa, he

had played an honourable and a

distinguished part. On every oc-

casion he had shown that chival-

rous courage which became a high-

minded gentleman, and, what was

equally important, that capacity,

that skill, and that resource which

bore testimony to his intellectual

ability.

Since then in politics he has

beaten his own record in war aud in

journahsm. Hence I put him down

Coming Man, No. 1.



WHY I HM H FREE TRRDER.
By Winston S. ehurchill.

A HUNDBED years ago the Press was weak, but its writers were strong.

Individual pamphleteers shaped the policies and shook the stability of

powerful Governments. Nowadays the letters of Junius would sell for a

penny a line— if indeed they could find a purchaser. Nevertheless, as in

war the soldier uses all means of attack and defence, despising none, in

our poUtical warfare we cannot afford to neglect the pamphlet. As the

combatants in the Far East have reverted to the use of the hand grenade,

we may in the fiscal campaign vary occasionally the bombardment

from the platform by employing the agency of the familiar brochure. But,

as it is the same explosive, lyddite, melinite, or what you please, that is

employed in the great gun and in the hand grenade, so I make no claim for

originality in this statement of the case for Free Trade. It is compacted out

of the ingredients of many addresses delivered to audiences in various parts

of the country, of speeches in the House of Commons, and of articles con-

tributed to the magazines, but it may be accepted as embodying in the

briefest compass the main lines of the great argument which has been

pressed not without success upon the people of this country.

I.—What I mean by Free Trade.

When I say that I am a Free Trader, what is that we mean by the

term ? What is that Free Traders assert and are prepared to maintain

against all comers ?

We say that the staple food of the people should be sold in the markets

of this country as cheap as the competition of the world can make it, and

that no private interests in England or elsewhere shall twist the law of the

land so as to raise food prices artificially, and put unnatural profits in their

pockets. That is the ground we are going to fight on. We say that every

Englishman shall have the right to buy whatever he wants, wherever he

chooses, at his own good pleasure, without restriction or discouragement

from the State. That is our plan ; we have followed it for sixty years, and

whatever they say, we are not quite ruined yet.

Now, why is it that we are so resolute in opposing any attempt to destroy

a fiscal system under which our present position of industrial and commercial

prosperity has been created ? I am a member for a Lancashire constituency,

and as I travel from one great city to another in the county palatine I am
impressed whenever I look out of the window with the artificial position
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Why I am a Free Trader. 7

which it occupies. I see in every valley of that undulating region towns

and townships which were the homes of a vast thriving population living on

a soil which could not support in decent comfort a twentieth of their number.

Within thirty miles of the Manchester Free Trade Hall there is gathered

together the greatest concentration of human beings on the surface of the

globe. This mass of people are absolutely dependent for the food they eat

and the material they employ upon supplies of food and raw material which

reach them mainly from foreign lands. They are dependent on the condition

of a crop at one end of the world and the state of a market at the other

;

and yet, upon this artificial foundation, through the inestimable advantage

of unfettered enterprise and of unrestricted sea communication, they have

been able to build up a vast industrial fabric which it is no exaggeration to

say is the economical marvel of the world.

At present we stand on very firm ground in respect to food. With the

telegraph and with steamships there is hardly a food-exporting country in

the world that is more than sixty days from Liverpool. The harvests of the

world are at our disposal, and by the system which averages climatic risks we
secure not merely a low, but a fairly stable price. With that marvellous

operation by which the crowded population of this island is fed I dare not

take the responsibility of interfering, and I confess I feel the gravest anxiety

when I see the reckless hands of poUticians, struggling for political mastery,

laid upon all that delicate and stupendous structure of such vast consequence

to so many thousands of very poor people.

When I ask myself how it is that we should have at this time of day to

face so sudden and unexpected an onslaught upon the principle of Free

Trade, I console myself by remembering that our surprise is the result of the

completeness of our triumph.

The victory of the Free Traders in the forties was so complete, so

crowned with triumph and smiling days, that the strength of the Pro-

tectionist army had been forgotten. Their last sullen commandos were never

subdued. They survived in holes and corners. Faithful sentinels watched

from mountain caves the long heyday of prosperity in the valleys below

them. They never bowed the knee to new ideas. The Duke of Rutland,

the Lowthers, the Chaplins, the Howard Vincents, each in their own way

and at their own time, kept the old flag flying ; and all waited patiently for

their hour to come.

They naturally sallied forth when a new and unexpected champion

sounded his bugle horn, to summon them to attack the camp which he had

just deserted. But after the first moment of alarm, it was evident their

onslaught would be hurled back all along the hue. The coming General

Election will record on the tablets of history the final defeat of the last

desperate charge of the Old Brigade.

They attacked under two standards—Retaliation and Preference, the

two wings of the Army of Protection. Both were agreed in desiring to

achieve an entire revolution in the fiscal system which owes its existence

largely to the labours of Cobden. For a moment it seemed as if the allied

5



8 Coming Men on Coming Questions.

host might enforce at least a temporary retreat from the position held for

sixty years by both the great parties of the State. But it was only for a

moment.

In the long stairway of human achievement which the toil and sacrifices

of generations is laboriously building, it was Cobden's work to lay a mighty

stone. Other stones—stones of social reform and of Imperial responsibility

—have been set on the stone that Cobden laid ; and even now there is plenty

of work for the masons and master-builders. But we believe that the work

that Cobden did was done for ever ; that the stone he laid shall never be

transplanted ; the heights he gained shall never be abandoned. We may
differ about how far, how fast, and in what direction we are to move forward.

But in one thing we are agreed. "We are not going back—not one inch.

We found Ministers alternately prostrating themselves before the

opposing deities of Free Trade and Protection ; at one moment proudly and

even arrogantly demanding a mandate for tariff reform in the name of the

Empire, and the next moment trying to wheedle a few Unionist Free

Traders into their lobby by explaining, after all, that all they wanted to do

was to resume our liberty of negotiation subject to the consent of the House

of Commons in each particular case.

I think we may call these people the " Shefl&eld Shufflers," because it is

quite clear that they are ready to support any policy, and to fight and shout

for any formula, however meaningless, however dishonest, which they think

will put off a General Election.

Our duty as Free Traders is plain. We are not concerned with the shifts

and manoeuvres of an embarrassed Administration. We do not believe that our

principles are safe in the hands of the present Administration, and we offer

as resolute an opposition to Protection disguised as Eetaliation, as to

Protection disguised as Preference.

II.—The Case against Protection.

Befoee stating the objections to either Eetaliation or to Preference, it may
be well to deal with the general question of Protection which underlies both

demands.

When this question of Protection was first raised it was admitted that the

burden of proof lay with those who brought it forward. They had to prove

three things severally and collectively. Failure to prove any one of the

three destroyed their case.

First, that we were not a prosperous country.

Secondly, that they had a remedy which would make us a prosperous

country.

Thirdly, that their remedy was one which they could effectively apply.

I submit respectively that none of these propositions has been made

good. I submit respectfully that, on the contrary, they have been totally and

specifically disproved. I submit

—
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First, tl at England is more prosperous and wealthy than any other

country in the world.

Secondly, that, even if it were not so—and we were getting steadily

poorer — Protection, so far from arresting that decline, would onlv

accelerate it.

Thirdly, that even if it were proved that we were not prosperous, and
that Protection was a policy in itself wise, the stupidity and expense of

Custom House officers, the meddlesome interference of Governments in

business, the arbitrary restriction and disturbance of trade, and the corruption

of public life and public men would more than destroy any advantage to be

gained.

The question as to the prosperity of England under Free Trade is no

longer in dispute. It has been settled by the present Government by the

" inquiry " which they instituted in 1903 and carried out by the agency of

the Board of Trade. You will find this famous Blue-book of the Board of

Trade, this impartial account of a serious and scientific inquiry into the

material progress of the country, which it was fondly hoped would constitute

a damning indictment of our commercial system, has proved in fact its

supreme and overwhelming vindication. Let any honest business man look

into it for himself. Let him consider during the last twenty years the growth

of the Income-tax ; let him consider the rise in wages and the fall in prices

;

let him note the astounding increase in railway traffic, in the postal service,

in the merchant navy, and in the value, variety, and tonnage of our trade,

and we can only come to one conclusion.

But this Blue-book does more than merely prove the enormous increase

of our national wealth ; it proves that this wealth has been shared by the

masses of the people. The poorest have more to eat, and have less to pay

for it, than ever before.

During the last fifteen years there has been an actual increase in the

amount of food produced at home. There is a slight increase in domestic

dairy produce, a substantial increase in beef, and some increase both in pork

and mutton. But in that period our imports of food have rapidly increased.

The EngUsh people ate, in 1903, 3,000,000 cwt. more bacon and ham than in

1887, or nearly double as much. They ate nearly three times as much

butter, nearly double as much cheese. They consumed six times as much

cocoa or chocolate. In the year 1903 they ate a thousand million eggs more

than in the year 1887, or twice as many as in that former year, and twice as

many hundredweights of potatoes. These things prove, beyond all possible

dispute, that the inhabitants of England have enjoyed, year by year, a larger

and more varied fare. The figures of food imports prove absolutely that the

growing wealth of the country, as measured by the Income-tax, has not

merely gone into the pockets of wealthy investors, but that the mass of the

people have eaten more. And that, again, proves that they have had the

money to pay for more.

Is Protection a boon and a benefit to the poorest classes in any country ?

Do the poor of other countries think so? The lot of the poor is always
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10 Coining Men on Coming Questions.

harsh and their burden heavy ; and I am one of those who think that with

our great and growing wealth we have done too little of late years to

elevate and alleviate their sad condition. But it is an undoubted fact,

proved by the Board of Trade returns, that, as far as can be judged from

figures, the English working-classes are better off, man for man and trade

for trade, in every single respect—better fed, better clothed, better housed

—

than their fellows in the protected countries of Europe. And it is also

proved that their wages are higher than in any other country except America,

that the purchasing power of those wages is already greater and is increasing

far quicker than in any other country, including America, and that the

hours and conditions of labour are better regulated. To say that Protection

means greater development of wealth is unspeakable humbug. The

Democratic Party in America and the Socialistic Party in Germany are

made up of the poorest and least fortunate of the people of those countries
;

and have they not learned by bitter experience that high protective tariffs,

whatever profits they may confer on capital, whatever privileges they may
bring to certain of the higher ranks of labour, are to the poor and to the

poorest of the poor an accursed engine of robbery and oppression ?

HI.—The Balance of Trade.

Under Free Trade there came last year into the United Kingdom, from

every land and people under the sun, 551 millions' worth of merchandise,

so marvellously varied in its character that a whole volume could scarcely

describe it. How did it come ? It came for the most part in ships which

fly the Union Jack, and the profits of its transportation were for the most

part the rewards of British capital and British labour. Why did it come ?

Was it to crush us, or to conquer us, or to starve us, or was it to nourish

and enrich our country ? It is a sober fact that every single item, however

inconsiderable, in all that vast catalogue of commodities came to our shores

because some Englishman desired it, paid for it, and meant to turn it to

his comfort or his profit.

And in return for this service, towards which every nation, every

race, every tribe of men contributed, and for the sake of which the

remotest nooks and corners of the earth were searched, we gave what ?

Our money ? No. Our accumulated capital ? No. Yet we paid for every

pennyworth. How? (1) By our exports. Our manufactures, made out

of these very imports, our mining, and our shipbuilding paid for 301

millions. (2) Our merchant shipping, which, though possessed only by

the forty millions of people in these islands, was nearly equal to that

of the whole of the rest of the shipping of the world, paid for ninety

millions. (3) Certainly not less than twenty millions, probably a great

deal more, was in consideration of the banking, broking, commission, and

insurance business which fell to us in an unusual measure, because owing to

Free Trade we happened to be the commercial centre of the world ; and the

8
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rest of these imports, excepting what cauie here only to be sent away again,

was the interest ou those foreign and colonial investments which had paid

us so well in the past, which were the legitimate children of imports and

labour, and which, in spite of all this talk of our living on our capital, and

bleeding to death, were healthily and steadily increasing. For as we pay

for our imports by our exports, the difference between them represents our

profits, interests on foreign investments, and freights, Ac.

It is the theory of Protection that each country should make everything

possible itself, and that foreign goods which compete with existing or

potential home industries should be shut out or penalized. " Let the nation

do its own work," that is the cry. And it is believed that if the importation

of goods that we now get from the foreigner were to be stopped, we should

make those goods ourselves, and, in addition, all the goods that we are making

now, including—observe—what we send to the foreigner in exchange for

what he now sends to us. The doctrines that by keeping out foreign goods

more wealth, and, consequently, more employment, will be created at home

are either true or they are not true. We contend that they are not true.

We contend that for a nation to try to tax itself into prosperity is like a man
standing in a bucket and trying to lift himself up by the handle.

Why should the world's shipping labour in the chops of the Bristol

Channel, or crowd up the dreary reaches of the Mersey ? It is because the

perverted ingenuity of man has not been occupied in obstructing our harbours

with fiscal stake-nets and tariff mud-bars. That is why they come. That

is our one great advantage ; and when we have thrown it away, what shall

we have to put in its place ?

Of the whole volume of our importation, so complicated, so varied,

so immense, which flows in a thousand unseen and incalculable

channels through the industry and commercial life of the nation, scarcely

fifty millions are ready for final sale, and all the rest are either the

material of some industry or other, or food, which is the raw material

of human life. The finished product of one trade is the raw material

of another. By placing taxes on any of these commodities to raise

their price you may, indeed, for a time help this trade or that trade,

but it will only be at the expense of this or that other trade and to the

impoverishment of the general consumer. No one can tell whose enter-

prise that will be hindered or whose it will be that will be undermined.

You may, by the arbitrary and sterile act of Government—for, remember,

Governments create nothing and have nothing to give but what they have

first taken away—you may put money in the pockets of one set of English-

men, but it will be money taken from the pockets of another set of English-

men, and the greater part will be spilled on the way. Every vote given for

Protection is a vote to give Governments the right of robbing Peter to pay

Paul and charging the public a handsome commission on the job. I think

often that Fair Traders only look at one side of the case. They see the river

flowing to the sea ; they observe that it is flowing all one way ; and they

wonder how long it will be before the whole country is drained dry. They

9
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do not observe the fertilizing showers by which, in the marvellous economy
of Natmre, the water is restored to the land.

Mr. Bagehot, in his admirable book, " Lombard Street," points out that

nobody makes what they want themselves, because they want so many more
things than they would be able to learn to make cleverly ; but that every-

body makes what somebody else wants. Smith makes what Jones wants.

But it may be all a mistake, Jones may not want it, or he may not be able

to find Jones, or Jones may not have the money to buy it. And it is in the

solution of that very simple problem—to find Jones—operating through all

the fluctuations of stock exchanges and clicking on the tape machines all

over the world, influenced by freights, and harvests, and wars, and all the

social conditions of life—it is in that very simple problem, and the solution

of it, which is made from minute to minute throughout the world, that

governs the ebb and flow of the great tides of trade and commerce. The
wider the area over which we can seek Jones, the more chance we have of

finding him. And the more unrestricted our right to buy freely in the

markets of the world, the more solid the basis of our commercial and
industrial security.

IV.—The True Ideal of the British Empire.

It is a sober fact that the British Empire produces within its limits every

commodity which luxury can imagine or industry require. I do not wonder
that ma.ny people have been captivated by the idea of creating a self-support-

ing and self-contained Empire. I frankly admit the fascination of the idea

—until you look into it. Then it is apparent that it rests on no moral,
logical, or scientific foundation. It does not make for prosperity, it does not
make for international peace. The dangers which threaten the tranquillity

of the modern world come not from those Powers that become interdependent
upon others ; they come from those Powers which are more or less detached,
which stand more or less aloof from the general intercourse of mankind, and
are more or less self-supporting. But apart from the economic argument, I

do not want to see the British Empire degenerate into a sullen confederacy,
walled off, like a mediaeval town, from the surrounding country, victualled for

a siege. I want this country and the States associated with it to take their

part fairly and freely in the general intercourse of commercial nations. I do
not mind even if we become dependent on foreign nations, because we know
that by that very fact we make foreign nations dependent upon us.

Is it not strange that just at the time when we find it so necessary
to increase and multiply the sources of our cotton supply, we should be
invited to restrict and localize the sources of our food supply ? We all know
what a corner in cotton means. We do not want a corner in corn. Mr.
Chamberlain's plan is to make us just as dependent upon Canada for our
corn and upon Australia for our meat as we now are upon the United States
for our cotton, and that is to create by artificial means the very conditions
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which, through no fault of our own, have produced such evil effects in

cotton. Now I would apply the same reasoning both to cotton and to corn.

I submit that our policy should be in both cases to have as many places to

buy from as possible, and to do nothing that will tend to make us put all

eur eggo in one basket ; for if you do, you will assuredly have the same

abominable gambling in the food of the people as you now have in the

supply of our raw material.

These great dividing questions cannot be settled by clever manipulation

of men and phrases. The differences of Free Trader and Protectionist strike

down to the roots of thought. Their controversy is abiding, and while the

question is alive they must always light. The dividing line is not one of

intellect only, but of sentiment and aspiration. If the first dispute is about

the multiplication table, the last is upon the destiny of man.

The British Empire is held together by moral, not by material forces.

It has grown up in liberty and silence. It is not preserved by restriction

and vulgar brag. The greatest triumphs of our race have been won not.

for Britain only, but for mankind. When we suppressed the slave trade

we were fighting in the cause of humanity. We broke the power of the first

Napoleon in defence of the liberties of Europe. So it was in the days

of Greek independence. So it was when we proclaimed ourselves Free

Traders. The lands we have conquered in every part of the world, instead

of being made into little selfish preserves, as they would have been in other

hands, have been thrown open to the commerce of all nations freely, to buy

and barter as they will. In India we are the trustees of civilization. The

work we have done in Egypt will endure as long as the Pyramids. Our

parliamentary institutions, our jurisprudence, our orderly yet democratic

methods serve as patterns to the most enlightened peoples. Look where

you will, you will see at every stage on the long and dangerous path on

which we have moved, from the condition of a small poor island people to

the enjoyment and responsibility of world-wide dominion—it has been written

in letters of shining gold :

"THE VICTOBY OP BRITAIN MEANS THE WELFARE OP THE WORLD."

But what is the practical result '.' How has our poUcy Served us iu this

strugghng workaday world ? Is it not wonderful to contemplate '.' The laud

which has given so much to others has gained the most herself. The policy

which seeks to make nothing out of its colonies is the only pohcy which has

preserved rich, prosperous, and loyal colonies. The Empire which has the

fewest safeguards has the fewest dangers. The people who alone among

modern States has thrown open its ports to the commerce of all nations is

far the greatest of exporters. What is the conclusion ? Surely it is a very

inspiring and encouraging one. Large views always triumph over umall

ideas. Broad economic principles always in the end defeat the sharp dtvjces

of expediency; tolerance and liberty are always more profitable than

arbitrary restrictions. Science is better than sleight of hand
;

truth is

stronger than falsehood ;
justice outwits intrigue ; free imports can contend

with hostile tariffs : honesty is, in fact, the policy that pays the best.
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14 Coming Men on Coming Questions.

V.—What is Retaliation?

Free imports, I say, can best contend with hostile tariffs. But this is denied

by those who maintain that the best plan of campaign is a policy of

Eetaliation.

What is this policy of Eetaliation? It may mean everything, it may
mean nothing. It may mean an uncompromising policy of " tit-for-tat "

—

a fiscal eye for a fiscal eye and a tariff tooth for a tariff tooth. It may mean

merely the occasional readjustment of Customs duties for bargaining

purposes with foreign nations, or the right which every Government possesses

of resorting to unusual remedies to cure unusual evils. In theory and upon

its merits there is much to be said for Eetaliation. I say frankly for

myself that I have never said, and never will say, that whatever foreign

nations may do to us, under no circumstances we never should do anything

to them. I will see what they do first. But my first point is that nothing

in the British Constitution, nothing in the practical working of the Constitu-

tion, prevents the Government of the day from making what proposals they

choose and leaving Parliament to decide whether these are wise proposals

or not.

No consistent Free Trader could object to such leverage as the necessary

Customs duties afford being employed to secure more advantageous treat-

ment. We have in these already an instrument which might easily be used

as Mr. Cobden used it. The duty upon sugar gives us counters to play with

the German. The tobacco tax touches the American. The tariff against

wines and spirits is a matter of importance to the French. There is some-

thing to be said for an occasional policy of commercial pin-pricks.

But when you look into it, Eetaliation is actually rather a small and

petty affair. It is small and petty, not because, under certain circumstances,

it might not be very mischievous, but because Mr. Balfour and those who

speak with his authority have limited it very strictly in several remarkable

ways. First of all, we are told retaliatory duties are not to be part of a

general tariff. He said at Sheffield that we were not to have a general tariff,

and make concessions from that tariff to foreign nations in return for

concessions made to us. We were to begin from the other end, and put on

duties where they were needed. So it is not to be part of a general tariff.

Secondly, Eetaliation is not to be imposed—this is a pledge given in the

House of Commons itself—except with the consent of Parliament in each

particular instance ; and thirdly, Eetaliation is not to take effect so as to

involve a duty on food or raw material. Now, all these three pledges have

been given publicly, and are maintained by Ministers of the Crown, and by the

Prime Minister, as being in reaUty pledges limiting their use of Eetaliation.

But what is left ? When you have taken all that away, how much is left ?

There is a feeling that England has only to retaliate, and foreign tariff walls

will immediately collapse. Well, but all the great nations of the world are

Protectionist ; they have been for 100 years past, and perhaps for many
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years before that, endeavouring by every dodge of reciprocity or negotiation

to get each other to reduce their taritfs in each other's respective interests.

"Where have they come to? Have they reached Free Trade? On the

contrary, their tariffs have got higher and higher, and at this moment Free

Trade England, which does nothing—Free Trade England, with masterly

inactivity—occupies in regard to the nations of the Nvorld and trading

conditions, so far as tariffs are concerned, a position of advantage to which

few of the Protectionist countries have attained and which none of them

have surpassed.

What is the chance of breaking down the steel-clad barriers of foreign

tariffs by such pin-pricks as these ? Take the Russian tariff, for instance.

It is 130 per cent, against us. We got from Russia in 1903

£30,900,000 worth of stuff—£31,000,000 nearly—and of this £19.000,000

was food and £10,000,000 raw material, leaving scarcely £2,000,000 of stuff

on which we are invited to make ourselves supremely ridiculous by retaliating.

If you exclude food and raw materials, it is quite evident that we can retaliate

only on a portion of what foreign nations send us, and they may counter

if they choose—and why should they not choose ?—upon the whole volume

of our trade.

The truth must be swallowed that the main object of foreign Protection

is to protect. What the Protectionists' country really love is the monopoly

of their home market. Retaliation upon their export trade, which is all that

we can reach, may possibly gain small concessions, will more probably pro-

voke reprisals, but will not, in any case, break down that minimum tariff

which their statesmen approve and their capitalists demand.

In France, for instance, the logical genius of the French mind has

developed, perhaps, the most perfect instrument of Protection in the world.

There is a shockingly high fi<,'hting tariff for fiscal foes, and a lower but still

sufdciently high protective tariff for fiscal friends. So long as the minimum

tariff necessary to protect the home producer is not infringed, the Govern-

ment may act at discretion, but the lower tariff they are not allowed to

touch without the consent of the Chamber ; and when once a question gets

in the Chamber the great, powerful vested interests will see that it comes to

no great harm. All the advantages of the minimum tariff France already

freely gives us. Nothing but prolonged and ruinous tariff warfare is hkely to

secure more. The case of the United States is different, but not dissimilar.

A reciprocity clause in the Dingley Tariff Act authorizes the President to

negotiate commercial treaties within certain limits. The President has

accordingly negotiated no fewer than eleven. But so far the Senate, which

has to ratify these treaties, and which is an extremely, I will not say Con-

servative, but Protectionist body, has not found it convenient to consider one

of them. That is not a very encouraging sign.
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VI.—Protection and Corruption.

Mr. Balfoue has declared against a general tariff from which reductiona

may be made according to favours received. It would, he declares, be too

great a disturbance of our industries and commerce. So that each separate

case is to be dealt with on its merits. By whom ? Is ParUament seriously

to be asked to surrender the power to tax or untax to a party Cabinet ? It

is not possible to conceive a greater constitutional change. On the other

hand, imagine a succession of Sugar Convention Bills fought out on the floor

of the House of Commons amid the clamour of conflicting interests

!

Conceive, moreover, the quadruple uncertainty of the trades involved, first,

at the threat of Eetaliation ; secondly, if the threat proves ineffective, at

the actual Eetaliation ; thirdly, if the actual Eetaliation proves effective, at

the expectation that the new duties will be removed ; and, fourthly, at the

actual removal of the duties.

The first set of tariffs may indeed be framed to serve the trade of the

country. The second set will be arranged to suit the fortunes of a party.

This to catch the iron vote, that to collar the cotton ; this other, again, to

rope in the woollens. Every dirty little monopolist in the island will have

his own " society " to push his special trade ; and for each and all the

watchword W\\\ be, " Scratch my back," and the countersign, " I'll scratch

yours." Every election will turn on tariff. Apart from all the bribery

—

direct and indirect—which cannot fail to creep in, who will dare to set

himself above the needs of his own constituency? Others are having their

share. Why should any stand out ? " Favours for all in front, and the

devil take the hindmost." What would happen here if the House of

Commons—hitherto chaste because unsolicited—were to have the fate of

every industry periodically placed in the hollow of its hand ?

Out of all these changed conditions and unmeasured forces the new party

will emerge. Not the old historic Conservatism, with its traditions, its

beliefs, and its dreams, but a blatant thing of " caucuses " and " platforms,"

acting through a tributary House of Commons, sustained by a strong

confederation of capitalists and combinations, and founded on special classes

of organized and privileged labour. The slave of great interests. The master

of a great people. Over all, like a red robe flung about the shoulders of a

sturdy beggar, an extravagant and aggressive militarism ; and at the top,

installed in splendour, a party leader, half German Chancellor, half American

boss.

VII.—What about Dumping?
But I may be asked, what about dumping ?

Dumping may be serious—as yet it has not been serious—or it may be

trivial, resembling the unloading of a bankrupt's stock. If it were serious

—

if there was a gigantic conspiracy on the part of a foreign country to smash

and piratically destroy some staple English industry ; if it could be shown that

the Government by intervention, by prohibition, if you like, or by penal duties

could effectively stop that threatened ruin and secure the trade, what Govern-
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inent that ever existed in England would hesitate to make proposals to Parlia-

ment, and what Parliament ever called together would refuse to give effect to

them ? But of the existence of such a piratical attack there is no evidence.

There is no case on record of an important British industry being ruined

by this form of dumping from strength or price-cutting that is practised from

foreign countries. The utmost exertions of partisanship have been em-

ployed in vain to discover one. The only dumping which does take place,

when compared to the total value of our trade, is a very insignificant factor.

I take an instance that occurs to me. We were told that the Americans were

capturing the whole of the boot and shoe trade. I look into the facts, and

what do I find ? It is calculated that every man, woman, and child in this

country spends on an average 15s. a year on shoeing themselves. Some

spend more, some spend less—some spend a good deal less. And in a

population of 40,000,000, that means that we spend £30,000,000 a year in

providing om'selves with boots and shoes. The total volume of imported

boots and shoes from all countries and sources in 1903 was, I think, about

£940,000. And then we are invited to believe that the whole of this immense

home trade is to be ruined and supplanted by importations of that volume.

I admit the dislocation of particular trades. I admit that the injury of

the affected trade is real, though often exaggerated. Some Englishmen face

unnatural loss ; others gain unnatural profits. And though the profit may,

and usually does, exceed the loss, the injury and the injustice remain.

"What is our answer? I submit to you this proposition, which Free Traders

believe in. I do not say it is always true in relation to individuals, because

chance and so many other circumstances may affect individuals in their

lives, but I firmly believe it is true of nations

—

Unfair competition counter-

vails itself. Swiftly and surely, directed and impelled not by a muddled

Government and a harassed Legislature, through the agency of stupid and

expensive Customs officials, but by the steady workings of inexorable laws,

come the Eetaliations of Free Trade. Consider bountied sugar. Sugar

becomes cheap in England and dear in Germany. Manufacturers in England

requiring sugar thrive ; manufacturers in Germany requiring sugar starve.

The raw material is thrust upon us below cost price ; we retort by sending

back the finished article. The German dumps sugar at a loss. "We return

higher-grade manufacturers of sugar at a profit. Our reply to the sugar-

dumper is "Jam and pickles "—despised, profitable "jam and pickles," and

much else besides. The German dumps ship-plates at a price which cannot

remunerate him; we retort him ships at a price with which he cannot

compete. He dumps his steel, and we answer him with machinery. At

every step our business is a paying transaction ; at every step his business

is a losing transaction. At every step our industries move forward into those

higher grades where labour is more skilled, more varied, more generously

rewarded, and by proficiency in which an old country can alone maintain

that "leadership " in respect to quality, vital to her industrial strength.

On the whole, dumping does us more good than harm, and Retaliation

would do us more harm than good.
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Vni.—How Cheap Sugar was Abolished.

The story of the fall and rise of the price of sugar affords an admirable

object lesson in the workings of Protection. Prompted by a laudable desire

to stimulate home industries—a very praiseworthy desire—the German,

Austrian, French, and Eussian Governments decided to give bounties on the

growing of sugar beet. Every peasant began to grow beet in his back garden.

There is, consequently, a gigantic production of beet sugar, and as competition

is excluded, producers who are able to charge what they like in their own
market make very great fortunes in particular cases. That is the first step.

The second is this : Great vested interests are formed out of the money which

those fortunes provide, and backed by the voting strength of the peasant pro-

ducers, those vested interests immediately set to work to besiege the

Government, just as dockyard constituencies here besiege the Govern-

ment, for further privileges. The price of sugar in the home market

meanwhile is kept up by rigid Protection. Every foreigner has to pay more for

his sugar, and consequently he buys less, and the consuming power in those

countries steadily declines. The result is that over-production on a gigantic

scale takes place. That is the second step. What is the next ? Do they lower the

prices in their home market and give all these good things to their own people ?

That is not the way a cartel behaves—they would rather throw the stuff

into the sea. They look to the export trade as the outlet for their immense

surplus of sugar. Then begins a cut-throat competition between the

different great trusts for the inestimable pri\dlege of supplying the English

market at a loss. Now look at England, at the other side of the picture.

England has done nothing in the meanwhile. She grows no sugar ; she

does not give bounties ; she has made no observation or remark of any kind.

In England sugar becomes cheap—extremely cheap—it becomes cheap in

proportion as it gets higher in the countries where it is actually grown. The

English people consumed every year—the ratio is altering now in conse-

quence of recent legislation—three times as much per head as the people of

France. On the basis of this cheap sugar which is a benefit and a source of

pleasure to great masses of people who use it—apart from that, a whole range

of secondary industries has sprung up—jam, biscuits, mineral water, even

blacking, I am told, sweetmeats, preserved fruits, and even pickles. Before

the convention we had become the world's confectioners. StoUwerke was

erecting a factory in England. Chocolat Menier was already made in

London. The confectioners in other countries contemplated moving, and in

some cases actually did move, their businesses into this great free market

where the flow and distribution of good things of the earth were not distorted

and twisted by the avarice and the folly of man.

Mr. Chamberlain said at Greenock, " I wonder how many men who have

been turned out of our sugar refineries through unfair competition have

found employment in bottling pickles and stirring up jam-pots," and there

were prolonged cheers, of course. We looked up the facts, and found that in

ten years the number of men who had ceased to be employed in sugar
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refineries was 2,500. In most cases the reduction was due to the use of

better machinery. On the other hand, upwards of 12,000 more persons had
found employment in the allied trades which had grown up, or five times

the number of those dispossessed. There is one more stage in thi.'^ sugar

story. Finally, the foreign nations, realizing, after all their Protection!

theories, that the thing had gone to far and was becoming an absolute farce,

weary of continuing to stimulate by expensive bounties a trade which was
increasingly unprofitable, turned and appealed to Great Britain to join with

them in terminating conditions which were so injurious to them ; and Great

Bi'iton, generous as ever, guided by those keen-eyed statesmen who direct her

affairs, put her own personal interests on the slielf, came down and met them
half way, and more than half way, and in a masterpiece of legislation ''•••^

our people, I think, for ever, from the " curse " of cheap sugar.

IX.—Shipping:, Cotton and India.

Thkre are three arguments which no Protectionist has yet even attempted

to answer. The first is Shipping. Our shipping industry is the greatest in

the world. Shipping supremacy is the legitimate child of insular position

and unrestricted trade. You will find the pedigree in the book, " Rule,

Britannia ! By Free Imports out of Island." We are now owners of more

than half the shipping in the world. More than half the imports into every

country in the world is carried in British ships ; and we build annually for

our own use and for sale to foreign nations as many ships as all the rest of

the world put together.

How will the shipping and shipbuilding trades be aS'ected by the proposed

tariff? They cannot fail to be injured, and they will be injured in two ways :

first, the cost of all the materials used in the construction of ships will be

increased, and consequently we shall be less able to compete with foreign

nations both in respect of the ships we sell and the freights we carry

;

secondly, they will be injured by the restriction of ocean traffic generally,

and by its diversion from our shores to other countries. After all, why

should so many ships come to British ports ?

It is only natural that shipowners should fail to view with extravagant

enthusiasm a plan for diminishing imports—or, in other words, a plan for

reducing the tonnage of goods can-ied across the sea, and for hindering or

preventing their entrance to our ports. They have seen how completely

Protection has strangled the carrying trade of the United States, and they

have no wish to see British shipping share the same fate.

The second argument is Cotton.

The cotton industry depends for its prosperity, and even for its existence,

upon four main and vital conditions : an abundant and steady supply of the

raw material, cheapness of production, the maintenance of the great Free

Trade markets of India and China, and the preservation of industrial peace

at home. Now of these, the first, the supply of raw material, might be

checked by import duties here, or, if the United States chose to amend iheir
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constitution—and they have occasionally amended it—by export duties in

America. But under no conceivable circumstances could any duty that the

wit or folly of man could impose stimulate or increase the growth of cotton.

Tariff duties, whether Eetaliatory, Preferential, or Protective, would

not make the cotton fields larger, would not insure good harvests,

would not promote cheap transit, would not destroy the ravages

of cotton insects, American speculators, or other pestiferous vermin.

Every one of the other conditions would be adversely affected by Mr.

Chamberlain's proposals. Cheapness of production is vital to the cotton

trade. Eaise the price only a little, and the demand must fall off. Now,

cheap food and cheapness of living must be the foundation of cheapness of

production. Supposing by taxes imposed on food, or on clothes, or on

houses, or on personal necessaries, the sovereign loses some of its purchasing

power, and suppose it only purchases as much as fifteen shillings does now,

one of two things must happen. Either the operative must live worse than

he does at present, or he must obtain an immediate rise of wages. The
margin of profit in the cotton trade is notoriously small, and I see no prospect

of any rise in wages following from Mr. Chamberlain's proposals so far as the

cotton operatives are concerned. Very well, then, they will have to live

worse ; and if they live wofse—if they have less nourishing food to eat, less

comfortable homes to dwell in, less warm clothes to wear in our uncertain

climate, then, quite apart from the suffering which this must bring to the

men, the trade itself must be injure(i ; for everybody knows that the efficiency

of a workman depends upon his physical and moral well-being, and in these

days of strenuous competition we cannot afford to have his condition made
worse.

Our cotton trade is mainly an export trade, and is largely dependent

upon the Indian demand. India takes of our goods two-thirds as much as

all the self-governing colonies together. She imposes no hostile tariffs

—

no hostile discrimination against our goods, which is vital to Lancashire,

and she contributes vastly to our Imperial defences. India has rightly

been described " that most bright and precious gem in the Crown of the

King, which more than all the other colonies or great possessions raises the

reputation of these small islands upon the level of surrounding States and

nations, and makes them the equals, and possibly even the superiors, of the

great empires of ancient or modern time." In addition to all these things,

India is now the crucial argument against the so-called fiscal reform.

Mr. Bonar Law, the Parliamentary Secretary to the Board of Trade,

speaking at the Constitutional Club, said that " there was an import of

£150,000,000 of manufactured goods, representing a loss in wages of

£70,000,000 to £80,000,000, and he thought that a large part of that sum

could, by a stroke of the pen, be secured to the British workman, without

any loss at all corresponding to the advantages that the country would gain

by the change." Suppose he is right. If this plan works for pjngland, it will

work for India too. If foreign goods displace English labour, then English

goods displace Indian labour.
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India is a great trust, for which we are responsible. We have a duty to

perform towards the land and people of Hindustan. The lives, the liberties,

the progress towards civilization—towards a better and happier life—of

nearly 300,000,000 souls are in our hands ; and the priceless possession

of this ancient land, robed with the undying traditions of the past and

dowered with immeasurable possibilities for the future, is the chief glory of

our dominion. But on what does our rule in India depend ? It is not on

terror, it is not on physical force, it is not on the superior knowledge of

our Government. I say that 30,000 civilians and 70,000 soldiers would

be utterly insufficient to preserve our rule in India for a month if it were

not known that our motives were pure and lofty, and that we sought the

welfare of the Indian people. British justice is the foundation-stone of

British dominion. Destroy that, and the whole stately ar.d stupendous

edifice which the glories and sacrifices of ten generations have upreared

will come clattering to the ground.

But how can we adopt Protection at home and continue to force Free

Trade on India ?

If Protection against over-sea importation is economicallygood for England,

it is economically good for India too. Lancashire sends almost twenty

million pounds' worth of goods to India every year. If all this were shut out

by a stroke of the pen, how much uncounted gold might not India gain if

there be any truth in the startling theory of Mr. Chamberlain and Mr. Bonar

Law? It would be the grossest injustice— injustice partaking not only of

tyranny, but of hypocrisy also—for Great Britain to protect her mighty

commercial energy against the foreigner, and yet to preserve by force, by

right of conquest, by a parliamentary dodge, her fi-ee markets in India, and,

as the Protectionists would say, dump her surplus production on the long-

delayed infant industries of the Indian people.

If Protection is a wise and profitable policy, India must have the right to

protect her own produce against British competition.

If she were permitted to do so, what would become of the Lancashire

cotton trade ? If she were refused permission, we would, on the Protectionist

theory, be sacrificing her welfare to our gain.

X.—The Imperial Objection to Preference.

In 1902, Mr. Chamberlain thought it right to say that " we could, if

necessary, fight another war as long and as costly over again." The organ

is playing a different tune to-day. The majestic swell of the triumphal

march has sunk to a lugubrious dirge. The wealth of Great Britain, which,

only a year ago, was bottomless and inexhaustible, is fast draining away.

Nothing will save us except a 10 per cent, duty on manufactured articles.

Those gossamer threads of Empire—pliant as elastic, tense as steel—of

which we were told so much, those children States who came to aid us in

our time of need—those brave Australians and Canadians, by whose side we

marched and fought on veldt and kopje in South Africa— all will fall away

for ever, unless Canadian loyalty is purchased at 2s. a quarter and Australian
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allegiance at Id. per lb. We ought to feel more assurance in the foundations

of British wealth and British dominion than to believe they will be over-

turned by passing gusts of wind or can be sustained by such a puny crop.

In reality, the adoption of Preference would endanger the very foundation

of the Empire, as well as the prosperity of our trade. There is no logical or

scientific distinction between the raw material of manufacture and food,

which is the raw material of human life. No scheme of colonial preferences

can be a scientific scheme unless it applied equally to food and to raw
material. That is equally true whether the question is argued from Free

Trade or a Protection standpoint. Every argument, moral or material, that

can be advanced in favour of the preferential taxation of corn, meat, and

dairy produce holds good, even in a stronger degree, in favour of the prefer-

ential taxation of timber, leather, and wool. Any system of preferential

tariffs which included the one and excluded the other must be lopsided and

illogical in its conception, and whimsical and unfair in its operation.

But leaving that out of our account, the attempt to establish a preferen-

tial system would cripple our freedom and power to retaliate, if we wish to

do so, and expose the Empire itself to a storm of popular hatred. It is

quite true that the workings of nature are beyond our control. There are

many factors in prices—harvests, freights, speculations—which do not

recognize the authority of the House of Commons. Taxes alone are

absolutely in the hand of Parliament. These fluctuations have occurred in

the past ; no one can doubt that they will occur in the future. Whatever

rise might take place in the future, preferential duties would, if imposed,

have to bear the brunt of public indignation. It is upon these

very links of Empire so laboriously and expensively forged that

the direct impact of public displeasure in times of scarcity must

inevitably descend. If there is an unpopular tax to-day we are in no

great difficulty. If public opinion is sufficiently incensed, a pliant

Chancellor of the Exchequer, or, failing that, a vote in the House of

Commons, removes the cause of offence and gratifies the national will.

But these preferential duties, if they are imposed, will not be taxes which

the House of Commons can remove at its pleasure. They will be fixed by a

treaty with every self-goveruing colony scattered all over the surface of the

world. In consideration of these taxes this country have received con-

cessions with regard, say, to certain classes of manufactured goods. Upon the

basis of these mutual concessions industries will have grown up, and, how-

ever fierce the demand, they will not be able to alter their preferential duties

without the consent of the other party to the bargain. In that day there

will, indeed, be a shock to the permanent unity of the Empire which might

well excite the concern of those who cared about it. In that day, when a

British Ministry with taxes which it could not remove without a long delay

was confronted by the imperious demand of a hungry and an angry

electorate, we would realize the truth—that it was a grand and cardinal

error in Imperial statecraft to lay the foundations of a Democratic Empire
upon the Protective Taxation of Food.
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DAILY CHRONICLE
Jhe Aeading Aondon Aiberal ^aily Paper.

THEEE have been many remarkable developments in journalism during
the last decade, but none more remarkable than that by which a great

daily paper—the recognized organ of Liberal thought and progress

—

by a stroke of the pen, as it were, halved its price to its subscribers.

This bold experiment on the part of the proprietors of the
"Daily Chronicle' has been justified by Its abundant success.

Large as its circulation was before, it has since advanced by leaps and
bounds. Eeduction of price in all things, and especially in newspapers, had
hitherto inevitably meant reduction in quantity and quality.

The " Daily Chronicle " is unique in having been able, while reducing its

price to the popular halfpenny, to maintain its quantity in actual pages, and
immeasurably to increase its value as a newspaper.

This has been achieved by introducing several new features, and notably

by multiplying its correspondents in all parts of the world. While most

newspapers have been content to write about the greatness of the British

Empire in their leading articles, the " Daily Chronicle " has, by means of its

accredited representatives in all parts of Greater Britain, been able to give

news at first hand of the problems which are being attacked and solved on

the outskirts of the Empire, and has been able to throw a good deal of light

on Mr. Chamberlain's phantom " Colonial offer."

But while this is important and interesting to the British reader, it is far

more important that he should be able to rely upon his newspaper for

succinct and graphic accounts of all that is happening within the four

corners of the kingdom.

The system, which has lately been elaborated, of maintaining reliable and

competent correspondents in every part of the country is now so perfect that

no event, no matter how remote the place where it occurs, can fail to be

recorded in the colunms of the " Daily Chronicle." It has always, since its

establishment, been justly distinguished for the fulness and intimacy of its

London news, and that character is maintained in the new form of the

" Daily Chronicle.''

The literary columns, devoted to reviews of books by the most accomplished

critics of the day, have lost none of their former authority.

On political subjects the " Daily Chronicle " is exceptionally well

informed, and its news of Liberal thought and activity in Parliament, and in

the constituencies, may be taken as authoritative.

P'he Reading Aondon Aiberal Morning Paper

THE DAILY CHRONICLE.
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LEADERS IN THE LORDS.

I.—EARL SPENCER.
There is fortunately iid occasion to

raise any discussion in tliis place as to

who is the Liberal leader in the country.

There is no titular leader of the whole

party. That position, wliicli belongs

of right to the ex-Prime Minister of

the party, was deliberately vacated l)y

Lord llosebery in 1897. Since tliat

time there has been no leader of the

whole party, there has only been a

Liberal leader in each House of Par-

liament. When Lord llosebery abdi-

cated, he vacated the leadership of the

Lords as well as the leadership of the

nation. He was succeeded by the

Earl of Kimberley. On Lord Kim-
berley's death, Lord Spencer was
elected to the vacant post. His position

resembles that of Lord Granville in

1879, with one important difference.

In the House of Lords, Lord Granville

had no rival near the throne. His
leadership over the Liberal peers was
uncontested. His leadership in the

country was overshadowed by the

ascendency of Mr. Gladstone. Lord
Spencer, on the other hand, is over-

shadowed by no Ml-. Gladstone in the

country, but he has a formidable com-
peer in the House of Lords in the

person of Lord llosebery. Their posi-

tions would be reversed if Lord llosebery

h.'id Tiot, by his own act, reduced himself

to the status of a leader in retirement.

It is, however, worth remembering
that if INIr. Gladstone had been able to

give effect to his will when he retired

he would have installed Lord Spencer
as Prime Minister in his place. Mr.
Morley tells us that the day after

Mr. Gladstone's resignation—
" lie busiod himself in packing liis pujiors,

ami working at intervals on his transla-

tion of Horace. He told nu' that holiiid

now reason to suppose that the Queen
might ask him for advice as to his suc-

cessor. After some talk, lio saiil tliat,

if asked, ho sliould advise her to send for

Lord Spencer."

The Queen did not deign to take his

counsel, and so the Premiership fell

to Lord Rosebery, wjio found it a

Dead Sea apple, which filled his mouth
with such bitter ashes that he eagerly

seized the prete.xt of the snap division

on Cordite to clear out of Downing
Street.

No one can say whether the King
will ask Mr. Balfour for his views as

to the Statesman who should be asked
to take his place when the inevitable

end comes. Even if he does consult

the outgoing Premier, His ALijesty

is tolerably certain to take his own
course. The probaliility is that the

King will send for Lord Spencer, pos-

sibly for both Lord Spencer and Sir

H. Campbell-Bannerman. The general

opinion in the Party is in favour of

C.-B. being Premier, unless l)y C.-B.'s

own special personal desire, the first

place is offered to Lord Spencer.

C.-B. has borne the burden and heat

of the day, and the Prime Minister-

.ship it is generally felt ought to

l)e his if he cares to have it. If,

however, he prefers to take second

place, there are some very weighty

reasons in favour of a Spencer Premier-

ship. In the first case, Mr. (Jladstone,

the greatest connnoner of last century,

believed that Lord Spencer ought to

have succeeded him in the Premiership.

As against the objection to a Premier

sitting elsewhere than in the Connnons,

Mr. Gladstone, witli characteristic in-

genuity, deduced from the numerical

weakness of every Liberal Adminis-

tration in the House of lairds a subtle

argument in favour of strengthening

the Liberal remnant in the Upper
Chamber by giving the Premiership

II
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and as many portfolios as possible to

Liberal peers. In the tliird place,

there is a sound argument in favour of

a peer Premier in the fact that it is

pi'actically impossible for any man

—

with the exception of such a Hercules

as Mr. Gladstone—to unite successfully

the functions of Premier and Leader
of the House of Commons. If a

Premier is to be really the head of his

Cabinet, he needs moi'e leisure than
the Ministerial Bench in the Commons
will leave him. Mr. Balfour, it is

true, is both Prime INIinister and
Leader of the House of Commons.
But no Liberal leader would be allowed

to shirk and shuffle like Mr. Balfour

;

and without shirking and shuffling

Mr. Balfour could not have survived.

These are general considerations. But
they are supported by many potent

arguments of a personal nature. Lord
Hpencer would offend nobody He is

a, 2)erson(i (jrafa at Court. The Liberal

Leaguers would find it easier to accept

oflice under Lord Spencer than under
8ir Henry C.-B. Lastly, Lord Spencei'

is an Englishman, and a good many
Englishmen think that, what with
Mr. Gladstone, Mr. Balfour, and Lord
lioseber}', the Scotch would have no
reason to complain if the Liberals, for

the first time for forty years, were to

prefer an Englishman to a Scot as

their Pi'ime Minister.

If it is to be assumed that if the

matter were left to Sir Henry C.-B.

Lord Spencer would be Premier, let

us then attempt briefly to say what
manner of man the next Liberal

Premier may be. Lord Spencer is an
English gentleman. That term, used
in its best sense, is the superlative of

eulog3^ But while there are many
English gentlemen, there is only one
Lord Spencer.

He is, by chai-acter, by heredity, by
training, and by achievement, marked
out for high position. He is the fifth

Earl of a peerage created in 1765.

The first Earl was the grandson of a
still more notable peer, the third Earl
of Sunderland. The second Earl held

high office under Mr. Pitt. But the

most famous of his forbears was Lord

Althorp, "honest Jack Althorp," who
was Chancellor of the Exchequer and
first leader of the House of Commons
in the lleformed Parliament. His
father, the fourth Earl, was a courtier

rather than a statesman, and he died

at a comparatively early age, after

having filled the offices of Lord
Chamberlain and Lord Steward. Lord
Althorp, who fled with delight from
the turbulent arena of the House of

Commons to the congenial shades of

Althorp Park, was, like his nephew,
no orator, but in the management of

men, in sound judgment, and in political

"horse sense," few Liberal leaders

have stood higher in the estimation of

their followers. Everyone liked him,

everyone ti'usted him.

He had no enemies and excited no
jealousies, and in all these particulars

the fifth Earl resembles his uncle.

Lord Spencer, or, to give him his full

title, J. Poyntz Spencer, fifth Earl,

Knight of the Garter, Privy Councillor,

D.C.L., LL.D., Baron Spencer, Vis-

count Althorp, Lord-Lieutenant of

Noi-thamptonshire since 1872, Keeper
of the Privy Seal of Duke of Cornwall
since 1901, is an English grandee
of the first rank. He owns about
27,000 acres of land. It is hard to

say whether his town or his country
house—Spencer House in St. James's
Place, or Althorp Hall in Northamp-
tonshire—is more famous among the

palaces of Britain. He married the

granddaughter of the first Marquis of

Hertford, and since Lord Kimberley's
death he has been leader of the hand-
ful of Libei'al peers who still survive

in the House of Lords. He was born
October 27th, 18-35, so that lie is now
nearly sixty-nine years of age. His
health, which was somewhat ailing

some years since, has now been set up
by visits to Nauheim ; but even when
physicall}? at his worst Lord Spencer
never lost heart, never despaired of liis

country or of his party, and he is as

ready to-day to shoulder the burden of

office as ever he was in any of the trying

times through which he has passed.

Like most of the great Whigs, he
entered public life early. He was
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('lotted M.P. for South Northampton-
shire in 1857, when he had just com-

])leted his majority. He went through
the usual procession—Harrow, Cam-
l)ridge, House of Commons—and then

in the same year that lie became M.P.
the sudden death of his father raised

him to the peerage. Tlie usual ap-

pointments came his way. He was
Groom of the Stole to the Prince

Consort from 18.59-01, and he held the

same post under the Pi-inee of ^^'aIes

from 186l'-7. In those days he was
l)etter known as a favourite atCoui-t

—

he received the Garter in 18G5—and a

Master of the Hounds than as a poli-

tician. He was Chairman of the

National llifle Association, and one
of his first speeches in the House of

Lords was delivered in 1860 in praise

of rifle shooting. These were the days
when the Volunteer movement was in

its infancy. It will be interesting if

the same peer who presided over its

birth should, nearly half a century
later, be fated to save the popular

force from the destruction with which
it is threatened by the present Govern-
ment. He was never remarkable for

eloquence, but his manner of speaking

is much worse than his matter. If Lord
Spencer had not been translated so

soon to the House of Lords, he would
probably have acquired a much more
inspiring style of oratoiy. But that

refrigerating chamber and political

cemetery is not a kindly nurse of

oratorical fervour.

But if Lord Spencer was not a
demagogue, he was a superb Master of

the Hounds. And to be a great M.F.H.
it is necessary to be the master not
only of the pack, but of the men who
ride after the hounds. When ho was
only twenty-seven he had won golden
opinions from the members of the

Pytchley Hunt. If he manages his

Cabinet as well as he managed the

Hunt, his success is assured. Baify'n

Magazine, in 1862, after praising the

charm of his manners, and the zeal

with which he would go on his hands
and knees to ascertain reynard's exact
location, paid this high tribute to the

future Premier :

—

"His bold iiiid unergotic porsoverunce"'

—as we learn from the .sumo source—
"through trying circumstances of failing

scent and pitiless storm, his scrupulous
punctuality, his unexampled patience in

sport to the very confines of the evening,
and above all his very courteous but verv
unmistakable determination to keep his

field in order, all point to Lord Spencer
as among the very best masters the
Pytchley country has seen for many a

year."

It was not until 1868, when >h-.

Gladstone came into otlice with a man-
date from the country to do justice to

Ireland, that Lord Spenc?r first en-

tered the Administration. He was, in

1868, when only thirty-throe years of

age, appt)inted Lord-Lieutenant of

Ireland, a post which he held until

1871, when the fall of the Gladstone
Government relegated Lord Spencer to

private life. He was not«d as being

anxious to please, but somewhat ner-

vous and embai-rassed in the discharge
of political functions.

He resumed his place as Master of

tlie Hounds, and busied himself for six

years with the regular discharge of the

innumerable unobtrusive duties of a

county magnate, magistrate, lord-lieu-

tenant, and peer of the realm. After
the collapse of Lord Beaconsfield, Mr.
Gladstone gave him a place in the new
Cabinet as Minister of Agriculture
and Lord President of the Council.

It was not, however, until two years

later that the crisis arose which enabled
Lord Spencer to prove that he pos-

sessed the grit, the courage, and the

temper of a great administrator.

The retii-ement of Mr. Forster, fol-

lowed by the assassination of I^ord

Frederick Cavendish and Mr. Burke,

threw the government of Ireland int<i

the hands of Lonl Spencer, who was
sent back by Mr. Gladstone to Dublin
Castle. How splendidly he justified

the confidence of his chief is thus

described by Mr. Morley in his L'\jr of
Mr. (rladstonr. .-

—

I once asked an Irishman of consum-
mate experience and equitable mind,
with no leanings that 1 know of to

political nationalism, whether the task

of any later ruler of Ireland was com-
parable to Lord Spencer's. " Assuredly
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not," he replied ;
" in 1882 Ireland

seemed to be literally a society on the

eve of dissolution. The Invincibles still

roved with knives about the streets of

Dublin. Discontent had been stirred in

the ranks of the Royal Irish Constabulary,
and a dangerous mutiny broke out in the

meti'opolitan force. Over half of the

country the demoralisation of every class,

the terror, the fierce hatred, the universal

distrust, had grown to an incredible

pitch. The moral cowardice of what
ought to have been the governing class

was astounding. The landlords would
hold meetings and agree not to go beyond
a certain abatement, and then they would
go individually and privately offer to the

tenant a greater abatement. Even the
agents of the law and the courts were
shaken in their duty. The power of

random arrest and detention under the
Coercion Act of 1881 had not improved
the ?HO)Y(ie of magistrates andpolice. . . .

The clergy hardly stirred a finger to re-

strain the wildness of the storm ; some
did their best to raise it. All that was
what Lord Spencer had to deal with ; the

very foundations of the social fal)ric

rocking."

The new Viceroy attacked the formid-
able task before him with resolution,

minute assiduity, and an inexhaustible

store of that steady-eyed patience which
is the sovereign requisite of any man
who, whether with coercion or without,
takes in hand the government of Ireland.

—Morley's Gladstone, vol. 3, p. 70.

Lord Spencer wa.s assailed with all

the fierce invectives which the Iri.sh

had accumulated in centuries of oppres-

sion. He was threatened with assas-

sination, and subjected to endless

insult. But he never lost his temper
or his nerve. For three terrible years

the Red Earl stood his ground, rallying

round him whatever elements of

stability he could find in Ireland. The
storm gradually died away into a calm.

Mr. Bright declared that the courage

and patience which he displayed en-

titled him to be remembered "as one
of the most noble and honoured states-

men of our time." " A Bayard sans

peu7' et sans reproche" was Lord
Rosebery's description of Lord Spencer,

and its justice was universally recog-

nised.

Not at first, it must be admitted, by
the Land Leaguers and Nationalists.

But their tune changed when the Red
Earl decided to throw in his lot with

Mr. Gladstone on the question of Home
Rule. It was a great service which
the Whig peer rendered to Mr.
Gladstone and to Ireland that no one
else could have rendered.

When, in 1892, Mr. Gladstone came
back, he sent Lord Spencer to the

Admiralty. It was a good appoint-

ment, but it led indirectly to Mr.
Gladstone's retirement. For Lord
Spencer, seeing ahead the pei'ilous

period through which we are passing,

insisted upon strengthening the Navy,
so as to enable it to meet all emer-

gencies. The Spencer shipbuilding

programme was approved by the

majorit}^ of his Cabinet, but nothing
could reconcile Mr. Gladstone to w^hab

appeared to him a monsti'ous and
unnecessary expenditui-e of public

money on provocative armaments. He
retired, alleging as excuses the failure

of his sight and hearing. His eyes and
ears would have been good enough to

carry on with if the Spencer programme
had been withdrawn. But Lord Spencer
insisted upon having his ships even if

it necessitated the loss of his chief.

The programme was insisted upon, but
so far was Mr. Gladstone from resent-

ing Lord Spencer's conduct that he
was much disappointed in not being

afforded the opportunity of submit-

ting Lord Spencer's name to the

Queen as his successor in the Premier-

ship.

Lord Rosebery became Premier, and
Lord Spencer cheerfully continued to

serve at the Admiralty. After the

Liberal debacle, when his colleagues

were retiring to the right and the left,

Lord Spencer never swerved. The
patrician spirit of the old Whig was
stirred within him at the petty per-

sonalities and impatient temper of those

who so soon despaired of the Republic.

He remained at his post. When Lord
Kimberley died he was appointed his

successor as Liberal leader in the

House of Lords. At that post he re-

mains to this day, for England, which
expects every man to do his duty, is

never disappointed in Lord Spencer.
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LORD SPENCER ON COMING QUESTIONS.

On Friday, February 10th, 190-3, the day after Lord .Spencer had presided

over a Conference of leading Liberals, and four days before the opening of

Parliament, London was startled by the appearance of what was described as

Lord Spencer's Manifesto to the Liberal Party. The document in question wjis

in the shape of a letter written by Lord Spencer to Mr. Corrie Grant, M.P.

Appearing, as it did, immediately after the Conference of Front Bench Liberals,

it was at first regarded as being equivalent to a recognition by tlie Party of

the right of Lord Spencer to succeed Mr. Balfour, and the assumption by Ixjrd

Spencer of a right to draw up the programme of the Party for the Coming

Elections. This, however, was a mistake. The subject, it seemed, had not been

mooted at the Conference ; Lord Spencer had written the letter all out of liis

own head merely for the information of JSlr. Corrie Grant. Mr. Asquitli, wlio

had been present at the Conference, promptly declared that the Spencer letter

was in no sense a Party manifesto. It had not been considered oi- approved by

the Front Bench, and in short that its only importance consisted in the fact

that it embodied the personal opinions of the distinguished nobleman who was

leader of the handful of Liberal peers still to be found in the House of Lords.

Such, at least, is the accepted official version. Even if we accept this story,

the letter still possesses a first-class importance. For it is admittedly a full,

explicit, and reasoned statement of what the Liberal Leader in the Peeis thinks

likely to be the policy of his Party when it returns to power. As no other

leader has been so precise in setting forth his opinions, th.efull text of the letter

must be placed on record and filed for reference.

Mr. Corrie Grant, M.P., to wliom the letter was addressed, is the sitting

member for the Rugby Division of Warwickshire. The legend is to the effect

that Lord Spencer was to have spoken at one of Mr. Corrie Grant's meetings,

but being unable to keep his engagement, he made atonement for his absence

by formulating a complete programme for the Party. Here is his letter, dated

February 7th, to Mr. Corrie Grant, M.P., in which he complies "with your

recjuest for my views."

TiiK Dominating QriwrioN.

There is one great topic, that of fiscal reform, which dominates the

situation, though it does not exclude other questions of political principles

which call for solution.

It affects every class and interest in the country, and as Ion;,' as it remains a

mere matter of strong platform controversy a serious amount of anxiety and

doubt hangs round all trade and connnerce, and gravely affects the operations

and pursuits of those employed in the various businesses which will be allected

if a great change in our fiscal policy is carrietl out.

This serious effect arises whether you consider the jtroposed changes bad, as

I do, or to be good, as Mr. Chamberlain's followers allege, and I am cominced

that no Ministry is in any possible way justified in postponing the appeal to the

constituencies, which alone can put to rest and settle this great fiscal question.
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Mr, Chamberlain and Protection.

For look at the position of Mr. Chamberlain, the loader and protagonist of

this agitation ; and of Mr. Balfour, the responsible Prime Minister.

Mr. Chamberlain's attitude is clear.

He presses for definite commercial ties between the mother country and her

colonies, and to secure this he proposes to raise duties on foreign goods imported

into this country, so that the colonies who also bring the same class of goods to

our markets may obtain a preference.

In doing this he proposes to raise duties on foodstuffs, though he declares

that he will so manipulate the tariff that the total cost of food to the people will

not be more.

He also desires, by taxing particular foreign manufactures, to increase the

demand for the corresponding manufactures made at home.

It seems clear to me that in these proposals he adopts tlie principles which we
call Protection, and which were in force before 1845.

To this we Liberals are bound to give the most strenuous opposition.

Protection may increase the wealth of individuals among the classes, and

employers in the trades protected, but only by the impoverishment and loss of

all the rest of the community.

Mr. Balfour and Retaliation.

Mr. Balfour's attitude is subtle rather than clear, but is really the same.

His statements elicit from his friends and opponents alike different interpre-

tations.

He, like Mr. Chamberlain, declines to be called a Protectionist, but he

enunciates principles which lead certainly to the same I'esults as those of Mr.

Chamberlain.

He proposes to " alter the tradition of the country by asking the people to

reverse, to annul, and to delete altogether from their maxims of public conduct

the doctrine that you must never put on taxation except for revenue purposes."

This brings him to the question of taxation of food.

In his Sheffield speech he began by saying that a tax on food was not, with

public opinion in the state in which it is, within the limits of practical

politics.

But he went on to say that the evils of the taxation of food within naiTOw

limits have been exaggerated beyond what reason and logic justify.

These views are not those of a genuine Free Trader.

They point to fiscal changes which, if not protective at the outset, are certain

to develop into Protection.

Then, too, he advocates retaliation.

Retaliation has been tried in this country and failed. It has been tried

abroad, with results which have brought about enormous ]o.sses to the trade of

the country retaliating, losses which were not repaid by advantages sometimes

gained after the tariff war concluded, from none of which advantages were we

excluded, owing to the existence of our mosb-favoured-nation treaties

I'G
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And further, ^Ir. Balfour said at Sheffield :

" Will the remedy you propose be complete ? To that I answer, it will not be

complete even if it can be tried in its integrity, and it cannot be tried in its

intoj^rity because I believe the country will not tolerate a tax upon food."

This ari^umeiit destroys his case for retaliation, and shows the speaker

(hstiustful of his own remedy.

ThK PkuPOSKI) CoNFlCUKXCE.

With two such conspicuous politicians bent on a fiscal retrogression, a

continuance of the present Government, unsupported on the issue by tlie

public, is a scandal. And the danger of the situation is increased by one

special proposal which in a sense they both make.

Nothing has raised greater discussion than tlie suggestion of a Conference

between Ministers of the mother country and the colonies.

We all agree that such Conferences at proper times and on proper (juestions

are admirable.

But when men talk of a Conference on the Fiscal question, a vast subject of

unusual inipoitaiice is raise(l. Can a Conference hnw power to settle this

suljject I

The reply which i give to tliis is clear. No Conference can settle the Fiscal

(piestion until the country has pronounced its opinion upon it.

To ask whether we are in favour of a Conference, at the same time that we

ar(! asked if we approve of so-called Fiscal Reform, is to confuse the issue. The

latter question must be answered by the constituencies before the foi-mer

question can properly be put to them.

FiusT IssuR : Foil or Against Frek Th.xdk.

Is this country in favour of Protection or of Free Trade I

Will it agree to have duties imposed upon foreign goods importeil for food,

which will increase the cost of food, and will limit the area of the supply of

food, a point of essential value to us in case of war, or failure of crops in any

particular country from which our food is to be drawn '.

Will this country agree to Protective duties for the benefit of home producers

and manufacturers 1

When once these questions are answered, then the Gt)vernment <jf the day

and Parliament can at once decide wliether to call a Conference or not.

Parliament first lays down principles of legislation ; afterwards Conferences

may discuss methods.

I think, therefore, we should impress on every class and every trade that a

tarill' with low duties, as now proposed, admits the principle of Protection, and

when once that is admitted pressure, which will be irresistible, will force up low-

duties to high ones, and then every article of food, of clothing, every article

necessary for building, for agriculture, and for manufacture, will be enhanced

in price.

Incalculable harm will be the result, and 1 feel that it is the duty of everycme
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who wishes for the prosperity, comfort, and happiness of the nation strenuously

to resist such a change of fiscal policy as fraught with certain disaster.

But this great and pressing question must not wholly divert our minds from

other matters of deep concern.

Second : Education and Licensing.

I will refer to some measures which have been made law by the large majority

of the Government in spite of the strongest Parliamentary opposition, and against

ever-growing signs of public disapproval.

I liefer specially to education, licensing, and taxation.

You will remember what Mr. INIorley said at Newbury as to the two first

measures :

A writer the other day spoke of the avowed I'esolve of the Opposition to set

the calamitous precedent of reversing principles of legislation. If that meant that

the new Government would do its best to place the schools that were paid for out of

public money under public control, and to set limits to that vested interest of

business which the present Government had called into being, then he said, yes.

The position of the Liberals is here most accuratel}' described, and I entirely

concur in what Mr. Morley says.

I am confident that he supports the views which we have put forwai'd on

so many occasions as to the necessity of removing all traces of sectarian tests

from the qualification of teachers.

Foreign Policy.

In foreign affairs we are glad to recognise the successful efforts made to draw
nations closer together by friendly negotiation or treaties of arbitration.

Such methods will, we believe, diminish the chances of war, and be of great

benefit to the world. I concur in the recent steps taken by our country in

this direction.

The South African Settlement.

Much care, too, will be demanded in the settlement of South Africa after the

war, which has left behind it such grave traces of devastation.

To do this we must earnestly work towards giving the new colonies the fullest

measure of representative and responsible government, and towards fulfilling all

the financial engagements which were made with the colonists at the close of the

war.

We shall thus ultimately obtain the surest and soundest means of settling

many questions of policy which have been the subject of bitter contention, and
have stirred so deeply the moral sense of England and her colonies.

Until this end is fully achieved the Home Government must promote the

i-eal interest of all the South African colonies, without continuing beyond the

obligations of existing contracts any system of indentured labour.
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Self-Governmknt fok Ireland.

At home, also, local government needs development, and the powers of local

bodies are susceptible of judicious extension.

Nor can we, in this connection, ever forget Ireland. Libei-als will always be

ready, at the proper moment, to ext.-nd tlie application of the principle of self-

government in that country, whose sufferings from mis-government have so often

been a danger to the State.

Local Hatks and Taxe.s.

I wish now to deal with the whole question of taxation and local rates.

In my opinion the legislation of the Government on this subject was entirely

wrong ; it favoured one class at the cost of the whole country, and neglected many
parts of the problem, and I am confident that the proper mode of treating this

subject will be to introduce, as soon as possible, a broad and comprehensive

measure to deal with the whole basis and incidence of taxation and rating, which

both in town and country now are antiquated, and need drastic reform.

The one object to be arrived at is not piecemeal and partial treatment, but

such legislation as will secure fair and eijuitable results to all classes of the

community in the financial burdens which, as citizens, they must bear.

The owners, occupiers, and tillers of the soil, the traders and artisans of the

towns, and the leisured residents in either town or country, have their several

claims and obligations.

The Demands of Labour.

But these three subjects are not all.

We shall do well to recollect that the stability of social and trade conditions

in England has been affected by the famous judgment in the Taff Vale case, and

by other I'ecent decisions in the Courts of Law.

The true interests of the community demand that the trade unions should

have at' least the powers and position which everyone believed them to hold

before these judgments were given. I also desire that other recent Acts,

relating to compensation, should be extended, with a view to the inclusion of

larger bodies of employed.

Uetrexchment.

Lastly, I remind you that these and other reforms depend for their etticieney

on the nation being governed with due regard to economy. Liberals, at any rate,

know that it is possible to have the national forces and the machinery of govern-

ment well organised and in perfect order without the exti-avagance and waste

which have marked the Ihiances of the present (lovernmeiit.
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II.—LORD ROSEBERY.
That Lord Rosebery is not the leader

of the House of Lords is true, and pity

'tis 'tis true. But the only person re-

sponsible for that fact is Lord Rosebery
liimself. That is indeed the first count
in the indictment which the nation

brings against Lord Rosebery to-day.

The nation has man}' grounds of com-
plaint against Lord Rosebery, but first

and foremost among them all is the

abominably scurvy treatment which
Lord Rosebery has meted out to—Loi'd

Rosebery.

Lord Rosebery used to say that he
had been abominably treated by Sir W.
Harcourt when that doughty knight
led the Liberal forces in the House
of Commons. But the knight of

Malwood at his worst never mishandled
the Lord of Mentmore so shamefully as

the noble Lord suffered at the hands
of Lord Rosebery. And for that mis-

chance to the former Prime Minister
the nation owes Lord Rosebery a deep
if not an abiding grudge.

It is a cruel thing to see how
obstinately and persistently Lord
Rosebery refuses to do himself justice.

And the British public, which loves

justice in its heart, resents injustice

even when it is self-intlictcd. In the

end, however, it reluctantly acquiesces
in the injustice, consoling its conscience

by tlie reflection that, after all. Lord
Rosebery knows more about Lord
Rosebery than anyone else, and if he
decides to trip himself up, he probably
knows that he is only meting out to

himself his deserts. In this particular

Lord Rosebery bears a strong lesem-
blance to Mr. Labouchere. Both are
extremely amusing, witty, and most
capable intelHgences. But neither of

them ever does himself justice. Tlioy

are, and always hav(; been, the marplots
of their own fortunes. Tliey have n(»w

become the Pucks of their respective

wings. The Radical flibbertigibbet

has spoiled himself from his too great

humility, his Imperialist counterpart
from the opposite. Mr. Labouchere
can never be got to take himself

seriously. He never addresses a public

meeting without feeling in the inner

soul of him a mild amazement that so

many apparently intelligent human
beings can be so incredibly foolish as

to waste their time in listening to the

stuff which he serves out to them. Lord
Roseber}'^, on the other hand, reaches

the same goal by following the opposite

road. He takes himself too seriously,

and so much overvalues the commodities
he brings to market that he can find no
purchaser. He must be master or

nothing. As the nation will not give

him a mandate to appoint a Ministry,

every member of which must be sworn
to do his bidding, he will disdain to

serve his country even as Primus inter

pares in the next administration. And
as the nation has not the remotest
notion as to what Lord Rosebery would
do with such a blank-cheque mandate,
he is being left out in the cold. No
doubt he does not care. One of the

peculiarities of Pucks is that they don't

care. Mr. Labouchere does not care,

for all life to him is a jest, and his

fellow men are mere monkeys, who
in the process of the ages have
been taught to wear breeches. Lord
Rosebery has no such cynical philoso-

phy to support, but he does not care

either. He wraps himself in the cloak

of his own Imperial purple, and from
a St. Helena of his own choosing

moodily contemplates the course of

events.

It is a great pity, but it is in the

nature of things. The parable of the

wedding guest might have warned Lord
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Rose1)ery of his fate. As it applies to

many others beside Lon] Rosebeiy, T

quote tlie parable in full :

And he put forth a parable to those
which were bidden, when he marked how
they chose out the chief rooms, saying
unto them : When thou art bidden of any
man to a wedding, sit not down in the
liighest room, lest a more honourable
man than thou be bidden of him. And
he tliat bade thee and him come and say
to thee : (Jive this man place, and thou
begin with shame to take the lowest
room. J5ut when thou ai't bidden, go
and sit down in the lowest room, and
when he that bade thee cometh, he may
say unto thee : Friend, go up higher

;

then shalt thou have worship in the pres-

ence of them that sit at meat with thee.

What aggravates the position in

Lord Rosebery's case is that he was
from the first bidden to take the

liighest room. But that did not satisfy

him. To be merely Prime Minister as

others have been Prime Minister was
not enough. He must be all or

nothing.

Yet there is method in this madness.

If Lord Rosebery were to be Foreign

Secretary, lie would be so big a man
no one of his colleagues nor all of them
together would be able to control him,

or even to influence him in the affairs

of his own department. As Premier he

would be in the hands of his colleagues.

If he were Foreign Secretary it would
be the other way about. "I know these

fellows," Lord Rosebery probably sa3'sto

himself. "I have served with them once.

Rut the toad which has survived the

harrow does not willingly submit a

second time to such an ordeal." Hence
with him it is a case of Ant Casar aut

mill UK. And nullun it is, worse
luck. Rut who are we to oppose the

fiat of the Olympians 1 And as Lord
Rosebery has willed it, we must e'en

bow to his supreme behest.

Lord Rosebery is a charming per-

sonality. No more ingenious and
eloquent speaker is to be found in

public life. He is a man of letters as

well as a statesman. His speeches

read like essays and are heard like

orations. His sparkling wit, soui"-

times a trifle sardonic, plays like

sunnnei- lightning over all his political

discoursi's. He is an aristocrat, with
democratic .sympathies. He never so

completely i'eali.sed what was best in

him as when he presided over the

London County Council as " Mr.
Chairman." He is capable of inspir-

ing a few men witli deep per.sonal

devotion. To Mr. Benn he is still the
hero statesman of the early days of the
County Council. To the Imperial Mr.
Perks he is still the Man of l)estiny.

]iut although his colleagues in the

League regard him as an invaluable

as.set, he is of such uncertain value

they never know exactly how to

apprai.se liim. No small part of the

hold which Lord Rosebery has upon
the public imagination is because he

represents the unknowable, the un-

foreseen, the unexpected. He has

come to belong to the enchanted
world, inhabited by the White and
the Red Knights, the Jabberwock,
the Carpenter, and the Walrus, and
the other delightful creatures intro-

duced to us by "Alice in AVonder-
land."

Everyone outside is asking whether
he will be next Premier. Everybody
inside who knows answers "No," Lord
Rosebery leading off the chorus of

negation. The King will follow the

straight path of constitutional pre-

cedent. His Majesty, confionted with
his fiist ministerial crisis, has no inten-

tion of creating such a revolutionary

innovation as that of passing ^)ver the

recognised Liberal leaders in Lords
and Commons when seeking for the

man to whom the formation of a new
Government must be entrusted. In

1jS80, although the Liberal victor}'

was won almost singlehanded by Mr.
Gladstone, the Sovereign .sent for Lord
Granville and I^ord Hartington. It

was oidy when they declare^l that it

was impossible to form a Ministrv tiiat

]\L-. Gladstone was sunmioned to

Windsor. It is not diflicult to .see

that if Loi"d Ros<>bery, between now
and the general election, were to do
the sj)ad(' work of a second Midlothian
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Campaign a la Gladstone, history

would repeat itself. To the victor

once more the spoils would be
awarded, after due formalities had
been observed, and Lord Spencer and
C.-B. would be compelled to propose and
second that the laurel crown should

be placed upon Lord Rosebery's brow.
But to-day, as at Eton, Lord Rosebery
does not consider the palm is worth
the dust of the arena.

It is curious to note the contrast

between Mr. Chamberlain and Lord
Rosebery. Both are inclined to the

belief that the supreme interest of the

Empire would be best served by put-

ting their noble selves in command,
but whereas Mr. Chamberlain, willing

the end, does not hesitate to adopt
the means whereby he thinks his end
can be secured. Lord Rosebery does
not will the end enough to take the

means necessary for its attainment.
Poor Mr. Chamberlain has lost his

chance, and by no conceivable means can
attain his end. But Lord Rosebery's

case is by no means hopeless. On the

contrary, I can give him a prescription

which, if he had the resolution to take
it, would secure him the Premiership
with the mandate that he weakly
sighs for, but which on his present lines

he will never attain.

If Lord Rosebery would take off his

coat in earnest and descend into the
arena with a clear, unmistakable
declaration that the time had come
for every man to put on one side all

personal questions in face of the

common danger threatening every
class in the commonwealth, and
devote himself with a single eye to

the welfare of the Empire, to the
defeat and overthrow of the present
Government, he would have taken the
first step towards his goal. If he
would further declare that he was
ready and eager to place his services

at the disposal of his countrymen,
even in the lowest and most insignifi-

cant olllce of the new administration,

or, if not even an under-secretary-

ship was available, to heartily support
the Government from without, then

the second step would have been
taken.

Then, if he would devote himself,

between now and the General Election,

to the delivery in all parts of the

country of, say, ten or twelve care-

fully prepared speeches, one-half of

which should be devoted to a scathing

exposure of the shortcomings, the

blunders, and the crimes of the last

ten years of Unionist misrule, and the

other half to a clear, reasoned, passion-

ate exposition of the policy which the

party of progress ought to follow for

the next ten years at home and abroad,

then the third and final step would be
taken, which would place him in the

position in which alone in his opinion

he can best serve his country.

For if Lord Rosebery followed this

programme religiously the King might
send for whom he pleased in the first

place. Lord Rosebery would be as

inevitable as was Mr. Gladstone in

1880. But has Lord Rosebery got

it in him to take these three steps 1

No one, even among the few who can
be counted as his greatest supporters

—

intimates he has few or none—pre-

tends to believe that he has in him
the physical, the moral, or the intel-

lectual capacity to undertake such a

campaign on such conditions. The
result is that a Rosebery premiership

on the Rosebery terms will remain on
the astral plane of misty dreams, and
the wittiest and most talented Liberal

Statesman is in imminent danger of

drivelling down into the position of a
superior Mr. Horsman.

It is lamentable, but you cannot
make a silk purse out of a sow's ear,

or, to employ a more suitable metaphor,
you cannot make a serviceable leather

jerkin out of the feathers of a bird of

paradise. Lord Rosebery lacks the

toughness which distinguished the

great political leaders of the past.

He is too sensitive. He winces under
criticism, and seems to have been born
without a second skin. Tliis morbid
sensitiveness makes him like an eye-

ball without eyelids—any speck of

dust sets up irritation. If he had
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been either a better or a worse man he

would be mucli more of a reaHsable

asset in the treasury of the Empire
than he is today. But although we
cannot make all the use of him that

we wish, we may get some profit from
his counsels, even though he has

resolutely and finally decided not to

be a councillor in office.

The disadvantage of consulting a

councillor not in otHce is that his

counsels are not balanced by a due
consideration of the forces and factors

wliie-h govern the problem. Lord
Koscbery's tendency to an impulsive

and inconsiderate phrasing of his con-

\ ictions^ has never been more clearly

illustrated than by his reference to

Home llule. He was a leading mem-
ber of Mr. Gladstone's Cabinet of

188."), and of 1892. As such he was
pul)licly and decisively pledged to a

scheme of Home Rule, which he

defended in the House of Lords, and
for which he recorded his vote. As
soon as he became Prime Minister he

made his famous speech about the

necessity of convincing the predomi-

nant partner before Home Rule ct)uld

be carried. Tlie effect of that deliver-

ance was prodigious. On one side the

Home Rulers Hew to arms. On the

other, Mr. Chamberlain ordered an
instant truce, and waited for three

d.ays an expected sunmions to the sup-

port of a Liberal Government sub-

missive to the Unionist will of the

predominant partner. A very few

hours sutliced to convince Tjord Rose-

bery that he had overlooked elements

which ought to have been taken into

consifleration even before proclaiming

political truisms, and had thereby acted

as foolishly as a mariner who refuses

to deviate from his course because a

reef of rocks lies right ahead. So he

made explanations. Mr. Chamberlain
ordered instant resumption of hostili-

ties, but the Lil^ei-al Party was saved

from instant disintegration.

Lord Rosebery is now in a position

of greater freedom and of less respon-

sibility. He is no longer subject to

the restraininjr influences of colleagues

who are clo.ser in touch than lu' with

the d<jminating factors of the political

position. Therefore, his latest ii»dis-

cretion on the subject of Home Rule
has not been explained away. The
words which he uttered at the City

Liberal Club on the subject of Ireland

and Home Rule belong to the category

labelled by the apostle " the superfluity

of naughtiness." After saving that

you might do Ireland inestimable goo<l

bv proceeding on the lines of adminis-

trati\e reform, but there was one
thing to which no seri(jus statesman

would ever expose this ccjuntry, and
that was the curse of dual government
at the heart of the Kinpiie, he

added :

You see by tlie long-protracted crisis

in Norway and Sweden— I am not going
to say who is right or wrong—you see

by the constant crises whicli seom to

have assumed almost a pL-niiuneiit char-

acter in Austria-Hungary, what arc the

results of dualism— vultures gnawing at

the very vitals of Empire.

Now here we have the very mid-

summer madness of the irresponsible

phrasemaker. The " vulture " speech

was worse than the " predominant
partner," and it has never been ex-

plained away. Nothing could have

been easier than to have clipped the

claws and muzzled the beak of the
" vulture " phrase. It was like the

predominant partner .speech, the mere
utterance of a truism. Mr. Gladsttme's

Home Rule Rill, for which Lord Rose-

berv was resjionsible, as a mendxM* of

his Cabinet, was based not on dualism

but upon the unquestioned supremacy

of the Imperial Parliament. Finland,

under Gen. Robrikofi", enjoyed far more
independence than Ireland wouhl have

done under Mr. Gladstone's Home
lUde Rill. If we really want to .see

vultures gnawing at the very vitals of

Empire we must look not at Hungary
or Norway, but turn to Helsingt\)rs,

where we .see that the real vulture is

Imperial unionism, which is destroying

Finnish loyalty by its attacks upon

Finnish Home Rule. Hut blurted out

as and where and when it was spoken.
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its effect was mischievous, and purely

mischievous.

Mr. Healy immediately remarked
that he could not see how any Irish

member can support a Government to

which Lord Rosebery may belong,

after his declaration against Home
Rule.

The answer to this is that if Lord
Rosebery were to belong to any
Government, the responsibility of his

position would promptly relegate the

vulture of dualism to the limbo where
reposes the "predominant partner."

But the irresponsibility of our Imperial

Puck deprives him of the restraining

influence which would otherwise have
slain the vulture.

Lord Rosebery was born May 7th,

1847, was christened Archibald Philip

Primrose, and became fifth Earl of

Rosebery in the same year in which he
attained his majority. He lias had
everything he wanted ever since he
was born. Immense wealth alone was
lacking in his hereditary endowments.
It came to him when, in 1878, he

married Hannah, the daughter and
heiress of the late Baron Mayer de
Rothschild. Educated at Eton and at

Christ Church, Oxford, his position

if not his erudition was recognised

by four universities conferring upon
him the degree of liL.D. He
was three times Lord Rector

—

Aberdeen, 1878-81 ; Edinboro',

1882-5, and Glasgow, 1899—1902.
He is a Brigadier-General, but only

of the Royal Company of Archers—

•

a force not available for mobilisation,

even in case of invasion—and hon.

colonel of two Scotch volunteer regi-

ments.

His political career may be said to

date fiom the time when he ran Mr.
Gladstone for Midlothian in 1880.

The G.O.M. did not realise how much
he owed to his host of Dalmeny till

some time after the election. It was
the enthusiastic cheers of a great

audience in the Edinboro' Corn Market
some years later that first opened Mr.
Gladstone's eyes to the fact that Lord
Rosebery—hitherto regarded as little

more than a youth—had become the

idol of Scotland. It is a fallen idol

to-day, but in the eighties the glamour
had not departed. His political

appointments are as follows, in order

of date :

—

1881-3. Under - Secretary at the

Home Office.

February to June, 1885. Lord Privy

Seal and First Commissioner of Works.
1886. Foreign Secretary.

August, 1892, to March, 1894.

Foreign Secretary.

March, 1894, to June, 1895. Prime
Minister, First Lord of the Treasury,

and Lord President of the Council.

He became Knight of the Garter in

1892, and Knight of the Thistle in

1895.

During the ten years of Unionist

Administration, Lord Rosebery dis-

tinguished himself by retiring from
the Liberal leadership in order to

crush the movement in support of the

oppressed Armenians. Lord Rosebery
believed that he had trustworthy in-

formation that if Lord Salisbury had
persisted, under popular pressure, in

coercing the Turk it would have
resulted in a general European war.

To avert that calamity, he did not

hesitate to deprive the party of its

leadership, to destroy the hope of

the Armenians, and to inflict a last

and bitter blow upon Mr. Gladstone.

After that he lay perdu. He never

said a word to avert the war with the

Boers. But after the ultimatum he
became a strong advocate for a vigor-

ous prosecution of the war. He con-

tributed one of his fatal ])hrases to act

as an anodyne to the uneasy conscience

of the nation, when he declai-ed that
" we should muddle through somehow,"
a result with which the average man
was so content that he made but a

feeble response to Lord Rosebery's

subsequent appeal for efficiency. He
attemjjted to rouse the nation to a

sense of its insecurity b}^ a speech in

the House of Lords at a time wlien

l^higland was denuded of troops, and
there was no ammunition left in our
arsenals, but he never said a Avord to
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deprecate tlio savage seventy of tlie

methods of barbarism by wlucli our

armies were making a desolation in

Africa in order to call it peace.

He took ever a warm interest in

social questions, acted as arbitrator in

a great coal strike, and proclaimetl war
against the lords of the slums, who
baffle the local authorities when they

endeavour to solve the housing ques-

tioji. Speaking at Iloxton, November
i;Uh, lSi)9, he exclaimed :-

" I declari', when I think of the bonds
of red tape in wliieli we are swathed, I

sojiietimes wish for a dictator, a tyrant

who should hold oftice for a year, and a

man of large mind, large heart, and iron

will, who would see what liad to be done
and who would do it. He should hold
power for a year, and at the end his head
should be cut off for fear his existence

should imperil our liberties. But he
would have had the satisfaction, if he
lield olKce only for a few months, of

liaving done that whicli no I'arliament

would have accomplished in forty times
the time."

Lord Rosebery emerged as leader,

not of the Liberal party, but of the

Liberal League, at the end of 1901.

In liis Chesterfield speech he spoke

with authority as one who had legions

at his command, and the Government
showed itself amenable to his sug-

gestions in tlie making of peace. The
innnediate result of the Chesterfield

and Liverpool speeches, liowever, in his

own party was a lally of the rank and
file of tlie Liberals round Sir Henry
Campbell-Bannerman, whose right to

lead the party was declared unofiicially

to be directly threatened by the Liberal

League. Lord Rosebery exhorted all

his followers to spend all their time in

doing spade work in the constituencies,

and then he incontinently departed

foi- the Continent.

When Mr. Chamberlain began his

Fiscal campaign, he a])pears to have
indulged in some vain dreams as to the

possible adhesion of Lord Rosebery.

These dreams at first seemed to have
some foundation in fact, from a some-
wliat injudicious speech made bv Lord

Rosebery, l^efore he had time to con-

sider the matter in all its Ix'arings.

Addressing the liurnley Cluunber of

Commerce, he announced that he wji.s

not a person who believed that Free
Trade was part of the Sermon on the

Mount, or that we ought to receive it

in all its rigidity as a Divinely

appointed institution. He declared

that it was neither seemly nor judi-

cious to dismiss summarily and by
anticipation any plan, if jnoposed on
the responsibility of the (iovernment,

which may have for its object the

drawing closer of the ties between
Great Britain and the Colonies, more
especially when such an idea is emi-

nently congenial to some of tliose

Colonies. However, as Lord Roseliery

Avas then acting as Leader of the

Liberal (Primrose) League, he soon

picked up his bearings, repudiated pre-

ference, and has since then done
yeoman's service in the cause of Free

Trade.

The following memoranda, although

far short of a bibliography, may be

helpful to those who wish to study

Lord Rosebery.

Lord Rosebery lias written two
books— William Fitt (1891); Napoleon,

the last Pha^e (1900).

He has delivered three rectorial

addresses. At Glasgow on November
IGth, 1900, his theme was "Questions

of Empire," and dealt with Lnperi-

alism.

One of his earliest deliverances was
a presidential address at the Social

Science Congress, Glasgow, Septem-
ber 30th, 1S74.

Tiie most famous of his lectures was
that on Oliver Cromwell, which was
delivered in Queen's Hall, November
14th, 1899.

His first famous despatch was that

in which he astounded Prince lii.s-

maiek by the freedom with which he

ai)ust>d Russia iov reconsidering her

promise at Berlin in 1S78 to make
Batoum a free port (July, 1SS(J).

His most astonishing diplomatic

exploit was when he threateneil

France with war about the Siamese
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frontier without the knowledge of his

colleagues (1893). "I have myself

while a Minister incurred the risk of

war" (October 9th, 1896).

His most startling speech was that

in which he proclaimed his devotion

to peace, his abandonment of the

Armenians, and his resignation of the

Liberal leadership.

His most sensational speech was
that delivered on National Policy at

Chesterfield on December 16th, 1901.

One of the best of his speeches was
that which he delivered in St. James'

Hall shortly after his retirement from
the Chairmanship of the London
County Council.

He is one of the trustees, executors,

and joint heirs of the Rhodes estate,

and horses owned by him have twice

won the Derby.
Innumerable articles have been

written about him, of which the best

remembered is Mr. St. Loe Strachey's

"The Seven Lord Roseber^^s," which
appeared in the Nineteenth Century of

October, 1894.
" The Foreign Policy of Lord

Rosebery " was authoritatively dealt

with in two articles in the Contem-
porary Review, July and August, 1901,

and since re-published as a volume.

A few books have been written

about him, one of the first being Mr.
Arthur Wallace's The Earl of Rose-

bery ; his Words and his Work.
Among the others are Lord Rosehery's

Speeches, 187-4—1896 (Neville Beeman,
Ltd.) ; The Foreign Policy of Lord
Rosebery, 1886—1892-95 (A. L.

Humphreys) ; The Earl of Rosebery,

K.G. ; an Illustrated Jiioyraphy,

by Jane J. Stoddart (Hodder h
Stoughton).

LORD ROSEBERY ON COMING QUESTIONS.

Since the Chesterfield speech in December, 1901, we have had many speeches

from Lord Rosebery, from which it is not difficult to extract his opinions upon

most of the questions now before the country.

Peers do not address the electors directly. The conventional method is to

write a letter to a friend. As Lord Rosebery has not yet written tlie letter

which will be issued on the eve of the General Election, I am taking the liberty

of putting together a letter to be addressed to some friends and neighbours,

compacted out of Lord Rosebery's speeches of the last three years. I indicate

by footnotes the date and place where the various sentences were spoken. I

flatter myself that Lord Rosebery, when the General Election does come, will

find it difficult to imjirovc upon this compost of the best sentences in his best

speeches.

38, Berkeley Square, W.
(V^arious dates, see footnote).

Dear Sirs,

I was prepared to welcome and to support this Government which took

office with boundless power and boundless means. Never were there such power

and such opportunity combined in any hands. They had power such as a Ciesar

or a Cromwell or a Romanoff might have envied. What have they done with

it ? What have they to sliow for this proud lease of domination % Nothing but

a vast and bloody war, with all its incalculable consequences and its immeasurable

probabilities.
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Ten Years of Tory Rule.

What has the Government done to further the development of the nation to

which it owes so much and wliich has given it such unbounded confidence

—

looking back for the last ten years—for the highest and truest needs of the

people I What aie these ten years I Are they years of i)lenty or are they

years of famine '. Looking back along their bleak outlines, I do not see a dicker

of hope, not a fire of a beacon, not even a faint reflection of sunset, for the sun

has never risen upon them. What are these ten years ? Ten years lost for all

social and human causes ; ten years lost for all measures which made for national

health and national efficiency ; ten years lost in our training and preparation

for the keen i-uce of nations, which requires efficiency both in commerce and

dominion. T have no expectation left, I have no hope in the Government,

so I come to the nation.^

Touv Foreign Policy.

If you engage a servant to look after your plate, and he conies to you and

says :
" Do not let us deal with the past. I am just out of prison on a ticket-of-

leave. Let bygones be bygones. Hand me over the spoons," you hesitate to

accord your confidence. It is necessary to remember certain past acts of the

Government when they ask us for our confidence. In the first place they burked

the inquiry as to the Raid. I do not say that there was anything to conceal,

but it did produce a sinister and universal impression, more especially on the

continent of Europe, that there was something to conceal, and so struck a blow

not merely at the friendship of nations for us, but also at our national honour.

In the second place, they plunged us with a light heart into war without fore-

sight and without prejiaration, which brought on us both humiliation and reverse.-

In the ten years of Tory Government you have seen British ships ordered

from Port Arthur by the Russian Government, and you have seen our Fleet go

to Venezuela under the dictation, practically, of the German Government.^*

There was the Anglo-German agreement, which was heralded by a llourish of

trumpets, but under which all the advantages rested with the Germans, and

nothing but the shells with His Britannic Majesty's Government.^

They seized Wei-hai-W^ei in a Whitsuntide recess in order to satisfy the

House of Connnons on its return.-^

(But now they inform us) AVei-hai-Wei is no longer a naval base. It is no

longer a place of arms, no longer a protection for our commeice or our fleets.

It has become a sort of second-rate watering place."

Its Evil Fruits.

I venture to say in the whole history of England, so far as 1 can lecollcct,

there is no parallel to the hatred and the ill-will with which we are regarded.

' Glasgow, M inch 10, 1902. Sevtii altered ' London, M.uvh !), 1905.

to ten in speivkiiiK of (Juvernnienl'b term of * Lincoln, Scpteniljci '20, 1904.

oiHce. ' Ciieslerlield, Decen.b.T Hi, lUiH.

- I'lyniouth, Jumuiry 10, WWX « Lords, Fel)ruaiy 10, lOif-'.
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almost unanimously, by the peoples of Europe. That was not the state in which

the present Government found our foreign relations. When they came into

office in 1895 we left them, to use an old phrase, " Peace with honour," and as

much good-will as can reasonably be expected in the competition of nations.

You know where we are now. You know that we are engaged in anything

but peace, and that we have incurred the ill-will of every nation, or almost

every nation, on the face of the globe. Nov/, that in itself is a very danger-

ous state of affairs. I dare say the Governments of all countries are anxious

to remain on good terms with Great Britain, and a great smouldering, and even

sometimes a flaming, ill-will, such as prevails all over Europe against us, is an

element in the political situation full of contingent peril, if not of immediate

danger.

"Well, you may ask, " Are the Government responsible for this "? " In my
judgment, to a large extent they are. Put yourselves in the place of the

peoples of Europe. That is the only way of understanding foreign opinion, and

it is one which, so far as I can observe, this Government has never adopted.

^

Thk Foreign Policy of the New Government.

(On the change of Government) tliere will be no wide breach of continuity in

foreign and colonial aiiairs. Sharp turns aie disastrous in external affairs.

You cannot play tricks with the gi'im balance of the world's interests, and

therefore I hope that the next Government, if they have occasion in some

respects to change the foreign and colonial policy of the present Government,

will do it by a graceful curve, and not by a right angle.-

While desiring as earnestly as any human being in these islands the ines-

timable boon of a good understanding with France, I have the deepest and

most serious doubt as to the treaty by which that understanding was attained,

but so far as I know I will never say a word about the Anglo-French Agreement

again, because it is a matter that is concluded and sealed, and all that the next

Government will have to do will be to carry it out."'

The Anglo-Japanese Alliance.

This is not a time at which we can take a clear, definite, or conclusive view

of the Anglo-Japanese Agreement. My first impression without prejudice was

favourable to the treaty.*

The policy of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance is not a Tory policy. The

foundation of it was laid by the Liberal Government of 1895. We led the way

in the task of emancipation for Japan from the Treaty Courts that were then

established in that country—from the treaty supervision by foreigners that was

then establisiied in that country, which earned the gratitude and the recognition

of the Japanese ; and when we were subjected to severe pressure by the three

Great Powers of Germany, Russia, and France to insist upon the Japanese

1 Chesterfield, December 16, 1901. •' London, March 9, 190.3.

2 Newcastle, March 12, 1904. •* House of Lords, February 1.3, 1902.
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evacuating Port Arthur and the other fruits of their victory in the Liau-tung

Peninsula, we resolutely refused to have anything to do with so gross an

injustice and so flagrant a wrong. That was the policy of the last Liberal

Government, and I do not doubt, though I myself feel that it is well, in our

insular position, to keep ourselves as free as possible from treaty engagements,

that had it been a question of continuing tliat understaiuling the Lil)eral party

would not have hesitated from entering into the treaty which the Tory

Government entered into.^

TiiK Ukkohm of tiik Akmv.

The Government have certainly done miu-h in attempting to remodel the

Army. Three Secretaries of State have tried their hand successively at the

Army. There have been two or three schemes. The last scheme which was

iuuiounced with such a flourish of trumpets has appaiontly joined its brothers

in their political cemetery.-

The very first duty of an energetic and patriotic Minister would be to employ

his best strength to examine into the Administration of the War OiKce.-'

The present system of military management is doomed. The time has come

for a new departure. We must place the War Ortice iov a time under an

expert. We are so fortunate as to possess a great soldier in the prime and

vigour of life who unites high capacity for business, finance, and administration

with ripe and recent military experience. We should entrust the AVar (Jfiice to

Lord Kitchener, witli the fullest authority to reorganise our present system, with

a view probably to its being administered by a Board, as in the case of the

Admiralty.*

The Need for Retrenchment.

An attack on property has been going on for the last ten years under a

Conservative Government—debt piled up in mountiiins, taxation piled up until

it becomes a matter of serious alarm as to where it is to stop. And then people

complain, " How is it, under this most beneficent of all Governments, under this

best of all parties—how is it that under tliese iiulisputai)ly good conditions we

find ourselves constantly poor, unable to afford our little luxuries, our charities

all dwindling, a constant sense of tightness in every money market?"''

\n 1S94: the national expenditure was £94,000,000; it has now risen to

ii 140,000,000. This is not a war expenditure, but a peace expenditure. Money

is the sinews of war. It was our money-bags that wore down the first Napoleon,

If we cainiot spend less in times of peace, it is impossible to predict what we

sliould spend if we came to a really serious war ; and as all armaments nmst really

depend upon policy, sound policy cannot ignore finance."

» London, March 9, 190."). * Letter, Sopteiiibef Hi, I'JO.S.

- Lincoln, Scplcnibei- liO, IDlU. ' London, March 9, 190.').

'' Cheslcrtiuhl, Duccnd^cf 10 19U1. " Lords, March •_>4, liHKl.
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Irish Policy.

I am not prepared, at any time or under any circumstances, to grant an

independent parliament in Dublin. If Ireland were loyal I would gladly give

her the privileges of the self-governing colonies. I trust that as county govern-

ment develops in Ireland, as it shows the administrative qualities of the people,

it may be possible to enlarge that sphere, and in that way to begin from the base

towards the summit. I hope and believe that much devolution must take place

in a national direction in the wor-k of our overburdened and overlabouring

Parliament. I believe that much reform must take place in what is known as

Castle Government in Ireland. I hope most sincerely that I may live to see my
dream realised of some scheme of Imperial Federation which should allow a local

and subordinate legislature as a part of that scheme. But when I am asked for

anything that is to work up to an independent Parliament, I tell you plainly

that is not upon my slate.

^

Thk Education Act.

I am not myself in favour of the refusal of the payment of rates, but then I am
not in the position of the Nonconformists. If the Nonconformists submit tamely

to the exactments of the Education Act, in my judgment, politicall}', they will

have ceased to exist. If it is to be established as a maxim that the Church of

England is to have the education in the schools entirely maintained by public

funds and entirely controlled by a close corporation constituted under the trust

deeds of these schools, we may look forward to a great political deterioration

throughout tlic nation at large. I hope the country will not remain passive.-

TnE Colonial Conference and Fiscal KEFoii.M.

I liave always been in favour of conferences. Long before Mr. Chamberlain

took up the Empire I was urging upon my fellow countrymen that the best way
of cementing the Empii'e was to have periodical conferences with the colonies at

intervals of four years, and, therefore, as the last was in 1902, it seems to me a

reasonable thing that the next conference should meet, as it would ordinarily

meet, in 1906, and should then discuss, as one of its subjects, taiiff reform. But

I regard Mr. Chamberlain's policy as a disaster. I do not forget that we lost the

United States by seeking to impose a fiscal policy on them, and I am not willing

to imperil tlie splendid commerce of our glorious heritage by having a fiscal

policy imposed on us in the name of the colonies.-^

A Policy Fatal to the Empire.

I have come deliberately to the conclusion that, so far as I understand Mr.

Cliamberlain's proposals, I can conceive nothing so detrimental to the Empire,

nothing so detrimental to the honour of the Empire, nothing so detrimental to

' Liverpool, Fcbriuvi-y 14, 190-J. =' Trowbridge, October 29, 1004.
'^ (Spencer House, l>eccmbei-, 1902.
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the prosperity of tlic Empire as those proposals are in tlioir nature, jind in the

manner in whicli tliey have been raised.^

You may say, But would you fight these hostile tariils ? I do nut believe

retaliation to be efficacious. I believe we must fight them by a more scientific

and adaptive spirit, by better education. But, above all, keep the universe as

your market for your raw material and your food.-

I am an Imperialist at least as old as Mr. Chamberlain. The grandeur,

the mission, and the future of our Empire have been the pervading faith of my
]>olitical life, and I say this with the conviction that our free Empire must \w>

identified with the free loaf. Do not allow the sublime idea of your l^npire to

be mixed up witli the taxation of your children's bread.-'

An Appkai. foh LinicitAi, I'nmox.

Liberals will be fools, and worse than fools, if they bo not united, shoulder to

shoulder, to re.sisttliis mad and dangerous experiment, if they do not stand close

and cordial together to maintain the noble fabric of our commerce and our

Empire. In the face of such an issue as this, so vital to us now, and in the long

days to come, surely it is futile and petty to indulge in the personal equation.

Life is not long enough or strong enough foi- this. Your fathers are bidtling you

remember their sufferings under Protection; your sons adjure you to protect

the future of your commerce and your dominion.'*

An Up-to-Date Liheijal Party.

The principles of the Liberal party are undying.-^ But there are a great

many Tory Liberals in the Liberal party. There are men who sit still with

the flv-blown phylacteries of obsolete policies bound round their foreheads, who

do not remember that while they have been mumbling their incantations to

themsehes, the world has been marching and revolving, and that if they have

any hope of leading or guiding it, they must march and move with it too.'' If

the Liberal party does not represent the newest needs of the nation, if it does

not represent the latest inspirations of the nation, the Liberal party is a

hypocrisy and a show. I do not wish the Liberal party to be crushed ; I do not

wish it to be behind the spirit of the age in which we live. I wish it to be a

living instrument for good—a great swelling influence for good, receptive of the

best influences of our time, and giving them back in practical legislation to the

people."

Programme of Next Liberal Government.

My hope in the next Liberal Government is that we shall see new and fresh

business minds applied to the great problems of Government. I hope to see new

and fresh minds applied to the great problems of finance and of administration.

1 Hotel Cecil, June 12, 1!)0.S. " Liverpool. Fehrimry 14, 1002.

2 Sheffield, October 13, 1903. " CliestcrtieUl. Deccml.er Hi, 1001.

•' Surrey Theatre, Noveinl)er 2.">, 100.3. ' Liverpool, Fehruary 14, 1002

^ Leicester, Novemher 9, 1903.
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and to the great question of all, the question of our national efficiency, locked up,

as that is, in the education and training of our youth. The next Liberal

Government will not rely on a distended and overloaded programme, but without

much delay after their accession to power they must I'estore the schools of the

country to the control of the country. Without much delay they must apply

themselves to the question of temperance, not as fanatics or extremists, but as

statesmen.^ The State must have control of the traffic, or that interest will

control the Htate.'-

The True Imperialism.

The fundamental qualities of the British Empire are that it is free, unaggres-

sive, and tolerant.-^ The policy of Liberal Imperialism is the maintenance and

promotion of the British Empire as the greatest agency for good in the world.''

The true policy of Imperialism is one that relates not to territor}?^ alone but

to the race as well. The Imperialism that, grasping after territor}?^, ignores the

conditions of an Imperial race, is a blind, a futile, and an effete Imperialism.^

It is all very well to make great speeches and to win great divisions. It is

well to speak with authority in the councils of the world, and to see your

navies riding on every sea, and to see your flag on every shore. That is well,

but it is not all. I am certain that there is a party in this country, not named

as yet, that is disconnected with any existing political organisation, a party

which is inclined to say, " A plague on both your houses, a plague on all your

parties, a plagvie on all your politics, a plague on 3'^our unending discussions

which yield so little fruit. Have done with this unending talk, and come down
and do something for the people." ^

A Final Appeal.

And now I would summarise the policy tiiat I have expounded to you. It

is at home to restore efficiency to our Parliament, our administration, and

our people ; it is abroad, as a foreign policy, to dispel the atmosphere of suspicion

and hatred which has grown up around us under this present Government, and

to restore things to the footing on which they were when we left office in 1895.

My policy does not run on party lines ; but it is not to party that I appeal.

Party in this matter can avail little or nothing. I appeal unto Csesar. From
Parliament with its half-hearted but overwhelming majority for the Government,

and its distracted and disunited Opposition, I appeal to the silent but supreme

tribunal which shapes and controls, in the long run, the destinies of our people,

I mean the tribunal of public opinion and of common sense. If that fail us,

we are lost indeed, and I know of nothing else that remains to avail us.'^

Yours, etc.,

Rosebery.

1 Newcastle, March 12, 1904. ^ Liverpool, Felnuarv 14, 1902.
- Lincoln, September 20, 1904. « St. James' Hall, 1892.
^ Edinhoro', April 4, 1900. " Chesterfield, December 16, 1901.

* London, April 27, 1900.
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T. J. MfleNAMaRH, M.P.

Coming Max No. 3 iu this series as

originally planned was to have been
John Burns of Battersea, and No. 4

Lloyd-George of Wales, the three

coming men who stand on the

threshold of the new Cabinet that is

to be. But John Burns could not

write his survey of the Labour ques-

tion before Easter, and Lloyd-George
could not decide which of the coming
<|uestions he would prefer to treat.

So it came to pass that, instead of

John Burns and Lloyd-George, who
will be Cabinet Ministers before

twelve months are out, Coming Man
No. 3 is Dr. i^lacnamara, who will

have to wait for Cabinet rank until

the inevitable re-arrangement takes

place two or three years hence, when
the older veterans pass to their well-

earned retirement, making room for

the younger men who will begin with

the new Parliament their apprentice-

ship to public service in offices which
do not carry with them a seat in the

Cabinet. In the roll-call of the

worthies of David, the chronicler,

after enumerating the exploits of

Joab the son of Zeruiah, Tashobeam
the Hachmonite, and Eleazar the

Ahohite, who were the three

mightiest, goes on to enumerate the

achievements of others, of Asahel
the brother of Joab and Benaiah the
son of Jehoiada, who were honour-
able among the thirty captains, but
who attained not unto the first three.

So it may be said that among the

chief of the mighty men by whom the

Liberal David will be strengthened
in his coming period of supremacy
stands Dr. Macnamara, M.P. for

North Camberwell, although in

standing and exploits he as yet has
attained not to the tirst three.

Dr. Macnamara represents youth,

energy, race, experience, character,

and ambition. He is like a machine
made of gun metal, driven by a

dynamo of inexhaustible energy. He

is typical of the new generation. A
self-made man promoted from the

ranks for sheer merit, and destined

to go far. He is only forty-four

years of age, but he has already
" made his mark," and it may
safely be predicted that there are

few men who are likely to leave a

deeper impression upon the annals of

next Parliament than Dr. Macnamara.
This is not merely because his brain

goes like a watch that never needs

to be wound up, or because he is a

demon to work, to hustle, and to

drive ; it is due to the fact that he

is one of the men who in the new
Parliament have the condition of the

people most at heart. The physical

condition of the poor people of this

country is likely to occupy much
more attention in the new Parliament

than the grievances of financial ad-

venturers who have voluntarily ex-

patriated themselves in order to

make a fortune. The question which
he deals with in this number is

emphatically the Coming Question

No. 1, although in order of pub-

lication I have given precedence to

Free Trade, upon which the daily

bread of our people absolutely de-

pends. Nor is there any member or

candidate who is more conspicuously

marked out for dealing with this

supreme problem than Thomas
James Macnamara.

His fitness comes chietiy from the

experience gained, not merely in the

stem school of life, but in the daily

drill of the public elementary school

:

for Dr. Macnamara is the typical

schoolmaster of the modern elemen-

tary school. He was one of the first

scholars to enter the Board School.

In iMTo, four years after Mr. Forster's

Education Act, he was indentured as

a pupil teacher. From 1879 to 1881

he was in training at Borough Koad.

In 1882 he began as assistant, serv-

ing in Lancaster and in Huddersfield.
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In 1884 he was appointed head-

master, when only thirty-three years

of age, of a new Avon Yale Board
School in Bristol. It was in a poor

district, and it was among the poor

that Macnamara learned his vocation.

He was himself the sou of a sergeant

in the 47th Regiment. Non-com-
inissioned officers in his Majesty's

Army may be the soul or the back-

bone of the regiment, but they are

nob among the plutocrats of the

world. Thomas James Macnamara
was born in the barracks at Montreal,

the son of Irish parents, his father

hailing from County Clare. His boy-

hood was spent in the barrack room,

where his only picture gallery was
the bare wall on which the rank and
file had pasted pictures cut from the

illustrated papers, and his only

library, until he was twelve, con-

sisted of " Gil Bias " and " Don
(Quixote," both in English. A curious

training for an Irish lad born in

Canada in a British barrack :—two
romances, one by a Frenchman, the

other by a Spaniard, translated from
the original into English. He says

that he knew them by heart, and
they must rank high among the
" books that made the man." Possibly

to them he owes his keen sense of

humour and his intense sympathy
with all manifestations of human life.

He left Canada before he was nine,

and followed the regiment from Pem-
broke to Exeter, where he attended

first a Wesleyan day school, and
afterwards the Board School in St.

Thomas's. He therefore had a con-

siderable experience in the provinces

before he came to London in 1892 to

edit the Schoolmaster, and other

journals of the Educational News-
paper Company. He had joined the

Mational Union of Elementary
Teachers in 1882, when he was an
assistant at Huddersfield, and had
begun to contribute to the press

soon after his appointment as head-

master at Bristol. He soon made
his mark in the N.U.E.T. In 1890
he was appointed a member of the

executive of what is probably the

most powerful trades union in the

United Kingdom. In 1892 he
became their editor, 1895 their Vice-

President, and in 1896 President,

when he had his hands full in pre-

venting a disruption of the Union
owing to differences of opinion as to

the first of the Education Bills of the

Unionist Government.
It was in 1894 that he first entered

public life, and established that close

connection with London labour and
London poor which has stood him,

and which stands him, in good stead.

In that year he stood as Progressive

candidate for a seat on the London
School Board in West Lambeth. He
was the candidate of the teachers,

and they carried their man by the
unprecedented poll of 48,2o j. Hi^
seat was secure from that time till

the London School Boai'd ceased to

exist.

His first attempt to enter Parlia-

ment was unsuccessful. He stood
for Deptford in 1895, and was beaten
by Mr. Darling, now one of his

Majesty's judges, and notable, if not
famous, as the joking judge who tried

the Cingalee case. The fight, how-
ever, was keen, and Dr. Macnamara
having made his mark, was chosen
as Radical candidate for North
Camberwell. The seat was held by
the Tories by a majority of 670.

The General Election did not occur
till 1900, when the appeal to the
country was made in the midst of

the khaki fever. Liberal candidates,

who were all branded as pro-Boers,

had bad luck on that evil day,
especially in London. The excep-

tions were Dr. Macnamara and Mr.
W. R, Cremer. The odd thing was
that both were anti-Jingoes of the
most pronounced type. Mr. W. R.
Cremer got in by the skin of his

teeth, Dr. Macnamara romped in

with a majority of 1,335. The man
who interrupted him at any of his

meetings was usually more than
sorry he spoke. The Doctor had
now the ball at his feet.

The training which he had received
on the executive of the Teachers'
Union stood him in good stead in

the House of Commons. He became
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a parliamentarian without ditiiculty.

No one has asked more awkward
questions ; few men have made more
incisive speeches. He is one of the

EngHsh Radicals who are always on
the spot at Westminster, and con-

stantly in re(|uest all over the country.

Being an editor, he is always up to

dale and well abreast of the times.

A specialist in education, he had a

rare opportunity in the discussions

of the Education Acts, and he made
the most of it. He served on the

Committee on Housing which sat in

1903, and he has taken an active

part in the discussion of all social

questions. The son of a soldier, and
with a warm interest in the Army,
he paid nmch attention to the scan-

dals which occurred in South Africa,

and as a Radical and a Democrat he
was well to the front in the agitation

on the subject of Chinese labour.

It was largely due to his action in

Parliament, and out of it, that the

Act was passed for the purpose of

emancipating small school children

from labour out of school.

On the subject of feeding the

children he has ever been in evidence,

and he is now attempting to save our

youth from the deleterious cigarette.

Dr. Macnamara is an effective

speaker and a clear and trenchant

writer. His undoubted earnestness,

his resolute and indomitable courage,

his immense store of information,

his resources of wit, and his capacity

for work make him one of the most
useful of debaters, and one of the

most formidable of adversaries. He

knows all the workings of the Educa-
tion Department, is familiar with
minutiae of the administration of the

Education Acts, and, what is of more
importance, he is in close living

personal touch with the leading

representatives of the teaching pro-

fession all over the country.

He married, when twenty-five

years old, a Scotch lassie, who has
brought him a daughter and three

sons. He lives at Heme Hill, and
when he takes a holiday, he spends
it in golfing or fishing. He has
written many books. One of the

latest of his publications is a charm-
ing collection of the humour of

school-children, a humour that is all

the more humorous because it is for

the most part unconscious.

What post will fall to Dr. Macna-
mara's lot—he was made lion. LL.D.
by the University of St. Andrews in

1897—in the new Administration is a

matter of speculation. As he knows
more about the practical side of

education than most men, he will

probably be tabooed at the Educa-
tion Oflice. As a specialist in the

condition of the people question, he
would probably be more at home as

Parliamentary Secretary of the Local

Government Board.
W'hatever doubt there may be as

to the particular post to be allotted

to him, there is no doubt that Dr.

Macnamara stands high among those

who cannot be passed over in the

distribution of offices by any Minister

who means to secure efficiency and
to recognize merit.
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THE PHYSieaL CONDITION OF
THE PEOPLE.

[By Dr. Macnamara, M.P.]

I.—All's pretty well with the Middle, Professional,

and Leisured Classes.

Fit food, clothing, housing, and recreation—these are the obvious essentials

if the Home People are worthily to steward the British heritage. How do

we stand in regard to them ? I may omit from my consideration the middle,

professional, and the leisured classes. They are, speaking generally, sufficiently

fed, suitably clothed, and appropriately housed. They enjoy adequate

opportunity for health-giving recreation. This is especially true of the middle

and professional classes, whose daughters particularly are being thoroughly

well trained, from the physical point of view, in the High Schools of the

country. It is not quite so true of the leisured classes, who would be all the

better of less food, plainer food, and more regular systematic open-air

recreation. But, as things go, all's pretty well with these classes of the

community.

11.— Four=fifths of the Working Classes doing

moderately as things go.

So I turn my attention to the working classes. These constitute, roughly,

five-sixths of the entire population—or thirty-five millions of men, women,

and children—about twenty-nine millions of adults and six millions of

children. How do we stand as regards this, the great mass of the home
population ? Well, in respect of food, clothing, and housing, four-fifths, or

twenty-eight millions, are doing pretty well as things go. These are the

skilled artisans and unskilled workers who are in steady and constant

employment. Their housing accommodation, if restricted, is fairly healthy,

their clothing substantial, and their food fairly wholesome in quality and

sufficient in quantity. At the moment their immediate need is for more
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leisure in which to engage in suitable physical recreation. And when they

get that leisure, as they will, there will be an equal need to teach them how

to utilize it to the best advantage. At present they seek to stiffen their

nuiscular fibre by standing in the gloom and damp of an English winter's

day watching a score of professional athletes play Association football

!

Therefore, but with reservations, I leave out of my consideration not only

the middle, professional, and leisured classes, but four-fifths also of ihe

working classes and their children. They are better off physically than ever

before ; and as the great Municipalities go on to grasp social problems more

thoroughly and with greater confidence, as they go on to extend cheap and

ready means of transit to the semi-rural suburban zones, build garden cities

on their outer edges, set their common schools in the green fields, tighten

their grasp on the public health bye-laws, and develop the communal supply

of the necessities of life, so shall we find the physical condition of the great

bulk of the working-class population improve apace. So shall we find the

demon Alcoholism—already, according to the statistics of 1904-5, loosening

his grip upon our people—the more and more exorcised.

III.—The Remaining Fifth the Great Problem.

There remain seven millions of men, women, and children, the inhabitants

of the " slums "—I use the term without intending offence—of our great

cities and of many of our agricultural villages. It is upon these that we
have to concentrate—six millions of men and women and a million of

children. Their condition in the great bulk of cases is hopeless as to food,

clothing, and housing. (It would be a piece of grotesque irony to mention

physical training in connection with millions so unfit as these.) It is with

deep shame and the gravest misgiving that I contemplate the state of these

our countrymen and consider that upon their feeble shoulders the burden of

Empire in due part rests. The coming Liberal Administi'ation will have to

set out on its journey with a ready determination to improve their condition

It will have to adopt as its watchword the profound fact that True Imperialisui

begins at Home. It will have to remember that the fate of Britain among
the great peoples of the world is sealed if laissez faire in these matters is not

instantly set aside for honest and untiring effort at amelioration. This is

the canker at the heart of the Empire. It must be removed.

IV.—Seven Millions of Unfit Men, Women, and

Children—How they are Housed.

Consider the case of six millions of our people at home. They are housed

with their children—another million—both in slum and hamlet, in a manner

that strikes despair into the heart of the reformer. Look at the followmg

figures from the Census Keturn for 1901 :

—
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In the United Kingdom.

With raore than two occupants.

Number of one- Number of two-

room tenements, i room tenements

Number of such tenements 66,669
|

147,527

Total number of occupants of such tenements ...
j

245,586
j

884,672

Persons perroom ... .. ... ... •••
|

About 4

Bitterly eloquent of the part which the Housing Problem plays not

ouly in the matter of the comfort or misery, but also of the life or death of

the people are some Glasgow figures. They are for 1901. The Social

Eeformer will do well to ponder theni carefully.

Of persons living in Death-rate per 1,000.

One-room tenement ... ... ... ... ... ... •• 32 '7

Two-room ,, ... • ••• ... • •• •• 21'3

Three-room ,, ... ... • .• •• ••• ••• 13'7

Four-room and Itpwards ... ... .. .. •• • 11*2

Now let me turn to Loudon. Some time ago the Whitechapel Board of

Guardians called a conference on this question of Housing ; and at that con-

ference the Rector of Spitalfields made some appalling statements as to the

existing conditions of affairs. He said that in one alley in his parish in which

there were ten houses with fifty-one rooms, averaging 8 ft. by 9 ft. 6 in., no fewer

than 254 people were housed. In another court, containing six houses and

twenty-two rooms, eighty-four people were housed, and he went on to give

several cases in which there were as many as six, seven, eight, and even nine

people in a room. Elsewhere, he had found one house with eight rooms

occupied by forty-five people, one room containing nine persons, another

eight, and two of the rooms seven each. He further stated that near one

of his parochial buildings there xvere four men and six women, all of wliom lie

described as hard-working and respectable loeople, who tvere forced to live in a

single room and sleep on the floor. What cliance has chastity under these

conditions? I have by me particulars of a court in Bloomsbury, Loudon,

where in one small room of 2,240 cubic feet there were living and sleeping a

man, woman, and their seven children, whose ages ranged from eighteen

years to one month, and the medical officer of health said that if that over-

crowding continued the children must die. If these unhappy people had

been in gaol or in a workhouse, they would have had twice the amount of

cubic space. It is no uncommon thing, as London missionaries will tell

you, for people to have to partake their meals from the top of a coffin

containing the body of a deceased member of the family—there being no

other room in which to put the corpse.

Turn to another part of London. In the Borough of Southwark, London,

are 9,896 one-room tenements. There are 20,151 persons living in them.
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But it is not only London that suffers. Mr. Rowntree's book on the

condition of the poor in the cathedral city of York lifts the veil which covers

the squalor, the misery, and the soirow that are the portion of the poor in

the great cities of the provinces. And so it is with the villages, where

damp, cheerlessuess, and insanitation are too often the conspicuous attributes

of labouring-class home-life in sylvan England.

And see, again, how disease and death follow relentlessly in the train of

this horrible overcrowding and abominable Housing problem.

In Hampstead there are 34 persons to 1 acre ; in St. George's the

Martyr, Southwark, there are 212. Kesult No. 1 :—The death-rate in Hamp-
stead is 13 per 1,000 ; in St. George's, Southwark, over 30 per 1,000. Result

No. 2:—In Hampstead 120 babies per 1,000 die before reacliing their first

birthday; in St. George's, Southwark, over 200. Let me pursue the contrast

further. Here is an " expectation of life " table for these two areas :

—

Age.
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These are the mothers of transcendental Empire. Let me glance at

their sons. Here is a grimly significant table from the Eeturn of the

Eecruiting for the British Army at certain stations in 1902 :

—

At
St.George-s

Barracks,

London.
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Btricter carrying out of the functions of the Medical Officer of Health, and

extended powers conferred upon Certifying Factory Surgeons. Again, the

employment of women in factories should be the subject of stricter limita-

tion, especially as regards women bearing child and after confinement. And

on this point of women's work in factories the following table may well be

studied. It shows the births per 1,000 of the population in 1901 in seven

textile and seven non-textile towns. Comment upon it is needless.

Textile To^vns

Mean

Non-Textile Towns.

Gateshead

Bilstou ...

Sunderland

Sheffield

Newcastle

Birmingham

Wolverhampton

Mean

36-7

3t)-5

35-3

33

32-1

31-9

31-9

33-9

I have but indicated here one or two directions in which reform should

be accomplished. But a sympathetic Cabinet, acting through active and

interested departments—Local Government Board, Home Office, and Board

of Education—will find endless opportunities to meet the enlightened

Municipality half way, and to stimulate the sluggish Local Authority into a

more adequate appreciation of its duties and responsibilities.

VII.—THE CASE OF THE CHILDREN.

But, after all, the future is more with the children than with us. So it

is on their behalf that we shall most profitably and fruitfully bend our

energies. As with the working-class parents, so with the children. Four-

fifths may be put on one side. Efforts must be concentrated upon that other

fifth—the million scraps of humanity that fill the slums of our great towns.

Of these at least 100,000 are so horribly treated, and their surroundings are
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so squalid, that the State ought at once step in and take them right away

out of the hands of their unworthy parents

—

relentlessly pursuing these self-

same good people for an appropriate share of the cost of that proper main-

tenance which their unhappy offspring would, under State auspices, secure.

In London some 4,000 children are so rescued by the State and placed in

industrial schools and on training ships. When 20,000 have been taken

out of London, and 2,000 out of each of the great towns, then, but not till

then, shall we be on the way to a complete realization of our duty in this

matter. For see what thoroughly good economics it is. Leave these little

derelicts to their present unhappy fate, and you will hereafter pay about £15

per head per year for many of them in the union workhouse, about £24 per

head in the county gaol, or about £40 per head in the convict establish-

ment. Snatch them from their vicious surroundings, and you can make men

and women of most of them at a much cheaper figure. You will find them

later in life lumbering in Canada, sheep-shearing in Australia, cattle-tending

in New Zealand, guard-mounting in the Army, or learning steam tactics in

the Navy—first-class material nearly always.

VIII.—The Little Derelicts of the Slums.

As to at least 100,000 of this derelict million, then, there is nothing for it

but for the State to step in and become the foster-pareut. But while it can

and will in time do this for 100,000, it obviously cannot take complete

responsibility for so large a figure as a million. We must meet their hopeless

case i)i another way. For hopeless it certainly is. First of all as to food.

In every great urban centre the children of the slums habitually go to school

improperly led. Many of them are not only improperly fed, but the food

they do get is far too little in quantity. In the hard winter season, when the

building trades are " out," many again go to school either with no food at

ail, or having only stayed their hunger in the morning with a crust of dry

bread. In sharp, frosty weather it is a common experience for teachers in

the elementary schools of the poorer parts of our great towns—I have myself

often seen it—to find children suddenly seized with vomiting. This is not so

much caused by the fact that the stomach is upset, as that it has revolted

against the effect of the cold upon its empty condition. And not only is this

state of things true of the poorer parts of the big towns. It is true also of

niany of the agricultural villages. Let a visitor to a village elementary school

look closely at the children. They are in many cases fiabby and pale. They
need more nourishing food. A breakfast of " tea-kettle broth "—broken

bread, a scrape of dripping, a pinch of salt, and the basinful of hot water—

a

bit of bread and margarine, a bit of bread and treacle, and some abominably

poor tea—these form the three meals daily. What torture ! What a reckless

waste of the public millions voted for education to hope to teach children

so fed !
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IX.—Go Famishing to School.

Let me examine the case of London a little more closely. Last year a

Departmental Committee considered the whole problem of National Physical

Deterioration. They examined a number of witnesses on the question of

under and improper feeding. Hear Mr. W. H. Libby, for many years head-

master of the Victory Place Board School, Walworth :
—

" It always struck me that many children in the schools suffered from underfeeding, as

evidenced by the difficulty they had in doing their mental work. About six months before

I started this fund [the East Lambeth Teacher:,' Free Meal Fimd] there were two or three boys

in the school who seemed to be in great difficulties, and I said to them, ' Why cannot you get

on with your work ?' They said, ' Well, sir, we have had nothing to eat.' I said, ' What do

you mean ?
' They said, ' We have had nothing since yesterday morning.' In order to i)rove

the case, I sent down to a baker's shop and asked the baker to oblige me with some of the

driest crusts he liad on his premises. He did so, and I gave them to the boys. I did not

apparently watch them, but I kept my eye on them, and I can assure you that they ate

ravenously, and in a very few minutes the whole of the dry bread was gone. I came to the

conclusion then that they were positively hungry."

"Twelve to fifteen per cent, of the children," said Mr. Libby, "are in this

condition, and in the poorest schools in hard winter times the proportion is

as high as from 25 to 30 per cent." The Physical Deterioration Committee

heard also Miss Deverell, an luspectress under the Board of Education.

" I know," said Miss Deverell, " one school where the master says that they

get most of their meals by meeting workmen's trains and begging scraps

from the men."

The Committee heard, too. Dr. Eichholz, another of the Board of

Education's- Inpectors. Said he :

" Then as to feeding—and the whole question practically centres around the feeding-

there is the want of food ; this is the first factor we have to recognize. Then there is the

irregularity in the way in whieh they get their meals ; that is the second factor. Then non-

suitability of the food when they get it is a third factor. And these three circumstances

—

want of food, irregularity, and unsuitability of food—taken together, are the determining

cause of degeneracy in children. The breakfasts that these children get are nominally bread

and tea, if they get it at all. There is bread and margarine for lunch, and the dinner is

normally nothing but what a copper can purchase at the local fried fish shops, where the most

inferior kinds of fish, such as skate, are fried in unwholesome, reeking cottonseed oil. They

frequently supplement this with rotten fruit, which they collect beneath baiTOws, when they

are unable to collect it from the top, the facilities of this nature being considerable, for the

whole neighbourhood of Lambeth is one coster area."

X.—Communal versus Charitable Feeding.

During its thirty-three years of existence this problem was constantly before

the London School Board, particularly as the approach of each winter

brought distress and lack of employment. In 1889 a Special Committee of

the Board reported that -43,888 children (or 12 per cent, of the entire roll)

were coming to school hungry and ill-fed, and that existing benevolent
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at^encies were only in a position to meet the needs of half these cases.

Another Special Committee sat in 1894. As a result of the disclosures made

by these Committees benevolent effort was materially stimulated. A third

Special Committee sat in 1898, and came deliberately to a fundamentally

important conclusion, viz., that this question of the proper feeding of

hungry and ill-fed school children ought no longer to be left to charitable

agencies, but should become a public obligation. Here are three of its

leading conclusions :

—

" (i.) It should be deemed to be part of the duty of any authority by law responsible for

tlie compulsory attendance of children at school to ascertain what children, if any, come to

school in a state unfit to get normal profit by the school work—whether by reason of under-

feeding, physical disability, or otherwise— and that there should be the necessary inspection

for tliat purpose.

"(ii). That where it is ascertained that children are sent to school 'underfed,' it should

be part of the duty of the authority to see that they are provided, under proper conditions,

with the necessary food, subjeet to the provision contained in Clause (vi.).

"(vi.) That where the Board's officers report that the underfed condition of any child is

due to the culpable neglect of a parent (whether by reason of drunkenness or other gross mis-

conduct), the Board should have the power and the duty to prosecute the parent for cruelty,

and that, in case the offence is persisted in, there sliould be power to deal with the child under

the Industrial Schools Acts.'"

The School Board as a whole did not, I may say, endorse these findings.

They were rejected by twenty-seven votes to twelve in favour of a resolution

pledging the Board to do what it might the further to stimulate and

systematize benevolent eflbrt. But much water has run under London

Bridge since 1898. In 1903 we had the unanimous finding of the Royal

Commission on Physical Training in Scotland as follows :

—

" We think that an obligation for the [)roper suiiervision of the feeding of those who come

for instruction should be regarded as one of the duties of school authorities, and that teachers

should be instructed to take note of all children apparently ill-fed. Unless children receive

sulficient nourishment they cannot be expected to profit by the mental or physical training

provided for them."

In August last we had an even more important judgment upon the

matter— that of the Physical Deterioration Committee, which unanimously

reported :

—

"The Committee recommend that dehiiito provision should be made by the various local

authorities for dealing with the question of underfed children in accordance with tlie methods

indicated in paragrajdis .358-36.0 of the Report. The Committee, it will be seen, do not con-

template any one uniform method of procedure, but think that regard should be had to the

varying circumstances of ditferent localities. Tliey also suggest safeguards against economic

abuse.

"

XI.—What must be done.

We have at once, as 1 suggest, to empowei' Local Education Authorities

to make provision for tlie feeding of the hungry children, and empower them
also to recover the cost from parents or guardians wherever the same may
appear desirable. I have long advocated a simple workable scheme for
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carrying out this vital work, aud 1 repeat it here. It is au adaptation of tlie

most admirable Parisian Cant'nw. ScoJaire system.

I propose, in the tirst place, to schedule the poorer urban areas for the

purpose of feeding. The elementary schools in each scheduled area would

be grouped. A dining-hall will be attached to each group. Parents would

be invited to secure books of dinner coupons at the nearest nmnicipal offices,

and teachers would be supplied with books to meet the cases of children

unsupplied from home. All coupons would be pi-inted precisely in the same

way. Parents able to buy the books would have to do so; parents shown

to be unable to purchase the books would be supplied with them gratuitously.

At mid-day the children, each armed with its dinner coupon, would march

ofl' to the central dining-hall, and get a good meal of soup, pudding, rice, and

the like.

As to ways and means, I should rely on voluntary contributions, sale of

coupons, and special aid grants from the Exchequer, the deficiency to be

made up from the local rates. If such a scheme as I have herein roughly

outlined were put into general adoption, the charge upon the local puise

would not, I believe, be very considerable. The Municipality of Paris

provides 8,000,000 meals a year for £70,000. of which £45,000 comes from

the rates, £20,000 from sale of dinner coupons to parents, and the rest from

voluntary subscriptions. Many of the parents of the well-to-do artisan

class would find it a matter of convenience and economy to avail themselves

of the communal system of feeding their children ; and, so far as they are

concerned, the thing would be self-supporting. For the rest, the continuance

of benevolent support would lighten the burden upon the public purse.

In London a halfpenny rate would be a generous provision. The

question the London ratepayer has to determine is whether he will go oh

spending his school rate of Is. 2d. with the assured knowledge that this

expenditure is largely wasted where most needed—as a result of the

physically unfit condition of the children— or whether he will make it

Is. 2id., and thus secure a beneficent and fruitful return for the whole

expenditure.

XII.—On no account undermine Parental

Responsibility.

Let me make it emphatically clear that I am wholly against relieving parental

responsibility. I am all for strengthening it. My scheme does that. It is

the system of charitable feeding that emasculates the parental sense of

obligation. Our laisscz faire methods of to-day cruelly allow the child to

suiter while we cantingly talk of maintaining parental responsibility just

where we know very well it doesn't exist at all. What I say is this :

(1) No child shall go hungry. You waste your education rates and
taxes and inflict torture in the process when you try to teach a hungry
child.
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(2) Paxents who cau, must make due provision for the proper feeding

of their children ; if they neglect this duty as a result of self-indulgence,

drink, and the like, they must be pursued with the utmost rigour of the law.

That is the way to develop a conscience.

(3) Parents who cannot—as a result of ill-health, misfortune, or lack of

employment—make due provision for the daily feeding of their 'offspring,

must have that provision made for them without any suspicion of

pauperization.

XIII.—Continuous Medical Supervision.

I HAVE dealt at length upon this question of the hungry child, because it is

by far the most important and urgent. I turn now to some other considera-

tions. In my scheduled areas a complete medical record should be taken of

each child as admitted to the elementary school. This is of the utmost im-

portance. Once let the doctor get to know the plight of the child, the door

of public responsibility for his physical state is thrown wide open. I view

the medical inspection of the teeth, eyes, and ears of the greatest possible

importance. This policy of continuous medical inspection is in actual

operation in most of the continental cities. Let me quote from an official

report (1896) to the Brussels Municipal Council :

—

" Sixteen doctors inspect the schools, each being bouuJ to visit a certain number every

ten days, and the Service of Public Health keeps control of their visits by means of the read-

ings of the thermometer iu every scliool, which have to be signed by the medical officer at

«'ach visit.

"Sickly children are given every day a dose of cod-liver oil, or a preparation of iron

powder, which is supplied by the Committee of Public Benevolence. These remedies are

administered by members of the teaching staff; every child has a separate glass, which must

be washed daily ; and once a month the \dsiting doctor must be present when the medicine is

administered.

"A dentist is attached to the schools, who visits all the schools once a month, and

attends to the cases which are brought to his notice by the teachers, and those which he

liimself observes. In 1894-5 3,676 children were given preventive remedies, and at the end of

tlio year 3,409, or 927 per cent., were reported as benefited ; and 1,292 children were operated

on by the dentist. These things cost the town annually from 10,000 to 11,000 francs."

If London had now in actual operation a system of continuous medical

supervision similar to that in being in Brussels she would have 100 medical

men on her education staff. She has four

!

XIV.—Cottage Cookery, Hygiene, and
Milk Supply.

Further, we want a large development amongst young women of the

excellent teaching given to girls in the elementary schools iu Cookery,

Hygiene, and Domestic Economy. No effort should be spared by tha
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Education Authorities to make this teaching thoroughly attractive and

practical in their evening continuation schools. The Municipalities, too,

might do much more than they now do in the way of the broadcast and

gratuitous circulation of simple leaflets on these topics. As instances of

admirable effort in this direction, let me call attention to the really excellent

leaflets on " The Care and Feeding of Infants," circulated by the Municipal

Councils of Birmingham, Sheffield, and Wakefield. Will members of other

Municipalities write for copies?

In the same connection, I may notice the fine scheme for the proper

supply of suitable milk for the feeding of infants carried out by the Battersea

Borough Council. The scheme is so admirable that I may profitably give a

rough description of it. The milk is put up in bottles, each bottle containing

the correct quantity for one meal. The bottles are placed in wire baskets,

which are consti'ucted to hold nine, ei<;ht, seven, or six bottles. Each basket

contains the daily allowance for a child of the specified age. Thus, the

younger the baby the less in each bottle, and the greater the number of

bottles. Infants under two months receive nine bottles, as they require more

frequent feeding. One of the strictest rules of the depot is that a fresh bottle

must be opened for each meal, and every mother is warned that a bottle

must not be opened until the infant is ready to be fed. The weekly charge

for the allowance for children up to six months is Is. 6d. ; from six to eight

)nonths, Is. 9d. ; and for older children, 2s. per week or 4d. per day. This

is a good deal less than the mothers would pay for the same quantity of

unprepared milk at an ordiuax'y dairy. Battersea, I believe, is the only

borough in London which has yet undertaken this beneficent task, although

the system has been tried in Liverpool, St. Helens, Ashton-under-Lyne, and

Dukinfield. It ou"ht to be universal.

XV.—Child Toilers.

One of the most fruitful sources of Physical Degeneration is the sending of

the child of tender years into the Labour market. To submit the frame and

physique of the young child to physical exactions of a severe character is to

do that which—as a mere matter of prudence and economy, to say nothing

of humanitarianism—one would not on any account countenance in the case

of a colt. Yet in this countiy to-day children, who are not even on the

threshold of their teens, are made to work long hours and under conditions

that are physically distressing.

In the first place our working-class children leave school and enter the

Labour market too young ; though I gladly admit that recent years have seen

salutary reform in this matter. " The great obstacle in the progress of

cJcnicntary education is the earlj/ aye at wJiicJi children leave school." This

was Sir John Gorst's statement to the House of Commons on 18th June,
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1898 ; and every oue practically concerned with the work of the schools

knows how gravely true it is. As the law stands at present, a child may

leave school at twelve years, if he have passed the bye-law standard of

exemption, to work half-time in a factory or workshop, ox full-time outside of

a factory, workshop, or mine. At thirteen, the child may work full time

outside of a factory, workshop, or mine, if he has passed the fourth standard,

or can show that he has made 350 attendances per year for each of five

years (the possible attendances in each case being at least 400). At thirteen

(or fourteen if the local bye-law be so fixed) the child may be employed in a

factory or workshop full time if he have passed the fifth standard, and can

obtain a certificate of previous due attendance as already described. At

fourteen children are entirely exempt.

The effect of the total exemption of children at twelve years of age (if

the bye-law standard has been passed) is—when the standards fixed are

examined and when the general laxity with which the bye-laws prescribing

these standards are administered is considered—shown to be disastrous—
disastrous not only to the education of the children, but disastrous to

their sound and healthy physical development, which is the point I have

immediately before me.

In the English and Welsh Elementary Schools for the year 1896-7

there were 600,000 boys and girls, each between ten and eleven years of

age. In 1897-8, 577,901 of these were still in the schools, over 22,000

—between eleven and twelve years of age—having gone out in the Labour

world. In 1898-9 there remained 499,384 ; these having now reached an

age somewhere between twelve and thirteen. In 1899-1900 the dwindling

army had fallen to 215,343 of these children still at school and now
between the ages of thirteen and fourteen. In 1900-1 all that remained

of my 600,000 of four years earlier were 53,057—between the ages of four-

teen and fifteen ! Eleven out of each twelve had disappeared

!

Of course the temptation to the artisan to send the child out to work
as soon as legally permissible is, I at once admit, very great. Even half-

a-crown a week is a substantial immediate consideration, with many mouths
to fill and not much wherewith to fill them. But an ounce of sacrifice to

the artisan at this moment means a ton of reward by and by. Give the

child twelve months more schooling, and it will do him more good
than all his previous school years put together. He is now getting observant,

reflective, thoughtful. His mind fructifies. A week at school now is worth
a month earlier on. His future depends on the effort just now.

But the operative has a direct interest in keeping his child out of the

Labour market as long as possible. John Stuart Mill says, in his " Political

Economy": "It is found that, cceteris imrihus, those trades are generally

the worst paid in which the wife and children of the artisan aid in the work.

.... It is even probable that their collective earnings will amount to a
smaller sum than those of the man alone in other trades." Surely the

significance of this opinion will not be lost upon the working classes. For
myself I am thoroughly convinced that juvenile employment means adult
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unemployment, that juvenile wages mean adult wage reduction, and that

juvenile toil means the physical undoing of the race.

Happily in 1899 Parliament decided to move a little step nearer our

Continental competitors by raising the age for factory half-time labour from

eleven to twelve. This step was a very tardy redemption of the national

pledge we gave ten years ago at the Berlin International Labour Congress.

In the near future we may hope to see the age for child-labour in the

factories and workshops still further advanced. Another advance was also

made by the passage of Sir Charles Dilke's Bill raising the age for juvenile

labour in coal pits from twelve to thirteen. This was the other half of the

famous Berlin Pledge of 1890.

At this point let me give a Continental contrast. The following facts

speak for themselves :

—

UNITED STATES— Limit of Oomrulsion.

In New York, Connecticut, Michigan, Minnesota, and New Mexico ... 16 years of age.

In Elaine, Vermont, Rhode Island, District of Columbia, and Washingtrni 15 ,,

In IS other States {including Massachusetts, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and

California) ... 14

GERMANY—
111 Saxony . . ... ... ... ... .. 17 ,,

In Baden .. 16 .,

In Sa.xe-Weimar .. ... .. .. ... 16 ,,

In Prussia ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. li ,,

In Hamburg ... 14 ,,

As I have said, public opinion has ripened wonderfully on this question

in recent years, and there have been most beneficent advances in the

direction of saving the child from the shackles of toil as long as possible. I

trust we may steadily, step by step, and with due regard to economic

conditions, make still further advances as time goes on.

XVI.—Little School Children who Slave

out of School Hours.

But there is a phase of this problem of juvenile toil which is far more

acute and has far more serious effects upon the physical condition of the

race than the early age at which children leave the schools. And that is the

question of the e.\tent to which little children as young as six, seven, and

eight years of age are committed to severe toil befo)-e they go to school in

the morning, during the two hours* dinner-time recess, and after school in

the evening. Two or three years ago I tabulated some Returns on this

point, prepared by the head teachers of the London Board Schools. Here is

a typical Eeturn. It is from a Chelsea school, and is characteristic of the

tale told by teachers in all the poorer parts of all our great towns :

—
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and Town and County Councils were empowered to make bye-laws regulating

the hom-s and conditions of labour for children up to sixteen years of

age. They were also empowered to prohibit altogether street-trading

by girls under sixteen. Bye-laws under the Act have already been

confirmed and are now in force for the County of Gloucester, and for the

following cities and boroughs : Birmingham, Blackburn, Bootle, Brighton,

CarHsle, Doneaster, Dudley, Hornsey, Hull, Liverpool, Middlesbrough,

Plymouth, St. Helens, Swindon, Walsall, Warrington, Worcester. Draft

bye-laws have been submitted for the approval of the Home Office by fifty

other Local Authorities.

This, then, is all to the good. But the little Act of 1903 must be stiffened

up, especially in the direction of saving the girls from the streets. The

statutory provisions piust be widened, and the indifferent Local Authority

must have placed before it by way of encouragement "Model" bye-laws.

How much remains to be done will be seen when I remind the reader tliat

only one County out of sixty and that only seventeen Urban Authorities out of

268 Jiave yet gone the length of making bye-laivs ! Will the reader ask why

no bye-laws have been prepared for his own area at the next Municipal

contest ?

XVII.—Systematic Physical Training.

ScAECELY less important than anything I have already dealt with is the

problem of systematic physical training for the working-class children.

This is a problem which needs circumspect handling. Many of the children

are not fit for much physical effort, and many get far more than enough already

in one way or another out of school hours. When Lord Londonderry

became President of the Board of Education, he determined to make
systematic physical training a compulsory feature of the elementary school

curriculum. To this end a " Model Course " of Physical Exercises was

prepared. In the characteristic British fashion the work was delegated to

the War Office, which, in its turn, told off some Army officer to prepare the

book. The result was a really ludicrous rechauffe of the Eecruit Drill part

of the soldier's " Ked Book "—about as thoroughly inapplicable and un-

scientific a compilation for the use of children as could be devised. The
thing had only to be mentioned in the House of Commons to be laughed out

of existence. Thereafter Lord Londonderry appointed a Special Committee,

wisely engaging the services, amongst others, of practical elementary school

teachers, and the result is the compilation of a new " Model Course," which

has now gone to the schools, and concerning which I cannot speak too highly.

So far so good. The problem of Physical Training in the elementary

schools is now on right lines, and we may leave it there. But I am sure

jnuch more might be done with the young people of the continuation schools.

Systematic gymnastic instruction and scientific physical drill should be a

prominent, and certainly would be an attractive, feature of all evening

continuation schools.

I will go further. And here I expect I shall part company with, perhaps,
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tlie bulk of Liberals and Progressives in the country. I think every niale

youth between the ages of fourteen and twenty should be compelled (if not

physically disabled, of course) to give at least two hours a week on two

nights a week for two years to physical training under State auspices.

Such training would include gymnastic exercises, such formations, &c., as

would be necessary for combined movements, and training in the use of the

rifle. This is a very diflerent thing from military conscription, to which I

am totally opposed. But it is the one thing necessary, in my opinion, m
order that anything in the nature of conscription may be obviated. It would,

moreover, furnish a first-class raw material for the small highly efficient army

of professional soldiers which I would keep enrolled for the services of the

Empire abroad. For purposes of home defence it would, having regard to

the power and range of the modern rifle, give us a citizen defence force that

would be inconceivably more effective and far less expensive than what we

at present style " The Auxiliary Forces."

XVIIl.—The Prohibition of Juvenile Smoking.

I LAY great stress upon the necessity to stamp out the deleterious habit of

cigarette smoking which has in recent years become so prevalent amongst

small boys. The Physical Deterioration Committee unanimously recom-

mended that a Bill should be brought before Parliament at an early date,

having for its object (1) To prohibit the sale of tobacco and cigarettes to

children below a certain age ; (2) To prohibit the sale of tobacco and

cigarettes in sweet and other shops frequented by children. The Government

has again and again refused to carry out this recommendation, so I have

been compelled to bring in a Bill myself, and in this effort I have with me

as "backers" Mr. John Burns, Mr. Winston Churchill, Mr. Crooks, Sir

John Gorst, Mr. Lambert, Mr. Lloyd-George, Major Seely, Dr. Shipmau,

Sir John Tuke, Mr. Cathcart Wason, and Mr. George White.

The operative sections of our Bill are as follows :

—

"No person shall sell, give, or supply tobacco in any form to or for tl.e use of any person

under the age of sixteen yean, and any person so doing shall be liabli'—

"
(1) On a first conviction to a penalty not exceeding twenty shiiniujs ;

«'
(2) On a second or subsequent conviction to a penalty not exceeding forty shilhnrjs

;

and in addition to the foregoing penalties the licence (if any) held by such person for the sale

of tobacco shall in case of a third conviction become void, and such person shall be dis^iualihe-l

for a term oi five years from the date of such conviction from holding any such licence, and the

justice of the peace before whom such conviction is had shall, by writing under his hand,

forthwith notify the voidance of such licence, and the disqualification as aforesaid of such

person to the Conuuissioners of Inlan.l Revenue, and the onus of proof of age shall he on th.

person charged with a breach of the provisions of this Act.

-The penalties incurred bv any person under this Act shall be in addition to any other

l,enalties which such j.erson inaV incur to the authorities of Inland Revenue for scllmg tobacco

without a licence or otherwise howsoever.

•'All convictions under this Act shall be by way of summary conviction under the

Summary Jurisdiction Acts, as defined by section fourteen of the Criminal Law Amendment

Act, 1885, and in the application of this Act to Scotland the expression 'justice ol the peace

shall include sheriff and sherilfs substitute."
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For this little measure the Government has declined to give facilities

notwithstanding the weighty recommendation of its own Committee, It will

therefore be the duty of the coming Liberal Administration either to pass a

General Prohibition Measure or to empower Local Authorities to make

bye-laws dealing with the matter.

I may say that forty-five American States and Territories (total popula-

tion, sixty-five millions) have alieady passed legislation prohibiting juvenile

smoking up to, in some cases, twenty-one years of age ; seven British

Colonies to my knowledge—and there maybe others—make juvenile smoking

illegal ; whilst to come nearer home, in the Isle of Man, no child under

fourteen is allow^ed to smoke, the penalty for breach of the law being £2.

XIX.—Some further things the Municipalities

might do.

With the rapid development of prompt and cheap means of transit I hope,

as I have said, it may be increasingly possible to house our people and to

accommodate their school children outside rather than in the midst of

congested manufacturing centres. Here the Municipalities can do much.

In the Isle of Man free tram rides for school children from home to school is

already an accomplished fact. In our Colonies free rail and tram rides for

school children have long been conceded. And now that the Municipal

Councils have had handed over to them the control of the elementary

schools, I hope they will do a great deal to bring the school into close touch

with the public park, the public baths, and so on. The Manchester Corpora-

tion, during the hot days of last August, when the elementary schools were

closed, and the ordinary school visits to the public baths suspended, threw

open their baths, free of charge, during certain hours of the day to the

elementary school children of the city. Will other Municipalities copy this

coming summer?

XX.-Finally.

Shortly, this is my view as to the community's responsibility in respect of

the physical condition of the people and their children. It sounds like

rank Socialism ; it is, in fact, first-class Imperialism. One of the ugliest

thoughts which I ever have—a thouglit I must again enforce—is when I

see rickety, neglected, haggard little scraps of humanity ranging the

gutters, or down-at-the-heel, broken, dilapidated men and women filling the

Embankment seats, or strewing like wreckage the green sward of the Park.

Because I am instantly haunted by the remembrance that each is a steward
of the heritage of the British people. I believe in the British Empire. I

believe in its mission among the peoples of the world. But I shudder for

its future w'hen I think of the condition of tens of thousands of those upon
whose appallingly unfit shoulders the burden of its maintenance is falling.

It is for the coming Liberal Administration to spare no effort in the

endeavour to make those shoulders fit.
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JOHN REDMOND, M.P.

Thkue are many things doubtful

about the Parliament that is about

to be elected. But two things are

cortain. One is that the Gnionists will

be in a minority in the next House

of Commons. The other is that the

Nationalist Irishmen will come back

as strong as they have ever been
;

that is to say, they will be in a

majority of more than five to one

over all other Irishmen in the House.

And of these four-score stout-hearted

fighting men, John Eedmond is the

fighting chief. His undisputed supre-

macy is emphasized rather than

impaired by the solitary howl of

" Tiger Tim," the outcast orator, the

disclassed Thersites, who roams out-

side the camp.

If only the Irish had not been

forced by a hundred years of wrong
into an attitude of irreconcilable

opposition to the British Empire and

the Government thereof, Mr. Red-

mond would have had a better chance

than most men to be Prime Minister.

He has the qualities for the post.

He is a gentleman. He is the

greatest of our modern parliamen-

tarians. He is an admirable debater,

a superb leader, a man of dispas-

sionate intellect, of sound sympathies

and of splendid courage. And he has

around him a group of colleagues,

half a dozen of whom would grace

any Cabinet. " The Irish team,"

said an observer who did not dis-

guise his hatred, " is too strong for

any of the English Ministers to

tackle." The self-inflicted ostracism

of some of the most capable repre-

sentatives of the people is one of the

many sacrifices which afflict us as

the indirect results of Home Rule.

Fortunately, no self-denying ordin-

ance forbids an Irish Nationalist

leading the Opposition, and ib will

be long remembered, to Mr. Red-

mond's credit, that from 1900-1902 it

was he, and no other, who was the

real leader of the only opposition

offered to the Government on the

subject of the war in South Africa.

In those black years he proved

himself to be not only the chief of

the Irish National party, but the

leader of the only effective opposition

that existed in the House of Com-
mons at that time. In that position

he occupied a place in the British

constitution only second in import-

ance to that of the Prime Minister.

It is true that at that time national

prejudices somewhat obscured the

truth from the English and Scotch.

But in the House of Commons the

members in 1900 began to realize

wliere the centre of power lay.

Repeatedly, in the course of the

debates, Mr, Balfour referred to Mr.

Redmond as if he, and not Sir Henry
CampbellBannerman, were the real

leader of his Majesty's Opposition.

Therein Mr. Balfour paid homage to

facts.

In the midst of the debris of the

shattered party which then littered

the Liberal benches in the House of

Commons, we should have looked in

vain for any leadership, had it not

been for the presence of Mr. Redmond
at the head of the Irish Nationalists.

Here, at least, we had an organized,

disciplined party, obedient to its
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leader, undistracted by any internal

feuds, thoroughly united in principle,

and capable of constant attendance

at the House. English, Scotch, and

Welsh Liberals in the constituencies,

who were sick and sore at heart over

the spectacle of paralytic impotence

presented by the disorganized and

distracted ranks of their own repre-

sentatives, began to recognize in Mr.

Eedmond the only leader of a parlia-

mentary party in the House who,

upon the great issue of the hour,

represented their views, and was not

afraid of giving them free, full, and
bold expression in debate. Hence,

while nominally only the leader of

the Irish National party, Mr. Red-

mond was really, at that time, the

only leader of the Opposition to the

Government in the country. It was
a great position for so young a man.

Mr. John Eedmond is the first

Irish leader who has given the world

any token of the possession of the

qualities which made Mr. Parnell so

famous. It is true that his position is

largely due to Mr. Dillon. But he is

fortunate in having in Mr. Dillon a

colleague who was, in other days,

sufficiently self-sacrificing to allow

no personal feelings to stand in the

way of attaining the great object

which he had set before him.

When " Tiger Tim " was read out

of the party with bell, book, and
candle, the Irish parliamentarians

became once more a fighting unit.

Mr. Redmond, then being called to

supreme command, displayed qualities

with which he had hitherto not been

credited. His readiness in debate,

his self-control, his keen appreciation

of the vital points in parliamentary

strategy speedily made him a power
in the House of Commons. One of

the greatest of our Imperial states-

men, who watched the proceedings

in the parliamentary arena from the

distant post in which he was serving

the Empire, declared, four years ago,

that in his opinion Mr. Redmond was
the ablest parliamentarian in the

present House of Commons.
Mr. Redmond is a politician first,

a politician second, and a politician

third. As an individual entity he is

almost unknown to any except his

intimates. But he has brought keen

intelligence to the study of the

science of politics. He has given his

mind to it, and spent days and nights

in acquiring knowledge of all the

niceties and rules of parliamentary

procedure.

He is embarrassed by no fear of

mutinies in his rear, and he is con-

scious of being armed with the

mandate of the Irish race. As a

speaker he is effective, fluent, and

eloquent.

Incongruous though it may appear

to some unreflective persons, it is

clear enough that the only possible

Imperialism which can keep the

Empire together is Imperialism of

the Home Rule stripe. Imperialism

of the John Bull Jingo strain would

speedily wreck the Empire. The
homage paid by the Colonial Premiers

in Coronation year to the Irish

Nationalist leaders was significant.

Nor is Mr. Redmond without a strong

Imperialist strain in his blood. As
Mr. W. M. Crook, formerly editor of

the EcJlo, wrote me in 1901 :

—

" When I first met Mr. Eedmond
I was more or less of a Separatist.

He made me an Imperialist. I do
not use that word to designate an
admirer of the gorgeous Orientalism

of Benjamin Disraeli, nor yet a

follower of the narrowly insular policy

of an uneducated Birmingham trades-

man. John Redmond knew the

Empire. His wife was an Australian,

and even when I first met him he
had been round the world.
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" The great free communities

—

Canada, Australia, New Zealand-

even the United States—were to him,

in large part, Irish states. Irish

brains and Irish blood had helped

them to freedom and to prosperity.

It was a new point of view for me.

I do not speak with authority on this

point, but I do say with some

confidence that never, while John

Redmond is leader, will the Irish

party consent to be deprived of their

rightful share in the government of

their Empire. Fifty years hence it

will not seem, as it does to-day, the

language of friendly exaggeration to

write :
' Pohtically, John Eedmond

is the lineal descendant of his great

countryman, Edmund Burke.' But

the passion for freedom and the pas-

sion for justice are the guiding stars

of both."

But let no one imagine from this

tribute of Mr. Crook's that John

Eedmond is other than a grim,

irreconcilable Irish fighter, as staunch

as in the days of yore, when he

fought for the lost cause of Mr.

Parnell against overwhelming odds.

It would be difficult to phrase more

ruthlessly the Irish intransigeauts'

point of view than did Mr. Redmond

when, addressing a mass meeting

at Maryborough, Queen's County

(October 20th, 1901), he made the

following significant declaration :

—

" His guiding principle in life was perfectly

simple. He had no faith in any English

political party or in English benevolence

towards Ireland, or in the possibility of any

class of the population getting justice in the

smallest particular from mere reason, or ariju-

uient, or persuasion. His policy was to make

English government in Ireland difficult and

dangerous. If the people wanted any instal-

ment of justice, they must make themselves a

trouble and a danger to the Government."

The personal facts of Mr. Redmond's

liistory are only very briefly sum-

marized in " Who's Who." He was

born in 1851 ; son of the late W. A.

Redmond, M.P. for Ballytrent ;
he

married, in 1883, Johanna, daugliter

of the late J. Dalton, Esq. ; educated

at Trinity College, Dublin ;
barrister,

Gray's Inn, 1886; Irish barrister,

1887 ; M.P. for New Ross, 1881-1885 ;

for New Wexford, 1885-1891, and

has represented Waterford ever since

1891. He is brother of Willie Red-

mond, and he has travelled far and

wide among the Irish beyond the sea.

He knows personally most of the

leading men in the Anglo-Irish-

American world, and has a great

opinion of President Roosevelt. He

says : " I look forward with hope to

the future of President Roosevelt.

He is a strong man, thoroughly

American, with no absurd Anglo-

mania about him. He is a true

friend of Irish freedom, and proud

of the Irish blood which flows in his

veins."

" Finally," Mr. Redmond says,

"I am a member of the Gaelic

League. My children are learning

Irish. I am with the movement

heart and soul."
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THE FINHNemL CASE FOR
HOME RULE.

[By John Redmond, M.P.]

Prefatory.

There may be many "coming questions" for others. For the Irish people

there is only one question, and that question is Home Eule. I gladly seize

this or any and every other opportunity that may be offered me to make it

plain to every one that the Irish party stands to-day where it has stood

for the last twenty years. It stands irrevocably committed to Home Eule,

and as a consequence necessarily independent of any and every British

Government which does not make Home Eule a cardinal point in its pro-

gramme. To the Irish party there is only one issue. Its members have

been sent to the House of Commons to demand the freedom of their country.

Their mandate from their constituents is that they shall not enter into an

alliance with any British party which does not approve and adopt the policy

of restoring to the people of Ireland the management of their own affairs.

From that attitude nothing can change them. With us it is not a matter of

expediency ; it is a matter of principle and necessity. It is not, of course,

my business to attempt to spy into the future or to foretell what the future

proceedings and policy of British parties might be ; but I deem it common

honesty to tell the British electors plainly that this is our unchangeable

attitude, and with that attitude they will have to reckon.

Having said so much by way of affirming the immutable resolution of

the Irish party to demand the freedom of their country, I deem it not less

necessary to repudiate in terms equally precise and definite Lord Rosebery's

suggestion that because I moved a resolution as a private member in favour

of an independent Irish Parliament many years ago, I am therefore

dissatisfied with such a settlement of the Irish question as would have

been effected by Mr. Gladstone's Home Eule Bills. That is not true. On
the proper occasion I am willing and able to prove that I am speaking the

truth when I repudiate and deny the statement imputed to me by Lord

Eosebery.

Writing with full authority and responsibility, in the name of the whole

Irish National party, I say that the Irish party has not departed one hair's

breadth from the position taken up in 1886 and 1893. No doubt, time and

experience have pointed out to us many defects, as we think, in the clauses

of the Bills of 1886 and 1893 ; but so far as the principle and the policy of

the settlements contained in those Bills are concerned, we have never
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repudiated them ; and I say that to-day we would be willing, as we were in

1886 and 1893, to accept them as bringing to an end, as we would all hope,
for ever a wretched and blood-stained chapter of English misrule, and
consequent Irish disloyalty and resistance.

I.—Why we demand Home Rule.

Why, then, are the Irish people so resolute in their hostility to the existing

system that our attitude has remained absolutely unchanged for twenty-

five years ? I have often stated the reasons both in the House and on the

platform. I am glad to have yet another opportunity of telling the plain

and simple truth to the British electors.

We regard the government of our country by a British Parliament as a

usurpation. We deny the validity—we dispute the moral binding force of

the Act of Union. What you call a treaty we say was vitiated ah initio by
force and fraud. We demand self-government, not as a favour, but as a

right, and we base our demand for self-government not upon grievances, but

upon what we believe to be the inherent and inalienable right of our nation

to govern itself. And we say plainly we would prefer to be governed badly

by our own Parliament rather than well by the British Senate. For this

we are accused of disloyalty. Disloyalty to what? By ncxture Irishmen

are as loyal as any people in the world, but to a system of government
maintained by force against the will of the people we are disloyal. Let

none be startled at so frank a declaration. I would be dishonoured and
utterly ashamed of myself if I had ever made any statement in America or

in Ireland inconsistent with the statements I have made on the floor of the

House of Commons. I believe in frankness. I believe we have nothing to gain

by a policy of make-believe, or evasion, or concealment, and I have no objection

to state again what is my individual attitude on the Irish question. I

believe that the present system of government in Ireland is in principle so

unconstitutional and in practice so ruinous to all classes and interests in

Ireland, that if I had to choose between a continuation of the present system

and an absolute separation from the Empire, I would not have the shghtest

hesitation in deciding in favour of that separation. And if I believed there

was the smallest reasonable chance of success whatever, I would have no
hesitation in advising my countrymen to endeavour to end the present system

by armed revolt.

I have stated this in the House of Commons, nor do I believe that there

is an Englishman who, if his country were in like case, would not echo my
sentiments. But, fortunately, this dread alternative is not within the pale

of practical politics. I have always been profoundly convinced that by
constitutional means it is possible to arrive at a compromise based

on the concession of self-government, or, as Mr. Gladstone used to

say, free autonomy, to Ireland, which would put an end to this ancient

international quarrel on terms satisfactory and honourable to both nations.

That settlement was accepted by Mr. Parnell in the House in the name of
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the Irish National party, and the acceptance was ratified by the public

opinion of Ireland and the Irish race in every part of the world.

But although this readiness to resort to armed revolt, if no other method

were available to redress our wrongs, does not bring an appeal to arms within

the pale of practical politics, it does make the concession of the just demands

of the Irish people the imperious duty of the practical statesman. Before

long the Liberals will be in power under a leader whose loyalty to liberty

and justice needs no attestation from an Irish pen. The Liberals will have

to deal with this question.

Some people say that Home Eule is dead, others declare that it is

sleeping; but it is neither dead nor sleeping. It is a live, urgent, and

insistent question. I think the Liberals will find that, difficult though

this Irish question is, its difficulties have been very seriously exaggerated.

I think they will find, also, that the hostility—the supposed hostility—of

the masses of the English people to a fair and moderate settlement

of this Irish demand has been enormously exaggerated. So far as we

are concerned, the future leaders of the Liberal party will find that this

question will be an urgent and insistent question which will knock, and

knock loudly, at the door of the next Parliament.

In this paper I propose to deal more particularly with the financial

case in favour of Home Eule ; but before entering upon the particulars

under that head of our indictment against the existing system, I must

briefly and rapidly state the other counts of the Irish indictment of British

misrule in Ireland.

Once more I proceed to recapitulate and summarize the main features

of the system of rule in Ireland, which, in my judgment, makes Home Eule

an urgent and vital question to-day before the British electors. The

present system of rule is unconstitutional, quite apart altogether from its

tainted origin. It is in its everyday working and practice unconstitutional.

The majority of the people who are ruled have no power in the government

of the country. The country is governed by a minority. Eepresentation in the

House of Commons has been reduced to a farce. Five men from a small corner

of Ulster have more power than eighty-six men sent from the rest of Ireland.

We are under the British Parliament, but we have not in Ireland the

benefit of the British system. We are suffering under a permanent disability

in the form of an exceptional law which does not exist in any other portion

of the British Empire, under which, at the caprice and will of a single man,

trial by jury may be suspended and trial by paid servants and deputies of

the Executive Government substituted for it. It is bad government, and

it is government which does not fulfil any single one of the elementary

duties of a Government. For the last 100 years it has been absolutely out

of sympathy with the opinion of the mass of the people. Nowhere, except

in Ireland, is there a system which is thus divorced from the confidence and

control of the people who are ruled. For the last thirty years a majority

of Irish representatives has been returned pledged to overturn the existing

system, but in the present government of Ireland, public opinion in Ireland

is a negligible quantity. No Irishman is allowed to serve in any really
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responsible position in the government of the country unless he is a known
opponent of the wishes of the majority. Seventy years ago a Scotchman

named Thomas Drummond \Yas sent to Ireland as Under Secretary, and

showed a sympathetic spirit towards the Irish people. He ultimately had

to suffer for doing so, but for a few years, at any rate, he was able to carry

on the government of the country. That was because he was loyally

defended by those who availed themselves of his services. To-day, after

seventy years, we have a somewhat similar position, and the mere fact that

Sir Antony MacDonnell has popular leanings was apparently sufficient to

bring about the denunciation of his appoiutment as a betrayal by the

English Government of the handful of men who endeavour to impose their

will upon the majority of the Irish people. These exceptions only prove the

rule that no man in any degree in sympathy with the Irish people is allowed

to take part in the government of the country. Ireland to-day is governed

by a bureaucracy more divorced fron^ sympathy with the majority of the

people and responsibility to the people than the system which Englishmen

are fond of denouncing in Eussia. Ireland is governed by a network of

public boards, all of which are nominated by Dublin Castle. The Chief

Secretary is president of them, but he can only be nominally responsible for

their actions. These boards, filled with members of the ascendency party,

have been omnipotent in the government of Ireland.

Wherever you had intelligence and integrity introduced into the Irish

government, there you had, sooner or later, the inevitable protest against an

impossible system. To-day it is Sir A. MacDonnell. Yesterday it w^as

Sir Thomas Drummond. To-morrow it will be somebody else. But always

the protest will be unavailing. Lord Dunraven and his fellow Unionists

now come forward with their Eeform Association, declaring the old position

is untenable and that reform is indispensable. They call it co-ordination, but

they are sent packing, as if they were Home Rulers.

Then there was the case of Sir West Eidgeway. He was not an Irishman

like Su- Antony MacDonnell; he was an English Conservative gentleman

who was Under-Secretary for Ireland during the Chief Secretaryship of the

present Prime Minister ; and he has told us how in the very middle of the

coercion scheme of the present Prime Minister he prepared for the Govern-

ment a memorandum outlining a scheme of self-government for the country,

a scheme of provincial councils along with an elective body to have power

over Irish finance.

Lord Spencer went to Ireland to administer coercion, and his experience

taught him the rottenness of the present position, and the same was the case

with Lord Carnarvon. Lord Dudley, too, went to carry out the Unionist

policy, and he had not been long in the country without discovering the

rottenness and impossibility of the system. Then there were Sir Eobert

Hamilton and Sir Eedvers-Buller. Every man ever sent from this country

to govern Ireland has admitted that the system had broken down absolutely.

Every class and creed in Ireland are to-day denouncing the system of

Dublin Castle. The Ulster Unionist members have denounced it far more

vigorously than ever the Nationalists did.
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Lord Pvossmore, Grand Master of the Orange Society in Ireland, and

whose name is associated with the utmost hostiUty to the National movement

at an earUer stage—to the principle of self-government for Ireland—joined

Lord Dunraven's reform association. Being immediately attacked, he replied

to the attacks of the so-called loyal minority by saying that he had come to

the conclusion that the extreme section of Unionists in Ireland were seeking

to establish the worst kind of mental slavery in Ireland, and that this was

being done by men who proposed no constructive policy whatever in relation

to their country. Their policy was purely negative—they were in opposition,

ever seeking to sow dissension. They appeared to be following plainly the

lead of a few professional politicians, caring more for their salaries than for

the interests of their own country. That is the character which has been

given to them by one of their most prominent men—that was his summary
of the character of the minority which governs Ireland.

The character of the minority has not changed since then. Its sympathies

have not widened since then—its heart has not softened for over 100 years

—

it is the same minority in every respect. In 1795 they opposed the first

efforts of the Irish Parliament for Catholic Emancipation, a little later they

drove Lord Fitzwilliam from Ireland, and then in 1798 they drove the people

into rebellion, and at the time of the Union for honours and emoluments

they sold their country. It is the same minority that since the Union have

opposed every measure of reform, large or small—Emancipation, Land
Keform, the Church Act, the Ballot Franchise, Local Government—every

single reform they have opposed, and to-day they alone—place-holders and

place-seekers—are opposed to Home Kule. Such a system as that cannot

continue.

Is it any wonder that, in these circumstances, no class in Ireland is

satisfied with this rule ? Fifty years ago a great Tory Irishman—Chief Justice

Whiteside—used these words: " He was compelled by respect for truth to

admit that the government of Ireland was very inefficiently conducted.

He was a Protestant and a Conservative. Well, he must say that were
Ireland as far removed from England as Canada, the system of government
there could be blown to pieces as easily as a house of cards. He would say

that the government of Ireland was opposed to nine-tenths of the industry,

intelligence, and intellect of the people of Ireland." That was said fifty

years ago, but every word of it is as true of the government of Ireland

to-day as it was then. Unfortunately, the Irish Unionist disgust in the days
of Whiteside, just as ever since, and to-day, was silenced by the influence of

that system of place and preferment which alone has induced the Irish

minority to consent to the robbery and misgovernment of their country.

There is only one way of governing Ireland, and that is by consent.

A great Irishman whose greatness has not been, in my judgment, fully

acknowledged yet by his own country or by the House—I mean the late Isaac

J3utt—said on one occasion, in 1867 :
" There is but one secret in governing

Ireland, as there is in governing any country—let it be governed for the good of

the whole people. Abandon the poHcy of maintaining any English interest,

or any Protestant interest, or any class interest, or any interest but that of the
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Irish people. When every measure of governmeut, every institution in the

country is moulded and adapted to meet the wants and wishes and capa-

bilities of the people, when, in a word, Irish legislation is influenced as exclu-

sively by the wants and wishes of Ireland as English legislation is by those

of England, then, and then only, will Ireland be governed as a free country."

I respectfully say that that should be the Irish programme of any wise

British Administration, and that Irish programme can only be carried out

by the restoration to our country of her National Parliament.

I!.—Our Plundered Millions.

I HAVE no need, at this time of day, to enter into any argument on the

proceedings of the Financial Kelations Commission, or any defence of its

verdict. That verdict stands ; and although some English Ministers have

declared that the enquiry was, in their judgment, not a suflBciently exhaustive

one, and proposed to supplement it by a new Commission, they have not

done so.

What, in plain, homely, and unmistakable language, is the grievance

of which Ireland complained, and which has been proved on incontrovertible

authority by the Royal Commission ? First of all, let us remember the

Royal Commission was a body which consisted of a British majority. Let us

bear in mind also that it contained admittedly eminent financiers, such as

the late Mr. Childers, Mr. Currie, Lord Welby, Lord Farrer, Sir R.

Hamilton, and others. Let us bear in mind that the Commission came to its

decision on the evidence of the officials of the British Treasury, and that,

after deliberating for two years, the Commission reported with practical

unanimity that " the actual taxed revenue of Ireland is about 1-llth

that of Great Britain, while the relative taxable capacity of Ireland is very

much smaller, and is not estimated by any of us to exceed l-20th." That,

translated into figures, meant that Ireland is overtaxed, as compared with

Great Britain, to the extent of nearly three millions a year ; or, put in

another way, that for every £100 of Ireland's taxable capacity Ireland has

been forced to pay nearly £9, whereas, if she were taxed on the same
principle as Great Britain, she would only be called upon to pay £5. With
one exception every British member of the Commission agreed to that report.

We are, therefore, entitled to take that verdict as the basis of

our claim that to-day Ireland is weighed down by a burden of unjust

taxation which makes any real progress from poverty to prosperity an
absolute impossibility for the nation at large, or for any single class

of its population. It is well, perhaps, to recall the fact that

the verdict of the Commission admitted our claim that Ireland was entitled,

under the Act of Union, that her taxation should be in accord with her

taxable capacity as compared with that of Great Britain, and declared that

Ireland's relative taxable capacity was not, in the opinion of any single

member of the Commission, more than one-twentieth. The effect of this

finding was that in the year ending 31st March, 1894, when the total
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taxation of Ireland was £7,568,649, the Commission decided that at least

2f millions too much had been extracted from the country. Let me take

that as my starting point and see what has happened since.

The two broad facts which stand out, plain and indisputable, are that,

since 1894, our population has gone down, and that our taxation has increased

by leaps and bounds. During the fifty years preceding the Commission, the

taxation per head of the population in Great Britain had been diminished by

one-half, and the taxation per head of the population in Ireland had more

than doubled. In the same period our population was reduced by four

millions. Exactly the same process has gone on during the last ten years

without any change. Since the finding of the Commission there has been a

steady decline in our population, which to-day is about 200,000 less than it

was in 1894. During the same ten years our taxation has gone on steadily

increasing. The total revenue from Ireland in 1893-4 was, as I have said,

£7,568,649. In 1902-3 it had risen to £10,205,500. This year it was estimated

by Mr. Clancy, in his admirable speech on the Budget of 1904, at £10,378,000,

the highest figure yet reached.

That is to say, since the verdict of the Commission the taxation of Ireland

has increased, roughly speaking, by £3,000,000. This enormous increase has

fallen on all classes in the community. The amount levied from income-tax

in Ireland has been doubled. The direct taxation has risen by about half

a million. But the real hardship of the case is in the enormous rise of

indirect taxation. These taxes fall upon the poor, and, hardest of all, on

the very poor. In England the indirect taxes are only 50 per cent, of the

whole revenue raised. It has been the policy of successive Chancellors

and Governments for many years to bring down indirect taxation,

and, if possible, to equalize direct and indirect taxation in Great

Britain. He would be a very rash statesman who would venture to

disturb this balance. But the policy has been quite different in Ireland.

Indirect taxation has never been reduced in Ireland. To-day it is 75 per cent,

of the whole, which means that the great burden of the taxation of the

country falls upon the most poverty-stricken class of the population. In

1893-4 the indirect taxes amounted to £5,267,775, In 1903-4 it had risen

to £6,890,000. This enormous increase came entirely from increased taxes

upon food, upon what are for the poor really necessaries of life—tea, sugar,

tobacco, and meal.

Now, what does Ireland get for this enormous taxation, or, in

other words, what becomes of the money ? The strangest thing about

the whole business is that, so far as Great Britain or the Empire is

concerned, Ireland is not such a profitable asset as one would suppose.

By far the greatest part of Ireland's enormous taxation is spent upon a

recklessly extravagant and hopelessly inefficient system of government in

Ireland, During the last ten years the cost of government has steadily

gone up. In 1895 it cost £5,970,000 to run the government of Ireland,

leaving as an Imperial contribution from Ireland the balance of the total

revenue of the country, amounting to £2,176,000. In 1902 the cost of

Dublin Castle government had gone up from £5,970,000 to £7,214,000, and
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the Imperial contribution had risen by £200,000 or £300,000. There is no

reason why the government of Ireland should cost more than half the present

expenditure. The whole scale of expenditure is excessive. Law and police

charges are just three times as great as in Scotland. Dublin Castle and all

the Government Boards are run upon ridiculously extravagant lines.

Belgium, with four times the trade of Ireland, and with a much larger

population, is governed at about half the cost of the crazy and

inefficient system supported in Ireland by our excessive taxation. And

what a contrast ! Belgium well governed, rich, and contented. Ireland

poor, naturally discontented, and so badly governed that Dublin Castle

has become a byword in the mouths of all men.

We have recently heard a good deal about savings to be effected in Govern-

ment Departments, and already something trifling is being done by reducing

the police. But Ireland has not, and will not be, benefited. The savings

are being captured by the Treasury to pay the bonus to the landlords, and

all future savings are to be paid into the Development Fund, which has to

bear all the losses on floating stock for land purchase, and which fund,

if the money market remains as it is for a few years, will entirely disappear,

transferring away from Ireland to the Treasury not only all saving that may
be effected in Irish government, but also the Irish Equivalent Grant made
in connection with the English Education Act, which ought to have been

devoted to its legitimate purpose of extending and improving primary

education, as is badly needed in Ireland. The real truth is, no proper saving

can be made, or will be made, in the cost of Irish government which will be of

any material benefit to the nation until the present system of rule is absolutely

swept away. When the present system of semi-independent, irresponsible,

nominated Government Boards has disappeared, when the management of

Irish affairs is placed in the hands of Irishmen, elected by the Irish

people and responsible to Irish public opinion, when we cease to have young

English " Shave-beggars," as O'Connell called them, sent over to Dublin to

learn their first lessons in statesmanship by experimenting upon the body

of our country, and when our annual Imperial contribution is fixed so as not

to be liable at any moment to overwhelm us with ruin by reason of some

Chamberlain of the future rushing the Empire into mad and guilty and

unprofitable wars, then, and then only, in my opinion, will it be possible

to really economize Irish expenditure with substantial benefit to the nation.

What a cruel thing it is that while every industry and interest in

the country is neglected, while education is starved, while the labourers

can get no justice, while the artisans of the towns cannot get decent

habitations, while the drainage of Irish rivers is neglected, while Irish

railways are the worst and dearest in the world, and nothing is done

to improve transit facilities, while the piers and harbours of the country are

a disgrace and a danger to human life, and while all these things are so

because of want of money—what a scandal and a crime it is that all the

while we are supporting the most expensive Government in the world, and

are paying from £3,000,000 to £5,000,000 a year more than our taxable

capacity warrants as compared to Great Britain. Just think of how Ireland
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would be transformed if even a portion of this money of which we are

annually robbed were spent under the paternal care of a native Government
upon some of these matters I have mentioned, instead of being squandered
as it is to-day.

III.—What might be done with our millions.

Take the case of the agricultural labourers. The justice and moderation of

their claims are universally admitted. If they are not settled

The it is not because of any differences of opinion amongst political

Labourers' parties of various classes in Ireland. There is no such difference.

Needs. It is far different from the Land question. No negotiations

or conferences are needed to compose conflicting interests

and to enable Ireland to speak with one voice upon this matter. There
are no conflicting interests and no opposing parties. Ireland has
spoken, and to-day speaks with one voice upon it. Landlords and
tenants and labourers, Unionists and Nationalists, are all agreed upon the

essentials of a satisfactory settlement of the question. One thing only

stands in the way—the want of money. The Treasury will not agree to

undertake the possible loss which would be entailed by providing cheap
money for the working of the Labourers Act. I suppose £10,000,000
would go a long way towards settling this question. But say even that

£20,000,000 were needed. How easily we could meet the annual
charge necessitated by raising and paying off such a capital sum
out of the millions we are annually overtaxed.

So also with the housing of the working class in towns. Mr. Wyndham,
in the Session of 1903, promised to introduce a Bill in the

The Session of 1904. He broke his promise. Why? Solely

Housing of because he could not command the money necessary for an
the People, adequate scheme. Once more the Treasury blocked the way,

and no effort whatever was made to provide decent and
sanitary houses for the artisans and workmen of Irish towns, or to remove
from Dublin and other cities the reproach of slums which are a disgrace

to civilization. I will not commit myself to any estimate of the capital

sum required for a great scheme such as is necessary, but again I say,

how easily it could be provided for out of our annually plundered millions.

Englishmen are fond of protesting against being asked to endow
a National University which Catholics could avail themselves

A National of. Who has ever asked them for a penny ? I suppose £50,000,
University, or, allowing for proper building, £80,000 a year would give us

such a University. We do not ask one penny of English
money for the purpose. We only ask permission to use for this purpose
an insignificant amount of our own money, which is annually extorted from
us and wasted on useless, and worse than useless, expenditure, while the
Irish nation is left hopelessly handicapped in its struggle for advancement,
and even for existence, by its youth being deprived of facilities for higher
education.

mj^ "No money" is the answer when we ask for any educational

Improvement ^"^P^O'^^^^^nt, whether university or primary, or for the better-

of Education
^"'^°*' °^ ^^® position of the National teachers. Mr. Wyndham,
speaking on April 18th, 1904, said :

—

"They should spend another £100,000 a year in primary education, including the charges
necessary to put the Irisli schoolhouses into a sanitary condition up to anything like the
standard tliat prevailed in England, and providing proper heating appliances. They should
sj)end another £50,000 a year in co-ordination of primary and secondary education, and
another £25,000 a year in technical instruction."
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£175,000 in all—but there was no money I "No money" is the answer
when we ask for aid for the denominational training colleges, which have
been entirely built and equipped by private enterprise. " No money " is the

answer when we ask for improvement in industrial schools. Last session,

when a small sum of £2,000 a year was needed for Irish day industrial

schools, we were told that it should come out of the Development Fund,
though in Scotland the charge is put on the ordinary Education Estimates.
" No money " is the answer when we complain of being robbed of the Equiva-
lent Grant for technical education. No money ! Yet, how easily education in

all its branches, which is now stunted and starved, could be put on a level with
the system of all other countries in Europe, were the over-taxation of Ireland

devoted to useful and profitable, instead of useless and wasteful, expenditure.

Take another subject, the question of arterial drainage. Our friends

in Ulster are making sore complaints about the drainage of

Arterial the Bann, and they arc absolutely right. Ruin and desolation

Drainage, have been spread over a vast area, extending into five counties

in Ulster, by the floodings of the Bann, and whole families

have frequently been driven from their homes to seek shelter and safety on
higher ground. Large areas are covered to the depth of 2 ft. 6 in. for seven

months of the year. The flooding of the Owenmore in Sligo lays waste
thousands of acres, and 600 families are annually affected by it. The Suck,

which runs through Roscommon and Galway, spreads rum broadcast.

The Barrow drains one of the lai-gest areas drained by any Irish river.

Its drainage area consists of 480,000 acres, and of these, 46,000 acres

are regularly flooded. Royal Commissions have sat upon the question and
made reports, but all in vain. Great injury is done by the floodings of the

Barrow, not merely to the lands, but to the towns of Athy, Monasterevan,
Portarlington, Mountmellick, and others, and the general health of the

whole district is affected. The facts are indisputable, but the answer we get

from successive Governments is always the same—No money ! Belgium,
where the cost of government is half that of Ireland, has spent

£16,000,000 on drainage works in the last twenty-five years ; but in Ireland,

under British rule, though we are overtaxed millions every year, every

demand for a great scheme of arterial drainage is met, as we were met last

session, when Mr. Wyndham airily dismissed our claims in these words :

—

" He .simi>ly, as a member of liis Majesty's Govenimeut, saiil these schemes would cost a

great deal of money, and ol money they had none."

On December 15th last, addressing the Society of Civil Engineers of Ireland,

Sir Antony MacDonnell said :

—

" When he came back to his country after many years' absence, and when he looked, with

that width and breadtli of view which larger circumstances enableil him to take, he could see

in Ireland a gi-eat future for the civil engineering profession, if only a chance were "iveu

them. He had had the curiosity of causing a map of Ireland to be prepared in accordance

with the great watersheds of the rivers, and he could see what enormous advantages could be

conferred upon their country if oidy the arterial drainage of Ireland could be treated upon a

broad and systematic priuL-iple. Of course, they had financial dirticulties to contend with, and
he was as sure as he could be of anything tliat if the distinguished oHicers of the distinguished

Department of the IJoard of Works had only three millions of pountls to deal with, they could

convert the whole of Ireland into a district in which water-logging would no longer be possible,

and the large advances which tiie Government were now making to land would be still better

secured. On tlteir seaboard there were great opportunities for engineering enterprise. They
had constantly complaints being made that our harbours were being silted up, and that piers

were wanted where they were not found. If they had but a little more money to spend, they

could reap the harvest one hundred-fold more than they could now."

What a delightful piece of irony to speak of " the distinguished officers of

the distinguished Department of the Board of Works !

"—a Department
usually run by young English gentlemen like Mr, Wyndham' s late secretary,
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Mr. Hanson—a Department "distinguished" only by the way it has

bungled its work and wasted public money, and studded the whole coast

with harbours which no ship can enter, and piers that have crumbled with

the sea. Sir Antony MacDonnell's estimate of £3,000,000 is probably very

much under the mark. Mr. Wyndham estimated the sum necessary at

£20,000,000 ; but whether it be one or the other, how easy it would be to

provide for payment of the annual interest and sinking fund necessary out

of the millions which we are annually overtaxed, and which to-day are spent

without any benefit to the country.

Harbour Im- At a meeting held in Arklow recently the following resolution

provement. was passed :

—

"That this public meeting, representing the County Councils, Corporations, Harbour
Boards, Urban and Rural Councils of the Counties of Dublin, Wicklow, Wexford, and
Waterford, view with alarm the condition of the fishing industry upon the south-east coast,

an industry which is rapidly disappearing owing to the inadequancy of the harbour accommoda-
tion along the coast, and the complete lack of interest taken in this most important question by
successive Governments. And with a view to preventing the ruin oi this industry, and the

further emigration of our fishing population, now reduced by thousands within the past few
years, we call on the Government to pass a Marine Works Act suitable to the conditions

of our district, without further delay."

What is the answer of the Government? Once more—" No money." The
case of Arklow is a good sample of the work of " the distinguished officers of

the distinguished Department of the Board of Works " in the past. In 1882
money wasraisedby waybothof grantandloanto improve the harbour. In spite

of the protest of all the local public bodies, " the distinguished Department "

insisted upon building the pier in a form which local opinion declared was
wrong. The money was uselessly squandered. The harbour has filled up,

and the town of Arklow is threatened with absolute ruin by the destruction
of all its industries ; and when we ask for a remedy we are told there is

" No money !
" In the whole history of the world there is no more cruel

scandal than the system of which this is a sample.
Let me take one more example. In my deliberate opinion the utterly

defective condition of railway and transit facilities generally
Railway is the most serious of all the causes which keep Ireland in
Reform. a state of chronic poverty. The rates of carriage in Ireland

must be reduced fully 50 per cent, before profitable em-
ployment can be provided for the people of Ireland and emigration
stopped. It is beyond dispute that nine-tenths of the ordinary agricultural
products consumed in the English markets, and which are produced, or
could be, in abundance in Ireland, are supplied by foreign producers, and
the reason is perfectly clear. It is because in every country in Europe
enormous decreases have been efi'ected in rates of carriage during the last

twenty-five years, while in Ireland freights to-day are still monstrously
and prohibitively high. I heard of a case the other day which,
while it does not deal with foreign agricultural products, forcibly
illustrates the absurdity of the present condition of transit in this
country. Recently a woollen factory was established in the town of
Galway. They get all the coal they require from England. But in the next
county, in Arigna, in the County Roscommon, there is plenty of just the
class of coal they require to be had at Bs. 6d. a ton, but the carriage from
Arigua to Galway is 13s. Cd., which makes the price considerably more than
that of the English coal. The question of Irish railways has been
discussed by several Royal Commissions, which have recommended
nationalization, State-purchase, amalgamation, and other remedies, but
which have never led to any practical result whatever. The Financial
Relations Commission inquired closely into this subject. Mr. Childers, in
his report, advocated, as one means of recouping Ireland for over-taxation, a
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compulsory reduction of 50 per cent, of the rates of carriage, with a guarantee

by the State to protect the rights of the shareholders, and that the railways

should be amalgamated under the control of a really sti'ong and representative

Irish Railway Commission. He went on to say :
—

" We think that in order to confer a substantial benefit on the Irish public and producer,

and to give an efFective stimulus to industry, the jiresent rates and fares should be reduced by

not less than one-half. We observe that tlie annual af;j,'regrate gross receipts of the Irish

railways during the five years 1890-189-1 have buen £3,231,389, and the avL-rage net receipts

£1,457,931. The amount of the annual payment which the suggested plan would in practice

involve depends, of course, on the extent to which such a reduction of rates and fares would

atl'ect the gross and net receipts in view of the increase of business wliich would in all

probability take place, and, per contra, the consequent increase of working expenses. We
think, however, tliat there is good reason to believe that the amount of the annual payment

required would be a diminishing quantity, and that every year a laiger sum of money would be

released, to be applied in other ways."

For my part, I have no hesitation in expressing the opinion that this question

can only be satisfactorily settled by the nationalization of Irish railways and

waterways, and that until this is done no real or permanent improvement will

be found for a great deal of the poverty of Ireland. We discussed this matter

last session in Parhament, and, once again, Mr. Wyndham admitted the

grievance, admitted to the full its baneful effect upon every industry in

Ireland, but then gave us the same answer: " No money." He did not

express dissent from the recommendation of the Financial Relation?

Commission. What he said was :

—

" The recommendation of the Royal Commission was outside the range of practical politics

now. He would be giving encouragement to false hopes if he were to say any word that would

lead hon. members to believe that he saw his way in the near future to an advance of

£49,000,000 or £50,000,000 for the purchase of Irish railways, or that the State could enforce

and lay down a conventional rate lower than those now obtained, and recoup those who had
invested in these companies by a practical guarantee."

Mr. Childers had suggested this as a part set off against the over-taxation of

Ireland, but Mr. Wyndham brushes the recommendation aside by simply

saying, "No money.'' The annual payment which would be required to

carry out Mr. Childers' recommendation would not be large, and could

easily be met out of the millions annually robbed from us.

There are two other subjects, but I must dismiss them in a sentence.

It is estimated that there are 1,500,000 acres of waste lands

Waste Lands, in Ireland which are capable of reclamation for agriculture,

and it is estimated that the cost of reclamation would be

£6 10s. per acre, or £9,750,000 in all. Reclamation of waste land in

other European countries, which are, however, self-governed, has been

carried out on far larger scales at a far greater cost. The Dutch
Government drained 'Lake Haarlem, transforming it into •15,000 acres of

meadow at a cost of £19 an acre, and they pumped out about half a
million of acres of the Zuyder Zee at a cost of £18 an acre, and I under-

stand the work was so reproductive that they sold the land after reclamation

at £34 an acre. Does anyone suppose that a National Government in Ireland

would be less ready than the Dutch Government to undertake the far less

heroic schemes of reclamation which would so greatly develop this country?

The capital necessary for this work could easily be supplied out of the

amount of our present over-taxation.

One word also on the subject of forestry. Mr. Howitz, the eminent Dutch
Forest Conservator, who gave evidence before the Eardley-

Forestry. Wilmot Committee of the House of Commons in 1886, made
a special report on Ireland, and declared that had the forests

of Ireland been protected and fostered, they would now represent a value of

£100,000,000. In every other European country forests are regarded as
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a great national asset. lu Ireland they have been ruthlessly destroyed.

It has been estimated, on the basis of calculation by Mr. Howitz and various

experts, that there are 3,000,000 acres of land in Ireland which could be

profitably planted, and it is calculated that though such an operation would
need an annual expenditure of a large sum for twenty-five years, at the

end of that time there would result an annual profit of about £3,000,000 a

year. This operation also would be easy had Ireland at her disposal

for works of national utility the millions which are now wrung from her

every year, and expended without a thought of the well-being of the

nation. You will have observed that I have said nothing at all

about anything in the nature of restitution of the millions, the hundreds
of millions, robbed from us during the last hundred years, especially

since 1853, in shameless violation of what Englishmen call the Treaty
of the Union.

I confine myself to the future, and I say the iiioney aimually raised

by over-taxation, and which goes in the maintenance of a

General rotten, inefficient, and demoralizing system of government,
Summary. which satisfies nobody but a handful of placemen, under

which the population is diminishing and every industry

languishing, would be amply sufficient, over and above the reasonable
cost of civil government, to settle the labourers question, the housing
question in towns, every phase of the education question, the arterial drain-

age question, the question of harbour and pier accommodation, the great and
vital question of general transit facilities, and the questions of reclamation of

waste lands and the reafforestation of Ireland. 1 calculate all these things

could easily be provided for by about £3,000,000 a year, or a little more
;

and, allowing £5,000,000 a year for the government of Ireland, which is about
what it cost in 1895, and which is far more than the cost of the government of

Belgium, there would still remain over, out of our present taxation, £2,000,000
as an Imperial contribution from Ireland, which, of course, is far more than
our fair proportion to the expenses of the Empire. Now let me ask :

All that being so, what is the meaning of the apparent apathy on
this question ?

1 hope that my words may have the effect of attracting the attention of

the electors of Great Britain to the most serious of all the wrongs of Ireland,
save and except only the loss of our national freedom, of which it is the
natural and inevitable consequence.
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THE NEXT PRIME MINISTER.

If Sir Henry Campbell-Bannermau

is not Prime Minister after the General

Election, it will only be because he

refuses the position, and says to Lord

Spencer, "After you!" Even if he

did say this, it is doubtful whether

the refusal would be allowed to stand,

for the Liberals have so long fought

under the leadership of Sir Henry

Campbell-Banuerniau in Opposition

that they would feel somewhat out

of gear if the Liberal leadership were

to be transferred to any one else,

even if that some one else were the

genial, courageous, and universally

respected Lord Spencer.

Since the session opened, SirHeury,

or " C.-B.," as he is more familiarly

styled, or " Sir Henry C.-B.," as he

is more respectfully designated, has

distinctly improved his position. He
has spoken with admirable force and

excellent temper on several critical

occasions. If he has not exactly

acted upon the hint to put a little

more of the " methods of barbarism "

into his political campaign, he has

always been at his post, and he has

shown as much good sense and shrewd

humour in prosperity as he did in

adversity. Prosperity indeed it may
be called when he surveys the con-

stituencies from Bute to Brighton,

and everywhere finds himself ac-

claimed by ever-swelling majorities

as the destined chieftain who is to

deliver the Empire from the night-

inare of Jingo domination. Not even

Mr. Gladstone in 1879 had so assured

a prospect of certain victory as that

which lies before Sir Henry C.-B. He
has borne the burden and heat of

the day, and now at the close of

the second Jingo Parliament he is

enjoying that pleasantest of all en-

joyments, the confident anticipation

of coming triumph—unmarred by

the disappointments which seldom

fail to follow close on the heels of

political success. Not even his

stoutest political opponent would

begrudge the veteran campaigner the

pleasure of awaiting the harvesting

of the fruits of a battle w^hich has

already been fought and won. Even

no'.v the immensity of the Tory

disaster is but dimly realized by

members of the Opposition. They

discuss among themselves whether

the Liberal majority will be so large

as to enable the next Prime Minister

to defeat the combined forces of

LTnionists and Nationalists. To many
this seems to be altogether beyond

the pale of practical politics. They

forget that when landslides occur

old landmarks disappear. After the

landslide of 1880, the Liberals had a

majority of 56 above both the other

parties combined. Since then the

Nationalists have increased from 62

to 82 in number. To place the

Liberal party in a position as strong

as that of 1880 they would require

forty more seats than those carried

by Mr. Gladstone in the flood-tide of

his Midlothian campaign. But unless

the evidence from the by-elections

is altogether misleading, Sir Henry

C.-B. will have at his back a larger
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majority of Liberals and Labour

members over and above the com-

bined Unionist and Nationalist vote

than Mr. Gladstone could boast in

1880.

Intense satisfaction at the prospect

of the overwhelming victory — a

victory which has already been won
in the hearts and minds of the

electors, and which only awaits

registration at the polls—is naturally

mingled in the minds of Sir Henry

C.-B. and all his followers with a

feeling of pardonable exultation over

the smashing blow which is about to

be delivered against Mr. Chamberlain

and the Jingo horde. At least half

of the ecstasy of the Liberals in

1880 arose from their satisfaction

at the crushing catastrophe which

overwhelmed Lord Beaconsfield. It

seemed like a fulfilling of the pro-

phecies, a foretaste of the millennium,

when the great Eed Dragon, bound

with adamantine chains, was being

hurled into the abyss. Such a

triumph of the justice that is im-

manent in human affairs seldom

occurs twice in a lifetime. It is

indeed a joyful thing for mortal

eyes to see the second Lucifer of our

times hurled from the heights, with

hideous ruin and confusion, down,
down, down into the nethermost.

Nor can even the most censorious

critic condemn us for making high

melody in our hearts when the

fatal Minister, whose hands are

stained with innocent blood un-

justly shed, and on whose head are

heaped high the curses of thousands

of women and children done to death

in the murder camps of South Africa,

meets at last from the hands of his

countrymen the nearest approach to

the doom of the Tarpeian rock which
our milder times afford.

Now, as in 1880, the battle has not

been won by the trimmers, but by

the stalwarts. All through 1879 Mr.

Gladstone was regarded by the

majority of London newspaper men
as the bane and the ruin of the party,

which, under the safe and sane and

cautious leading of Lord Granville

and Lord Hartington, was supposed

to be outliving the discredit with

which Mr. Gladstone had covered it

by his Bulgarian atrocity campaign.

The habitues of London clubs and

West End drawing - rooms, the

wealthy and cultured classes, were

of one mind as to the fatuous mad-

ness of Mr. Gladstone. He was a

foil furieux, like Gambetta. He was

a sophistical rhetorician inebriated

with the exuberance of his own ver-

bosity. He was a political wrecker.

His advent to power —• an event

happily quite unthinkable—was equi-

valent to the ruin of the Empire.

So the fools gabbled, as is their

nature to. The same set of fools

gabbled in the same foolish way
against Sir Henry C.-B. He also,

like Mr. Gladstone, had a human
heart that revolted in horror against

the wanton cruelties of militant Im-

perialism trampling liberty to death

by the methods of barbarism.

And, like Mr. Gladstone, he spoke

his mind with honest wrath and

blazing indignation against the

atrocities practised in the name of

Empire. The storm of fury that

broke loose against Sir Henry
C.-B. was the more savage because

the men responsible for the acts of

barbarism, whereby countries were

burnt bare by a policy of deliberate

devastation, with the lamentable

results of death by thousands of

innocent non-combatants, were not

Chefket Pasha or Achmet Aga, but
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the British authorities at the seat

of war. Nevertheless, Sir Henry
C.-B. stuck to his guns with

the imperfcubahle tenacity of Mr.

Gladstone. The miscreants who re-

pudiated him, and disgraced them-

selves by apologizing for these tactics

of savagery, now only plead that

their treason to humanity and to

their "leader may be forgotten and

forgiven. Forgiven it may be, for-

gotten never. Against each of these

renegades stands the ineifaceable

record of his faltering in the hour of

stress and trial. They wilted in

1900-2 as their predecessors wilted in

1876-8, and although we may make
the best we can of them, and admit

them to office, and even to the

Cabinet, the knowledge that they

failed their leader and their country

in the hour of direst need will be re-

membered against them for ever.

Sir Henry C.-B has led the

House of Commons since February,

1899. He stepped into the breach

when other men deserted it, and he

has done his duty manfully and well

under circumstances of great dififi-

culty. When I asked him years ago

which text, quotation, or proverb had

stood him in best stead, in the battle

of life, he sent me the Pauline say-

ing :
" All things are lawful unto me,

but all things are not expedient." It

was the higher expediency, however,

which asserted itself on the famous

occasion when he launched his famous

barbed phrase about methods of bar-

barism— a phrase which, although it

was abominably abused at the time

by the men who approved of the

methods in question, shines out more

and more conspicuously against the

gloom as the one perfectly just and

absolutely truthful word that fell

from the lips of Liberal leaders

during the whole of the war. So

much has been said in dispraise of

this famous remark that in the

interest of historical truth it is well

to quote the ipsissima verba.

The occasion was a dinner given

by the National Eeform Union at

the Holborn Eestaurant to Sir W.
Harcourt and Sir Henry C.-B., on

June 14th, 1901. The pohcy of farm

burning, concentration camps, and
the rest was in full swing. The
crucial question before the party was
how many of the Front Bench men
were smirched and stained with the

infamy of these proceedings. Sir

Henry C.-B. said :

—

I call upon my critics to point to a single

Liberal anj'where who approves the policy

which they defend and admire. (Lend cheers.)

For, gentlemen, what is that policy ? "What

is the course of proceeding which in the

Unionist Press is held up for our approbation ?

It is tliis—that now that we have got the

men we have been fighting against down we
should punish them as severely as possible.

It is that we should devastate their country,

that we sliould burn their homes ('•.Siiamc !
")

—that we should break up the very instru-

ments of agriculture and destroy the machi-

nery by which food is produced ; it is that

we should sweep, as the Spaniards did in

Cuba—how we denounced the Spaniards

—

sweep the women and children into camps
in which they are destitute of all the decencies

and comforts and of many of the necessaries

of life, and in some of which the death-rate

rises so high as 430 in the thousand

Yesterday I init a question to the Leader of

the House of Commons, asking him when an
opportunity would be alTorded of furnishing

us the information of which we arc .so sadly

in want. My request was refused. Mr. Balfour

treated us to a disquisition—a short disquisi-

tion, as was necessary—on tlie nature of the

war. Xow, there are curious things said about

the war. There is a phrase which seems in

itself somewhat self-evident, which i.s often

used to account for a good deal—that " war
is war. " But when you come to ask about it,

then you are told that the war now going on
is not war. (Laughter.) When is a war not

a war ? When it is carried on by methods of

barbarism in South Africa. (Cheers.)
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After pointing out that the whole

future of South Africa depends upon

the success with which we conciliate

the Boers, Sir Henry asked what

would be the inevitable effect of such

methods upon the Afrikander mind.

"When Sir Henry C.-B. sat down
Mr. Morley rubbed it in by declaring

that

—

When I consider that this gathering is

representative, as I believe, of all that is best,

truest, most strenuous in the party, both in

the House of Commons and in the country,

I cannot for one moment doubt that we arc-

not to-night in any cross-current of Liberalism,

not in any wayward or retrograde eddy, but

we are in the main stream. (Cheers.) ....
After listening to the speech of my right lion,

friend, by whose side I have fought many a

iierce battle, I cannot doubt that now we
know Avhere the Liberal Opposition stands.

(Loud cheers.) The trutli is slowly forcing

its way into the mind of tliis country, against

obstacles I think unparalleled This

country has been overwhelmed by misrepre-

sentations, by delusions, by falsehoods. (Loud

cheers.

)

x\ hurricane of abuse assailed the

intrepid speaker. Even men like Sir

E. Grey actually deemed it right to

certify, in terms which to-day they

must blush to recall, that the war
which left the Republics bare of

everything but blockhouses and wire

entanglements was conducted with
unparalleled humanity— a certificate

which renders it difficult to conceive

its author as Colonial Secretary.

Lord George Hamilton in a rash
moment ventured to attack Sir Henry
for vilifying our soldiers. The re-

spouse was prompt and crushing.

Sir Henry wrote :

—

In June last I spoke of the war as carried
on by " methods of barbarism. " This referred
to the deliberate policy which seemed to be
entered upon of burning houses, deporting
women and children and parking them in
cami)s, slaughtering cattle, and destroying
stores and other property—these things being
done, not to punish particular offenders nor

to meet some particular military necessity,

but as part of a great plan of terrorism and

subjugation. What is this but the "method"

which barbarism used before the Christian

era, and which is still employed by some

peoples outside the pale of Christendom ?

But in denouncing this policy as unworthy,

and also in the interest of the future safety of

our Empire, grossly unwise, I gave no shadow

of countenance to any mendacious stories that

may have been invented attributing Avanton

cruelties to British troops.

To another correspondent he said :

—

So far from this, while condemning certain

methods which our soldiers were called upon

to employ, some of the most objectionable of

which have been, under the force of public

opinion, abandoned, I have always borne

imblic testimony to the humane conduct of

the officers and men of the Army, and ab-

solved them from all blame.

He blamed not the unfortunate

instruments of the policy of devas-

tation, who, for the most part, were

thoroughly ashamed of the acts which

they were ordered to do, but those

responsible for ordering the use of

such methods of barbarism. The
result of this protest, repeated again

and again, with splendid persistence

and pertinacity, compelled Ministers

to modify part of their methods and
to deceive the country by denying

the rest of the acts of barbarism in

which they persisted to the end of

the war.

Sir Henry is a very cautious man,
a canny Scot, who refrained all

through the war from praising the

Boers, fearing lest one word of eulogy

might lead them to prolong the war,

and he took an early opportunity of

associating himself with Mr. Morley
in repudiating any intention to restore

the independence of the devastated

Republics. " I have publicly stated

that the annexation must, in my
opinion, be upheld." But only on
condition that our new subjects were
admitted to all the rights and
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privileges of British self-governing

Colonies, which, as Mr. Chamberlain

has just reminded us, are independent

States, with the recognized right of

secession from the Imperial connec-

tion. Sir Henry's utterances through-

out the war do him the highest credit,

and do something to redeem our

national reputation from the shame
and disgi-ace which submerged the

Empire in these evil years.

We can look back upon those

troublous times with the composure

of men who have crossed the stream

and are now safely on the other

shore. If Sir Henry's conduct seems

open to censure to-day, it is because

he did not go far enough and protest

strongly enough against the war. He,

too,was constrained at times to bow in

the House of Rimmon. In obedience

to Sir William Havcourt, he assented

to the hushing up of the inquiry into

the Jameson Raid ; and in order to

assuage the anger of those who de-

nounced bis protest against methods

of barbarism, he voted in favour of

£100,000 grant to the General by

whose authority those methods were

employed. To denounce a General's

methods as "barbarous" one day,

and to enthusiastically vote him

£100,000 the day after, without a

single word of condemnation for the

savagery for which he is responsible,

disheartened many of his staunchest

supporters. But even thus qualified,

the disloyal intrigues of recreant

Liberals compelled him to put his

back against the wall and speak out

in no uncertain fashion. After the

malcontents had given such expx-es-

sion to their dissatisfaction that he

felt his leadership challenged, Sir

Henry summoned a meeting of

the party at the Reform Club, and

meantime went down to Southampton,

where he defined his position and

defied the mutineers. He said :

—

It is now seemingly impossible to preserve

unity owing to tlie persistent schemes an'l

ilForts of a few men who, under the influence,

I imagine, of some personal jealousy or an-

tipathy of their own, are constantly an«l

actively engaged in magnifying and embitter-

ing such differences in political opinion as

exist. All I will say to-night is that it is

time to be done with these practices. (Cheers).

I shall appeal to my fellow-members of the

l»arty in the House, and, if need be, beyond

them to all true Liberals throughout the

country—(clu'crs)— for their support in the

iffort to put down this disorder and to restore

plKciency to the great historical party to which

we belong. (Cheers.

)

The party meeting came off at the

Reform Club on July 9th, 1901. One
hundred and sixty-three members
attended. Sir Henry made a capital

speech, in the course of which he

said :

—

\Ve are divided not on account of real and

essential divergencies of opinion, but because

of the operation of certain personal antagon-

isms, which for the last half-dozen years have

disturbed and paralysed the Liberal party. I

am here to say to you deliberately and em-

phatically that we shall never restore healthy

efficiency to the Liberal yiarty in the House of

Commons unless these cabals are put down.

The result of this emphatic de-

fiance of the enemy in his own camp
was that the Jingoes came reluctantly

to heel, and afterwards, despite the

efforts of the Liberal League, Sir

Henry never had any reason to com-

plain of the devotion of the rank and

file of the party. After the Chester-

field speech, Sir Henry spoke firmly

and gi-aciously at Leicester, repudia-

ting the doctrine of the " clean

slate," but appealing strongly to all

Liberals to unite and concentrate

in defence of their cause. He de-

clared of his own knowledge that

the tone, the temper, and the desires

of the party were sound and healthy.

What the party requires and desires now

is unity of purpose and action. It is the
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exorcising and forgetting of miserable personal

differences, mostly suggested and fostered by

a hostile Press, and it is concentration upon

our plain duties and doctrines. Act npon

this message and we may be perfectly con-

fident that, whether after a long interval or

after a short one, we shall win a triumphant

victory for our cause, wliich we know to be

the cause of freedom and justice and good

government.

The Liberals have acted upon that

message, and the triumphant victory

which he predicted in 1902 is already

at their feet.

It is worth while recalling these

past episodes because of the light

they throw upon the capacity and

determination of the next Prime

Minister to keep his seat in the saddle,

and to hold his own against the enemy

without, and mutineers within. It is

also worth while recalling the fact

that, in 1899, Sir Henry C.-B. never

hesitated one moment in rejecting

Mr. Chamberlain's proposal that he

should share in the responsibility of

sending 10,000 men to the Cape in

the midst of the negotiations. " You
need not be alarmed," said Mr.

Chamberlain. " There will be no

fighting. We know that these fellows

won't fight, we are playing a game
of bluff." "Get thee behind me
Satan!" was in effect the sub-

stance of C.-B.'s reply. It was the

word of the situation.

Sir Henry is not a first-rate im-

promptu speaker. Neither is Lord

Rosebery. Like Mr. Morley, his

best speeches are carefully prepared.

When he is Prime Minister, the

task of replying upon the debate

will often be undertaken by Mr.

Asquith or Mr. Winston Churchill.

But although he is given, perhaps,

too much to the use of notes, writing

"maketh an exact man," and he is

never under the temptation to go on

and on and on exhausting the time

and patience of the House. x\s Mr. Ian

Malcolm said of him recently, *' he is

a mau whose soft answer in debate

has often turned away wrath ; whose

unfailing urbanity and cheerful dis-

position has long since won universal

recognition ; whose sense of humour
never leaves him. He is, above all,

a gentleman in the highest sense of

the word, whose public differences

with friend or foe could never in-

terfere with his private friendships."

Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman is

one year younger than Lord Spencer.

He was born in Scotland, September

7th, 1836. He was originally only

plain Henry Campbell. But when
his maternal uncle, Henry Banner-

man, of Hunton Court, Kent, died,

he assumed the second name, little

dreaming what trouble it would

cause journalists in the years to

come. There are some who would

even declare that the possession of

a double-barrelled hyphenated name

is amply sufiicient to disqualify

any man from being the head of a

British Ministry. There is one con-

solation for such grumblers. Like

Lord Spencer, the Liberal leader in

the Commons is without offspring.

There will be no hyphenated in-

heritor of his name to trouble the

Press. The knighthood did not come

till 1895, twenty-seven years after

he first entered the House of

Commons. He was educated at

Glasgow University and at Trinity

College, Cambridge.

He was first elected for the

Stirling Burghs in 1868, the year of

Liberal victory, and he has held the

seat ever since. To have kept a seat

against all coiners for thirty-seven

years is no small tribute to the con-

fidence and esteem which he enjoys

among those v,ho know him best
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Elis first official post was that

of Financial Secretai-y to the War
Office, a post which he held from

1871 to 1874. It was in these

troublous years that purchase was
abolished by Eoyal Warrant, and

the Army was reformed by Lord

Cardwell and Lord Wolseley on the

system whose merits had been ad-

vertised to the world by the victories

of the Germans in 1870-1.

During the period of Liberal

eclipse from 1874 to 1880, Sir Henry

was a staunch Gladstonian ; and

when, in 1880, Mr. Gladstone re-

turned to office, he promptly re-

instated C.-B. in his former position.

These were trying years. The Liberal

Government was busy clearing off

the bad debts of Lord Beaconsfiekl

in Afghanistan and South Africa, and

Sir Henry was kept very busy. In

1882, when the war in Egypt was

subjecting the fighting departments

to a considerable strain, he was pro-

moted to the Secretaryship of the

Admiralty. Two years later, when
Sir George Trevelyan's health broke

down, he succeeded him as Irish

Secretary. In that capacity he

worked under Lord Spencer, and

succeeded so well as Irish Secretary

that the Irish will be heartily glad

to see another Scotchman as Chief

Secretary. He went out with his

party in 1885. When Mr. Gladstone

returned to office in 1886, to bring

in his Home Rule Bill, Sir Henry
entered the Cabinet as Secretary for

War. His chief exploit in that year

was not connected with the Army,

but with Ireland. He is famous as

the author of the phrase which de-

scribed the process of adopting Home
Rule as that of " finding salva-

tion," and he was also no less happy
in defining the peculiar blend of
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Orange bigotr\' and Irish Toryism

as " Ulsteria." Sir Henry does not

set up to be a professed wit, but his

phrases stick better than those of

most of his contemporaries.

When Mr. Gladstone was defeated

on Home Rule Sir Henry wandered

with the rest of the party in the

wilderness of Opposition until 1892,

when he returned to the War Office,

retaining the office after the re-con-

sti'uctiou of the Ministry under the

Premiership of Lord Rosebery. As

War Minister he succeeded in settling

matters with the Duke of Cambridge.

He was always in the good graces

of the late Queen, and had the

complete confidence of the officers

at the head of the Army. The

British Army has always been a

great social rather than a great

fighting institution, and Sir Henry

was too cautious a Scot to lay rash

hands on the Ark of the Covenant.

The accident that the coui) de grace

so anxiously longed for by Lord

Rosebery was administered to the

Liberal Government by a snap vote,

as to the alleged deficiency of'cordite

in the National Arsenals, left his

reputation as a careful administrator

undisturbed. The facts about the

alleged shortage of cordite were

stated thus by Sir Henry himself at

Newport, November 30th, 1903 :
—

I liail inserted in the estimates the fnll

aMioiuit asketl for by my expert military

ailviscrs. After the division, and when the

incident was over, they assured me that if I

had gone to tiiem and expressed a willingness

to place at their disposal £50,000 or £100,000

more for Army service, small-arm ammunition

was the la.-t thing they would have wished to

expend it upon. The new explosive, cordite,

was in an experimental stage. Above all,

there wore doubts as to its keeping and pre-

serving its regularity and power, anil therefore

it was inexpedient to have any ex.iggorated

stock, especially as it was not slow of manu-
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factaire, and ^ve were successfully openiug up

abumlant sources of supply. We have it on

record that these very meu, notwithstanding

this extraordinary facility of supply, these

very men wlio are so feverishly anxious about

the stock of ammunition, allowed their reserve

of it—in high time of war, and not in piping

times of peace—to run down almost to zero.

Of course great capital was made

out of the alleged shortage of cordite,

but the fact that Sir Henry G.-B.

had left the Army in a good state

of fighting efficiency was publicly

vouched for by no less eminent

authority than Mr. Arthur Balfour.

Speaking at Manchester on January

loth, when the Jameson Raid and

the Kaiser's telegram to President

Kruger, to say nothing of the

Venezuelan trouble with the United

States, had compelled the new

Government to look closely into the

state of the Army, Mr. Balfour

said :

—

" No, gentlemen, there never was a moment,

I believe, in the recent history of this country

when the British Empire was a better fighting

macliine than it is at this time. The energetic

efforts of successive Governments, principally

the Unionist Government which existed

between 1886 and 1892, and the Home Rule

Government which succeeded them between

1892 and 1895—chiefly through their efibrts

in the last decade or more, an addition has

been made to the lighting power of the

Empire of which the Empire itself, I believe,

is unaware.

In 1897 he sat with Sir W. Har-

court on the Hush-up Committee

into the Jameson Raid, and un-

fortunately allowed his judgment to

be overridden by the authority of his

leader. When Sir W. Harcourt re-

signed, he was elected leader of the

Liberal party in the Commons, some-

what to the surprise of Mr. Asquith,

whose friends consoled themselves by

thinking that Sir Henry's doctors

would not allow him to undertake

the post. He had previously refused

the Speakership. Sir Henry, how-

ever, recovered his health with the

celerity with which moribund candi-

dates for the triple crown throw away
their crutches after their election,

and leader he remains down to this

hour.

Reference has already been made
to the way in which lie led the party

during the troublous time of the

South African War. It is only

necessary here to put on record the

fine appeal he made to Lord Rosbery

at St. James's Hall ou January 13th,

1902, immediately after the Chester-

field speech.

I cordially rejoice, in common with the

great majority of our countrymen, that he is

going once more to take part in public life.

I liave always regretteil his withdrawal from

]iublic life, and, with the rest of the world, I

have never been able quite to understand it

;

and I have, on several occasions, publicly and

privately, urged liim to renew co-operation

with his old friends, among whom he would
b' cordially welcomed. Well, ladies and
gentlemen, this speech appeared to me to

indicate a willingness to rejoin his old party,

and I thought it right— I thought it my duty

—to renew to him the expression of this feel-

ing entertained by myself and my political

friends ; and although Lord Rosebery seems to

desire to retain his independent position, I still

hope that at least his powerful help will be

given to us and to the Liberal party, especially

upon this most urgent of all questions— the

re-establishment of peace, upon which I

can find no substantial ditierence between his

views and my own. I do not know how it

may be elsewhere, but it is hard to see in this

country—it appears to me difficult to under-

stand—how a public man can take an efiective

part in public life in detachment from all

political parties. Shall I carry it a little

further, and ask, with all possible respect for

him, whether a man of his experience, of his

ability, and of his influence, has a right to

adopt a position of isolation, whetlier it is

jirofitable to the CMUiitry tliat he should

adopt it, so long as lie remains in public life ?

Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman
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will not make a dashing Prime

Minister. lie is neither a firebrand

nor a rocket. He is a good, sensible,

level-headed, canny Scot, who com-

mands the confidence of the Radical

and Nationalist parties, and is re-

garded with respect and a certain

amount of awe by the Liberal

Leaguers. He is a man who combines

a wide knowledge of the world with

a shrewd eye to the interests of the

British Empire. He is no crusader.

No one has accused him of fanati-

cism. He is an honest man, who
has no one's ill word ; a sound

Liberal, a staunch Home Kuler, and

a deadly hater of all the crimes of

the Jingo.

In due time he will issue his fight-

ing manifesto for the rallying of the

nation round the Liberal banner.

It will not be anything hke so long

nor half so interesting as the follow-

ing statement of the views of the

next Prime Minister, which have

been carefully gleaned from his

multifarious speeches and compacted

together into the consecutive exposi-

tion of his views upon the questions

with which he has to deal in the

next Parliament.
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WHAT IS THE LIBERHL POLieV?
The Views of the next Prime Minister.

• What is the Liberal policy ? Our very name gives the answer. We stand

for liberty. Our policy is the policy of freedom. It is the

The Choice policy of freedom in all things that affect the life of the people,

between freedom of conscience, freedom of trade, internal and external,

Qood— freedom of industry, freedom of combination and co-operation,

freedom from class ascendancy, freedom from injurious

privileges and monopolies, freedom for each man to make the best use of the

powers and faculties implanted in him, and with the view of securing and

fyuardmg these aud other interests, freedom of Parliament, freedom for all

to elect to the governing body of the nation the representatives of their own

choice. That is our policy.

" What are we to set against it in contrast ? The policy that the present

Government has exhibited during the last nine years is a

—and Evil, policy of exaltation of the executive power and depression of

the representatives of the people, a policy of high expenditure,

a policy of great military establishments, a policy of favouritism towards

privileged classes and interests. That is the contrast that we will set before

the nation, and we have no doubt what the choice of our fellow-countrymen

will be." ^

"I should liave thought that there were three impulses which would

A Minister
^^°'^® ^^Y Government to recognize such an extraordinary

fin itina the
demonstration of opinion as has been pronounced during the

Wll of the
^^^*' ^^^^ years. There is the patriotism of the citizen, there

p , is the wisdom of the statesman, and there is the honour

of the gentleman." -

"Yet at this moment we have at the head of the Government an
eminent citizen, whose friends were put iu power on a false and long since

exhausted issue, who himself, individually, was never placed there at all by
his fellow-citizens, and whom those fellow-citizens show, whenever they get

a chance, that they are sick of seeing there. Yet he tells us that in

this self-governing, democratic country, he claims the powers and privileges

and emoluments of office so long as his Parliamentary friends, who are in

the same boat with him, don't openly mutiny against him, and he flouts

the expressed will of the people.-^

"The Parliament now running to a close has a character which marks
it out from all Parliaments of our time. It had its origin in the deception of

the country. The majority which it created was obtained on a false pretence.

Norwich, October 26th, 1904. 2 July 27th, 1904.
' High Wycombe, February 9 th, 1905.
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What is the Liberal Policy? ][

The votes which constituted it were asked for, and were given, for two de-

clared purposes only—the estabUshment of peace and the establishment of

our new Colonies in South Africa at the close of the war, which tlie electors

were falsely told was already ended. Although it was constituted for these

two purposes only, the power so given has been used not as it might well

have been, according to our Constitutional practice, for some subordinate

purpose, but for the revolutionary haudluig of certain great questions—the

licensing, for instance, which touched deeply the consciences and the feelings

of men. The case is wholly without precedent. This Parliament has never

from the first been an honestly constituted Parliament, and the moral

authority of the Government, whatever we may say of its legal and technical

authority, in all their recent actions has not been for our domestic legisla-

tive purposes a full and competent authority. We cannot wonder that they

dread, and that they would fain postpone, a dissolution, of which the last two
years, with their remarkable series of electoral reverses, have already given

them a melancholy foretaste." ^

I.—The Liberal Domestic Programme.

Mii. Balfour says we have no programme, but only a policy of negations.

Now, even if that were the case, the rectification of the mis-
" A pretty chief of the last ten years is a pretty good programme of itself,

good But I do not regard as a negation the endeavour to place the

Programme." system of national education on a permanent basis of public

control and management. I do not regard as a policy of

negation the abolition of tests or the removal of schools from the sphere of

sectarian strife, which we hold to be incompatible with secular efficiency. I

do not regard as negation the attempt to which we are committed to reassert

the control of the community over the liquor traffic, which control Mr.
Balfour went far to stultify by that most pernicious and shameless measure
for converting an annual licence into a permanent freehold. Again, is

economy a negation ? I will answer that by another question. Is the raging
torrent of expenditure of the last ten years a constructive policy ? If not

—

if it represents, as indeed it does, a diversion of wealth from useful and
profitable channels to channels which are useless, unprofitable, and mischiev-

ous,—then a policy which seeks to recover some of these wasted millions for

the community is not a policy of negation. That, if we came to power,
would be our aim."''

"The difficulties before the Liberal party are threefold. In the first

The Threefold P^^*^®' ^^^ere is the multiplicity of the subjects to be dealt

Difficulties of
^^^^^

'
^^ ^^^ second place there is the condition of the

the Liberals,
'^^^^^^^^ finance

;
and in the third place there is the re-

awakening activity of the House of Lords." ^

^ Stirliug, January 18th, 1905. "- Norwich, October 26th, 1904.

' December 8th, 1904.
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12 Coming Men on Coming Questions.

" If a reforming Government were in power that House would be certain

to hamper it at every turn. Well, what are we to do ? It is a gigantic

problem. I will tell you the first thing you have to do—strengthen the

people's House, and then you can try conclusions with the other." i

" There is a cardinal, abiding, necessary diiference between the Liberal

party and our opponents which is as a chasm yawning

The Classes between us athwart almost every public question. Where

and the Masses, the interest of classes, or of individuals, of what calls itself

society, or of the Church, or of a branch of the public service,

comes in conflict with the public interest, we will, with firmness and

generosity, but without fear or scruple, stand by and uphold the public

interest and make it suprem.e. If you survey the whole field of Liberal

deeds and doctrines—all the achievements of the past, as well as the

ambitions of the future—you will find this to be universally true."*

" It may accurately be said that there is practically but one great impedi-

ment in the way of a sweeping improvement which would

The Land elevate the physical and moral welfare of the people. This is

Question. the interest, and the overdue regard to the interest, of the

landowner, and the political and social influence that he

and his class can exercise. Let the value of land be assessed independently of

the buildings upon it, and upon such valuation let contribution be made to

those public services which create the value." ^

" What is our rating system ? It is a tax upon industry and labour,

upon enterprise, upon improvement ; it is a tax which is the

Our Rating direct cause of much of the suffering and overcrowding in the

System. towns. And remember that overcrowding is not a symptom
only, but a cause of poverty, because it demoralizes its victims

and forces them to find relief in excesses. By throwing the rates on site

values, communities which have created these values will be set free—free,

in the sense that they can expand, free to direct their own destinies." *

" What are our domestic duties? Foremost among them is the succour

of the masses who are in poverty. If it can be shown that

On Domestic poverty, whether it be material poverty or poverty of physique

Duties. and of energj^ is associated with economic conditions which,

though supported by the laws of the country, are nevertheless

contrary to economic laws and considerations and to public policy, the State

can intervene without fear of doing harm. Is there any lack of such conditions

among us ? I fear not. The country is still largely governed by castes, and

it has to compete with nations which have shaken off the feudal ways and

privileges which we continue to tolerate."^

1 Leeds, March 19th, 1903. 3 Leeds, JIaich 19feh, 1903.

' Leeds, March 19th, 1903. * Newport, November 30th, 1903.

» Newport, November 30th, 1903.
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What is the Liberal Polici/f 13

" It cannot be too often repeated and enforced that the way to go to

work to organize your home market is not the crude and unequal and
exploded method of setting up tarifl's. It is to raise the standard of living,

abolishing those centres of stagnant misery which are a disgrace to our

name, and when once your home market is so organized the demand for

labour will be larger and more sustained, and more capable of ensuring itself

against fluctuation. The wisest coui'se is to attack these bad conditions

boldly and fearlessly, to abolish them, or, if we cannot do that, to modify

them, deal rigorously with vested interests and monopolies which cause

public injury or stand iu the way of improvement ; enlarge the powers of

local authorities, readjust our rating system, and so alter our laud laws as

to increase the supply of houses and of available land in town and country

alike, equalize burdens local as well as Imperial, give, as far as laws and
customs can give them, give a chance to every mau. Give every man a

chance ; those are the lines of progress and development. It is along those

lines that lies the path of prosperity, happiness, and strength. There lies

the true wisdom, and not false, sham wisdom; true patriotism, and not

tinsel patriotism ; aye, true Imperialism, and not treacherous Imperialism. *

" I am not prepared to erase from the tablets of my creed any principle,

or measure, or proposal, or ideal, or aspiration of Liberalism.

Electoral The cupboardful of measures which we left behind us in

Reform. 1895, are they out of date and musty? Take, first of all, the

whole range of reforms which seem to be necessary in order

to simplify and complete our electoral and legislative machinery—the simpli-

fication of registration, the abolition of the plural vote, the reduction of

electoral expenses, the removal of every bar to the free choice of electors,

and, above all, the adjustment of the relations between the two Houses of

Parliament, which in 1895 seemed to us among the most urgent, and to some

of us to be the very one most urgent, of all the necessities of the day, are

changes which the working-man ought to claim as his birthright. It is these

that will give him the power to obtain, with the consent and co-operation of

other classes of the community, changes which he specially desires and

demands, without waiting upon the condescending benevolence or the grudg-

ing necessities of the hereditary House." -

" I am gi-eatly mistaken if these reforms must not come first. We have

long been anxious that the representation of the people of this country

should be as full, as real, and as simple as possible. We have wished that

the workman who follows his work and changes his house should not be

hustled and chivied out of his vote." ^

" The condemnation of the Education Act, as iguoring popular rights,

as excluding from their proper share of influence the parent

The and the ratepayer, the two classes most concerned, and as

Education writing upon the door of entry to a great, and honourable,

Question. and beneficent profession a sectarian test—that is a standing

condemnation which time can never wither." •*

' Stirling, January IStli, 1905. ^ Leeds, March 19th, 1903.
' Leicester, February 19t]i, 1902. • Scarborough, May 15th, 1903.
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14 Coming Men on Coming Questions.

" That must be put an end to as soon as possible, and the public, whose

money is taken, and who, as patriots and as parents, are intensely interested

in the character and quality and nature of the education given to children

at the most receptive period of their lives, they must have the command in

tl.is matter, and not any self-constituted body of managers, or any man,

whether he be parson or layman. On these points we are all agreed." ^

"Violent measures provoke retaliation, and they invite early repeal

of any Bill carried as was the Licensing Act. I deny

The absolutely the right of a moribund Government to make this

Licensing testamentary disposition of other people's money ; I deny

Act. the moral validity of such a measure so obtained, and

Liberals will carry their appeal with confidence to the

tribuual of the nation." ^

" What we have got now to do—the first thing, the most urgent thing,

but no easy thing—is to repair as far as it is possible the damage that Act

has done. I think there are two great objects in that ; the first is to restore

the local licensing authority to the full powers and discretion that they

possessed, and to extend those powers considerably. Then the next thing is to

impose a limit of time to the artificial provisions of the Act. Those are two

things of themselves which will be of great difiiculty to carry through any

House of Commons—and the House of Lords perhaps still more. But that

is the first thing we have got to do. It will be a heavy task, and I do

not think that we can at present with any great advantage look very far

beyond it. I think we have quite enough before us at present when we
consider the business of what you call reversing— that is plucking as far as-

we can the mischief out of—the Act of last year. This should be done early.

With regard to further advance, we must exercise a certain degree of

caution, but we are agreed that the great, the best, and the supreme judges

were the inhabitants of a district whose daily lives were affected by the

liquor traffic. That is the cardinal principle they must bear in mind. When
the time comes we shall deal with the Scottish licensing question in view of

the wants and wishes of the Scottish people."^

" Another great object would be to improve our land system and our

agricultural conditions so as to keep more men on the soil

Agricultural and take others back to it. It is not in our Colonies only,

Reforms. and our dependencies across the seas, that we have a great

estate to develop ; we have it here under our eyes. The
Protectionists tell us that Free Trade has ruined agriculture. Let us try the

experiment first of getting the people on the soil and encouraging them to-

engage all their energies in its improvement. Let us get rid of anything

that hinders the development of agriculture, restrictions that we have out-

grown, and habits that belong to a patriarchal state of things. There is a

general awakening and broadening of view on this subject. There is a.

growing belief in co-operative methods, both in purchase, transit, dairying,

1 Bolton, October 17th, 1903. 2 Hanley, June 30th, 1904.

* Reply to a Temperance Deputation, April 14th, 1905.
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What is the Liberal Policy? 15

and so forth, in the application of scientific processes, in the adoption of what

may be called a forward policy to meet the changes and surmount the diffi-

culties which time has brought with it. And if our system of tenure in this

country hinders this development and cramps in any way the freedom

of the cultivator, then let such changes be made in our system aa

shall give the requisite security and independence to the cultivator^

and enable him, to the great benefit not only of himself, but of his

landowner and the nation at large, to take full advantage of the new

methods. The Agricultural Holdings Act of 1900 was a bitter disappoint-

ment to the farmer. We did our best in the House of Commons to amend

and extend it, but we failed, and all I can say is that these are the general

lines on which legislation will have to move forward to bring our agricultural

system into harmony with the latest methods, in whose adoption lie our best

hopes of agricultural prosperity. These are the ways to encourage enterprise

and good farming, to bring labour and capital both in larger quantities to be

applied to the land and to build up a healthy rural population." ^

"I hold that there are three main divisions of operation for the

amelioration of the condition of the rural population. First

The Condition of all it is necessary to provide healthy, comfortable homes

of the Rural in the country. Secondly, there is the furnishing to the

Labourers. labourer in the country the opportunity of a career, so that

by industry and intelligence he may raise himself, for, after

all, they must not forget the influence of schools since 1870. Thirdly,

there should be freedom in that career. Greater power is wanted for local

authorities to acquire and lease ground for a cottage, and for an adequate

garden to accompany it."
-

" What the trades unions ask is that they should not be subjected to

restrictions from which others are free ; that their freedom of

The Position combination should not be hampered by such a stretching of

of the law of conspiracy as to deny to working men rights which

Trades Unions, belong to any body of citizens taking action for the protection

of their legal interests. That being so, I hold this to be a

perfectly honest, justifiable, and proper contention on their part." ^

"I am in favour of exemption from disfranchisement of recipients of

temporary Poor Belief, and do not see why a man who had

The always kept his head straight, and who, temporarily falUng

Unemployed, into distress through want of employment, had to accept

temporary relief, should lose his citizenship. While the

central authority ought to give large latitude to local authorities, the central

authority ought to have large powers of compelling the local authorities to do

their duty. Those were two directions in which, perhaps, an alteration of

the law or the practice of the department might be desirable." ^

1 Norwich, October 28th, 1904. ^ Scarhoiougli, May IJth, 1903.

2 Westminster Palace Hotel, May 11th, 1901. * Manchester, November 30th, 1904.
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16 Coming Men on Coining Questions.

" The key to the London situation was recognition of the unity of the

Metropolis. The poor of London were a common obligation,

Loudon and and it was not equitable that the poorest districts should bear

its Poor, the heavier portion of the burden. The whole area of

London should be one for rating purposes. In Limehouse

the rates had risen from 6s. lOd. in 1896 to 9s. 3d. in 1904, while wealthier

districts showed no such increase. It was wrong in principle and disastrous

in practice to constitute a system of administration for London in water-

tight compartments." ^

"On the subject of the extension of the suffrage to women, while I am
well aware of the strong arguments that can be used on the

"Woman's subject, I am not quite convinced by them. In the meantime

Suffrage, I give all the assistance I can to the more immediate claims

that women should be eligible for service on the various local

bodies which control the administration of education, sanitary law, &c." ^

" I fuUv recognize that there are large interests in this country on which

women are as good judges as men, or even better. Take, for instance, the

questions of temperance. Free Trade, education, and local government. In all

these matters the logical force of events is working in favour of the cause,

and I believe the country at large will become more and more favourable to

the enfranchisement of women, in view of the fact that Parliament was deahug,

or trying to deal, one after another, with those social questions on which

women may not only be held entitled to vote, but on which their opinion is

even more valuable and essential than the opinion of men."^

" The Liberal party is for Free Trade. We prefer the security which

Free Trade Free Trade offers for the efficient conduct of business

versus "Fiscal and for the impartial discharge of its duty by Parliament

Reform.'" towards the country as a whole." ^

" Liberals in this matter are not fighting a single proposal, but a whole

spirit and tone of policy and administration and legislation. These fiscal

proposals are saturated, as the whole policy of the present Government had

been found to be, with restriction as against freedom, with inequality between

trade and trade, with injustice towards the community and consumers, with

privilege and monopoly, with jealousy and unfriendliness towards other

nations. They are essentially part of a retrograde and anti-democratic

system, and they will never, I trust, be accepted by an intelligent and

free nation."

Mr. Cham- " The mistake Mr. Chamberlain has made during the later

berlain's years of his career, and it is a gross mistake, is to treat

Mistake Imperial sentiment as a marketable commodity."
'

" I do not trust lO-per-cent.-duty patriots, and I do not like Imperialism

—I do not much like Imperialism of any kind—but, above all, I do not like

Imperialism at so much a quarter." '^

^ Limehouse, December 20th, 1904. * Manchester, November 29th, 1904.
" March 28th, 1903. » Manchester, November 29th, 1904.
2 January 26th, 1904. ' Alexandra Palace, June 4th, 1904.
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Mltat is the Liberal Policy '^ 17

" Keep clearly in mind that the keystone of Mr. Chamberlain's plan is

the taxation of food. The entire policy collapses if food is not to be taxed." '

" The Sugar Convention was framed on the very lines of the Sheffield

policy. It is a triumph of that policy, and all the more a

The Sugar triumph because it was accomplished before the policy was

Convention, announced—a triumph of that policy, coloured and adorned

by a dash of Mr. Chamberlain's Imperialistic grandeur.""^

*' Let us havo a conference by all means. The more confeiences you

have with the Colonies the better. The more free com-

The Colonial munication of ideas and desires you have with them the

Conference, better. Every man of sense will say so ; but it must be on

some definite subject, and it must be also of such a nature

as to exclude all possibility of any one being misled by it.'
•'

" We see how the new Imperialism nearly spells old despotism. When we
play fast and loose with constitutional liberties and rights at

The New the other side of the world, the evil that we do is not confined

Imperialism, to that distant sphere, but its mischievous consequences

come home among us here, and may have this effect, that the

barriers which the stout hearts and clear heads of our forefathers have

designed and erected against tyranny and absolutism may be invalidated and

destroyed." *

" The framing of laws, the voting of supplies, the sanctioning of taxes,

are high and important functions indeed, but not one of them is a more

vital function than that which is expressed in the consecrated phrase which

speaks of Parliament as the Grand Inquest of the nation. It is this

function, the function by which the Executive Government is made answer-

able to the people, that we believe to be threatened by some of the proposals

of the Government ; not, let us hope and believe, from malice aforethought,

but out of sheer supercilious indifference to popular rights. I hold that we
cannot be too jealous and too pertinacious in guarding our privileges against

usurpation. Facilitate business, curb prolixity, prevent disorder and

obstruction, suppress useless forms, and no one will object ; but leave intact

the free privileges of the representatives of the people." *

II.—Imperial Questions.

"The education policy of the Government is bad, bad their licensing

system, bad their degradation of a British colony by the

The Worst importation into it of servile labour without taking the means

Offence of the of consulting the citizens of the colony on the subject, but

Government, worst of all is their squandering of hundreds of millions on

unnecessary wars, and the adding in nine years of no less

than fifty millions a year to the normal peace expenditure of the country." <5

» June 27th, 1903. * December 10th, 1901.
« Manchester, November 29th, 1904. •' Leicester, February 19th, 1902.
3 Norwich, October 26th, 1904. •= Xorwicli, October 2Cth, 1904.
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18 Coming Men on Coming Questions,

" I stand by my ideal, and I object to that of the Government as to

the armaments which we need. The difference between us

Against is crucial and fundamental. I say that we are not called

Militarism, upon to vie, and it would be the height of folly for us to

attempt to vie, with our great military Continental neigh-

bours. We do not want 70,000 men to launch upon Europe. I am

thoroughly opposed to the whole idea. I am opposed to it on strategical

grounds. I am opposed to it as a conception of international relations, and

provocative of unnecessary friction and of war. But I am opposed to it on

another ground. I am as friendly to, and as cordial an admirer of, the Army

as any man, and as anxious to protect our safety and our interests. But I

remember what a witty Frenchman once said of the kingdom of Prussia

—

that Prussia was not a country with an army, but an army with a country.

I don't want such conditions to be realized, or even approached, here. I do

not want to see a military England, still less a military Scotland or Wales,

saturated with miUtary ideas, regarding military glory, military aptitude,

military interests, as the great thing in life." ^

"Reorganize your army system if you must, not with ignorance and

recklessness, but patiently, and with knowledge ; reconstruct,

For Army if necessary, your administrative machine. I, at least, have

Reform. shown myself not indifferent in this matter when I was

responsible ; for when I quitted office, in 1895, I left for my
successor a carefully elaborated scheme for an administrative board, which

would give the Secretary of State the benefit of the best and most direct

advice of the most capable and experienced soldiers and civilians. It was

on the eve of being issued by me, and it was practically adopted by my
successor ; and what did he say of it ? He has said, in a published letter,

that, but for this scheme, inherited from me, it would have been impossible

to liave placed and maintained in the field the South African Army." ^

" For my part I am not going to put forward any theories or views of

my own, nor any rigid rule, but there are one or two cardinal points which

I think ought to be kept in view. In the first place we ought to have no

addition made—I am putting it mildly ; I do not speak of reducing, which

would be desirable—but, at all events, let us have no addition made to the

standing Army, and if any country, or colony, or dependency, or garrison

re<iuire for their own purposes an additional force, then let it be done at

their own charge. We are relentless in applying this rule to our people in

India, and I do not see why it should not be extended elsewhere."
''

" We have in the Militia and the Volunteers two forces which, furnishing

a congenial field for the different sections and classes of the

And for the population, are, I believe, capable of being developed and
Militia extended into very formidable forces. They should not be

and nibbled at and altered in their character, but they should

Volunteers, be encouraged, their duties enlarged, and their efficiency

raised. And my last observation on this subject is that as

to the conditions of service in the Army and the terms of enlistment of

» Newport, November 30tli. 1908. ^ Newport, November 30tb, 1903.
=* Kdiiiburgli, November 5tli, 1904.
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What is the TJheral Policy ^ 19

recruits, the very kernel of the whole question upon which in tbi^'^Hl'/.

with a Voluntary Army, its efliciency and its maintenance depend let the e

be regulated, not according to the theories of smart writers m ^l^e 1 re.s bu

accoiding to the watchful experience of competent soldiers, and competent

men at headquarters." 1

t a...^-,.,

" How have the Government fulfilled this self-nnposed function of Aimy

reform
"^ Thev have done four things in the four years that

The have elapsed
' They have created a great system of army

Government corps-that was the first thing. Then they have demolished

and the Army, the system of army corps that they the.nselves had erected-

that was the second thing. They have made the Arniy a

short-service army; and, as the consequence, as everybody told tbem they

have dried up the sor.rces of drafts for our foreign garrisons and have

produced chaos in the task of replenishing and keeping m ethciency the

irmy in India ; and they have incurred great expenditure in redressing

theii own blunders-that was the third thing. And now they have tiovsTi to

the opposite extreme, and have ordained that the Army shall be wholh a

long-service army." -
, , r^ ^ ,„...^

.'The Army Estimates in the last year of the Liberal Government weie

eic'hteen milhons. They are now thirty-four and a quarter

90 per cent, mmions, an increase of 90 per cent. The men were m that

for year loo 00(\ This year they are 235,000 odd, an increase of

50 per cent. 50 per cent., so that whereas the number of men is only

increased by 50 per cent, the administration has been such

that the cost has been increased by 90 per cent."'

.. We all desire to see a very strong Navy having the full command of

the sea. It is necessary for our position, for the nature and

The Navy, character of our Empire, for our immense trade, as well as

for the protection of our shores in this island."

"But the increase of our Navy estimates has been 90 per cent, since

1895 Is this race forced upon us by the ambitions and actions of other

Powers or is it in anv degree our ambitions, our actions, that are forcing it

upon them? That is' the thing which ought to be brought home to the

conscience of the country. As a matter of fact, the increase of the naval

estimates of Germany, Kussia, and France has only been oO per cent.

There used to be a standard that we should have as many ships as any other

two Powers, but last year France, Germany, and Russia combined spent

£32 000 000, and in this year we are spending £34,500,000, so that we are

exceeding the expenditure of the three Powers. This may be proved to us

to be necessary. But one would think that so great an mcrease o Navy

Estimates would be accompanied by a corresponding diminution of Army

Estimates, because if we have the command of the seas, and our shores are

therefore all but absolutely safe, there seems to be surely room for a large

reduction in Army expenditure.
"*

,

1 Edinburgh, November 5th, 1904. "Leeds, March 13th, 1903.

« Norwich, October 26th, 1904. ' Leeds, March 13th, 1903.
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20 Coming Men on Coming Questions.

" The Navy is not only our first line of defence, it is our second and third

as well. But there is another line of defence, which comes before

A Programme the Army and Navy, and that is ' friendly relations with other

of Friendly countries.' Would to heaven that this nation of ours in the

Relations, years to come might regain something of its old fame, when

it stood among the nations for the belief that right-doing and

honest-dealing are the surest tower of strength, and that no object to be

sought by human statesmanship transcends in importance the cultivation of

relations of mutual confidence and respect between the families of mankind.

In this view—and it is the true view and the highest view—what do we not

owe to his Majesty the King, who has set us all an example, and who, by

throwing his personal influence unreservedly on the side of peaceful settle-

ment, has done more to strengthen his country than all the plans of soldieri

sailor, or Minister have effected? " ^

" It has long been the avowed policy of the Liberal party to have a frank

and sincere and honourable understanding with the great

Russia, power of Eussia, which meets us on so many points in Asia.

Germany, and When we were in office an arrangement was carried out

France. with regard to an old and stubborn question in Central

Asia which has settled the matter ever since, and if the same

course had been taken in China many evils would have been avoided.

Why should we not be cordial friends with the Germans, our Teutonic

brethren on the Continent ? Our commercial rivalry, no doubt, is keen, but

it need not make us anything but friends. I protest against the culpable

bandying of angry recriminations with which the press in both countries has

tried, but happily in vain, to arouse a factitious hostility between us. As to

France, I am too true a son of Caledonia to have anything but gratitude and

affection for the ancient ally of my country. With the France of to-day we
have no quarrel whatever. We in this land of inherited and settled liberty

recognize the French people as being on the Continent the foremost

champions, after much toil and storm, of enlightened freedom, and the large

and happily ever-growing intercourse, commercial and social, between the

two neighbouring and neighbourly peoples bring us closer every day.

"The insane race and rivalry of armaments does not conduce to the

strengthening of these friendly relations. The authoritative

Back to unanimous voice and opinion and direction of all the Great

the Hague ! Powers of the world demanded at the Hague their limitation

for the material and moral welfare of humanity. Overtures to

this effect have been made and rejected. Let us make them again and again

until we succeed. I cannot express my views on this matter more forcibly

than by quoting the solemn warning and advice of Lord Salisbury, uttered

in November, 1897. ' The one hope that we have to prevent this com-

petition from ending in a terrible effort of mutual destruction, which will be

fatal to Christian civilization, is that the Powers may gradually be brought

^ High Wycombe, February 9th, 1905.
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to act together ia a friendly spirit on all subjects of difference that may

arise, until at last they shall be welded together in some international

constitution which shall give to the world, as the result of their great

strength, a long spell of unfettered commerce, prosperous trade, and con-

tinued peace.' ^ A great step was accomplished for civilization and humanity

when a shrine was set up consecrated to the common interests, the common

conscience, and the common purposes of the human race."

III.— Ireland and South Africa.

" The question of the better government of Ireland directly and imperatively

concerns both parties. That has been admitted by us when

Self- we voted for the amendment to the Address moved by Mr.

Government liedmond. The present system of government in Ireland is

for Ireland, in opposition to the will of the Irish people, and gives them

no voice in the management of their own affairs ; that the

system is consequently ineffective and extravagantly costly, does not enjoy the

confidence of any section of the population, and is productive of universal

discontent and unrest, and has proved to be incapable of satisfactorily

promoting the material and intellectual progress of the people. The truth

of this indictment has practically been admitted by the Government

when they made Sir Antony MacDonuell's appointment, and has been

confirmed by the justification offered for the recent Irish poHcy of the

Government by Lord Lansdowne. The Unionist party and the Unionist

Government handed over the control of the local affairs of the counties of

Ireland to the very men whom they denounced as unworthy of trust—and

Dubhn Castle itself, on examination of the manner in which those affairs

were controlled, has expressed its approval of their management. Is that no

new element in the case ? " ^

" They have advanced them a hundred millions to buy out the landlords.

Who, after that, can pretend that the Irish are not to be trusted ? I rejoice

for my part that this party—we can hardly now call it the Unionist party

—

let us take a convenient phrase—this ad hoc party—has at last purged itself

from the pestilent and pernicious prejudices which have for the last few years

poisoned its relations with Ireland." ^

"The principle of self-government, the principle that the elective element

shall be the governing element in Ireland, remains, in my
As time and view, the only principle consonant with our constitutional

circumstances habits and practice, and, above all, the only principle that

permit. will ever work. Until the principle of representative author-

ity is applied in such a form as shall give the people of

Ireland the effective management of Irish affairs you will go on as you like

with a system like the present. I would be for adopting such methods, and

such a plan, as may appear to me most likely to bring to a successful issue

1 Leeds. March 19th, \W6. 2 Scarborough, Mav 15th.
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this principle, and the policy arising from it. If I am, however, asked to

state details as to the particular plan or method, I altogether decline to

do it. There is a great mass of arrears of British legislation to be dealt

with, and there are other questions calling for consideration, one of the

most urgent being the education question. For twenty years of effort and

sacrifice the Liberal party, amid misrepresentation and vilification, have

contended for the cause of good government in Ireland, and as time and

circumstances allow we will prosecute the same beneficent cause, not

without hope, thank Heaven, that both parties in the State, as the goal to

be reached becomes better realized, will unite in the effort to attain it." ^

The indictment brought by the Eeport of Lord Elgin's Committee on

the conduct of the war lies, not at the door of any office

The or department ; it lies at the door of the Cabinet itself.

Government The charge against them is that they never counted

and the the cost in men or money ; that they undertook an

South African enterprise far exceeding their provision for it ; that they

"War. erred against the clearest light ; that they had full in-

formation of the nature and requirements of the war and

disregarded it ; that they slammed the door against unpalatable opinion

;

that they listened to those outside the official circle who assured them the

Boers would not fight, but would yield to threats and bluster ; and that

therefore they went lighthearted into the war—that is the charge against

them, written on every page of this Blue-book. It was no system, no office,

no soldier, no civilian that brought the catastrophe—it was the Cabinet

itself." 2

"If we are to maintain the political supremacy of the British power in

South Africa it can only be by conciliation and friendship

;

The Future of it will never be by domination and ascendancy, because

Soath Africa, the British power cannot, there or elsewhere, rest securely

unless it rests upon the willing consent of a sympathetic

and contented people." ^

" The Dutchmen at the Cape are Europeans like ourselves, capable of the

highest European civilization, endowed with European virtues and European

faults. We have got to live with them. They are to be the instruments in

common with our own couutrymen in the government of the country. If we
are to maintain our sway in South Africa at all it must be by their willing

help ; it cannot be in spite of their enmity ; but you may be sure that they

will never become either contented or loyal under a system of government

which they at least regard as government by red tape, if not government by
barbed wire." *

" Therefore we should display not the temper of dictation or subjugation,

but the temper of respect and amity towards men who have proved themselves

brave foes in the past, and whom we ought to make, ay, must make, because

1 House of Commons, April 13th, 1905. ^ Oxford, March 2nd, 1901.

- Newport, November 30th, 1903. * Bradford, May 15tli, 1901.
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the mainteuance of our power in South Africa will brook no other alternative

—whom we must make into loyal and faithful and friendly fellow-citizens

in the future." ^

" We always maintained that as soon as the war was over, as soon as it

can possibly be done, full representative government should be granted—the

same as our colonies elsewhere enjoy. We believe in self-government. We
treat it not as an odious necessity, not as a foolish theory to which un-

fortunately the British Empire is committed. We treat it as a blessing, and

as a healing, a soberiu^S and a strengthening influence." -

" Therefore, whether with excuse or without excuse, there ought—if we
are to keep in view the contentment and prosperity and safety of our

Empire in South Africa— to be no delay beyond the pure necessities of

order in granting those free institutions which are associated with the very

name of a British colony, wherever the main portion of the inhabitants are

of European blood." ^

" The position of the Liberal party was that the introduction of Chinese

labour could not come to good. Their hands were free and

The Liberal their conscience was clear. They never sanctioned the war,

Party and and they had given no sanction to this last and culminating

Chinese step. If and when the time comes for us to take over the

Labour. responsibility of government, we shall approach the question

from the point of view of the permanent interests of the

country, and not merely from the point of view of the temporary exigencies

of those who financed the gold mines. For my part I see no light for the

Transvaal until a full and encouraging measure—an honest measure—of self-

government is granted, which will enable white men of all races to join

hands in restoring the fortunes of what is now their common country." *

" The representative of the Crown ought to be a man who does not

favour either the anti-Dutch or the anti-British faction. He
The High ought to be absolutely impartial, and avoid even the imputa-

Commissioner- tion of partisanship, and if it is so, and it is universally so

—

ship. and whenever that rule has been departed from disaster of

one sort or another has followed—if that be so in ordinary

times, in a case like the present, where we can only maintain our position in

South Africa by succeeding in reconciling the two races, surely the negotia-

tions should be entrusted to some one who is acceptable to both. The merest

common sense and worldly prudence require it." ^

" Lord Selborne was for many years associated with Mr. Chamberlain

in his duties. He made a speech in which he said, ' They heard a great

deal of hysterical nonsense as to conciliation.' * Hysterical nonsense as to

conciliation !
' What a sentiment to come from a Minister who has been

1 Oxford, March 2nd, 1901. » Oxford, March 2nd, 1901.

- Bradford, May 15th, 1901. Dundee, November 18th, 1904.

"> Dunfermline, December 10th, 1901.
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engaged in the conduct of those delicate affairs ! May we not find in it the

keynote of miich of the policy which has been pursued? It is as if one

would say, ' What is the good of having enemies, either in private life or in

public life, or as director of Imperial affairs, if you cannot trample upon

them ?
'
" 1

" What we want in South Africa to-day is another Elgin, pouring the

oil of good sense and sound constitutional principles upon the troubled

waters in which the affairs of that continent have been plunged, and

bringing a like measure as in Canada of loyalty and strength to the

Empire.' ^

" The Unionist Government have amply shown their hand. W^e know
now what their ideals in administration are. If our party

" Choose ye had any such opportunity, I hope it would have the courage

this day boldly to set in contrast our ideals, which are the very

whom ye will opposite of theirs, and to carry out those doctrines of free-

serve." dom and equal justice which underlie our creed. Freedom

is our keynote. Freedom, yes, and equality ; and the

louder we sound it the better our case will be. And if it were the lot

of the Liberal party to give in its turn to the country ten years, or

—

let us be modest— five years of Liberal administration, let them not be years

of compromising or of temporizing, but let them be years of resolute action.

Then at the end of that time, so many of us as shall survive to see it, we may
not have created a new heaven and a new earth, but we shall be able to point

to burdens removed, to liberties extended, to opportunities equalized, to the

resources of our country more fully developed, comfort better diffused, in-

dependence encouraged, and by these peaceful and quiet methods an accretion

of strength given to the Empire through the happiness and welfare of our

people." ^

1 Bradford, May 15th, 1901. " Dunfermline, December 10th, 1901.

» Edinburgh, November 17th, 1904.
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MR. KEIR HaRDIE, M.P.

Mr. Keir Hardie is one of the few

prophets who have found their way

into the House of Commons. That

does not mean that he is a political

tipster predicting coming events.

He belongs to the order of the seers.

If the major and minor prophets of

the Old Testament and the fisherfolk

who became apostles in the New
Testament were to rise from their

graves and enter the House of Com-

mons, they would probably find

themselves more at home in the

company of Keir Hardie than in

that of any other member of the

House. It is his distinction to be a

prophet among politicians, and a

politician among prophets. And the

strange thing is that the prophet has

not spoiled the politician, nor the

pohtician the prophet.

Like most prophets, he is some-

what difficult to get on with. There

is in his composition a trace of ancient

Ishmael, He reminds one at his

best moments of the prophet Elijah
;

but sometimes he is a twentieth-cen-

tury edition of Habakkuk Muckle-

wrath. If Mrs. Lynn Linton's

Joshua Davidson had not perished

beneath the hobnailed boots of a

Church and King mob, he might have

preceded Mr. Keir Hardie as founder

of the Independent Labour Party.

He is no prophesier of smooth things,

this Caledonian seer, and he is no

respecter of persons. He has flouted

everything and everybody, from the

Prince of Wales to the Leaders of the

Liberal Party. It is the way with

prophets. Nothing is sacred to them,
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because everything is sacred, and

when they are on the warpath in the

name of the Lord they smite and

spare not.

It is thirteen years since Keir

Haidie sent a shudder of horror

through the INIother of all Parliaments

by presenting himself at the bar of

the House to take the oath, on his

election as Member for North-West

Ham, clad in the costume of his class.

George Fox's leather breeches never

created such a sensation as Keir

Hardie's blue Scotch cap. Parlia-

mentary Mrs. Grundy almost fainted

when she scanned the costume of the

new-comer. He was " dressed in

blue serge double-breasted jacket and

waistcoat, fawn-coloured trousers,

and, in the place of the decorous

starched linen, a striped flannel shirt,

with a coloured scarf tied round its

collar in a sailor knot." It was as

if the avant courier of the social

revolution had knocked at the portals

of Parliament.

When he began to speak, his rough

Doric was not attuned to the piping

of courtiers. Did he not make one

unreportable speech on a motion for

a wedding dowry of an August Per-

sonage, in which the said illustrious

bridegroom was, in the rudest ver-

nacular, accused of bigamy ? while

Mrs. Grundy, shocked into speech-

lessness, glared unutterable things.

If Keir Hardie spared not princes

in his wrath, he was as fierce with

prime ministers in his hot displeasure.

One sentence of an article which he

contributed to a magazine in 1893
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still dwells iu my memory. He
was writing on the Church and the

Labour Problem. He said ;

" Are we agreed on the treatment

to be meted out to the owners of

slum property '? I, a rough impulsive

man of the world, would not remain

a member of any club which admitted

to membership his lordship the Mar-

quis of Salisbury, who was convicted

the other day in a London police

court of letting property unfit for

human habitation. Will the Church

of England, of which I believe Lord

Salisbury is a communicant, make
an example of the illustrious sinner

by expelling him ?
"

He was as plainspoken in his

dealing with men of his own side of

the House. His open letter to Mr.

Morley in 1903, " Ishmaelitism Justi-

fied," was a very vigorous piece

of writing. Mr, Morley had depre-

cated the Independent Labour move-

ment, which tended to make the

Labour party " a sullen and scowling

class sitting apart." Keir Hardie

replied :

" Even a ' sullen and scowling class

sitting apart " would be preferable to

a besotted and unthinking class

dragged hither and thither by un-

scrupulous guides. Most of your

speakers were living in a far-off past.

They reminded me of a gathering of

ghosts of other days revisiting the

scenes of former triumphs. Their

speeches and battle cries were all of

the past. The men by whom you

were surrounded had no message for

the present, no inspiring hope for the

future."

Keir Hardie is emphatically a man
of the future. He sees visions of the

coming time. He is, therefore,

eminently fit to be selected as one of

our Coming Men to deal with one of

the most important of all our Coming

Questions.

No one should ever look at Keir

Hardie without remembering the pit

from which he was digged. He was

sent down the coal mine when a bit

laddie of eight. He never had a

day's schooling in his life. His

mother must have taught the lad

to read, for Keir Hardie says he

cannot go back in memory to a time

when he could not read. He finished

that part of his education by

reading from the picture books in the

booksellers' shop windows. He was

twenty-three before he left the pit.

To-day he is a man of culture, much
superior to the majority of the college-

bred members among whom he sits.

He contributes frequently to our first-

class magazines. He is a forcible,

lucid, and occasionally eloquent

speaker. He is the founder of

a party, the leader of the disin-

herited of the land. He was born

the son of a vigorous and militant

atheist, who confounded the Calvinism

of "Holy Willie's Prayer" with the

faith of the Author of the Sermon on

the Mount. He is now an earnest

Christian, who ceaselessly urges the

Church to regard itself as an organ-

ized army of people seeking to

establish God's kingdom on earth by

every legitimate means, of which

political action is one of the most

powerful.

He learned to speak in public at

temperance meetings. How he

learned to read I do not know ; but

he was seventeen before he knew
how to sign his name. But before

he was twenty-three he had not only

learned how to read and write, but

he had taught himself shorthand.

When he had a little spare time

in the pit, he took his pit lamp,
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blackened with its smoke the white

stone, and scratched upon its surface

the shorthand characters with a pin.

It recalls familiar stories of the

early struggles of some of the great

painters.

James Keir Plardie was born in a

pit village in Lanarkshire in 1856.

His father was a ship's carpenter,

and after having been six months

unemployed in the city of Glasgow,

and the family undergoing much
hardship, Hardie ^;e>e went to sea,

and the family removed back into the

country. Young Hai'die had been at

work as errand boy and rivet-heater

for some eighteen months, and now,

just as he had turned his ninth year,

he entered the coal pits. When he

was twenty-three he left the hewing

of coal and became secretary to a

Miners' Union, Two years later he

betook himself to journalism, and for

four years toiled as sub-editor of a

local provincial newspaper. After a

brief period of agitation, he aspired

to a seat in Parliament when only

thirty-two. He stood for Mid-Lanark

in 1888, was defeated as a matter of

course, but being in no whit dis-

heartened, he went back to his

political spade work, and in 1892

was elected as member for South-

West Ham by a majority of 1,232.

In 1895 he was defeated, together

with twenty-seven other Independent

Labour candidates.

During the trying times of the

Boer war Mr. Keir Hardie's conduct

was simply splendid. He was not

content with emitting a protest

against the infamy of the attack

upon the Boers and then acquiescing

in the prosecution of a war which he

believed to be unjust. He was a

stop-the-war man of the first rank.

He spoke in all parts of the country

in denunciation of the great South
African crime, and then, to the

amazement of the Jingoes, he was
returned for Merthyr Tydvil, in the

Khaki Election of 1900, by a majority

of over 1,700.

This is not a biography of Mr.
Hardie. It merely is an introduction

and an explanation. His political

views were thus defined by himself

when he first entered Parliament :

—

" I am a Socialist, and until indus-

try is organized on a co-operative

basis, wherein men shall work, not

to make profit, but to produce the

necessaries of life for the comnmnity,
the evils complained of will never be

eradicated. But much might be done
by providing work for the unem-
ployed on home colonies, where those

out of work could provide for them-
selves the necessaries of life. A
minimum wage might also with ad-

vantage— especially to working girls

—be established, making it a penal

offence for an employer to engage

a worker under a sum sufficient to

ensure the necessaries of life. A re-

striction of the hours of labour to eight

per day, or less, in dangerous and
unhealthy occupations ; a drastic

reform of the land laws which would
stop or tend to minimize at least the

influx of the agricultural labourers to

the town ; the prohibition of work
in dwelling-houses, and the erection

of workshops by the municipality

wherein work now performed at home
could be undertaken, these having

creches attached for the benefit of

women with children called upon to

earn a living for themselves ; and the

establishment by the State of pro-

vision for the disabled, whether by
old age, sickness, or accident—all

these would tend to check the de-

terioration now going on, and give
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the workers au opportunity to work

out their industrial freedom on the

lines which experience will suggest

as being the best. The municipalities

should provide homes which would

conform in every particular to sanitary

laws, and provide such appliances

as are deemed absolutely necessary

iu middle-class houses, so that the

people, and especially the working

women, would be able to maintain a

sense of cleanliness, which is utterly

impossible to-day. Recreation-rooms

and reading-rooms should be abun-

dantly provided, especially in poor

quarters, together with small open

spaces laid down in grass for children

to play upon, and thus preserve their

contact with nature and mother earth,

the loss of which is accountable for

much of the atheism which is a

natural product of city life."

The other day at Manchester, at

a demonstration of the Independent

Labour Party, he was presented with

an address, illuminated by Mr.Walter

Crane, and signed, among others, by

Alfred Eussell Wallace, George

Meredith, Dr. Clifford, and other

well-known leading reformers. The
address stated that for twenty years

he had occupied positions of respon-

sibility in the Labour and Socialist

movement, and had toiled incessantly

as a working-class leader to arouse

and organize the people to accom-

plish their political and social free-

dom. All who signed the address

joined in declaring their high appre-

ciation of Mr. Keir Hardie's great

work as a pioneer, and in recording

their appreciation of his services in

the cause of international peace, his

championship in the cause of the

unemployed, and his splendid ad-

vocacy of the movement for Labour
representation. The tribute was not

Government of

of waste land

each—one in

undeserved. He has been a good

and faithful servant, and even those

who differ from him must needs cry

" Well done."

In the House of Commons this

session he has distinctly gained

ground, and in the next House he

will be one of the recognized leaders

of the extreme left.

He has thought out a scheme for

the better organization of labour,

which he described in the Nineteenth

Century for January, and subse-

quently expounded to the House of

Commons.
Following out the recommenda-

tions of the Committee on Afforesta-

tion, Keir Hardie advocated the

acquisition by the

three large estates

of 100,000 acres

Scotland, one in Yorkshire or Lan-
cashire, and one in Wales. The
land could be bought outright for 25s.

per acre, and from fivo to ten

thousand men could be immediately

set to work on each of the estates to

prepare land for afforestation. The
imports of timber, especially of fir-

wood trees, amounted last year in

value to £21,000,000 sterling, and
this wood might just as well be grown
in our own country as in foreign

lands. He also proposed the creation

of a new county authority for the

special purpose of administering the

Acts already in existence in regard

to small holdings, allotments, and

technical instruction, and he would

also confer on those bodies the powers

already possessed by boards of

guardians for dealing with the unem-

ployed. The powers in question

were very extensive, and included

the acquisition of fifty acres of land

in each parish, the building of fac-

tories and workshops, and, in fact>
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everything necessary for setting the

unemployed to work, not in the form

of pauper rehef, but as workmen

employed for wages. He was not

proposing colonies, but the placing

and settling on the land as peasant

cultivators of at least one milHon

people. The money necessary for

carrying out these ideas might be

found in the proportion of two-thirds

by the State and one-third by the

localities, and would in the end

prove, as all municipal undertakings

had hithex-to done, a profitable in-

vestment bringing in revenue.

Whatever may be thought of the

practicability of some of his ideas, he

can at least claim for them that at

present his is the only comprehensive

proposal before the country. It

holds the field for the time, and we

shall hear much more about it at the

coming election.

Mr. Keir Ilardie is somewhat un-

duly nervous about identifying him-

self with the Liberals. He only

consented to deal with the "Woman's

claim for citizenship in this series of

articles on being satisfied that the

Coming Men were not being selected

exclusively from the Liberal party.

That, however, is perhaps only the

natural consequence of the prepon-

derance of the well-to-do in the

Liberal ranks. He is not the spokes-

man of the Comfortables. He is the

voice of the Uncomfortables, and he

will make many of us very uncom-

fortable before he is done with us.

He is married, and has three

children. He lives at Cumnock, in

Ayrshire.
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THE eiTIZENSHIP ©F WOMEN.
A PLEA FOR WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE.

By Mr. Keir Hardie, M.P.

It is not my purpose to write a learned dissertation or even an elaborate

essay on the Woman question ; this has been done by men^and women well

qualified for the task, and doubtless will be again. My present object is to

re-state in plain and homely language the case for Woman Suffrage. To

deal with the Woman question as a whole would involve a long inquiry into

the causes responsible for the differences in the status of the sexes, including

woman's economic position, the marriage laws, and our social polity. These

are all subjects interwoven with the position of women, but they are beyond

the scope of my ability, and for the moment I leave them aside and confine

myself to the one question of their political enfranchisement. I do so

mainly because that is a question ripe for settlement by legislation. The
other questions hinted at may be left to evolve their own solution as time

and chance determine. None of them are within the kea of politics, nor

should they be brought into the political arena until women are in a position

to influence equally with men the creation of opinion upon them, and, where

necessary, the legislation which may be required to assist in solving them.

John Stuart Mill declared it to have been one of his earliest, as it remained

one of his strongest, convictions, "that the principles which regulate the

existing social relations between the two sexes—the legal subordination of

one sex to the other—is wrong in itself, and now one of the chief hindrances

to human improvement ; and that it ought to be replaced by principles of

perfect equality admitting no power or privilege on the one side nor

disability on the other." I hold it to be true with those who say that the

foundation upon which this equality is to be reared is the political enfran-

chisement of women.

In sentiment we have advanced somewhat since 1790, when a learned

writer of the period explained that people who should not be included in the

county franchise were those who " lie under natural incapacities, and there-

fore cannot exercise a sound discretion, or (who are) so much under the

influence of others that they cannot have a will of their own in the choice

of candidates. Of the former description are women, infants, idiots, lunatics,

of the latter, persons receiving alms and revenue offices. " We do not now
speak of women as being in the same category as " idiots '* and " lunatics,"

but for political purposes we treat them as if they were.

No one seeks to deny the existence of differences between the sexes,

differences subtle, deep seated, and ineradicable. But these, being admitted,

afford no justification for the usurpation by man of the right to say what
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duties and responsibilities woman may be allowed to undertake, and what

must be withlield from her because of her sex. Such a theory can only be

upheld on the old tradition of the East that woman is one of the lower

animals over whom lordly man was given dominion. The harem is the

logical outcome of this belief. It is only by removing the disabilities and

restraints imposed upon woman, and permitting her to enter freely into

competition with man in every sphere of human activity, that her true

position and function in the economy of life will ultimately be settled.

We can at present form no conception of what woman is capable of being

or doing. We have no data upon which to base any real conclusions.

Nowhere is woman treated as the free and equal companion of man.

Amongst coloured peoples living in a state of nature and in a tribal environ-

ment which has evolved itself, and wherein custom is the only law, the

woman, though far from being the degraded creature which she has so often

been pictured by superficial observers, is still her husband's drudge, and

frequently a part of his wealth. In the military state of social evolution,

or the age of chivalry as it has been dubbed by persons of a poetic tempera-

ment and a vivid imagination, woman is the weaker and more spiritualized

sex, requiring to be protected by her lord, and almost worshipped as a

superior creation. " Half angel, half idiot " aptly describes this conception

of woman. This is but a perverted way of declaring her inferiority
;
the

homage paid to her is much like that we should pay to a child :
in no sense

is it a recognition of equality; very often it is the exact opposite. In

modern life we get back to the savage stage. Woman of the working class

is again the drudge who does the menial work. Her husband works for,

and is dependent for the opportunity to work, upon a master ;
his wife

works for, and is dependent for her livelihood to, a husband. That there

are varying degrees of this feeling of subjection goes without saying, and I

think it could be shown that the position of women, as of most other

things, has always been better, more near an equality with man, in Celtic

than in non-Celtic races or tribes. Thus in Scotland a woman speaks of

her husband as her " man," whilst in Staffordshire he is always spoken of

as " the master."

The universality of this subjection of woman is assumed by many as an

infallible testimony to the truth of the theory that woman must in some

way be inferior to man. Were it not so, say these quidnuncs, there would be

some exceptions to prove the contrary. They overlook the one obvious

explanation which explains everything—Motherhood. In the early days of

the race, the days of the huntsman and the warrior, when the spoils of war

and the trophies of the chase were the only wealth of nations, child-bearing

must have been a serious handicap to the woman : add to this the fact that

war meant prisoners, and that from the very first, probably, even when men

captured in warfare were killed as an incumberance, women, for reasons

which will be understood without being stated, were spared by their captors,

and, coming down to later times, when men captives were made slaves and

women-raiding became a favourite pastime, we can see explanation enough

of the position which in process of time woman came to occupy, and from
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which she is only now slowly and toilsomely emerging. Already we see

how the intensity of the struggle for political recognition is developing, in

individual cases, those qualities of mind and brain which man has been wont

to assume as being his special monopoly ; and from these cases we may infer

how richly endowed the field of human thought will become when enriched

by the products of the brains of men and women working together on terms

of equality, and free from the debasing and sinister influences which subjec-

tion, in any form, imposes alike upon the subdued and the subduer. So true

it is that one end of the chain which binds the slave is fastened round the

life of his master, that the emancipation of women will also infallibly give

freedom to the man.

Curious are the changes which a quarter of a century produces in the

political horizon. Questions arise, no larger than a man's hand at first, and

are driven by the force of agitation nearer the arena in which the political

strife of the day is waged, and keep gathering size as they approach, until

they obscure everything else. They are debated, wrangled over, and made
leading issues at General Elections, and even whilst the strife which their

coming has caused waxes hot, they begin to move away from sight without

having been resolved. Disestablishment and Republicanism are questions

which illustrate my meaning here. But so also does Woman Suffrage. In

the days of the franchise agitations, the enfranchisement of woman, pro-

moted by Mill and strenuously supported by Fawcett, Dr. Pankhurst, and

other leaders of reform, promised to become a question of first political

importance, but with the passing of the one and then of the other of these

friends of the movement, leaving no successors to carry on their tradition, it

gradually passed into semi-obscurity. As it is again emerging and showing

fresh vitality,^ it may not be amiss to briefly record its history, particularly

as it connects itself with the various Reform Bills.

In the Reform Act of 1832 the word "male" was interpolated before

" persons." Never before and never since- has the phrase " male persons
"

appeared in any Statute of the Realm. By this Act, therefore, women were

legally disfranchised for the first time in the history of the English constitu-

tion. In 1851 Lord Brougham's Act was passed, providing that the word

"man" should always include "woman," except where otherwise stated.

That seemed to clear the ground, and give women the same legal status as

men. But, alas

!

In 1867 the Representation of the People Act came before the House.

John Stuart Mill's amendment, that it should be made expressly to include

women, was defeated, but so also was the amendment that the phrase

"male persons " of 1832 should be replaced. The word " man " was used

' Ou Friday, ilay 12th, wlien the Woman's Enfiaiiehiseineiit Bill was down for second

reading, there were 300 women in the lobbies canvassing for the Bill, and when it was

talked out, these marched out and organized a meeting of protest in the ojjcn air. The

opposition to the Bill came from both sides of the House in about equal proportions.

- Whilst these sheets are being revised a Bill comes to me, introduced by W. R.

Cremer, M.P., and others, which proposes to confer the vote upon every " man" and " male

person " of full age.
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instead. During the discussion the Hon. John Deunian, Justice of the

Commou Pleas, asked the following question :

—

" Why, instead of the words ' male person ' of the Act of 1^32, the

word 'man' had been substituted in the present Bill? In the fifth

clause he found that after saying that every ' man ' should be entitled to

be registered, it proceeds to say, ' or a male person in any
University who has passed any senior middle examination.' In the

light of Lord Brougham's Act, if the Court of Queen's J3ench had to

decide to-morrow on the construction of these clauses, they would be

constrained to hold that they conferred the suffrage on female persons,

as well as on males."

The Government did not answer this question, and passed the Bill as it

stood. It was thought, therefore, that women were now entitled to vote,

and in INlanchester 5,347 women got on the register as voters. In Salford

1,500 (about) were registered, and large numbers in other places. Great

uncertainty prevailed as to how to treat them, but most i-evising barristers

threw them out. The Manchester women consolidated their claims, and
appealed against the decision, and the case of Chorlton v. Lings was heard

in 1868.

The case was tried in the Court of Common Pleas, with Mr. Coleridge,

afterwards Lord Coleridge, and the late Dr. Paukhurst representing the

women. It was argued that inasmuch as women had in the middle ages

been recognized as voters by the State, and as that right had never been

expressly taken away, therefore they had a prinu'i facie right to vote.

Further, it was contended that under Lord Brougham's Act referred to

above, the Franchise x\ct of 1867 must apply to women, since the term
used was "men," and not " male persons," as in the Act of 1832. Despite

this pleading, the judges decided that \vomen had no statutory right to be

recognized as citizens, and that until that right was expressly conferred

upon them by Act of Parliament, they must remain outside the pale of

the franchise.

In 1884 Mr. Gladstone procured the rejection of the amendment to

his County Franchise Bill, which would have enfranchised women, by
threatening to abandon the Bill if the amendment was carried. In 1889
came the case of Beresford Hope r. Lady Sandhurst, in which it was
decided that women are incapacitated from being elected members of a
County Council. The case is important from the point of view of the

Franchise (Parliamentary) question, because the judges quoted, approved,

and confirmed the decision in the case of Chorlton v. Lings. One of the

judges. Lord Esher, Master of the Eolls, in delivering his judgment, said

:

" I take the first proposition to be that laid down by Justice Wills

in the case of Chorlton v. Lings. 1 take it that by neither the common
law nor the constitution of this country from the beginning of the common
law until now can a woman be entitled to exercise any public function.

Justice Wills said so in that case, and a more learned judge never

lived. He took notice of the case of the Countess of Pembroke in the

county of Westmoreland, who was hereditary sheriff, which he says was
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an exceptional case. The cases of an overseer and a constable were

before him, and what I deduce from his judgment is, that for such

somewhat obscure offices as these, exercised often in a remote part of

the country, where nobody else could have been found who could

exercise them, women had been admitted into them, by way of

exception, and that, striking out those exceptions, the act of voting in

such matters being a public function, imma facie and according to the

constitutional and common law, a woman cannot exercise it. But that

case goes further. It says that this being the common law of England,

when you have a Statute which deals with the exercise of public

functions, unless that Statute expressly gives power to women to

exercise them, it is to be taken that the true construction is, that the

powers given are confined to men, and that Lord Brougham's Act

does not apply."

The judges had in this case to interpret the Municipal Corporations Act,,

in which the word " person " is used throughout. In addition, there is an

interpretation clause (63rd section), which provides that for all purposes

connected with and having reference to the right to vote at municipal

election words in this Act importing the masculine gender include women.
It was held that the right to be elected was not conferred by the Act, but

only the right to vote, the word " person " not being regarded by the judges as

including women, Lord Justice Fry going so far as to say

:

" I regard the 63rd section as ascertaining both affirmatively and
negatively the rights which have been conferred upon women ; ascertain-

ing them affirmatively by express statement, and ascertaining them
negatively by necessary implication. What is given to them is the right

to vote, what is denied by the necessary implication are all the other

rights which may be conferred by the Statute. I do not regard the

negative implication arising from that section (63rd) as applying to the

whole Act, as applying to crimes, or to the obligations on the duties of

witnesses or matters of that sort, but I regard it as applying to the

RIGHTS granted by that Statute."

In Miss Hall's case, 1900, the right of a woman to become a law agent

in Scotland was denied by the judges on the ground that " person " when it is a

case of exercising a public function means " male person." The judges rehed

on the case of Chorlton v. Lings as the ground of their decision. Now, in

view of these decisions, the situation is quite clear.

A woman, for the purposes of citizenship, has no legal existence in

England, and has to be created before she can be enfranchised. To the

uninitiated this may appear absurd and ridiculous, but it the plain, un-
varnished truth none the less. A woman may be a criminal, a queen, a
tax and rate payer and owner of property, but she may not be a citizen of

Great Britain and Ireland until a right to become such has been created by
Act of Parliament. If only people would bear this fact in mind they would
be saved from much error when considering her claims to the franchise.
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During the past two sessions of Parliament a measure has been intro-

duced, at the instigation of the Independent Labour Party, having this for

its object. It is a Bill of one clause, which reads as follows :

—

" In all Acts relating to the qualifications and registration of voters

or persons entitled or claiming to be registered and to vote in the

election of members of Parliament, wherever words occur which import

the masculine gender the same shall be held to include women for all

purposes connected with and having reference to the right to be regis-

tered as voters and to vote in such election, any law or usage to the

contrary notwithstanding."

There are those who see in this innocent-looking measure a sinister

attempt to extend and strengthen the property qualification, and by enfran-

chising propertied women enable these to range themselves on the side of the

reactionaries in opposing the enfranchisement of working-class women.

Needless to add, a strong section of the Liberal Press adopts and enforces

this mis-statement with all the ingenuity which a fertile and untrained

imagination can lend to a bad cause. One would have thought the record

of the Liberal party in connection with Woman Suffrage would have

chastened the ardour of those organs of Liberalism which are opposing this

Bill in the interests of " true female suffrage "
; but the gift of perspective

is rare in politics, and a strict desire for accuracy an inconvenient failing

when there are party ends to serve. The late Mr. Gladstone, as already

stated, threatened to abandon his Keform Bill in 1884 if the Womans

Enfranchisement Amendment were carried. There have been three Conserva-

tive premiers who have publicly committed themselves, in speech at least

(none of them have acted), to this reform, which has yet to find the first

Liberal premier who will say a word in its favour.

Any one who takes the trouble to read the Bill quoted above will note that

it does not propose any franchise qualification, but asks that, whatever the

qualification, women shall enjoy the franchise on the same basis as men. It

is a Bill which only proposes to do one thing, and that is, to remove the sex

disability which debars a woman, because she is a woman, from becoming a

voter. If the qualification for men be a property one, it shall be the same for

women, no more and no less ; and if it be a manhood suffrage, it shall also be

a womanhood. A woman may have the brain of a Bacon, the talent of a

Shakespeare, the eloquence of a Demosthenes, and the wealth of a Croesus

all combined, but being a woman she may not vote for a member of Parlia-

ment, and this Bill proposes to remove the disability which stands in the

way of her becoming a citizen ; to remove her from the sphere of "idiots,

lunatics, and paupers," and to recognize that, woman though she be, she is

a human being who may become a citizen.

And now let us ascertain, if we can, what women would be enfranchised

under the terms of the Bill quoted above.

There are four main heads under which the franchise quahfications fall

to be grouped— (I) Owners of property; (2) Householders; (3) Lodgers;

(4) Service. One set of opponents of the Woman's Enfranchisement Bill
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say that it would be from classes one and three that the new citizens

would be drawn, which, if true, would leave working-class women out in the

cold. Few working women own property, and not many earn wages enough

to pay the four shillings a week for unfurnished apartments, which is

necessary to qualify for the lodger franchise. Eich men, they assert, would

be able to put their wives and daughters on as voters and outvoters, which

would tend to greatly increase an evil which is already of sufiicient magni-

tude. Fortunately, we have already an index to guide us as to the extent to

which this statement is true, even were the worst fears of our opponents to

be realized. There are, roughly, 7,000,000 electors in Great Britain, of whom
220,000 are lodger voters. A very large proportion of these are workmen,

and it is doubtful whether rich men's sons, qualifying from their fathers'

property, account for more than 20,000 of the whole. Even were a like

number of daughters to be put upon the voters' roll, they would not, save in

those few constituencies where the property vote is already overwhelming, and

where, therefore, they could do no harm—save in these few cases, I say, they

would not constitute an appreciable fraction of any constituency. As for thei

outvoters, we may surely anticipate, with some degree of assurance, that the

coming Liberal Government will at least put an end to their existence, and

so we need not worry ourselves about them one way or the other. In so far

as the service franchise will give women the right to vote, those brought in

will be working women, and we may pit these against the daughters of the

rich. It will, I think, be concluded that the great bulk of those who will be

enfranchised by the Bill will be householders, and here, I repeat, we have

reliable data upon which to base our conclusions. Women may not be

elected to a town or burgh council, but she may vote in the election of such

councils. Owing to a difference of opinion in the ranks of the Independent

Labour party over the Woman's Enfranchisement Bill, it was decided to

make a serious effort to obtain from the municipal registers some guidance as

to the class of women already registered as municipal voters, and who would

be entitled to be placed upon the parliamentary list should the Bill become

law. Accordingly, a circular was issued to every branch of the party, some

300 in all, containing the following instructions :

—

" We address to your branch a very urgent request to ascertain

from your local voting registers the following particulars :

—

" 1st—The total number of electors in the ward.

" 2nd—Number of women voters.

" 3rd—Number of women voters of the working class.

" 4th—Number of women voters not of the working class.

"It is impossible to lay down a strict definition of the term

' working class,' but for this purpose it will be sufficient to regard as

' working class women ' those who work for wages, who are domestically

employed, or who are supported by the earnings of wage-earning

children."
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The returns to hand are not yet complete, but they comprise fifty towns

or parts of towns, and show the following results :

—

Total electors on the municipal registers ... ... ... 372,321

Total women voters ... ... ... ... ... ... 59,920

Working women voters, as defined above .. . ... ... 49,410

Non-working women voters .. . .. ... ... ... 10,510

Percentage of working women voters, 82'5.

As will be seen at a glance, the proportion of women voters on the

registers tested for the purposes of the above return—and these were not in

any way selected, but were included because they were in the ward or parish

within which the branch was situated—is equal to one-sixth of the whole.

Assuming, as we may fairly do, that the same proportion obtains for the

country as a whole, it would give us 1,250,000 women voters, of whom 82 per

cent, are working women, and every one of whom would at once be placed

upon the parliamentary register were the Bill now before Parliament to

become law.

Here, then, we have it proved beyond cavil or question that whatever

the Woman's Enfranchisement Bill might do for propertied women, it would

for a certainty and at once put 850,000 working women on the parliamentary

voters' rolls of Great Britain, and a like proportion in Ireland. The fact

speaks for itself. The Woman's Enfranchisement Bill does not concern

itself Avith franchise qualifications ; it is for the removal of the sex disqualifi-

cation only ; and yet on the present franchise qualifications and reactionary

registration laws it would at once lift 1,250,000 British women from the

political sphere to which "idiots, lunatics, and paupers" are consigned, and

transform them into free citizens, and open wide the door whereby in the

future every man and every woman may march side by side into the full

enjoyment of adult suffrage.

Hitherto I have been dealing with those opponents whose objection to

the Bill is that it does not go far enough, and who prefer waiting for a

measure of adult suffrage under which every man and every woman,
married and single alike, shall be enfranchised at one stroke. Now, I have

had some experience of politics and of political methods, and I give it as my
deliberate opinion that nothing would so much hasten the coming of that

much-to-be-desired time as would the passing of the Woman's Enfranchise-

ment Bill. If the workers were prepared to lay every other reform on the

shelf, and begin an agitation for adult suffrage, they might, if specially

fortunate, be successful in getting it about the year 1929. INIanhood suffrage

could probably be secured almost at once and for the asking ; but the complete

enfranchisement of all men and all women at once would be resisted bitterly

by all parties. And the main diflficulty in the way would be the enfranchise-

ment of all women, mai'ried and living with their husbands, as well as

single. The leap from what is now to what this proposes is too great for the

mind of the British elector to grasp, and not by any means the least of the

opposition would come from the working classes. Reformers gain nothing by

shutting their eyes to facts which stare up at them from every part. I speak

what most people know to be true when I say that the chief obstacle to
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reform of any kind in England is the conservative, plodding, timid mind of

the average man. Hence the reason why all our reforms have come to us,

not leaping and bounding, but slowly and hesitatingly. Even the franchise,

such as it is, has been dribbled out to us in almost homoeopathic doses. This

difficulty applies to women's enfranchisement in a special degree. The male

man, even he of the working classes, will not lightly or all at once part with

the authority which has so long been his, and admit that the wife of his

bosom is his political equal. But once women are admitted to citizenship

and some women become voters, the male mind will insensibly accustom

itself to the idea of woman citizenship, and the way be thus prepared for

adult suffrage complete and unrestricted by sex, poverty, or marriage.

To those who are opposed on principle to women having the vote at all

I have little to say. These I find it easier to pity than to reason with. But
when they foresee the deluge following upon the enfranchisement of women,
I refer them to the Colonies. There women are citizens and voters, but they

have not because of that ceased to be wives—even housewives, or mothers.

Their outlook on life has been a little broadened by the possession of the vote

which, willy nilly, forces them to interest themselves somewhat in political

and social questions. They are thus in a fair way to become better com-

panions to their husbands, and—and I say this with deep conviction—better

mothers. Women whose circle of interests is circumscribed by her pots,

pans, and scrubbing brushes, varied by an occasional gossip with a neighbour

or quarrel with her husband, can never, however affectionate, be other than

a curb upon the opening, eagerly questioning intelligence of her children.

Broaden the outlook of the mother, and you open a new world for childhood

to grow in, and bind many a wild, wayward youth to his home-life who is now
driven out into the hard world for lack of that sympathetic, intelligent com-
panionship which an educated and enlightened mother can alone supply.

Colonial statesmen and social reformers all admit that woman's influence

in the sphere of politics has been healthy and quickening, and, as it has been
there, so undoubtedly would it be here.

The " half angel, half idiot " period is over in the woman's world. She
is fighting her way into every sphere of human activity. Her labour is

coming into competition with that of man in nearly every department of

industry. In the learned professions she is forcing herself to the front by
sheer determination and force of intellect in a way that will not be denied.

Sooner or later men will be compelled to treat with her and recognize her as

a co-worker, and they could not begin better than by admitting her right to

be a co-voter. Those who prate so glibly of adult suffrage might surely learn

something of men's opinion of women by taking note of the way in which
lawyers and doctors are resisting her encroachments upon their preserves.

A woman may be Queen of England, but she may not enter the profession

from which Lord Chancellors are drawn.

The enfranchisement of women is not a party question. Its supporters

and opponents are distributed over all parties. The measure is again coming
well within the sphere of practical politics, and it is for women to see that
it is kept there until a settlement is reached. If they will, as I think they
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should, make it uot a test but the test question at elections, and resolutely

refuse to work for or in any way countenance any candidate who is not

whole heartedly with them, they will, if not in this Parliament, then certainly

in the next, secure the passage of a measure through the House of Commons
at least which will place them on terms of political equality with men. If

this comes as part of a measure for giving complete adult suffrage, well and

good ; but political equality they should insist upon, whatever the conditions

of that equality may be.

Disraeli, speaking on this question in the House of Commons, said :

" I say that in a country governed by a woman—where you allow

women to form part of the other estate of the realm—peeresses in their

own light, for example—where you allow a woman not only to hold

land, but to be a lady of the manor and hold legal courts—where a

woman by law may be a churchwarden and overseer of the poor—I do

not see, where she has so much to do with the State and Church, on

what reasons, if you come to right, she has not a right to vote."

And with these words I conclude.

J. KEIK HARDIE.
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THE RIGHT HON. R. B. HALDANE,
K.C, M.P

"Mr. Hakhme," said one Liberal

recently in the Lobby of the House of

Commons, "is transcendentally clever."

"Yes," retorted another Lil^eral, "a
damned sight too clever."

The two remarks sum up the general

impression of the author of this paper

on "The Executive Brain of the

Empire."
" Confound llaldanel" said another,

"he is always tramping up the back

stairs." While a leading member of

the Salisbury Cabinet is said to have

groaned on one occasion, " Is there

nothing that the Administration can

do without calling in the aid of Hal-

dane?"'

"Haldane is the King's man," said

an M.P. recently in the smoking room.
" His Majesty consults him about

eveivthing. Lord Halsbury may be

the othcial keeper of the King's con-

science, but the custodian of the King's

confidence, that, sir, is not Halsbury,

but Haldane." " Haldane," said a

distinguished J^iberal recently, " is the

dme damnee of Lord Rosebery, the

Mephistopheles of the Liberal League.

There is no man so distrusted by his

own party. He is a born intriguer,

a typical Scottish Jesuit who never

goes straight to his point if by any
means he can reach it by going round

a corner." " Yes," said another, "but
he always gets there, no matter how
many corners he goes round to reach

his end."

For the last ten years iNIr. Haldane
has been the intermittent astral con-

trol of the Unionist Cabinet. From
time to time the Administration has

gone into a seeming trance, when the

spirit that directed its action was not

Lord Salisbury's or Mr. Balfour's, but

Mr. Haldane's. Like all mediums, the

Cabinet was constant!}' waking up and

repudiating its controlling spirit, but

R.B.H. is ever invisibly present, ready

to step in and assume control. He has

thus been in the Cabinet in astral

while his body was seated on the (Oppo-

sition Benches. It is a great tribute

to his ingenuity and resource. But
plain men with no astral that they

know of, and whose simple personality

is solely manifested in their pliysical

form, get worried over this Haldane,

who seems to be able to be in two
places at one time.

The famous compliment paid to an

English statesman, " that there was
none of that damned intellect about

him," can never be applied to Mr.
Haldane. This in itself is sufficient to

cause distrust among the commonplace
practical men of the world, in the midst

of whom he lives and moves—in their

world, but not of it. The instinct of

recoil is natural. As Lowell made the

American legislator say :

—

If brains was to settle it, horrid retlec-

shun
;

Which of our honorable body'd be safe y

But how can the stodgy Saxon
of the south feel at ease with this

brilliant Scot, who was first class in

philosophy at the University of Edin-

burgh when hardly out of his teens, and
who is not only a K.C. and an M.P.,

and a P.C., but a Giftbrd Lecturer,

who knows all about "The Pathway
to Reality," which to the ordinary

man seems to be a piece of utterly

incomprehensible nonsense, leading the

reader into a hopeless fog. But what

can be expected from a man who
studied metaphysics under the famous

Professor Lotze, at the not less famous

L^niversity of Gottingen, who trans-

lated that intolerable pessimist,

Schopenhauer, into English before he

was 30, and who chopped logic in fine

style with Lord Halsbury over the

mysteries of predestination ? " Hang
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up philosophy," cried Romeo, " unless

philosophy can make a Juliet" ; and
the matter-of-fact Parliamentarian,

sick and tired of his philosophic

Premier, looks askance as an even

more erudite philosopher ajDpears in

the offing in the person of Mr.
Haldane. " Will he be a thimble-

rigging philosopher like Mr. Balfour?

If so, angels and ministers of grace

defend us !

"

From all which observations, polite

and impolite, it will be perceived that

Mr. Haldane is a very considerable

personality. If he, being in opposi-

tion, can become the astral control of

the Unionist Administration, and
hold the informal appointment of

custodian of the King's confidence,

what will he not be and do when the

Liberals come into office ?

In the opinion of the true believers

in the Haldane Cult, there is only one
possible place for Mr. Haldane in the

new Ministry, and that is on the Wool-
sack. Not that the country has any
particular need for Mr. Haldane as

Lord Chancellor, as mere Lord Chan-
cellor. But the devout Haldanian
points out that Mr. Haldane on the

Woolsack would be very much more
than mere Lord Chancellor. He would
be Prime Minister in petto. He would
be the suffragan Premier. His duties in

the Law Courts or in the House of Lords
would be of small importance com-
pared with the use to which he would
put his leisure. He would be a Lord
Chancellor of the old school, the keeper
of the King's conscience, the harmoni-
ser of all difficulties, the general

smoother, the universal inspirer, the
supreme intellect who would permeate,
influence, and more or less control all

the departments of the State.

Unfortunately for the realisation of

this inspiring ideal, there stands in the
way the almost insuperable obstacle of

the English historical precedent which
governs the piomotion of the great
officers of the Law. The Lord Chan-
cellorship is, by ancient usage, always
bestowed upon the former Attorney-
General, unless he has done something

to forfeit the confidence of his party

or unless he objects to occupy the

Woolsack. Sir Robert Reid, as

the Attorney - General in the last

Liberal Administration, has the right

to the Lord Chancellorship, if he wants
it. Mr. Haldane has never been even
Solicitor-General. To promote even
the most transcendentally clever of

Gilford lecturers, per saltum, over the

head of the late Attorney-General
would be to take a liberty with ancient

usage and well-established tradition

violent enough to convulse the Inns of

Court. The story goes that Lord
Salisbury proposed to pass over Sir

Hardinge Gifi"ard in LS95. But Sir

Hardinge, by simply asking " What
have I done to forfeit my right ?

"

secured the Lord Chancellorship, which
he has held ever since. It is certain

that no Liberal Prime Minister would
go out of his way to affront the

traditions of a profession so powerful

as that of the law.

Mr. Lowe once said Mr. Gladstone

could explain away anything, even the

existence of an inconvenient spouse.

The combined resources of the meta-

physics of Lotze and the philosophy of

Schopenhauer will be hard put to it to

explain away the existence to the

claims of Sir Robert Reid. If he
preferred the Speakership, that would
alter things. But as things stand now,

Mr. Haldane's capacity to found an
imperiiim in imjyerio in the House of

Lords must "bide a wee."

Mr. Haldane is not yet 50 years of

age. He was born in 1856, just after

the Crimean War had ended. He
has been in Parliament for twenty
years without becoming a great Parlia-

mentarian. He is a great wire puller

;

a masterly manager of men—what some
of his enemies call a born intriguer.

He has an immense capacity for work.

If he has ever got into mischief it has

only been because his own party did

not keep his hands busy. If he is not

to get into mischief in the new Admin-
istration he will have to be placed in

some department which will afford full

scope for his energies. He has yet to
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win his spurs as the liead of a depart-

ment. He has a safe seat in tlie House
of Commons. He is sound in the main
upon all questions relating to Labour.

All these considerations point to his

being appointed to the Home ( )ttice. He
would not like it. But he would
probably grin and bear it. If he were

Home Secretary, Mr. Asquith at the

Excheciuer, and Sir Edward Oi-ey at

the War Otiice, not even Lord Kose-

bery could complain that his henchmen
had not been well taken care of in tlie

new Administration.

INIr. Haldane bears a name distin-

guished in the annals of Scotland.

James Alexander and Robert Haldane
were the leaders of one of those great

religious revivals which from time to

time influence so blessedly the moral

life of nations. Both the brothers

began life in the Navy, but both found
their true vocation in the service

of the Church Militant. They were
the great Evangelical lay preachers of

Scotland at the end of the Eighteenth

Centui-y. They fell under the in-

fluence of the strong Evangelical

view of Christianity that was
associated in England with the

name of Charles Simeon. To the pro-

pagation of this belief both of them
devoted their lives and their substance.

They preached, they travelled, they

wi'ote books, they were weariless mis-

sionaries in the cause of the Revival.

To this day their memories are held in

high honour in their native land as

men not unworthy to be remembered
in the succession of pious and elocjuent

preachers of the Word which has never

failed in Scotland from the days of

Knox till our own time.

It is probably from these pious for-

bears of his that Mr. Haldane has

inherited his passicjnate love for meta-

physics, his keen interest in abstruse

points of Calvinistic theology, and over

and above all his conception of the

great and crying need for supplying

the State witli a scientific brain. The
men of old time who indissolubly united

Church and State, the great Popes who
dreamed of making the Catholic Church

i;

the soul and intellect of the world, all

believers in the Theocracy in every age,

have each in their own way testified

to the same great truth which inspires

Mr. Haldane, and to which he bears

testimony in his plea for the better

organisation of the brain of the

State.

The fundamental idea of the Mediae-

val Church at its best was to pool

the brains and consciences of the world

in one great organisation, which would

make the best results of thought,

science, and philosophy universally

accessible. Even to this day the ideal

is more or less realised in the person

of every missionary who, equipped with

the resources of the civilisation and
the wealth of the culture of the modern
world, goes forth to place them at the

disposal of every reclaimed cannibal in

Congoland or New Guinea. As is the

missionary to his cannibal converts,

as was the Church in the midst of

the barbarians of the Dark Ages,

so in Mr. Haldane's vision are our

men of science to the rule-of-thumb

politicians, who are more or less igno-

rantly endeavouring to govern the

State. The aboriginal New Guineans

do not at first feel more disflain for the

strangers who can show them how to

use iron ploughs and harness steam to

the service of man than the average

political man in the street feels for the

scientist. But after a time the superior

results attained by the superior culture

of the missionary conq)el recognition,

and before long the whole tribe consults

him as if he were an oracle of God.

So Mr. Haldane hopes it will be with

the State in the future. It will recog-

nise its own ignorance. It will see the

hopeless incompetence of its machinery.

And out of its latent resources of

scientific students it will organise the

grey matter of its brain, and reorgan-

ise its machinery in accordance with

the counsels not of the foolish men
who prate, but of the wise men who
think.

It is an illuminating conception, and
Mr. Haldane as Home Secretary will

not have much time for securing
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realisation of his ideal, even within

his own department. For in a year

or two, when the old men make way
for the new generation, Mr. Haldane
may be able, if not from the first

place, then from the second, to do

something practical towards readjust-

ing the antiquated machinery of our

Imperial Administration on the lines

sketched in this paper.

Of his public career there is not

much to say. Educated first at Edin-

burgh Academy, then at Edinburgh
University, he distinguished himself

at the university by obtaining the

Ferguson Scholarship of the Four
Scottish Universities, and the Bruce
of Grangehill Medal. After graduat-

ing at Edinburgh lie went to Gottingen,

and there established that close con-

nection with German thought that

has stood him in such good stead ever

since. It was not merely Kant,

Hegel, Schopenhauer, and Lotze who
influenced him. He saw the begin-

nings of the great industrial and
scientific revival of Germany in the

seventies, and the lessons which he

then learned he has been teaching his

countrymen ever since.

In 1879 Mr. Haldane was called to

the Chancery Bar. In 1S82 he edited

Essays on Philosophical Criticism.

Then he translated Schopenhauer's
" World as Will and Idea " into

English, and soon made his mark.

In 1885 he was elected as M.P. for

Haddingtonshire, a seat which he

retains to this day. In 1886 he stood

as a Home Ruler. In 1904 he

described himself as one who voted for

Mr. Gladstone's Bills, and has never

either repented of having done

so, or taken exaggerated views of

their consequences. Mr. Haldane
published a life of Adam Smith in

1887. In 1890 he became K.C. In

1892 he was passed over by Mr. Glad-

stone in the distribution of the law

offices of the Crown.
In 1895, seeing tliat the Unionists

were in office to stay, Mr. Haldane
worked diligently like a mole under-

ground, in the hope of influencing

1

their policy in a Liberal direction.

Being in such close relations with
Ministers, and being also devoted to

Milner, it is not surprising that he fell

into the mortal sin of supporting the
war against the Dutch Republics.
" Pecca, pecca fortiter " has ever been
Mr. Haldane's motto, and having taken
the plunge at Milner's bidding, he
wallowed and weltered in the conse-

quent carnage with the worst. It was
, not until Milner's mad attack on the

Cape Constitution that reason began
to assert her sway. To-day Mr. Hal-

dane, once more clothed and in his

right mind, brings his keen, critical

Liberal intellect to bear upon the

fantastic folly of the South African
administration of Lord Milner.

Mr. Balfour sent him on a secret

mission to Ireland to settle the Irish

University question. He was success-

ful in securing the adhesion of the

Catholic Bishops and the Presbyterians

to the principle of two Universities,

in which no State funds should be
applied to the promotion of religious

education. They were even willing to

trust the Government with the appoint-

ment of representatives of education on
the governing bodies. But the Orange-

men of the Ministry rebelled. Lord
Londonderry was too strong for Mr.
Haldane, and, although Mr. Balfour in

1899 had declared that Unionist policy

would be a failure if the L^niversity

question was not settled, the question

remains unsettled to this day.

If Mr. Balfour and Mr. Haldane
could be made Consuls, or, better still,

if they could be converted into a two-

headed Dictator, many things would
happen which are impossible to a world
still governed by politicians instead of

philosophers. Mr. Haldane was in his

element as the legal member of the

Explosives Committee. It is not his

fault that lie did not assist in similar

capacity in realising other ideals which
he holds in common with the Prime
Minister.

As Giff"ord Lecturer he discoursed

learnedly on the Pathway to Reality in

a metaphysical sense. As the active
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and guiding l>rain of the Liberal

League he published a little book on
" Education and Empire," which gave
a valuable inijietus to the work ot"

higher education.

When Mr. Chamberlain galvanised

the "dead and dannied ' corpse of

Protection into temporary life, Mr.

Haldane addressed himself to the

destruction of the Vampire with great

energy. But while hewing our latest

Agag to pieces before the Lord, Mr.

Haldane was urgent in insisting that

it was not enough to take up a negative

attitude towards Mr. Chamberlain's

proposals. Speaking June 2nd, 1903,

he said :

—

We who believe in the Empire, we
wlio wish to see it moi-e closely united,

must show a path of development clearer

from pitfalls and obstacles than his

appears to be. The policy of Liberal

Imperialism may be defined to be to take
no step which goes beyond tlie common
purposes of the Empire—and I have
shown that in the Zollverein proposals
there is no common purpose—but to

give effect to common purposes wherever
they are ascertained, and to adapt the
machinery of the Government to that
end. I believe that if we can hold on
our connection with the colonies and
dependencies of the Crown for another
fifty years, the problem will be solved.

It is a question of the evolution of the
means to give effect to the common
purposes, an evolution which through
conference, through more complete con-
centration on common ends, should quite

naturally and not artificially proceed.

Now there are five heads under whicli

common purposes are alri'ady developed,
and may develop still more largel3Mnthe
future. Tliere is first imperial defence.

The cost of this we bear unaided at the
present time. As the colonies become
larger in the course of years, it will be
natural that tliey slioidd assume an
increasing sliare of burdens of this kind,

and as they do they will be entitled to

more participation in the control of

Imperial policy. That l)rings me to my
second head, that things are slowly
sliaping themselves for the fin-ther evolu-

tion of tlie means of giving advice to the
Crown. The time will come when the
colonies must outgrow the period of

trusteeship, and when that time comes,
and it appears to be approaching, a

Cabinet, which depends on the will of

the constituencies, can no longer be an

ade(|uate means of advising the Crown
in matters of jjurely Imperial [lolicy. Jt

may be possihb- to do what was done in

this country 2(MI years ago, to summon
as aCal)inet of advice on Imperial matters

an Imperial committee drawn from the

King's Privy Council and representative

of the interests of the distant parts of the

Empire. As tlie giving of the control of

policy will always be largely financial, and
as the colonies were to take more
and inore of the burden, it may be
possible without dislocating the existing

machinery of Parliament, without setting

up any cast-iron scheme of Imperial

Federation, to adapt the Executive

which advises the Crown so as to give

effect to the fulfilment of Imperial ends.

The third great subject which has been
very unfortunate in its treatment by the

present Government, and which is at

present in a very serious position, is

the question of the establishment of an

Imperial Court of Appeal. It is to be

hoped that in the administi'ation of the

supreme form of justice by the best

intelligences of the Empire, yet another

I'eal link may be made to hold the

colonies and the home country together.

In the fourth place, education pronnses

to form yet another link. Next month
a conference will take place in London
between the heads of the various Uni-

versities of the Empire, at which there

will be discussion of schemes for the

interchange of post-graduate students

and the distribution of special subjects

of instruction among those Universities.

We may thereby redeem the reproach

that the best students of the Empire go

to Germany and the United States to

get their post-graduate instruction . In

the fifth place, the policy of grants-

in-aid in the shape of expenditure on

improving the great ocean highways

and postal and telegraph systems and

the other means of communication
between the various parts of the

country is possible.

Mr. Haldane defined his position in

relation to Ti'cland in a letter dated

January L'nd, 1!)04. He said that in

next Parliament the fiscal question

must have precedence of Home Rule,

an observation which does not seem so

obvious to-day, seeing that there will

be no fiscal question in tiie new Parlia-

ment to discuss. He wrote :

—
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Thanks to the progressive element

introduced into the Irish policy of

Parliament under Mr. Gerald Balfour

and Mr. Wyndham, the Irish question

is entering on a new phase, in which I

hope to see both political parties doing
their best to develop the work that has

been begun. If success attends the

new endeavour, it will probably lead to

a large devolution to the Irish people of

the power of managing their own busi-

ness. Whether this will be so depends
on the extent to which the Irish leaders

can gain and keep public confidence

here.

Mr. Haldane has always been an

advocate of the enfranchisement of

women. As to the law of conspiracy

and the responsibility of trades unions,

he said a year ago :

—

Some of them thought that the
amendment of the law they wanted
was a sweeping away of the technical

distinction which had been set up by
the Courts, and a simple enactment that
any man or number of men could com-
bine for any purpose they liked, so long-

as what they did did not amount to

what was in fact a nuisance. The
amendment of the law of conspiracy
they wanted was this—that every man
should be allowed to do anything he
pleased in the course of his business
which did not amount to injury to his

neighbour; but when he got to that
which in point of fact would be regarded
by a jury as amounting to a nuisance,
that should be illegal, whether it was
done on the part of the employer or of

the workman. There they had a sugges-
tion of a single remedy for a very com-
plicated state of things.

He has since pointed out that such
a change mu.st be accompanied with
some reforms of the Tribunal which
will ensure the workmen against the

existing prejudice about the trades

union system.

Mr. Haldane's own programme as he
expounded it at Edinburgh not .so long
ago was:—(I). £.5,000,000 off Army
Estimates. (l>). £1,000,000 on to the
vote for higlier education to develop

Universities and University Colleges in

this country, making the higher educa-

tion accessible to every section of the

community. (3). Take the foundations of

the Education Act and build a mucli

bigger and more suitable edifice than
now existed. They should redi'ess the

injustices in Clauses 6, 8, and 9, and
put education under popular control.

(4). Create a Ministry of Trade and
Commerce. (5). Old Age Pensions.

(6). Radical Poor Law Reform. (7).

Put a time limit to the Licensing Act.

Mr. Haldane is an enthusiast for

higher education. Lord Kelvin told

him that our chief need is to educate

our manufacturers and our fore-

men, especially the former. What we
want is more science—science, science

everywhere. We lost our coal tar,

indigo, and alcohol products industries

because we were not scientific. Mr.
Haldane has not confined himself to

preaching.

I have said enough to indicate the

manner of man Mr. Haldane is, and
the drift of his ideas. It was a cynical

friend of his who said " The last word
of philosophy in the science of Govern-

ment is to abolish Parliamentary

Government, and establish in its place

the King as Padishah and Mi'. Haldane
as his Grand Vizier." It was a word
spoken in jest. But the speaker was
no fool.

Mr. Haldane is not married. He
belongs to the dangerous group of

liachelors who have figured too con-

spicuously of late years in our Imperial

affairs. Mr. llhodes, Dr. Jameson,
Lord Milner, Mr. Balfour, Lord
Kitchener, and Mi'. Haldane—bachelors

all !

Mr. Haldane's town residence is 3,

Whitehall Court. His chambers are

10, Old tSquare, Lincoln's Inn. His
country seat is Cloanden, near

Auchterarder, N.B. Our portrait of

Mr. Haldane is from a photograph

by H. Walter Barnett, Hyde Park
Corner.
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THE EXECUTIVE BRAIN OF THE BRITISH
EMPIRE.

You have asked me to write something about the task that Hes in front of

the Ijibeial Party, and I will try. Since the disaster of 1S95 I have thought

that task a diHicult one, and I tliink so now. That the difficulty is insuperable,

T have never believed. At the time of the Ceneral Election of that year we
were an aggregate of incoherent sections. The very sweeping success of the

Liberal cause up to ten years previously had helped to make us so. The nation

is now loudly calling to us to return out of tlie wilderness into which we
wandered. J believe the old strength to be in us. The indications point to a

strong majority for the Liberals after the next election. Rut the truth never

stands still, and if we are to be again a progressive and effective party which has

regained the confidence of the country, we too must not stand still.

Words that once expressed a real battle cry have in certain cases ceased to

represent what is real. If we are to do the business of the nation with power

and fruitfully, we must survey our political past and take stock of our present

resources. Sectional and narrow views the nation dislikes in a party that calls

itself progressive. Much is forgiven to any body of public men who have

the root of the matter in them. And^in order that they may have in them the

root of the matter it is necessary that such men should see their political life

steadily, and see it whole. I have never been so good a party man as to be

able to believe that my fellow Liberals have been always in the right through

these past years. But in the colleagues with whom I sit on the opposition

l)enches I have confidence. The Opposition has, like other human institutions,

its shortcomings, yet in the main 1 would rather work with it than with any

other party in the State. In that faith I have lived, and in that faith I believe

that I shall remain. And therefore it is in no captious spiiit that I, a mere

private member of the party, venture to say something about certain things

which it has got to accomplish in the process of winning complete public confi-

dence in its capacity to direct national business. Let us see then where we
stand.

It is close on twenty years since the Liberals had a majority of their own over

the Conservatives. At last it looks as though they were about to be given

another chance, and a good one. The Government has lost its hold on the regard

of the Constituencies, and public opinion already indicates that an alternative

Government must be created. The only practicable couise for the Country is to

create its new Government out of the Opposition. And it is, accordingly, more

than probable that the country will give the new Government, as partof the terms on

which alone it can take office, certain powers which it will demand. If it exercises

these powers wisely and with moderation it will be able to amend the Education

Act, and to straighten out the existing Labour Laws. It will ho looked to to
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diminish expenditure in some directions, while it may be called upon to increase

it in others. It will be instructed to turn its attention to neglected social

problems, and to much-needed reforms at home. The path to the accomplish-

ment of these things will be beset with unusual difficult}^, but if the right spirit

is put into the effort to tread it, the country, which has a strong sense of fair

play, may not improbably prove willing to remove obstacles which nothing but

public opinion can remove, especially where there is a double chamber constitu-

tion such as ours. But whether public opinion will shew the requisite zeal will

in all likelihood turn out to depend on something that must not be forgotten.

The new party in power has got to interest the people sufficiently to make them

hold it worth while to keep that party in after putting it in. And this depends

on whether the new party can touch the public imagination. It is not merely

hard labour at a programme, which in this case has already been assumed and,

discounted, that is needed, but something else besides. Ideas, it has been said

have hands and feet. They govern the public, and it is by suggesting ideas and

shewing capacity for their realisation that men gain the power to rule. What
chance, then, has the Liberal Party of at once bringing new ideas into the public

mind and of shewing that they can be realised ? I doubt whether there has

ever been a period when the public called more loudly for ideas. Our country-

men have an uneasy sense that they are not keeping abreast of the times. It is

to no mere conservative attitude on the part of Liberals that they look for the

alternative to the Chamberlain programme. They want a lead, and if the

Liberals are to regain the public confidence a lead they must be prepared to

give.

Of the forms, and there are several, which such a lead may assume there is

one which seems to be more easy than the others.

For the reorganisation of the machinery of administration but little legislation

is required. Neither shortage in Parliamentary time nor the attitude of the

House of Lords can hinder it. Ministers who have it in them can reform here

with a free hand. The importance of each Department of the State depends

mainly on the personality of the Minister who presides in it. The Home Office

became a great one between 1892 and 1895 under Mr. Asquith. The Colonial

Office became later on a great one ..under Mr. Chambei'lain. But apart from

personality there are other forces which profoundly aflfect administration. One
of these is the force of clear conception and resolute purpose. To bring into

play greater brain power in Administration is in itself a task for the reformer,

and a task of the first magnitude. Slowly, very slowly, people are realising its

necessity. And because the things that have already been done, few and com-

paratively small as they are, suggest greater things that in this sphere remain

undone, I wish to call attention to one or two of them. I will begin with an

ilhistration.

In the year 1900 the Country was engaged in a formidable war, and it

presently turned out that before the outbreak of the struggle the last button

had Vjy no means been put on the last gaiter. Among other things that came

to light was this that our Military and Naval guns were rapidly having their

insides eaten out by the higli temperatures produced by the nitro-glycerine in

the cordite. Lord Lansdowne acted with promptitude. He summoned outsiders
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who had lotii,' beftut' warned the War OHice of the defects of the powder, and

asked how an expert Committee on the national explosives could best be

constituted. He was told that the work of such a Committee ie<iuired the very

best scientific biains that existed in the country, and that France had years

before, to her great advantage, constituted just such a Committee with Berthelot,

her greatest ciiemist, at its head. Who was the English l^erthelot ? The

answer was (juickly given, and Lord Uayleigh was rei|uest«d to preside over a

new scientific body in the War Office, with two of the greatest living authorities

in ballistics. Sir Andrew Noble of Elswick and Sir William Crookes, among his

colleagues. That Committee has sat steadily through the last four years. It

lias solved its early problems. It has brought to light fresh ones. It has

made clianges. It has its laboratories and its permanent scientific staff at

Woolwich, to which it has attracted some of the finest intelligence of the young

chemists of this country. It is now n permanent body, and if the public hears

but little of its work the reason is that most of its work is necessarily secret.*

But although the Explosives Committee has been welcomed into the bo.som of

the War Office it has had difficulties to contend with, difficulties which have

been due not to any fault of the War Office, but to the defects of our system of

Administration. Its members and its experts belong to this Department. If

it has discovered a remarkaljle young chemist and set him to work in it, it is

difficult to keep him there. For he is a mere civilian among soldiers, however

great his scientific attainments. The army gives its rewards to genius on the

field and not to genius in the laboratory. For the rest its oHicials are units and

must conform to a system. And this is true in an analogous fashion of the

other Departments of Government also. They organise a Civil Service under a

system which allows only a limited scope for indi\ iduality. If exceptional

services are wanted from .some distinguished individual the general regulations

make them diflficult to get, and still more diflicult to keep. For, as soon as his

value becomes known, private firms and sometimes Foreign Governments begin

to bid for him in a fashion with which the organisation of the Department to

which he belongs prevents it from competing. If the British Government is to

have adequate command of scientific talent of the highest order it must make

arrangements which will enable it tcj reward and honour that talent on an

adequate scale without exciting ill feeling. And this seems to require an

addition to the departments of the Executive Government. I have long felt,

and my feeling is the outcome of some experience, that there ought to be at the

elbow of the Head of the Government an Advisory Body with a corps S(:i<'nt[li(Hie

ranged under it, into which could be got, permanently or temporarily, the

exceptional talent which the State is more and more requiring every day. The

individual who was a member of this Corps would be, what he cannot be as a

mere Departmental Officer under the present S3'stem, paid and honoured

according to what he indiviflually can give. Such a body would not only be a

new source of strength to the State, but would afford a new opening for the

highest talent in the country.

* Tlie naval guns' sliortconiings turned on different considerations, outside all this.

—

K.15.H.
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It would remove the existing difficulties. If the War Office required the

services of a special chemist, either temporarily or permanently, it could get

him from the New Department, where he would have his own status and
his adequate remuneration without regard to any rigid scale. Suppose again

that some special research has to be undertaken! Only the other day a

new and serious disease was discovered in this country. The miners in certain

of the Cornish Mines grew pale and aniBmic-looking. Ordinary medical skill

could discover no explanation. The Home Office had to get permission from the

Treasury to engage special scientific assistance. Research brought to light the

fact that the miners in question were infected with the disease called Ankylos-

tomiasis, infection with mj'riads of minute worms, a disease hitherto unknown
here but which is endemic in India, and had been brought from abroad by
English miners. It had also broken out on a large scale in the mines of

Westphalia, where the German Government was grappling with it, and a highly

qualified expert had to be despatched from here to study on the spot the results.

It was done, but with difficulty, for our existing system makes no provision for

any systematic command of the requisite skilled assistance. Nor is it enough to

call in experts at a late stage. In our mines dangers to health of the gravest

kind often escape attention for want of a kind of inspection which no ordinary

departmental organisation can provide. The mortality from what is called

Miners Phthisis, disease of the lungs caused by the particles of hard dust set

free by the rock-drill, is in certain regions as frightful as it is preventable. When
tlie mine owners and the Inspectors know what is wrong and how to remedy it

they can act. But there is no regular provision of the special guidance they

need. Under a better state of things when suspicion arose of something unusual

in a mine the Home Seci'etary would refer the matter to the Head of the

Administration for inquiry by his scientific advisers, who would .engage, if they
did not already possess it, the best specialist assistance and report what should

be done. Had, for instance, such machinery been available, years would not

have elapsed before it was discovered that the cause of death in the ordinary

coal mine explosion was in reality due, not to shock, but to the generation of

carbon-monoxide, the poisonous gas produced by imperfect combustion of coal

dust. The proper rules for the guidance of the imprisoned miners and the

rescue parties would have been ascertained at an early stage, and many valuable

lives would have been saved. But there was no machinery for securing con-

tinuous and systematic investigation, such as the Departmental Committee of

the War OiHce to which I have referred has been able to make in connection

with the munitions of war.

That these suggestions are practicable will be seen if we turn to a case in

which something of the kind has actually been accomplished. For long the

Army and the Navy had overlapping policies and spheres of activity, with no
machinery for mutual adjustment of ideas and wcjrk. The Navy was supposed

to defend our shores, but then so was the Army. The War Office was constantly

spending large sums on fortifications, and collecting large bodies of men for

Home Defence. Jjut then so was the Navy preparing to intercept every possible

force attempting to land from abroad. We were as a nation in fact insuring

our home against the same risk in two offices, each of which was by hypothesis

solvent. We were paying two premiums against the same risk. To a large

extent we are still doing it, and therein lies the problem of the future. That
problem will only be solved when the Army and the Navy are administered as

parts of one whole, and their work no longer overlaps. But a first step has been
fcaken towards its solution. There has been criticism of Mr. Balfour's Defence
Committee. Its creation meant a new Department, presided over by the Prime
Minister, in which were to be brought to a decision certain great questions
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whicli had hitherto been considered, if indeed they were considered, in the

Cabinet alone. While formally the ultimate decision would rest with the

Cabinet, there was no doubt that the creation of this body tended to withdraw

certain subjects and to strengthen the hands of the Head of tlu> Government

individually. But the counterbalancing advantages were enormous. To begin

with, the new bodv surveys both Army and Navy (jue^tions from above and witli

a detached mind.
' The result liad ali-eady been the condemnation in principle ot

the system of double insurance. With the acceptance of the "blue water

principle, that the defence of our shores depends and must depend on sea power

alone, have come new views about the functions and organisation of the Army,

in which it tends to become mainly a striking force and the nursery of a striking

force. These views ought to lead "to substantial retrenchment in Army expendi-

ture, and to increased ethciencv. How far the Defence Committee aided in the

Treat reorganisation of the FleVt which Lord Selborne and Sir John Fisher have

recently effected, with what we are led to anticijuite will prove to be excellent

results in both economy and etticiencv, we do not yet know. But we do kn(>^v

that the Committee has thoroughlv sanctioned the step, and has inspired the

public with confidence in the outcome, just as we know that the new principle

above referred to as the foundation of the future plan of Home Defence is the

outcome of the work of the Committee. No body of less authority, no mere

Departmental Committee, could have done this work. Nothing but Depart-

mental Science wielded by more than Departmental authority could have been

equal to the task. The example shews that there are cases where it is a positive

mischief for the executive authority of the State to be wielded in separate

compartments. If the official conclusions of the Committee as announced

in his speech on Thursday, May 11th, by Mr. Balfour, and by Lord

Lansdowne and Lord Selborne in earlier debates about the real basis

of Home Defence resting on command of the sea are accepted, the obvious

conclusion is that untold millions of "public money have been wast^^d tor

want of this co-ordinating authority, and that for the future the Army and the

Navy must no longer be managed wholly apart. And the question arises

whether what was proved to be true of the Military and Naval forces may not

be true (.f other Departments of Administration. Now there is at least one

other sphere where this (luestion raises itself sharply. In a paper read the other

day at the Colonial Institute, and which represented the conclusions of an

informal Committee over which he had been presiding for the last two years,

Sir Frederick Pollock drew attention to the unsatisfactory nature of the

machinery by which the affairs of the Empire are carried on. There arise from

time to time matters which concern the relations of the distant dominions of the

Crown to other Great Powers. Examples of these are the recent controversy

over the Alaska boundary between Canada and the Ignited States, and the

<lifferences between Newfoundland and France over the fishing rights. Three

separate Departments of the King's Government have to deal with every such

question, the Colonial Office, the Foreign Office, and the Colonial (Government

concerned. The last has no direct access to the second, and is often dissatisfied

with the apparent powerlessness of the first as to affairs outside its own sphere.

The noti<m of Sir Fiederick Pollock and those who worked with him was that,

just as certain questions arising out of the relations of the Army and the Navy

now come under a more than Departmental authority, so it should be with a

certain class of questions which touch the policy of the Empire as a whole.

There are various forms in which the Home and Colonial Governments may be

more systematically than at present brought, on the necessary occasions, under

a common roof. The idea is not wholly novel. It was contained in germ in the

periodic Colonial Conferences initiated by Lord Ripon and developed by Mr.
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Chamberlain, and which now take place at fixed intervals. But our system of

administration makes no provision, either for the intervals, or for a multitude of

affairs which are neither properly matter for these conferences nor for a single

department. Topics of law reform arise which affect the Empire as a whole.

.Such are copyright and merchant shipping. Again the state of the Supreme

Court of Appeal is unsatisfactory. Just now it is split into the House of Lords,

which acts for England, .Scotland, and Ireland, and the Judicial Committee,

differently organised under a different roof, which acts for the rest of the King's

dominions. Tlie neglect of statesmen has led to the second being starved for

the sake of the first. It is no part of the business of the Colonial Office to look

after it, and there are murmurs, loud and long, every now and then, over the

state of what after all is an important link between the Colonies and the Mother

Country. Again there are questions of communications, of steamship lines, and

of cables, which belong to the development of that policy of Imperial Unity

which rests on common ends and constant intercourse, and which is free from the

galling associations of Preference. But there is no Government Office whose

duty it is to watch these things, to collect information, and to see that

opportunities are not neglected. An Imperial Government Committee, con-

taining representatives of the Colonies, and in continuous communication with

their Governments, seems as necessary as in the somewhat analogous case of

Imperial Defence. Its functions need not be more than advisory. Tiiey need

not interfere with those of the Colonial Office, any more than do those of the

other Committees interfere with the work of the War Office and the Admiralty.

But the existence of such a body would secure the continuous attention of the

Government as a whole to matters which have a common interest for the whole

Empire, and it would enable the Colonies and the Home Government to take

counsel together in a way which is not possible at the present time. A capable

official Secretary, doing the work which Sir George Clarke does for the Defence

Committee, would secure the collection'of the necessary materials, and would be

the guarantee for a certain continuity of policy.

The word " continuity " suggests important considerations. When one

Government succeeds another its business is generally to initiate a different

policy, in legislation and in other ways. But there is, and always will be in the

handling of the business of Administration, much necessity for continuity. Not
the least valuable feature of the Defence Committee is that it provides for this.

The same thing would unquestionably be true of such a Committee of advice on

Colonial matters as has been suggested. It would give the Government of the

day not only eyes and ears but a memory, and an accumulation of knowledge

such as it does not possess at present.

No country has a finer civil service than ours. But that service wants

enlargement, as the burden and the responsibility of Government are increasing,

and I see no way to do this except than by developing the executive brain in

some such fashion as I have tried to indicate in outline. In every department

of the .State there is room for the improvement of the grey matter of that brain.

I will speak of another of which I have some knowledge.

It is a superficial estimate of the agitation for tariffs which Mr. Chamberlain

has led that assumes the country to be content with things as they are. For a

time the movement appeared to be proflucing great effect. By degrees the

I)eople made up its mind th.it a policy of protection was ill-suited to these

islands. But everywhere there was recognition of the fact that some branches

of British Export Trade were not succeeding so well as formerly, that this

falling ott' could oidy be checked by an improvement in the quality of the

goods exported, and that this meant putting more mind into their manufacture

and, as a condition precedent, the improvement of higher education in this
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country. Indeed for years past we have had an uneasy sense of being behind
our competitors in this matter of highei- education, and this uneasiness has not

l:)een without its fruits. ])urin;^' the hist ten years new Tniversities have, I am
glad to say, been estabHshed in Ljiidoii, Birmingham, Liverpool, Manchester.
Leeds, and Sheffield. But to the.se I'niversities comparative! v little State
assistance is given. The Colleges in populous centres in England which give teach-

ing of a University type received among them fium the State for the encourage-
ment of their teaching up to last year only t'l!7,0(J0 in annual grants. It was
complained that this sum ought to be increased, and the pre.sent Chancellor of

the Exchequer referred it to a new Special Committee to report how an addition,

bringing the £27,000 up to £100,000, should be apportioned. Up to now the
Treasury, whose business it is to apportion the.se annual grants, has had no
organisation for doing so. Every five years it has been in the habit of getting
a report on the state of the Colleges from a small Committee called into exis-

tence for the occasion. The result has been that the money has been mechani-
cally distributed among the University Colleges substantially according to their

wealth and size. To him, in other words, that hath has ])een given. Jiut the
House of Commons looks with jealousy on such mechanical methods of

expending public money. It wants to get the most for the expenditure of

public money and to use the subsidy for stimulating to greater exertion locally.

Accoidingly it became plain to the New Committee of Enquiry that, if there
were to be large increases of the grants to the Colleges, Parliament would insist

that more mind should be shewn in their distribution. Thev have accordingly
recommended (see their Report Cd. 2422 of 1905) the establishment under the
Treasury of a permanent advisoiy Committee, whose business it shall be to

study the condition of the institutions which give teaching of a University
type, to pay special attention to the remedies for certain existing deficiencies,

and to lay down a policy for their future development which may encourage aid

on a larger .scale. The Executive brain, in other words, ought to be strengthened
here also.

I will take yet another case which has co]ne into prominence since the fiscal

controversy. For years past Germany has been famous for a kind of Institution

called the Central-Stelle, an establishment run either by the State or by some
great combination of Manufacturers with a common interest. The function of

the Central-Stelle is to put at the disposal of tho.se who bring to it for solution

problems arising in the manufacturing industries scientific knowledge of a kind
.so high that it cannot be obtained by the ])rivate manufacturer. In the manu-
facture of steel, of nitrocellulose, of coal tar products, such problems are
constantly baffling the enterprising manufacturei', and in Germany he is thank-
ful to [lay a small fee to a central institute and get the requisite information.

The example of Germany in founding these practical research Institutions has
been followed by the United States and by France, and very recently by our-

.selves. The xvational Physical Laboratory at Teddington is only partially a
State institution. We give it a very small annual Grant, just about a tenth of

wliat the Germans give to their corresponding Institution, and much less than
the United States and France give. It has a splendid staff and it is doing
valuable work in aid of certain of our industries. But it is starved, and but
little interest is taken in it. In Germany this kind of institution is regarded
as a necessary part of the Executive brain. Here we ignore it. It is time for

the State to take the lead in this direction also, if we are to hold our own in

the international competition which is more and more coming to depenfl on
the application of science to industry.

I have resei-ved to the last not the least of the great administration reforms
which await accomplishment, that of the Board of Trade. 1 am writing these
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lines in Germany, where I am surrounded by evidence of the things the

Government does to help the manufacturing and industrious classes. Germany

is not a country to be copied. In the main things are better with ourselves.

But she is a country to be studied, and we have some things to learn from that

study.

It is illustrative of the point to refer to the case of the use of Alcohol for

manufacturing purposes. Up to 1902 our law treated the manufacturer who
used alcohol and the man who drank it as on the same footing. They had each

to pay a duty of about 1,000 per cent., or else to use it in the polluted form of

methylated spirit. In 1902, in the Budget discussion, some of us agitated for a

change in the law in the interest of the British manufacturer, whom we believed

to be injured in the competition, especially with Germanj^ for the market for

dyes, cellulose products, drugs and other products which required cheap and pure

alcohol for their production. We got Sir Michael Beach to change the law, and

we then asked the present Chancellor of the Exchequer to appoint an expert

Committee. This he did, with the result that the law is to be still further

reformed, and the British Manufacturer is to have new chances. But in prepar-

ing its highly interesting Report the Committee discovered that want of

scientific knowledge had hit our manufacturers more hardly than even want of

cheap alcohol. Here is an abstract from that Report, which has just been pub-

lished, recording what they ascertained from the German witnesses to be their

views of the cause of the failure of the British Nation to keep the lead in coal

tar dye industry, itself the discovery of Perkin and other British Chemists :

—

"They were unanimously of opinion that the real cause of the

"failure of the dye industry to develop in the United Kingdom was the

"lack of appreciation by British Manufacturers of the scientific side of

" the Industry. Thirty and forty years ago the whole business was con-

" ducted by the manufacturer without much thought of its scientific

"aspects, and without any adequate recognition of the place of the trained
" chemist in connection with it. In Germany the case was different.

" There the rise of the industry coincided with an immense development of

"activity in the study of organic chemistry and its application to industry,.

" stimulated largely by the influence of Kekule, his coadjutors and imme-
" diate followers. Dr. Glaser gave it as his opinion that Kekule's conception
" of the Chemical structure of benzol was the germ out of which has grown
" the modern colour industry. The output of chemists by the German,

"Universities was relatively enormous, and has continued to be so for the
" past forty years, and the services of competent chemists became obtain-

"able at salaries of no more than £100 per annum. Consequently they
" were engaged by hundreds to act practically as foreman in the Works,
"and the whole of the subordinate provision was in the hands of scienti-

" fically trained men. This was of immense advantage to the business of
" manufacture, and at the same time it provided a large field from which

"to select the more competent men for the work of research and invention;

"and those thus advanced were given a leading part in the management
"and the profits of the business. Nothing of the kind was possible in

" England at that time, perhaps it is not so even now."

Comment by me on these words, published a few weeks ago, is superfluous.

The main defects of tlie Board of Trade are twofold. In the first place, as

the outcome of our ridiculous traditions, this oflice is, though a Cabinet one, of

secondary rank, in point both of status and of salary. Our system of ministerial

arrangements is thoroughly antiquated and ought to be reformed root and
branch. There are five Secretaryships of State which rank along with the
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Ottice of First Tx)rfl as cf the first class. These fall as prizes to the most uupur-

tant .ne.nhers of the party that co.ne into otHce Then there are the second-

rate cabiiiet places with which provision has to be nmde for the lesser men

The result is that the chances are adverse to the occupant of the othce of

President of the Boanl of Trade bcin- a man who is specially htted to till it

\nd vet every year this position is hecomin- a more important .jne. Uie tirst

necessity is to improve the position of the Othce. A glance at its origin shews

wliv this is unsatisfactory from a modern point of view.

the Board of Trade was established as a permanent Committee ot tlie 1 iny

Council in 1786, and its present constitution is based on the Order m Council

of that vear There have been since its foundation two changes in its organi-

sation the appointment of an independent President,- and the substitution of a

Parliamentaiv Secretary for the old Vice-President. These two oftcials to-day

eonstitutt> the actual Board, and thVy are assisted by a permanent staff. The

Board is chiefly concerned with the relation of the State to Trade, inc uding

Shippin-, Puiihvavs, Jiankruptcy, and other matters. It is also charged with

the preparation and publication of Statistics, including statistics ''elating to

Labiur But it is not a Ministry of Labour. That subject fa Is to the depart-

ment of the Home Secretary. It is therefore by no means odd that, in view of

the close relation of Labour to Trade interests, there should have arisen a demand

that the present administrative scattering should cease, ihere seem to be in-

deed, three principal heads under which the reform of the Board ot Irade is called

for The first is that the ])Osition of its Chief should be dcNeloped into that of

a crreat Minister of Commerce, watching more closely, and with more adequate

machinery at his dispo.sal, over the interests of our foreign and Home Trade^

The second is that he should also be, to some extent at least, a Minister ot

Labour, and should have certain, if not all, of the powers which are now

assigned to the Home Office over .Alines, Factories, and other matter.s aftecting

the workiu<' classes. The third is that much more information should be col-

lected and published about trade and labour at home and abroad.

If these reforms are to be made it would seem that there ought to be tvvo

Parliamentary Under Secretaries, instead of one as at present, to represent Irade

and Labour respectively. The Official Staff would have to be re-organised in

accordance with this division, and in addition there would be necessary an

Intelh-ence Department which should deal with statistics on a more comp ete

basis than at present, and which should among other things collect a complete

•ind carefully indexed library available for public information of home and

foreign publications relative" to trade and industry. Ihe import^xnce of a

really svstematic index of the available information contained in British and

foreign "publications on these topics can hardly be exaggerated. It is not too

much to say that for practical purposes such an mdex does not exist. ^ aluable

as was the information published by the Board of Trade during the recent fiscal

Controversy, it became plain that much more was wanted. As to home Trade

we know almost nothing. The United States Government issues a deceminal

Census of their home Manufactures which contains an enormous mass ot intor-

mation. This may be imperfect. But it is better than having nothing-wlnch

is our case A<'ain the Board of Trade is only now improving its old classification

of Exports and Imports. Formerly the statistics were given merely with

reference to the Ports of Shipment. Now we are getting de ails of the Comitries

of origin and destination, a great improvement. But much remains still to be

done During the Tariff controversy I was struck with the fact that so far

from' the markets of the great protecting Countries becoming gradually closed

to us they must in reality be opening. For their export trade is increasing and

the goods exported are, with them as with us, paid for by an increasing quantity
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of goods imported. Particular industries may suffer, but in the aggregate new

and increasing openings must be arising. I found from an examination of the

German, Russian, and French Statistics that this was actuall}' so. I worked

the point out with such materials as I could obtain and published the results.

But I sought in vain in our own official publications for the figures. Certainly

we ought to have full information as to what industries are suffering from

foi-eign Tariffs and what are not. We ought further to have the benefit of

more complete official study of the statistics collected by Foreign Governments

than we have now. Again we ought to be fully advised about such matters as

Tariff Charges abroad, actual and prospective ; currency changes and present

and prospective financial conditions ; crop conditions and prospects, and other

matters of detail, information as to which is not readily accessible to our traders.

These want to know why they are losing a trade, and where they may develop a

new one. This involves sj'^stematic survey cf¥ the periodical condition of British

trade and a parallel series of reviews of the industries of other Countries. Some
of the work may prove of too special a character for the Department. If so it

should be open to the Minister to go to the Head of the Government and get

special scientific assistance such as was suggested in the earlier part of this

paper. Provision for such special assistance is made both in Germany, where
the Government calls in, when requisite, ^'Wissenschafliche Hiifsarheiter" and
also I believe, though I do not know this at first hand, in the United States,

particularly in the American Labour and Statistical Bureau. We should be

the better for special reports furnished to us on occasions by men of the standing

and special knowledge of Professor Mai-shall and Professor Ashley. Moreover
the Consular Service needs much improvement, and its investigations and
reports should be made in a more systematic form and after consultation with

the Board of Trade. The French and German Consuls communicate directly

with their Trade Ministers, and this much at the very least is requisite with us.

I have endeavoured to indicate some of the points to be included in any great

scheme of reform of this Department of the State ; that the public is i-eady for

such reform the report of the recent Committee on the subject shews. But
here as elsewhere the work can be accomplished only by new and fresh minds,

and with the accession of energy, which comes after a General Election.

The next Ministry will have a very difficult task. Its supporters have been

trained in the ways of Opposition, and not in the straight and narrow path of

support to a Government. It is only with the display of capacity and of mind
in its Chiefs that the requisite authority and discipline will be obtained. The
rank and file must feel that they are fighting for what is worth getting.

The battles in the Houses of Parliament will be mainly over legislation, and the

results may prove sometimes disappointing even when adequate.

That is why I suggest that there is an additional and not in the least alterna-

tive field open to the Liberal Party, upon which it would do wisely to enter.

Nothing done here will interfere with other parts of its programme. No great

amount of Parliamentary time will be consumed. The recess is better for the

work than the period while Parliament is sitting. No opposition is able to

obstruct this kind of work. What is wanted is a band of resolute and capable

men furnished with fresh ideas and united for the accomplishment of a common
plan.

R. B. HALDANE.
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GEORGE N. BARNES,
Secretary to the Amalffamated Society of Engineer5, Chairman of

the National Committee of Organised Labour, and Parliamentary

Candidate for Hutchestown Division of Glasgow.

That George Barnes is known to be a

coming man in British politics is one

of the most cheering signs on the

political horizon. In the Labour
world he has long since arrived ; and
the position he holds there is a nota-

ble witness to the insight and judgment
of the working classes behind him.

The prospect of his arrival in the

House of Commons encourages new
hopes for the future of that sadly dis-

credited assembl}-. For he embodies
the elements most needed in our

legislature. He is one of the best

types of British Labour.

He belongs to the working people

by blood and bone, as well as by their

choice and his own. He is a native

of Scotland, having been born at

Lochee on January 2nd, 1859. Thanks
to the migratory habits of his parents,

his boyhood was spent in diflerent

parts of Great Britain, finding a home
now in Lancasliire, now in Middlesex,

and again in Scotland. Thus, though
es.sentially and unmistakably Scotch, he

is much more of a Southron than
many of his compeers whose formative

years were all spent north of the

Border. His only schooling was taken
in England. He used to attend an
Anglican school at Enfield Highway,
which cost him daily a two-miles'

trudge there and two miles back. He
finally left school just before complet-

ing his eleventh year to start work in a

jute factory. He began his apprentice-

ship in the engineering line in London
when he was 13, completing it five

years later in Dundee. At 18 he set

out from home as an independent

workman, and followed his trade for

fifteen years in Scotland, Lancashire

and London.
Needless to sa}^ he was a strong

Trade Unionist. His abilities and the

confidence he inspired won for him an
ever-increasing inHuence in the coun-

cils of his craft. In 189l* he was pro-

moted to a post in the general offices of

the Amalgamated Society of Engineers.

After holding this office for three

years, he returned to the workshop for

a year or two. Then, eight years ago,

he was elected to tlie proud position of

General Secretary to the A.S.E. That
organisation is, if not the strongest,

one of the strongest Tiade Unions in

the world. It contains some 96,000 of

the ablest and best paid and the most
trusted of British workmen. It is also

one of the compactest and best dis-

ciplined of our industrial armies. Its

power was grimly shown in the eight-

hours' struggle which began in 1897
and for many months paralysed the

mechanical activity of Great Britain.

The elective head of such a force is a
far more weighty factor in the general

life of the community than many a
Cabinet Minister.

Mr. Barnes owes his position to
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none of those arts which the terrified

imagination of the employing class is

apt to associate with the successful

Labour Leader. He is no lurid

demagogue or platform incendiary or

wily panderer to the passions of the

mob. His speeches are as innocent of

turgid rhetoric as of claptrap ; the}^

show as little trace of truculence as

of sycophancy. Their note is common-
sense touched with emotion and
governed by conscience. Mr. Barnes
charms his hearers by his transparent
sincerity, his evident desire to get at

the facts, his pi'actical earnestness,

and his broad human sympathy. Here,
you feel, is a man of level head, large

heart and lofty principle, with resolute

convictions of his own, yet fairminded
to those who diflfer from him ; above
all, a genial brotherly soul. In a

word, it is in his character that his

power lies. In the conduct of the

A.S.E. he has an ever - increasing

demand for the exercise of his dis-

tinctive qualities. In conjunction

with colleagues he is for ever moving
from part to part of his huge dio-

cese, mediating between masters and
men, endeavouring at once to secure

with the least possible friction the

concession and the acceptance of the

best terms available. \n ninety-nine

cases out of a hundred, his task is that

of a peacemaker. Only very rarely

and very reluctantly is resource to

sterner measures adopted. The Em-
ployers' Federation knows and respects

him. And mutinous branches of

the A.S.E., even when they dominate
the constituency which he aspires to

represent in Parliament, know that he
will speak his mind. The strength

of the man is seen in the fact that he

calmly perseveres with his candidature

unmoved by conflict with his members,
and perhaps tlie most remarkable proof

of his magnetic grasp is tliat though de-

feated in thefightfor aneight-hours'day

his position in the A.S.E. was stronger

than it was Viefore—stronger after

,defeat than the position of many a

Jabour leader after a triumphant
>yictory.

As Secretary, Mr. Barnes is also

editor. He has made the Journal of

the A.S.E. more than a trade register.

He has developed it into a real maga-
zine, an organ of technical instruction

and a channel of general literary

interest. In the papers which he
contributes there are many gleams of

poetic, almost of mystic insight.

The scant schooling of his earlier

days has been more than made up by
the wide reading and travel of his

maturer life. He is a great admirer
of John Bright, a diligent student of

his speeches, and he is also a reader of

Ruskin, and, thanks to his initiative,

the A.S.E. has made several levies for

the support of Ruskin Hall, at Oxford.

He takes care to keep himself in

touch with the current of periodical

literature. He has paid several visits

to Germany and closely studied the

conditions of German labour. He was
also a member of the Mosely Commis-
sion and contributed his i-eport on a

comparison between American and
British Labour. He is an enthusiastic

advocate of improved education, tech-

nical and general, both for workmen
and masters. He is convinced that

Britain in competition with other

nations sufiers most from the lack of

suitable training in the directors of

industry.

Like most British Labour leaders,

Mr. Barnes has not denied himself the

privileges of domestic life. Mr.
Barnes' birthday is always celebrated

by a children's party, find the sight of

the great Trade Unionist romping
with the youngsters on that festive

occasion might reach the heart of

even the most militant capitalist.

Another glint of the man's inner life

appeared one day when in address-

ing a company of working men
he deplored the fact that the general

movement towards reform had come
to a standstill, and he asked from
what quarter were we to look for fresh

impetus for the cause of progress. It

would not come, he said, from the clash

of parties or the conflict of economic

forces. It certainly would not come
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fruin the ethical societies with their

chop-logic. It would only coino through

the bursting forth afresh of those

religious instincts which remain deep

and indestructible in the heart of the

masses of the people.

Mr. Barnes has never allowed eitlier

the Trade Unionist or the paterfamilias

to swallow up the citizen. Early in

his career he was actively associated

with the Land lleform Movement
initiated by Mr. Henry George. To
all the leading social reforms he has

given frank and sustained support.

He was one of the founders of the

National Committee of Organised

Labour, which came into being in

1899 to promote the enactment of

pensions for all in their old age. This

was the movement which fiistdrew the

previously warring sections of British

Labour into effective agreement. In

combining Socialist and Individualist,

old school and new, Liberal and Tory,

on the demand for justice to the aged,

3Ir. Barnes displayed those synthetic

gifts which are distinctive of him. He
is essentially a cohesive personality,

and the diffusion of his spirit formed a

sort of vital cement to solidify the new
edifice of industrial unity. In the

subsequent concentration of working-

class force which took shape in the

Labour Representation Committee,

Mr. Barnes naturally found himself

at home. Without desiring to antago-

nise either of the historic parties in

the State, Mr. Barnes feels that the

education of both parties and the

welfare of the nation will be best

advanced by the formation of a self-

dependent Labour pai-ty. He has

been clK)sen as the Labour candidate

for Hutchestowni in Glasgow. Should

he be returned, great hopes are enter-

tained of the constructive effect which

his character and capabilities will pro-

duce amid the chaos of Parliamentary

factions.

For Mr. Barnes is an eminent
example of tlie sort of man which
]>ritish workers select to administer

ttieir affairs. The great national

Trade Unions are piimarily not so

much organs of agitation or industrial

war ag huge business concerns. On
the way in which they are conducted
depends the wasting or saving of tens

of thousands of pounds, and, what is

even more vividly recognised, the

presence or absence of food and
warmth in tens of thousands of homes.

Among the qualities required in

their management a sound judgment,

a conciliatory temper, a ready tact

stand far before mere platform gifts,

desirable though these be. The
British workman enjoys rhetorical

fireworks as much as any man, nor is

he above appeals to his vanity or class

prejubice. But he has more than the

average Englishman's distrust of

the brilliant orator. He has an
uneasy feeling that the master of

phrases is not always master of

the facts, that truth may suffer by
being squeezed into an epigram, that a

tongue so plausible can persuade to

any course, right or wrong, expedient

or inexpedient. He would as little

trust a mere talker with the manage-
ment of a great Trade Union as he
would trust a clever barrister in an
Admiralty Court to fit a ship with her

engines, or a successful railway lawyer
to run the Flying Scotsman.

That the British workman is begin-

ning to act on the same principle of

selection in the choice of our national

directors forms the significance of the

appearance of men like Mr. Barnes in

the Parliamentary arena. The nation

as a whole may well greet his arrival,

for he represents a new and sorely

needed type of statesman. He is the

product of a newly discovered school of

statesmanship. For compare with his

the traditional training ofour legislators.

^^'hat is a course at Eton or Oxford
beside eight years spent in assisting to

administer the aftairsof a great national

organisation like the Amalgamated
Society of Engineers ? With a mem-
bership of well-nigh one hundred
thousand artisans holding in their

hands for better or for worse the
industrial efficiency of Great Britain,

that body is a State in itself, and its
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Head must be no mean master of State-

craft. Every day he is bound to be faced

with the actual conditions of life which
press so heavily upon the vast masses of

the population and clamour for reform

;

conditions which the fledgeling from
public school and university has often

only seen afar off, thi-ough the windows
of castle or mansion. Again and again he
is called upon to exercise the deftest of

diplomacy in the settlement of disputes

between employer and employed, in

adjusting strained relations between
different Unions or different branches

of the same Union ; a diplomacy re-

quiring tact as nice and attended with

perils almost as formidable as are

involved in the conduct of international

relations. The nation is beginning to

learn that in those who have graduated

in the management of our great Trade
Unions there is a reserve of statesman-

ship which will stand us in good stead

when Parliament ceases to be a bedlam
of babblement, and becomes a real work-

shop for the shaping of such measures
as will promote plenty at home, peace

abroad, and happiness everywhere.
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OLD=AQE PENSIONS.
By GEORGE BARNES.

The Cast Off.—On the Road.

Some time ago, during one of my walks abroad, I overtook an old woman on

a country road, and in the course of a walk together for a mile or two I elicited

her life's history, which might indeed be called a life's tragedy.

She was a widow, her husband, who had been a contractor's man, having been

killed some twenty five years before, or, as she put it—with that naive habit

common to the poor of associating their own private misfortunes with some out-

standing public calamity—" he was killed the year after the Tay Bridge,"

meaning, of course, the year after the falling of tlie Tay Bridge. She had
followed the fortunes of the same class of worker to which her husband liad

belonged, a class with which I was familiar during mv life as a working

engineer, and which has, I know, many claims of a special character to connnend

it to favourable consi(ieration, in addition to those to which elo(iuont testimony

was borne, many years ago, by Sir Thomas Brassey in his interesting comparisons

between English and Eui'opean navvies. It is more distinctively British,

perhaps, than any other class of labour, being recruited mostly from the inland

districts during the progress of public works, but being migratory, has no vote,

and, until the advent of Mr. John Ward and the Navvies Unit)n a few years

-ago, it had no voice in the Councils of the nation. Its members are rough of

speech as well as strong of limb, industrious almost beyond the point of virtue
;

spending freely and having that tinge of mysticism which an open country life

brings to the simple mind.

Of such was my companion of the country road. She had earneil her living

for twenty-five years by washing and similar work for the navvies and engine

drivers on public works, flitting from place to place with her ft'llow workers,

until at 64 years of age «he had reached the borderlaiul of "age and

want, that ill-matched pair," which rounds off" the life of the average manual

worker. The workhouse seemed to be her only refuge after a life of laboui', and

she was making a supreme eff"ort to escape its foibidding portals by tramping to

her native place of Doncaster, where she hoped to find asylum in the home of a

married daughter. She had no complaint to make, taking the position with

quite stoic courage, but, as she left me and I looked after the brave old soul
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trudging along to complete the seventeen miles which was to be her day's task,

old-age pensions appealed to me more strongly than ever before. My mind pro-

jected itself forward to Doncaster, which, in all probability, she would reach in

a few days. I saw the home of her married daughter, and I knew the hand-to-

hand struggle going on there to spread the wages of a labouring man over the

necessities of a growing family. I knew the mingled feelings with which the

poor wanderer would be hailed, and the deepening poverty consequent upon

another mouth to fill, and, even beyond that, I looked forward to the canker

which would begin to eat into the heart of the old wage earner, when no longer

able to maintain herself.

The Problem in Its Magnitude.

Multiplied by a million such is the old-age problem as it exists in Great

Britain to-day. The old veteran of the workshop when no longer able to make
profit for employer ; the widow, broken in health and spirit by incessant

toil ; the factory worker unable longer to keep up with the increased speed of

factory life ; simply throw themselves on the bounty of friends and relatives, to

whose credit, be it said, the appeal is seldom made in vain. Or, if friends fail,

the)' perforce throw themselves on the parish and end their days in the cheerless

walls of the " house." Those whose lot it is to get an inside knowledge of the

homes of working people, or who have experience of workhouse life, are familiar

with these aged relics, but they are seldom heard of in the outside world

except in figures of Old-Age Commissions and Committees of Enquiry.

Let us consider the question in its magnitude as indicated by Government

figures. A return obtained from Parliament last year, on the initiative of Mr.

Thomas Burt, shows that there were 490,513 paupers over 60 years of age in

England and Wales alone—exclusive of lunatics. The number of paupers

over 65 years of age on September 1st, 190.3, was 284,265, but these are

exclusive, not only of lunatics, but also of those whose wives or children had

obtained relief. The report states that the number of paupers over the age of

65 has increased since 1892, and on that date as well as throughout, up to 1903,

"formed more than half of the total number of paupers over 16 years of age."

The figures and evidence supplied by Lord Aberdare's Old-Age Commission

of 1895 cover the ground most completely, as they take in the whole of the

United Kingdom, and although somewhat out of date, they best convey an

adequate idea of the extent of the problem. They give the number of people

over 65 years of age as 1,980,000, and these may probably now reach two

millions. The number in want varies from district to district ; London show-

ing a high percentage of old-age paupers, while the provinces are below the

average, but, taking the figures as a whole, the Commissioners found that

"nearly 20 per cent, of the total population over the age of 65 receive

parish relief on any one day, and 30 per cent, in the course of a year. Deduct-

ing those belonging to classes above the possibility of want, it is evident that

the percentage of those actually relieved must be greatly increased."

This means that there are about 400,000 paupers at any given date who are

over 65 years -of age, and it is fair to assume that there are a great many more
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on the venje of pauperism. The figures give thirty as the percentage for a

year, so that some (i()(),()UU are pauperised at all events once a year.

But we have not yet plumbed the depths of poverty in old age, inasmuch as

the figures given are but a symptom of it. There are many who prefer death

hv starvation rather than resource to the jjarochial authorities, .so that it

is safe to say that over a million old people over the age of r>5 are either in

want or on the borderland of want.

Politicians, Promise, Proposal, Performance.

I pictured on my country ramble what ought to be their lot ; and what m'ujht

be if Parliamentarians would turn their eyes from the end of the earth and give

heed to the needs of the people at home.

I imagined my worn-out friend in receipt of a small peiisiem from the State,

carrying with it no stigma of pauperism, but hers by right and in recognition

of her life's work, sufficient to give her a place without sense of dependence at

the ingle neuk of her people, where her declining years would taper off" in a

well-earned and honoured rest, the daughter meantime ministering to her few

needs, and the third generation adding the cheer which only the young can give.

This rich country of ours has not yet, however, attained to this simple act of

justice. The aged and worthy poor are dependent upon their friends, or, being

driven to bumbledom for the bare neces.saries of life, are treated without

discrimination, in common with, and on terms suitable to, the wastrel or the

criminal. Promises and proposals in regard to pensions have in turn served

their purpose in exploiting the poor for political profit, but of performance there

lias been not a scrap on the part of those who have climbed to office and power.

Ample provision has certainly been made for highly placed Parliamentarians

and soldiers, civil servants and public officials of all grades, but for the manual

worker nothing but words, words, and still words. No effort has been made to

give legislative embodiment to the principle of pensions except as applying U)

those least in need of them. A lieturn of the Hou.se of Commons dated last

August gives, for instance, the names of certain Right HoiK)urable ex-Cabinet

Ministers who, if not poor in purse, had certainly been poor enough in spirit to

([uarter themselves on the public purse during the previous thirty-six years to

the tune of £110,000 in pensions for short periods of service, during which they

were in receipt of large salaries. Of some politicians it might indeed be said

that thev have been too Vjusy looking after themselves to find time to redeem

prt)mises made to constituents—in the words of the old jingle,

" They have revelled underneath the moon.

And basked beneath the sun,

They have lived a life of ' going-to-do,'

And died with nothing done."

Mr. Frederick Rogers, in an article in "The Treasury of April, 1905,' says

that Old-Age Pensions were discussed in the time of Edward the Sixth. I hope

we may see the discussion come to fruition in the reign of our justly popular

Edward the Seventh. Indeed the present occupant of the Throne might well
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add to the prestige he has ah-eady won by following the example of his youthful

predecessor, who had, we are told, a Committee formed, over which the Lord

Mayor presided, and of which the Bishop of London, two Aldermen, six

commoners and eight " worthy citizens " were members, and which recommended

for " the honest and decayed householder, that he should be relieved at home at

his house and in the parish where he dwells by a weekly relief and pension."

The only alterations I would suggest are that the King himself should take the

place of the Lord Mayor, and the Committee be formed of those who represent

the great industrial organisations, with the Bishop thrown in.

During comparatively recent times the discussion of State Pensions has

ranged about the two pi'inciples, contributory and non-contributory ; that is to

say, those schemes requiring contributions from the individual recipient, and

those giving the pension entirely from public funds. The logic of events as

well as the weight of argument has been, I think, entirely in favour of the latter

principle, which, promoted by Mr. Charles Booth, has been endorsed by the

Trade Union Congress, the Co-operative Congress, the National Conference of

Friendly Societies, and by special conferences covering all the great working-

class organisations at any time during the last five years. I shall endeavour in

what here follows to give the arguments in favour thereof, as well as to deal with

a few of the arguments which have been urged on the other side.

Examination of Alternate Methods.

First let me briefly deal, however, with some of the methods which have been

advocated, and to some extent practised, for making provision for old age.

First of all, there is that of individual effort. It is said by some that the poor

are themselves to blame, that they should have made some provision in the time

of their strength and manhood. Examine this in the light of fact. Mr.

Chai'les Booth tells us that about one-third of the population in the East End
of London have to exist somehow on wages less than twenty-one shillings per

week per family. Mr. llowntree tells us that these figures may be applied

with equal truth to York, and it is probable that wage conditions throughout

the country generally are even worse than the conditions revealed by these

figures in respect to London and York.

A few weeks ago Mr. Winfrey, the well-known Norfolk publicist, initiated a

discussion in the columns of the Daily News, on the condition of the Norfolk

labourer, whose wages, he said, were fourteen shillings per week, and this was

followed by other correspondents, one of whom said that he could give the

names and addresses of many who were receiving not more than ten to twelve

shillings per week, and another who gave the case of an old man whose wages

had been about ten shillings, who had never received parish relief, still working

at 86 years of age, and "looking forward with hopefulness to a speedy

death in order to avoid the other necessary alternatives—pauperism and

disenfranchisement.

"

It is simply fatuous to talk of saving in the light of facts such as these.

Economic pressure tends to reduce wages of the unskilled but nevertheless
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useful worker to the level of Ijare subsistence. The wages of the great mass of

the people are scarcelv enough to cover the decencies, let alone the comforts, of

civilised life, and I therefore dismiss the idea of saving as beneath serious

consideration ; discreditable alike to the heart and head of those who urge it.

There are two other methods which have been to some extent practised, but

neither of which offers any full solution. First of these is the .system of

purchasing State annuities. Acting on the principle of " to him who hath shall

be given," these have been made the basis for proposals to give grants from the

State to those purchasing them. Such schemes can never touch the necessitous,

and in fact are not likely to touch in any large i»ro]M)rtion even the well-to-do.

State annuities were instituted in iSG.j, and but a few thousands have, as yet,

been taken up.

The Old-Age (Royal) Cnmuiission, 189-"), in its report says that " deferred

annuities are un})opular, not <mly with the working classes, but with every other

class in the community." In the evidence of the Commission Canon Blackley

says that " The vast majority of the thrifty . . . cannot be induced to

begin paying for a period which they may never live to enjoy." The Chief

Registrar of Friendly Societies (Bral)rook) says "that he never met more than

one person in his life who had bought one."

The reasons for the unpopularity of deferred pensions are not far to seek.

The young man does not look favourably upon paying away money for an old

age which he may never reach, money which might be better used for supporting

wife and family. Out of one hundred workmen of 25 years of age, not

more than forty live to (>"), and even these are subject to unemployment,

sickness, and various mischances of life, which are quite enough to cope with

without being further saddled with old-age liabilities which they may not be

able to fulfil. Yet this scarecrow of deferred annuities has been made the ba.sis

of schemes innumerable by the Parliamentarians, and has, I think, been treated

far more seriously than a consideration of the facts and figures bearing upon it

would seem to justify.

The second but still inadequate method of dealing with the matter collectively

is through the Trade Unions and the Friendly Societies, and it is but fair to say

that this method has been more helpful than deferred annuities as affecting the

better-paid workmen. Of Unions reporting to the Board of Trade, however,

only a small number make any provision for old age. Of a membership of two

millions, no less than one million four hundred thousand belong to Unions which

make no provision whatever for Old-Age Pensions. Only those in receipt of

comparatively high wages can pay the high contributions exacted by the Unions

which make such provision. The Amalgamated SocietN-^ of Engineers, of which

society I have the honour to be chief ofiicer, supports 4,941, or nearly one-half

of the Trade Union pensioners, and its annual expenditure already exceeds one

hundred thousand pounds sterling in this way. The pensions range from seven

to ten shillings per week, but the engineer pays an average of Is. 9d. per week

into his Union, and even this sum is becoming quite inadequate to the growing

strain of expenditure. Such jniyment is altogether beyond the power of the

agricultural labourer, the factory operative, or woman worker, and these,

according to the evidence of Mr. Charles ]3ooth to the Old-Age Commission,
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form two-fifths of the entire industrial population, and provides eighty per cent.

i}i the pauperism of the country.

These considerations apply, of course, to the Friendly Societies as well as to

the Unions. The two classes of organisations cover the same class of people,

and although thev have done a great deal to spread those burdens of sickness,

unemployment, accident and other mischances of life over the broad back of the

many, which might otherwise have fallen with crushing weight upon the

shoulders of the few, they are quite unequal to the task of solving the question

of Old-Age Pensions.

It has been stated that they might be assisted by State subsidy, and the

offer is a very alluring one. State assistance, laowever, involves State inter-

ference with the administration, and to this Friendly Society and Trade Union

members will never assent. With them it is a matter of first principle that

they must be left to manage their own affairs. They have had to get along up

to now without Governments—and very often in spite of them—and will

continue to do so. Moreover the membership of Friendly Societies and Trade

Unions is for all practical purposes confined to men—and to men in good

health ; and it would be a manifest injustice to tax the women and the

physically unfit who are debarred from membership for the benefit of robust

men more able to look after themselves. State subsidy would be unfair to

others then, as well as unacceptable to the Friendly Society members and

Trade Unionists themselves, and, besides this, all contributory schemes, whether

by way of subsidy to Friendly Societies or Trade Unions, Government or

Insurance Annuities, are all open to the same objection. They all assume a

sufticiency of wage over and above living requirements during working life

—

that is to say, they assume something contrary to the fact, and for this reason I

am glad that contributory schemes have been ruled out by Lord Rothschild's

Committee as well as argued olit in discussion due largely to the initiation of

Mr. Charles Booth. The field has thereby been cleared for something better.

The Only Way.
I submit tliat the only solution is in the recognition by the State of the

principle of universal pensions, drawn from the national exchequer, paid as a

civic right to all fully-qualified citizens who claim at a given age, and without

respect to sex or social status. Most of the proposals hitherto made have had
reference only to men, and to men who are poor. I submit that women are

just as much entitled as are men, or even more so, because less able to make
provision for themselves, and that pensions must be made applicable to all, and

be drawn from funds to which all subscribe, in order that they may be removed

from the taint of pauperism.

The principle of universality may appear to be a stumbling block to some.

There are those who would freely give pensions to the necessitous, but not to

those who are not in need of them, just as there were some who objected to

giving education freely to the children of the well-to-do thirty-five years ago.

It is evident, howevei', that the same considerations apply to pensions as to

education, and they must be settled in the same way as education was settled,
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namely, as a national concern—as a something to which all are entitled and to

which' all must contribute : and, just as free education—or, more properly

speaking, public provision of education—has led to the elimination of those

feelin-s'^of petty CJiste which ranged round the free and fee schools of the middle

of las^ century, so would the feeling of social stigma now associated with State

payment disappear from the mind of the deserving and s.-lf-respecting poor

with the inauguration of a system of pensions in which rich and i)Oor alike

would be entitled to share.

Similarly in regard to the deserving and the undeserving. There are those who

would discriminate, forgetting that ascertainment of desert is a (luestion involv-

ing some of the most profound and subtle consiilerations with which the mind

of"man has ever been called upon to deal. Heredity, environment, mental bias,

phy.sical equipment, social status, and the temptations to which each individual

had been subjected from youth upwards—all these would enter into the (luestion

as points to be considered in reaching a just conclusion, and a Solomon might

well quail before the task. The average public official—who is not a Solomon-

is the last person in the world who is ever likely to reach such a conclusion.

Discrimination is, in short, an impossibility, and, moreover, misfortune is not

now dealt with in that spirit. The man meeting with an accident iii the work-

shop, or the woman who is lun over in the street, are promptly tak-n to the

hospital, and as promptly d(>alt with by skilled doctors and kindly nurses, their

wounds bound up, and "their sufferings assuaged, although the one may be a

murderer and the other a Magdalen. The broad principle of humanity is

instinctively felt to be the right one, and no enquiry is made as to character or

antecedents. Let us, then, get rid of the Pharasaical .spirit in the treatment of

our aged fellow citizens, and remembering our own shortcomings, "judge not,

lest ye also be judged."

The primary consideration is the making of provision foi' the aged poor, but

in order to do this on terms honourable and acceptable to the poor, provision

must be made for all.

" Oh, but," I can imagine some of my readers now saying, " how about the

cost of pensions to such an enormous number of people I
" Well, how about

it? Surely there cannot be anything very formidable about the cost of

maintaining the old folk of a country which can—and did—pay as much as

would be necessary in money, to say nothing of the sacrifice of life, for the

I)olitical rights of a cosmopolitan crowd of money grabbers in the heart of

Africa.

Much has been said recently about tlie resources of the country, its enormous

trade, its swelling wealth, and its great prestige. But what of these unless

as a result the people find it easier to live, and are relieved of want, and the

fear of want ? Insteti.d of which, intensification of competition and improved

methods of production have been the means of throwing the workman out

earlier in life than ever before. Educational facilities, leading to sharpened wits

and greater efficiency of labour, have been at once the cause and effect of

intensifying the struggle of life so that the very forces which increase wealth,

and wealth-producing capacity, militate against the wealth producers.

Surely something is wrong or this would not be allowed to continue, at all
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events as affecting the old folks among us. Even if something may be said in

favour of subjecting the young and strong to the hurly-burly of the competitive

struggle, surely the aged should be protected from it, and, having done their

share in building up the wealth of the country, should be a legitimate charge

upon the strength and wealth of those who follow.

The Cost in Money.

Taking five shillings per week, or =£13 per year, as the basis, and allowing for

the payment of a pension to every man and woman over the age of 65,

the cost would be twenty-six million sterling per year. But the actual cost

in practice would be by no means so formidable as this outside figure would

seem to indicate, inasmuch as there are large deductions to be made.

First of all there is a large amount of money spent in Poor Law Relief for the

aged, much of it spent in dubious wajj^s with ill results. The cost of maintain-

ing an old person in a workhouse averages nine to ten shillings per week, and in

London it is much more. From twelve to thirteen million pounds sterling is

raised in Poor Rates every year, five millions of it being largely wasted in old-

age maintenance, and, deducting this, the outside figure is reduced to twenty-

one millions, with which a pension might be paid to everyone, from duke to

docker.

But it by no means follows that the duke would claim. As a matter of fact

he is entitled now to send his children to the elementary school free of fees, and

rightly so, since he pays in common with his plebeian neighbour for its mainten-

ance ; but the budding duke is, nevertheless, sent to Eton and Oxford or

Cambridge because it is thought best that he should mingle only with his peers.

And so it would be with pensions on a universal plan. They would be paid only

to the persons entitled to them on a given date at some Government Office—say

the Post Office nearest to the residence of the applicant—and a large number

under these democratic conditions would not claim. Mr. Charles Booth, I think,

estimated the number of these at fifteen per cent, of those entitled, and this

might as well be taken as any other figure. It is just as likely to be under as

overstated. Deducting the fifteen per cent, then, our outside figure is reduced

to something like seventeen millions sterling.

liut there are still large deductions to be made, as there are large numbers of

e.K-public servants, from the cabinet minister to the common constable, already in

receipt of pensions, and who would not, of course, be entitled twice over.

Deducting these from the outside figure already given, it is prolmble that

another two or three millions could be " saved."

Further there are those included in the aged who are not qualified by resi-

dence or labour in tiie country, or who may be disqualified by crime, so that our

formidable sum of twenty-six millions gets reduced to about one-half, which

would be the net cost of giving effect in a practical manner to the principal of

universal State pensions. It is a large sum, but if the country were really in

earnest about the matter the cost would soon cease from troubling and the

objectors be at rest. As a matter of fact the aged poor, as has been said, are

maintained now in a barbxrous sort of way, and, of those maintained by the
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State, the least (Jeserviu!,' fare best. It is the brazen-fat;ed ne'er-do-wells, who

can tell any tale an I submit to any iudii^nity, who for the raoit part brave the

workhouse with success ; the self-respecting and deserving poor often shrink

from the incjuisitorial official mind till compelled by sheer necessity and hunger;

being assisted meantime by fiiends or relatives too often steeped in poverty

themselves.

A Readjustment of the Burden.

Old-Age Pensions will simply msau a readjustment of the burden, and there

are plenty of ways and means open to meet their cost by the community as a

whole. Tiiere is, for instance, the enormous potential source of income accruing

to vacant land, a fund which, although social in origin and growth, has, as yet,

strangely enough been left entirely alone, and is still untapped.

Or resource might be made to the income tax. The savings of the well-to-do

amount every year, I believe, to some two hundred million pounds, one-twentieth

of which wouhl be almost sufficient to cover the cost of the modest pension

which has been suggested.

There are some interesting figures as beaiing upon this point supplied by the

Annual Return of the Inland Revenue Conmiissioners issued a few weeks ago,

which show that the incomes coming under the review of the Commissioners

have increased during the last few years at a i-ate exceeding that of any

previous time in our history, not even excepting the abnormal period of pros-

perity following, and largely consequent upon, the Franco-German War.

The Blue Book, for instance, shows that assessable incomes have increased

from £073,711,9SS in the year 1893-4 to £879,G3S,.")4() for the year ending

1902-3. (The figures for the more recent periods are not yet out). It should

be the business of those who look wise and sit on Treasury benches to tilt some

of this wealth, so as to supply the needful money for pensions ; it is the business

of those, who—like myself—aspire only to be agitatoi-s, to generate the desire

and prom )te the demand for it being done. Half of these incomes, at least,

are wasted in the employment of labour for personal service, in converting a

nation of potential producers into a nation of consuming flunkeys, and are,

therefore, spent as well as obtained in a manner, I believe, inimical to the

interests of the community.

The Objection respecting; Thrift.

Apart from the cost, which seems to me to be the only .seiious difficulty, a

difficulty after all, as has been .shown, more apparent than real, there are

several other objections frequently raised against the universal plan of pensions.

It is said that the incentive to thrift would be lessened. Without considering

whether thrift in the sense here meant is a good thing or not, of which for my
part I have my own opinion, I am (juite sure that thrift would be in no way

lessened by the prospect of a small pension being paid to every person on

reaching a given age.

For what do we find to-day '. Where do we find thrift most practised but

among the comfortably placed in eacli class and section of the connnunity?
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And, on the other hand, where do we find the most thriftless and shiftless but

among those constantly under pressure of misfortune, the chronically hard-up,

whose spirit has been broken, and who are without hope in the world % Instead

of pensions tending to eliminate incentive to thrift I believe that they would

form a nucleus around which effort would grow and fertihse ; they would give

fresh heart and courage to many now crushed by the hopelessness of their

position. The assurance of a small sum being forthcoming at a given age would

lead to efforts being made to do something to add to it, just as we find to-day

that those who have a little have most the desire for more. In short, the lifting of

the treatment of the aged and indigent from the level of the wastrel to the

hi<^her level of the self-respecting old workman would tend to raise the wastrel

out of himself.

Family Life.

Another objection is frequently made thac the sense of filial affection would

be lessened by State pensions relieving the young from the duty of maintaining

their parents. It is curious, by-the-bye, to note the assumption here that

parents are a proper charge upon their children, an idea altogether different to

the theory and practice among the well-to-do, where it is usual for the sons and

dau "-liters to look to the parents for raatei'ial assistance as well as advice and

counsel. But, in any case, filial affection is not likely to be lessened by

improving the position of the parents, making them less dependent and more in

the position of the elders of the comfortably placed.

I do not want to do anything which would diminish that respect for family

life which has been one of our national characteristics. But, consider I there

are some two hundred thousand indoor paupers over the age of 60. Family life

is not respected by pauperising these old folk ; the unity of the family is not

promoted by separating them from their sons and daughters, and filial affection

cannot certainly be engendered by compelling these sons or daughters by process

of law to contribute to their support. On the contrary, the evidence is all the

other way. If they were in receipt of a small payment very many of them

could find a place in the homes of sons or daughters with mutual advantage to

all and probably at less cost to the community.

Sapping Independence

The third and last objection to which I shall allude is that pensions from the

State would sap the independence of the individual, and discourage the making

of provision through Friendly Society and similar agencies.

This is perhaps the most fai'-fetched, inconsequential and even fantastic

objection of all. When pensions are on hand for public officials, from the

Parliamentarian down to the common policeman, never a sap is suggested, and

no one seems to imagine for a moment that the independence of the civil servant

or the schoolmaster is sapped by qualifying for a pension by years of service.

Why, then, this concern for the independence of the struggling poor? No one

really believes in this miserable bogey, but nevertheless it is put forward

against pensions.
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Besides, every indiviilual and every agency ^^ill a,s a matter of fact be left

exactly in the same position relatively as occupied now in the event of universal

pensions being agreeil to. If a person has saved, that person will in old age be

in a better position than another who has not saved by the amount of the

-saving. If a person has subscribed to a Friendly Society or Trade Union, or

even bought an annuity, such person will have the State pension just the same,

and therefore, whatever inducements there may be now to maintaining indepen-

<lence ])V individual effort or provision through mutual helpfulness, they will

still remain, and, as T have before shown, will in fact be encouraged rather

tlian (hscouraged by State aid.

The Practical Application.

How is it to be done? How put in a Bill I I don't know. I am not a

Parliamentary draughtsman and will not expose my 'prentice hand on Bill

framing ; nor do I think the question at all important. AVhat is important is

the getting up of steam behind the demand. That done, Bills will come along

all right. I do not believe that we shall ever get pensions either from Tory or

Liberal Government unless they are forced by political pressure. Three years ago

the thing could easily have been done by the present Government. There was a

surplus almost large enough for the purpose, but other interests were stronger than

the claims of labour. A Liberal Government will probably come into othce soon,

but one looks in vain to the deliverances of Liberal spokesmen for any indication

of help voluntarily coming to the old workman from that quarter. They are

mox'e concerned in retrenchment than wise expenditure.

I conclude, therefore, that the real important thing about pensions, as well as

about a good man}^ other things of social moment, is to get labour well organised

on a political basis, and, just as need gives a new seeing to the cv^es, so would

such organisation clarify the mental vision of politicians and statesmen, and

enable them to see clearly a good many things which they now see as " only

through a glass darkly."

For my part I believe that public opinion would back up any statesman who
really tackled the question in a broad, human, and sympathetic spirit. Our
country has spent millions in money and poured out some of its best and

bravest blood in foreign missions, has opened up the dark places of the Earth

to civilisation, has raised its voice generally on the side of right against might

abroad, and I refuse to believe that it would stubbornly continue to leave its

worn-out workers at home in want and hunger if only a strong lead were given

by those in the seats of authority.

GEORGE N. BARNES.
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NOTE.

The National Committee of Organised Labour at its conference two years

ago discussed and adopted a Bill, the main features of which might here be

given. Mr. Frederick Rogers, of Browning Hall, London, the Secretary of the

Committee, and to whose indefatigable efforts is largely due the development of

opinion in regard to pensions, would, no doubt, be glad to give further

information.

1. The Bill provides for five shillings per week being paid to every British

subject, male or female, applying in the appointed way, and certified to be not

less than 65 years of age, excepting such persons as :

—

(a). Are domiciled outside the United Kingdom.

(b). Were born outside the United Kingdom and have resided less than

20 years in the United Kingdom prior to application.

(c). Are under police surveillance, or

(d). Have on conviction of crime been sentenced to deprivation of pension.

2. Everyone desiring to receive a pension under this Act

(a). Shall apply to the Registrar of Births and Deaths in his district (1) in

person, or (2) in case of the applicant's physical incapacity, in

prescribed and attested form, and next

(b). To the Superintendent Registrar of the same district in like manner,

and

(c). Shall, on satisfying them as to his qualifications, receive from them,

along .with a pension receipt book, a signed certificate to the effect

that he is a duly qualified pensioner.

4. The pensioner shall,

(a). On appearing in person on the day prescribed at the money order

office which is nearest liis domicile, and on presenting his pension

certificate and receipt book, receive his week's pension.

(b). The pension may be paid to a person representing the pensioner only

when there is presented along with his pension certificate and receipt

book a certificate of illness signed by a duly qualified medical man, or

of legitimate absence from home, signed by a county, or borough, or

urban, or rural district councillor.

5. If tlie pensioner becomes chargeable to the Guardians of the Poor as an

inmate of workhouse, or workhouse infirmary, or asylum, his pension shall be

paid over to the Guardians of the Poor responsible for his maintenance, during

such time as he continues to reside under their care.

6. If a pensioner be convicted of any crime he shall forfeit his pension

(a). If he is imprisoned, during imprisonment ; or

(h). Where no imprisonment follows, for such period as the convicting court

shall determine.
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THE

RIGHT HON. ARTHUR J. BALFOUR, M.P.,

PRIME MINISTER AND FIRST LORD OF THE TREASURY.

Mr. Balfouk can haidly be regarded

as a Coming Man. He arrived some

time ago. Neither can he, unfor-

tunately for the Liberal Opposition,

be regarded as a young man.

For, like Marshal MacMahon in the

Malakoff, he says, " Here 1 am, and

here I'll stick." Nevertheless I in-

clude him in this series, because he has

dealt with a great coming question

—

that of Imperial defence—with an

authority which no one else can com-

mand. He has done so in a speech

which he has circulated as a kind of

personal gift to Members of Parliament.

But it is not accessible to the general

public, except in the practical!)' in-

accessible columns of back numbers of

tlie Times newspaper, and the almost

equally inaccessible pages of Hansard.

Even those who have the Tivips file

and the Hansard debates at their

elbow may be glad to have not only

the Prime Minister's discourse but the

authorised construction of the speech

which Lord Esher communicated to

the military correspondent of the

Times. It is neces.sary to include the

latter in this pamphlet, because if so

acute a critic as Lord Esher's cor-

respondent can " miss the points of a

great argument " it is obvious that it

would be impossible to expect the

general public to grasp them without

the assistance so obligingly furnisheil

them by Lord Esher, whose qualifica-

tions for acting as interpreter of the

Prime Minister's views arc undeni-

able.

As Mr. Balfour is not a Coming Man,
it is uiniecessary to devote any space

to his character sketch. It is sulficient

to quote Lord Esher's tribute to the

Prime Minister in his pamphlet on

the Army :

—

" In Mr. Balfour tho country pos-
sessed a Minister, with a mind sharpunud
with dialectics and a temper chastened by
philosophic inquiry, who was peculiarly
fitted for the task of sifting tho often
contiicting opinions of Military and
Naval experts. His judicial summaries
and liiial decisions are recorded in State
papers of quite extraordinary interest
and value." (p. 13).

To this personal tribute may be

added the following extract from the

letter addressetl to Mr. Balfour by
the triumverate Lord Esher, Admiral

Sir John Fisher, and Sir George

Clarke :—
" Wo have l)efore indicated our viow

of the incalculable value of the work of

that Defence C'ommittee, due to tiio

initiate and resource of tho Prime
Minister. We suggest tluit, with few
exceptions, none of your predecessors
since 181.~) was so qualified hy aptitude
and initiation to undertake this special
duty."
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THE DEFENCE OF THE EMPIRE.

In the House of Commons, May lltli, 1905, on going into Committee of Hupply

on the Civil Service Estimates, Class II., Mr. Balfour rose and spoke as

follows :

—

I.—The Committee of Defence.

If I depart from the single precedent which we have on this Vote and hegin

its discussion by a statement, it is because that, having listened to the debates

which have taken place earlier in the year on subjects connected with both the

Navy and the Army, it seems to me that probably it would be convenient to

the Committee if I should endeavour to give some account of the conclusions we
have arrived at on some of the most important subjects which have come under

the consideration of the Committee of Defence.

I may, perhaps, fitly begin by endeavouring to remove a
The Committee misconception which certainly has no iustification in anv-
of Defence solely . . .

Consultative. thing I have ever said or suggested, but which has taken deep

root, and which I shall feel it to be m^'^ duty to contradict

and to dispose of as often as I hear it. This error consists in supposing that

the Committee of Defence is a new executive Department, added to the existing

organisation of the Government, which has in some way the duty thrown upon

it of supervising the Departmental work entrusted to the First Lord of the

Admiralty and the Secretary of State for War. Now that is not the case.

The Committee of Defence is not an executive Committee, and if it were an

executive Committee instead of being a consultative Committee it would be in

the highest degree inexpedient that it should deal with matters of purely

Departmental interest. If the Committee were to be treated as a Court of

Appeal—and some hon. Gentlemen have endeavoured to say as much—against

the decisions come to in tlieir own Departments either by the First Lord of the

Admiralty or the Secretary for War, in the first place the Committee would be

hopelessly overburdened, and in the second place the efficiency of the Depart-

ments which it is supposed to supervise would be destroyed and the responsibility

of the Ministers at the head of them would be absolutely shattered. Our
functions are not, indeed, less important, but they are of a wholly different

character from those which a particular class of critics suppose. It is not for us

to advise, much less to determine, what type of battleship, or armoured cruiser,

oi' fi(;ld gun shall be adopted, or what military organisation or naval distribution

shall be accepted by the Government, by the House, and by the country. But
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The Defence of the Empire. 5

altlioui^h tliese aiv not witliiii llic i>ui\ iow of uiu' functions, I tliink tliat the

loiiLjer our liibouis have gone on the nioro convinced, I believe, is every member

of the CoMiinittee, every Minister who sits on tliat Conunittee, of the necessity

of tlie work which the Committee carries out. I say that in no spirit of

criticism of our predecessors, because we, for the most part, are ourselves first in

this movement. l>ut my sense of astonishment is a growing sense that we

should ever have got on without .some kind of organisation such as we

have now.

Of course, from time to time, the sort of (juestions with

Its Continuity, wliich this Committee has to deal have been confided to

successive Committees appointed ad hoc, consisting of

eminent sailors and soldiers, and no doubt in many cases with a strong civilian

element. These Committees- -and this is the main point to be remembered

—

kept no continuous record. They dealt with a single and isolated subject apart

from other questions; and although their labours remained for all time in the

Ivepoit whicli they gave to the Government or to the House, a. series of

Committees appointed nd hoc is a different thing from one having a continuous

existence, and leaving behind records of its decisions, or it may be indecisi(jns,

for the instruction and use of those who from time to time are called to the

.service of the Crown as responsible Ministers. That want is fdled by this

Defence Committee as it never could be filled by a temporary Committee ; and

T venture to go further and to repeat what I have said before—namely, that as

time goes on I am convinced that the various Colonies of the Empire will bring

before this Conmiittee matters in which they feel special interest, and will send

to this Committee their representatives to act in respect of these matters on

perfect equality with the members of the Committee who sit week after week in

Whitehall. 1 do not venture to prophesy of what Colonial developments this

Committee may prove itself capable ; but we have sown a .seed which may bear

great fiuit, and we have already been enabled to lay foundations on which a

noble building may be erected. Of that there is no question at all.

(Tn replying in the Debate, Mr. Balfour said : It may

its Constitution, seem a paradox, but, after having given the matter the most

careful considei-ation in my power, I have come t(t the

conclusion that the only member of the Defence Connnittee who ought to have

an indisputable right to be a member is the Prime Minister himself. It is

perfectly true that' as a matter of practice and in relation to almost all the

subjects that we have had uiidei- (liscussii)n there have been sunnnoned to the

meetings of the Conujiittee, not as witnesses, but as members, the two members

of the Cabinet responsible for the Army and the Navy respectively and their

chief naval and military advi.sers. The Chancellor of the Exchequer is an almost

constant attendant because, unfortunately, it is impossible to discuss a large

)utiiiber of these questions irrespective of the state of llie national finances.

Constantly, also, (piei-ti<)ns have arisen in which we have l)een obliged to ask the

overbuidened Minister for Foreign Allairs to come to a.ssist us. Indeed he has

asked us to deal with questions in which his own and other Departments are

concerned, and on those occasions, of cour.se, he has to be present. .
In the .same

way the Colonial Secietary attends whenever any question is raised in which the
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6 Coming Men on Corning Questions.

Colonies are directly interested ; and we have had on more than one occasion also

not merely the Colonial Secretary, but the Permanent Under-Secretaiy for the

Colonies, who has given us valuable assistance.

Observe the enormous advantage of this flexibility of

Its Flexibility. constitution. If you laid down fixed members of the

Committee every other person would come to the meetings on

sufferance, either as an additional member or with a different status, and that

would cai-ry with it what would be regrettable in the highest degree—namely,

that when any Colonial representative came over on a question on which the

Colonies were intei'ested, he would not come on precisely the same footing as the

other meml)ers, but in the form, I will not say of a suppliant, but of a witness

or of an ambassador bringing a request, or in some other capacity than that of a

member of the Committee. He is now a full member of the Committee for

a particular purpose, and that arrangement has the advantage of making
known to him the documents of the Committee, some of which are of the most

confidential character, and are not to be scattered broadcast all over the
world.

They remain in the keeping of the only fixed and permanent

Its Records. member of the Committee—namely, the Prime Minister

himself. I admit that that constitution, which has no

statutory obligation, and which can be changed by any successor of mine who
desires to do so, is in itself at first sight singular. But those who habitually

attend the Committee have found it convenient and flexible ; we have not found

it open to any objection ; and if it be urged that it takes away from the

Committee its authorit}', because no one knows of whom it is constituted, I would

say that tlie Minutes state who was present and who agreed to the resolutions at

which the Committee arrived. These resolutions remain on record for the

Ijenefit of ourselves and our successors, and there is not the slightest danger of

the House of Commons believing that the resolutions are expressed on the

authority of an important body, when, as a matter of fact, they are expressed

on the opinion of a single individual who has perhaps very little authority.

The lion. Member for King's Lynn said, and said truly,

Its Legal Adviser, that some questions that the Committee of Defence have

discussed involve verj^ nice points of international law. That

indeed is a fact, as anyone who has served on the Committee during the present

war knows to his cost; but for those purposes we ask the Attorney-General to

attend. He is for those pur-poses a member of the Committee. He comes and

gives us his opinion ; if there is a vote taken he will give his vote, just like any

other member of the Connnittee. 80 that, again, gives a further illustration of

the great adaptability which the present constitution of the Committee gives to

the vai-ying circumstances of the national need).

But the real and main function of this Committee comes

Its Three "^> "^ the first place, where two Departments of the home
Functions. (lovernment are concerned —like the War Oflice and the

A(hniralty, or the Foreign Oflice and the War Oflice and the

Admiralty—as often happens ; and secondly, where the home Government and a

Colonial Government have a common purpose to serve in connection with
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8 Coming Men on Coming Questions.

The first of these great divisions is home defence, and it

The Central ^^ certainly the most important. If liome defence be ill-

Problem, secured, the British Empire, though it may be a magnificent

structure, a magnificent monument, rests on feet, of clay.

We are perfectly useless for purposes of defence in fai'-off seas if the very centre

and heart of the Empire is really open to serious invasion. But though every-

body recognises that this is the central problem of Imperial and national

defence, we go on year after year with something in the nature of a profitless

wrangle between the advocates of different schools to wliich the puzzled civilian

attaches himself either on one side or the other, and which leaves in the general

mind of the country an uneasy sense that, in spite of the millions we are

spending on the Navy and the Army, the country is not after all secure

against some sudden and unexpected attack levelled at us by neighbours

with whom certainly we do not wish to quarrel, but who for some reason

or other may desire to shatter the great fabric of our Empire. It seemed to

us that this long-standing quarrel was the first matter with which we had to

deal.

And remember, this division of opinion goes far beyond

The Possibility the living memories among us. It goes right back to

of Invasion. Elizabethan times. You will find the same two opposed

schools urging the same arguments far back in the time of

Drake. You will find that great soldiers in the sixteenth century believed the

invasion of England possible—great Continental as well as great British

soldiers ; and you will find that British sailors did not believe it possible. If

you go down the stream of time, you come to an exactly similar state of things

during the Napoleonic Wars. There is no doubt that Napoleon conceived that

invasion of these islands was possible. No man studying the facts can accept

the hypothesis put forward by some historians that the materials, the men, and

the ships which Napoleon assembled at Boulogne early in the last century were

merely a feint to distract some other Power. It is certain that Napoleon

believed invasion to be possible ; and it is equally certain that Nelson believed

it to be impossible. You come to a generation later, and you find the Duke of

Wellington, in the forties, in a very famous communication which was made
public at the time, expressing the most serious alar'm, in terms almost pathetic

in their intensity, as to the safety of these islands fiom invasion from aci'oss the

Channel. Sailors, I believe, have been unwavering in their opinion. I am not

aware of any considerable naval authority who has ever held that serious

ovei'seas invasion is a thing of which we need be greatly afraid. But that was

the state of things which we found unaltered when we took up the subject ; and

it appeared to us, I do not say that agreement could be come to, but that

something nearer agreement might be come to than ever had been come to

before, if we could lay down a specific and concrete problem for discussion b}'^

our expert advisers—a problem which, if extreme in its character, should

be extreme against this country, and should assume things far worse than

they are ever likely to be ; but a problem which should not belong either

to the hypothesis advocated by the extreme military or the extreme naval

school.
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71ie Defence of the Empire. 9

I will endeavour to explain what the hypothesis was

"^ihf
^°"'"^.'*^®^'^ which we tlevised in order to attempt io bring this matter,

"Greatest Possible ^ ^^''' "^^ ^^y *° * conclusion which would satisfy everybody,
Weakness." but which would at any rate satisfy every practical man who

chose to devote his mind to the subject. We thought that

we wei-e going far enough in devising a hypothetical state of things adverse to

this counti-y if we assumed that our Army was abroad upon .some oversea

expedition, and that our organised fleets were absent from home waters. I do
not .see that we could be asked to go much furthei- than that. Then the question

ari.ses : What exactly do you mean by the Army being occujiied in some
oversea expedition, and what do you mean exactly when -you say that your
organised fleets are absent from home waters? How do you translate these two
statements into concrete figures {

We thought that we could not be going far wrong a.s

No Army at regards the Army if we assumed our military po.sition to be

1900. what it was during the few days—for it was not more—at

the very worst moment, from this point of view, of the South

African War. As the House is aware, that war threw a .strain upon our

military resources quite unexpected in its magnitude, and the end of February

or the beginning of March, 1900, was the lowest point readied during the whole

oi the war from the point of view of military defences at home ; and as we were

at the moment straining every nerve in meeting the unexpected crisis 7,000

miles away, it did not seem to us that that was otherwise than a reasonable

hypothesis to take as showing the lowest depth which we were ever likely to

reach in the matter of home defence. The actual state of the home Army at

the beginning of tliat week—because the position impro\ed afterwards—was as

follows:—We had 17,000 infantry and cavalry, and twenty-six batteries of

artillery ; and that was the Regular Force that we had at home in organi.sed

units. We had 141,000 A^olunteers wlio would, under the existing organi.sation,

be used foi- garrisons ; thcie were 8r),000 Volunteers remaining ; there were

regiments of Militia, and there were .soldiers under age, soldiers ill, and .soldiers

insurticiently trained, who were not in any organised units at all. As regards

the Volunteers, their number was lai-ge, but from the point of view of a field

army they were not organised, and there was not in the country at that

moment any machinery for organising them. There was no headquarters staflf

and no sufticient arrangements for instantaneously using them as a field army.

Though no doubt, with sulHcient notice, that organisation could be improvi.sed

more or less, it did not exist at the precise psychological moment to which I ask

the House to direct its attention. That is what we mean by .saying that our

Army is absent on an oversea expedition.

But what do we mean by saying that the Fleet was away

—

And no Orerinised ^''^*^^ wandered off somewhere into space—and what degree of

Fleet. maritime helplessness did that leave us in I I ought, perhaps,

before answering my own question, to say that this idea of

our organised fleets being lost in obscurity, in some unknown ocean, is a very

extreme one to take, and it is not one which I can bring myself to pretend to

the House comes very much within the region of reasoned probability. But let
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us take it that the Mediterranean Fleet, and the Atlantic Fleet, and the Home

Fleet, were, like the China Fleet, far away from these shores, incapable of

taking any part in repelling invasion of our shores.

It may be worth reminding the House that even if the

Our Real Reserve Home Fleet of twelve battleships and the Atlantic Fleet

Fleet. of eight battleships were away, we should, under the new

Admiralty system, ha^ e ready for sea in a comparatively few

hours—I believe that six hours would be sufficient— six battleships, and six

first-class cruisers in reserve, with nucleus crews ready to put to sea at very

short notice—as soon as the fires are lighted, in fact—and capable, when they

put to sea, of taking part in an action, because, as the House knows, they will

be manned by crews thoroughly acquainted with them, who do not come as

strangers, and who have gone through all those peace evolutions which are the

necessary prelude to war. "VVe should have at home besides, irrespective of the

organised fleets of which I speak, the twelve cruisers which cruise in home

waters ; there would be twenty-four destroyers in commission ; and there would

be in reserve with nucleus crews, ready for very rapid action, no less than

ninety-five more torpedo craft, some of them destroyers, some of them torpedo

boats proper. That would be the position if our organised fleets were

away.

But I am ready to take the hypothesis even at a lower level than I have put

it ; because, when this subject was first examined by the Defence Committee,

the new Admiralty plan was not in oj)eration, and the reserve squadron ships,

though they existed, could not be counted on at that time for rapid action and

mobilisation— rapid action and mobilisation being action and mobilisation

measured not in days but in hours. I have omitted from that enumeration

submarine boats, on which, no doubt, expert opinion may differ, but which, I

believe, are destined to be of great importance, if not in naval warfare generally,

• yet in that part of naval and military warfare which consists in an attempt to

land soldiers in crowded seas upon a hostile coast.

I have now descrilwd tlie actual condition of Great Britain

-r, , . ., . and Ireland at wliat seems to me its moment of greatestThe Irreducible
.

°

Minimum Invading j)Ossible weakness, a moment of weakness which we did reach
Army. i^^^. ^ £g^y days as regards the Army during the South African

War, but which we have never reached, or nearly reached, I

am glad to say, as regards the Navy. At all events, the problem, it will be

noticed, is a precise problem. The question thiit we could put to our military

advisers was a precise question, and it was this : Given that Great Britain was

reduced to the position which I have described, what is the smallest number of

men with which, as a forlorn hope, if you please, some foreign country would

endeavour to invade our shores ? Observe I say " What is the smallest number

of men?" That may seem a paradoxical way of putting the question, but it is

really the true way. We are apt in comparing the defensive power or offensive

power of Great Britain and her great military neighbours to compare the

number of our soldiers with the number of theirs, and to say, " If they can get

across the sea, how could we hope to resist the masters of these innumerable

legions \" But, sir, that is not the problem. The problem is how to get across
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the sea and land on this side ; and inasmuch as that ditliculty, which thinkers

of all schools must ailmit -the extreme military school will admit it as well as

the extreme blue-water school inasmuch as that ditliculty of <,'ettin^ men over

increases in an automatic ratio with every new transport you require and every

augmentation vou make to the landing force, it becomes evident that the

pioblem which a foreign general has to consider is not "How many men would

I like to ha\e in I'^ngland in order to conijuer it?" but "With how few men

can I allciiipt the conijuest?"

Vei-v well, I have made that clear to the House. The
Lord Roberts answer which was given by Lord Roberts, • and accepted by

flxGSitnt
70 000. ''^" the other military critics whom it was our duty to consult,

was tliat he did not think it would be possible to make the

attempt with U'ss than 70,000 men ;
those men to be lightly equipped as regards

aitilleiv and as legards cavalry, because, of cour.se, horses and guns are things

wliich most embarrass the oHlcers responsible for transport, embarkation and

disembarkation. Now, I make no pronouncement upon that figure of 70,000

men. I am not in a position to do so ; but Lord Roberts was distinctly of

opinion that even with 70,000 men to attempt to take London—which is, after

all, what would have to be done if there were to be any serious impression or

crushing effect pi'oduced—he was of opinion that that was in the nature of a

forlorn hope. The Committee, therefore, will see that we have got (»ne stage

further in the argument ; and the problem now is, is it possible, with the Fleet

and with the military defences in the state I liave described, is it possible to

land 70,000 men on these shores 1

Sir, may I be permitted to interrupt the argument in its

The Problem to most direct shape—but not to interrupt it with anything
be Faced. . . '

"^

which is irrelevant— to point out heie that in this way of

stating the pnjblem we avoid all the controversies raised by what are called the

l)lue-water school, because we assume that there are home ilefences, and it is

necessary that we should assume that there are home lanrl defences. If this

country can be conceived as l)eing as helpless as, let us say, .some island in the

South Seas, where the inhabitants know not even the humblest arts of war, why,

I suppose 5,000 men, if they could get on shore, if they could squeeze a way

through the Navy, could march from end t(j end of the island, as white men

liave nuirched from end to end of Australia, unresisted by the blacks. But, of

course, that is a state of things which does not exist, and cannot exist. Some

people put a dilemma. Either the Navy can absolutely stop an invasion— if so,

why do you ask anybody to learn the use of the ritle ; or else the Navy cannot

stop an invasion, and then you must hiiw a foi'ce at home competent to deal

witli a foreign force. Rut tho.se dilemnas are veiy misleading. And not onlv

tliat, but they lead in this case to a completely false impression.

' III reply to Sif H. Cinni)hi'll IJaimennau .Mr. IJalfour saiil : I nienlioiicd Ldid Roheita
liccausd tho (inestiuii wa.s particularly put to liini. 'I'lir riglil lioti. (ieiitloinan will nMiieinhcr

(hat there ate otlier military UK'iiiher.s in tlu; Dof'Mue ( 'urmiiittee, ami llu-rc is iiu (litroreiice

of opinion, 1 believe, upon that point.
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The difficulty of invasion depends upon the men that have
Some Home to be landed, the number of men that have to be landed

Indispensable, depends chiefly on the difficulties they will find when they

come to be landed, and therefore some home force is an

essential part of the argument I am advancing, and, however little I may
personally believe in the possibility of evading the British Fleet, I do not ask

them to accept any conclusions on that point at all ; I do not ask them to

accept the doctrine of the blue water school in any shape whatever; but I ask

them to take the problem as I have given it, namely, an insignificant body of

Regular troops here, and an unorganised body of persons with some knowledge

of arms, while we suppose that the enemy will reqviire at least 70,000 men in

order to reach London.

If the House agree with the Committee they will assent to the view that we

have stated the problem in a very concrete and very moderate sliape, and yet a

shape which, if answered satisfactoi'ily from our point of view, will relieve every-

body's mind.

Having got so far let me observe that since the days to

The Influence of which I have alluded earlier, the old days of Nelson and

vw?"^,
^ Wellina;ton, there have been great scientific changes which

Wireless o
> o o

Telegraphy. fi'il, I think, make in favour of defence, and I particularly

notice two of them. One is the use of steam and the other

is the use of wireless telegraphy. When Napoleon was collecting his legions

near Boulogne the British Fleet was, of course, watching him, but it was no

doubt possible for the panic-monger of those days, if panic-monger there was, to

say, "If the Fleet can reach the scene of action in time no doubt they will

absolutely prevent any landing on these shores, but suppose a dead calm or head

wind prevented the Fleet from coming up, how do you know Napoleon could

not land a suiiicient number of men to make resistance impossible?" I will not

argue whetlier that could happen in those days or not, but it certainly cannot

happen now. Steam makes for concentration, and concentration can be effected

with infinite facility now by means of wireless telegraphy. It is not necessary

now that our ships should be in port or near a land telegraph station, or should be

kept in close touch with the shore ; it is sufficient if the cruisers which I have

described as always remaining in home waters should always keep within the

range of wireless telegraphy in order to concentrate at any moment at the point

of danger.

But that is not the only change. There ai'e two other

And of Torpedo t;banges introduced by the torpedo and the submarine, which
and Submarine, nmst qualify the extreme doctrine of the command of the sea

wliich used to be held, and perhaps is sometimes still held, by

the so-called blue-water school. The command of the sea at one time really

meant the command of the sea, of the whole of the ocean right up to the shore,

and superiority in battleships gave that command. But it does not give it now
in the same full sense ; and I do not believe that any British admiral, even

though our Fleets rode unchallenged in every part of the world, would view

with serenity the task of convoying and guarding during hours of disembarkation

a huge fleet of transports on a coast infested by submarines and torpedo boats.
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And let it be remembered, no strength in battlesliips lias the slightest eflfect in

diminishing the number of hostile torpedo craft and submarines. A battleship

can drive another battleship from the sea, but it cannot drive a fast cruiser

because a fast cruiser can always evade it. A strong and fast cruiser can drive

a weak and slow cruiser from the .sea; but neither cruisers nor battleships can

drive from the sea, or from the coast I ought to say, either submarines or

torpedo destroyers which ha\e a safe shelter in neighbouring hai-bour.«, an<l can

infest the coast altogether out of reach of the battleship, which is very likely to

l)e much more afraid of them than they have reason to be of her. Thost' are

great changes, and they are changes which nearly touch the paiticular problem

on which I am asking the Connnittee to concentrate its attention—the jnoblem

whethei- it is possil)le, under the conditions named, to land 70,()()() troops on the

island.

To proceed now to the preci.se dilliculties which an invader

The Difficulties of ""^ ''^ have to deal with. Ho has first got to get transport

an Invader. for 70,000 men. 1 am obliged to suppose fi-om what follows,

(a. Lackof Transpoit. whether I like it or not, that our enemy in this case is France,

because, as the problem is one of invasion, 1 am bound to take

as the potential invader the great nation which is nearest to us and from which

invasion would be most ea.sy. I need not tell the House that the last thing in

the world I regard as possible is an invasion by France, but everybody will

agree that in taking a concrete instance I am obliged, whether I like it or not,

to take that country, friendly though it be. How is France going to get the

transport for 70,000 men ? If it is a matter of long and open preparation, then

it is clear that we cannot suppose that our Heets have gone on this wild-goose

chase. We must suppose, therefore, that it is a fairly rapid inoceediiig. On a

particular day in last year it appears there were in French ports on the

Channel and on the Atlantic steamers of about 100,000 tons under the flag of

the French. I do not quite see how, if the matter is to be a matter of surprise,

the French Government could count on more than the ships they actually had

in port at the time. But 100,000 tons is absolutely insutlicient to caiiy

70,000 men. The calculation that the Admiralty favour is that for such a force

you would i-equiie 250,000 tons. I am informed, however, that .some experi-

ments made by French authorities a year or two ago indicate that perhaps

that estimate may be too high, and that it woul<l be possible to carry out the

operation with l' 10,000 tons. I am dealing with the information supplied to me

by those whom I have cross-examined and who, I think, are well (jualified to

judge, and they think 210,000 tons is a low estimate of the amount of tonnage

requiied. Whether that be right or whether that be wrong, it is plain that the

steam tomiage in the Atlantic and Channel ports of France at any given

moment is wholly insutlicient to carry that number of men. I do not

believe it would carry more than half. It is no small matter to collect

those transports, even if they had them in some harbour. The nearest

harbour available is Cherbourg, which is a very bad harbour in which to

make such arrangements, because it is entirely exposed to view, and operations

could not be carried on in secrecy. Brest would offer very nuich better

facilities.
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Brest is quite as far from any place where a landing is

*"

wh^n'^crrossfng^'^'^
likely to be attempted, and every mile you add to the

distance exposes this huge fleet of transports—if you have

them—to the attacks of torpedo boats, and that irrespective of the strength of

the convoy. It would be quite impossible to carry out the operation of

transporting 70,000 men from Brest, or even from Cherbourg, in daylight.

Some hours of darkness theie must be, in which protection would be almost or

quite impossible against the species of attack to which they would then be

exposed. Assume them to have reached our coast. I ought, perhaps, to say

that by the time they reached our coasts the alarm would long since have been

given to every ship between the Faroe Islands and Gibraltar, and every ship

available, every cruiser, torpedo-boat, destroyer, every craft that could be made

available for resisting invasion, would be concentrated at the point of danger
;

and when this huge convoy reached the point of danger, what is it to do?

Disembarking 70,000 men on a coast like the coast

(c Disembarkation, between Portsmouth and Dover is not a veiy easy operation,

and, above all, it is not a quick operation. I do not believe

anybody will estimate the time it would take at less than forty-eight hours.

My advisers say that is a most sanguine estimate. Forty eight hours involves

two nights. Then calm weather is required. The operation cannot be carried

out or attempted except in calm weather. That is exactly the time at which,

if torpedo-boats or submarines get tlieir chance, they have that chance in the

greatest perfection. How does anybody imagine that this fleet of inexpert

transports, which could not be provided with nets, because nets cannot be

improvised, as the ships have to be struclui-ally devised so as to bear them

—

how is it possible that this helpless mass of transports could escape the attacks

of these torpedo-boats and submarines, putting out of account everything that

cruisers, battleships, or any other naval weapon at our disposal could

accomplish 1 The thing is impossible. Conceive the position of the invading

soldiers—the pick, no doubt, of the invader's Army. It is not as if tliey were

fighting for glory on a stricken field. Packed in these ti'ansports, commanded

not by men of the French Navy, but by ordinaiy merchant captains, not

knowing when, or where, or how Ihe attack would take effect, knowing only

that if it did take eflect it would mean tlie sudden hurling into infinity of

a whole helpless regiment of soldiers—does anybody tliink that is an enterprise

whicli would be undertaken by any sane person ?

I do not know whether we have the right to measure the

Invasion courage of our opponents by our own, or their readiness to
piac ica y take nisponsibilitv by that of our own naval oflicers, but I
impossible. ^

. .

am certain there is no admiral in the British Fleet, and there

never lias been an admiral in the British Fleet, who would undertake a task

such as I have supposed. If a French admiral were to have committed to him

the expedition which I have endeavoured to draw in imagination, he could not

protect the transports, he could not even protect his own ships, if they were

obliged to lie there in positions perfectly well ascertained, absolutely known,

within a few miles of torpedo stations of our own, two days and two nights.

Why, it is not the transpoi'ts alone that would suffer loss and destruction in
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tliat time. If tlie prutecting Ueet itself did not suffer some great calamity while

they were lying helpless oft' this sliore, naval authorities have very gieatly over-

rate)l the ellieiency both of torpedo craft and the submarine.

The Committee will, perhaps, think I have gimc into suthcient (h'tail. 1 have

mi-ssed out some details, but I think I have said enough to show that we have

really enileavoured to put to ourselves the problem in a very concrete form. We
have not gone into generalities about the commaiul of the sea or the superiority

of oui- Fleet, or this dilUcultyor that dilliculty ; we have endeavoured U) picture

to ourselves a clear issue which is very unfavourable to this country, and have

shown at least to our satisfaction that on that hyp(ithesis, unfavourable as it is,

serious invasion of these islands is not an eventuality wliich we need seriously

consider. I am not sure that I have made the matter as clear as it can be

made, but I think, at all events, I have to-day put forward, in adeipiate outline,

what I have endeavoured to embody in the Memoranda which will ))e available

to any gentleman who follows in ofHce.

ill —Colonial Defence.

I have now finished the first branch of the task which I

The Policy of set myself. I must be very quick over the second. The
Concentration, second dealt with our Colonies and what is called the

problem of concentration. It seemed to us witli the changes

in naval warfare, with the changes in the seat of sea power of other nations, a

redistribution of both our Fleet and our Army was desirable ;
and we have gone

upon the broad line that, as the British Fleet and as the British Army should be

available for the defence of the British Empire in all parts of the woild, our

force should be as far as possible concentrated at the centre of the Empire, from

which it could be distributed as each necessity arose to that part of the Empire

which stood most in need of it. I have to acknowledge that this has rendered

unnecessAiy expenditure, which his been undertaken under a dillerent view of

our militar\' needs.

The most notable case is the case of 8t. Lucia. The

The Case of general problem was considered by a Commission, of which

St. Lucia. Lord Carnarvon was the head, and it was in deference to

Lord Carnarvon's recommendation that St. Lucia was made

a great naval base. One of the reasons for making it a great naval base was

that it was not furthei- than eighty miles from the French naval stations in tho.se

seas. What was a reason for having such a base at St. Lucia in Ijord

Carnarvon's time is a reascm for not having it there at the present time. We
have to take into account the theory of torpedo-boats. It is a distinct

disadvantage for any harbour required as a place of repair, refitting, and

refreshment that it should be within easy reach of a hostile or potentially hostile

Power. There is more in the abandoiuiient of St. Lucia than that. The

Defence Committee, who have considered the matter with the advice of the

Admiralty and War OtHce, do not think St. Lucia is likely to be the scene of

any great naval operations. It is not a place which we think could be with

advantage u.sed, or is likely to be required to be used for our purpo.ses ;
and with
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the modern battleship there are strong reasons for thinking that, in so far as we

required any place of coaling and refitment in those seas, both Jamaica and

Trinidad would be better. The harbour of St. Lucia, though sheltered, is not

very convenient, and does not hold a large fleet. These are the reasons why St.

Lucia ceases to be regarded as a great naval station. This is all in obedience to

a trend of opinion which Lord Carnarvon's Commission were strongly in favour

of—namely, that we should cease to scatter our forces in small isolated bodies

throughout the world, and that we should concenti'ate them in important tactical

units, have them under our hand, and be able to use them in places where

they would be most likely to control tlie hostile forces of any enemy we are

likely to have to deal with.

(In replying in the debate, Mr. Balfour regretted that we

The West Indies, had abandoned a place upon which nmch money had been

spent, and which they thought would be still extremely

useful as a base for naval operations. The money may have been ill-spent, but

the fact that it was ill-spent does not make it better to say that you will keep a

jjlace which on strategic grounds you had better abandon. I do not think that

the fact that money has been wasted is a reason for wasting more. The
expenditure is now brought to an end. The reason why the expenditure was

originally undertaken was in consequence of the Report of a very strong

Commission—the Carnaivon Commission—whose general tendency was to

concentrate our forces, and who carried on the old tradition that the West
Indies were likely to be the centre of an important action between different

Powers. The Report was based on the view that the West Indies were likely

to be the scene of a great fleet action, and that decision seemed to us to be in

the least degree probable. We thought that actions between the fleets of any
European Powers were likely to take place in a theatre of war far to the east of

tlie Caribl)ean Sea ; aTid although some of the great naval battles of the world

have been fought in those regions, I hope and believe that we sliall never again

])e engaged in a great fleet action in the Caribbean Sea.

It has been made a matter of a reproach that all this was
Cutting our Loss, not thought of before, and that more caution was not shown

in this expenditure. Let the Committee consider for a

moment how this kind of criticism would tell upon any great change and any
great reform either in naval or military or other matters. You could not get

certitude in these matters even if you had to do with persons of infinite know-
ledge as regards the existing conditions. The conditions change, the dispersion

of sea power throughout the world varies, the size of vessels varies, the weapons

used by the vessels vary, tactical methods vary, and with these variations there

inevitably occur the sort of variations that render useless the expenditure which

at the time may have been fully justified. And, of course, that expenditure

will be carried on, and ought to be carried on until it becomes quite clear that

the new view is the correct one. To remain in a state of floating indecision,

neither dealing with the old policy as if it were true nor making up your mind
upon a new policy, cannot be wise and is not wise. A wise man would pursue

the op{)Osite course and say, " We saw tliat circumstances were changing and
considered them, and, after having fully considered them, we see that some vital
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iiui] fuiKlaiiKMital altciatioii must ha made in nur strategic considerations." Tlie

part of tlie wise man is, in what 1 uniicrstand is a City phrase, "To cut your

loss," to admit that the old conditions have changed and that you have been mis-

taken, and to redistribute the forces of the Empire as sound strategy and sound

economy best dictate. Now, I am not pieparetl to deny that there was a mis-

take made in the case of 8t. Lucia. But it was not wholly a mistake. The

conditions have greatly alteied since tiic decision was originally come to.

The hon. Member for the Isle of Wight devoted a great

Mistakes <^^^^ "^'^ ''•'^ *•""' ^^* '"' argument by which he seemetl to

Inevitable. indicate that the Defence Connnittec and their advisers were

wrong because many Boards of A<lmiialty and many War

OtKce All ministrations have been wrong in tlie past. Of course they have been

wrong. The naval and military history of this nation and of all nations is

strewn with mistakes, and will continue to be strewn with mistakes. In

([uestions so ditlicult anfl so changing it is impossible to get in every case

a decision which wisdom after the event will ultimately show to be the right

one. The members of the Defence Committee do not claim, eitlier for

themselves in their individual capacity or in their collective capacity, that they

are endowed with any special wisdom. What is claimed for the Defence

Committee is that it provides mechanism by which such wisdom as we can

collect together may be brought to a cimvenient focus, and worked n<.t m
antagonism but in harmony for the attainment of a common object.

On this question of costly error there is one other observa-

Even in Medicine! tion suggested to me by the interesting speech of the hon.

and learned Member for Haddington. He spoke in laudatoiy

terms of the Connnittee of Defence, an<l he looked foiward to the period when

the Committee of Defence, or other bodies constituted on the lines of it,

should bring the scientific element into every Department of our Government,

and he would desire to have .something analogous to the Connnittee of Defence

dealing with such matters as public health. Every one who will look through

the history of medical opinion as regards public health during the last fifty

years, and the amount of money spent in obedience to medical opinion, will fin«l

as great a crop of errors and as large an expendituie of public money which

subsequent knowledge has shown to be ill-spent as anything connected with the

Army and the Navy. It is regi-ettable, but it is inevitable. As long as we are

fallil»le, as long as the House of Commons is not entirely composed of men

l)nssessing Solomon's wisdom, so long shall we, acting on the best opinion we

t an obtain and which science can give, connnit errors which the .science of the

next (lav will say have been of the gi-ossest descri})tion)-

IV. The Defence of India.

T pass from that, which is comparatively a small matter, and address myself

to the question of India. Tlu' invasion of India has been the dream of many

military dreamers in the past, and the bugbear of successive CJoveiiimcnts in

this eouiitrv.
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Napoleon certainly thought it could be accomplished, and

The Dreams of I believe he thought it could be accomplished even after his

Dead Emperors, abortive expedition to Egypt. The Emperor Paul had a

plan for accomplishing it ; and there is no doubt the develop-

ment of Russia towards India has caused great alarm from time to time in this

country ; and we have endeavoured, quite in vain, by diplomatic arrangement,

to prevent that expansion, which I will neither justify nor criticise, but which

we have to take as an accomplished fact, and accept, whether we like it or do

not. I think the anxieties of our predecessors were in one sense most unreason-

able, and in another sense had real foundation in truth and fact. They were

unreasonable because the idea of invading India from the Caspian, or any place

close to it, in the absence of railways and means of transport for any large force

is, I believe, totally illusory ; and therefore, much of these previous terrors

were, I think, ill-founded.

But it is true, and unfortunately it remains true, that the

The Russian steady progress of Russia towards the borders of Afghanistan,

Advance. and still more, the construction of railways abutting or

closely adjoining the Afghan frontier, which we can only

regard as strategic railways, place the whole military situation in the East on a

totally different footing, and we have in all seriousness to consider what can

and cannot be done by our great military neighbour in the Middle East. Here,

again, I may say, although the invasion of India is a topic much debated among
Russian oHficers, it is not, T b3lieve, any pirt of the schsma of the Russian

Government. As I said in the case of France, this is a matter which we
have indeed to consider, and which is of pressing importance, and may become
of still greater importance; but I am talking now of the geneial problem. I

am not intending to lead the House to suppose that I shall come down to them
next week, or next month, and say a war with Russia on the North-Eastern

Frontier is either possible or probable.

The real new features in the case are these two lines of

The Two Central railway which I have mentioned ; but I think possibly an
Asian Railways exaggerated importance might be attached to them, im-

portant as they are, by those who read too hastily the lessons

of the war now going on in Manchuria. In Manchuria there is but a single

line of i-ailwa3% and it might seem as if on that the Russians have been enabled

to feed and suppl}'^ at the front an enormous body of men. I do not know that

we have authentic information as to the exact numbers, but they certainly are

v^ery large; and it might be supposed that, with two lines of railway, something

like double that effoit could be made on the frontier of Afghanistan. I need

not tell the House that is not the case. The Manchurian Railway is a railway

which goes through, and has alwa^'s gone through, to the front of the Russian

position wherever tliat may be. Tiiey have always been able to bring up

on that railway men to the extreme positit)n they wish to occupy. In

Afghanistan ihc railways have yet to be made. One of the most important

considerations in connection with the problem forced upon our attention is

that these railways, if they ever have to be made, must not be made in time of

peace.
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The House is well aware that the invasion of India can

The Two Invaders' *^"b' ^^^'^ place, speaking very broadly, through the two lines

Routes to India, of Kabul on the North, and Kandahar on the South. There

are, of course, other lines which have to be considered. Small

bodies might penetrate north of Kabul thiough the almost impenetrable moun-

tains which lie at that end of the Hindu Kush, and it is conceivable that another

force might even come through Baluchistan ; but I do not mean to complicate the

problem unnecessarily, and perha})s the House will permit me U) assume, for the

sake of the exposition of the general situation, what I think nobody will deny,

that the two main lines of advance must be through either Kandahar or Kabul,

or both. (Mr. Gmjson Bowles (Lynn Regis) : Through Kandahar). 31 1;. A. .1.

B.\LFOUR : i\ry hon. friend's opinion is a very natural one, but I am not ab.so-

lutely sure it is correct, and I will tell the House why. It is much easier to

make a railway, no doubt, from the Kush Post, which is the nearest place on

the Russian line of railway, through Herat to Kandahar than to make it upon

the northern line, where the railway will meet almost insuperable dilliculties.

But supposing a British force repulsed at Kandahar, and defeated at C^uetta,

and an advance successfully made along that route which my hon. friend thinks

the best, I must remind him that, after having surmounted these great militsiry

difficulties, the invading army would find itself in a most unfortunate jH>sition

for a further attack upon India. It would find itself upon the right bank of

the Indus, in a desert country—in a very sparsely-populated country—with

Karachi at the South always open to us, with the power of bringing troops down
from the North and from the more thickly-populated parts of India.

It could not advance due east because it would meet with

The Kabul Route ^'*^ gi't'ii-t Sind desert ; and I am not at all sure any invader

Probably in the future would not follow the example of his predecessors
Preferred.

j^^ ^j^^ past, and prefer leaving the immense ditHculties of the

Kabul route for the apparently easier giound whicli would

be traversed by an army approaching from Kandahar and Ci)uetta. At all

events, it must be one of the two ; and it is to V)e remembereil, witli regard to

the northern route, if we are to assume, as I think we must, that no invasion

in force is possible without the assistance of railway transpoit, that making a

railway through the plain of Afghanistan up to Kabul is a most tremendous

operation, and that there are no less than 200 miles of mountain where rock-

cutting and other immensely ditlicult and laborious processes would have to be

undertaken by the invading army. 1 may observe that the Afghans are not

likely to welcome these railway makers in their fastnesses. I quite agree that

the Ameer would probably find it quite impossible to resist in detail the attacks

of the disciplinetl forces of IJussia ; but they would become very formidable

opponents indeed when the approach was made to their mountain fastnesses and

when they obtained, as they certainly would ol)tain, the assistance of the

Biitish in preseiving their independence.

1 have assumed, perhaps without sullicient argument.

The Commissariat
^\y^i railways are a necessity in dealing with India on a

Difficulty in
, , i , r n "^i.- l c ^ \ \

Afghanistan. large scale; but I will mention one concrete tact, wlucli

I think proves it conclusively. Lord Roberts informe(l
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tlie Defence Committee that during the eight or nine months in which he

occupied Kahul in 1879-80 lie had tlie utmost (hfficult}' in feeding 12,000

British troops. Whereas Manchuria is a country rich in foodstuffs, and, ahov^e

all, rich in transport, Afghanistan is poor both in foodstuffs cind transport.

It is, therefore, quite inconceivable that any large bodies of men should come
into collision at any early stage of a war between the two countries. In fact,

the problem I am now discussing of Indian defence is precisely the converse of

the problem of British defence. An attack on these islands, impossible as I

think it, is only conceivable if it is something in the nature of a surprise and
rush. No surj^rise and no rush is possible in the case of India. The problem

of Indian defence is difficult enough, but India cannot be taken by assault ; and
that is the cardijial fact whicli the House I do not suppose is disposed to forget,

but certainly ought not to be allowed to forget. We may assume, therefore, I

think justly, that the problem of war with Russia on our North-West Frontier

is a problem of transport and supply more than of anything else.

It follows from that as an inevitable consequence that in

Rapid Railway ^'T'^o ^^ estimate at what pei-iod of a war between the two

Construction the countries there could be a collision of magnitude between
IVlain Pomt. their main forces tlie main point to con-iider is the rapidity of

i-ailway construction. Now, I do not pretend tliat this

question of railway construction has been much debated by Lord Kitchener, the

Indian Government, and oui'selves. I mean the rapidity of construction that might
be expected in view of the difficulties that lie in the way of the railway makers on
both sides of the frontier, and therefore I have no conclusion to offer to the House
on this question. I am sorry that is so, because, after all, it finally rests upon
that iKjt perhaps, the number of men which would be required, but the rapidity

with which they would be recjuired. Tlie speed with which they would be turned

out does depend upon that, and on that I cannot offer on behalf of the Imperial

Defence Committee any settled definite conclusion.

It is an unfortunate tiling that we have in the case of

How Fast would I^clia necessarily to discuss tliese diiHcult questions by
Reinforcements correspondence, which carries witli it delay on both sides.

^ ^^ ^ I cannot help feeling that if we had Lord Kitchener on this

side of the water for a fortnight we could do more to settle

all outstanding problems, as far as they can be settled in this way, than we can

do in a correspond iiig number of months when we have to carry on our

communications by letter. But, though I should not be justified in giving the

exact time in which, in the opinion of the Imperial Defence Committee, the

reinforcements would be required in India, Lord Kitchener's view is that in

addition to drafts there should be availalile in the relatively early stages of the

war, which if it is to be conclusive must be certainly a very long one, eight

di\ isions of infantry and other corresponding arms. I have not the least doubt

that Lord Kitchener's demands are not too i^reat.^ But what I am not sure of

' Siil)scquently in tlie dchatc Mr. Balfuur said: I do not a^'ree in tliinking tliut a total
reconstruction of our Army system will be necessary, and I am afraid that we cannot look
forward to any great reductitJii. I am afraid 1 see inj chance of iliiiiini.siiiiig the munbei- of
troops in the Indian Army.
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is the ex.K'l time in w liieli llicy wnmltl 1)1- ivcjuiied. Thai is the duulitful point

But oven in the extremist view it is quite impossible for me to believe that more
than that cnuUl be reijuired in the first year of the war. T think the House
may take it as a most safe estimate that not more than that would be required

duiinj,' the first year of hostilities with Russia. That, broadly .speaking, is the

exact condition of the question as it now stands between us and the Indian

Government so far as tlie reinforcements from this country are concerned.

(Ueplyinj,' in the debate Mr. Balfour said : I did not say

No Reduction in anything of what might be anticipated in the first year of a
the Army. ^^.,,. \^^^ j .^,^^ afraid that in the first year of a war it will Ix?

found by the Government responsible for meeting its neeils

that the enormous reductions which scjme lion. Gentlemen .seem to anticipate will

be quite impossible. I do not mean to develop that point ; but I raise a note of

warning, because I understand that the right hon. Gentleman the Member for

Al)ordeen drew from what I have .said the inference that the first thing which

ought to be done in consequence of the statement of the Committee of Defence

was to begin to reduce the Regular Forces of the Crown. I do not think that

the Indian problem is otherwise than a grave problem. Some lion, friends of

mine seem to think I rather contemplated as a remote and impossible danger

that we should be invaded by any neighbouring Power, and that if we were so

invaded the difficulties of Afghanistan and the provisions necessary would make
the military attempt an impossible and illusory one. That is not my view.

On the contraiy, I think a war which was really under-

An Attack on hidia taken for the conquest of Iii'lia by any foreign Power, though
not Impossible. .^ ^var which in its inception and eailier stages would lie a

slow war— I mean that not in one or two or three months
.should we see the collision of great forces or even later—yet it would be a war
that would impose a strain on all our resources, and would require a great force

of Regular troops even in what may relatively be described as its earlier stage.s

—relatively, that is, to the duration of the operations. T do not think that any-

one who really heard and weighed the speech which I delivered this afternoon

could doubt that that was what 1 intended to convey.

With regard to Persia, I did not deal with I'ersia; but, of

, , . A^'^ . course, the question of Pensia has engaged our most anxious
probable through *

-n i

Persia. attention, and necessaril)' will do so. But I do not think

that it is so important a matter as tlio-^e matters which I did

discuss in connection with India. I do not think it probal)le that the main

attack on India will be through Persia. I do not at all deny that subsidiary

anfl collateral dangers might be apprehended upon the regions to the west and

south of Afghanistan itself; and I indicated fliat in my speech. But I confined

myself, and I think rightly confined my.self, to the two lines of advance which

all niilitiiry critics are agreed are those which would be the principal linens

along which ilangerous invasion is likely to take place).

The only moral I would draw outside the strictly military
The Veto on moral I have just pointed is that, if we are to sleep in peace
Railways in .1 x i- 1 1 •, 11 i- • .

Afghanistan. *'^^''" ^"c Jiiflian problem, it can only be on condition that

we maintain undiminished the existing dilHcultics which
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a hostile force would have to meet. As transport is the great diffi-

culty of an invading army, we must not allow anything to be done

Avhich would facilitate transport. It ought, in my opinion, to be considered

as an act of direct aggression upon this country that any attempt should

be made to build a railway in connection with the Russian strategic railways

within the territory of Afghanistan. I have not the smallest ground

for believing that the Russian Government intend now, or, I hope, at any
time, to make such a railway. But I say that if the attempt were made,

remote as it might at first seem from our interests, I think it would be the

heaviest blow directed at the very heart of our Indian Empire that we could

conceive. If this country is prepared resolutely to say that railways in

Afghanistan may indeed be made, but they shall only be made in time of war
and not in time of peace, then I think it is not at all beyond the military power
of this country, without any fundamental reorganisation of its forces, such as

would be implied in conscription, or any similar device, to make absolutely

secure our Eastern possessions, as I hope we can make secure not only the

shores of these two islands, but all the Colonies which depend upon us.

If, however, by laxity, by blindness, by cowardice, we
An Afghan permit the slow absorption of the Afghan kingdom in the

Conscription. ^^'^J ^^^^^ ^® have necessarily permitted the absorption of the

various Khanates in Central Asia, if Russian strategic rail-

ways are allowed to creep closer and closer to the frontier which we are bound

to defend, then this country will inevitably pay for its supineness by having to

keep on foot a much larger Army than anything which any of us can contemplate

with equanimity. Foresight and courage will obviate these dangers. Without

foresight and without courage they may come upon us ; and if they do come

upon us, we shall be throwing upon our children, if not upon ourselves, the

greatest militarj'^ problem that has probably ever confronted the Government of

this country.

I most sincerely apologise to the Committee for the long time I have occupied

in this statement. But I am not sure, looking back upon what I have said, so

fai- as I can i-emember it, I could with advantage have cut down my remarks to

any narrower limit. I have endeavoured to give an outline, not an account, of

the work of the Defence Committee, or, at all events, some account of their

work and their conclusions in those great and fundamental departments of

national life which are concerned with the defence of the mother country, with

the best use of our forces for the defence of our possessions oversea, and last,

but not least, for the defence of that great dependency which only within the

last few years can in any true military sense be said to have become conterminous

with -one of the great military monarchies of the world.
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AN EXPLANATION BY VISCOUNT ESHER.

WitniN<; from St. Jjimcs's Palace on May I'Jtli, I.,<»i(l Eslicr a(l(lrc.«s.se<l the

folldwiiif; letter to the Military Cori-espoiidciit of the Tumit, which the

correspondent forwarded to his Editor, who puhlished it on May L'L'nd. I reprint

both letters as they appeared in the paper :

—

MR. BALFOUR AND IMPERIAL DEFENCE.

To the Editor of the Times.

,SiH,_I shall be obli-,'ed if you will publish the following letter from Lord

Esher, and add, for my part, that I am very pleased to consider myself sjifely

authorised to accept the construction which his Lordship places upon the Prime

Minister's speech.

I am, ttc,

YoUU MlLITAHY COHKESPONUENT.

St. James's P.\lace, ^fay Idth, 1905.

I have never known you before to miss the points of a great argument.

At the present moment I will not discuss with you whether the Prnne

Minister was prudent or not to attempt to argue these vital strategical problems

in the face of the country. Nor am I concerned with the particular line of

argument which he adopted. The former is a matter of opinion, and the latter

a matter of choice, and I never yet met a soldier who did not prefer his own

line of reasoning to every other man's.

But let us come to the substance of the Prime Minister's speech.

L He stated as the reasoned conclusion of the Defence Committee that,

given the Fleet to be constituted, distributed, and organised as it is to-day, the

invasion of these islands is impossible.

He is speaking of to-day and p{>rhaps to-morrow, but not of the day after

to-morrow.

Is this a statement which should lead Parliament to reduce our naval arma-

ments 1

"In the absence even of our n\ain Fleets invasion is impossihle," says the

Prime Minister. ^Vhy ?

Because, even then our naval resources are not exhausted, and, thanks to the

numbers, distribution, and mobility of our naval craft, we could make the

landing of a large force within these islands an operation of such danger that it

would never be attempted.
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But what is the imperative condition of this immunity 1 Why, a naval force

so large and so mobile, that while the main Fleets may he femporarily absent in

search of the main fleets of the enemy, we liave still suificient force within

territorial waters to render the landing of troops an operation of war too

dangerous to be undertaken.

Is this an argument for the reduction of the Navy ?

2. I refuse, says the Prime Minister, to discuss with you possible or probable

wars all over the world, but I draw your attention to a point on the surface of

the Empire where the maximum dangei' exists.

A war there would be of such magnitude as to include all other wars. There-

fore, the Prime Minister selects that point of danger, and that illustration.

There is, he lays stress on the point, no imminent danger. Why 1

Because our frontiers are not yet conterminous with Russia.

If they were, the Prime Minister leaves it to be inferred, the country would

not be discussing military organisation based upon voluntary enlistment.

As mattei's stand, and subject to existing conditions, it is sufficient to be

ready to supply Lord Kitchener's demands of eight Divisions of Infantry with

proper proportions of Artillery and Cavalry, in addition to the troops now in

India and the necessary drafts for them, during the first year of a war. And
then the Prime Minister explains with great directness and clearness the

possible casus belli ; and it is an attempt on the part of Russia to advance her

strategical railways beyond the present frontiers of Afghanistan.

Virtually the Prime Minister's meaning, in Parliamentary and Diplomatic

language, which he is bound by his position to use, comes to this :

—

To save the nation from conscription for the present, always assuming that

India is to be defended as an integral portion of the Empire, one condition is

essential

—

i.e., to maintain the status quo as regards Afghanistan.

In order to do this, the British nation must be prepared

—

(a). To maintain the garrison of India at the present figure, together with the

necessary drafts for the first year of a war.

(/>). To send out reinforcements of at least eight divisions of Artillery and

Cavalry during the,A'?'s< year of a ^var.

Can any unprejudiced person distort this into an argument for the reduction

of the numbers of our existing Army, or infer from it that we do not require an

Arm}' highly organised and perfectly trained, or that because the illustration of

a war of the first magnitude on the Afghan frontier is chosen as an illustration,

no other land war is contemplated as a possibility by the Defence Committee 1

Yours very sincerely,

ESIIEK.
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Mr. George White, M.P.

Mr. George White was President of

the Baptist Union, 1903-4. He is a

man whose youth was passed in the

days of Nonconformist storm and stress,

when Mr. Miall was a power in the

land. He is a Lincolnshire man,

having been born at Bourne, in Lincoln-

shire, in 1840, and went to Norwich

when 16 years old. When 23 years of

age he married into the family of the

Ransomes of Norwich, and there he

has remained ever since. He is

Chairman of the manufacturing firm

of Howlett k White (Lim.), an

Alderman and J. P. of Norwich, Sheriff

of Norwich in 1892, and Chairman of

Norwich Corporation Education Com-
mittee, having been on the Scliool

Board for 30 years and Chaii'man for

15. He was leader of the Liberal

party at Norwich for 12 years prior to

entering Parliament. He was first

elected as M.P. in 1900, when he

polled 4,287 votes for the North-West
Division of Norfolk against 3,811

given to his Unionist opponent.

The Rev. J. H. Shakespeare, who,

as Mr. White's pastor, knew him very

well, contributed to The Bajitist

Magazine a character sketch, from

whicli I may quote the following

passages :

—

' If the Nonconformists of the good old

city of Norwich were asked to name the

man who stood in the midst of them as

the best and highest type of Free

Churchism, and who was most influential

in politics, education, temperance, and
philanthropy, it is certain that Mr.

White would obtain a practically unani-

mous vote. He represents a type to

which Nonconformity can point as its best

result and gift to the Church and to the

nation, and of which it may be most
justly proud.

He became a clerk in the firm of shoe

manufacturers now known as Howlett &
White, of which he is the chairman and
jnanaging director, and of which all five

partners are connected with St. Mary's
Baptist Church. He undoubtedly owes
his present position to the laborious and
careful husbandry of those early years,

and to the inflexible resolution and high

principle which characterised him even

then. He would spend the early hours

of the morning, before the world was
awake, in the study of the great works of

the master minds of all ages. As a

traveller " on the road " he fought

stubbornly against the drinking customs
of a bad time, and no man ever made
him swerve from what he judged to be

right.

The passing years have brought to him
much prosperity and influence. Some-
times it is said that prosperity weakens

principle and that the second horse leads

to the church door, but in this case it

has not been so. The services which

Mr. White has rendered to the Church
of St. Mary's, of which he is a deacon,

have been invaluable. For some years

he has been superintendent of the Sunday
school and leader of the first day adult

school for men. In his devotion to the

work he has been an example to all. It

was no light programme which he carried

through on Sundays for j^ears—to begin

with the men's school at nine o'clock,

which involved a walk of nearly two miles

from his house to the chapel ; to be at

the reading desk at the morning and
evening services in the sanctuary, and
at the Sunday school in the afternoon.

In the city he holds, or has held, almost

every public office of the first rank. In

the denomination he is President of the

Total Abstinence Association, a member
of the Council, and I trust one day he
will be President of the Baptist Union.

Mr. White is at his best in a fight— he

is a born fighter—cool and good-tempered,

but very alert and strong. He can

give some very hard knocks indeed

when he is in a corner in a School Board
or political controvers)', and the pro-

bability is that if he is in the fight the

other side will lose. Yet the extraordi-

nary thing is that even his opponents

like him. They cannot help it. He is

stern, yet genial ; of iron will, j'et plea-
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«ant and yielding where principle is not

involved; without a redeeming vice, but

also without a fad ; brimful of convic-

tions, but destitute of even a single

crotchet I have never known a man so

free from prejudice, and from trivial,

petty-fogging, and hair-splitting conten-

tion. Yet in one sense this is not very

wonderful, for it is the weak and not the

strong man who is obstinate about little

things.

Mr. White is one of the ablest speakers

in England to-day. I know no layman

who is his superior in this respect. He

has the enviable faculty granted to the

best speakers of saying exactly what he

wants to say, and of thinking clearly and

strongly while he is on his feet. An
audience puts him in possession of all

his powers. When Mr. Gladstone spoke

in Norwich a few years ago, after hearing

Mr. White speak, he said publicly

:

"You need go no further for a Liberal

candidate for this city."

[Our portrait uf Mr. W'ftite is by the

Biograph Studio].
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THE CASE AGAINST THE
EDUCATION ACT.

By MR. QEORQE WHITE, M.P.

The special phase of the Education question upon which I am asked to write

is not to me its most attractive side—far rather would I deal with its influence

upon national progress and happiness ; but at this crisis in our Educational

system it is necessary the case should be stated in defence of that half of the

nation represented by the Free Churches, to whom scant justice has been done

in the schemes of the past, and who intend to be heard in any future settlement ;.

and therefore I gladly use the opportunity offered me to define their position and

desires.

First I must briefly refer to the past history of Education

Past History. in this country, to show the part which Nonconformists have

played therein.

The charge constantly brought, and as often conclusively refuted, that they

have cared little in the past for education />er se will be best met. by stating two

or three historic facts. The only ruler of the nation for centuries who discerned

the real value and importance of national education was Oliver Cromwell, a

separatist, and a representative in this respect, as in many others, of the class

from which he sprang ; had he lived a few years longer the whole course of

education in this country would have been altered, and England might have

shared the benefits which Scotland has possessed for many generations.

Further—what was the action of those who, escaping from the persecutions of

their times, crossed the Atlantic that they might breathe a free and purer air I

At once they commenced to lay the foundation of that system of education which

is now enjoyed by the United States, and which has had so large an influence

in building up that great nation alike in its national prosperity and its love of

freedom. These facts show that centuries ago the early Nonconformists

appreciated the value of education, and were prepai-ed to make great sacrifices for

its advancement; and the penal statutes enacted against them are the best

evidence that zeal was not lacking at home ; but how could they act when every
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effort was made during the reign of the Tudors and Stuarts, and down to the

Georges, by the dominant church to prevent tliem opening schools, becoming

school teachers, or in any way assisting in the instruction of the children.

Canonical and other laws of the most oppressive kind were passed with this

object. Dissenters could not even teach their own children without risking the

penalty of imprisonment, and heavy fines were levied upijn anyone who, not

being an attendant at the Established Church, should teach in any public or

private school ; this was followed by the Schism Act, which absolutely forbade

a person to teach without first making a declaration of conformity, and getting

a license from a Bishop.

When the da3'S of this more virulent persecution had passed, a conflict of a

different kind arose ; the clergy, as representing the Established Church, still

held as firmly as ever that the sole right of dispensing Education remained with

them, consequently every attempt was made to thwart educational efi'orts which

they could not control. The plans of Joseph Lancaster, so often referred to in

these controversies, were countervailed by Bell in the interests of the Church,

and two societies (destined afterwards to play an important part in this struggle)

were started. One, the British School Society, which was unattached to any

Churcli and supported secular teaching, combined with simple Bible lessons, and

the otlier the National School Society, established " to instruct the children of

the poor in the principles of the Church of England," and no child was allowed

to attend these schools who did not attend Church on Sundays. Proposals made

in Parliament met with similar opposition. Whitbread's Bill of 1807, which

provided a rate-aided school in every parish, controlled by the ratepayers, was

opposed when it reached the Lords by the Archbishop of Canterbury, because it

took the power over Education away from the Clergy ; and so this beneficent

measure, which 100 years ago (think of it) would have given us a national

system of education, was thrown out, and to-day we are fighting precisely the

same battle of pi-inciples and against the same enemy. All subsequent attempts

at Legislation for the ne.xt 50 years, both on behalf of the children and the

training of teachers, which were not based on the ascendancy of the Church,

were opposed and defeated, not in the interests of education, but because they

would have given Nonconformists a position in educational matters which the

Church claimed as her own. How she occupied and cultivated this domain let

history tell ; but this must be said—that at the beginning of the 19th century the

great bulk of the " common people " were in such a state of deplorable ignorance

and corresponding vice as to stir the pity of all humane hearts, and foremost

amongst these sjTnpathisers were men and women outside the Established Church.

What becomes then of this taunt against Nonconformists, that they did next to

nothing in School building or provision for this sore need ? I have very briefly

pointed out already the penal enactments which, right down to the 19th century,
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prevented them from any active participation in the work; but in the first half

of that century, when persecution ceased, they did much more, considering their

means, than the rich church which continued to oppose them—the beneficent

work started by Robert Raikes enHsted their hearty support, and a large

number of Sunday Schools were established in connection with their chapels.

They built many British Schools in the more populous places or wherever they

had a few adherents able to make the outlay, and this solely in the interests

of Education, and, notwithstanding the heavy expense, occasioned by their

growing numbers, for chapel building and the maintenance of their ministers,

from both of which burdens the established church was free, yet these efforts

were trivial compared with the need. At length the nation began to feel that

something must be done to overtake the appalling ignorance which prevailed,

and the first subsidies were given by Parliament in aid of so-called educational

efforts ; and from this point must be dated the greater activity of the Church of

England. It is necessary here to state the exact position of the bulk of

Nonconformists towards these grants. They held two principles very firmly

—

first, that religious teaching was a necessary part of the school curxnculum, and

second, that the State had no right to make grants for such teaching ; therefore,

holding to the first, they were compelled to refuse the second. Under such

conditions it was not possible for them to make school provision comparable ta

their richer and well-endowed competitor, and so it was that for a generation

before the Act of 1870 the Church of England obtained the great bulk of the

grants, and her sj^stem of Education became practically a monopoly in the

nation. Ever alive, however, to the condition of the poorer classes, amongst

whom they chiefly worked, the Nonconformists became painfully conscious that

their purely voluntary efforts could never overtake the educational needs of the

nation, whilst those of the National Society were equally ineffective, and at the

same time most unjust to the ever-growing numbers of Free Churchmen.

Consequently, when the Liberal party came into power in 1868 they gladly

welcomed, in the interests of the children, the promise of a comprehensive

scheme of National Education. The character of the Bill of 1870, and the

methods by which it was passed, were a sore disappointment to the great bulk

of Nonconformists. They were prepared to forego the long-cherished principle

to which I have just referred, viz., that schools subsidised by State funds must

not teach religion, because otherwise they feared the Bill might be wrecked, and

they would not incur this great responsibility ; but they fought strenuously

against the grave injustice which the Bill, as originally introduced, brought

upon the citizens at large, and upon them in particular, the result being that

some clauses were struck out (the principles of which are, by the way, revived

in the Act of 1902), and a compromise was carried frequently with the help of

Tory votes and against the Nonconformists, and the Bill was got through and
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became law. It is often now brought as a charge of inconsistency that some of

tlie provisions of that Act were consented to, and are now opposed ; but this-

IS ignoring facts—they never were willingly accepted, and Free Churchmeiv
showed their resentment on the first opportunity by turning out the Government
which imposed these disabilities upon them ; nevertheless, they at once com-
menced to take their place on public bodies, and loyally to administer the Act,
and in the course of years it would slowly but surely have worked into a fairly

good national scheme, but the long tenure of office which the Conservative party
have enjoyed has been used by the enemies of national education to the best
advantage, with this result, that the agreements of 1870 have been broken
whenever the system showed signs of too great progress, and the State has had
constantly to make terms with Denominational obstructors instead of fosterinsr

the plan which best served the interests of Education.

The " Free Education" Act was simply a method of handing over a further

large gift to these managers under the head of " Fee grant." The " aid grant "

helped to give another lease of life to a number of very inferior schools, which
must otherwise have succumbed, and in various other ways the bargain made in

1870, that schools receiving aid from Parliament should provide half their

income from private sources, was gradually whittled away, and the principle

upon which it was based destroyed, and it was only realised when too late

that the far too patient way in which we bore these infractions of the com-
promise only encouraged worse steps in the same direction, as evidenced by the

Bill of 1902. I have in the foregoing tried as concisely as possible to refresh

the mejnory of the reader by recapitulating some of the most salient facts in the

history of the Education controversy in order to lay a foundation for the

demands which are to follow.

When the Bill of 1902 was laid upon the table of the

1902 Bill, House the first great disappointment felt by Nonconformists

and shared_by all Edunatinna lists, without distinction of sect

or party, was its treatment of teacher training and secondary education ; one
of the leading organs of the Government said "instead of aiding secondary
education it only hinders it,' whilst it did nothing to remove the gross injustice

of e.xisting Denominational Training Colleges, and left the question of the pi-o-

vision of teachers in the hands of the localities under such conditions that in the

great bulk of cases there has been no attempt to work it ; and a vei-y cursory

knowledge of its details showed that instead of being a Bill to promote national

education, it was a Bill to increase and consolidate the power and place of sect,

and was a response to the demands of Convocation, regardless of the rights of

that large portion of the nation over whom Convocation had no power, and who
had not, in any way, been consulted. Heedless of the earlier and wiser advice

of the then Bishop of London (Dr. Temple), tlie whole of the schools had been
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placed upon " the slippery slope of the rates," though still retaining their right

to teach dogma through the clergy or by teachers chosen from one sect only.

Moreover, the control of the I'atepayers over the Denominational Schools, which

henceforth they had to maintain, was of a doubtful character, whilst the

religious teaching, being solely in the hands of the clergy (so far as one-half of

the children were concerned), opened the door to grave abuse and to the teaching

of doctrines which the majority of the nation entirely disowned. Such a Bill

brought in by a Government which had already lost the confidence of the

nation, and submitted to a Parliament elected to deal with the South African

question, at an election where, in consequence of the nature of the appeal, many

thousands of Free Churchmen for the first time supported Conservative candi-

dates, was sure to encounter the strongest possible opposition. Both inside the

House and in the country the Prime Minister was warned, in the plainest

language, that we would not submit to its provisions ; notwithstanding this, how-

ever, it was forced through Parliament, every clause being carried by a merciless

use of the closure, and was ultimately passed (Churchmen and Catholics closing

their ranks for the purpose) without any substantial amendment of its most

obnoxious provisions. The difference of opinion amongst friends of education in

regard to the Municipal working versus the ad hoc or School Board principle

was responsible for some defects in the Bill, as it ultimately passed the House of

Commons ; but this is not a side of the question upon which I need enlarge here.

Our greatest grievances were that the real educational

Grievances. interests of the children were neglected—the rights of

minorities in districts where thei'e is only one school still

ignored—religious tests re-applied to civil servants after generations of relief

—

the lack of control by the ratepayers over the expenditure of their own money

—

the absence of opportunity for earnest co-operation by the people in the woi'k of

their own schools, and the want of stimulus toward efficiency or penalty for

inefficiency, and the ineffective provision for undenominational training colleges.

All these things show conclusively that the interests of a political party and of

denominations were the main if not the sole objects of the Bill, and that these

objects were to be attained by ruthlessly ignoring the rights of the citizen and

the foundation principles of religious liberty.

The results of the administration of the Act show all the

Results of evils, both nationally and locally, which were predicted of it.

Working. "jj^g Board of Education have shown much disfavour toward

any desire to transfer schools to the Authority, whilst the

clergy have in many cases refused to renew leases of schools previously held by

School Boards, thus increasing rather than diminishing the number of parishes

where there is only one school, and that denominational, a state of things which

the Prime Minister admitted over and over again was a great difficulty in the
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way of fair settlement. The despotic action of the clergyman as Chairman of

the managers in refusing or neglecting to summon meetings—in conducting

correspondence on behalf of the managers in which they have not been consulted

—declining to produce minute books and a variety of other acts by which they

keep an authority at least equal to their old position, and without any of the

checks which before were often exercised by some of the principal subscribers

•claiming payment for the religious litc^-ature obtahied for teaching their own

dogmas, which the Prime Minister distinctly promised they should not be per-

mitted to do.

Failing in many cases to have any survey of the school buildings, and thus

throwing unnecessary cost on the locality—equipping new schools at the cost of

the ratepayers, though commenced before the Act of 1902 was passed, making

general claims under the wear and tear clauses, both unfair and illegal, but

getting them passed by a pliant Court because mainly composed of men favour-

able to the spread of such schools, these demands covering such expenses as

partitions in school buildings, asphalting or repairing playgrounds, gas-fittings

and the like, and amounting in the aggregate to many thousands of pounds.

The determination in many instances to take children to church for the

religious teaching, although they have secured teachers of their own faith for

the purpose—the numerous saints' days amounting in some instances to as

many as twenty-two in the year, in which they claim the right to be free from

school that the children may attend public service.

The establishment of a committee with a large majority of Churchmen, where

the School Boards were progressive.

The selection of so-called representative managers, so as to place men where

they can do the least possible service—Nonconformists being kept off High

Church managements—and the vast preponderance of Anglican as representative

managers, even where the district is largely Fi'ee Church, as, for instance,

Oxford, where in twenty schools there are four Nonconformists out of 120;

AVisbech, two out of eighteen ; and such instances might be multiplied by the

hundred.

The selection of teachers too often made by the clergyman of the parish

alone, and the best teacher often passed over for reasons other than educational y\
unfitness.

The discharge of Nonconformist teachers when discovered in the non-provided

:Schools, although Mr. Balfour described the Clause which gave permission to

-employ them as one of the great boons of the Act.

The persecution of children who claim exemption under the conscience

clause, many cases of which have come to mv knowledge of such a nature

that I know numbers of clergy would reproljate as strongly as we free

<;hurchmen.
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A determination to give what is called "definite religious teaching" to all

the children, and not feeling bound by the provisions of the Act by which they

should be protected.

This long catalogue is but an illustration of some of the methods by which

the Act is worked in the interests of denominations and against the civil and

religious rights of the citizen, and each one of these charges could be proved

by actual cases did space permit; and such things will continue so long as the-

lack of public control exists.

To any careful and unbiassed student of the history of

Nature of the Education in England it must be plainly evident that the-

Struggle. conflict is not between Church and Chapel, as is often alleged,

or between sects contending for supremacy, for the Noncon-

formist claims his rights as a citizen and in no other capacity, and therefore seeks

for a national system as against a dual —or, in other words, the control of the-

people as against the control of the priest. All through the past century the

claim of supremacy made by the Established Church in religious matters generally

has been pressed most severely in regard to the education of the young ; little by

little it has been compelled to relax its hold upon the nation as a whole, and the

schools are its last bulwark. The crux, therefore, of the question is the position

of the px'iest in popular education—shall he be treated simply as a citizen with

no more and no less rights than he, or must he still continue to be the virtual

ruler of at least half the nation's schools, appointing the teachers whose salary

"HieState has to pay, controlling the religious teaching with only an appeal to-

las superior ecclesiastic, the Bishop, in the event of any dispute, and using the-

.School as the door into the dominant Church, taking care that its atmosphere is-

such as will make the passage from one to the other easy and natural. This is

a fair and honest deduction from all the past history of the education struggle,,

and it will be my business to show it is strictly in accordance with present-day

facts. We therefore, in the interests of education, civil liberty, and freedom of

conscience, challenge this position, and both in the parish, at the polls, and

in Parliament shall continue to fight the battle of freedom from clerical controL

For ourselves we ask nothing but our rights as citizens ; we can accept from the-

8tate no help to teach our own special beliefs, much less a preference, and we-

can submit to no Pai'liamentai-y enactments which place us at a disadvantage,

for the same reason.

What we have ever contended for is a real national

Our Claim. system. Such a system must, in the first place, be absolutely
independent of voluntaiy or charitable aid ; national needs-

in all matters except Education are in the hands of local or imperial authorities

who are controlled by the people, whose needs they supply, and who in their

turn provide, directly or indirectly, the cost of such undertakings (that the Act
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of 1902 unintentionally but still surely brings us a step nearer this goal is in

iny judgment its one merit).

None will deny that a more complete and generous system of education is a

natitdial need. Whatever private agencies may do, they should at best be

treated as auxiliary to and not as substitutes for the nation's own work, and as

we now compel every child to attend school, we must provide instruction upon

fair and equitable terms.

The act of 1902 destroyed the ad hue principle of School Boards instead of

extending tlieir areas, and places the work in the hands of our County Council

and Municipal authorities, with full powers (subject, of course, to the Board of

Education) so far as a portion of the schools are concerned, and with limited

powers in a much larger number of cases. These full powers must be extended to

the whole of the schools maintained by the public, and include possession or

control of all the school buildings, and the necessary provision of school places

whei'e any deficiency exists.

The contention that the buildings the denominations provide are an equivalent

for the privileges they possess we cannot for one moment admit. The financial

value of these school buildings has been enormously exaggerated. The contri-

bution which they make to the total cost of Education is not more than one-

tenth, whilst their capital value has long since been worked out ; but whatever

it is, it must be extinguished either by rent or purchase, and can be no pretence

for allowing two-thirds of the management for a contribution of one-tenth of the

expense. If it is contended that this will mean thousands of new school

buildings, my answer is that a very large number of the 14,000 schools

affected are not private property, but held in trust for educational purposes, and

would be used for these purposes under public management, whilst in no way

alienated from the parish for such uses as may be required out of school hours

;

hut even if it entailed in many cases new buildings, the cause of Education and

religious equality would be best met by such a plan, and surely it cannot for a

moment be contended that a wealthy country like England cannot afford this

necessary expenditure for elementary, education, which at the outside could not

amount to more than five millions, part of whicli would be saved in the re-

adjustment of school accommodation. No complete and etlicient system will

ever exist until it is admitted that Education must be one of the first charges

upon the national exchequer, and that large expenditure upon it is economical

and necessary. With the question of school buildings other vital principles are

linked ; with these in the hands of the public authority there remains no ground

whatever for excluding complete public control in the management of the

schools ; and so in the IS,000 parishes, in which there is at present no choice,

the schools would pass from the control of the clergyman (because, disguise or

deny it as we may, this is the practical working of the present system) into the
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hands of representative managers. No doubt the old system has sometimes

produced a benevolent despotism of a fairly innocuous kind, but more often it

has developed a priestly arrogance, alike destructive of the best interests

of education and religious equality, and therefore its abolition is the first step

towards freedom.

Given public management over the schools in buildings

The Religion possessed by the authority, and the other two most obnoxious

Question. provisions of the present Act must go, viz., dogmatic

religious teaching at the public expense and religious. teatS-

for the teachers ; and here we reach the real battle-ground. It was vigorously

contended by the Prime Minister that this Act did not in any way aggravate, if

it did not entirely relieve, the disabilities of Free Churchmen, and in these two

particulars it left things as they were. But can this be seriously believed 1 One

cardinal principle of the Act of 1870 was that in all rate-aided schools no

religious dogma or doctrine peculiar to any particular church should be taught.

The Act of 1902 entirely destroys this, and in our judgment alters the position

altogether ; but it is said if we did not pay through the rates we did through

the taxes, which is from a conscientious standpoint the same thing. Our reply is

we did neither. The contribution made by adherents of the Church to its own /

schools by direct monetary payment, though, as I have previously shown,
[

greatly reduced, was still amply sufficient to pay for the teaching of their \

religion, and was enough to give them a claim to some control ; but the present

Act throws all the cost upon the citizens generally, whilst it gives the entire

control of the religious teaching into the hands of the sects. I know all the

arguments about the conscience clause, and I also know that it can be made a

futile and obnoxious arrangement in its practical working, throughout the rural

districts at least, and did my space permit I could give plenty of instances to

prove this ; and therefore I attach small value to it. But it is urged with great

vehemence that whilst by the abolition of specific religious teaching you save

the conscience of the minority, by the same act you outrage that of the

majority, who object just as strongly to what is known as undenominational

teaching. Now such an objection is entitled to thorough scrutiny and, if

sustained, to great respect ; but can it be sustained 1 What is there in the

ethical teaching of the Council School to which a sincere Churchman can object ?

(I deal further on with the Catholic and Agnostic). Let him take, for instance,

the syllabus of tlie late London School Board, and point out one thing which

is an outrage on his conscientious convictions. He cannot do it. It contains

the common elements of our religious belief about which we are agreed, and it is

these which have the chief influence upon the child's life. Hence his position

is entirely different to that of the Free Churchman, who denies most strenuously

many of the statements in the Catechism, and still more, much of the teaching
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given in the schools by clergy of pronounced High Church opinion. It is true

the Churchman may contend that he does not value this (the denominational

teaching) very highly or at all, and he desires his child to be taught more

definite doctrines; so does the Free Churchman, but the latter says we must

both teach these free from the interference of the State and at our own cost.

Then we are met with the demand of the parent to have his cliild trained in his

own beliefs and at the public expense (a demand, by the way, which is really

made for the parent, and seldom hy him). But can such a demand be seriously

maintained 1 In the first place, it is entirely new. For generations it has been

ignored by the action of the very people who now strenuously put it forward,

and who have compelled children to accept their religious teaching or none

;

but surely to contend that in a nation like ours the State has a right to provide

at the public expense the teaching of all forms of religion carries its own

refutation. "Where and from whence does the parent derive the right to make

me pay for teaching his child that salvation comes througli the sacraments,

and these sacraments are efficacious only through the metlium of one church?

To such an assumption we present the most uncompromising opposition, and yet,

in the judgment of many, the final method for securing complete religious

' equality is to permit the right of entry into all elementary schools, during school

I

hours, to every religionist who may claim to have scholars in the school, and

' the subsidising of all kinds of religious teaching. I cannot believe that Free

Churchmen will ever help to convert our schools into an arena in which are

gathered groups of little theologians, to be thus early taught their own special

way to heaven ; neither do I believe the Romanist or High Anglican would ever

open their schools to receive him—such a scheme would be destructive alike of

the best interests of the child and the discipline of the school. It ma)' be an

easy method for politicians, but one which all who treat their religion as a

concern of conscience must and will resist to the very entl. For these reasons

dogmatic teaching must not have a place in State schools, or grievous

wrong is done to a large portion of the nation, a wrong so acute as to

provoke resistance to the law, and entail prost'cution and imprisonment for

its enforcement, and thus to re-enact the persecutions and Intterness of past

generations, which it is quite certain the majority of the nation to-day will not

tolerate.

It is, therefore, doomed, and this condenniation is rendered the more certain

by the fact that it can only be maintained by the appointment of teachers,

because of their special religious beliefs rather than educational fitness ; and yet

this is a religious test for a civil servant, which even the most ju\)nounced

bigot hesitates to defend. The fact that a ratepayer has to contribute toward

the salaries of a profession which his own son is prohibi ted from entering

because of his religious belief is taking us back to the Middle Ages and to the
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disabilities of tlie early Nonconformists, and so dogmatic teaching at the expense

of the State and the religious inquisition, which determines the fitness of the

teacher, both fall together, a catastrophe which will be contemplated with

profound satisfaction by all lovers of justice and equality.

I have now on paper (would that I had done in reality) cleared the ground

of everything that belongs to private and denominational interests in our

system of Education—the buildings in the hands of the authority, dogmatic

religious teaching abolished, tests for teachers gone, complete control over all

schools maintained by the Authority ; and I think it is now pertinent to ask

what portion of the inhabitants of the realm are unjustly treated by such a

system, or who have reason to complain % It is seen at once that the religious

question is the one bone of contention left, and that this is largely a question of

finance, after all. For by this system no one is prevented promulgating his own

religious views at his own expense, so long as it is free from State influence and

prestige. What facilities the use of denominational school buildings may give

I, for one, should be quite willing to grant out of school hours ; and this is the

most that can be done with justice to the whole community. But it is con-

tended that such an arrangement, whilst it may not leave any real ground of

complaint to those who can accept simple Bible teaching, ignores the position of

the Romanist, the Jew, and the Agnostic, and therefore is and can be no final

settlement. I admit that in matters of conscience where religion is concerned

that a minority, however small, are entitled to consideration ; and therefore they

must be met, and that a conscience clause is an unsatisfactory method of meet-

ing them. On the other hand, the nature and the extent of the claim made

by a minority has to be well weighed before it can be allowed to over-ride

the acts of a majority. In this case there is little doubt by far the larger

number of the people are against the actual exclusion of the Bible as a

lessou-book from our public schools, and to attempt to place a ban upon

it would retard educational progress for the next generation. They feel

ilso that, in our large towns especially, hosts of children will never see

Kt at all unless at the day school, and that it is desirable they should know

(that such a book exists ; that it is the oldest literature in existence

;

that many parts of it are full of the finest ethical teaching, couched in the

best form of prose or poetry ; that as a I'eading book alone it would be a

shame to exclude it (and why should we allow history books of Greece and

Rome and debar that which tells of one of the oldest and most interest-

ing peoples of the world) ; and that, above all, it teaches the existence of

a God and our relations toward Him. The}'^ are willing to let it be its own

witness, but they are not prepared to yield to the opinions (however honest they

may be) of a small number who, denying the existence of a God, desire to keep

this great moral influence outside the child's school life. I speak from a long
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experience, and can testify that man}' of these honest doubters allow, if not

encourage, their children to come to Sunday Selnwl ; and I cannot believe there

are any large number who would object to the child's life being inHuenced by

the beautiful teachings of the New Testament if he were assured it would be

free from that clerical control which has so often marred the beauty of this

teaching by the traditions of men or by theological tenets utterly unsuited to

the child's mind. The position of the Jew or the llomanist has also to be met.

The case of the Jew is of a diflferent character to either the Anglican or Romish

Church. He does not seek to proselytise ; he desires a school for the children

•of his own faith. This could only exist where the numbers were sufficient

to warrant the provision—an arrangement which, I l)elieve, is already

in work under the London Education Committee. Such a school must be

treated as " special," and without the ordinary Bible teaching, the religious

teaching being given outside the school hours, and by teachers specially

appointed for the purpose, paid for by the religious communit}' to which they

belong, and where, in consequence of the small numbers, they had to mix with

other children, in common with the children of the Agnostic or the Romanist,

thev must be protected by giving them opportunity to withdraw whenever Bible

reading takes place.

There now remains the Romanist. It may be argued that there are districts

in England where special schools might well be provided (as in the case of the

Jew) wholly for Catholic children—a question which possibly the local authority

might be left to decide ; in such case, however, some security would have to be

taken against the entry of Protestant children, as teachers of this faith,

being nuns and missioners, are under bonds of obedience to their church, ami

would, as a matter of conscience, seek to influence the children. But where

the numbers are insufficient then the provision must be of a like character

to that already described ; if, on the other hand, such a proposal is not

acceptable to either religious community, then their schools must be treated as

private schools, as in America, and supported by the sect to which they belong,

though they may, if the authority so desire, be recognised as efficient if up to

the proper standard of secular instruction.

There are, however, some members of the Free Churches who favour purely

secular instruction without Bible residing in the whole of our SiaJtiL Schools,

as they' contend we have no logical standpoint short of excluding the Bible

altogether. It may be so, though this is (]uite open to question, but even if it is,

how much of the constitution under wliich we rejoice to live would bear this

logical test 1 Moreover, are they prepared to define secular instruction, or are

they sure that even in " secular instruction " they have found a safe place on

which to stand. Logic would compel the Agnostic to demand the exclusion from

the list of our reading books of much of the very best of the school literature in
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use every day in the schools, because it recognises a Higher power and the prin-

ciple of revealed religion, whilst it would also induce the Romanist to demand

a history of England and of some Continental countries entirely dififerent

from those at present in use, on the ground that they do a grave injustice

to the past records and work of his church. Logic cannot rule issues such as

this ; common sense and fair play are the ruling sentiments, and if, in addition

to full public control and the abolition of tests for teachers, the local authority

has continued to it the right of deciding whether there shall be simple

.Bible teaching or no religious teaching at all within its jurisdiction, nine-

tenths of the Free Church adherents will be content, the vast mass of the popu-

lation outside all the churches will be entirely satisfied, and the murmurs of the

Anglican at the loss of his supremacy will gradually die down as he learns that

"eternal justice" (to quote the Prime Minister) can only be secured by the

sects keeping outside the State schools altogether.

Feeling then that this great commonwealth can only maintain its present

commanding position if its power rests upon a well-educated people, I call upon

all to co-operate for this end, and especially do I appeal to the great Wesleyan

denomination to respond by transferring their remaining schools to the public

authorities, and thus by following the example of others complete the great

army of Free Churchmen who have absolutely a clear record in this matter.

Many have already taken this step with splendid results. At Banbury a

Wesleyan school built at a cost of several thousand pounds has been handed

over to the authorities, and is the most popular school in the district ; and thei'e

are similar instances in various parts of the country, and the time has surely

come to complete these transfers, so that it can no longer be said there are

amongst the Free Churches some who take State money without public control.

This will hasten the day, which cannot now be far distant, when it will be said

in regard to Education that " none were for a party, but all were for the State "
;

when a sense of injustice shall no more rankle in the breast as the child is sent

to school or the rate collector calls, and when everywhere the nation's schools,

open to all and controlled by the people themselves, shall be the pride and

strencjth of our land.
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SIR WILLIAM BUTLER.

General Sir William Butler is the

hero of the hour. His report upon

the system by which Army stores

were disposed of in South Africa is a

service only second to that which he

rendered six years ago when he vainly

endeavoured to save the Empire from

the disaster into which Lord ^lilner

plunged South Africa by his war with

the Dutch Eepublics. In those days

General Butler's voice was silenced.

A more subservient soldier was sent

out to replace him as Commander-in-

Chief. Lord Milner and Mr. Cham-
berlain were supreme. They had

their evil way, and we have been

paying the piper ever since.

The war, although conceived in

sin and shapen in iniquity, was

believed by millions of Englishmen

to have been a heroic enterprise

undertaken for the suppression of

corruption and the establishment of

a pure and righteous government in

the Transvaal. These millions are

to-day sadly disillusioned, for this

Eeport confirms, so far as it goes,

the statement constantly asserted

by a few who knew the facts, that

for years the whole of South Africa

has been one huge Imperial thieves'

kitchen. The kind of w^ork that

went on everywhere has long been

notorious in South Africa. But "in

the best interests of the army" the

whole infernal system of rascality

was hushed up. At last, in six

—

only six specific cases— the probe

has been inserted, and the Report

of Sir W. Butler is the result.

The salient passages of this Report

form the substance of this pamphlet.

The title is ray own. I say this, firstly,

because I wish to clear Sir W. IButler

of all responsibility for the phrase

;

and, secondly, because I am rather

proud of inventing a form of sound

words which ought to become historic.

Sir AVilliara Butler is standing

as Liberal candidate for a Leeds

division. There is an unfortunate

split in the constituency, owing to

the refusal of the Labour party to

allow their man to be adopted as

the Liberal candidate by the local

Liberal Association. If there be

any genuine patriotism left in the

division Sir W. Butler ought to be

returned unopposed. If what Sir

Edward Russell calls " the tragedy

of our Empire's decay " is to be

averted at the eleventh hour, it

will be because General Butler, and

General Butler alone, has had the

splendid courage to throw a flood

of light upon the darkest corners of

Imperial corruption.

General Butler, like Lord Roberts

and Lord Wolseley, comes from the

sister isle. He is a native of fighting

Tipperary. The Butlers are a rather

remarkable family. In their family

seat at BallycaiTon, on the town

lands which lie along the banks of

the lovely river Suir, they have pre-

served their independence and their

Catholicism for centuries, despite all

the pressure, penal, social, political,

and religious, which was brought to

bear upon the old Catholic families
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2 General Sir William Butler.

of Ireland. Possibly it may be the

inheritance of such memories that

inspired the passionate sympathies

which Sir William Butler has ever

felt with those who suffered wrong.

He has been a man of war from

his youth up. He entered the army

when he was twenty, and he has been

almost continuously engaged in active

service since 1869. Born in 1837, he

is now in his sixty-eighth year. But,

unlike many of his brother officers,

he has had no Indian experience.

He joined the army two years after

the Peace of Paris, and was learning

the A B C of his profession when Lord

Eobertswas in the thick of the Mutiny.

From 1858 to 1869 he had little oppor-

tunity of active service. He was of a

restless disposition, to whom barrack

life in garrison towns was by no means

the ideal of a happy existence. He
loved travel, and, although he studied

hard and kept his pen as busy as his

sword was idle, he chafed against the

commonplace monotony of military

routine.

His first chance came when Eiel,

the French half-breed, raised the stan-

dard of revolt in the Wild North-West

of what is now the Dominion of Canada.

Lord Wolseley, then plain Garnet

Wolseley, was entrusted with the

task of re-establishing the authority

of the Queen over the rebels who

made Fort Garry the capital of their

revolt.

With his young and intrepid chief

he made the famous Eed Eiver

Expedition, the amphibious excursion

which was the progenitor of a much
more famous but less fortunate expe-

dition up the Nile in years that were

to come. Eiel, like the wise and

elusive Osmau Digna, did not wait

for the arrival of the expedition, but

disappeared into the wilderness.

Wolseley returned home, but Butler

was despatched into ihe Wild Lone

Land as Special Commissioner to the

Saskatchewan Indians. He travelled

three thousand miles in midwinter

across vast solitudes, sometimes on

horseback and sometimes on dog-

sleighs — a lone Irishman speeding

across a continent to confirm the

loyalty of the Eedskin to the Pale-

face Queen.

From his boyhood General Butler

was reared in the traditions of a

persecuted race and a proscribed

Church. Although he became in his

maturer years a potent instrument

in the hands of the Imperial race, he

never for a moment disguissd his

sympathies with the peoples whom
they governed, sometimes justly,

sometimes not. It is probable that

this fact has much to do with the

unsympathetic treatment which he

has received of late, for while little

prejudice exists against a Tory

Catholic, when that Catholic happens

to be both an Irishman and a Liberal

he is seldoin a persona grata with

oar governing classes. You cannot

take up any book of General Butler's

—and he has written many, and all

of them are good—without finding

the pages palpitating with a thrilling

human interest in the oppressed

races of the world. The first expres-

sion of this spirit that is to be found

in any of his writings may be quoted

from the remarkable book in which

he desai'ibes his experiences in the

Far North-West of the Canadian

Dominion.

Like most Celts, his sympathies

are much more with the peasant

than with the townsman, and again

and again in the course of his writ-

ings he has sounded a note of

eloquent warning as to the dangers
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which we are incurring in permitting

the gradual extinction of the High-

land crofter and of the Irish cottier.

He was a man of observation, and

of a meditative mind, and in his

" Wild Far West " and " The Great

Lone Land " he gave the world the

benefit of his adventures, his observa-

tions, and his reflections in the region

of Backo'beyont, which lay anywhere

between Niagara and Klondyke. So

far, although he had risked his life

recklessly enough, he had imperilled

it as a traveller rather than as a

soldier. The time, however, was

now at hand when he was to have

his baptism of fire. From the pre-

cincts of the Arctic circle he was

summoned to join the staff of his

former chief on an expedition to

the torrid and pestilential region of

West Africa. King Koffee Kalkallee

of Coomassie, resenting the transfer

of Dutch forts on the Atlantic littoral

to Great Britain, raided our Pro-

tectorate, and rendered necessary the

despatch of a punitive expedition. It

was memorable in many ways. The

Ashantee Expedition of 1873 was the

first of the innumerable expeditions

which followed in rapid succession,

until the whole African Continent

was partitioned among the nations

of Europe. At its close Wolseley

recognized Butler's devotion, and

when the honours were distributed

Butler found himself a major and a

Companion of the Bath.

It was in the following year that

he made his first visit to South Africa.

But before he accompanied Sir Garnet

Wolseley to Natal he married Miss

Elizabeth Thompson, in the first

blush of her fame as painter of " The
Koll Call."

His first visit to Natal was on no

warlike mission ; but he had not been

there long before the horizon began

to darken. The annexation of the

Transvaal was speedily followed by

the Zulu war, in which he rendered

useful, though not very conspicuous

service as Quartermaster-General at

Durban. He was a capital adminis-

trator, who had everybody's con-

fidence, and was one of Wolseley's

" indispensable men." He was the

friend, and was subsequently the

biographer, of Sir George CoUey,

whose defeat and heroic death on

Majuba Mountain exercised so deep

and fatal an influence upon the course

of South African history.

The year after Majuba, the revolt

of Arabi and the Colonels brought

about the bombardment of the Alex-

andrian forts and the Expedition to

Egypt. As Sir Garnet Wolseley had

the command, it goes without saying

that Major Butler accompanied the

Expedition. This time he had his

full share of fighting. He was pre-

sent at Tel-el-Mabula and Kassassin,

and he took part in the famous night

march which led up to the decisive

battle of Tel-el- Kebir. It was the

opening of the campaign which closed

when the Khalifa, surrounded by his

Emirs, died like a hero beneath the

hailstorm of bullets rained upon him

by the soldiers of General Wingate.

Two years later Lord Wolseley

sent for Colonel Butler and entrusted

him with the duty of preparing the

Nile Expedition wliich wasdespatched

—too late—for the rescue of General

Gordon. His experience in the Red

River Expedition stood him in good

stead. He got together a flotilla of

400 boats, in which a picked force of

4,000 men in two months passed the

cataracts and made their way without

a hitch to Dongola.

The story of the heroic defence of
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Khartoum against the forces of the

Mahdi has found a sympathetic

historian in General Butler, whose
little " Life of Gordon " is one of the

best biographies of the kind in our

language. Sick at heart and crushed

with unavailing regret, Lord Wolseley

led his gallant soldiers home, leaving

Colonel Butler to cover his retreat

with the rearguard at Merawi. From
Merawi the troops fell back to the

frontier at Wadi Haifa, where in

December, 1885, Butler brilliantly

distinguished himself in command of

the cavalry at the battle of Giniss,

notable as being one of the first

opportunities afforded to the Gippies

of showing what they could do under

British leadership. It was in the

despatch reporting this battle that

Butler, who now became a major-

general and a K.C.B., was described

as an officer whose " clear head, cool

sound judgment, quick intelligence,

and intimate knowledge of his duties

qualify him for high command."
It was the last occasion on which

he met foes in the field. He was
appointed in 1890 to the command
of the troops in Alexandria. In

1893 he came home and was stationed

at Dover as Commander of the

South-Eastern District, where he re-

mained till 1898. He received Lord
Kitchener on his arrival at Dover

after his victorious campaign in the

Soudan, and shortly afterwards was
appointed to the Chief Command in

South Africa.

In less than twelve months General

Butler was forced to resign.

Everything went well in South

Africa until Lord Miluer came back

to England at the beginning of 1899.

Lord Milner appointed General Butler

as Acting High Conmiissioner during

his prolonged absence from the Cape.

The War party began operations

by getting up an agitation in Johan-

nesburg against the Government of

the South African Republic. General

Butler saw their manoeuvres, and

believing that the Government wished

for peace and not war in South Africa,

he set his face against them as a flint.

This it was his duty to do as Acting

High Commissioner. It had nothing

to do with his duties as Commander-

in-Chief. The first great move of the

conspirators was to get up a Petition

to the Queen, which was to be for-

warded home by the Acting Com-
missioner. When the suggestion was

made to General Butler, he is said to

have exploded with indignation, and

to have telegraphed to the British

Agent in Pretoria, in language more

soldierlike than diplomatic:—"For-

ward their petition to the Queen !

Tell them I'll see them damned first.

I will not allow the Queen's Govern-

ment to be made the tool of those

fellows in Johannesburg."

When Lord Milner returned he

brought matters to a head by suggest-

ing tliat the garrisons on the frontier

should be reinforced by a thousand

men here and a thousand men there.

" A thousand men !
" said General

Butler. " If you mean business, it

is not a thousand men you will want,

but a hundred thousand." Sir Alfred

Milner did not like this, and commu-
nicated his dissatisfaction to Mr.

Chamberlain. Mr. Chamberlain made
representations to Lord Lansdowne,

who sent out something of a repri-

mand or a remonstrance. General

Butler at once offered to resign if his

presence in South Africa in any way
embarrassed the Executive.

" If you mean war," he told Lord

Milner, "you should at once recognize

the following facts :—The Boers are
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well armed ; they can mobilize all

their forces at short notice, and in case

of war it will be absolutely impossible

to hold Northern Natal. All the

districts north of the Tugela—includ-

ing Newcastle, Dundee, Glencoe, and

Ladysmith—should be evacuated and

immediate measures taken to place a

force of at least 20,000 men to guard

the line of the Tugela. If this were

done the rest of Natal would be secure.

Preparations should be made to have

in readiness a force of not less than

100,000 men, who would have to

advance through Bloemfontein from

their base in the Cape Colony."

General Butler knew, of course, what

was absolutely incredible to Mr.

Balfour, that in case of war we should

have to encounter both the Free State

and the South African Republic.

What Lord Milner said in response

to this faithful and, as the result has

proved, accurate foreshadowing of

events to come, we do not know. But

neither Lord Milner nor the Govern-

ment at home took the least notice of

General Butler's warning.

Finding himself in hopeless an-

tagonism to the policy of the Govern

ment and the High Commissioner,

General Butler resigned his command,

but made no stipulation whatever

about re-employment. The otfer of

the Western District Command at

Devonport was made to him after

his resignation had been most reluc-

tantly and upon considerable con-

sideration accepted.

There is no need to dwell here

upon General Butler's evidence before

the Elgin Commission on the conduct

of the war. The Bcvicio of licviews

Annual of 190-4 (Is. 4d. post free)

contains all the information that the

electors need on that score. That

I am not WTong in crediting the

authorship of the Stores Report to

Sir William Butler will be questioned

by no one who is familiar witli the

trenchant style and literary skill of the

redoubtable General, who is as familiar

with the pen as with the sword.

[Our i)ortraU of General Sir

William BiUler is by Elliott iC Fry.]



HN IMPERIHL THIEVES*
KITeHEN.

BEHOLD, ONE HALF HAS NOT BEEN TOLD!

The Report of the Departmental Committee appointed by tlie Ann\j

Council to consider the question of the Sales and Refunds to Contractors

in South Africa {Blue Book Cd. 2435, 4:\d.) is prefaced by a note signed

tnj Mr. Arnold-Forster, Secretary for War. In this he states that he thinks

it his duty to observe that " the evidence is clearly and admittedly incomplete,

and requires to be supplemented in many iynportant particulars^ He points

out that the Report is not judicial, and that the evidence was not given on

oath. He adds, " Further investigation tvill be necessary, and, as far as

charges against individuals are concerned, the matters dealt with in the Report

must be regarded as sub Judice."

To this official notification /jy the Secretary for War it is necessary to

add that " Meyer, Liinifed" and " Wilson and Worthington,'' whose conduct is

commented on in General Butlers Report, declare " they court the fullest

inqtiiry, and deprecate criticism founded on statements made before a Com-

mission, not on oath and without cross-examination.^^

In justice to the very feu- individuals named in this Report, it is

evident that even if these particular persons are as innocent as babes

unborn, a matter on which no opinion is expressed here, further investi-

gation of a very drastic kind will be necessary ; for the Committee has

but scratched the surface of a festering mountain of corruption. What

is wanted is that General Butler^s Departmental Committee, transformed

into a Royal Commission, strengthened possibly by the addition of a

smart criminal lawyer, should be sent out to South Africa to take evidence

on oath, and empowered after cross-examination of the accused to mete

out summary justice on the criminals. To secure that end the jn^esent

Government should be turned out and replaced by men not compromised by

complicity in any of the scandals of South Africa, from the Jameson Conspiracy

to tlie Army Stores Contracts.
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THE COMMITTEE.

The Committee consisted of the following members :
—

Lieut. -General Sir \V. F. IJutlcr, K.C. B. (Chainnaii).

Colonel C. A. Ilailtield, Director of Supplies and Transport (Southern Command).
Major C. 15. Little, Somersetshire Light Infantry.

Mr. H. .r. Edwanls, LS.O.
Mr. H. K. Davies (Secretary).

It was constituted at the end of January, 1905. The first meeting

took place February 10th. It met fifty-four times, held fifty-eight formal

examinations of witnesses, to whom nearly 8,000 questions had beeu put.

The Minutes of Evidence are published in a Blue Book of 530 pp. (Cd.

2,436, 4s. 3d.).

ITS TEEMS OF EEFERENCE.

The following are the terms of reference upon which the Committee

was set to work :

—

1. To investigate and report on the terms of contract ami othercirctinistanees connected
with sales and refunds to contractors in South Africa at the end of the war.

2. To make special in(|uiry into the following transactions :
—

(a) Refund on forage contract to Mr. Stepney. 12/V. 7/88.

(h) Sales to Mr. Stepney. 12/V. 7 136.

(c) Mever refund and sale.s. Ti/V. 7/71.

(d) Refund, Wilson and Worthington (biscuits). 12/V. 7/130.

(e) WiLson, tinned meats refund. 53/Cape/9010.

(/) Belated claims for Natal Brewery. 12/V. 7/135.

3. To report upon the responsibility of those concerned.

The Report, which was published on June 15th, is reproduced in the

following pages, with the exception of a few passages of no material import-

ance. As the paragraphs are numbered, every omission is indicated.

The first information of the depredations going on—cleverly contrived

frauds which cost the country four to five millions sterling—was communicated

to the General Commander-in-Chief, General Lyttelton, in a letter from

Colonel Hackett Pain, commanding in Bloemfontein. It ran as follows :

—

It has been brought to my notice by Captain Harrison, Army Service Corps, that

Mes.srs. Meyer & Company must be making an enormous fortune out of the contract for

oats, possibly as much as four or five millions a year.

As regards this station, Messrs. Meyer and Company pay Government lis. per 100 lbs.

for oats and 10s. per 100 lbs. for hay, and though the stntt' is not removed from the

Supply Depot, they sell it back to (iovernment at 16s. 4d. and 13s. 7d. per 100 lbs.

respectively.

Thus at this station in January they made an estimated protit of £10,872, less cost of

pay to agent, clerk, and native employes.
Oats here can be bought for 14s 6d. per 100 Ib.s., and it is not likely that the jiriee

would go up in winter, as a contractor gets them up duty free, provided they get them
from British sources, and gets a rebate from the railway.

I would therefore suggest that an enormous saving would be made if the Army Service

CorjJS bought and supplietl the forage re(|uired. 1 do not know, of course, how the general

conditions of the country affect this contract, but I think it right to mention the matter,

as I am aware there was a great outcry at home, some time ago, owing to the enormous
profit made liy the Cold Storage Company out of their contract for the supply of meat.

Bloemfontein,

iSth March, 1903.

Captain Harrison was locked up as a lunatic, and no notice was taken

of this startling intimation, with results set forth in the following Report.
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REPOET.

Part I.

1. To understand the subjects which will be dealt with in the following

Eeport, it will be necessary to outline the state of affairs

existing in South Africa at the termination of hostilities

—

««^r,^v,,4„ ^^„ so lar as the economic and food supply questions were
economic cou- ^^ •' ^

dition in South concerned.

Africa at the 2. In June, 1902, the military authorities held immense
end of the accumulations of food supplies in South Africa. These

would have sufficed to feed more than 300,000 men and

200,000 animals for four months. This food and forage were

distributed among numerous depots in the Transvaal, the Orange Eiver

Colony, Cape Colony, jiid Natal. The chief depot was at Pretoria, where

were also the militaryWea^uarters and the office of the Director of Supplies.aiflua

owio

Outside the military basei^Bhe Transvaal and the Orange River Colony had

been completely denuded o^food supplies, whether of meat or cereals. The

price of provisions, always high in South Africa, had become abnormally

exti'avagant. Money, however, was plentiful, owing to the high rates at

which labour had been remunerated, and to the wages paid to the irregular

corps. Its distribution was general throughout the country.

3. Under such economic conditions the holders of the only food supply

in a territory of great extent might reasonably have anticipated being able

to dispose of their surplus stocks of food and forage at rates advantageous

to the State. They held this food under conditions of cost price, freightage,

and transport of a distinctly favourable character.

4. That anticipations of this nature existed is to be seen from the

telegram from Lord Kitchener of the lOtli June, 1902, in

J
, , which he " contemplates being able to sell locally good

and contracts quantity of reserve of forage at good prices." Some days

proposed by earlier, on the 3rd of June, he had recommended that a
Lord system of local contract should be adopted for supplying the

troops with food, " this course being likely to be most

satisfactory for peace conditions."

The War Office do not appear to have approved these general principles

of future supply action for some days.

6. On the 11th June the Quartermaster-General minuted, in the War
Office, proposals as to contracts (made on 3rd June) as

^ ,, _, follows:—
Q.M.Gr. sug-

-, , 1 T 1 • 1 ,

gests contracts
" ^^^ regards local contracts, 1 thmk that so long as a

being made at considerable force remains in South Africa it will be
home. preferable to adhere to the present system of keeping South

Africa supplied (except for such articles as are produced in

the country, i.e., mealies, &.z.) under contracts to be made from this office,

but it is a matter which should be referred to the Financial Secretary."
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On tlie ISth Juno Lord Kitchenor, while still unable to give a delinite

answer as to the amount of surplus forage available asked

• f for by the War Oflice on 11th June, cables that he is

orSaSs°'' "putting in orders to-day the organization under Colonel

Department. :Morgan, Army Service Corps, of a special department called

Sales Department, who will take over all surplus animals

and articles for disposal, and keep strict ledgers and accounts of all trans-

actions." He adds, as a reason for giving the ofificers of this new department

special rates of pay, the remark :-" I think this is ad^sable, as the money

involved will reach probably some six or seven milhous."

On the 20th the War Office approved the proposal as to the supervision

of sales by the Army Service Corps.

8. On the 23rd of June Lord Kitchener left South Africa.

9 A perusal of the foregoing telegrams shows that the idea of a dual

system of sales and contracts (to wjich attention has been

The dual directed by the Controller and AuSor General), in other

system. words, a system under which t^ Army would concurrently

sell with one hand and buy with the other the same article,

or a similar description of the same article, had its inception in South Africa,

and that those concurrent dealings were to be worked by the Army Service

Corps, under Colonel Morgan as Director of Sales as well as Director ot

Supplies.

10. Lieut.-General Sir Neville Lyttelton assumed corn-

Local contracts
^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^iq departure of Lord Kitchener.

for supply
^j^g proposal of the Quartermaster-General that the

"^urgeffrom'' contracts should be made in England was then changed on

Soutli Africa July 5th. They are to be made locally in South Africa, but

on July 1st. ^Q^ necessarily limited to contractors in that country.

15 Notices calling for tenders for the supply of bread, groceries, forage,

(tc, &c., were issued from Pretoria on 4th August, 11)02,

. , The contracts were to take effect from the 1st January

^sup^plycaTl/r following, and to run for nine months. On the 31st July,

for in 19(12, the Quartermaster-General telegraphs that "it has

South Africa, ^^^.^n stated too high prices are being asked for animals

offered for sale by the Sales Department," and on the

same date the War Office cable ordering "reports to be sent each month by

telegram, showing receipts on account of stores, supplies,

,T. ^ .^.^ veinounts, Sec, sold by army to civil authorities or to

rep'o'rt^ oftYes private buyers." On the 18th August War Ollice telegraphs

ordered to be that the "price of animals, stores, &c., taken over by the

sent home,
q-^^.-^i Government .... has now been settled for a lump

sum of £1,391,000. On the 23rd August the Quartermaster-

General telegraplis that a change in the command of the Army Service Corps

in South Africa has been decided, that Colonel Hipwell was ta relieve

Colonel Morgan as Director of Supplies, and the latter officer was to return

to England (which he did on 5th November, 1902).
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16. We have traced thus far the situation in its economic and adminis-

trative aspects through the three months succeeding the war, as it is shown

in the telegraphic correspondence between the War Office and the mihtary

authorities in Pretoria. It is more difficult to follow the development of the

policy through the three succeeding months, September, October, November,

1902. There are, however, in the latter period, some omissions and silences

which require notice. The telegrams to the War Office upon the administra-

tive question, so far as the Committee have seen, cease after the date of the

message signifying the coming relief of Colonel Morgan by Colonel Hipwell.

The returns from the Sales Department, ordered in the telegram from

the Quartermaster-General on the 31st July (and covered by

Monthlv letter of the same date), are not forwarded in compliance

returns not with that order subsequent to those for the month of August,

rendered. but on the 31st October a letter, signed by Colonel Hipwell,

is sent, forwarding sales made in September and October,

but only those to the Eepatriation Department, and omitting reference to

sales to the general public.

The omission to comply with the orders given on 31st July (Monthly

Eeturn of Sales) is noticed by the War Office in an inter-departmental

minute of 8th October, 1902, but it does not appear that action was then or

subsequently taken in regard to it, and the return was cancelled on 24th

April, 1908. Had this order been complied with, it might have been possible

for the War Office earlier to have realized the nature of the transactions

proceeding in South Africa in regard to sales of their vast surpluses,

contracts, and the dual system generally.

17. On the 25th September Colonel Hipwell arrived in Pretoria. Colonel

Morgan, however, continued still in the office of the Director

Joint <1
°^ Supplies, and a system of joint administration, or, it would

tration of ^^ more correct to say, of divided responsibihty began ;

Colonels Colonel Morgan retaining in his exclusive charge all questions
Morgan and of sales, retrospective and prospective, and Colonel Hipwell

assuming the conduct of current and future business in other

matters.

In this divided responsibility and joint administration Colonel Morgan
would appear to have been the predominant partner.

18. Of the sales made during this interval, the Committee have only had

particulars in regard to a single item—that of chaff, which has since become
the subject of legal action in South Africa and in England. These particulars

will be stated in detail further on (see paragraphs 83-97).

19. In addition to the conduct of sales, and to other work in the Office

of Supplies, Colonel Morgan appears to have been engaged throughout

September and October in winding up and transferring to other hands the

numerous subsidiary administrations which he had controlled, such as the

Sales Department, the Farms, Field Force Canteens, Cattle Eanger Corps, &c.

Meanwhile the transport of supplies from the sea to Pretoria apparently
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continued without cessation. At a further stage of the report this point will

be again referred to.

20. Tn answer to the notices issued in August, 1902, tenders for

contracts to supply the troops were received in the Director

Tenders for of Supplies' Office on 1st October,

supply received. These were opened in the presence of the Assistant

Director of Supplies (Captain Liniond), who states that he

took them to Colonel iMorgan. Their number is variously described, but the

general result of the evidence has been to convince the Committee that they

were few.

Major Long states: "Meyer and Company was the only one I can

remember." And again, " I think Meyer and Company were the principal

and only ones."

Whatever may have been their number, it appears that they were first

scheduled in the room of the Assistant Director of Supplies, and then taken

by him to Colonel Morgan.

21. There is a conflict of testimony as to tlieir subsequent treatment.

Colonel Morgan has stated that he repeatedly urged Colonel

How dealt Hipwell to deal with these tenders. Colonel Hipwell says

with, that he was advised by Colonel Morgan to accept ^Meyer's

tender. Major Long states that before he left Pretoria, at

the end of October, it had been fully decided there should be contracts, and

that ^leyer should have the contract. Ho also says that Colonel Morgan
had approved this course. Sergeant-Major Bevan corroborates this. '• They
(the tenders) were all ready when Colonel Morgan left."

22. A more detailed description of the office of the Director of Supplies

is necessary to enable the reader to understand the methods

Office of ^y which the decisions in the specific cases which have been
Director of referred to the Committee were subsequently made. Colonel
Supplies, Morgan succeeded Sir Edward Ward as Director of Supplies

duties and ^" *^° ^^^ '^^ 1900. The office under Colonel Morgan became

constitution, extremely centralized, and its personnel was necessarily large,

but its work did not end with supplies. Allusion has already

been made to various other offices and administrations held by Colonel

Morgan in 1901-02. The Field Force Canteen, the various farms which wore

established in the Transvaal and the Orange River Colony for the reception

of captured cattle, hospital supplies, kc.—notal)ly that known as Eloft""s

Farm, near Pretoria, the Sales Department already mentioned, the Detective

System, the Native Labour Corps, and the Corps of Cattle Rangers : these

oflices and administrations were all worked and controlled by Colonel

Morgan, in addition to his own special business as Director of Supplies.

23. The working and results of these various oflices have not been

included in the reference to the Committee. But it would

Outside l^e quite impossible for the Committee to eliminate from their

Agents. consideration some at least of these outside administrations ;

because of the interchangeable action which passed between

these various bodies and the central directorate of supplies ; and also because
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the personnel in many cases were identical. Thus a Mr. Saunders, an Army
Service Corps subordinate, who is described as a "personal

Letter of clerk " to Colonel Morgan, was the accountant at Eloff's

G.O.C, Farm after it became the property of the Sports Club. Mr.

South Africa, p. c. Morgan, brother of Colonel Morgan, is described in the

same paper as civil adviser and treasurer of the Sports Club,

at Eloff's Farm, while he also appears to have been the holder of various

agencies and occupations in the companies or firms who tendered for the

supply and purchase contracts. He is said to have been a frequent visitor to

the office of the Director of Supplies, both before and after Colonel Morgan

left Pretoria, and in the former period he appears to have resided with his

brother.

He is agent for Meyer and Company, for English and Company, and,

subsequently, or at the same time, he appears in a similar capacity, or as a

partner, to Wilson and Worthington in the deal over chaff already mentioned.

He was also connected with the Field Force Canteen, in the purchase of

cigarettes in Egypt. He appears to have arrived in South Africa about July

or August, 1902.

Some witnesses have stated that he was there at an earlier period, and

it is certain that he remained in South Africa after Colonel Morgan quitted

the country. His connection with Meyer and Company is described by

Colonel Morgan, in letters submitted to the Committee (Appendix I.).

24. We now turn to the firm of Meyer, Limited, to whom the corre-

spondence quoted refers.

Meyer, Limited. Of the six cases specifically referred to the Committee,

that known as the " Meyer sales and refund " is the only one

which is a direct connecting link between the office of the Director of Supplies

under Colonel Morgan and Colonel Hipwell.

It draws into line many personalities and projects, and brings the

subject of the contracts and sales into one focus.

25. Of the head of the firm, Mr. Meyer, we have frequent mention. He
figured in the first Cold Storage Company, as agent, and in that capacity

entered Pretoria with Earl Roberts. He also figures in prominent connection

with the second Cold Storage Company, the Imperial, an organization which

will be specially referred to later on {see paragraph 57).

In the refund case immediately under notice, he takes first place ; and

he is also a tenderer to purchase our supplies of forage at the same time that

he has been selected to supply us with forage. He is spoken of by many
witnesses in different terms, and various nationalities are ascribed to him

;

but all are agreed that he was a person possessing a remarkable mental

grasp of the necessities of a financial situation. The exact date or cause

upon which Mr. Meyer severed his connection with the second or Imperial

Cold Storage Company is not clear to the Committee, but it would appear

that he had formed the company known as " Meyer, Limited," in August or

September, 1902. The company, outside Mr. Meyer, is not so easily

described.
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Various witnesses refer to the company as consisting of Meyei-

relations. "A family concern" "formed to take over the contract'" [for

supply], " and they got it." " A mushroom lirm," " A lirm of yesterday,"

" depended upon the acceptance of that tender " [for supply], in Colonel

Morgan's own words. While Meyer himself, who personally conducted the

negotiations, is described by the Pay Department as " a very difficult man

to get money from," " generally slipped out of his undertaking," " in danger

of going into liquidation " [unless assisted by the army, Sec.].

A person named McGee, mentioned as belonging to the company, is

described as "a racing man," "not reliable," "'not a man of much sub-

stance," "decidedly addicted to drink," &c., kc.

26. Ic will be our business later on to record our opinion upon the fact

that a company thus formed and constituted was recommended, and finally

became the contractors for supplying our troops with several hundred

thousand pounds' worth of food and forage ; and that at the same time they

were declared the purchasers of our supplies to the extent of more than a

quarter of a million sterling.

27. On November 2nd, 1902, when Colonel Morgan left Pretoria, the

situation might be thus described :

—

(a) The original proposals for sale of supplies by the
Irenera si ua-

^y^^. Department, and contracts to supply the

of Colonel troops from outside sources, had moved con-

Morgan's depar- currently forward to points at which failure (so

ture from South
fg^j^. g^g ^j^g sales were concerned) was evident, and

^^^^
to a point just short of completion so far as the

contracts for supply were concerned.

"(6) Tenders to supply had been received, considered, and discussed for

a month, and the Committee are of opinion from the evidence

that they had been recommended by Colonel Morgan.

(() As regards " Sales," the Committee are not in possession of the

dates at which the tenders were received. But there can be no

doubt from the evidence that before Colonel Morgan left Pretoria

the subject had been fully discussed by him with would-be pur-

chasers in the office of Director of Supplies.

(d) The Repatriation Department had ceased to buy supplies from us

in any considerable quantities. " Rings," it had been stated,

had been formed against our food supplies in Johannesburg, but

the balance of testimony is against that statement,

(c) Demobilization and withdrawal of troops had reduced our garrison

to 87,000 men and <)7,000 horses and mules.

(/) Deterioration of our supplies was said to be increasing.

((/) The enormous bulk of food and forage at Pretoria was having con-

stant accessions made to it through the arrival from oversea and

from the clearance of seaport bases.

(h) Meyer and Company stood almost alone in the field of tender.
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28. We now continue the course of events from the departure of Colonel

Morgan. Meyer's tender for the supply of forage, submitted

Dual system on the Ist October, was formally accepted by Colonel

takes effect. Hipwell, in the name of the General, on 25th November.

His tender to buy forage from us was formally submitted

on 4th December.

It is adinitted that for many weeks prior to both these dates Meyer
was a frequent visitor at the office of the Director of Supplies,—•" He was in

my office every day." It is also admitted that Meyer was permitted to

amend his formal tenders to buy, a privilege not given to others.

29. Meyer's tender to purchase our supplies does not appear to have

been formally accepted until the 10th Janua^ry, 1903, but a fortnight prior

to that date a telegram was sent from the office of the Director of Supplies,

Pretoria, to all the districts in the Transvaal and Orange Eiver Colony,

ordering them " to hand over to Meyer, Limited, Box 684, Pretoria, at once,

all sound oats surplus to requirements at lis. per 100 lbs."

There is a further telegram, dated 30th December, directing all surplus

forage of every description to be handed over to the same contractors, and

the rates which the contractors are to pay are specified in every item. A
comparison between the prices at which Meyer was to buy from, and sell to

us at Pretoria (e g.) will be easily seen from the following table :

—

Meyer paid ii.s.
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33. Before approaching the serious question of personal or collective

responsibility for the loss to the public indicated as above,

and illustrated in detail in the six specific cases referred to

efiFect of an ^^^^'" (^"*^ ^^'^'^ ^^'^^^ "' ^''^^^ ^^- o^ ^^^"^ Eeport), the Com-
inqiiiry niittee wish to record the general trend or direction of their
upon the thought during the process of this investigation. The course

Committee^
°^ inquiry has been marked by the growth of an increasing

sense of suspicion regarding the entire character of the

various transactions presented to them. What in earlier

stages of inquiry appeared to be isolated instances of error, on the part of

some particular official who had dealt with the case, assumed, as investiga-

tion proceeded, first the aspect of continuous negligence, until, as fresh

instances arose of such palpable misdoing, the idea of even culpable ueglifence
had to be abandoned, and in its place the impression of cleverly arranged
contrivance substituted.

34. And if the field of inquiry covered by the six specific cases before the

Committee was wide in its geographic aspect, extending through all the

colonies in South Africa, that area w^hich might be called the central zone
of inception and contrivance was a small one. All these cases emanated
from, and returned to, the single office of the Director of Supplies in Pretoria.

35. The Stepney forage refund, the Wilson and Worthington biscuit

refund, the Wilson and Son's preserved meat refund, the Meyer oats pay-

ment, the double concurrent sales to and purchases from Meyer, the Boards
of condemnation irregularly held upon supplies which had already passed

into contractors' hands, the loosely worded tenders and contradictory accept-

ances, which were no contracts because of the most obvious vex-bal

inaccuracies, the favourable procedure as to amendment of tenders shown to

particular persons, the authorities for tlie various refunds, contractors

allowed to be their own sureties—these and many similar irregularities

w^ere the work of the office of the Director of Supplies, and the military

pcrsomiel concerned in them might be reckoned in a single numeral.

36. The impression may have arisen that the whole Army Service Corps

in South Africa was concerned in these transactions. There is no evidence

in support of this idea. On the contrary, there is proof that decisions by
which these transactions were authorized were given in opposition to the

opinion of the officers of the Army Service Corps who at outside stations had
to deal locally with these questions.

:i7. In all these transactions we find the office of Director of Supplies,

Pretoria, which in the natural order should have been the

The result of central controlling influence upon exterior extravagance—
this process, and the main safeguard of the public purse against the

irregular demands of the contractor—we find this body
acting in a spirit directly at variance with these duties. The refunds

granted are now seen to have been given against just claim or common
sense. Indeed, had the contractors changed places with the officers of the

Director of Supplies, neither in the management of the contracts and con-

current sales, the looseness of their w^ording, nor in the decisions which were
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subsequently given upon them, could the unfavourable mind of the controlling

body against the public interest have been more strongly mauifested.

38. Eeviewing, from the telegram of the 1st July, 1902, the entire course

of these sales and contracts, with the losses that followed them, the Com-
mittee can only see a succession of situations by which an ultimate goal has

been attained— that goal being handing over to a few contractors the great

bulk of the surplus food and forage belonging to Government at " absurdly

low prices." First, we see the inception of the sale and the contract systems

—put forward with anticipations of profit and success. We come next to

the failure of the sales, to the continued increase of stocks, not only auto-

matically produced by continuous decrease of garrison, but by pouring into

Pretoria stocks from the seaport bases, and the fresh stocks of oversea im
ports. We find that this steadily increasing congestion was never referred

to specifically in the correspondence with the W^ar Office, but, on the

contrary, we find silence and omissions, which all tended to obscure from the

W^ar Office the knowledge of what was happening to these supplies in the

Transvaal. A single telegram would have sufiiced to clear the situation. It

was not sent.

39. Then we have in long series manipulated tenders—the many visits

of a few favoured contractors to the office of the Director of Supplies

;

understandings und conversations many, documents few, loose and incon-

clusive ; "underhand tenders" they are described by the highest legal

authority in the Transvaal.

Behind these elusive companies we catch occasional glimpses of some

substantial financial persons, moving in a background which we cannot

pierce. There are anomalies everywhere. In a country replete with money
from the lavish expenditure of the war, and where food, save ours, is almost

entirely absent, the Government can get but scanty sale for their supplies.

40. When we sell a consignment to a random purchaser he resells it at

a profit of from 50 per cent, to 500 per cent. Food and forage, for which

there is no apparent demand in the interior, are continually coming forward

from the coast at high cost for railage. They come forward apparently only

to be sold on arrival for a nominal price, their sale rendering the Govern-

ment liable for customs duty, which in some cases is alone greater than the

total price they have realized.

41. Through all this maze of seeming ineptitude the figure of Mr. Frank

Morgan, the brother of the Director of Supplies, moves continuously—the

agent of " mushroom companies," the salaried servant of favoured firms. He
has come upon the scene in August, 1902, but it is not until the 31st October

that he receives his brother's sanction to appear openly as the engage

servant of the contractor Meyer.

It is matter of public knowledge now that Mr. F. Morgan's share in the

profits arising out of the single case of the sale of chafi' reached the sum of

£613.

42. One by one the reasons given for the dual dealings with Meyer have

beeen dissipated under the scrutiny of the Committee.
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The anticipated aud asserted savings had no foundations in fact. The

Supply personnel could not be materially reduced, nor the rent of ground,

nor the loss through deterioration saved, except in a few isolated instances.

The supplies were still being poured in to increase congestion and

deteiioration, to diminish values by adding to the Government loss through

railage rates and customs duties, and to render generally our position more

hopeless, until finally the overweighted ship of Government supplies drifts to

shore a derelict in the contractors' liands.

43. One channel of safety lay open all this time. It was safe, simple,

and needed no effort of administrative steering to reach.

, , We had only to refuse tlie tenders offered, and to continue
How the loss •'

,.,.

,

. , t

caused by the *^o ^^^e our own stuff for our own annuals on our own ground.

system might They were both together at our stations. Nothing need

have been have been altered or added to. We preferred to buy our
averted.

^^^^^ forage from a man to whom we had just sold it at some

60 per cent, more than he had given us for it. We were still

to store it—to carry it to our animals, and it was to stand in our forage yards

at our risk of deterioration.

44. More than this, it was at any moment open to the local authorities,

even after they had landed themselves in the dual difficulty, to suspend the

working of this enormous profit to the contractor, and to have made issues

from our reserve forage to our own animals, under clause 15, conditions of

contract.

The Committee feel that it is unnecessary to say more in this Keport

about these sales and contracts.

They cannot, however, refrain from adding that they have never been

able to understand why a method of meeting all the civil and

military requirements at the end of the war was not adopted,

^method^'f
^

v^^-' l^^nding over to the Repatriation Department the whole

avoiding loss surplus army stock at a joint valuation. This simple stroke-

might have of-the-pen-administrative method between two departments
been found. ^^ ^.j^^ ^^^^^ would, the Committee think, have saved much

money and placed au effective barrier against the various

activities alluded to in this Report.

45. They turn to consider the question from another point of view.

Administration from Home.

The question It appears to the Committee that a great error was

considered made in not having sent to South Africa at the conclusion of

from the ^^^ ^^^^^ ^ specially trained selected officer of high rank, and

Sf HomeTcT a small but very capable staff of civil and military officiais,

ministration, who would have taken in hand the entire business of winding

up the war, disposing of surplus stock by sale or by ship-

ment to England, aud, generally speaking, replacing the haphazard and

always wasteful ways of war by regular methods of peace administration.

46. Such a mission would have cost a few thousand pounds, and the

Committee think it would have possibly saved the State some millions

sterling. Everything called for such action. The officers who had gone
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through the war were not only tired and stale from their labours on active

service, but they were the least fitted to carry out the new duties. After 2|

years of the waste which is natural to service in the field it would be idle to

expect from them a resumption of peace methods upon strict economic lines.

Against them would be pitted men already versed in every detail of the

Colonial contractor's art, who would be certain to redouble their various

financial activities in face of the cessation of the source of profit from which

they had already drawn so large a harvest.

On the one side a few officials anxious to get back to England, on the

other new activities and old organizations which had only strengthened and

quickened under the pressure of a fleeting opportunity.

47. This is not an imaginary picture. The minutes of evidence hold

many proofs that the signing away of thousands of pounds, the granting of

rebates or refunds, and the acceptation of a contractor's representation

without query or comment, were regarded as ordinary occurrences in every-

day administration, worthy of less attention than would have been bestowed

upon a few pounds or shillings in a similar situation at home.

48. Nevertheless, the Committee feel (while giving due weight to these

considerations) that the losses which the public have suffered through the

series of transactions following the war have arisen from causes graver than

those of administrative errors, neglect, or omissions.

49. Mitigating circumstances may probably be found to afi'ect the

measure and character of the responsibility ascribable to

The Question particular individuals in the office of Director of Supplies ;

of but the Committee do not believe that these mitigations can
responsibility, affect the collective responsibility of the entire office. They

have recognized throughout that responsibility for policy and

administration in South Africa must reach beyond the office of the Director

of Supplies. Cases of individual responsibility particularized must be taken,

therefore, as subject to the reservation that, wherever higher authority can

be proved to have been given, that authority has covered, in part or wholly,

subordinate action.

The Committee have it in evidence that Colonel Hipwell was not him-

self aware of the dual system until after Meyer had been accepted as

contractor on 25th November, 1902.

50. The Committee realize the difficulties which lie in the way of

allotting to particular persons exact responsibility upon any matter where

collusion has to be proved. In such cases documents are usually unknown,
and unless one or other of the parties breaks the compact the secret is not

likely to be disclosed.

51. Taking the entire situation in South Africa during the six months
following the war, as it has come befoi-e the Committee in oral and docu-

mentary evidence, and reviewing all the circumstances, they are agreed that

it is impossible to absolve Colonel Morgan of having produced and foreseen

the situation which was subsequently reached and which was already in

sight when he quitted South Africa.
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52. As to this officer's precise share of responsibiHty for the "chaff"
case, they leave that incideut to speak for itself, as it stands in Part II. of

this Eeport [see paragraphs 83, Sec).

53. The Committee hold Colonel Morgan entirely answerable for the

grave scandals which have arisen through his brother's connection with
contracting firms, and even accepting the explanation that he has given and
his correspondence with Meyer attached, they consider that in allowing his

brother to enter into agencies or connections with contractors or army
purchasers in South Africa, he contravened not only the letter of the regula-

tions defining the conduct of officers, but that he acted entirely in opposition

to the spirit and traditions of the army.

54. The Committee do not consider that at this stage they should define

more minutely the measures of responsibility to be attached to all the officers

(and their subordinates) whose names were connected with the Director of

Supplies' office at Pretoria in the year following the close of the war. They
put this limitation upon themselves only because there still remained un-

examined by them the cases of further contracts with Meyer, Wilson and
Worthington, and other persons, which took place in 1902-03. These cases

have not been specially referred to the Committee.

55. Further search on the lines suggested may discover instances of

contrivance or ineptitude, and even enable investigation to reach that

hitherto impenetrable background already mentioned, where some deeper

calculator has his abode.

56. Finally the Committee desire to draw attention to the fact that

they are not a disciplinary body, nor have they been con-

The Com-
stituted to receive evidence upon oath. They have had to

mittee's view conduct their inquiries subject to numerous difficulties and
of their powers several limitations, and time has not been allowed them in

and limitations, vvhich to extend their investigations into the great body of

the transactions lying outside the cases specified in the

seoond paragraph of their reference.

57. As already observed, they have only been able to touch the fringe

of that region. The case of the Imperial Cold Storage Company, in which

Meyer was a prominent figure and Colonel Morgan was closely identified, the

fuller investigation into the character of " the companies which had to be

created " for the purchase of our supplies, the fact that the members of these

companies or firms could seek safety in bankruptcy whenever it suited their

designs to do so, the solution to problems suggested by passing reference in

the evidence to some shadowy personality occasionally showing in the back-

ground of these transactions ; these and many other subjects have had to be

passed by with scanty and insufficient notice.

58. The Committee feel that before these grave questions can be set at

rest, evidence on oath will have to be taken, aud the difficulties of place and

distance removed or lessened by the original scene of the trouble being made
also the scene of its investigation.
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59. And there is another point, perhaps the strongest of all, to which

the Committee must refer, it is : Are the taxpayers of this

A ffpn ral
country to continue to be the sport of the many questionable

question which contractors who are as ready to follow their several

has arisen in avocations in the wake of a war as they are also willing to

their minds. ^g ^^g pioneers ?

60. In the face of such transactions as the Committee

have dealt with a note cf irony seems to run through the clauses in the War
Office contract forms, which relate at length the pains and penalties visited

upon the contractor who has been found practising the arts of corruption or

attempting collusive operations with some military underling in the course

of an army contract.

One is disposed to ask—are the civil offenders, who are the object of so

much precautionary precision in the Army Form, ever brought to book in

the substance? Where does their punishment come in? For it seems to

the Committee that they, or the nebulous civilian personalities behind them,

are the chief offenders against the nation to which by birtli or naturalization

they belong.

Some clumsy pantaloon in putties—even some agile harlequin in a

helmet—may occasionally be caught, but the oldest member of the

Committee has informed his colleagues that in the course of many years'

experience he can only call to mind one case where the civil practitioner in

a military scandal has been brought to justice, and in that solitary instance

the offender, when released from a period of fifteen months' incarceration,

was received by his fellow townsmen with many manifestations of civic

triumph.

Pakt II.

63. The Committee think that it will suffice to illustrate the salient

points of all the transactions of this nature if they take in

Refunds and cletail the most important item, that of £21,232 to Meyer
Sales. upon his contract for the purchase of oats, the general features

of which w^e have just reviewed. The Committee have closely

examined all the circumstances under which this large sum was paid.

69. The wheels of South African contracts can be made to grind quickly

when necessary, and each revolution may be said in a double sense to bring

grist to the contractor's mill. Meanwhile, so far as the Committee learn,

the War Department paid the railage.

70. The Committee do not consider that this payment can properly be

described as a refund, because it is clear that the money had not at the time

been paid by Meyer ; this conclusion only compels the Committee to regard

the transaction in a more serious aspect, which is that the money paid to

Meyer by cheque on the 18th May (amounting to £21,232 17s. 9d.) was
really of the nature of an "accommodation," such as a man might receive from
his bankers. There can be little doubt that the payment of so large a sum
to Meyer would at once have established his credit, which (so far as can be
judged from the evidence) was not at that time flourishing. The facts
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before the Committee further show that the oats became the property of

Meyer in January, 1903, and the total payments in respect of tliem were

allowed to he extended over a period of lo months, so that at the commence-
ment of March, 1904, there was due from the contractor on his total account

a balance amouutmg apparently to over £21,000.

Thus the £21,232 paid to Meyer by cheque in May, 1903, was a cash

advance given to him instead of his running account with the Army Pay
Department being credited with that amount (which method of adjustment

would have made it only a paper transaction, whereas as it stood Meyer had

the use of this money for ten months).

71. As the matter stands, the Committee can only record their opinion

that responsibility rests upon

—

{a) Captain de la Pryme, who signed the voucher as Supply Officer

;

(6) the officers of the Army Pay Department, Pretoria, who made pay-

ment thereon
;

at least until they can explain their action nioie conclusively than they have

done to the Committee.

72. The refund to Wilson and Worthington, £739, is

\Vilson and another case arising out of a glaringly loosely-worded

contract.

74. That Wilson and Worthington must have found their first trans-

action in these 3 millions lbs. of biscuit profitable is shown by the fact that

they proceeded to purchase the whole of the Government biscuit in South

Africa, amounting to some 14 millions lbs., at the same rates.

The firm appear to have found a ready market for their purchase in

the mines at Johannesburg and Kimberley. It may here be noted that the

Committee procured a box of War Department biscuit from a supply which

w^as advertised in that country as dog biscuit, and which from markings

on the cases had evidently returned from the war. The cases, wood, and

tin were in the best preservation, and the biscuits of admirable quality.

75. The Committee attach responsibility for this refund, which appears

to them to have no justification :

—

(a) To Captain Limond, who made this loose contract, out of which a

claim for a refund became possible.

(b) To Major W'alton, who authorized the refund.

76. The refund given to Wilson i^ Sons, Cape Town, £1,542, on

account of preserved meat purchased by them, has features

Wilson & Sons, which differentiate it from the other refunds.

Capetown. 77. The local .\riny Service Corps officer at Capo

Town, Colonel Wyncoll, writes, in forwarding the claim for

refund to Director of Supplies, Pretoria:—"This firm had every opportunity,

I consider, to inspect the meat before taking delivery of same into their

stores at iMaitlund. They were given permission to oi)en what they liked.

The officer in charge Supply Depot gave them every facility to do so by my
order." Despite the local opinion above quoted, a favourable decision was

given by Major Walton, and the contractors' claim granted.
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The responsibility for this refund rests, in the opinion of the Committee,

primarily with Major Walton, who has, however, informed them that he

consulted General Lyttelton on the subject, but the latter has no recollection

of any of these refunds.

82. So far the Committee have dealt with the six cases specified in the

2nd paragraph of their reference. There remains still the transaction known

as the Chaff Case—a sale only more marked than many other " deals" made

at this period because of the prominence given to it through the legal actions

which have arisen from it. The case may stand as an illustration of what is

in the mind of the Committee when they refer to the vast " outside " which

lies beyond the six special cases that have been referred to them—an exterior

into which, with this exception, they have not been able to enter.

The Chaff Sales at Pretoria.

83. This case, as it is here represented, has been extracted from the

accounts in the War Office.

According to the supply accounts, Pretoria, October,

where^it cSne ^^°^' *° January, 1903, the total quantity of chaff sold to

from and how Saunders and Hunter, or to Eloff's Farm, amounted in all

long it had to 641,400 lbs. This was sold as damaged forage, and the
been in important points to be determined are :—Where the forage

came from, how long it had been in the country, and

whether it was properly described as damaged?

Upon each of these points the accounts are practically conclusive. The

forage all came from Australia, and was landed at Durban subsequent to the

1st May, 1902.

87. On the assumption that the whole of the chaff was
Loss on chaff

^^ „ g^. je^oj^e," the cost to the public of the 641,400 lbs.

compares with the amount realized by sale as follows :

—

Cost to the Public. Realized by Sale.

Item.
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88. From the evidence before the Committee they see no reason to doubt

that the whole of tlie chatY had arrived at Pretoria hy tlie end of October,

1902.

89. The Committee have not yet been able to ascertain who ordered

the forage to Pretoria, nor, unless for the purpose of sale to Saunders and

Hunter, why it was ordered.

90. The quantity paid for by Saunders and Hunter amounted to

641,400 lbs., whereas the actual quantity railed from Durban to Pretoria

was 660,943 lbs., the whole of which disappears from the accounts between

October, 1902, and January, 1903. The cost of the 6(')0,943 lbs. was e3,0l.5,

a detail of which is given in Appendix III,

91. It will be observed that the cost of the railage from Durban to

Pretoria works out at Is. lOd. per 100 lb?., or 4d. more per 100 lbs. than

was realized by the sale at Pretoria

97. In this "deal" it has been possible for the Committee to trace one

authentic transaction, in time, place, and circumstance, carried through the

labyrinth of distance, loss of docunients, and general obscurity which now

surrounds these questions.

98. There can be little doubt that an extensive loss or destruction of

documents has occurred, and it is to be noted that in the

Absence of evidence given by the officei's and non-commissioned oflicers;

documents, &c. who were connected witli the Director of Supplies' Ollice iii

Pretoria that defective memories are more the rule than the

exception whenever the salient or critical points of any question are reached.

99. Meyer's connection with the second or Imperial Cold Storage

Company has already been mentioned. The Committee

Cornection consider that Colonel Morgan's part in the management of

between second y^g contract which produced that company in January,
Cold storage ^i^qo, must be taken in connection with the operations which
Company and '

. ^
, , .

^
/>r .

Meyer Limited. sul)sequently produced the agent of that company (.Meyer)

as the chief forage contractor to the Army in South Africa

towards the close of that year.

The Committee have no doubt that ^feyer was a " favoured " contractor

in relation both to his supply to us and his purchases from us,

100. As an instance of the loss to the public which occurred in some of

these sales in the single item of customs duties alone, tho

Customs dues. Committee have noted that on sales in Natal (between

November, 1902, and June, 1903) producing a total credit

to the public of £13,084, the custom claims alone amounted to £16,902.
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101. As regards the responsibility which the Committee consider belongs

to Colonel Hipwell in relation to all these cases, they are of

Further expres- opi^^ioi^ ^^^'^ ih.Q.t officer was entirely unfit for the position of

sion of Director of Supplies, South Africa, that he failed to control

responsibility, the working of his office, and that he permitted the sub-

ordinate officials an undue freedom in the exercise of

functions which properly belonged to himself. In these respects the

Committee must hold him answerable in a large measure for the various

irregularities in procedure and losses which subsequently occurred.

102. As regards Captain Limond's responsibility, the Committee must

take a very serious view. To him more than to any subordinate officer,

Colonel Hipwell appears to have delegated authority. Several of the gravest

of the irregularities brought to light before the Committee have been the

work of Captain Limond. He was the main connecting link in administration

between Colonel Morgan and Colonel Hipwell. To him belongs the respon-

sibility for loose wording of contracts upon which refunds were subsequently

claimed. Finally, his action in regard to dealings with the contractor Meyer,

so far as disclosed by documentary evidence, leaves a distinctly unfavourable

impression on the mind of the Committee.
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MR. J. RAMSAY MACDONALD.

Aftkr the election of Mr. Henderson
as Labour Canrlidate for Fiarnard

Castle Division I took the liberty of

christening tlie coming majority in the

next parliament. It will be the party

of the Lib.-Labs. The Labour Party
protested. The Liberals did not like it.

But the fact remains. The next House
of Commons will be a Lib.-Lab. House
with a Lib.-Lab. majority. Still

more is the majority in the constitu-

encies a Lib.-Lab. majority. That is

to say, the majority of the electors of

this countr}' are men who earn their

daily bread by labour, and the majority

of these men are Liberal in politics,

even when they happen sometimes to

vote with the Conservatives. They
are not going to vote Conservative at

the next election. Neither are they
going to vote for the Liberal Party as

a party. For whom, then, are they
going to vote ? They are going to vote

for the Opposition, and they are going

to vote against the Unionist Govern-
ment ; the Government that is re-

sponsible for the war, for the enor-

mously increased expenditure, for the

Public House Endowment Act, and for

the Sectarian Education Act.

The author of the paper on " The
Labour Party " would no doubt re-

pudiate with all emphasis the assump-
tion that the Labour Party is in any
kind of alliance with the Liberal Party.

Independence is his watch worfl.

Independence—he swears by indepen-

dence. But seeing that by his own
account his Independent Labour Party,

although bound by no programme, is

l)ent upon going as far as the Liberals

go and a great deal further, it is

obvious that they are, to all intents

and purposes, the informal but most
effective allies of the Liberal Party.

So are the Nationalist Irish Party in

all that relates to the progress towards
Home Rule. So far as the Liberal

Party advances in that direction, the

Nationalists, despite their indepen-
dence, arq indistinguishable in the
l)ivisiun Lol)by from the ordinary
Liberal. And so it must of necessity

be with the Labour Part}'. Occasions
may arise in which the interests of

Labour and the views of the Liberal

leaders may conflict. Then the
Labour men will vote for I^ibour.

But the hope of the future lies largely

in the probability that the Liberal

Party will never be found in

antagonism to Labour.
Tlie list of candidates appended to

!Mr. Macdonald's paper shows that of

48 seats which candidates standing
under the segis of his Committee are

contesting, they are only holding their

own in four, while they are starting

men against .3(3 Conservatives and
against only eight Liberals, not taking

any account of two candidates who are

contesting two double-membered con-

stituencies, which at present return

one Liberal and one Tory.

We have no precise information as

to which constituencies will be con-

tested by both Liljeral and Labour
candidates. At the bye-elections

three seats, Barnard Castle, Norwich,
and North East Lanark were contested

by Liberal, Labour and Conservative

candidates. In one the Labour can-

didate was successful, but in no case

did the Lib.-Lab. split result in

the return of a Conservative. ^lay

that be a happy omen for the General

Election. But to i"un the risk of

losing a seat to the Tories by a split

between the Liberals and Lalxnir men
lays a very heavy responsibility on
those at whose door lies the fault.

The clause in the Constitution of

the Labour Representation Connnittee,

which was carried at Bradford in

February, 1904, runs as follows :

—

To secure, by vuiited action, the elec-

tion to Parliament of candidates pro-

moted, in the first instance, by an
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Affiliated Society or Societies in thecon-
stituency, who undertake to form or join

a distinct group in Parliament, with its

own Whips and its own policy on Labour
<3uestions, to abstain strictly from
identifying themselves with or promoting
the interests of any section of the
Liberal or Conservative parties, and not
to oppose any other candidate recognised
by this Committee. All such candidates
shall pledge themselves to accept this

Constitution, to abide by the decisions

of the group in carrying out the aims of

this Constitution, and to appear before
their constituencies under the title of

Labour candidates only.

Mr. J. Ramsay Macdonald in his

paper does not enter upon details as

to the other Labour candidates who
are standing not under the ttgis of the

Labour Representation Committee.
According to the Reformers' Year
Book there are 26 other new Labour
candidates standing who are not on
Mr. Macdonald's list, and ten Labour
members wlio will stand for re-election.

>0f the new candidates nine are miners,

chiefly Scotch, four, Hyndman, Hewitt,
Quelch, and Ward, are backed by the

Social Democratic Federation, while

two, Hobson and Littlejohns, are

standing as independent members of

the Independent Labour Party.

Of the Labour INIembers in the

present House of Commons, there are

four—Crooks, Keir Hardie, Henderson,

and Shackleton—who are on Mr.
Macdonald's list, c ich of whom receives

.£200 a year out of the Parliamentary
fund of the Committee. The following

Labour Members are not supported by
the L.R.C. :—
Abraham, W., Rhondda.
Bell, R., Derby.

Broadhurst, H., Leicester.

Burns, John, Battersea.

Burt, Thomas, Morpeth.
Cremer, W. R., Haggerston.

Fenwick, Chas., Wansbeck.
Parrott, W., Normanton.
Richards, Thomas, West Monmouth.
Wilson, John, ^lid-Durham.
There will thus be between 80 and 90
Ial)our candidates before the con-

stituencies at next General Election,

of whom 4S or .")0 are candidates of the

L.R.C, which, although one of the

latest boi'n of political associations, has

already secured the allegiance of more
than half all the Labour Candidates

before the Electors.

This result is largely due to the

energy, the ambition and the

organising ability of Mr. J. Ramsay
Macdcnald, the Coming man, who deals

in this number with the Coming
question of the Labour party.

Mr. Ramsay Macdonald must be dis-

tinguished from Mr. James Macdonald,
Secretary of the LondonTrades Council.

There was also a Murray IMacdonald

on the School Board, and an indefinite

number of Macdonalds of less distinc-

tion. But there is only one Ramsay
Macdonald, the Secretary of the Labour
Representation Committee.

He comes from the hard North-

East, was nurtured on North-Easters,

and preserves the 2^6rfervidum Scotonim
bred in his bones in the far North to

electrify the Cockneys of Thames side.

His father was a Scotch peasant. He
springs, says Mr. Pethick Lawrence,
the editor and proprietor of the Echo
and the Labour Record, who published

a charming Character Sketch of his

leader writer, from men who have been
peasants and village blacksmiths in

Lossiemouth, co. Elgin, for generations.

" And always he carries with him in his

own person a part of the elements with
which they lived and died—the freedom
and freshness of the sea, the sturdiness

of the moor, the vigour of the forge."

Ramsay Macdonald's life story is one

of restless upward thrusts as the

thrust of a vigorous seedling which
makes its way through all obstacles

into the light of day. He was born

a Scotch peasant boy in 1866. Before

he was thirty years of age he had
stood as candidate for Parliament in

Southampton, and now before he is

forty he is the Sidney Webb Parnell

Schnadhorst of the Labour party.

How did he do it? It's dogged as

does it in his case as in that of other

people. He was a bairn of parts

when at his village school in Lossie-

mouth. His schoolmaster recognised
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his al)ilities and taught him all he
knew. Ranisay stuck to his books,

was pntnioted to l)e pupil teacher, and
in due process "of time he ought to

have gone on to the University. But
those were days before Mi-. Carnegie

had smoothed the way for penniless

callants to a college education. 80 he

set himself to study to pass his exam-
inations and so to qualify himself as

a teacher. He was a diligent reader

and before he was out of his teens he

fell captive to Henry George, who.se

Froijrfigfi and Poverhj had a great deal

to flo with making Macdonald a

Socialist. He became a subscriber to

the Christian Sociafist, and wlien he

was 18 he accepted an invitation to

join a Social Reformer at l^iistol, to

help him in carrying on his work. The
Social Reformer did not on near

acquaintance justify the enchantment
that had been supplied by distance.

So after making a beginning with

socialistic propaganda in Bristol, he

returned a sadder but wiser lad to

Lossiemouth.

Then came on the General Election

of I8S0. Mr. Chamberlain was then
the rising hope of young and eager

Radicals who saw him from a distance.

Ramsay Macdonald, although then a

lad of 19, had already been installed

as President of the Lossiemouth
Democratic Association. The sitting

member was a Whig of the name of

Grant. Lender Mr. Chamberlain's

secret patronage, the Lossiemouth
Democrats started a Mr. Anderson as

a candidate of the Chamberlain stripe,

and it was in active canvassing for

him that Macdonald had his first

experience of electioneering. Anderson
was defeated in ISS."), but when Grant
went over with Mr. Chamberlain to

the Unionists, Mr. Anderson, as a

Gladstonian, was returned in 1886 fior

Elgin and Nairn.

But the fire of ambition would not
let Ramsay Macdonald rest in distant

Lossiemouth. London drew him like

a magnet, and before long he was one
of the penniless out-of-works who
swarm in the streets of the great citv.

To keep body and soul together he
accepted the work of addressing enve-

lopes, that last refuge of the destitute.

It was l)ut a stepping st<me. He soon
obtained a cleikship at Cooper, Box «t

Co. His clerkship kejjt him in bread
and chee-se, and left him his evenings

free. Mr. Lawrence says :—

All day he worked at his office, and in

tlio evening he attended classes in

Natural Science, in various branches of

which he had already especially distin-

guished himself. A friend gave him the
free run of his laboratory, and, noting
his ability, obtained for him some
remunerative work in the shape of coal
analysis. At the same time he was study-
ing hard to obtain one of the Queen's
Scholarships at Kensington.
Frequently this meant going to bed at

two or three in the morning and getting
up at six or seven o'clock for another
day's work. For this kind of thing there
is only one remedy ; and Nature found it

and put a stop to his exertions. Mac-
donald luid a bad breakd(nvn in health,
which prevented him from doing any
more work for some time. To-day none
of Macdt)nald's " offices " give him more
pleasure than his Life Governorship of

University College (which he hoped to
attend, but never could scrape together
the fees\ and his membership of the
Council of the Birkbeck College, to whicli
nearly twenty years ago he used to rush
when his work at Cooper, Box and Co.,

was over for the day.

Then came his first real piece of

good luck. When he regained his

health he obtained the much-coveted
position of private secretary to a mem-
ber of Parliament. Mr. Thomas Lough
was the man lucky enough to have the

services of Ramsay Macdonald, and he
enjoyed them for four years.

At the end of 1891* Mr. Macdonald
found his vocation in journalism. He
was one of the founders of the London
organ of the Socialist L'nion. His
contributions to the .Socia/Ls^, however,
were of the nature of " pious works."
He made his living by writing for the
Weekly Dispatch, llie Echo, and other
paying papers. He was full of restless

vitality, which found vent in all

manner (jf social activities. He worked
at Boys' Clubs, became Secretary of the
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New Fellowship, and even formed the

Women's Industrial Council. This
was his set't)nd great piece of luck, for

he met there Miss JNIargaret Gladstone,

the foreign secretary of the Council,

who in 189() became Mrs. Ramsay
Macdonald.

Jn politics he was Socialist. He
worked for Frank Smith when he split

the Liberal interest at Shetheld in

K'^i)-!, and in 1S95 he m ide his debut as

a Parliamentary Candidate by standing

as a Socialist for Southampton, where
he was at the bottom of the poll with

8G7 votes.

In 1900 he stood for Leicester, again
splitting the party vote, and again
finding himself at the bottom of the

poll. On this occasion he had ample
justification. It is to be remembered
to his credit that Mr. Ramsay Mac-
donald was as sountl as a bell on the

subject of the Boer War. He opposed
it from the first, and he opposed it to

the last. He was the most uncom-
promising of pro-Boers, who displayed
his patriotism by denouncing the war
and its authors wherever opportunity
might offer. The Liberal ^Member who
lost his seat for Leicester owing to

Mr. Ramsay ^[acdouakl's candidature
was Mr. AV. Hazell, one of the many
gooil abstract advocates of peace who
fell before-the temptation of supporting
the war with the Dutch Republics.
Mr. Macdonald fought Leicester not
only as Labour Candidate, but as a
stout pro-Boer. He did not win the
seat, but he polled 4,164 votes, and
sacrificed Mr. Hazell to the manes of

the Boers. He was roumlly abused
for it at the time, but wjien he staiuls

for Leicester at the coming Election
the Libt>rals will vote for him to a
man, although he refuses to stand on
their platform. It is a well-deserved
tribute to the resolute opposition which
in 1900 he ottered to the Great Crime
with which the country saluted the
new century.

In 1902, as soon as the war was over,

he and his wife went otf to South
Africa to see with their own eyes the
results of the devihy that had been
perpetrated in the name of Liberty,

Christianity and Civilisation. On his

return he published a little book. What
I !<atr in ^Soufh Africa, which is an
aduiirably written and most accurate

picture of the country which our

armies had converted into a wilder-

ness.

Wlien I went to South Africa in

1904 T hearil only one opinion about

Mr. Macdonald's book. It was just,

sane, sound and terrible, just because

it possessed these other qualities.

At the end of 1901 he was elected

to the L.C.C., in place of Frank Smith,

for Central Finsbury. In his address

to the electors he gave the first place

to the Housing Question. He said :

The problem of hi>w to provide decent
houses for London's millions can be
solved only by tlioso who ure dotorininod
not to allow the interests of ground
landlords and slum owners to stand in

the way. I think the greatest care
should be exercised to provide fresh

accommodation before demolishing exist-

ing houses ; and I should, therefore, both
in the interests of the ratepayers and of

the slum dwellers, do what I could to
push on the development of the Council's

building schemes in the suburbs. These
municipal estates should be built of

cottage property, as near as possible on
the lines of Mr. Cadbury's Bourneville
experiment, and be connected with the
centre by a quick and cheap service of

.nunicipal trams. I hope the time is not
far distant when the Council will have
powers to tine the owners of unsanitary
property, instead of having to buy them
out at exorbitant prices, as at present.

Rut his chief work in 1900 onwards
was the organisation of the Labour
Representation Con\mittee. That this

was regarded with a good deal of

jealousy by some other Labour leaders

need not be denied. " Macdonald,"
they saitl, '' means to be Boss.' What
Macdonald sees is that there is

urgent need for union and discipline

among the ranks of labour, and if the
Masses are to impose their will upon
the Classes, organisation is indis-

pensable. More than ever is this

necessary now that the scandalous

debacle of the South African War has
proclaimetl the total moral bankruptcy
of the so-called iroverninjr classes.
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THE LABOUR PARTY.
By J. RAMSAY MACDONALl),

Secretary to the Labour Representation Committee, and Parliamentary
Candidate for Leicester.

I.

—

Its Origin.

Ever since the working classes in the Boroughs wore enfranchised, Labour lias

been wondering why it should not have its own representatives in Parliament.

In the election of 18GS, Mr. Cremer and Mr. Howell ran as independent

representatives of the working classes, but were defeated, and a similar fate met
candidates who contested by-elections in Greenwich and Southwark ; in 1S()9,

at the Birmingham meeting of the newly-formed Trade Union Congress, Labour
Representation in Parliament w;is adopted as a cardinal principle, and this, on

the approach of the General Election, was re-artirme<l l)y the Congress which

met at ShelHeld in IST-i ; in the election of 1S7I tiiirteen Labour Candidates

went to the poll under the patronage of the Lal)our Representation League, which

had been formed a few years before, practicall)' as an adjunct to the Trade
L^nion Congress, and of which Mr. Henry Rroadhurst was .secretary ; in the

same year Trade Unions for the fiist time subscril)ed from their funds in aid of

Parliamentary contests.

At that time the political demands of the Unions were limited. They
desired certain amendments in the law relating to Trade Unions and Con-

spiracy, and they claimed that in the House of Commons working men as such

.should be represented. I eannot write the histoiy of Labour Representation

here, and so I hurry on to the end of this preliminary agitation, which came in

a year or two, after a Conservative goverinnent had amended the ofVending law,

and tlie Liberal party had smoothed the way to the House of Commons for a

few working men.

For some years th(> agitation slept. But the London Dock Strike of ISSy,

and the New Trade Unionism which followed, awoke it. It created storms at

the Trade Union Congresses from Dundee to Norwich (1889 to 1894), and it

led to a resolution being passed at the Belfast meeting in 189;J calling upon the

Trade Unions to form a political federation. The resolution was stillborn.

The Parliamentary Committee ifported next year that only two Unions had
signitied agreement with the resolution, and for four years nothing further wjis

done.
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Meanwhile this movement inside Trade Unionism was being vitalised by one

outside. Socialism, embodied in the Independent Laboiu* Party, which had been

formed in Bradford in 1893, liad produced a profound effect upon the most

active spirits amongst the Trade Unions, and when the Plymouth Congress in

1899 was called upon to consider Labour Representation once more, the

resolution that was carried showed that a complete change had taken place in

the purpose of the Congress. It no longer contemplated a Trade Union

movement only, but aimed at a Labour movement in a wide national sense—

a

movement in which Trade Unions, Co-operative Societies, and Socialist bodies

should have a recognised place. In February, 1900, a beginning was made, and

the Labour Representation Committee formed. Within four j'ears this body

has received the support of organisations with a membership approaching one

million ; five of its candidates have won seats in Parliament ; it has accumulated

a fund of £7,000 from a levy of one penny per annum on its membership ; it

has placed fifty candidates in the field full}- equipped for a General Election.*

If the Committee were to cease to-morrow, its record of five brief years shows

more success in organising Labour for political purposes and in uniting

antajjonistic Labour sections than has ever been achieved before.

II.—Why Labour Representation?

The Labour Party will perform three important functions. It will represent

trades ; it will represent the working class ; it will represent a coherent body of

fundamental Labour opinion.

Objection is sometimes taken to what is called " miners' representation,"

" cotton operatives' representation," and so on, and if a Labour movement made
such representation its only object, it ought not to be supported. Parliament is

not a general federation of trades. The House of Commons should .no more be

the last resort of successful Trade Union Secretaries than of successful business

men.

But each year the bulk of special industrial legislation grows, and the Acts of

Parliament and Departmental Orders regulating individual trades increase

both in numbers and in technicality, whilst our general fiscal and international

policy is being more and more moulded by trade considerations. The day has
gone by when we could regard politics as belonging to one species of human
interest, and trade and industry to a separate and unconnected species. The
country has therefore much to gain from a representation of some of the great

national trades in the House of Commons. Only by such representation can

industrial legislation be moulded and pointed by the criticism of men who have

experienced the conditions to which it is to be applied.

The danger is that we may have too much of this representation, but it is

comforting to think that only very few, not more than ten or a dozen, trades in

this country will think it worth their while to be specially represented in the

House of Commons in their own interests. The others support Labour
Representation for moi'e general reasons.

* See Appendix., "L.R.C. Candiiates."
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It is an essential part of " respectable " politics in this country to join in the

chorus of moral indignatiun against class legislation—providing of course that,

it is working-class legislation—class representation and class legislation are;

assuinetl to he one and the same thing.

Tliis attitude is taken up in spite of the fact that the British Parliament at

the present moment is the best type of a class institution which exists anywhere.

Not only does the House of Lords exist solely for the purpose of protecting class

interests, but the ditticulties of entering the House of Commons, and of dis-

charging the duties of membership of it, are sucli as to limit the selection of the

constituencies to rich men wljo cannot possibly feel that enthusiasm for social

reform, or have within them that driving force to get it carried which working-

class representatives, who have sojourned in the valleys of the dark shadows of

life, posses^.

When Mr. Balfour, for instance, stated that it was no use calling an autumn

Session of Parliament to deal with the problem of unemployment, he spoke the

truth. It was useless, not because Parliament can do nothing, but because our

Parliament, constituted as it is, can do nothing. The cry of a South African

millionaire is heard ; the need of the humble workman in the streets at home is

neglected. The Church, the brewing and drink interests, the landlord interests

are understood, are sympathised with, are .satisfied by doles and made secure by

Inittressing Acts of Parliament. Every Bill dealing with those and similar

interests shows knowledge and precise thought. When the condition of the

people demands legislation, the Bills are draftetl as though by hesitating

amateurs, like the Workmen's Compensation Bill, or beset by stringent

conditions and weakened by vague expressions, like the Unemployed Bill which

has just been published. The mouths of the rich are filled ; the poor are

turned empty away.

Nor does the class bias of our existing Parliament show itself in acts of

commission only ; it is responsible for countless acts of omission. Behind both

political parties are the gaunt deserted ruins of many a pledge and a programme

—

Old Age Pensions, Compensation for Injuries, Payment of Members, Taxation

of Ground Rents, and so on, resorted to still when votes are required, but

deserted immediately practical dithculties have to be faced or King's Speeches

compiled.

The House of Commons does not represent the nation, does not understand

the thoughts of the nation, has not treasured in its memory the experience of the

nation. If it were composed of gods and not men, it might be impartial and

mete out even-handed justice. But it is composed of men, and its work rellects

the interests, the bias, the prejudices, and the atfinities of the class to which they

belong. Thev have not even the imagination to put themselves in other people'.s.

places. The House of Connnons is middle class.

A strong representation of the neglected democracy would undoubtedly be class

representation, but it would readjust the balances in the House of Commons so

that legislation would express much more accurately than it now does the

communal conscience and the national will. An infusion of labour class

representation into the House of Commons would therefore not result in

class, but in national, legislation.
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8 Coining Men on Corning Questions.

But this necessary reform alone could not justify the existence of a Labour

Party. A Party that is to have a lasting and direct influence upon our national

life must represent opinion systematised into a point of view regarding

individual rights and State duties. The Labour Party comes with a fresh mind

and an unique experience to the task of formulating this point of view. It is to

deal mainly with the social condition of the people. A never-ending industrial

conflict which necessitates standing armies of capital and labour, which drags

into its noisy and heated vortex Press and Pulpit, Law Court and Parliament,

and which throws out a constant stream of maimed, wounded and shattered

humanit)'^; an unjust distribution of wealth, and an unfair apportionment

between effort and rewai'd ; widespread poverty and misery ; the dominance of

material possessions over men—these are the problems which the Party is to

face. And in facing them, it will reject old notions of false individualism.

Its mind is moulded in co-operation, and it will therefore have no prejudices

against State action in aid of individual liberty ; its political axioms will embody
its experience that by solidarity and union alone can the individual find freedom

;

it will be unable to see the false distinction between the State and the individual

which has been a stumbling block in our path for so long. Being an

industrial party, it will have more accurate ideas of j^roperty than the parties

inspired by middle and upper-class experience. It will think of social service

when property puts in its claims, and will fail to comprehend property rights

which rest on no foundation of social utility.

In a sentence, its guiding opinion will be the product of co-operative and
industrial experience. That applied to problems of taxation, monopoly,

commerce, international affairs, will present them in totally new aspects, and
result in totally new policies being adojDted regarding them.

This freshness of mind and uniqueness of experience, coupled with the fact

tliat it is the mind and the experience of the great majority of the useful classes

in the community, is the foundation upon which the Labour Party places its

..claims to receive the confidence of the electors.

111.— Its Programme and Method.

*The Party has hitherto refused to compile a programme, for the very sufticient

reason that a Party is not created upon a Programme, but upon a point of view.

Not pledges but standpoints gain the confidence of the people. But the Party

has made certain demands which indicate with great accuracy what its pro-

gramme will be when the time comes to formulate it.

It has backed the Trade Disputes Bill, which seeks to restore Trade Unions

to a footing of legal equality with capital ; it has taken a decisive stand in

favour of the State recognising its responsibility to the unemployed ; it has

made itself responsible for the practical agitation in favour of the provision of

meals for needy school children at the public expense. A conference of its

candidates, held some eighteen months ago, agreed upon proposals regarding

Chinese Labour, Taxation and National Expenditure, the Franchise, Education,

Workmen's Compensation, and one or two other subjects. Amongst the leaflets
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officially issued- bj' the Party ;ire suine adv«x:ating ( )1<1 Age Pensions, Railway

and Land Nationalisation, ic. : whilst the opposition which the Party has

offered to Mr. Chamberlain differed from the ordinary Free Trade position,

inasmuch as it involved an attack upon th»' private ownership of mining rents

and royalties, the unfair incidence of home railway charges, and led the workers

to consider problems of wealth distribution instead of tariffs. The Party's

official manifesto on Free Trade concluded with the following characteristic

sentence :

" A Labour Party and a Labour Policy in Parliament will relieve the

producers of wealth from the load of the idle classes, will free our home

worker from his burdens, and put him on an equal footing with his foreign

competitor, and thus, by cheapening jmjduction, will make work brisker

and steadier, will increase wages, antl will make the future of British

industry secure."

Finallv, the presence of the Party at the Amsterdam International Congress

last August, and its connection with the International Bureau, show its attitude

on international matters, and indicate that it will be essentially a Party of

International Peace and Goodwill.

But behind its proposals are its methods. The active and intelligent sections

of the workers of the country lune for some time been coming to the conclusion

that there was a great difference between promises and performances, pro-

grammes and Acts of Parliament, and have been shaken in their political

allegiance in consequence. The fire has gone out of Radicalism, and, at the

same time, the terrors have vanished from Toryism.

Moreover, whilst political enthusiasm was cooling—and partly, indeed, owing

to its cooling—the fact was forcing itself upon the recognition of the workmen

that in Trade Union matters Liberal employers and Tory employers were pretty

much alike. They locked out their men at the same time ; they reduced wages

together ; in conjunction they took every opportunity wliieli the condition of

trade gave them to maintain profits at the expense of labour. Trade L^nionists

began to remember these industrial experiences when employers, as politicians,

talked sympathetically to working-class electors, and the feeling spread that it

was an act of folly to support, on a political platform in the evening, a man

whom the Trade Unionist was opposing all day in the factory or across a table.

At the same time political division spread in every Trade Union branch and

Co-operative Society in the country. Great industrial districts like Lincashire

and Yorkshire neutralised each other when they voted to old Party cries, and

the Lancashire and Yorkshire operatives, or the Birmingham and Leicester

workmen, suffering from the same social evils, victimised by the same economic

monopolies, nevertheless voted in elections in such a way as to render their social

.salvation by political means hopeless for ever. Labour had surrendered its duty

of keeping itself in touch with public life and thought, with the result that none

of the inti'llectual axioms which deciile what men's views upon conduct are to be,

accepted the right of labour to be considered on terms of equality with the rights

of capital, or to protect itself by an act of war if need be and as a last resort.
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This state of political disruption amongst the working-classes gave capital a

magnificent opportunity. Labour experience had no chance of influencing public

opinion, because it had lost a means of expressing itself except upon odd

occasions, and indirectly through a coloured political medium. Press, pulpit,

platform and Law Court ceased to feel the impulse of labour's will, ceased to

feel the beat of labour's heart. Considerations of the rights of property and of

the employer became predominant, for they were always active. The organisa-

tion of labour began to be considered as akin to an anti-social conspiracy. A
view of labour's subordination to capital and of the injustice of labour inter-

fering with the peaceful opei'ations of industry in self-defence, which would have

been rejected as unfair in 1870, was solemnly accepted as just in 1900. From

that point of view the .Statute Book was interpreted with such revolutionary

results as the Taff Vale decision. And this, happening at a time when capital

was organising itself with a completeness and an efficiency undreamt of a quarter

of a century before, threatened the very existence of labour combination for any

but charitable and insurance purposes. The closing years of the last century

saw this downward movement touch bottom. It had become essential for labour

to i-econsider its position for the purpose of creating from its social experience

a bond of political unity, and this could not be done until its sections consented

to cast off the signs and symbols which had hitherto kept them in separate

political camps.

Whilst they were considering the policy which the political divisions in

organised labour dictated to them, the creators of the new Labour Party had

also to take cognisance of the Socialist movement. This had won the allegiance

of some of the ablest captains of the labour forces. In membership it was

pjrhaps small, but its energy was unlimited, and it was evident that the new
Party could not succeed unless it could secure Socialist co-operation. Moreover,

it was evident that the work of the Party would have to be socialistic from the

very nature of its circumstances.

Such were the elements which the new Party had to face in devising its

method.

On paper, several policies were possible. It could ally itself with Lancashire

and Toryism, or with Yorkshire and Liberalism. But if it did either, it could

not have secured unity, because it could not have swung round Lancashire to

the side of Liberalism nor Yorkshire to that of Toryism. If it had become a

wing of either of these parties, it would have isolated itself from all other

sections of the Labour movement, and as the Party did not believe in the policy

of isolation it had to devise another.

The alternative to isolation is independence, and that the Party adopted. As
a matter of fact, it could have done nothing else. From the beginning it pro-

posed to itself the task of being a Party, not merely a wing, of building up a

body of progressive opinion on a Labour foundation, and of creating a machinery

by which that opinion could express itself. It had therefore to get down to real

grievances and not stop at affixing political labels. It had to force the Trade

Unionists to think about the things they were agreed about, and not of the

symbols which brought division into their ranks. But whilst it was doing this,

it had to keep reassuring its fedei-ated sections that it was quite independent,
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and that it was nut at tlie IjccU ami call t)f any othiT party. Had it not been

able to do that it would have been split up by this tioae, and at the present moment
LjuK-ashire would have been sinking back into its old ruts, Yorkshire would

have been doing the same, and one more effort to crejite a great national Labour

Party in direct touch with the workers, inspiring them with a sense of their

power and responsibility, and based upon a systematised body of political

thought and opinion, would have been ended in failure. Its independence has made
the Partv.

IV.— Its Parliamentary Attitude.

"But," it is said, "however indepentlent a Party may l)o out of Parliament,

in Parliament it can only support or oppose soma other party." Tiiat is only

partially true. In Parliament a Party does its own work, drafts its own Bills,

makes its own proposals. That will be the primary duty of the Labuur Party.

"There are but onlv two lobbies in the House of Commons."
Yes, but they can be used either by men who are followers, like the Liberal

Unionists, or by men who are leaders, like the Irish. The Labour Party will use

them to advance its own policy.

" But when all that is done, the Party will still have to decide its attitude to

the Oovernment. Is it to give a Liberal Government general support, or is it to

join with the Opposition T'

That depends upon what the Government is going to do. If it is to disen-

tangle some of the messes into which the present Government has brought the

country, if it is to contribute to the solution of the social problems which the

present Government has either shirked or aggravated, if it is to bring the House

of Commons into more direct touch with the people, the new Government need

not fear the presence of a Labour Party in the House of Commons. If the new
Government is to evade these issues, it will have to reckon with the Labour

Party's opposition.

There is nothing unreasonable and nothing impossil)le in this. The Liberals

have not been in office for a dozen years, and during that time they have been

rent into two camps, one of whidi has cleaned its slate and has laid more stress

upon negations than affirmations. During the war the Liberal Party was

paralysed, some of its leaders, like Mr. Asquith, changing their opinions day by

day as the tides of mob lust rose and fell, whilst most of them, with rare

exceptions, like Sir Henry Campbell Bannerman, stood by in silence whilst the

country in a passion shattered the most "precious" principles upon which their

Party had been built up, and in accordance with which it had done its most

permanent work. Since the Party has been drawn together in t)pposition to the

Government, it has continued to show a lack of striking energy which indicates

to some of us a lack of purpose and conviction. Further, on its front bench sit

some men whose conceptions of policy are so diHVrent from ours that their

presence in a Government would compel any Labour Party worth the name to

treat that Government with suspicion and distrust. lUit it is useless to antici-

pate a situation which has not arisen.
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There are three main questions which a Liberal Government is expected to

deal with : Education, Temperance, and National Finance ; whilst it will of

course stand by the policy of Free Trade.

Upon the last the Labour Party is united, but, as I have said, it will supple-

ment its defensive position by constructive woi'k, which by easing the burdens

of industry and readjusting them so as to secure a better distribution of the

wealth amassed under Free Trade will place our present fiscal policy on a more

unassailable basis than it now occupies.

In Education, the Labour Party will carry out the resolutions passed from

time to time at Trade Union Congresses in favour of what is offensively called

" secular " instruction. The leading Nonconformists and large sections of

Churchmen and Catholics are beginning to recognise that this is the only way
out of sectarian strife ; but if this policy of " thorough " cannot be carried out,

the more halting proposals to place publicly financed schools under public control,

and to secure that teachers will be appointed on grounds other than sectarian,

will undoubtedly be supported by the Party.

On Temperance, a majority of the Labour Party will again lay down a policy

of their own. They believe in municipalisation, not because, as so many temper-

ance advocates seem to suppose, they are so abandoned as to desire to drink the

community into funds, but because municipalisation is the most democratic, the

most comprehensive and the most certain way of reducing intemperance to

negligible proportions. The Party will support the Veto as a kind of minimum,
but many of its members have no great faith that the Veto will cany us very

far. Some of us, who are municipalisers, would also like to see experiments in

prohibition tried if the people would consent. Prohibition, however, will not in

our day pass through the British Parliament as a legislative proposal. If we
had municipalisation we would have both the power to reduce licenses and to

sweep tliem away altogether, so that under it prohibition could be secured by

administrative enactment. There is no machinery for controlling the Drink

Traffic which can respond so readily to every popular advance in sober habits

and in self-respect as municipalisation. Therefore, most of us, though not all,

favour the more comprehensive and positive method, rather than the piecemeal

and negative one which the official temperance movement has as yet been

content to adopt.

As regards National Finance, the Labour Party again has a position of its

own. It would of course oppose the inefficiency and extravagance of present

expenditure upon armaments. But it holds out no hope that the aggregate of

national expenditure can l)e reduced. It rather desires to apply to National

Finance the same principles which are being applied to Local Finance. Though
the burden cannot be lightened, it can be readjusted. And for the purposes of

this readjustment the Party l)rings a new point of view into politics. Hitherto,

discussions upon the incidence of taxation have proceeded upon the assumption

that taxes were portions of private property taken from individuals for State

purposes, and the problem which these discussions aimed at solving was how the

State could make its claims so as to do a minimum of injustice to all classes.

The Labour Party starts fi'om a different point of view altogether. It sees

that a very large part of what is now regarded as private wealth is, in its origin
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ami nature, coininunal wealth wliicli lias been appropriated by individuals in

precisely the same way as conunons and roadsides have been swallowed up into

private estates. The unearned increment in land and incomes uf over certain

amounts are types of this social wealth a})j>ropriated Ijy individuals. The

problem, from this point of view, therefore, is not how the State can skim private

fortunes in the most scientific way, but how common property is to lie retiiined

for conmion u.^e. We thus leave the idea of taxation altogether and start our

constructive financial proposals on the assumption that society itself has the

right to propeitv, antl that that property should lin<l its way into the national

exchetpier.

I need not pause to apj)ly this idea, but, knowing that we hold it, the electors

need not be in doubt as to what attitude we take up regarding National Income

and Expenditure, and the necessity of easing in every possil)le way the burdens

of taxation and rating imposed upon legitimate industry.

From what has been said, the attitude of the Labour Party to the next

Government can be imagined. It is necessary to repeat here, however, that

that attitude will always l)e influenced by the facilities which the Government

gives for our own pro])Osals of social and industrial leform. such as those

relating to the unemployed, the provision of meals for school children, and the

Trade Disputes Bill.

To look ahead beyond the coming Parliament with a view to imagining what

the influence of the Labour Party on the two other parties is to be, would be

futile. Everyone recognises that in all probability the next Election is to create

a new situation wliicli will be a point of departure for new policies and new
experiments in legislation. Whether or not our system of Party government

has broken down—whether or not we have seen the last of the battles between

two fairly well-defined political armies, one standing for the existing order, the

other striving with a sword in one hand and a trowel in the other to build up a

new State upon certain rational princii)les wliich have sprung up from past

experience—it would be rash to say. To prophesy upon the signs and the

occurrences of what is undoubtedly a transition generation is a vain pastime.

The only claim I make for the Laljour Party is this : The presence of more
working men in the House of Conunons will be beneficial to the State, and if

these men are part of one of the old parties and are controlled bv thoni, tlieir

value will be gi-eatly diminished; legislation directly based upon the industrial

experience of the wage workers will be for the good of the whole nation and not

mereh^ for the benefit of a class, though it may cause certain anti-social and
sectional interests to suffer ; above all, the Labour Party brings into ])olitics a

new point of view, a new experience, a new conception of constructive political

policies, and this point of view is not the e})hemeral result of a passing grievance,

but is the outcome of a life spent in industry—it is the experience of the

industrious and industrial functions in the nation translated into political

thought and transformed into a political Ljuidc. Its final efFoct ujion politics

and parties remains to be seen.
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APPENDIX.

NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF L.R.C. CANDIDATES.

AsHTON, Thomas, 39, Belmont Street, Oldham. (Oldham). Result at last

election, September, 1900:—A. Emmott (L.), 12,947; Winston S. Churchill

(U.), 12,931 ; W. Runciraan (L.), 12,709 ; C. B. Crisp (U.), 12,522.

Barnes, Gko. N., 110, Peckham Road, London, S.E. (Hutchestown). Result

at last election, September, 1900:—C. S. Dickson (U.), 5,032; A. F.

Murison (L.), 4,041.

BowKRMAN, C. W., 7— 9, St. Bride Street, London, E.G. (Deptford). Result

at last election, September, 1900 :—A. H. A. Morton (U.), 6,23G ; B.

Jones (Lab.), 3,806.

Clynes, J. R., Oldham Trades Council. (N.E. Manchester). Result at last

election :—Sir T. Fergusson (C), 4,316; Aug. Birrell (L.), 3,610.

CoiT, Staxton (Dr.), 30, Hyde Park Gate, London, S.W. (Wakefield). Result

at last election, March 25th, 1902 :—Edward A. Brotherton (!'.), 2,960;

Phillip Snowden (Lab.), 1,979.

CoxLEY, James, 6, Sutherland Street, Glasgow. (Kirkdale Division, Liverpool).

Result at last election, September, 1900:—D. Maelver (C), 4,333 ; R.

Cherry (L.), 1,738.

Crooks, Will, 8, Gough Street, Poplar. (Woolwich). Result at last election

(Byej, March 11th, 1903 :—W. Crooks (Lab.), 8,687 ; G. Drage (C), 5,458.

Currax, Pete, 1, Pretoria Avenue, Walthamstow. (Jarrow). Result at las.t

election, September, 1900 :— Sir C. M. Palmer (L.), returned unopposed.

*Dew, Ald. George, 264, Milkwood Road, Heme Hill, S.E.

Duffy, T. Gavan, 11, Westmoreland Street, Skipton (Whitehaven). Result

at last election :—A. Helder (C), 1,553 ; W. McGowan (L), 876.

DuxcAN, Charles, 16, Agincourt Road, Hampstead, London, N. (Barrow).

Result at last election, Sej^tember, 1900 :—Sir C. \V. Cayzer (U.), returned

unopposed.

Gill, A. H., 61, Hampden Street, Bolton. (Bolton). Result at last election,

September, 1900 :—H. Shepherd Cross (U.), G. Harwood (L.), returned

unopposed.

Glasier, J. Bruce, Townend, Chapel-en-le-Frith, via Stockport. (Bordesley).

Result at last election :—Jesse Collings (L.L'.), returned unopjjosed.

Glover, T., 56, BickerstafFe Street, St. Helens. (St. Helens). Result at last

election, September, 1900:—H. Seton Carr (U.), 5,300; C. A. V.

Conybeare (L.), 3,402.

Hardie, J. Keir, 14, Neville's Court, Fetter Lane, London, E.G. (Merthyr).

Result at last election :—D. A. Thomas (L.), 8,598 ; J. K. Hardie (Lab.),

5,745; W. P. Morgan (L.), 4,004.

Henderson, A., M.P., 30, Windsor Terrace, Darlington. (Barnard Castle).

Result at last election (Bye), July 24th, 1903 :—A. Henderson (Lab.),

3,370; Col. Vane (C), 3,323; Beaumont (L.), 2,809.

Hill, W., 208, Langland Road, Govan. (Govan). Result at last election,

September, 1900 :—R. H. Craig (L.), 5,744 ; R. Duncan (U.), 5,580.
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Hod(;k, J., ."JS, l{i,<,Mioi' Street, Cheethain, Manchester. ( Norton ,'. Result at last

election, Septoniher, IIHH):— E. F. G. Hatcli (U.), 5,7G1 ; W. Ward (Lali.),

-.,L'41.

HoLMKs, A. E., 4, Keiiilwurth Avenue, Waltlianistuw. ( Wallliainstow). Result

at last election, September, H)0(» :— 1). J. Morgan (U.), 9,807 ; Sam Wo(xls

(Dib.), 7,342.

HoLMKs, Jamks, 21), Alfred Street, Roath Park, Cardit^". (East I'.iriningliani).

Re.sult at last election, Septembei-. T.xxt: Sir J. K Stone (C), 4,089;

J. V^. Stevens (L.), 2,8.35.

Hudson, W., 3.5, Melrose Avenue, Fairview, Dublin. (Newcastle). Kesult at

last election, September, 1900 :—W. R. Plummer(U.), 15,097 ; G. Renwick

(U.), n,752; S. Storey (L.), 10,48S ; Capt. Hon. H. Lambton (L.), 10,453.

Jknkins, .1., Tlie Laurels, Grangetown, Cardiff. (Chatham). Result at last

election, September, 1900:—Sir H. D. Davies (V.), returned unopposed.

JowETT, F. W., 2, Grantham Place, Bradford. (West Bradford). Result at

last election, September, 1900:—E. Flower (U.), 4,990; F. W. Jowett

(Lab.), 4,949.

Kelley, G. D., 63, Upper Brook Street, Mancliester. (S.W. Manchester).

Result at last election, September, 1900 :—W. J. Galloway (U.), 4.017;

F. Brocklehurst (Lab.), 2,398.

Macdon'.\ld, J. Ramsay, 3, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C. (Leicester).

Result at last election, September, 1900:—H. Broadhurst (Lab.), 10.3s5
;

Sir J. Rolleston (U.), 9.066; W. Hazell (L.), 8,528; J. R. Macdonald

(Lab.), 4,164.

*MArPMi:HS0N, Ja.s., 122, Gower Street, London, S.W.

Machhehsox, J. T., Billingham Avenue, Xorton-on-Tees. (Preston). Result

of last election (Bye), -May 14th, 1903:— J. Kerr (C), 8,6.3i) ; J. Hodge

(Lab.), 6,490.

Mitchell, I., 168— 170, Temple Chambers, Temple Avenue, Lond(»n, E.G.

(Darlington). Re.sult at last election. Septeml)er, 19(10:—H. Pike Pease

(L^.), returned unopposed.

O'Grady, J., 72, Finsbury Pavement, London, E.G. (East Leeds). Result at

last election, September, 1900 :—H. S. Cantley (V.), 3,453 ; .1. R. Maguiie

(L.), 1,586 ; \V. P. Byles (H.R. and Lab.), 1,266.

*Pakfitt, H., 34, ^lonk Street, Aberdare.

Pakker, J., 7, St. James' Street, Halifax. (Halifax). Result at last election,

September, 1900 :— Sir S. B. Crossley (U.), .5,931 ; J. H. Whiteley (L.),

5,543 ; A. Billson (L.), 5,325 ; .1. Parker (Lab.), 3,276.

Proctor, T., 2, Boscawen Place, Devonport. (Grimsby). Result at last

election, September, 1900:— G. Doughty (U.), returned unopposed.

Richards, T. F., Archdale Street, Syston, Leicester. (W. Wolverhampton).

Result at last election, September, 1900:—Sir A. Hickman (U.), returned

unopposed.

Roberts, G. 11., .34, Cardiff Road, Norwich. (Norwich). Result at last

election, January 15th, 1904:—Louis Tillett (L.), 8,576; E. Wild (U.),

6,756 ; G. H. Roberts (Lab.), 2,440.

Rose, Frank, 399, Stretford Road, Manchester. (Stockton). Result at last elec-

tion, September, 1900 :—Col. R. Ropner (U.), 5,272 ; J. Samuel (L.), 4,.s73.
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Sanders, W., 18, Brynmaer Road, Battersea, 8.W. (Portsmouth). Result at

last election, September, 1900 :—J. H. A. Majendie (U.), 10,818; R.

Lucas (U.), 10,383 ; Sir J. Baker (L.), 10,2U ; F. A. Bramsden (L.), 10,031.

Seddon, J., St. Helens, Lancashire. (Newton, Lanes.). Result at last election,

September, 1900:—Lt.-Col. R. Pilkington (U.), returned unopposed.

Sextox, J., 46, Hanover Street, Liverpool. (Central Hull). Result at last

election, September, 1900 :—Sir H. S. King (L".), 5,257; G. G. Greenwood

(L.), 2,465.

Shackleton, D. J., M.P., 51, London Terrace, Darwen. (Clitheroe). Result

at last election (Bye), August 1st, 1902 :—D. J. Shackleton (Lab.),

returned unopposed.

Snowdex, Philip, Gathorne Terrace, Leeds. (Blackburn). Result at last

election, September, 1900:—Sir W. H. Hornby (U.), 11,247; Sir W.
Coddington (U.), 9,415; P. Snowden (Lab.), 7,096.

Stranks, Sidxey, 52, Edward Road, Croydon. (Croydon). Result at last

election, September, 1900 :—Rt. Hon. C. T. Ritchie (U.), returned

unopposed.

Stuart, G. H., 1, Ryde Villas, Kingston Road, Hampton Wick. (York).

Result at last election, September, 1900:—J. G. Butcher (U.) and G. D.

Faber (IT.), returned unopposed.

Summerbell, T., 14, Vincent Street, Sunderland. (Sunderland). Result at

last election, September, 1900:—Sir W. T. Doxford (U.), 9,617; J.

Pemberton (U.), 9,566 ; G. B. Hunter (L.), 9,370 ; A. Wilkie (Lab.), 8,842.

ThornE; Will, 214, Pentonville Ptoad, King's Cross, London, N. (West Ham).
Result at last election, September, 1900 :—Major G. E. Banes (U.), 5,615 ;

W. Thorne (Lab.), 4,419.

TiLLETT, Ben, 425, Mile End Road, London, E. (Ecdes). Result at last

election, September, 1900:—L. Clare (U.), 6,153; J. P. Fry (L.), 5,934.

Turner, Ben, 97, Taylor Street, Batley. (Dewsbury). Result at last election,

January 28th, 1902:—W. Runciman (L.), 5,660; J. Haley (U.), 4,512;

H. Quelch (Soc), 1,597.

Walsh, S., Avondale Road, Wigan. (Ince). Result at last election, September,

1900:—Col. H. C. Blundell (U.), returned unopposed.

Walker, W., 83, Stratheden Street, Belfast. (North Belfast). Result at last

election, September, 1900:—Sir J. H. Hazlett (U.), 4,172; T. Harrison

(Ind.), 1,855.

Wardle, G. J., 251, Grays Inn Road, London, AV.C. (Stockport). Result at

last election, September, 1900:—Sir J. Leigh (L.), 5,666 ; B. V. Melville

(U.), 5,377; G. Green (L.), 5,200; A. Hillier (U.), 5,098.

Wilkie, Alex., 8, Eldon Square, Newcastle-on-Tyne. (Dundee). Result at last

election :—E. Robertson (L.), 7,777; Sir J. Leng (L.), 7,650 ; A. D. Smith

(C), 5,181 ; J. E. Graham (L.U.), 5,152.

Williams, T. Russell, Airedale, Kildwick, near Keighley. (Huddersfield).

Result at last election :—Sir J. T. Woodhouse (L.), 7,896 ; E. H. Carlile

(C), 6,831.

Wilson, W. T., 248, Oxford Grove, Bolton. (West Houghton).

* These Candidates have been adopted by their Trade Unions, but have not yet selected
constituencies.
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Mr. T. W. RU5SELL. M.P.

Ik Ireland, as the result of long

centuries of misnianagenient, things

have come to such a pass that every

Nationalist M.P. is pledged bv a

solemn vow never to accept office in

any British administration, even if

that administration came into being

.solely for the purpose of conceding

Home llule to Ireland. But for that

pledge and the atmosphere in which it

was generated Mr. John Redmond
ought to be Chief Secretary. But it

is out of the question. Failing Mr.
Redmond, the next most typical repre-

sentative of the Irish people is Mr.
T. AV. Russell. He represents the

North, as Mr. Redmond represents

the South. He is under no self-

denying ordinance which forbids him
placing his services at the disposal of

the Crgwn. His appointment to the

Chief Seci'etarysliip would bo regarded

by every tenant in Ireland as a most
effective guarantee that there would
be no paltering in a double sense with

the pledges which accompanied and
secured the passing of the last Land
Act. But for the post of Chief

Secretary no Irishman need apply.

No one can deny Mr. Russell's

ability, integrity, experience, inti-

mate knowledge of Irish affairs, and
famiUarity with the details of admini-

stration. He is an eloquent speaker,

a ready debater, a tireless worker.

Tliert! is no better Parliamentai-ian in

the House of Commons, with the

exception of ]Mr. Redmond.
31 1-. Morley once declared that Mr.

Gladstone was a Highlandei- in the

control of a Lowlander. Mr. T. AV.

Russell is a Lowland Scot inspired by
an Irishman. Comparatively few of

those who have listened to tlie fer\id

eloquence of the member for South
Tyrone, who have admired his un-

conquerable pugnacity, ever dreamed
that he was anything but an Irishman
bred and born. In 'reality there is

not a drop of Iris]\ blood in his bod v.

He was born in Cupar, Fife, according

to the usual formula, of poor but
honest parents, like Mr. Carnegie, and
also, like Mr. Carnegie, he quitted his

native kingdom for another country in

his early youth. And just as Mr.
Carnegie, although true-born Scot,

became more American than the

Americans, so Mr. Russell, crossing

the Channel to Ireland, became, like

all who migrate to that enchanted isle,

more Irish than the Irish.

And no one can say tliat he has

proved himself lacking in loyaltv or in

devotion to the people of his adopted
country. In the far-away past Ireland

sent her apostles to Scotland to con-

vert the heathen to be found in the

midst of her savage fastnesses to the

kingdom of tlie Pi-ince of Peace. Now-
adays, as if by way of attempting to

repay the debt, on tlie instalment

plan, Scotland .sent Mr. Russell to

Ireland to be baptised in the Irish

spirit, in order that he might help the

Irish to do for themselves that which
by themselves, under existing con-

ditions, they never would be able to ilo

for themselves.

yiv. Russell was born on Februaiv
•JSth, 1.^41. His father was a stone-

m ison of the name of David, ji fellow

workman of Hugh Miller's. Tliomas
Wallace took his second name from
the maiden name of his mother. He
was the youngest of a family of six.
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Mr T. W. Russell, M.P.

He was educated at a private school

—

the Madras Academy of Cupar—but

he was not in his teens when he left

school to fend for himself. He got

into a shop as errand-boy, and made a

bad start. His employer went bank-

rupt, and he lost the pittance which

ought to have l^een paid him for his

year's work. He got another place,

and then another behind the counter,

but at last he crossed over to Ireland

and settled at Donaghmore, intent

more than anything else upon earning

a living wage, and little dreaming of

the leading part he was destined to

play in the country which was hence-

forth to be his own.

He was then eighteen years of age,

" ill-equipped, penniless, and somewhat

delicate," a stranger in a strange land.

The odds against him seemed some-

what heavy. But Thomas W. Russell

was sober and industrious, fond of his

books, and his physique, though "some-

what delicate," as he says, was tough

as leather, and springy as steel.

When Mr. Russell was asked by an

interviewer of The Young Man to what

he attributed his success, he replied,

chiefly to his total abstinence both

from drink and tobacco, and to his

early training in debate when still in

his teens.

He was a Presb3'terian, a Scotch

Presbyterian, who soon found himself

at home in Ireland. He was young

;

he was zealous ; he cared for the

welfare and for the souls of his fellow-

men ; and he founded a Young Men's

Christian Association in Dungannon,

and learned in its debates to speak in

public. Natui-ally lie was soon put to

work in the vineyard where the

harvest is great and the labourers

are few. He developed considerable

capacity for effective popular speech.

He favourably attracted the attention

of his employer, Mr. James Brown,

J. P., who, seeing that he was not

j)articularly fitted for connnercial life,

helped him when but a stripling of

twenty-three to the Secretaryship of

the Irish Temperance League in

Dublin and the South of Ireland.

To this was speedily added the duty

of acting as Parliamentary Agent for

the Temperance party. The duties of

his new post brought him to the lobby

of the House of Commons. He had
to shepherd the flock of Temperance
members whom the Sister Isle sent to

Westminster. He was as familiar a

figure in the outer lobb}'^ as he is

to-day in the penetralia of the House.

He won for himself recognition as a

temperance sleuth, keen, merciless,

intemperately temperate, and zealous

even to slaying in support of Irish

Sunday Closing.

Mr. Russell's views at this earlier

period of his life wei-e not so decidedly

Unionist as to render it impossible

for him to have served with INIr.

Parnell. It was probably in the later

seventies that the Secretaryship of the

Home Rule Association was offered

him. He refused it ; but that the

offer was made was a tribute both to

his reputation as an organiser and to

the absence of any strongly developed

sentiment against Home Rule.

The work of the secretary of a Tem-
perance (Society is no sinecure. It

brought Mr. Russell into contact with

many of the best people in the world,

l)ut among them there were a large

proportion of the crankiest of cranks,

the most one-sided of politicians, the

most diflicult of all uncompi'omising

fanatics. Ireland is sodden in whisky,

and the Temperance forces are always

mobilised. Mr. Russell conducted for

ten years a Temperance Mission in the

Rotunda, Dublin, every Sunday night.

Mr. Russell was a keen chief of the

staff, and in those years, from 1864

—

188l', he rendered yeoman service to

the cause.

After 1882, Mr. Russell, who had
married his first wife, a Miss Agnew,
of Dungannon, set up in business as

the proprietor of a Temperance Hotel

in Dublin. This still kept him in

touch with Temperance work, while

it gave him more leisure. Three years

later he contested Preston as Liberal

candidate in 188.5, and, like all Liberal

candidates who stand for Preston, he
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was unsuccessful, altlinugli he p(illc<l

<">,:jOU votes. Then came the ijieat

Hume Rule split, and when the first

Unionist majority was elected in ISSG,

Mr. T. W. Russell was to be found in

its ranks as Liberal Unionist M.P. for

South Tyrone, tlie county division in

which he had settled when twenty-

seven years before he had first come
over from Scotland to seek a living in

I>.)nai,dnnore. His opponent was 31 r.

W. O'Brien, and his majority was only
'jy. From that time forth 3Ir. Russell

Hung himself with characteristic ardour
into the anti-Home Rule propaganda.
His long training on the Temperance
platform had inured him against

fatigue. People talk of ]\Ir. Chamber-
lain's " rtiging, tearing propaganda,"

but for each meeting Mr. Chamber-
lain has adtlressed last recess, Mr.
l^ussell was wont to address a dozen
and think nothing of it. Between
ISSO and 1900 he addressed no fewer
than 1,400 Unionist political meetings,

and took part in nearly every by-

election. He was constantly on the

platform, speaking with all the passion

of an Irishman against the Nationalist

cause.

I have no disposition to draw aside

the veil which now mercifully conceals

most of those fierce platform perform-

ances from the memory of men. Sutiice

it to (juote his own words in 1901.
" Against the Nationalist leaders 1

said strong and bitter things. I felt

all that I said." This witness is true.

It is the habit of the Temperance
orator to say " strong and bitter

things " about the publican, and Mr.
Russell simply transferred his invec-

tives to the leaders of the Plan of

Campaign and the Land League. No
one probably regrets more than Mr.
Russell himself the harshness of some
of the judgments which he then pro-

nounced. But Mr. Russell does not

do things by half. He is not a man
of half tones. With him everything

is either white or black, the white

very, very white ; the black very, very

black. He has no use for greys and
neutral tints. He was fighting for

the I'nion. Therefore he painted the

Nationalists in lurid colours, of mingled
liame and soot—as befitted men of

whose ultimate destination no true

Unionist coukl be in any doubt.

No one questioned his sincerity. He
was regarded by the Home Rulers a.s

a fanatic from Ulster. They were not

unfamiliar with the breed, and they

are too familiar with the whirling of

the national shillelagh to take Mr.
Rus-sell's adjectives as seriously as did

some of his English audiences. To the

L'niouists he was umjuestionably

useful. He was, on the whole, their

best all-round Irish member for the

work of political propaganda. It

was, therefore, but in accordance with

the fitness of things when, in 1895, the

Unionists came back to office, that

Lord Salisbury offered his faithful

henchman from South Tyrone the post

of Parliamentarj^ Secretary to the Local

Government Board. Mr. Russell was
fifty-four when he became a Minister

of the Crown.
He was a useful ofiicial, somewhat

inclined to optimism, a word unfamiliar

previously to " T.W." He served on
the Hibbert Departmental Committee,
which resulted in the reorganisation

of the department, which when he

entered it was undermanned, witli sad

arrears of work w^aiting attention. In

his official capacity he presided over

Select Connnittees on Want of Em-
ployment, the Sale of Food and Drugs
Bill, and the Money Lending Curse.

Together with the Attorney-General

he introduced the Money Lending Bill

into Parliament.

Nor did he forget Ireland while in

office. He had, even while a Tem-
perance secretary, been zealous for

land reform. He was in the lobby and
all through tlie fights for the Land
Act of ISSl, and he helped to pass the

long series of Land Acts which fol-

lowed 18S7, 1S8S, 1S91 and 189G.

Before taking office he moved for and
sat upon the Morley Select Committee
on the Irish Land Acts of 1894, which

resulted in the Land Act of 1896. He
took an active part in promoting
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Social Reform, and made several

speeches in favour of improving the

condition of the outworn veterans of

industry who find shelter in the work-

house.

He was diligent in business, and he

curbed the natui'al vehemence of his

disposition by the reflection that he

was no longer an independent member,
but a member of an administration

which it was his first duty to keep in

office.

It was Mr. Russell's misfortune to

be in officewhen the BoerWar broke out.

He had been in South Africa in 1894,

and he had fallen as naturally as did

the Rev. R. J. Campbell into the hands
of the ascendency party. " The retro-

cession of the Transvaal," he told an
audience in Edinburgh, "could only be
defended on the highest Christian

principles," and therefore Mr. Russell

did not defend it, but abused it on
principles that wei*e neither high nor

Christian. It was his lot as a subor-

dinate Minister to defend his chiefs,

and his speeches must be set down to

the debit of the Parliamentary Secre-

tary for the Local Government Board,
and M'hich the member for South
Tyrone has probably long ago for-

gotten.

During his term of office Mr. Russell

was bold enough—considering his posi-

tion as a representative of a constitu-

ency in Orange Ulster—to declare his

adhesion to Mr. Balfour's statement in

favour of a Catholic University for

Ireland. These viev/s did not please

many of his constituents, and to their

dissatisfaction with his leaning to a
Catholic University the IHmes sar-

donically attributed his sudden appear-

ance as a land reformer of the first

rank.

It was at Clogher, on September
20th, 1900, and during the General
Election, that Mr. Russell suddenly
astonished and delighted the tenant
farmers by declaring in favour of

compulsory purchase in order to settle

the land question. He was opposed
by the lanfl lords, but won tlie seat

despite their opposition. He lost his

office, however. He told his con-

stituents :

—

They attempted to bribe me to go out
of Parliament. They offered me a

position of £1,500 a j'ear.

Mr. Russell was unmuzzled. The
Unionists woefully underestimated the

value of his muzzling when they fixed

it at only £1,500 a year. His silence

would have been cheap at ten times

that figure.

Being unmuzzled and therefore free

to vote and speak as he thought right,

he flung himself with all his enei'gy

and enthusiasm into the cause of the

tenants.

Into the details of that memorable
campaign it is needless to enter now.

Suffice it to say that before that com-

bination Ministers capitulated. Mr.
T. W. Russell was a member of Captain

Shawe Taylor's famous Conference,

which resulted in the Land Act of last

Session.

This was hailed b}'' men of all parties

as a final settlement of the difficulty

which has been the curse of Ireland.

That it has not quite fulfilled its

pVomise Mr. Russell has been one of

the first to admit.

The failure, temporary or otherwise,

of the Land Act brings Mr. Russell

once more to the fighting front of the

political situation.

In Irish politics he is for compulsory
expropriation of the landlords. Land-
lordism is in his eyes Nehushtan, the

accursed thing, and he would fain be

the Hezekiah who would grind it to

powder. The settlement of the land

question is to him the most urgent of

all questions ; unless it is brought
about, and that right speedily, "Ireland

in ten years' time will be a country

inhabited only by old people."

Mr. Russell is a Free Trader out and
out. He has no tolerance for Protec-

tiun in any shape or form. It repels

him as an economist, it disgusts him as

a humanitarian, and he detests it as a

Radical. For, as Mr. Russell main-
tains, he is, and always has been, a

Radical in politics. He is also a
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stuuncli advocate of ^^'o^lan s SuflVage,

for his svmpatliies with justice are not

limited by tlie sex of the citizen. He
is, of course, still as stout a Temperance
man as ever he was, and a social re-

former of a very thoroughgoing type.

To him the present House is abhorrent

as being too predominantly plutf>cratic.

His constant cry is, " a plague on
your party politics. Union—let us

have union of the Irish among them-

selves irrespective of religious differ-

ences." He has crossed swords more
than once with Archbishop ^^'alsh on

the education question, and he has, to

keep the balance even, dangerously

strained the loyalty of his Orange sup-

porters by the candour with which he

recognised the grievance of the Catho-

lics in the matter of University educa-

tion.

Mr. Russell has always been a Home
Kuler on conditions. That is to say,

he has been an anti-Home lluler

because he believed that the Unionist

majority in Westminster could or would
redress every Irish grievance. If it did

not, then he admitted the case for

Home Rule was proved. He now
admits that with regard to the financial

relations of the two countries and
as to the University question, the

British Parliament has not done
and will not do justice to Ireland.

His objection to Home Rule, even

in his fighting days, was more to

the Home Rulers than to Home Rule
itself. He always keenly apprecia-

ted the impossibility of carrying on
government against the consent of the

governed side by side with representa-

tive institutions. Home Ivule, when

it comes, will come by a process of

evolution rather than by revolution
;

perhaps it would be better to say by
Devolution than Revolution. The
gradual elimination of point« of differ-

ence, the ra}>pruihfm''nt between Ulster

tenant farmers and the Nationalist

party, the extension of local self-

government—all point towards the

union of the Irish of all parties for the

defence of Irish interests.

But if the Irish are united among
themselves, how long would the Unit>n

last I On this subject Mr. Russell is

naturally somewhat reticent. But he

knows that Home Rule must come
sooner or later, and as a man who has

an interest in the good government of

the Empire at large, he sees how hope-

less is the situation so long as eighty

members are returned to Parliament
with an express mandate to sprag the

wheels of the machine. His own sug-

gestion is that the Irish should have

their own Parliament at Westminster :

in other words, all Irish legislation

should be discussed and practically

settled by the Irish members in

Grand Committee assembled, suljject,

of course, to the veto of the House as

a whole. That veto would seldom l)e

exercised. Mr. Russell's scheme is

practically a revival of a proposal

made by Mr. Bright. There is this

at least in its favour. It could be

put into operation at once.

Whatever may be the arrangement
finally decided upon, Mr. Russell is as

sound as any Nationalist in asserting

that the interests of Ireland ought to

be placed in the responsible control of

the representatives of the Irish people.
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THE IRISH LAND QUESTION :

What Remains to be Done,

By T. W. RUSSELL, M.P.

It is now possible after long years of despair and trouble to write in the spirit

of hope regarding this problem. From the Union down to 1860 the Irish Land

Code stood for pure and unadulterated feudalism. The tenant who tilled the

soil had no rights. The landlord who was, in the main, an alien in race and

creed was everywhere supreme. In 1860 the English land system was intro-

duced in its entirety into Ireland, and the letting of land became a mere matter

of contract. This was done under what is known as Deasy's Act, which practic-

ally repealed all previous agrarian legislation. Under this measure the landlord

was assumed to own everything above and beneath the soil, and the law of what

was called free contract was applied to a country which knew little of contract

and less of freedom. Then came the first of Mr. Gladstone's great reform

measures in 1870. It was the beginning of great things—the beginning, in

fact, of the end. But of, and by itself, it was a halting tentative measure. It

.sought primarily to penalize what were called harsh and capricious evictions.

This was its main object. But the Irish landlord was then pretty much what

he is in many cases to-day. He evicted a tenant in those days, and had under

the Act in certain cases to pay compensation. But there was nothing to

prevent his charging the incoming tenant, by way of fine, the entire sum
he had been compelled to pay the outgoing man. And so the Act of

1870 was reduced to a nullity in actual practice. Its great outstanding merit,

however, lay in the fact that for the first time in English legislation the tenants

property in the soil was recognised. Out of this recognition great things came.

And, Parliament once having taken the step of admitting the property of the

tenant—and having legislated to prevent the issue of what Mr. Gladstone

rightly called " sentences of death " against the occupiers of the soil—could not

tamely see its work undone by what Lord Clarendon called " felonious land-

lordism." The Act of 1S(S1, born of blood, misery, and tears, was the result.

The landlords overshot the mark in resisting the Act of 1870. They sowed the

wind. They reaped the whirlwind. I have described the Act of 1870 as

halting and tentative. No one can apply these terms to the Act of 1881. It

was thorough in every respect. And although it was maimed by the Irish
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Courts and \veukeiie<l by inahulininistralioii—as all aineliDnitive measures are

in Ireland— it saved tlie country and gave the people hope and courage. This

great measure not only recognised the property rights of the Irish tenant. It

declared that rent was not to be charged on that which belonged to the t*3nant.

And it appointed a tribunal to asses.s the relative interest of the landlord and

the tenant in each holding. This once done, a fair rent was fixed—and the

tenant, subject to certain statutory conditions, could sell his interest, and

complying with those conditions, couM n(jt be eWcted. But for this great

measure it is not too much to say that the Gcnernment of Ireland by England

would have l)een impossible. Mr. Gladstone may be called a separatist. His

intervention in lf<81 undoubtedly .saved the situation. This Act was amended

in 1887—and again in 189G. But, apart from its actual and beneficial opera-

tion, it produced a state of affairs which convinced the saner landlords that the

old game was up. These men saw that a system under which they could not

call the land their own—a svstem which recognised and established the tenant

as a co-owner in the soil, could not endure. And a return to single ownership,

i.e., the ownership of the occupier began to be seriously discus.sed.

This problem was first given practical effect to in ISS."), when the first Purchase

Act was agreed to, commonly called the Ashbourne Act. This measure placed

a sum of Five Million Pounds at the disposal of the Irish tenants for the

purchase of the landlords' interest in their holdings. The whole of the purchase

money was advanced, and liy a 4 per cent, annuity the tenant purchased and

repaid the loan—capital and interest—in 49 years. In 1888 a .second sum of

Five Millions was advanced. And in 1891 Mr. Arthur Balfour carried a

measure which placed credit amounting to £33,000,000 at the disposal of the

Irish landholder for the same purpose. 8o far all had been by way of experi-

ment. But the very success of the experiment—and it was great and un-

doubted—produced a difficulty. It was speedily found that those who were

able to buy under the Purchase Acts

—

i.e., those whose landlords were willing

to sell—had an enormous advantage over those who had perforce to remain

tenants. It was not alone that the purchasers became owners ; the terminable

ant uity which they paid was less by 20 per cent, than the judicial rent of the

ordinary tenant. Such a ctjndition of aflfairs could not endure. Legitimate discon-

tent was engendered. Agitation arose—not less strong in the North than in the

South—for compulsory sale. And after nil)bling at the question in 1901-2,

the Government rose to the occasion and produced an epoch-making measure

in 190.3.

The Land Purchase Act of that year was in every respect epoch-making. It

was preceded by, and founded upon, the report of a Conference held Ijetween the

repre.sentatives of Landlord and Tenant in Dublin. The Landlords' Conven-

tion, the official representative of the Landlord party, held aloof and refused to

join in the Conference. Typical landlonis, such as the Duke of Abercorn,

liord Barrymore, and Colonel Saundorson, refused to serve, ridiculing the

{)roject as absurd and (juixotic. Lord Dunraven led a saner .section of landlords,

with the result that, after a session of five days, the Conference agreed to a

report, upon which the (Tovernment acted. The official landlords, .seeing the

rea.sonableness of the findings and recognising their own folly, succumbed at
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once, and fell in with the general tendency for settlement. Substantially the

Act of 1903 accepted the principle of universal sale of the landlord's interest to

the occupier. It ignored legal compulsion. But it accepted what was finely

called the principle of compulsion by inducement. It placed the sum of

£100,000,000 at the disposal of landlord and tenant for the purposes of the Act.

It went further—for it enacted that out of a fund called the Land Purchase

Aid Fund each landlord who sold should receive a bonus (Latin for gift) of

12 per cent, on the purchase money. It appointed a new tribunal to administer

the Act. And to this tribunal were given powers of re-settling congested

districts by the purchase of grass lands, the enlax'gement of uneconomic hold-

ings, and the restoration of certain evicted tenants where possible. It was an Act

sufficient of itself to make and secure the reputation of any statesman. Already

in eighteen months since it came into operation land value for £20,000,000 has

been sold under it. Properly and reasonably administered, it contains all the

elements of a settlement of the problem. Let us see where and how it has

broken down.

First.—There has been a serious hitch in the finance of the Bill. One
Hundred Million Pounds sterling was the estimate of the money required to

carry the operation of transferring the land from owner to occupier through.

But an understanding was arrived at during the passage of the Bill through

Committee that for the first three years the outlay should not exceed Five

Millions in each year. The state of the Money Market was assigned as the chief

reason for the limitation. But, beyond all doubt, the result has been a serious

hitch and great disappointment. Nobody perhaps could have quite foreseen

the rush to sell. At the present moment agreements have been signed for sale

and purchase between landlord and tenant representing £20,000,000. The

Estates Commissioners have received, roughly speaking, £11,000,000 from the

Treasury. They have paid out to vendors of land in or about £5,000,000. And
another sum approaching £5,000,000 has been paid over in the Bank of Ireland

to the credit of estates—these estates awaiting proof of title. To meet claims of

£10,000,000, therefore, the Commissioners have £1,000,000 on hand^and the

prospect of a further loan of £5,000,000 in November next. But it must be

remembered that the delay thus caused has exercised a most regrettable influence

upon purchase. Landlords very naturally say that if compelled to wait two or

three years for the purchase money they are at a great disadvantage—the tenant

purchaser only paying 3h or 3| per cent, on the purchase money, pending the issue

of the vesting order. The work of agreeing as to sale, therefore, has been

seriously impeded where it has not been brought to a standstill by reason of this

hitch. On the other hand, however, it must be admitted that the raising of even

£5,000,000 has been a serious matter for Ireland. A selling landlord is paid in

cash. But whilst he gets £100 in sovereigns, the discount, amounting probably to

the difference between £87 and £100, has to be paid out of the Irish Equivalent

Grant, an arrangement which keeps the British Treasury safe, but is of serious

import to Ireland as a whole. This is one of the first things which have to be

set right. .Some plan must be devised by which the Act can have free and full

scope. This and other things being done, there is no reason why ten years

should not see the Irish Land Problem solved.
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Second.—Tiie Act lias all but completely broken down in the "West. Here,

where its healing influence was most needed, its failure has been most marked.

And for this breakdown the cupidity of the Irish landlord is wholly to blame.

What the Act contemplated in this respect is quite clear. It was cjuite

impossible to apply the same rule to Connaught and to other similar areas a.s

to Ulster, Leinster, and Munster. In the West the holdings are small and

hopelessly uneconomic in their character. Parliament felt, and rightly so, that

to make the occupier of a five-acre bog holding an owner was to do him no good.

Such a feat in statesmanship merely freed the Western landlord from a risky

security and transferred the risk to the State. It was, therefore, enacted that the

large grass holdings which abound in that region—and which are held by

graziers on a tenure of eleven months, the object of the term being to avoid the

ci-eation of a tenanc}'—should be bought and wherever possible should be dis-

tributed amongst the small holders, thus rendering a decent living possible. And
in several cases this has been successfully done by the Congested District's Board,

with the very best results. It was a big, bold thing to attemi)t. But it was

manifestly the right j)olicy. And Mr. Wyndham in passing the Act justly

placed it in front—as, perhaps, the main object of his policy. In considering

the breakdown of the Act at this point it is necessary to look at the terms

upon which it was passed. The landlords as a whole professed at the Land

Conference and in Parliament their entire willingness to sell, provided they

received a price equivalent when securely invested to their Second Term net

income. To enable this to be done the bonus of £12,000,000 was sanctioned

by Parliament. The whole thing was a bargain—a clear case of contract.

And what the Western landlords have been guilty of is a simple breach of

faith. They are quite ready to sell the bog holdings, the barren mountain

tracts out of which a decent living cannot be had, demanding for this wretched

land in many cases more than is being asked in Antrim and Do^\n for the

best land in these counties. But the grass ranches they refuse to part with.

And so the whole plan of the Act—the whole scheme for the re-settling of the

land, and raising the station of the small holder—has been brought to nought.

In this connexion another difficulty has arisen. When the Western sections of

the Act were being passed, ^Ir. Wyndham—who was in grim earnest about

these poor people—provided for the sale of Congested Estates to the Estates

Commissioners or to the Congested Districts Board. Special inducements were given

to sales under these sections. The cost of sale was borne almost entirely by

the State, and the Commissioners were authorized in such cases to spend money
upon the improvement of the holdings. The policy was excellent. But the

landlords have ruined it. They tjuickly discovered that if they sold to the

Estates Commissioners the land would be inspected by an expert valuer, and its

price would depend upon its value. This was not their idea of how things

should be done. They j)referred to sell to the tenant direct, against whom
they could use the screw of arrears of rent, and from whom they could exact

a higher price. Hardly a case of sale to the Estates Commissioners has taken

I)]ace under these well-meant sections. And for the reasons I have stated.

The Irish Members were under no illusions whilst the Act was being jtassed.

We warned Mr. Wyndham, and we cautioned Parliament, that a breakdown
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was imminent at this point. The fact is, compulsory powers of purchase in all

such cases ought to have been frankly given. But to mention the word

compulsion to the then Chief Secretary was to send him into a fury. He would

not hear of it. It was the agitation for compulsion that had produced the

Land Bill. But the landlords had bound Mr. Wyndham to resist even its

beginnings. And so the right hon. gentleman had his way. And what is the

result? The big well-to-do farmers of Kildare—the men whose ancestoi's were

brought by the Duke of Leinster from Scotland after the famine—have all

bought their land under the Act, and the Leinster Estate has ceased to exist

as such, something like Half a Million Pounds being paid for it, including

bonus. But the wretched holders of small bog holdings in the West are still

left in their misery, and even where there is a chance, as there was at Cloonka,

in CO. Galwa}^ the other day, of relieving a small number of these men, Lord

Ashtown stepped in and bought the grass land over their heads. This is

the most serious point of failure. With the West unsettled nothing is settled.

It is here where trouble has always been born. It is here that Land Acts

have always had their origin. It is well to make an end of landlordism

anywhere. Here its fell influence is most severely felt. Here the load must be

lifted. In a word, both the Estates Commissioners and the Congested Districts

Board must have compulsory powers against men who persist in a whole province

being steeped in misery, with the means of relief at hand.

Third.—There has been great and to some extent just complaint against the

treatment meted out to the Evicted Tenants. When the Act was passing

through Committee this class Avas the theme of warm and sympathetic debate.

But it is just possible that hopes were raised which can only end in disappoint-

ment. There are two classes of Evicted Tenants. There are, first, the soldiers

of the war, and, second, there are the unfortunates. It was possible to deal

with the first. It was not, and it is not possible, to deal with the second. To all

who suffered under the Land War of the eighties and under the Plan of

Campaign reparation might be made. Mr. Wyndham certainly intended that

this should be done. To propose to reinstate every tenant evicted since 1879,

from whatever cause, is, of course, at once inexpedient and impossible. What
ought to be done is to create a Sub-Department of the Estates Commissioners to

deal with this question. Already the Evicted Tenants on the Brooke Estate, in

CO. Wexford, have been reinstated. Arrangements are in progress on other

properties that were the scene of great battles under the Plan of Campaign.

No one now objects. But the Treasury vetoed the creation of a Sub-Depart-

ment to take charge of the operations, although it is manifest that these are

precisely the cases which are most urgent and which brook no delay. It is

quite true that the Land Act, as Mr. Long says, was not passed for the mere

purpose of restoring the Evicted Tenants. This is quite certain. But it is

also true that Parliament recognized that the Act could not succeed as a great

appeasement if those men who had fought and fallen in the long struggle were

not provided for. The delay in dealing with this serious issue has caused

endless heartburning, all the more so since it is clearly due to the intei'vention

of the English Treasury, never friendly—and certainly not more so now—to

Irish Claims.
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Fourth.—What are callfd the Zones in Section 1 of the Act have also

turned out to be a fruitful source of discontent. The Land Conference

recommended as a standard of price that not less than L'O })er cent, should come

off Second Term rents, with its fair ecjuivaleut in regard to those which liad

been fi.xed for a First Term. They also recommended that the system of Decadal

reductions in vogue under the Act of 1896 should be continued. The Act

largelv set aside these recommendations. It abolished the Decadal reductions

—

a most unwise policy. And it substituted a .'H for a 4 per cent, annuity as a

sort of makeweight, this, in reality, being no makeweight at all. In regaid

to limits of price, it allowed holdings under Second Term rents to be sold

without inspection at a price from 10 to .'^0 per cent, less than the rent. In the case

of First Terms the limits were from 20 to 40 percent, less than the vent. Non-

judicial rents were left free for bargain between vendor and purchaser, the price to

be equitable and all the circumstances of each case to be taken into account. Mr.

Wyndham and his advisers doubtless thought that in framing the Zone limits the

landlords would sell mainly at the mean ])rice—that Second Term rents would

be subject to 20 per cent, reduction and First Terms to 30 per cent. The facts do

not bear out this conclusion. In the North many landlords refuse to sell unless at

the highest Zone price—and with the bonus added the purchase money
invested at 3i per cent, gives them much more than their Second Term net

income, the price at which they covenanted to sell. But their rents being as

regularly paid as the dividends on Consols, they are, in the absence of compulsory

powers, masters of the situation, the result being a bitter feeling of discontent

and disappointment amongst those who are the stoutest in maintaining the duty

of loyalty towards the Crown and adherence to the P]nglish Connexion.

Practically the average price of all classes of rent^First, Second, and Non-Judicial

—

is 2-3 years purchase or 25 per cent, off the present rent. But this is a matter

where averages are specially misleading. And it is fairer to say that men who
would gladly have sold under the old Acts at 20 years purchase are now .selling

at 24 years and a 12 per cent, bonus, not a very bad outcome for them of what

they were prone to denounce as a Confiscation. I think there is grave danger

in regard to these prices. Nothing is more certain than this—that if Canatiian

Store Cattle are allowed free acce.ss to Ji^nglish ports these prices cannot be

paid. Such a change would strike Irish agricultuie a serious blow. And some

stejjs should certainly be taken to revise the Zones, which as they stand give

free play to the grasping cupidity of the ordinary Irish landlord.

Fifth.—-By and by a great difficulty will arise, perhaps the greatest which

has yet been encountered. In a few years—a very few years at the present

rate of purchase—the problem will have to be faced—"What is to be done with

those landlords who will not sell at any price ?" Be this cla.ss few or many—

I

tliink they will not be numerous—a solution of the ditruulty must be found. I

never sympathized with the arguments against Com]>ulsi()n. The moment the Act
of l!*>81 was passed—the moment Parliament fi.xed the rent that was to be paitl

to a landlord—the argument against Comj>ulsion disappeared. Whether a

landlord receives his income as rent or in the shape of dividends on Consols

<loes not ajipear to me to be a question of principle. But when the time arrives

for dealing with this residuum of Iiish landlords, the Nation will for once be
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driven to Compulsion. A handful of men cannot be allowed to thwart a great

JS^ational policy. And, curiou.sly enougli, it will be in Ulster the problem

will be most acute. It is there the resisting landlords are most numerous.

They rely upon the Orange Drum. But this instrument of faction is not what

it once was. And as against the Land it will not count.

Sixth.—There is finally the question of the Administration of the Act.

And it is here that the pinch comes in all Irish aftairs. Parliament means well.

But Irish Officialdom is a very different thing. The Morley Committee

proved to the hilt that the Irish Courts and the Irish Administration had

maimed the Act of 1881. So far the Courts have had very little to say to the

Act of 190-3. And in the only case which I have noticed in the Court of

Appeal Chief Baron Pallas and the Court promptly reversed Mr. Justice

Meredith, who as adviser to the Estates Commissioners had taken a narrow and

restricted view of the section involved. But it was an evil hour when the Irish

Members consented that the Estates Commissioners should be under the general

control of the Irish executive. It was assented to because they would thus be

subject to review in Parliament. The tenants are likely to suffer severely from

this policy—too hastily adopted. The truth will never be fully known as to the

methods by which the Estates Commissioners, trying to carry out the policy of a

great Act in the spirit in which it was passed, have been hampered and impeded

by the Castle. In an evil moment Mr. Wyndham's grip of affairs appears to

have become nerveless, and the Castle Gang triumphed. Probably a select

Committee to enquire into the working of the Act when the present advisers of

the King have gone to their own place will lay bare some of the secrets of the

prison house, and reveal to an astonished public the puny players of this

wretched game, by which it is sought to thwart the policy of the Act and to secure

for Irish landlords a high and dangerous price for the land. Until that time

comes the friends of good Government must be content to mark time. And
in this respect the want of mone}' to complete the sales may turn out to be a

blessing in disguise.

But making every allowance for shortcomings, nothing can be surer than

this—that the Act, properly administered by officials and sensibly treated by

the people, lias all the elements of a Final Settlement of Ireland's Agrarian

Problem.
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SIR HENRY COTTON, KC.S.I.

SiK Hen'ky Cotton, who contributes

this paper on India, is an otHcial of

thirty-five years' standing, but he is

none the less a bold advocate of a very

unofficial conviction with regard to the

future of India and her peoples. In-

stead of the present bureaucratic

7-eyime, he foresees a federation of free

and separate states, each with its own
local autonomy and independence,

under the immediate supremacy of

Kngland, and on a fraternal footing

with our great self-governing colonies.

8ir Henry Cotton does not preach

the complete severance of the British

connection with India ; on the con-

trary, he considers that India is bound

to England as England is bound to

India, while at the same time he

maintains that the present form of

administration cannot be permanent.

This point of view is ably set forth in

his remarkable book, entitled JYew

Indin, originally published twenty

vears a<;o, but of which a new and

partially re-writt€n edition was pub-

lished last year by Messrs. Kegan,

Paul, Trench, Trubner it Co. It is

worthy of mention that even the Timex

recommended this volume—so hetero-

dox from the otficial standpoint—to

all students of Indian politics.

Sir Henry Cotton's career in India

was a most distinguished one. He has

occupied almost every post in the ser-

vice which it was possible to hold, and

during the last six years of liis otficial

life was Governor of a Province. The

son and grandson of members of the

Indian Civil Service, he was born in

India in 1845. He was educated in

England, partly at Oxford and partly

in London ; and throughout his otticial

career his literary gifts constantly

evoked the commendation of the

Government, both in India and in

England. As a young man he ex-

celled in outdoor exercises, and in the

early sixties, before he was eighteen

years of age, he climbed Mont Blanc.

In 1867 he went to India as a member

of the Bengal Civil Service, and came

quickly to the front.

As a public servant Sir Henry's

work has been marked by a thorough-

ness, a mastery of details, and a grasp

of principles rarely equalled, but, above

all, by so generous and sympathetic a

treatment of the people of the country

that his name has become a household

word among them. " AVhat gives him

a place all his own in the hearts t)f

Indians," writes one of his personal

friends, " is his consistent, fearless,

and sincere interpretation of their

iiniermost feelings and aspirations, at

a time when the dictates of self-interest

would have suggested silence."
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Sir Henry Cotton, K.C.S I.

Sir Henry's evidence before the

Public Service Commission in 1887 is

of particular interest. Of the 442

witnesses examined by the Commis-

sioners almost all assumed the Coven-

anted Civil Service as the sine qua non

of the Indian polity, and the schemes

propounded by them had all more or

less reference to the re-modelling and

recruiting of the service as necessitated

by the altered conditions of the time.

Sir Henry alone ventured to modify

the central position and formulate a

scheme of reconstructive policy. While

not slow to accord praise to the able

band of administrators belonging to

the Covenanted Service, who have con-

tributed so much towards the consoli-

dation of the Empire, he held that so

centralised a system of Government

was already outworn in the more

advanced provinces, and that the time

had come for replacing it by some more

suitalile machinery. Sir Henry was

among the foremost, if not the first, to

advocate the extension of local self-

government and the enlargement of

the Legislative Councils. To maintain

English supremacy in India intact, and

at the same time to shape into another

mould the favoured monopoly of the

Civil Service, to utilise all that is

wisest and most effective in English

guidance, and yet to develop native

powers of government, to reduce the

<;ost of the administration, to promote

sympathy between rulers and ruled, to

bring justice to the doors of the poor,

to kill the anomaly of the prosecutor-

judge—these are the problems with

which Sir Henry lias busied himself

with the attempt to solve.

As the author of Neiv India and the

advocate of the beneficent policy of

Lord Ripon, Sir Henry could not be

ii jiersona yrata to the Government of

India, but he never failed to uphold

the honour and dignity of the great

Service to which he belonged. In a

speech made to the members of the

Bengal Civil Service in 1894 he em-

phasised the need for adaptation to the

new era that must come in India, and

added, "It devolves upon us wlio

represent the Government of tlio

country to exercise the influence and

power with which we are vested by

bridging over the transition, so that

the changes shall take place with the

minimum of friction and disturbance.

The difficulties with which we are con-

fronted can only be overcome by fore-

sight and a policy of sympathy,

patience, and conciliation."

Throughout his career Sir Henry
Cotton practised the sympathy he

preached. He prided himself upon his

accessibility as an official, regarding it

as an elementary duty and the root of

popular and successful administration.

Among the many notable services

rendered by him to the people of India,

the one which, perhaps, stands out

pre-eminently is his noble champion-

ship of the cause of the Indian labourers

in the Assam tea gardens. His ex-

pei-ience in the Province convinced

him that the interests of the planters

had, in too many cases, made the;ii

callous to the voice of reason and

justice towards the workers on whom
their success depended. He ad\ocated

improved conditions and increased

wages. The immediate result was a

terrific storm of vituperation levelled

at the head of the " unpatriotic

"

Governor ; but he stood firm. In his

speech before the Viceroy's Council,

when he advanced convincing argu-

ments as to the position he had taken

up, he said :

—" I am not undertaking

a pleasant or agreeable task. I am
adding to the obloquy I have already

incurred, but I am convinced of tlie
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Sit' Ileirnj Cotton, K. C.S.I.

justice of the cause and the rigliteous-

ness of the claim 1 have put forward

on behalf of labour.'" Eventually the

increase of wages was ai^reed upon, but

<inlv to take effect after the expiration

of two years.

When Sir Henry left India a series

of unparalleled demonstrations took

jilace in his honour, not merely in

I'liigal and Assam, where he was well

known, but in Bombaj' also, with

which Presidency he had never been

officially connected. Retirement, in

his case, has not meant idleness. He
is a constant writer and lecturer on

behalf of India, and he is the authority

to whom public opinion looks for an

•expression of e.xpert knowledge when

Indian affairs come to the front in

this country. It will be remembered

that he took up an uncompromisingly

hostile attitude to the Tibet Mission,

and more recently he has opposed the

establishment in India of a military

autocracv. In home politics Sir Henry
is a staunch Liberal, and is at inescnt

the Pcirliamentary candidate for East

Nottingham in the Liberal interest.

In December last, at the unanimous

call of the people of that country, .Sir

Henry le-visited India as the President

of the Indian Naticnial Congress, an

annual assembly which may be said

to form the nearest approach to India's

Parliament, and which was attended

by twelve thousand persons from every

part of the dependency. The spon-

taneous and extraordinar}' demonstra-

tions of affection with which he was

received, both in Bombay and in

Calcutta, were only e(iualled by the

enthusiasm shown towards Lord Ripun

at the conclusion of that Viceroys

term of office. Nothing could better

prove the power and influence of Sir

Henry Cotton over the educated classes

of India than the farewell words spoken

by the Maharaja of Durbhunga:

—

" Sir Henry Cotton knows us, and we

know him ; there is a bond between us

which neither time nor space can

loosen or sever.''
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INDIA: A POLICY AND A PROSPECT.

By SIR HENRY COTTON.

In a new Parliament we may be sure that Indian questions will push themselves!

to the front. The policy of Lord Curzon, whatever it may be in other

directions, has been to give a stimulus to Indian agitation, of which more than

an echo has been heard in this country. The people of India are looking

forward to the appointment of a Liberal Secretary of State for India and of a.

Liberal Viceroy, under whom they expect to see not only the undoing of many
of the mistakes committed during dark years of reaction, but also some

definite advance in the work of reconstruction. They see before them a period

of hope of which for so long they have been unable to catch a gleam. There

has been a great uprising in that country. Great changes are taking place.

There is a general revolt of discontent. We have witnessed the unparalleled

spectacle of mass meetings of indignant protest at Calcutta, Bombay, Madras^

Allahabad, and Lahore. Lord Curzon is a man of exceptional ability and

extraordinary industry and not incapable of great sympathy, and if only he

could have sympathised with the aspirations and hopes of the Indian people, he

might have made his Viceroyalty memorable in the annals of India. But he

has failed in this matter. He sees from one standpoint, the Indian people from

another. JSTo Viceroy was ever so unpopular in India as Lord Curzon now is.

The result of reaction is always to galvanise the elements of progress into fresh

life. The revolution which has been wrought by English influences and

civilisation in India will always constitute the most abiding monument of

British rule. It is hundred-armed, and leaves no side of the national character

untouched. But the Government is irresponsive; it i-emains the same, a.

monopoly of the ruling race ; there is no diminution of suspicion, distrust, and

dislike of the national movement. The aim and end of the new Imperial policy

is to knit with closer bonds the power of the British Empire over India, tO'

proclaim and establish that supremacy through ceremonies of pomp and

pageantry, and by means of British capital to exploit the country in the

economic interests of the British nation. The encouragement of Indian

aspirations falls not within its ken. It would be strange indeed if the fire of a

patriotic opposition were not kindled. A sense of political disabilities is the

dominant note of discontent among the educated classes, and to this has been

superadded the consciousness of the economic evil which the exploitation of the

country by foreign capital and foreign agencies inflicts on it. Their anti-ofiicial
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sentiment is due to their practical exclusion from participation in the higher

orticial life of their country ; the anti-commercial feeling,' is due to their practical

exclusion from participation in the hit,'her walks of industrial and commercial

lift". The l)urning embers are slowly rising into a Hame. The great gulf which

.separates Englishmen from Indians is widening, and an increased bitterness of

race feeling is now reflected by Indian as well as by English prejudice.

The Political Problem.

I^ord Curzon lately declared that he could not conceive of a time as remotely

possible in which it would be either practicable or desirable that Great Britain

should take her hand from the Indian plough. That is the popular view, and 1

du not doubt that it voices the unreflecting opinion of the majority of English-

men. But it is not mv conception of India's future. It is not po.ssible that

the British tenure of India, as it is now held, can be of a permanent character.

The administration of all the departments of a great country by a small

number of foreign visitors, in a state of isolation, produced by a difference in

religion, ideas, and manners, which cuts them off from all intimate communion

with the people, can never exist as a permanent state of things. The progress

of education renders it impracticable, even if it were otherwise free from

objection. The emancipation of India has become inevitable ever since a system

of English education has been establi.shed and the principle of political equality

accepted. The increasing influence of a free press, the substitution of legal

for discretionary forms of procedure, the extension of railways and telegraphs,

the easier communication with Europe, and the more ready influx of Western

ideas and liberal principles have produced their effect. The power of public

opinion is growing daily. The great uplieaval wliich has revolutionised all

departments of Indian thought, inspiied the aspirations of diverse communities,

and infused the .sense of nationality through a vast and surging empire can only

find its peaceful fulfilment in the wise recognition of changes inherent in the

situ ition which the British Government itself has created. We have to deal

with this new-born spirit of progress so as to direct it into the right course and

to derive from it all the benefits of which its development is capable, and at the

same time to prevent it becoming through blind indifterence or repression a

.source <jf serious political danger. It is vain and worse than vain, it is the

purest folly, fraught with danger to ourselves, to continue to rule on worn-out

lines which are only suited to a slavish and ignorant population. India is

rising again as a great power in Asia, and the action of her rulers should be

devoted to facilitating her progress to freedom. Not in mere vague talk, but

strenuou.sly and of set purpose, it should be the principal object of the Indian

Government to address itself to the peaceful reconstruction of native adminis-

trations in its own place.

An abrupt retreat from India would Ix' advocated by no one ;
it would be to

act like men who should kidnap a child, and then in a tit of repentance abandon

liim in a tiger jungle. The progress of reconstruction cannot be effected other-

wise than bv slow and gradual means, and many yeai's must elapse before we
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can expect the consummation of a reconstructive policy. But it is a policy

which we should always keep before our eyes. Sooner or later India must

again take her own rank among the nations of the East. That great counMy

is not inhabited by a savage primitive people who have reared no indigenous

system of industry or art, who are ignorant of their own interests, and who ai-e

i'lcapable of advance in civilisation. They look bick on their past with a just

sense of pride, and under the influence of English education are stimulated witlv

legitimate ambition. They are striving for the attainment of high ideals which,

however they may be delayed or marred in execution, are sure in the event.

No Rupture with England.

There is, fortunately, little reason for apprehending the introduction of any
anarchical element in India's future. There is no sign of any rupture with the

past. The shadow of danger which casts itself over the future exists only in the

attitude of Englishmen and in the policy of the British Government. It is nob

literally true that India is governed by the sword. If this were true it would

mean that the people are continually in a position of antagonism to the

Government, and that it is force alone that keeps them down. But whoever

knows the facts knows that this is not so. The sword has no occasion to come

into play, for there is no resistance. The leaders of the Indian national move-

ment do not desire that the connection between India and England should be

snapped. The English language, while it is the means of enabling the different

populations of India to attain unity, binds them also to Great Britain. It is

from England that all the ideas of Western thought which are revolutionising

the country have sprung ; the language of Shakespeare and Milton has become

the common language of India ; the future of India is linked with that of

England, and it is to England that India must always look for guidance,

assistance, and protection in her need.

India's Loyalty and Indian Aspirations.

The people of India do not like the British dominion, but they do not wish to

see a change of masters. They know that the abolition of English dominion

would be accompanied by incalculable disaster. There is not the faintest wish

on the part of the educated classes of India to turn the British Government out

of the country. They have the greatest dread of Russia. The dislike of Russia,

by educated Indians is probably far stronger than that felt by ordinary English-

men, and if there is any Russian who dreams that India is looking forward to

the day when Russia would take the place of England he is profoundly mistaken.

The Indian people are loyal to England. When Lord Curzon I'eturned to India

the other day, he said to the people of Bombay who wei"e receiving him :
" I

pray the Native community in India to believe in the good faith and high

honour and in the upright purpose of my countrymen." The people of India do
believe in the good faith, honour, and integrity of Englishmen. They are
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j^Tuteful for the ediu-atiuii witli which they have been endowed ; j^rateful for the

Hberties they t'nj<»y, and grateful for their immunity from foreign invasion.

Hut this gratitude is tempered by a feeling tliat the pledges held out to them by
lier late Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria, and by men in exalted positions,

have not been fulfilled. Their faith has been shaken and a sense of disappoint-

ment, raj)idly rising into bitterness, has been kindled amongst them. They are

i'm])itteretl at the cont<'mptuous mannei- in which they are treated, and at

the insolence witii wliich their aspirations are spurned and set aside. Sub-

ordinate offices in any number have been made over to them, but there has Ix^ei*

no practical recognition of the great growth of English education during the

past fifty years, and comparatively little has been done to encourage them to take

that part to which in the fulness of time they are entitled in the administration

of the atlairs of their own country. They claim that the Government should

repose confidence in them, and not shrink from raising them to the highest posts.

They demand real, not nominal ecjuality, a voice in the government, and a career

in the jmblic service.

Political Education.

Lord Uipou, who was the most benevolent and popular Viceroy that India has

ever seen, justly urged, on behalf of his scheme of local self-government, that it

would be an instrument of political education. And it may be as truly said that

if we desire eventually to establish an independent government, we can only do

t-o by training the people to a sense of self-help and self-reliance. The period of

Lord Ripon and of his Finance Minister, who is now Lord Cromer, is the Golden

Age of Indian reformers when education was encouraged, liberty was fostered,

;ind the foundations of Indian nationality were firmly laid. The natural trend

of otiicial opinion has been to assert itself in a reactionary outburst against this

development, disparaging the vantage ground acquired in the past. We are told

that the salvation of India is not to be sought on the field of politics at the

{)resent stage of her development, that there are many other fields of usefidness

and power which lie around the citadel of politics, and that when these fields are

occupied the entrance to real political life will be easy, natural, and safe. We
read in the columns of the Times :

" We must wearily retrace our steps and

devote our energies to educating the Indians in character and common sense.

Then, and not till then, can we put them out into the polytechnic of local .self-

government." We must wait "until generations and generations of really

educated Indians have come and gone." We are told that the weakiu^ss and

limitations of the newly-educated classes are now more clearly perceived, and

that the complexities of the problems of Oriental politics are more distinctly

rcilisrd. These are the vapourings of reaction. All this is but canting .senti-

ment. 1 [ow can we expect progress in the development of national character

while we employ a comjiaratively feeble implement to improve, and at the same

time apply a powerful engine to deteriorate] A system of government which

deliberately excludes the people from power is more efficacious in depressing

their character than all our laws and school books can be in elevating it. The
growth of a nation is incompatible with its permanent dependence on foreign
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rulers ; and it is in proportion to the degree of confidence which we repose in the

people, to the share which we give them in the administration of their own

affairs, that we shall witness the development of their " character and common

sense." British officials in India have a great and unexampled sphere of work

before them. But, however great may be their energy and activity, it counts

as dross if they lack the higher genius of training the people by making them

work for themselves, of evoking their powers by affording them opportunities for

their exercise, and of raising them from a condition of mere passive subjection

to a capacity for the discharge of higher responsibilities. A nation is the best

administered which can manage its own concerns with the least aid from

Government, and no system of administration can be progx'essive or beneficial

which does not foster the self-reliance of the people and encourage their aspira-

tions to realise their destiny through their own exertions.

Autonomy.

Autonomy is the keynote of England's true relations with her great Colonies.

It is more than this : it is the destiny of the world. The tendency of Empire

in the civilised world is in the direction of compact autonomous states, which are

federated together and attached by common motives to a central power. In

the United States of America, with their vast and compact area and fairly

homogeneous population, autonomy and assimilation have been happily combined.

In the Old World, Continental States have settled themselves within narrower

limits, and are less troubled than Great Britain with the complex problems of

extended empire. But, generally speaking, they are compact powers linked

together by common memories and associations and common objects. Local

autonomy has been conceded where the difficulties of assimilation would other-

wise have been insuperable in the face of local interests or of an irreconcilable

national spirit. None are in a better position than Englishmen to appreciate

the value of this principle in fostering national progress and material wealth. In

our Canadian Dominion and in Australasia autonomy has long ago been granted

to its full extent, and we have established a Federal Government in a Common-
wealth of autonomous states. These Colonies have all the elements of great and

growing nations. We have enjoyed in the amplest measure the reward of this

policy in tliat union of hearts Ijetween Colonials and Englishmen which forms a

far firmer guarantee of national prosperity than could ever be found in any

scheme for representation in an Imperial Council, or in incorporation into one

military and commercial empire. It is due to the sagacious prescience of our

great Liberal Statesmen during a past generation that the Colonies were given

that varied and supple constitution and practical independence which is the

basis and condition of their friendly concert in the Imperial policy of the parent

state. Freedom, so far from weakening the bonds between England and her

Colonies, has cemented them, and we have only to look to the outburst of loyalty

and affection of which we reaped the harvest during the South African War to

know that our Liberal Statesmen were wise and right.
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The Solution of the Problem.

The solution of tlic Imiian }>iol)ltMii is tube foiiiid in the adoption of this

l>olicv. There me uheudv local legislatures in which a certain measure of

representation has been granted to tlie Indian peojde. A small concession has

lieen made in this direction, but it is wholly inade(|uate to meet growing

demands. In the cautious and gradual development of representation, in the

increased delegation of power and intUience, involving the ultimate extensi<m of

autonomv, we sliall find the approjniate and natuial ]Mi/.e ami legitimate goal

for Indian aspirations. This is no unworthy aim to hold out to the rulers of

India for attainment. It is our title to glory that we found a gretit people sunk

in the lowest depths of subjection, and that we have so governed them as to make

them desirous of the privileges of citizenship. "It may be," said Macaulay in

tlie House of Commons more than seventy years ago, " it may be that the public

mind of India may expand under our system till it has outgrown our system ;

that In' good government we may educate our subjects into a cai)acity for better

goverinnent ; that ha\ ing become instructed in European knowledge, they may

in some future age demand Euroj)ean institutions. Whetlier such a day will

<n er come I know not. But iie\er will I attempt to arrest or retard it. When-

ever it comes it will be the proudest day in England's history." The dawn of

that day has now risen. The full development of autonomy is still far

distant, but the beginnings have been laid and the paths have been made straight.

The Ideal of India's Future.

It was the dream of John Bright, and he indulged in no mere mystic prophecy

svhen he foresaw that India would fulfil her fate by a process of evolution, out of

wiiich she would emerge, not through force or violence, as an independent 8tat^,

or torn from the mother country, or abandoned to England's enemies, but as a

federated portion of the dominions of the great British Empire. The destiny of

India is to be placed on a fraternal footing with the Colonies of England. The

ideal of the Indian patriot is the establishment of a federation of free and

•separate states, the L^nited .States of India, corresponding with existing local

areas and administrations and independent chiefships, each with its own local

autonomy, cemented together under the iegis of Great Britain. This is a

forecast of a future, the gradual realisation of which it is the privilege of

Government to regulate, and the aim and hope of the Indian people to attain.

It demands from the Indian Government a capacity for reconstruction and for

guidance and sympathy duiing a pei'iod of transition. It calls for the qualities

of statesmanship rather than of administrative ability. There is no country

more easy to administer than India, where the people are so docile, so law-

al)iding, and so amenable to inHuence. It is ejisy to administer uprightly tlie

atlairs of a docile and subject people ; it is easy with the power of British bayonets

to coerce refractory rajahs, to annex provinces, and by despotic rule evolve order

out of chaos. It is a sublimer function of Imperial dominion to unite the

varying races into one empire, "broad based upon the jieople's will," to aftord
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scope to their patriotic tendencies, and to wait upon, foster, and protect the

peaceful organisation of their political federation and autonomous independence

as the ultimate basis of relationship between the two countries. This is the ideal

of India's future. Statesmanship consists in foreseeing, and we are all of us

the better for the exercise of forethought. It is well, therefore, to be familiar

with a conception of India's future, which gathers as it grows, and insensibly

attracts into the political situation all other problems of economic and social

reforms which are awaitinir solution.

The Economic Problem.

One word on India's economic problem. It is the poverty of her people.

No one who considers the economic condition of India can doubt that one of its

greatest evils is to be found in the fact tliat the great mass of the people are

dependent upon the cultivation of the soil. The establishment of large

industries capitalised by Englishmen affords but a poor compensation for the

variety of indigenous industries once spread through the country. An India

supplying England with its raw products and dependent upon England for all

its more important manufactures is not a condition of affairs which Indian

patriots can contemplate with equanimity. The spectacle of a cluster of

Europeans settling down upon their country and sucking from it the moisture

which ought to give them sustenance finds no favour in their eyes. Their

opposition to the exploitation of their country by foreigners is based upon

a conviction that this exploitation is a real obstacle to their progress. They

are convinced that the prosperity of the country depends on the diminution of

its economic drain and on the conservation of its resources for ultimate develop-

ment by indigenous agency. I am glad to recognise the growing tendency of

Indians to help themselves. There are satisfactory evidences of this tendency..

The difficulties ai-e immense, for the essential difficulty always hinges on the

disagreeable truth that there can be no revival of Indian industry without some
displacement of British industry. But the first steps have been taken and
a start made by Indian capitalists. The beginnings are small, very small at

present, but, like the little cloud no bigger than a man's hand, they may grow
and swell with a full promise of abundance.

The Problem of Western Influences on the East.

The force which has made Japan what she is is an absorbing patriotism

derived from, and dependent on, her national existence. It is based on

collective action, which independence alone can give. What an inspiration is

afforded by the character of these Eastern islanders ! What an example have

they not set to the East of the power of a patriotic spirit ! That example is

not lost on India. Although the conditions there do not point to any early

renaissance such as we have witnessed in Japan, the changes taking place are

as remarkable in their social, moral, and religious relations as in their political
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aspect. India is bereft of its indep.Midence. But a nascent nationalism is the

magnet which holds together the solvent inHuences of Western civilisation, let

loose in the simple society of the E ist. Under the immediate effect of those

influences the old organisations are crumbling up. The result of English

e lucation has been to break the ct)ntinuity of centuries, and India has entered

upon a period of transition preparatory to the establishment of a new order.

It is in matters of education more than any other that the people of the country

are ripe for self-government. Svst^nvitic education is already falling into the

hands of private enterprise. A policv which endeavours to knit together still

tighter the bonds of ofKcial control is absolutely retrograde. It has been con-

demned by every section of Indian opinion, and though it may temporarily

prevail, it will be as evanescent as it is unsound. It is only through the

educated members of the Indian community that it is possible to guide the

people at large so as to bridge over the period of disorder with the least dis-

turbance. It is reserved for them to introduce modifications, with due regard

to the antecedents which must always powerfully affect the environment in

which thev are placed. The problem of grafting Western ideas on to an

Oriental stock can only be solved by Orientals who are thoroughly imbued with

a knowledge of Western civilisation, and have at the same time not lost sight of

the traditions of their past.

» Reconstitution of the Civil Service.

I recur to political considerations. The keynote of administrative reform is

the gradual substitution of Indian for European official agency. That is the

one end towards which India is concentrating her efforts, and the concession of

this demand is the only means of satisfying the most reasonable of her

aspirations. To meet this end the complete reconstitution of the Indian Civil

Service is necessary. It is surprising how little change there has been in the

form of administration in India during the past century. ' The character of the

Civil Service has been theoretically unchanged. It is a fine old service, of which

I, of all men, have reason to speak with respect. It has enrolled within its

ranks men of whom the mother country may well be proud. It is, however,

a form of administration both bureaucratic and autocratic, and an organisation

suiteil only to a government by foreigners. It has been perceptibly weakening

from its inherent inapplicability to the altered conditions it has to face. It

must pass away after a prolonged period of magnificent work, to be replaced by

a more popular system, which shall perpetuate its efticiency while avoiding its

defects. The Government should now find expression in a form of administratino

more representative and less concentrated in individuals. The principles of

administration for which we are indebted to Lord Kipon have paved the way
for this reform, and centralisation is already giving way to local self-government.

In the natural course of things administrative otiicers must be chosen more and

more from the permanent residents of the locality. The injurious custom of

constant transfers and changes will then cease. The interests of economy and

efficiency will alike be served by the appointment of Indians on the spot, to
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perform functions for which we now import foreigners from Europe and Indian-*

brought from every other part of the province than that in which they are

employed.

The Reparation of Executive and Judicial Functions.

In the judicial branch of the service re-organisation is immediately i-equired.

The members of that service when very young and, in the case of Englishmen,

very ignorant of the language, are vested with magisterial powers beyond com-

parison greater than those possessed by corresponding functionaries under any

civilised govei-nment, and it would be strange indeed if they were not led into

occasional errors and sometimes into abuse of power. It is the system that is

to blame. There is no longer any reason why, over the greater part of India,

important judicial functions should be discharged by persons, whether English

or Indian, of immature years, and it is a crying reform in regard to the

administration of justice (in all but backward tracts, where the patriarchal

.system must still prevail) that only those persons should be vested with judicial

powers whose age, training, and experience afford a guarantee for the proper

exercise of authority. Patience and discrimination, respect for the forms of

law, rigid imperviousness to rumour aui to outside report—these are some of

the qualifications which are the essential attributes of the judicial office. There

is no stage in the career of a civilian wliich affords him the opportunity for their

acquisition. The whole training of an Indian civilian unfits him for judicial

work. The remedy lies in the complete separation of the judicial from the

executive service, and judicial appointments should be reserved, as they are in

other countries, for members of the legal profession who are trained to undertake

the duties attaching to them. In no other way would the separation be really

complete, and by no other process of selection is it possible to secure the proper

discharge of judicial functions.

Reform of the Legislative Councils.

The greatest of the administrative reforms which have been effected in India

since Lord Ripon's time is the reconstitution of the Legislative Councils on a

partially representative basis. The Indian Councils Act which was passed in

1892 has operated to the general satisfaction of the public and to the advantage

of Government. But it was not a perfect measure, and it labours under defects

which no amount of tactfulness or happy give-and-take on the part of Provincial

Governors or elected members can obviate. It is necessary to increase the

f>ower of these councils, especially in regard to matters of finance. At present

a budget is submitted to them for their information, and they are entitled to

criticise it, but they have no power to control or vote against its pi'ovisions.

Va.st sums of money are annually spent on enterprises which exclusively affect

tiie interests of the Indian people, but their representatives possess no check

whatever over the outlay. That is the fii'st reform needed. But it is necessary

also to enlarge the Councils. We cainiot pretend to give adequate representa-
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tioii to a Province containing iiiaiiv millions ot inhabitants in a Council of only

twenty nieinljcrs. It is cxpodient also to secure tlieir stability and dignity by

including in their constitution those noblemen whose jtosition and status in the

country demand recognition. W«' ought never to lose sight of the fact that

India, in spite of all its changes, is an aristocratic and conservative country,

and that any attempt to democratise Indian institutions is calculated to result

in failure. The adoption of a sclieme for enlarged Councils on a rcilly

lepresentative basis would not only afford satisfaction to the educatetl classes

of the community, but it would gratify and conciliate the nobility and provide

for them a share in the responsibilities of administration commensurate to their

rank.

Army Rc-organisation.

In the presence of a Committee of Imperial Defence it may seem useless to

speculate about the reduction of the British army in India. But with a pro}>er

re-organisation of the native army it should be possible to effect a material

diminution in the number of troops retjuired. There are only two ways of

governing a conc^uered country ; there is no safe standing point between

absolute suppression and absolute equality. The last is the goal towards which

we tend, and in military no less than in civil reconstruction it is neces.sary to

identify the interest of individuals with the State. The native army is, how-

ever, now organised on a mercenary basis. It is more and more replenished by
i-aw and ignorant recruits from the borders of our frontier or beyond it, and the

martial spirit of our own Imlian subjects is dying out. The Russians can "et

from the territories they have absorbed in Central Asia an Alikhanoff or a
Loris Melikoff. We can only produce men who rise to the rank of Naik,
Havildar, or Kesildar, or to some other subordinate post, the name of which
perplexes the English public. The Mogul emperors adopted heartily and
completely the policy of trust ; Ak bar's greatest generals and most flevotofi

adherents were sons of the very nicii his grandfather had conquered. The
Rajput chivalry was the main bulwark of the Mogul throne. The British

Government, on the contrary, has adopted a policy of suspicion ; the otiicers of

the native army are only non-connnissioned old-soldiers, promoted from tlie

ranks, who in virtue of their longer services draw lai-ger pay and are permitto<l

to sit down ill the presence of an English subaltern. The first step towanls
re-organisation is to augment the power of the native otiicers and to afford some
scope to their abilities and ambition. The conversion of a mercenary army into

a national force is the logical complement of this step. The establishment of

provincial army corps, with an esprit and traditions of their own, recruited from the

common people, and otlicered by the gentry of the provinces in which they are

t ) serve, would prove both a safeguard against internal disorder and apnttt-ction

against attack from without. Just as th Raj])uts and Musulmans under the

Moguls formed separate armies with their national chiefs, and inspired by
rivalry distinguished themselves by feats of valour which are still remeinb<;re(l,

so the provincial armies of the future, animated by a similar emulation, would
display ecpial valour and hardihood in fighting f<n' a comiii<»n cause.
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The Bogey of Russian Invasion.

Mr. Balfour has rendered an inestimable service by his recent speech in the

House of Commons on Imperial Defence. It marks an epoch in the history of

Anglo-Indian militarism. It comes to this, that in the opinion of the Committee

of Defence the invasion of India, " the bugbear of successive governments," is

practically out of the question. The fear of Russian invasion is a strange

hallucination, which has existed without inter)nission for nearly a century, and

even now, when we have seen the anniliilation of Russia's forces in Manchuria,

the apprehension has not been altogether dispelled. But Mr. Balfour's speech

has done much to place matters in a proper light. The truth is that the

obstacles which nature has placed between the land of the Tsar and the Indian

Dominions of the British Crown are insuperable, and that aggression on the

pirt of Russia towards India would be as suicidal in her case as aggression on

the part of England into Central Asia would infallibly result in the destruction

of an army despat(;hed thither. Mr. Balfour has not gone so far as to admit

this, but he has pointed out that not only is the invasion of India no " part of

a scheme of the Russian Government," but that " no surprise and no rush is

possible in India," and that " India cannot be taken by assault." Transport and

supply are a physical impossibility without railways, and the construction of

railways across Afghanistan would be the labour of years. " The Afghans are

not likely to welcome these railways in their passes " ; that was another wise

reminder ; and the opponents of a forward policy have no reason to object to

the declaration that it' any attempt is made to build a railway, in connection

with the Russian strategic railways, in the territory of Afghanistan, it ought to

1)6 considered an act of direct aggression upon England. " Railways in

Afghanistan," Mr. Balfour hastened to add, " shall only be made in time of war "
;

and though the point was not raised in the debate, it follows from this that

England in her turn must refrain from railway interference. No one will

welcome the enunciation of this policy with more cordiality than the people of

India. None will pray more fervently that it may never be repudiated. Their

minds are not agitated by the conflict of opinion, which looms so largely in the

)'>ublic eye, between Lord Kitchener and the military advisers of the Vicero}'.

A plague on both your houses is the Indian commentary on this dispute, foi',

whichever view may triumph, while their rulers are engaged in controversy,

ic is the people who have to pay. It is against a militant and aggressive

jjolicy in all its aspects tliat they unreservedly protest—against pyrotechnics in

Tibet, in Beluchi.?tan, on the Persian Gulf, and generally beyond the frontiei,

which have contributed so greatly to the increase in military expenditure.

'J'hey will rejoice at the Prime Minister's discouragement of Imperialism in

Asia. It is true that he was considering the matter from the British point

of view. But the adoption of his conclusions cannot fail to have an important

l)earing upon taxation and expenditure in India. It must logically lead to a

icduction of e.x]x>nditure upon the North-West frontier, whei'e enormous sums

of money have been poured out like water during the past twenty-five years.

A nail has been driven into the coffin of the forward frontier policy. And all

who are concerne<I with peace, retrenchment and reform in India, will lecall thj

extravagance and suffering which that policy has involved.
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England's Attitude towards India.

I conclude these reniiiiks witli a few ()l)servations uii the attitude of Eiiglish-

inen towards Iiuha. It is a common complaint that the politics of India find

n.) place in the life and interests of Englishmen. Nothing short of a great

famine or a great Durbar, a great earthcjuake or a terrific pestilence, a victory

or a defeat, will attract attention to our vast dependency. It is perhaps

in.'vital)lf that it should be .so. But England's Empire is India,

l)ef.ire wliich even our' great Colonies pale into comparative insignificance.

Our responsil)ilities to India ai-e unique in their wide-reaching influence

and operation. It is with Englishmen that the great questions on

which the fate of India depends must ultimately be decided. It is <jur

privilege to assist and determine action and to formulate policy. I do

not deny that English opinion may be profitably exercised on particular

subjects, but it is of greater importance that it should be directed to moulding

general principles. I have deliberately confined myself in this paper to the

discussion of general principles, avoiding detail as much as possible becau.se

details are unsuited to the reader to whom these remarks are addressed. A new

Parliament will be confronted with such questions as the institution of a

Pailiamentary enquiry into the affairs of India, on the same lines as those

enquiries which were formerly held every twenty years on occasion of the

renewal of the old Company's Charter. These enquiries max-ked epochs in the

march of progress. A new Parliament will be confronted with a proposal to bring

tlie salary of the Secretaiy of State for India upon the estimates. This necessaiy

reform will tend l)oth to facilitate discussion and to fix responsibility. There are

inanv othei- questions which will be brought before the House. I look forward

to the representation in Parliament of men who are not only possessed of an

arlequate knowledge of Indian affairs, but are also imbued with a hearty

svinpathv for the grievances and aspirations of the Indian people. India owes a

deep debt of gratitude to those honourable members who are always willing to

press Indian questions upon the House; but I need not say that the number

of men in the present House of Commons who combine this knowledge and

sympathy may be counted on the fingers of one hand. We want more members

foi- India. We want to hear more of India in the House of Commons. We
want members of the House who will devote themselves to India as an integral

and vital part of the British dominicms, as a portion of the Empire which is not

diiectly represented, and calls therefore for special attention. But it will not be

profitable for the members of a new Parliament to absorb their energies on the

tletails of Indian administration. I remember the words of ^Ir. (Jhidstone

when he spoke in the House of Commons' of the relations between Parliament

and the Indian Government. He said :

" It is not our business to advise what machiner\' the Government of India

should u.se. It is our business to give to those representing Her Majesty's

Government in India ample information as to what we believe to be .sound

principles of Government. It is also the duty and function of this House to

' Deljiile on tlie Iinliiui Coiuu-ils 15111, .liuu-, IN'.I'J.
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comment upon any case in which we think the authorities in India have failed

to give due effect to these principles ; but in the discharge of their high

administrative functions, or as to their choice of means, there is no doubt that

that should be left in their hands."

Those words were wise. They do not imply any abnegation of the

responsibilities of Parliament for the good Government of India, and there is

little echo in them of the pitiful appeal of the official bureaucracy to preserve India

from Parliamentary interference. But they are a timely reminder that the

function of Parliament is not to make any attempt to extend its direct rule to

India, and that the details of administration must be left to the local authorities,,

upon whom must rest the personal responsibility of giving effect to the general

principles which ai'e laid down for their guidance. For them there is good

and noble work remaining to be done. The difficulties accompanj-ing the

present period of transition can only be overcome by the cordial co-operation

of local officials during the crisis. By the exercise of personal influence, which

in virtue of their position is almost indescribably great, by the force of a strong

example of tolerance, courtesy, and good-will, they have it in their power to do

much to temper prestige and pride, and to establish a more kindly relationship

with their fellow subjects. The duties of the people of England lie in a different

direction. Busied with the affairs of our own country it is not possible for us

to familiarise ourselves with Indian detail. Our interests are nearer home. But

our responsibilities remain. A spirit of indifferentism is not less dangerous than

the spirit of the new Imperialism. A policy of neglect is one of the greatest

calamities that could befall India. The duty of Englishmen is to make themselves

acquainted far more nearly than they do at present with the current events and

history of India—so much, indeed, is easy—but, above all, on the basis of such

acquaintance, to form convictions on the general policy which should guide the

Government, and to labour in the creation of a popular opinion which shall share

those convictions, and stimulate and strengthen the authorities in putting them

into practice.
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SIR ROBERT REID.

The author of this thoughtful fore-

cast of the problem of the maintenance

of the Empire is marked out by the

invariable usage of the profession to

be the next Lord Chancellor. He is

the only Liberal lawyer in Parlia-

ment who has been a law officer of

the Crown. As the ex-Attorney-

General, he is heir presumptive to

the Woolsack, a position for which

he is admirably qualified by his

eminently judicial mind and his long

legal and parliamentary career.

He unites two of the qualifications

for high office in being born a Scot

and educated at Balliol. He is the

second son of the late Sir J. J. Eeid,

of Mouswald Place, Dumfriesshire.

His mother also w-as Scotch. He
was born April 3rd, 18-16, so that he

is now in his sixty-first year. He
was educated at Cheltenham College,

and at Balliol College, Oxford, where

he took his B.A. in 1869. He was

called to the Bar of the Inner Temple

in 1871, took silk in 1882, and became

a Bencher in 1890.

He first entered the House as

Member for Hereford, which he re-

presented from April, 1880, to Novem-

ber, 1885. He was defeated when

he stood for Dumbartonshire in 1885,

but in the following year he was

returned for Dumfries district, a seat

which he has held ever since.

In May, 1894, he was appointed

Solicitor-General, and in October of

the same year he was promoted to the

Attorney-Generalship, which he held

till the Liberals left office.

He was knighted in 1884, and re-

ceived the G.C.M.G. in 1899.

Sir Robert Eeid was one of the

British arbitrators in the Inter-

national Arbitration at Paris on the

boundary dispute between Venezuela

and British Guiana.

During the war in South Africa

Sir Robert Reid was a staunch op-

ponent of the whole iniquitous busi-

ness. If he had been on the South

African Committee the war would

never have taken place.

His residence is Kingdown, Dover
;

his chambers are at 1, Temple

Gardens, E.C., and his clubs are

Brooks's and the National Liberal.

This is not the place to attempt

any general survey of the political

opinions of Sir Robert Reid. He is

notable as having been able always

to combine the most uncompromising

assertions of stalwart opinions with

the maintenance of excellent personal

relations with every one. He is not

"all things to all men" by any means.

But his strongest opponents vie with

his staunchest friends in the sincerity

and fervour of their expressions of

personal respect. Of this the latest

instance was afforded in his selection

by his own side as the mover of the

vote of censure on the South African

Stores policy of the Government,

and by the cordial tribute paid to

him on that occasion by Mr. Balfour

as the leader of the House and chief

of the impugned Ministry.

Perhaps the most emphatic utter-

ance that ever fell from his lips was
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his famous impeachment of the Hush-

up Committee. He denounced the

conduct of that Committee as a

scandal, dishonouring to the House

of Commons and to the couitry.

"Never before," said Mr. Brodrick,

in reply, "had he heard a member

dare to tell the House that the pro-

ceedings of its own Committee were

dishonouring to the House." Sir

Eobert Eeid, nothing abashed, de-

clared, after the war had broken out,

that "it was the duty of the House to

take up the broken thread of that

inquiry, and to pursue that inquiry

to its ultimate conclusion."

During the war it was he who was

the stoutest champion of the rights of

free speech at a time when Mr.

Balfour was excusing and condon-

ing the brutal violence of Jingo

mobs.

These, it may be said, are bygone

issues. These, it may be replied, are

the crucial tests which circumstances

apply to enable us to ascertain the

moral and intellectual value of states-

men.

If we turn to the future, we find

that Sir Eobert Eeid sounds the

same stalwart note. " The true Little

Englanders," he declared last year,

"were those who wasted the resources

of the country needlessly ; who break

up, or try to break up, the industry

and commerce of the nation in

defiance of experience, and who by

so doing reduce our strength and

weaken us in the counsels of

Europe.

"

The important questions before

the next Parliament, he asserted,

Were :
—

(1) Strong temperance reform,

giving the people complete power to

say how many licences there should

be in each district.

(2) A drastic measure of housing

reform, the cost of which he would

meet by taxing' land values.

(3) A radical amendment of the

Education Act, giving the people

complete control over their own
schools.

But more important than all else

was, in his eyes, the re-establishment

of the efficiency of Parliament. At

present the House of Commons was

the most inefficient institution in the

country. The House had broken

down because it was completely over-

loaded with work. There was not a

business in the country that would

not be in the Bankruptcy Court if

its affairs were conducted like those

of the British House of Commons.
When asked how he would improve

matters, he replied, the country must

insist upon relieving the House of

Commons of some of its work. We
should keep absolutely unimpaired

the supreme authority of Parliament

;

but should devolve upon the largest

possible scale to all parts of the

United Kingdom that business which

the House of Commons was now
fruitlessly asked to discharge. His

hearers would say that this was

Home Eule all round. So it was,

and it was the only way in which the

business belonging to this part of

the country could be got through,

and the only way in which the fright-

ful Irish question could be settled.

Parliament would then have time to

deal with great Imperial questions.

When it comes to deal with such

questions, the country will find no

more sagacious and courageous ad-

viser than Sir Eobert Eeid.
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It is not surprising that the complacent satisfaction with which we used to

regard the immense extent and wonderful progress of the British dominions

should of late years have been somewhat overcast by anxiety. The conditions

have been essentially altered. In the old days foreign Powers had ceased to

envy, or if they envied they had ceased to covet, our possessions. An
occasional alarm lest Eussia might invade India could be assuaged by

pointing out on a large map the impossibility of such an enterprise. No
foreign Power, except France, then owned or seemed to desire a great navy,

and we could deal with one rival. Colonization beyond the seas had not, as

yet, attracted the slightest interest among the other great Powers of Europe

or America. And the art of war still remained in a comparatively primitive

state, without the terrible weapons of precision which seem to place nations

at the mercy of chemists and mechanics even more than of soldiers and

sailors.

1.—What has happened since 1871.

Since the last great European war ended, in 1871, four out of the five

great Continental Powers have pushed, with much enei-gy, a policy of

colonial expansion. It is unnecessary to speculate on their motives, for

which certainly they have not to account to us, or to criticize their wisdom.

Italy has now withdrawn from the race after dreadful experiences in

Abyssinia. France, besides securing herself in Algiers, has acquired territory

in Cochin China, Siam, Tunis, West Africa, and Madagascar, and now is

supposed to have aims in Morocco. Hitherto she has escaped serious

reverses. Germany, who in the whole course of her previous history had
kept aloof from colonial adventure, has entered upon it with unflagging

energy. She has obtained great territories both in the East and West of

Africa, together with some islands in the Pacific, a district in China, and a

part of New Guinea. Germany has already learned in the Herrero war that

the conti'ol of savage tribes is sometimes a bloody and costly business, and
cannot fail to realize by this time the seriousness of her position in China.

But what other nations have risked or suffered is not to be named beside the

humiliation which has befallen Eussia. For generations that huge im-

penetrable Power has been creeping across Central Asia, absorbing this tribe

or that, and slowly adding to her already vast territories. Eeceutly the

government of the Czar accelerated the movement and extended its scope.

The result has been to reveal the existence of an Eastern Power unsurpassed

in courage, foresight, and military skill. The modern superiority of Europeans,
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till lately so constant as to resemble an ordinance of nature, does not date

back much beyond 200 years, and was established solely by better organization

and more scientific weapons. Science has now crossed the Pacific.

While other nations have been busy with schemes of territorial aggran-

disement, a marked change has been going forward in the foreign and

colonial policy of Great Britain also. Expansion is no new thing with us

;

but from the time of Mr. Disraeli's accession to power in 1874 our expansion

has been more systematic, more deliberate, and in the process we have been

more embroiled with other civilized Powers. In 1876 we espoused the cause

of Turkey in her quarrel with Eussia, and came to the brink of war, not-

withstanding the conviction expressed by Lord Salisbury that in the

Ci-imean war we had put our money on the wrong horse. In the course

of that controversy, Cyprus became a British possession. In 1877

we seized the Transvaal in time of profound peace, an act which has

been the source of numberless difficulties. We stretched our arms into

Afghanistan in 1878, despising former experience, and have ever since been

eager to recover the Ameei-'s friendship. When Mr. Gladstone returned to

office in 1830 he intended to quell the spirit which had led to these new

departures, and the country meant that he should do so. But that element

in the official Liberal party which has favoured what is called a spirited

foreign policy hindered his efforts to undo what had been done, and even

drove him to fresh enterprises. The Transvaal Boers, disappointed of the

freedom they had been led to expect, rose in rebellion. They obtained what

they sought, for a time. Then came the invasion of Egypt in 1882, the

expeditions to Khartoum and coast of the Eed Sea in 1884-5, with the tragedy

of Gordon's death and the ultimate evacuation of the Soudan. In 1885 we
again came near to war with Eussia, on false information, and upon that,

perhaps partly because of that, fell the last Liberal Government that has

been in real power. It became then evident that the forces favourable to

peace and non-intervention had been overwhelmed.

Imperialism, or a spirited policy, or whatever you please to call it,

gained the ascendant twenty years ago. Thenceforward it has proceeded

with unabated vigour to its natural catastrophe. Lord Salisbury did make
some effort to check it. He even wished to quit Egypt in 1S87. It was too

late. Mr. Gladstone protested against the growth of military and naval

expenditure. He was overruled. We have since then been near a quarrel

with the United States about Venezuela, with France about Fashoda, with

Germany about nothing in particular. On each occasion the danger was

inflamed by the violence of the Press. We have had wars and expeditions

to satiety ; fourteen of them, great or small, between 1895 and 1904. One

Christmas, ten years ago, we heard with amazement of the Jameson Eaid,

and were told to hail its authors as heroes and Empire builders. At last»

after being, as Mr. Chamberlain told us, four times on the verge of war with

the Boers in the short space of five years (without knowing it), we came to

blows. That at least we know, and are still living in the shadow of it.
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It would be unjust to lay all these alarms and excursions at the door

of our own Government. Some of them were certainly unavoidable. To

others the unreasonable action of foreign nations or tribes at least largely

contributed. There remains, however, a residue which might and ought to

have been averted in the larger interests of this country, but the nation was

in a fighting mood, and was led to expect both honour and profit in " pegging

out claims for posterity." The rivalry of other Powers rendered all protest

iueffectual. We have been successful in that rivalry if victory is to be

measured by the extent of territorial acquisitions. Between 1880 and 1905,

not far from four million square miles (according to the rough estimate alone

possible in unexplored and savage tracts) have been added to the British

dominions. Before that, the British Empire consisted of about eight million

square miles, so that nearly one-third of its present area has been added in

the short space of twenty-five years. Everyone has been snapping up un-

considered territories, and we have snapped up more than anyone else.

n._How do these changes affect us?

What concerns us at present is the degree and manner in which these

events have already affected and may hereafter affect the great problem of

maintaining the British Empire. Our own expansion and that of others in

the last twenty-five years has brought us into contact with nations from

whose frontiers we had previously been remote, or into contact at far more

points with nations already coterminous. It has also brought us nearer to

once distant neighbours, and multiplied by many fold the possibility of

quarrel. Contiguity on the outskirts of civilization is apt to mean dispute

and jealousy, even collision. That is the first consequence affecting Great

Britain of Europe's expansive fever. Our danger zone has been enlarged.

Another consequence—we have enormously added to our expenditure in the

time of peace. Instead of one, there are now four Naval Powers to confront

us on the Continent-Germany, Kussia, and Italy, as well as France. Outside

of Europe, America and Japan have also entered the lists. Now, Captain

Mahan, whose admonitions have done much to multiply the Worlds Navies,

may have exaggerated their influence on warfare ; but neither he nor anyone

else could exaggerate the danger to this country if we should be overpowered

at sea. Accordingly, the growth of Naval armaments elsewhere has been

accompanied by an enormous increase on our part also. Whether we began

and they followed, or they began and we followed, is a profitless inquiry.

Any addition to Naval strength by one Power has been, and we may bs sure

will be, followed by similar efforts on the part of other Powers as far as their

resources admit, unless some method can be found of checking the ruinous

rivalry. For ruinous it certainly is. During the four years 1900-3 inclusive,

the last for which we have olhcial particulars, the principal spendthrifts, viz.,

Great Britain, France, Eussia, Germany, and America, have between them

spent upwards of 332 millions sterling on Naval armaments, or at the rate of
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83 millions a year. Of this total Great Britain is accountable for almost

140 millions, or an average of 35 millions a year. These figures are taken

from the Eeturn of 16th of July, 1904. Mr. Bowles makes them even greater.

Ten years earlier our annual Naval expenditure is stated, both by Mr. Bowles

and by Sir H. Fowler's Eeturn, at a little above 15 millions. It has been the

same with the Army, In this case Mr. Bowles' figures for 1893 and 1903

show Army expenditure for the former year at 21^ millions, for the latter

year 461 millions. Sir H. Fowler's Eeturn shows corresponding figures of

18 millions, and SOj millions. How such a discrepancy can possibly arise

may well excite amazement among those unacquainted with the manner in

which Parliamentary Accounts are handled in these days. The Fowler

Eeturn is far below the truth, but let us take it. Even so it will be seen how
heavy has been the increase.

Unfortimately, this is not all. The South African War cost sums which

have been variously stated. Let us take the figures supplied to the Colonial

Conference in 1902, viz., 223 millions, though that is much below the actual

cost if consequential outlay is included, Somaliland and the China expedi-

tion cost about ten millions more. This heavy total added to the vastly

increased annual estimates will enable us to measure, in some degree, the

strain that has been placed upon our resources since we, in company with

other Europeans, embarked anew upon a course of Colonial expansion. We
find ourselves with a greater Empire in point of size, but with greater dangers

to meet, and with financial embarrassments which have already become

serious.

The financial embarrassment arising from these causes is acknowledged

on all hands. The National credit has been impaired since 1899 by about

18 or 20 per cent., and all other securities have drooped in sympathy with

Consols. We have come to an epoch of high taxation which has stunted

enterprise, and has been felt seriously by all classes, and with exceptional

severity by the poorest. Now this strain has come at a peculiarly unfor-

tunate time. For some years there has been going forward by committees

and commissions, and by the effort of voluntary explorers, a kind of micro-

scopic examination into the conditions of our social and industrial life..

Very painful revelations have been published of the conditions under which

many of our countrymen live, the extreme poverty of some, their want of

mere necessities of life, the terrible state of housing, the depletion of country

districts, the growth of unemployment, the privation of school children, the

helpless indigence of the old. We have seen growing up in the last few

years among the working classes, and largely among the younger generation

of all clases, a demand that, so far as laws can reach these evils, these evils

shall cease. Excellent. But the chief difificulty is the money difficulty, as

evidently appears from the suggested remedies. Labour colonies, re-housing,

garden cities, afforestation, creation of small holdings, feeding of hungry

school children, pensions or cottage homes for the aged poor— all these

things mean money. Suppose that some of these projects are chimerical.
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Others certainly arc not ; aud all mean money. A generation has grown up
which will not endure, as they ought not to endure, what their fathers

sufifered, and remedies are postponed because we cannot afford them.

Let me ask this question, as one who sincerely desires to see the British

Empire maintained for all time, of those who are likeminded. Is it likely

tliat the majority of Englishmen aud Scotchmen and Irishmen at home will

remain enthusiastic in this cause if they are called upon to make sacrifices

which entail continued suffering and disease and penury for millions of

men, women, and children ? Or, if the present scale of national outlay is to

be maintained and the burden of it be shifted, supposing that to be possibles

will the middle classes, fewer in number, and not themselves free from care,

1 ear the crushing weight with equanimity? Again, is it not true that an

overflowing exchequer is one among the sources of strength which a possible

enemy would well consider before he embarked upon war ? It does not

signify from what point you choose to look at it. It is essential to the

maintenance of the British Empire that the United Kingdom, which is the

heart of it, shaU not be crippled by a continuance of the excessive financial

strain which has been of late so enormously increased.

III.—The Financial Burden of Empire.

These considerations have disposed the public to look a little more

closely into things that formerly passed almost without notice. All our

wars, great aud small, with very few exceptions, during the last ninety years,

since the fall of Na]ioleon, have been undertaken in the interests of our

Colonies or dependencies, and, save in the case of India, the cost of all these

wars have been almost entirely borne by the United Kingdom. "Many have

been in India or on its borders, many in Africa, North, South, East aud
West, two or three in China. Indeed, an enumeration of our wars with

map annexed would make a respectable atlas. There has been the frontier

expedition to subdue savage tribes on the fringe of civilization, the expedition

to forestall some other Power suspected of designs upon territory in our

vicinity, the punitive expedition to avenge border crimes, and the regular

Colonial war (like that of 1899-1902) to settle, at our expense, quarrels between

sections of our countrymen, or between them aud their neighbours. Fortun-

ately, there have been few of this last type. It is difficult to find one, great

or small, upon which we should have entered but for Colonial or Indian con-

siderations. Perhaps the Crimean war may by some be thought to be on a

different footing, but our attitude towards Russia on that occasion was really

determined by regard for the security of India. The Battle of Navarino w^as

the outcome of purely European policy, and the Abyssinian war perhaps

arose from what may be termed an accident. All the rest had their origin

in the interests of some possession of the Crown beyond Europe. And as of
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the past, so of the present. Every difference or conflict of policy which may
bring us into antagonism with other countries at the present moment relates

to some possession outside the United Kingdom. Yet, if war should come,

the cost of it would fall now, as always, upon the British tax-payer, unless,

indeed, it be an Indian war.

The same thing is true of ordinary estimates. Our annual expenditure

for naval and military purposes is, in a great degree, incurred by reason of

our duties and obligations to the Colonies throughout the Empire. Mr.

Chamberlain told the Colonial Premiers in 1902 that " if the United King-

dom stood alone, as a mere speck in the Northern sea, it is certain that its

expenditure for these purposes of defence might be immensely curtailed."

Obviously the Navy protects every part of the Empire, and the commerce of

all the Colonies as well as our own. Now, about one-fourth of the seaborne

commerce of the Empire is not directly connected with the United Kingdom,

but wholly appertains to the British Dominions bej'^ond the seas, and of the

remainder nearly one-fourth concerns them as well as us. Of course, the

strength of the Navy is proportioned to the work it has to do. It is equally

obvious that the Army is maintained in great measure for ultra marine

purposes. Indeed, the Prime Minister stated in May that this country would

be absolutely secure from any serious invasion even if the fleet were decoyed

for a week from our shores, and our Kegulars, excepting 17,000 men, were

on service abroad at the same time. If this, or anything like this, be the

case, then it must be true that the regular Army is maintained not principally

for the defence of these shores, but for the defence of India and other portions

of the Empire. India pays her share, but we have to pay for practically every-

thing else. Suppose that the Army and Navy, with their accessory works,

cost us 84 millions a year, including everything, which is Mr. Bowles' esti-

mate, then every person, young or old, in this country on an average pays £2

per head. The Crown Colonies contribute nothing, or nothing worth speaking

of, to either service. The self-governing Colonies contribute nothing to our

Army, though they maintain small irregular forces of their own, and £328,000

to the Navy, or about sevenpence per head. This is not stated here as a

matter of complaint. We have no right to reproach our Sister States for the

policy they think fit to pursue. It is stated simply to show that practically

the entire cost of the Navy, and what may be called the Central Army, is

borne by the United Kingdom. The United Kingdom is the arsenal, and

the recruiting ground, and the bank to supply the engines of war, the men,

and the money. The necessity for these great standing armaments is to a

large extent the necessity of the Empire, not of the United Kingdom, and

their use for warlike purposes arises nearly always from causes not connected

with any direct interests of these islands.

And the burden has now become so heavy that, in the opinion even of

men prepossessed toward a sanguine view, it cannot be continued. Mr.

Chamberlain, in 1902, spoke of it as "a state of things which cannot be

permanent "
; yet it is worse to-day than it was then. Sir Michael Hicks-
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Beach's statement in introducing a deputation to the Prime Minister on

Dec. 10th, 1904, is so explicit on this subject, and his authority so high, that

it is better to give his actual words :
" Now, Mr. Balfour, I, as you know,

have had charge of the finances of the United Kingdom for a considerable

term of years. I wish to state to-day that it is my deliberate conviction,

looking at the enormous efforts now being made in all parts of the world by

Great Powers in increasing their Naval strength, that without recourse to a

system of borrowing for current expenditure, which to my mind would be

contrary to all sound finance—which would be deeply injurious to the credit

of this country, and which would deprive us of the resources necessary for

carrying out any great war—without such recourses it will soon be impossible

for tax-payers of the United Kingdom to continue to bear alone this vast

and ever-increasing burden of the Naval defence of the Empii-e."

Sir Michael was speaking only of the Navy. There is the Army also to

consider, and the contingency of war. What should be brought home, above

all things, to the minds of those who are anxious for the maintenance of the

Empire is this question of the burden upon the United Kingdom. Nothing

is easier than to excite the imagination by pointing to the diversity of the

British Empire, its magnitude, its strange past and illimitable future, as if a

thing so wonderful could stand for ever by its own weight. Chant pagans, if

you please, at the greatness of the superstructure, but do not omit sometimes

also to examine the foundations and see if they can be strengthened. It is

unsafe to go on as we are. We have already an enormous National Debt,

and if we continue to spend so much on wars and on armaments as we have

spent during the last ten years, it seems certain that one day there will be a

reaction which may imperil the Empire itself. What methods can be

adopted to reduce the strain ?

IV.—Can this Burden be Shared ?

One method, that of Colonial Preferences, with or without a scheme of

concerted duties on foreign imports all over the Empire, to provide a fund for

common defence, has been urged by ^Ir. Chamberlain and his friends. The

argument on either side is a very long one, far too long to be discussed here.

Suffice it to say that this paper is written from the point of view that Mr.

Chamberlain's project is impossible of attainment, and would be disastrous if

attained. It is not by financial legerdemain or by protective duties that an

escape from the difficulty can be found.

Another thought naturally suggests itself, that the burden should be

shared, according to their ability and the benefit they derive, by other portions

of the Empire. Mr. Chamberlain deserves credit for having openly made this

demand. In the Colonial Conference of 1902 he spoke very plainly. He said,

among other things, that it was inconsistent with the position of the self-

governing Colonies, inconsistent with their dignity as nations, that they

should leave the mother country to bear the whole, or almost the whole, of
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the expense, and he declared that the existing state of things could not be

permanent, and that the sacrifice now made by the United Kingdom was

inordinate.

Now, so far as the Crown Colonies are concerned, they probably cannot

afford to make any substantial contribution, though they might place their

own defences upon a better footing. And the same is true of India.

Undoubtedly the self-governing Colonies could make a greater contribution

if they thought proper, but the response to Mr. Chamberlain's appeal in 1902

has been a very slight addition to the trifling sums they previously con-

tributed, and there are no signs of anything more.

It would have been better if the Blue Book of 1902 had recorded not

merely Mr. Chamberlain's appeal, but also the answers made to it by the

several Colonies. "We do not possess any authoritative statement of the

reasons for their decision. Possibly some of them may have been actuated

by an apprehension that if they made a common purse with the United

Kingdom for defensive purposes they might iand themselves committed to

share in the policy of expansion pursued by this country during the last

twenty-five years. Some, at least, of the Colonies do not appear to sympathize

with this policy. But their main ground of refusal seems to be that the

direction of Imperial Policy is entirely in the hands of the Home Government,

and they do not feel disposed to remit large sums of money to England for

the purpose of upholding armaments which may be used without any control

on their part. There is force in this contention, though many may not think

it justifies the practical conclusion.

Suggestions have been made of some constitutional change, which should

enable the self-governing Colonies to take part in the direction of British

Policy all over the world. The duty of contributing on an adequate scale

would necessarily follow. Nevertheless, no proposals have hitherto been

made which have the least likelihood of success. Twenty years ago much

was heard of Imperial Federation, but closer examination has proved that,

for the present at all events, it is not possible. Imperial Federation imports

the setting up of some legislative authority which shall pass laws to govern,

the whole Empire, and shall include representatives of the whole Empire.

In theory, Parliament at Westminster can now pass such laws, but it

never does so, or pretends to do so in the case of the self-governing

Colonies, except by the wish of those Colonies themselves, and as a

convenient method of giving technical efi'ect to their desires. If anything

different be contemplated, it can only be carried out by the practical surrender

to a new legislative body of some powers already enjoyed, as regards Great

Britain by the British Parliament, and as regards the Colonies by the

Colonial Parliaments. Each self-governing community in the British Empire

would have to be shorn of some among its self-governing powers, and submit

to the decision of an assembly in which it would have a very small repre-

sentation. This would be a very serious change, and might easily produce

excessive friction. Whether the different parts of the British Empire will
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at some future time be so ^velded together by absolute unity of interests as

to admit of such an experhnent time alone can show. At present the Colonies

would not accept any such proposal, even if we were ready to consent. Sir

Wilfred Laurier has explicitly stated that Canada would not on any account

give up any part of its own independence, and no one who is acquainted with

the facts can suppose that either Australasia or South Africa would take a

different view.

Another less ambitious project has been ventilated of late, rather in the

form of a sketch than a complete design. It is suggested that an Imperial

Council should be formed, consisting of Privy Councillors representing all

parts or it may be, selected parts, of the British Empire, who should be

consulted upon important questions of Imperial Policy, with power to advise

but not to control executive action. There could be no objection to any

systematic method of obtaining the opinions of our countrymen beyond the sea
.

upon questions of policy affecting them. It does not, however, appear that

for this purpose it is necessary to set up a Council in London. Ample

machinery exists already, through the Colonial Office, for obtaining the advice

of Colonial Governments upon any subject. Advice obtained direct from the

Colonies is more likely to represent with accuracy the Colonial point of view,

and there is some danger that resident representatives in this country would

be less in touch with Colonial opinion. At all events, it would be necessary

for them to act upon the direction of their respective Government?, and thus

the projected change would mean no more than that, instead of Colonial

advice being obtained through the Colonial Office, it would be obtained

through an accredited representative in Loudon. If the Colonies should

prefer this method, or think that it would facilitate a more systematic

communication between themselves and the executive Government in Great

Britain, there cannot be any objection to the project. But we can hardly

suppose that the objections felt in the self-governing Colonies to bearing their

full share of Imperial defence would be removed by a mere change in the

channel of communication without an increase of actual power. And,

indeed, so far as is known, the proposals in question have not emanated

from the Colonies, who have never asked for any constitutional change, but

are the outcome of patriotic aspirations at home.

The truth is, and wo had better face it, that we cannot expect any

considerable increase in Colonial contributions. We shall have to pay for

our Army and Navy ; we shall have still to bear the cost of wars out of our

own purse. And it is our business, as practical men, upon our own judgment

to prescribe the scale and regulate policy upon that footing. We are there-

fore driven to take stock of our responsibilities and to consider whether they

cannot be discharged without a continuance of the excessive expenditure

under which the country is now suffering. Hitherto the armaments

of the United Kingdom have been based upon certain views, which,

though not abeolutely constant, have nevertheless been adhered to in the

main.
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V.—Can it be Reduced ?

It has been assumed that we require a Eegular Army in numbers to pro-

vide, in the time of peace, a force of about 75,000 British troops in India,

adequate garrisons for the Crown and other Colonies, and enough troops at

home to replenish the battalions abroad, and in addition to furnish a

" striking force " of about 70,000 men always ready for use in whatever part

of the world they might be needed. There has been no change for a long

time in the numbers maintained in India. Colonial garrisons, on the other

hand, have been largely increased within the last ten or twelve years. Ten

years ago 37,000 men sufficed. Two years ago the number rose to 72,000

men, chiefly owing to the necessity of keeping a large garrison in South

Africa. To-day the figure is 61,000 men, if we are to credit the estimates.

Also there has been a great increase in the number of troops in the United

Kingdom. Ten years ago they were 116,000; now we have 156,000, or, at

least, we are expected to pay for that number. These figures relate exclu-

sively to Eegulars. Behind them are the Eeserves and the Auxiliary Forces

of all kinds, which need not be discussed here, because, though not wholly

inexpensive, their cost is small in comparison with that of the Regulars. So

much for the Army in time of peace. Mr. Balfour indicated in his May
speech that in the event of a war with Russia we should have to furnish

from 80,000 to 100,000 Regulars for service in India every year the war

lasted. He did not indicate how the men were to be found, but it is reason-

able to infer that in his opinion the peace establishment ought to be main-

tained on such a footing that this additional demand could be met. It is a

formidable addition to the demands on the Army as heretofore understood.

In regard to the Navy the principle professedly adopted has been that of

the Two-Power standard, or, in other words, that we should be strong enough

to encounter any two Naval Powers with a practical certainty of success. In

fact, our armaments have been for a good many years past largely in excess

of that standard, and it must be admitted that with the rise of powerful

navies all over the world it would be impossible under all circumstances to

abide by any hard and fast rule. One point, however, deserves notice. It

has been assumed, in preparing the Naval Estimates, that not only must the

Navy be strong enough to defeat hostile fleets, but also that it must be equal

to the task of keeping open the routes of commerce, which means that it

must be able to dominate the sea all over the world. Obviously this

is an enormous undertaking, and must of necessity involve an enormous

expenditure.

Such, then, are the efforts we are called upon to make, judged by the

conduct and statements of Ministers. We must keep nearly 140,000 Regular

troops beyond the seas, about half of them at our own expense, and keep

156,000 in the United Kingdom wholly at our own expense, so as to be

ready to furnish a striking force of 70,000 whenever needed, and to supply at

least 80,000 every year to India in the event of a Russian war. Also we
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must maiutain a Navy, almost entirely at our own expense, strong enough to

defeat any two or even any three other navies, and to police the seas so as

to protect ourselves, our Colonies and dependencies, and our and their

commerce in every part of the world.

Is it really true that all these great arniauients, especially these military

armaments, are necessary? Can no reduction he safely made ? We must

look at the conditions in different parts of the Empire to ascertain the

measure of our necessary expenditure.

In India, with its population of 300 millions, there is no danger of

external attack except on the North-west. Russia is now only 400 miles

distant from that frontier, as we were significantly reminded not long ago by

a Minister of the Crown, and has excellent railway communication with her

advanced posts. It is probable that the warlike tribes of Afghanistan would

offer a desperate resistance before any invading army could reach Indian

territory. What degree of danger there might be in the event of an attack

in this quarter is a question for soldiers. They appear to be divided in

opinion, some regarding the danger as chimerical, others thinking that the

attempt might be made. No statesman can ignore the possibility that the

attempt may be made, or omit to consider how, if made, it can be effectually

repelled. In time of peace there are in India, besides 76,000 British troops,

a force of 157,000 native troops under British olticers. We have seen that in

the event of a Russian invasion we are asked to supply an additional

80,000 British troops every year so long as the war might last. Now, the

population of India is more than twice that of Russia, and includes many
warlike races. A distinguished officer declared the other day that India

could provide a native army equal in numbers and in military qualities

to any that Russia might array against her. Granting, however, that

further British help would be needed on the scale named by the Prime

Minister, our present military establishments would not suilice, and none has

contended that we can or ought to increase the Regular Army at home in

order to meet such a contingency. It follows that the denu\ud, should it

come, would have to be met by Volunteers. The crisis could not arise with-

out most ample notice. Upon that subject Mr. Balfour was most explicit.

The difficulty of the country and the distance makes surprise impossible,

and there would be abundant time to raise and train for a twelvemonth the

necessary troops. Beyond the British force now in India, which cannot be

diminished, and the men in training to keep that force up to streugth, the

country can be defended by its own troops, aided, so far as is necessary, by

levies made for the purpose in the United Kingdom, when the occasion

arises. '

Now to consider the Crown Colonies and similar possessions, including

such fortresses as Gibraltar and Malta, including also Egypt, though Egypt

is not a British possession, but excluding the Transvaal and Orange River

Colonies, which are soon to receive responsible Government. They are

scattered over every continent and in every sea. At one point or another
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they are coterminous with possessions of France, Germany, Italy, Spain,

Turkey, Holland, Belgimn, Brazil, Venezuela, Abysinnia, China, Siam, and

almost countless small or savage races. Some are of great value as fortresses

and coaling stations, but not one of them maintains or can maintain itself

unaided against attack. It is a curious illustration of our modern thought-

lessness and restlessness that this is precisely the class of acquisition we
have been multiplying during the last thirty years. In some parts we might

possibly find ourselves some day in embarrassment from our landward

neighbours, in which case British troops would have to be sent from home.

But, in general way, attack must come by sea, and the Fleet alone can give

protection.

The United Kingdom, which has assumed the sovereignty of these

multifarious dominions, is of course bound to make proper arrangements for

their protection. But, apart from the great fortresses and coaling stations,

which must always be strongly garrisoned, they do not make any heavy

demand on the Army. In old times it was not thought necessary to

maintain an Army sufficient to secure every British possession from even

temporary capture. When Lord Chatham was Minister, Minorca, then a

British possession, was captured by the French ; but although Chatham

succeeded in driving the French fleets from every sea and in wresting from

them great territories in North America, Africa, and India, he never thought

of sending an expedition to recover Minorca. It was restored as a matter

of course to the victors at the close of the war. Where is the necessity of

maintaining, in addition to the Fleet, a " striking force " of 70,000 ? Nothing

like that number is needed. For a great war over sea it is too small. For

that we must rely upon Volunteers. It is too large for the small expeditions

which recur with provoking regularity. The Crown Colonies cannot afford

any great expense, but they can and ought to provide an efficient Militia

strong enough to repel any attack on a small scale or any incursion of

savages, and must for the rest rely upon the Navy.

VI.—The Position of the 5elf=Governing Colonies.

Turn now to the self-governing Colonies, in whose rising strength so

many who seem to despair of England fondly seek their consolation. Those

who do not despair of England look with equal goodwill, and share the wish

that our union may be perpetual.

In point of population, area, revenue, and resources the three great

groups of self-governing Colonies, North America, Australasia, and South

Africa, stand by themselves. No other nation in the world possesses any-

thing of the same kind. The self-governing Colonies contain about 11

millions of European race, all British subjects. They cover an area of 7 million

square miles, mostly in the temperate zone. Their united annual revenue

exceeds £60,000,000. What their resources^may be no one can tell, for,

owing to their immensity, only a small part has been thoroughly explored,
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and much is unexploretl altogether. In point of individual "well-being, our

countrymen in these favoured regions are better off than our countrymen at

home. We must look a little closer to see what they add to our strength or

the burdens that tax it, and what are tlie elements that make for or against

their permanent union under the British flag.

In speaking of the North American group, it will be sutRcient to

consider the Dominion of Canada ; for Newfoundland, which still stands

apart, has not as yet any large population. In a military sense no

nation in the world is more secure than Canada from molestation

by any European Power. Any Continental minister that dreamt of

sending an expedition across 3,000 miles of sea to encounter a hardy popu-

lation of 5 or 6 millions in a country extending from the Atlantic to the

Pacific, and for half the year frozen under a semi-Arctic winter, ought to be

lodged in a madhouse. In the event of invasion from the United States, the

case would indeed be very different. If among other dangers we had to

^eckon as at all probable so frightful a contingency as that, the most sanguine

among us might well stand aghast at the measure of our responsibilities.

Fortunately, few things are more improbable than a conflict of that kind. It

is not likely that the United States will pursue against a kindred nation a

policy of conquest alien to the traditions which it has almost uniformly

followed, and even less likely that we shall embark in a course of senseless

antagonism to a Power whose friendship for every reason we desire to culti-

vate. In these circumstances, it is not surprising that Canada pays very little

attention to military preparation. Her Militia consists of about 40,COO men,

not trained as regular soldiers, and, if Mr. Brodrick's and Lord Duudonald's

criticisms be well founded, not highly efficient. Navy she has none, nor does

she contribute anything toward our Naval expenditure. Whatever chance

there may be of the Canadians breaking away from the British connection

depends entirely upon themselves, and, so far as can be ascertained, they have

no such thought. It is true that nearly one-third of the Canadians are

French by race and language. It is also true that of late years by far the

greater number of immigrants have come from Continental Europe, or from

the United States, and comparatively few from the United Kingdom. We
may legitimately hope tliat just as the French Canadians, whose opinions

and action are perfectly unrestrained, deliberately prefer to remain under the

British Crown, so the incomers will mingle with the old stock, and accept

with equal loyalty the flag of the country which they have adopted. In any

case the future of Canada is in the hands of her own people. It does not

depend upon our wishes, which are well known. It does not depend upon

anything we can do. Canada needs no garrison, and for the future will

provide for her own military requirements. It is otherwise with the Navy,

which affords the sole protection for her extensive commerce. But, so far as

territorial defence is concerned, alike for Army and for Navy, we need take

no thought for Canada. Her risks are at once so gigantic and so improbable

that it would be a waste of money to provide against them. We )night
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reduce the Army and the Navy to any extent without practically affecting

Canada, and without a word of remonstrance on her part.

The conditions of Australasia (that is, the Australian Commonwealth

and New Zealand) are different ; almost the entire population, numbering a

little under 5 millions, are of pure British stock. New Zealand, itself about

the size of the United Kingdom, has a population less than that of Glasgow.

Australia is nearly twice as large as the whole of Europe put together, if

Eussia be excluded, and its population smaller than that of Ireland. There

is no land neighbour to vex her. On the other hand, Australia is not

situated like Canada in regard to invasion from the sea. No powerful state

with the Monroe Doctrine among its maxims of policy is at hand to forbid

attempts at conquest. And the approach to the vitals of Australia is not

practically confined to one river like the St. Lawrence. Descents might be

made and settlements effected at countless points along the coast line,

effectually defended only by Naval armaments. Four millions of people in a

continent of 3 million square miles, could hardly protect an entire coast

line without a powerful Navy. In point of fact, Australia possesses neither

Army nor Navy. There are military levies numbering 58,000 men, of whom
5,000 are cadets and 31,000 merely members of rifle clubs ; there are also a

few ships to police the home waters, and Austraha pays £200,000 a year as

contribution toward the British Navy. New Zealand has military levies of

the same kind, numbering 250 permanent MiHtiameu and 20,000 Volunteers.

Freed in this way from anxieties of self-defence or cost of armaments, the

Australasian Colonies have attained a high degree of prosperity. Students

of social problems wall find in the Australasian Statute Books interesting

legislative experiments on such subjects as Trade Unions, Trade Disputes,

Compulsory Arbitration, and Old Age Pensions. With the main drift of

their labour movements w^e need not here concern ourselves. One feature,

however, requires special notice. The world in which they live is not our

world. We are in densely populated islands, with a plethora of labour

ready to hand, and all the countries near to us occupied by nations of

European race, Australia is so thinly populated, that even if the vast

almost desert tracts of the interior be left out of account, there still remains

a field for immigration of unsurpassed value. Now, it has been a part of

Australian policy for a considerable time to discourage all immigration, and

to prohibit some of it very rigorously. No artisan can enter Australia under

a contract to work there. If strictly enforced, their laws might exclude

immigrants of every kind, for under a recent Commonwealth Act an officer

may prevent any one from entering who fails to write out fifty words of any

European language he (the officer) may select. Probably no human being

alive is sufficiently acquainted with every European language to comply with

this test. Its object, however, is not to exclude Europeans, though it might

at any moment be used for that purpose, if thought desirable. Its object is

to exclude Asiatics or Africans without provoking by an express statutory

discrimination the resentment of any Asiatic Power. Asiatic immigration
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has always been dreaded by Australians. The feeling is quite intelligible.

Australia and New Zealand form white communities, separated by many

thousands of miles from any other of their own race. Their neighbours are

Polynesians, East Indians, Chinese, Japanese. Their policy is for a White

Australia. An importation of Chinese or other cheap labour would not

merely dislocate the existing industrial system of highly-paid white labour,

but would also disturb other branches of trade by competition of a kind

wiiich Europeans find it very diflicult to sustain. There are other objections

of a sanitary or moral order which need not be discussed. Yet the subject

is full of difticulty. Along the Northern Coast of Austraha stretches a great

tract of territory admirably suited for cultivation, but it is not cultivated.

Excellent harbours abound, but they are hardly occupied. The climate is

tropical, and Europeans cannot settle there—at least, cannot labour there.

The Government will not tolerate the introduction of Asiatics or Africans.

Accordingly a great space of territory lies waste and undeveloped. European

dominion in the Pacific has to this extent produced not progress but

sterilization.

Whether the Australians will persist in their rigid attitude towards

Asiatic labour remains to be seen. Probably it would be found, if the

archives of the Colonial Oflice were made public, that representations, if not

remonstrances, have been received from Japan on this subject, and perhaps

from the Indian Government as well. It is a curious situation. We used

to regard as unreasonable the ancient exclusion of foreigners from China and

Japan. Only the other day we organized an expedition professedly to secure

among other things the reversal of a like policy of isolation in Thibet.

To-inorrow we may find ourselves confronted with a similar problem, but

from the other side of it, and without any constitutional right to do more

than offer advice and friendly appeals to our Colonial countrymen. This,

with the exception of the South African imbroglio, bids fair to create the

most delicate and difficult of Colonial problems. Our Australian countrymen

so cling to an ideal of racial purity that they will not admit either Asiatics

or Africans to till their uncultivated lands, or allow them in their unpeopled

territory. If this ideal is to be upheld by force of arms, it must be by the

arms of Great Britain as things are ; for Australia has no fleet. At the

same time a new Power of unsuspected genius and daring has arisen in the

Far East, claiming with justice to be the equal of European States in the

arts both of peace and war. What is to be the outcome ? Perhaps it is

better to refrain from speculation. One thing, however, is clear. We cannot

possibly contemplate the maintenance of a Eegular Army in the United

Kingdom on a scale suflScient to undertake the land defence of an entire

continent 12,000 miles away. If, which Heaven forbid, Australia should be

the scene of hostile invasion, its land defence must be, from the nature of the

case, primarily and mainly the task of Australians. It is to be hoped that in

good time they will recognize the necessity of provision for Naval defences

as well.
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Let me now turn from Australasia to South Africa. What is to be

said of that country, so much in our thoughts during the last six years.

No foreign Power, be it never so strong, would conceive the folly of

landing an expedition in South Africa. A large part of the white

population is trained to arms. The distances, untraversed by waterways,

and with few railways easy to destroy, are prohibitive. And all would unite

to repel an invader. There are no considerable forces organized for war, but

levies are unnecessary in such a country, where so large a proportion are

experts in handhng a rifle, and possess a natural genius for war. So far as

any danger of foreign aggression is concerned, no Eegular troops are needed

in South Africa except to defend docks and naval stations. For years the

garrison did not exceed 4,000 men. Now it is 20,000, but the presence of

this force is not due to fear of invasion. Our difficulties there are internal.

Of a population numbering eight or nine millions, seven or eight millions are

negroes, with a small addition of Indians or Chinese. About 1,100,000

whites are dispersed among them, and of these, three of every five are of

Dutch origin. Unhappily, during the hundred troubled years of our rule in

South Africa, many events have tended to produce estrangement between

British and Dutch, Still more unhappily, there has arisen within the last

ten or fifteen years a combine or alliance of industrial interests far more

powerful than any of the greatest Trusts in America or elsewhere, for it

has been able not merely to govern markets or regulate production, but even

to control the policy of the Home Government. By the influence of these

capitalists, as well as by the intemperate policy and language of Ministers,

we were led into the war and all which has followed.

Is there ground for hope that after so many sacrifices we may henceforth

see peace in that distracted country and be free from the constant drain it

has imposed on our resources ? It largely depends upon ourselves. If we
insist upon interposition from Downing Street in the antagonism between

British and Dutch, the feeling will not only be maintained but artificially

fostered, a.nd our responsibility may entail the continuous maintenance of an

armed force in South Africa, and even some day the renewal of hostilities.

There is only one way : to bestow responsible Government upon both the new
Colonies as we have upon the old, and leave them to shape their own
destinies. At the same time we must realize that we thereby abandon the

right to interfere in their afi'airs except by advice. Even in the vital question

of their relation with Great Britain, self-governing Colonies are masters of

their own fate. Unlimited as this power is, we are not able, even if we
desired, to withhold it indefinitely. It was promised in the Treaty of

Vereeniging. The only open question is whether it shall be granted now or a

little later ; and, danger for danger if you will, the safer course is to grant it

now, before the friction, which always accompanies half measures, shall have

increased existing difficulties. Moreover, it is becoming clear that both

British and Dutch will unite in an attempt to overcome the capitalist

domination that has grown up in their midst. That battle can only be
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fought under a free Constitution. If we claim to direct policy in the Trans-

vaal and Orange Kiver Colony, instead of allowing the white inhahitants to

direct it themselves, we shall have to regulate the relations of hlack with

white, of British with Dutch, and of the whole community with the industrial

magnates, and to keep ready the forces necessary for enforcing our will. I

believe that such a course would before long insure the total loss of South

Africa to the British Crown. Certainly it must involve a very heavy burden

upon the British tax-payer.

VII.—How some Relief might be secured.

This rapid survey of the conditions under which the British Empire is

maintained seems to show that the relief which is needed can be afforded

without any sacrifice of security.

First, as regards the Army, it ought to be estabhshed as a maxim that

the self-governing Colonies and India must provide for their own defence

against foreign aggression. That does not mean that in the event of

difficulties we would not do our best to help them. Of course, we should do

our best to help them. But it does mean that the United Kingdom can no

longer maintain military estabhshments based on the assumption that we

are to be always ready with a large Army to dispatch at once for their relief.

There is no reason to suppose that the self-governing Colonies would make

any difficulty in accepting this position. Canada appears to have already

accepted it. There are at this moment no British troops in Australia, and

although there are 20,000 in South Africa, the sooner they are withdrawn

and responsible government set up in the Transvaal and Orange Eiver

Colony, the better it will be for all concerned. India alone presents diffi-

culties, and in that country it is no doubt necessary to maintain the existing

force for which India pays. But in the event of an invasion from the North-

West, of which so much has been said, native forces must necessarily take

the lion's share in the defence. No doubt, in that event, we should send out

a large additional number of British troops. But they would have to be

raised when the danger became apparent, of which, fortunately, there must

be ample notice.

In the same way there is no necessity for maintaining any large Army

in Great Britain for the purpose of defending the Crown Colonies by land.

Sufficient garrisons must, of course, be maintained in the great fortresses all

over the world, together with the proper number of men in training to keep

them at full strength. But the old idea that we ought always to have a striking

force of at least 70,000 to send at a week's notice to any part of the world is,

or ought to be, exi^loded. A much smaller force is sufficient to meet

sudden calls for minor expeditions. For the rest the Navy must provide

protection, together wnth the local levies which every Crown Colony should

provide out of its own resources.

Let me put this in the practical form of figures. In the Estimates of
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the present year it is stated that 7G,000 regular troops are in India, 61,000

in the Colonies and Dependencies, and 156,000 at home. "Why should not

the 61,000 in the Colonies be reduced to the figure of 37,000, at which they

stood ten years ago ? Why should 156,000 Eegulars be maintained in this

country ? It is enough to have the necessary men in training for India and

the foreign garrisons, together with a small regular force for our own defence,

or to supply troops for the small expeditions which we cannot hope altogether

to avoid. There would still remain a great number of Eeserves consisting of

men thoroughly trained in the Eegular Army, and for the rest we should rely

upon Militia and Volunteers, Tell the Volunteers that we do rely upon them.

Let them feel that the responsibility for defending their own country does

really rest upon them
;
provide them with efficient officers, and be sure that

when the danger arises either at home or abroad, there will be plenty of men
ready to offer their services either for the defence of their own country or for

the maintenance of British honour abroad.

Turn now to the Navy. No one questions that a powerful Navy is a

prime necessity of this country. Nor does anyone dispute that our Naval

outlay must be relative to that of other Powers. A Return dated April 18th,

1904, shows the relative expenditure of Great Britain, France, Russia,

Germany, and America for the years 1880-1903 inclusive :--
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for practical purposes left out of the account. France and Germany alone

remain. Now, in the case of France there has been an addition of 50 per

cent, to her Naval expenditure in the last fourteen years. Germany has also

greatly added to her Navy. But, look a little more closely. Can anyone say

that a combination of France and Germany against this country is in the

least degree likely? Or even if it were to take place, the total Naval expendi-

ture of these two countries taken together was less than 23 millions in 1903.

In that year Great Britain spent 39 millions on her Navy, not to speak of

the enormous superiority we had over these tv/o countries at the beginning

of 1903. I repeat that nations, like men, must act upon probabilities. Let

me add that even in the event of war, financial strength is almost as impor-

tant as Naval strength, and needless excess of armaments is obviously our

main source of financial weakness.

How far these considerations may justify a diminution in our ship-

building programme is a question to which no precise answer can be

given, for the answer must depend partly upou the course which other

nations take. Unless they increase their activity in this field, it would seem

that for some years, at all events, v;e may diminish our own. But, is it not

possible to offer other Governments some inducements to limit their Naval

armaments without any detriment to our own interests ? I believe it is

possible.

What are the reasons which lead foreign nations to maintain powerful

fleets ? There is the protection of their own coasts, but this must be a minor

consideration for the great Continental Powers. No coast descent could be

more than a temporary annoyance, and fortresses at vital points could more

cheaply and effectively afford protection. Wars between Continental Powers

will be settled on land. Another reason is the protection of Colonies, or, iu

the case of Eussia, distant possessions in the Far East. This, no doubt, is a

powerful motive, but it can hardly be supposed so powerful as of itself to

warrant the enormous cost of great Navies in addition to the immense Armies

maintained by all the Continental Powers. A still stronger, indeed the

strongest, reason is the necessity for protecting commerce.

Now, the necessity for protecting commerce on the high seas is mainly

created by the present condition of International Law. Fifty years ago not

only were the ships of a belligerent liable to capture and confiscation, but

also the property of belligerents even though carried in neutral vessels. By
the Declaration of Paris in 1856, most nations, including Great Britain,

agreed to exempt from capture the private property of belligerents when
carried under a neutral flag, and to abolish the practice of privateering. The
United States, however, declined to concur unless the exemption was
extended so as to prohibit the capture of private ships and private property

at sea altogether, with the sole exception of contraband. This contention of

the United States has been repeatedly advanced ever since that date, and
has been put forward again by President Roosevelt for consideration by a

new International Conference to be held at the Hague. It is no new pro-
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posal. During the last fifty years Russia, Germany, Austria, and Italy, as

well as the United States, have advocated this view, and some of them have

acted upon it or offered to act upon it in time of actual war. Great Britain

and France alone have hitherto refused to consent to this change in Inter-

national Law. Whether the other States, now that they have become Naval

Powers, still remain of their former opinion cannot with certainty be affirmed,

except in the case of the United States. But it is not known that any of

them have indicated any change of view, and there is, at all events, ground

for hope that if this country and France were willing to assent, President

Eoosevelt's proposal might be accepted on all hands.

If a new rule were adopted, that all private property at sea should be

free from capture, except in case of contraband, there would be far less

inducement than there is now for nations to spend their resources on Naval

armaments. Of course, there would still remain the motives of colonial and

coast defence, and it is not pretended that the command of the sea would

cease to be an object of ambition to aggressive nations; but the plea of

necessity could not be urged with the same force by Governments, nor

would the cost be so readily incurred by peoples, if they felt that their

commerce on the sea would be as safe in time of war as in time of peace.

At the least such a change must tend toward a diminution of Naval arma-

ments.

But it has been urged by some, whose opinions are entitled to weight,

that however this proposal might tend to the advantage of foreign nations,

and predispose them to be content with smaller Navies, it would be incom-

patible with the true interests of Great Britain. This view is generally

urged upon historical ground. We are told, with perfect truth, that in some

of our bygone wars the pressure of the overwhelming Naval strength of this

country has been the principal factor in securing victory. No doubt this is

the case. In the Seven Years' War, for example, and again in the Napoleonic

Wars, France was reduced to the utmost distress by the interruption of her

commerce. Nor can it be disputed that the fear of an enemy lest her

merchant navy might be destroyed would still be a useful weapon in the

hands of Great Britain. Nevertheless, the conditions are very different now
from what they were in the old times. Modern methods of transport are so

immeasurably superior that the wants of a Continental nation could be now
readily supplied by land. And the rule adopted in 1856, that neutral ships

make neutral goods, enables any belligerent to receive whatever supplies she

may require by sea, provided they are not carried in her own ships.

Accordingly, the pressure would be much less effective now than it was then.

It would operate, not to deprive the enemy of necessary supplies, but merely

to confine his merchant navy within his own ports. In the same way that

Great Britain could now inflict less injury, she could herself sustain more
injury than in former times under the existing law of capture at sea. Our
own merchant navy is immensely greater than it was in the old time, and

therefore more liable to molestation by swift ocean-going cruisers, which i
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would be very difl'icult to sweep from all the seas that are traversed by our

commerce. Again, we are now dependent for our very subsistence upon

imported food in a degree which was never dreamed of 100 years ago.

Military authorities warn us that in the event of war our most formidable

danger would be the interruption of our food supplies by foreign cruisers.

We could not make good that loss as could Continental countries by the use

of land transport. It is true that we could still receive food supplies in

neutral ships, even if the Navy were overpowered, but that would mean the

laying up of our merchant vessels. In that event our loss would be great

beyond all comparison with that of any Continental power, and would throw

into other hands our enormous carrying trade. Carrying trade is easier lost

than recovered. Such are the salient reasons for the belief widely held that

the acceptance of President Roosevelt's proposal would lead not only to a

general reduction of Naval armaments, but also to the benefit of commerce

—

in a special degree to the benefit of British commerce. When the new
Hague Conference meets, as it surely will on the conclusion of the present

war between Russia and Japan, it is most earnestly to be hoped that Great

Britain will be found supporting the United States in this most important

proposal. We should be able largely to diminish the number of our cruisers.

But however diligently we may economize by careful management, and

a scientific adaptation of means to ends, or even by successful negotiation

with foreign Powers to diminish the need of armaments, all our efforts will

be fruitless unless we also adopt a wiser, perhaps one might say a scientific,

policy. We must recognize our actual position. It is perfectly safe, as safe

as any country can reasonably desire, if there is common sense ; but if the

spirit which has been too prevalent of late is to continue, there is no safety.

Within twenty-five years, as I have already said, nearly four million square

miles have been added to the British Empire, not one acre of which either

has added or ever will add any strength, only anxiety and cost, and in

some cases actual danger. No further extension of territory ought to

be admitted, except under pressure of the most extreme necessity. Vast

spaces of the world have been led to civilization, and have derived

advantages from the establishment of British rule, whatever may be

said by unfair detractors. But there is a limit to the capacity of any

nation for undertaking that kind of work. We have reached, if we
have not passed, the limit, and for the future any fresh annexations can

only bo elTected at the expense of our own power and internal prosperity.

Partly in acquiring these territories, and partly in other ways, we have

been led into a good deal of fighting of late years. On more than one

occasion we have learned, after the event, that the figliting has been under-

taken upon representations by the " man on the spot," who has turned out

to have been misinformed or wrongheaded. ]\Iore restraint will have to be

placed upon the ambition and enterprises of a class of men whose services

have, nevertheless, upon the whole, been of great value to this country, the

class of Colonial Governors, Viceroys, and Commissioners in distant parts of
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the world. These officials are exposed to special difficulties and temptations.

They are placed often at the head of dependencies managed by a small

British community, in the midst of a great coloured population, with all the

inclination toward autocracy which such a situation is apt to foster. Every

Colony has its own problems, often very pressing, upon which it is naturally

intent. Naturally, therefore, the difficulties of a country thousands of miles

away, even if that country be the mother country, are less thought of. The
Colonists, themselves a racial aristocracy, are impatient ; they think force is

the remedy, and the Governor is apt to take his bias from those among whom
he lives. In this way too often the United Kingdom has been beguiled into

a needless sacrifice of blood and treasure. Patience is derided, the patience

which, in the words of the great Duke of Marlborough, overcomes all things.

"Why should that modest virtue be highly rated by men who can invoke the

alternative remedy of violence at the expense of others ? We have had such

conclusive illustrations of this evil quite recently that it is superfluous to

enlarge upon it. Clearly the authority of Ministers must be more firmly used

to prevent the repetition of similar blunders by " strong men," silent or

otherwise. Wars are not only costly in themselves, but they leave behind

a legacy of extravagance which it takes years to overcome. We must check

wars, or we shall be undone.

In the last resort everything must turn upon the moderation and good

sense of public opinion. The extravagances of Colonial representatives of

the Crown may be checked more effectually by the example of Ministers

than by their precept, and Ministers may, in turn, be more disposed to

prudence if the people whom they govern themselves first show the way.

The spirit which has led to so many difficulties, is not the spirit of a few

men, however conspicuous, but of the nation taken as a whole. We are all

collectively responsible. At all times in our history, as foreign critics have

not failed to note, the British people have been easily roused to warlike

passions. But our forefathers had not music-halls or a yellow press, and

perhaps on that account did not exhibit their feeling in the manner lately

familiar to us. Nay, so far as the great men of the old time were concerned,

Walpole, Chatham, and the younger Pitt, a certain solemnity and awe, even

akin to pity, can be discerned in their language when they spoke of war.

We have changed all that, and now the greatest danger to the British

Empire is the false spirit of Imperialism which has already placed upon our

shoulders a grievous burden, and, if persisted in, will in time undo our

national greatness. The greatest duty of patriots is to preserve peace.
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THE LE5S0N OF THE BY=

ELECTIONS.

Jtily 20, J'jOo.

Thk calculations contained in this luiniher were prepared last April, after the

election in Brighton.

The results arrived at were so startling,' tliat I i)ostponed their publieation

until there had been a sutticient number of additional by-elections to afford at

least n prima facie verification of the soundness of the conclusions presented by

my accountants.

The figures resulting from an actuarial calculation based upon the bv

elections from the end of the war till April, 1905, showed that in the next

House of Commons there will probabh^ be only 207 Conservatives anrl Unionists

that the Liberal and Labour Party will have a inijoritv of !)() above l)i)th

I'nioiiists and Nationalists c(»inl)iiic<l, and that the Liheial, Lalxiur and

Nationalists combined will outvote the I'liionists by more than two to one, or

to lie more exact, bv 4()'/ to L'07.

Such a prediction, it must be admitted, stood in need of verification. So I

waited until five additional by-elections supplied materials for checking the

actuarial estimate. My accountants had prepared for me a detailed tabular

statement showing what results might be expected if, as the previous by-

elections seemed to prove, the Liberals would poll 30 per cent, more votes than

they did in 1900, and the Conservatives would poll 7 percent, less. Since their

figures were prepared, five by-elections have taken place—not reckoning those

in Ireland. Of these only one (that for East Finsbury) had been contested in

1900, three had not been contested since 1892, and Carlisle not since 1895. The
test, therefore, of the deductions of the accountants was very severe. In 1892 the

Liberals were returned to power by a majority of 40 over the Conservatives. If the

by-elections had gone "as in 1892 " they would have portended a Liberal ISIajoritv.

The addition of 30 pei' cent, to the Liberal poll on which the accountants' calcula-

tions were based was not 30 per cent, on the poll of 1S92, which r^ave the

Liberals a majority of -10, but on the poll of 1900, which left them in a minority
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4 The Lesson of the By-Elections.

of 135. Exception might thus fairly be taken to the application of the 30 per

cent, rise to the polls of 1892, but I did not shrink from this test. The

following table shows the result :

—

Whitby, 1892
Chichester, 1892
Ea.st Finsbiuy, 1900 ...



WHAT WILL BE THE LIBERAL

MAJORITY?

I.— Introduction, By the Editor.

LiKK is full <)t" contradictions. j'^veiy man knows that one day he will die.

\'et most men spend all the days (jf their life trying to forget that one day life

itself will come to an end. Even among the most pious of men there are few

who ever seriously attempt to forecast the result of the casting of the final balance

sheet at the Day of Judgment.

It is much the same with politicians and parliaments.

The Day of Every Parliament will one da}' he dissolved, and after that

Judgment. comes the (ieiieral Klectioii, the nearest approach which we

have to a Day of Judgment in the political world. But

altliuugli cNcrv politician is mindful of that great day of account, which, indeed,

is too often the utmost limit and verge of his horizon, how many are there who

seriously attempt to reckon up the chances of the result of the pending appeal

to the country '. Everything, politically speaking, depends upon the nature of

the national verdict. The personal fortunes of all our politicians will be directly

atTectedl)yit. The fate of innumerable reforms, and the perpetuation of innumer-

ai)le abuses, depend absolutely upon the majority that will issue from the polls.

Hut whether it is from a fearful shrinking from peering into futurity, or whether

it is from an ignorant belief that nothing can, with any confidence, be foretold,

the fact remains that until now not one of all our innumerable political writers

and speakers has ventured seriously and in detail to discuss this question of all

(piestions—this question which dominates all other questions, viz.. What will be

the probable constitution of the next House of Commons?
I remember as if it were but yesterday being jn-esent at

What Mr. Glad- Madame Novikoff's salon in Symontls' Hotel, now, alas,

stone Thought, nearly thirt}' years ago, when ^Ir Gladstone was expounding

to his charming Russian Egeria the art and niystery of

gauging the drift of national opinion. Madame Novikoff naturally wanted to

know what were the chances of the upset of Lord Beaconsfield at the General

l']|(>etion. Mr. Gladstone said that there was absolutely no evidence that could

be relied upon as an indication of the real .set of national opinion except the

voting at by-elections. Newspaper articles were of no value. The opinions
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6 Coming Men on Coming Questions.

expressed in Clubs or in Society afforded no clue whatever to the convictions of

the constituencies. Public meetings were worth something, but they were not

conclusive. Only when there were by-elections, and many of them, was it

possible to forecast with any degree of confidence the result of an appeal to the

country.

That was in the later seventies. I was at that time

A Prediction that
^'^^iting the first halfpenny morning paper that was

Came True. published in England, the Northern Echo, of Darlington.

At that time the science of electoral meteorology was in a

most rudimentary condition. If the parliamentary poll book was to be found in

the editoiial sanctum it was seldom or never referred to. Each by-election

was regarded as if it stood alone. Seldom was any attempt made to estimate

the comparative value of its poll, viewed in connection with its antecedent

electoral history. I began the careful study of by-elections in a very crude

fashion, but I had grasped the right principle. Regarding the polls of 18G8 as

representing Liberal high-water mark, representing a majority of 120 in the House,

and the polls of 1874, which gave Mr. Disraeli amajority of 51, the high-water mark
of Conservatism, I compared the result of each by-election with the two high-water

mark polls in the same constituency. The result was that I was soon satisfied that

the polls of the nextGeneral Election would be as in 1868, only better. I constantly

and confidently predicted all through 1879 that whenever the General Election

came Mr. Gladstone would be returned by a three-figure majority. Most

people thought I was crazy. The Conservatives were confident that the appeal

to the country would renew their lease of power. Lord Beaconsfield was

absolutely certain that he would win hands down. Mr. Adam, the Liberal

Whip, however, had arrived at much the same opinion as myself. But we
stood almost alone. Nevertheless, when the glad news came that Parliament

was to be dissolved, I printed next day in the Northern Echo a pious expression

of gratitude for an announcement which rendered it certain that in a few weeks

Mr. Gladstone would be in ofiice with a three-figure majority behind him. All

the papers were against me. P>ut the result proved that I was right.

After 1880, I came up to London, and on the Pall Mall

The Science of Gazette I had a wider field for expounding the true principles

Electoral q£ ^\^q Science of Electoral Meteorolo^v. In the hands of Mr.
Ivleteoroloffy.

E. T. Cook, who succeeded Milner as my assistant, and who
replaced me when I left Northumberland Street to found the Review of Revieivs,

the science underwent a rapid development. For several years, first on the Pall

Mall Gazette, then on the Westyninster, and later on the Daily N'ews, Mr.

Cook expounded and enforced the true j^i'inciples for estimating the results in

by-elections, and by much persistence and the incontrovertible evidence of

continually fresh reinforcements of statistical results, he did succeed in impress-

ing upon the more intelligent politicians and journalists the fundamental

principle that in a by-election it is the figures of the poll that count, and not

the loss or capture of a seat. But despite all the teaching of the electoral

meteorologists, candidates, and even ministers and editors, continue from time to

time to misread the significance of by-elections in the most extraoi-dinary

fashion.
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Of this a very striking illustration lies ready to hand in

The Significance ^''^ lesult of two Unionist victoi-ics in London which un-
of the Poll. (loul)tt'dly (l,inipe<l the spirits of the Liberals —Dulwich

and Mile Kiid. In each of these constituencies the Liberals
made a dashing assault on a Tory stronghold. In both cases they failed to
carry the seat. I?ut in both they succeeded in sh<jwing such an increase of

Liberal strength as to make their j)olls rightly understood, far more reassuring
omens of Liberal victory than the capture of a couple of seats in constituencies
very narrowly divided.

To make this (juite plain I ipiote the polls :
—



Coming Men on Coming Questions.

The Swing of
the Pendulum.

might have been anticipated. The drop in the Conservative poll, the rise in the

polls of the Liberals, were quite as marked before Mr. Chamberlain's plunge as

they are to-day. But to that I will return after printing the figures of my
Accountant.

The question as to the strength of the Liberal Majority in

the next Parliament assumes that there will be a Liberal

INIajority. As Mr. Chamberlain has repeatedly recognised

this as a foregone conclusion whenever the General Election

takes place, and as his admission has been reluctantly endorsed by more than

one of his former Ministerial colleagues, no time need be wasted in discussing

that point. The only question is how large will the majority be '?

That the time has come for a change no one would admit more frankly than

the Prime Minister himself. In 1892 I remember well how he formulated

the theory that the true principle of the British Constitution was that parties

should follow each other in office as elevens follow each other at the wicket.

He pointed out that ever since household suffrage had been established the rule

had been invariable. The only apparent exception had been the General Election

of 1885, but it was an exception that proved the rule. For the old electorate

had been submerged by the newly enfranchised county householders, who con-

verted what would have been a Liberal defeat into a Liberal victory. But even

then the triumph was very short-lived. The law of the swing of the pendulum,

which would otherwise have been invariable, was interfered with by the snap

General Election of 1900, when an appeal to the country was precipitated on

a false issue, and the khaki fever and the pro-Boer cry succeeded in averting

what would otherwise have been a crushing Unionist defeat.

The figures of the alternating Liberal and Conservative majorities since

household suffrage are very interesting :

—

Irish Nationalists.

1868. Liberal Majority
1874. Conservative Majority
1880. Liberal Majority
1885. Liberal Majority
1886. Unionist Majority
1892. Liberal Majority
189.3. Unionist Majority
1900. Unionist Majority
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Mr. Balfour, as a i.hilosophor, uuglit to n'','ard with pro-

The Political found dismay the return of the Unionist majority, which as a

^Mr.°B°a^fbur.^ *''"'ty lender lie professes so earnestly to desire. He must

indeed consider such a victory as a great national disaster

for the fullDwing sound reasons :

—

(1). It is indispensable for the sjife working of the Party system that there

should be always an alternative Government In pusse, so that if any disaster

befell the party in power a team of trained administrators should always be in

leadiness to take over the reins of government.

(2). Because after ten years' uninterrupted administration Ministers have

gone stale, and in their own interest they neetl a rest.

CA). Because if the Liberals, or indeed any other party, are kept too long out

of otHce they are apt to become irresponsible and bitter, to a<lvocate reckless

wild-cat schemes without any steadying sense of the possibility that tliey may

be any day called upon to give effect to their own proposals.

(4). Because it is vitally important to keep up a keen popular interest in

politics, and this becomes increasingly dillicult if the other side is never allowed

to have a chance at the wicket.

As the Liberals are certain to come in with a thumping majority, our

philosophic Premier will retire to Whittingluime with the pleasant consciousness

that everything is for the best in the best of all possible worlds.

The first thing that confronts any speculator as to the probable dimensions of

the Liberal majority is the certainty that there will be at least 83 Irish

Nationalists in the new Parliament who, although safe to vote against the

Unionists, can never be counted upon by the Liberal whips. If, therefore, the

Liberals are to have a majority independent of the Nationalist vote, they must

have a majority of 1G6 to tie against a combined L^nionist and Nationalist vote.

As at present they are in a minority of 9S, it is evident that the displacement of

electoral forces necessary to give them a working majority must be of the nature

of a political earthquake.

II.—Previous General Elections.

Before entering in detail into the probable strength of

The Leeal parties in the next election it may be as well to give the

Nation. figures from the latest parliamentary leturn as to the legal

nation or the registered electors in town and country, whose

votes will settle how we are to be governed for the ne.vt five years.

PopuKitioii Inhahitcd Electors for Electors for Iniversity Tot.-il

in 1001. Housi's ill Counties. BoroiiKhs. Electors. for I905.

IIXII.

Kn"liin.l ami Wales :V2,-)J7,Sl.S 6,-J()0,S.V_> ;$,-2.S!»,474 •2,4.')4..S70 1S,4:U 5,762.278

SctrUaml 4,47i,H»:{ !IJ(;,!»14 410,,S(j() .SU.'i.OSO -Jl/ilS 735.764

Ireland 4,458,775 858,158 578,814 113,420 4,692 696,932

Grand Total ,.. 41,4.').s,721 s,04r),924 4,27!»,l.-)4 2,871,476 44, .344 7,19*.974
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The Results in

Five General
Elections.

The following return of the results of the last five General

Elections shows exactly how each division of the United

Kingdom has been represented in Parliament since the

establishment of household suffrage in town and country :

—
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Whichever estimate we accept, it is clear that in Great

The Shift! ne Tiritain, excluding Ireland, the Unionists have had a majority

Balance of Votes, uf the electors since 1892, varying 14,0()0 in 1892 to a

maximum of 410,000 in 1900. (Jn Mr. Co<jk's figures, a

drop of 1^ per cent, on the Liberal vote of 1^92, and a ri.se of 10 per cent, on

the Unionist vote, wa.s sufficient to increase the Unionist majority for Great

Britiiin from 292 to 390, and to reduce the Liberal minority from 274 to 176

That is to say, that a change of 14^ per cent, in the poll made a difference of

over 30 per cent, in the voting strength of each [jarty in the House, and

converted a Unionist net majority of IH in 1^92 to one of 213 in 1H95.

These figures are noteworthy as indicating what an immense efiFect can be

produced upon the balance of jKirties in the House by a comparatively tritling

percentage in the })olls. If a net addition of under 15 per cent, to the Unionist

poll raised the Unionist majority from 18 to 213, what will be the effect on the

balance of parties in the House of a net addition to the Liberal poll of nearly

40 per cent, i

The preponderance of the Unionists in Parliament is

One Vote altogether out of proportion to their strength in the con-

not One Value, stituencies. If the .seats were distributed proportionately to

the aggregate voting strength of the parties, the Unionist

majority in Great Britain, instead of being 195 as it stood in 1900, would only

have been 53. If the Irish vote were added, the net majority of 135 against Home
Rule would dwindle to a narrow majority of 26.

Putting all these facts together, we may fairly assume that if the net addition

to the strength of the Unionists of less than 15 per cent, of the voters in the

constituencies converted a majority of 18 in the House to a majority of 213, a

similar net increase added to the Liberal side would suffice to reduce the

Unionist British majority of 195 to zero. This, however, would not be

sutticient to give the Liberals a safe working majority. If, however, there was

a net addition to the Liberal poll of double that percentage, the majority would

be safe.

The (juestion, therefore, is whether we have any data to

The Evidence of J^'^^'^y ^ ^'«lief that when the polls are opened the Liberals

the By-Elections. will be 30 per cent, better otF than their 1900 form. There

is only one method of discovering the re(iuisite data, and

that is by the careful and scientific examination of the by-elections. If we

want to know how all constituencies will vote when the ballot boxes are opened,

our simplest and most obvious course is to see how many constituencies have

voted when an opportunity was afforded them of expressing their opinions at

the ballot box. Merely to count up seats lost and gained is a very rough-and-

leaflv method which affords little or no trustworthy guide as to how the General

Election will go. The only vital question is how the polling has gone in com-

parison with previous pollings in the same constituency. Every constituency

is a little world by itself. It forms part, no doubt, of the whole electorate, but

it stands in a distinct and definite relation thereto. There are constituencies

which have always returned Tories in the heytlay of Liberal ascendancy, and

there are others which have been not less faithful in the Liberal cause in the
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darkest hour of Liberal depression. For any one of these faithful Abdiels to

desert the party to which it has hitherto been true is a political portent of

infinitely greater significance than the loss or gain of half-a-dozen seats in con-

stituencies where the transfer of a score of votes from one side or the other

would decide the victory.

Some constituencies are so evenly divided that any chance such as the

absence of a fishing fleet on the polling day, coinciding with a cheap trip, may
upset the balance. A seat won is a seat won when nothing else is chronicled

but the transfer of one member's vote from one side to the other. But in

reality it would be far less significant as a gauge of the rise or fall of the

popularity of the Government than the transfer of some thousand voters from

one side to the other in a constituency where the majority was still large

enough to prevent the loss of the seat.

In order to ascertain how the General Election is going

The Turning ^*'* o*^' ^^^® ^"i'^t thing necessary is to see how the by-elections

Point. have gone since the South African War came to an end.

So long as the war lasted, the by-elections showed no signs

of any change in public opinion. When the war was practically over—peace

was actually signed at the end of May—Bury election, on May 10th, 1902,

gave the signal for the Liberal revival which has persisted ever since.

III.—The By-Elections.

Tiie following is a complete list of the by-elections for Great Britain, with

their dates, down to the election in Brighton, giving the figures of the poll at

the latest by-election at which the constituency had been contested, and the

figures for the by-election, with the percentage rise and fall of the voting at

the bye, compared with the previous poll in the same constituency.

For convenience and simplicity, when two by-elections have been held in the

same constituenc}'', only the second is given. The votes given for Labour

candidates are added to those polled by the Liberals, and the fact noted in a

footnote. By this means we have ready to hand a clear gauge of the rise of

the Liberal tide all over the country, and also of the ebb of Unionism.

The net result of this table is to show that on a series of by-elections held in

every part of the United Kingdom, from the Orkneys to Devonport, the

average increase of the Liberal poll since the end of the war is 35 per cent, on

the last recorded poll in the same constituencies, and the net average decrease of

the Conservatives is about 3^rd per cent. Taking the whole of tlie by-elections

since February, 1901, the exact result is an increase of 32-95 to the Liberal

poll and a decrease of 3-30 on the Tory poll :

—
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BY ELECTIONS.

Date.

Fd). -20

Mar. 1

.

Muv 7.

„' 31.

Jiine'iC).

All.'. -iO.

Coiistituencv.

Lancasliire, S. R
Maitlslone
Moniiiouth Dist
Kssox, Satl'ntii W'aMeii
Warwi.k. S.W
Hants. \V

Jan.

Fol).

Mar.
May
July
Aug.
Nov.

21
•1\

?,.

'2.1

.

lU.

29.

21.

6.

18/19

Jan.

Mar.

99

Apri
May
July
Aug.
Sept

Oct.

Dec.

2
20.

11.

17

1 9.

14.

24
2(5.

.17.

2S.

2.3

1.-..

If).

Totals.

I )e\vsbury

Ham pstead
Slietliold (Eccleshall)..

WaketiuUl
Bury
Leeds, N
Kent (Sevenoaks)
Liverpool (K. Toxteth)
OrkiKiy and Shetland
V(jrksliire, X. (Cleveland)

Totals

Cambridge (Newmarket)
Liverpool (West Derby)
Woolwich
Sussex (Hye)
Cornwall (Candjorne)
Preston
Barnard Castle

A rgy llshi re

St. Andiew IJurghs
Rochester
Warwick, L
Ciiorlcv

Dulwich
Lewisham
Shrop.siiire (Ludlow)

Totals

I'oll at
By-Eleclion.

I'oll at

l'J)0 Klection.

7.08H
2,1H2

4,(504

.S,2()2

4,7-'io

.S,G9l)

5.791
2,37')

4,261

3.994

2,977
3,473

2J,o27 22,871

512
84.3

231

960
799
789
333
610
740
798

40, 6 1.-)

266
lis

119

979
213
^.39

442
706
413
834

43,629

,907
4.").')

,4.-)S

,376

,869

,639

,323

,740

,28s:

,504

6S!)

,226

,819,

,709

,393

•67,395

4,414

3,251

S,6S7

4,910
3,5.-)8

6,490

6,179
4,326
1,.324

1,98.3

2,4!)9

4,798
4, .38

5,69

3.423

65,921

1901.

7,519'

2,I63|

4.415
3,1.37,

4 59SJ

4,559,

26,391

1902.

3,897
3,848
.5,059

2,864
4.132

7,512

6,601

3,628

2,057

4,175

43,776

I'ercciitiiire of

Ciiaiij'e \n VM.

1903.

4,295
4,1)22

6,6t)2

5,376
2,993
S,944

3,545
3,S34

1,14S

2,1.V2

2,7S5

5, 867
5,2.1S

5,.309

5,965

68,755

4 938
2,201

3.727
3,247

2,827
3,109

20,049

6,045

2,239
3,230
2,165

3,283
4,995

1,792

3,233

2,017

4,762

33,761

•87

4-27

2-07

3-41

15-78

3-40
3-35

3,218
1,686 18-02

3,8.")7

2,887
.3,101

4,834
5,03(i

3, -234

1,094 12- 19

1,673 16-35

1,954

2,808 6-13

2, 17(> 10-(>(;

2,895 45-22

2,146

42.599

5-73

18 93

3-26

net
I

17-

7-90

14 32
23 115

5 -30

1 1 -70

14 70
net

•12

20-

-05 28
63 50
•23 147
•49

-02 118-79

•03
j

22-51

5 40

8-59

47-23

net

9-03

18-07

18 60
4-14

3 41
6-26

-28 •.)3

3 44

26-3.-

1-98

net

29-22

net

37 16
92-80

125-22

70 06
14-73

;u-25
22-69
33-76

21 •(•2

17-93

27-79

7tt-86

101-37

96 79
59-2

54-74

net

(a)

1 (h)

(0

(d)

(«)

li'Ji
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BY-ELECT\OHS-{Gontinued).

Jan. 7

,, 13
'20

,, 29
12

26
1

„ 16
June 17

,. 20
July

Feb.

Mar.

Aug.

Oct.

Nov.

Jan. 7.

„ 12.

„ 26.

Feb. 22.

Mar. 2.

„ 3.

April 5.

Constituency.

Mid-Devon
Norwich
Gateshead
Ayr Burghs
Mid-Herts
S. Birmingham
Normantoii (Yorks
K. Dorset
S. Leicester

Devonport
Sowerby (Yorks
.Surrey (Chertsey)
Shropshire (Oswestry)
Reading
Lanark, N. F
Kent (Isle of Thanet)
Monmouth, W.
Sussex (Horsham)

Stalybridge
Mile End
Dorset, N
Liverpool (Everton)
Appleby
Buteshire
Brighton

Totals

1905
1904
1903
1902

Result since the War 216, 164

1901
I
25,527

Result since last

General Election... [241,691

(a). Lib. and Soc. Vote added together. (/)). I.L. and L." Vote taken together. (c). Lib. and
Lab. Vote taken together, 1895. (d). Highest Vote taken of 2 Cons., 1900. (e). Lib. and Lab.
Vote taken together, 190.S. (/). Lib. and Lab. Vote taken together, 1904, and higliest of Con-
servatives and Liberals in 1895. {<j). 2 Un. Candidates, 1892. (h). Lib. and Lab. Vote com-
bined, (i). Highest of 2 Unionists taken, 1900 ; Protestant Cand. taken as Liberal.
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There are several notable cliaracteristics about these

The Result on
^~ contested elections. They constitute a record. To have

Seats. foujfht ")7 contests \vitli<jut losing a single seat previously

held -for the loss of Devonport in 1902 was brilliantly

retrieved in 1904— is an unprecedented achievement. Without losing one of

their own the Opposition captured 10 seats, counting 32 on a division for the

Ministry. If the Isle of Wight be included, which Major Seeley vacated as a

Tnionist and was re-elected without a contest as a Freetrader, the net gain is

17 seats, counting 34 votes on a division.'

The mere transfer of seats is, however, of far less signifl

The Result on cance than the constant rise in the Libi-ral poll and the not

Polls. l&ss constant although comparatively smaller fall in the

Unionist vote. The neb result of the by-elections fought since

the Peaceof May, 1 902, shows tint the Unionists are on anaverage everywhere 7 per

cent, weaker than they were in 1900, and the Liberals are everywhere 30 per

cent, stronger. We have here a rough-and-ready clue to the probable result of

the next General Election. Every by-election is a plummet cast into the deep

to gauge the height of the rising tide of Liberal revival. The readings of the

' As statisticians (lifter sliglitly, it may be well to aiM, fur purposes of comparison, two
other estimates of tlie rcsulta of the by-elections, both of a later date, when two more seats

had been ca|)tured. Tiie following is the U'eslmiiiiter Gazette'.'* calculation (July 15) :
—

Since 19(10 ti\ere have been in Great Britain sixty-one contested elections. The result in

seats is as follows :^
Bv-elections,

1886. 1900. "1900—5.

Liberal "27 17 36

Conservative 35 45 20

Majority C8 C 28 L 10

In i-ole-f the following are the Hgures :
—
By-electioiis, 1900 (or last

1900—5. previous contests

Opposition Vote 2i)0,or)3 213,037 /«c>ert^e 30 per cent.

Ministerialist Vote 2(50,021 271,700 Decrease '2 „

Majority L 23,932 58,123

The Dally Xeivs of Jul}' 5 sajs :

—

Kingswinfonl is the fiftieth constituency that has been contested in Great Britain since the

close of tiie war, and if we lf)ok at the votes cast, in the light of the Kingswinford result,

we sue how enormous has l)een the growth of feeling against the (lovernnient. Here are

the aggregate figures for tiie fifty constituencies —votes at the by-elections and at the last

preceding elections :
—
Liberal by-election vote 2.')1,285

Lii)eral previous election vote 181,647

Aggregate increase 69,638

Tiie Conservative figures are :
—

'i'ory l>y-election vote 224,174
Tory previous election vote 23(\."i34

Aggregate decrease 6,360
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line show uniform results ; wherever a sounding has been taken the Liberals

are 30 per cent, stronger and the Unionists 7 per cent, weaker than they were

in 1900. The area within which the by-elections have been held is practically

conterminous with the United Kingdom. It is therefore no unfair or unsafe

inference that when the General Election comes, the same general law of rise

and fall will be found to prevail in the constituencies which have not yet had

an opportunity of expressing an opinion on the issues before the country.

It is, of course, not alwa3^s possible to compare the results

As in 1885 only ^f the by-elections with the polls of 1900, or even in 1895,

Better. for eight of the 57 contests were fought in constituencies

which had been left in the undisputed possession of the

Unionists since 1892, and in one case since 1885. The improvement upon the

polls of 1885 and 1892 elections, which placed the Liberals in office, is almost as

marked as the improvement on the polls of 1895 and 1900, which resulted in a

Unionist majority.

It is interesting to compare the results of the contests in the 55 (for two were

twice contested) constituencies with the results in the two General Elections

which returned the Liberals to office :

—

1885.
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IV. Next General Election.

In Older to calculate the icsult llial may U- expected at next General

Election, all that is necessary to do is add 30 per cent, to the last recorded

Tjil)eial pnjl, and subtract 7 per cent, from the votes last recorded for the

I'nionists.

In this calculation the Irish polls or those of the Universities may be omitted.

It is assumed tliat they will vote in 1905 as thoy did in 1900. If there is

any change it will probably bo sliL^htly in favour of the Liberals. But for

piactieal purposes the Irishmen and the Universities can be depended upon to

vote as they have always voted.

The net result, therefore, of " Accountant's" calculation on

tlie broad general basis suggested by the by-elections, viz.,

The Net Result, tint there will be an all-round rise in the Liberal poll of

'W per c(>nt. and a decrease of the Conservative poll by

7 per cent., is to present us with a House of Commons in which there will be

.{S4 Liberals and Labour members, 8.') Nationalists, and 207 Unionists.

This gives the Lib.-Lab. party a majority over the Unionists and Nationalists

combined of 9S, a maj(^rity over the Unionists alone —the Nationalists being

left out of account on either side of 7'^, and a majority of I^iberal, Labour, and

Natiiinalists ((tiiibined over the Uiiionists of 1.'50.

The question arises how far the iiitbienees which affect

u^.-..,ii I ^.,.1^., liy-elections are local or confined to a definite area. London,
Plow will L-OmuOH ^

Vote? for instance, forms a group by itself. There are 01 seats in

iiondon, inclading AVest Ham, of which 8 only were held

l)y the Liberals in IS'.).") and 1900. But in 18S."), an<l a-ain in 1S9l*, the

Liberals held l'.').
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If llie rise of the l.ibeial vote was only .'50 per cent, and the I'nionists lost

7 per cent., the Metropolitan Boroughs would at next election return I'l

Liberals and only 40 I'nionists. Hut there is reason to believe that the

inlhienees which have destroyed the L'nionist majority in the country t^dl more

powerfully in favour of the Liberals in London than anywhere else. The follow-

ing^ is a list of the by-elections that have taken place in the Ix)ndon area since

the General Election. I have included Hampstead to make the t^tal complete,

but as it was fought before the lioers laid down their arms it t)Ught proj)erly to

Ix' e.xcluded. Its exclusion, however, makes so little diHerence that the total

may stand :

—

London Last CJeiitral Klectiori. Hy-Klection. Rise and Kail.

Constituencies. L. I.'. L. l'. L. l^

Hanipslea.l 2,239 3,H4S 2, US :i.S43 + TrM) - Vl

Lewi.slmiii 2,89.") .-),309 r),(;97 7,709 + 90-79 + 45 22
Duhvicli 2,17ti 5,258 4,.SS2 .''.,S19 f 101-37 + 10-(i(i

Woolwioli 3,S.->7 (>,6()2 S.liST .">,4.")8 i- 12r> 22 - lS-07

Mile Kiid 1,2S0 2,440 2,0()(l '2,138 + 6093 - 12-37

1-2,447 23,517 -22,94 4 -24,967 + 89-(K) + -50

According to this table, we would be justifie<l in at least doubling the

expectation of increa.se in the Liberal poll. Instead of net 37 per cent, to the

advantage of the Liberals, there ought to be a net 8Sr>0. If we make a liberal

allowance for the exceptional vote at Woolwich and knock oil" \\\ per cent., we

still have double the Liberal increase. Allowing the I'nionist poll to fall 7 percent.

while the Liberal goes up GO per cent., London would be represented in the

next House of Commons by 35 Liberals and 20 Unionists. The only seats that

the Unionists would retain if there were sucli a tidal wave of GO per cent. Liberal

increase are

Huiiipsteail. Padilington, Nortli. Strand.

St. Pancras, \\gs,L ,, .Soutli. City (2).

,, Soutli. Marylebone, West. Wiiiulswortli.

Islington, North. ,, East. Lanihelii, Kennington.

,. South. Finshurv, Holboin. ,, IJrixloii.

Hackney, North. Mile End. ("aniberwcll, Dulwich.

Hannr.ersniilli. .St.(ieorge's(HanoverSquare). Woolwich.
Kensington, North. W'estniinstcr.

It is obvious if London contributes so largely to the Liberal

The Voice of increase, there will not be so large a Liberal increase in the

Wales. rest of the country. How much less than a Liberal rise of

30 per cent, and a Tor}' fall of 7 per cent, woulil secure the

necessary majority ? To answer that ([uestion it is necessary to examine the

various groups in turn. Begin with Wales.

Wales, which in 1S92 reduced her Conservative representation to two seats,

saw in 1S9.') the number of Welsh Tories swollen to eight. Wales was then

almost the only part of the country which was so inunune to the khaki fever that

in the Jingo Election of 1900 it won back four seats. But the Welsh have

still four to win at the next election in order to clear the Tories entirely out

of the Principality. The only county .seat that went Tory in Wales in 1900 was

South Glamorgan. It was a Liberal seat in 1885, in ISSG, and in IS!)-.'. It

was lost in 1S95. In 1900 the figures were : -Conservatives, G,SU
; Liberals,

G,322 ; Conservative majority, 519.

Now here it is obvious, if the average holds true, the I^iberals are eertain to
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20 Coming Men on Coming Questions.

capture South Glamorgan. An increase of 10 per cent, on the Liberal poll

would win the seat. In South Glamorgan the Liberal ought to romp in. The other

three Tory seats are in the Welsh burghs—Denbigh, Montgomery, and Pembroke.

Denbigh has been stolidly Conservative since 1885. In the two elections

when the Liberals triumphed the Conservative majority was 306 in 1885 and

98 in 1872. Montgomery was also Conservative in 1885 by 83, and 1892 by

118, although oddly enough it went Libsral in 1886. Pembroke was Liberal in

both 1885 and 1892, and Conservative in 1886, 1895, and 1900. Now every one

of these seats will be captured if only 20 instead of 30 per cent, of the avei-age

net increase of Liberal voting strength is registered in these three boroughs and

the Tory poll is kept up to its old mark.

19on. Estimate.

Denhigli C. 1,862 1,862

L. 1,752 + 20 per cent. 2, 1 02

Majoiiiy C. 110 L. 240
Montgomery V. 1,478 1,478

T.. 1 , 809 f 20 per cent. 1 ,569

Majoiitv C. 169 L. 91

Pembroke "
C. 2,679 2.679
L. 2,667^20 per cent. 3,200

:Nrajority C. 12 L. 521

If the Liberal poll were only 10 par cent, in excess of that of 1900 it would

sweep every constituency in Wales excepting Montgomery. As the average

rise throughout the country is nearly a net 40 per cent., Wales ought not to

retui-n a single Tovy member at the dissolution.

There were no by-elections in Wales to afford a clue to the

The Vote of state of political feeling in the Principality. North of the

Scotland. Border there have been six by-elections, including that for

Orkney and Shetland.

Scotland, at the General Election of 1900, returned for the first time a

majority of Conservative members. The figures were then 38 to 34. Four

seats have been won on six by-elections, including Orkaey and Shetland, where

Mr. Wason, returned as a Unionist in 1900, sought and obtained re-election

as an independent Liberal in 1902. Omitting Orkney, where the result was

unduly favourable to the Liberals, but including the Libour vote with the

Liberals in North-East Lanark, the increase in the Lib3ral vote in the by-

elections in Scotland since the end of the wj,r has been 25 per cent., while the

L^nionists have not dropped materially. Omitting Lanark, we have the by-

elections at Ayr and St. Andrews in the burghs, Argyll and Bute in the

counties. They are hardl}'^ enough to generalise upon, but so far as they go, they

suggest that the rise of the Liberal poll in Scotland will not be so great as in

England and Wales. But it would be over 20 per cent., and 20 per cent,

increase of the Liberal vote in Scotland, even without the custofnary falling off

in the Tory poll, would reduce the Scotch Conservative contingent to 17, in-

cluding the two University seats. In 1885 Scotland sent up only 10

Conservatives. Home Ilule sent them up 29 strong in 1886, but in 1892 they

dropped to 22. If at next General Election the Liberal tide rises as it has

done in the five counties and two boroughs, where by-elections have been
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fought, tlie miiiiln'rut' T«)iy ineiubors will be—fur Burglis, S; for Counties, 7: for

Universities, L'. Of the eight borough seats left, 5 l>elong to Glasgow, 1 to

Edinburgli, aiul 1 to Inverness. Jf the Lil)eral tide wore t«) rise in Scotland to

the English Lilieral average of 40 per cent., the following are the only seats

that would l)e left in the hands of the Conservatives :—West Edinburgh,

(Ilasgow Tradeston and Glasgow Central, Lanarkshire Partick, Sutherlandshire,

Wigtown, ;ind the two UTiiversity seats—that is to say, they would only hold

s seats, or two fewer than they held in IHS"). But the figures of the Scotch

byes do not justify any expectation of reducing the Scotch Conservative

contingent below 15.

By this method of more exact estimate according to

The Celtic Frince ''i^tricts we arrive at this result. Ireland remains stationary.

and London. In London the Liberal poll should rise GO percent., in "Wales

20 per cent., in Scotland 20 per cent. Substituting these

percentages for the General 30 per cent. Liberal rise and 7 per cent. I'nionist

fall, we have this result. In the next House of Commons the following

contingents will come from the Celtic fringe and from the heart of the Empire.

Liberals. Nationalists. Conservatives.

Ireland — 82 21

Wales :» —
Scotland ... ... ... . . ").) — 17

London 3.3 — . 26

121) 82 04

This would give a majority against the present Government of 1.*>S before the

lOnglish boroughs and counties began to be counted.

The predominant partner is England. Even without

How Many More London she returns 404 members to the House of Connnons.

Seats Must Be Of the.se, in 1900, 118 were Liberals and 2<SG Conservatives.
Won ?

It is certain that England will not poll as she did in 1900.

How many of the 280 Conservative seats must be captured to give us a majority

over the Tnionists?

First let us see how many are necessary supposing we eliminate the Irish

Nationalist yote altogether. In that case the House of Commons would be, for

I)ractical purposes, a House of 584 members, and to secure a majority of half

l>lus one the Liberals would need to keep all their English seats, and capture

()1 seats now held by the Unionists. This would work out as follows :— Ijondon,

35 ; Scotland, 55 ; Wales, 30 ; English seats won in 1900, 117; new seats to be

captured, 56 = 293. The Conservatives would, in that case, retain the following

seats:—London, 26; Scotland, 17; Ireland, 21 ; England, 227 = 291. That is

the minimum stipulated for by Sir Edward Grey.

But" much more than this is to be anticipated. For the Liberals expect with

reason to secure a majority not merely over the Unionists, but over the

Unionists plus the Nationalists. That is to say, they hope to carry not merely

56 of the 284 seats held in 1900 by the Conservatives in England outside London,

but count upon capturing 83 more, or 139 in all.

Now is there any precedent for such a reduction of the Conservative

representation of English borough and county seats ? The nearest approach to

it since the establishment of household suffrage was in 1885, when the Liberals
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held 217 of these seats against 181 held by the Conservatives. What was

done in 1885 can be done in 1905. There is no antecedent impossibility in

doing at least as well as 1885. In that year we lost heavily in the boroughs,

but recouped our losses in the counties. Next election the Liberals ought to

sweep the board in both boroughs and counties. If we went back to the

1885 standard for London and the boroughs, we should win enough seats

to wipe out the Tory majority, and place us in a majority over the Unionists

without taking the Nationalists into account.

In calculating what seats will be won we have two things to guide us. First,

the probability that they will revert to the status quo, 1885, especially if the

constituencies stood to their guns in 1892, and, secondly, the presumption that

the average rise of the Liberal strength registered in all the bj^^-elections since

the end of the war will be maintained throughout the whole country.

Proceeding upon this basis of calculation, the following seats now held by the

Liberals will be captured by the Conservatives, although they lost them at the

byes :—
Brighton and Woolwich.

On the other hand, the following seats will pass into the hands of the

Liberals :

—

ENGLISH BOROUGHS.

Bedfordshire.
Bedford.

Cambridgeshire.
*tCainbridge.

Cheshire.
*tBirkenhead.
fChester.

tStockport ("ind seat).

Devonshire.
*+Exeter.
*tPlymouth (2).

Ddruam.
Darlington.
tStockton.
*Sunderland (2).

Essex.
*tColchester.

Gloucester.
Bristol, North.

t ,, South.
*tCheltenham.

Hants.
*tChristchurch.
Portsmouth
tSouthampton (2).

Kent.
*tChathani.
*tHythe.
*tRochester,

Lancashire.
*tBolton (2nd seat).

Burnley.
fBury.
*tLiverpool (Aberc. ).

In 1892 the representation of

of Bath both in 1885 and 1892.

Lancashire (cont.).

*tManchester, N.E.
*

,, South.
Salford, North.

t ,, West.
*tStallybridge.

*t Warrington.
*tWigan.

Leicestershire.
Leicester.

Lincolnshire,
tGrantham.
Lincoln.

Norfolk.
*Great Yarmouth.
tKing's Lynn.
fNorwich ^2nd seat).

Northampton.
Peterboro'.

Northumberland.
*tTynemouth.

Notts.
Nottingham, East.

*t ,, South.
Oxford.
*tOxford City.

Shropshire.
*fShrewsbur3'.

Somersetshire.
*tBath (2).

*tTaunton.
Staffordshire.

Hanley.
Newcastle-under-Lynic.

Southampton and York was

Staffordshire (cont.).

Stoke.

*t\A'ednesbury.
*West Bromwich.
Wolverhampton, West.

Suffolk.
flpswich (2nd seat).

Warwickshire.
Birmingham.
tEdgbaston.
*Coventry.

Wiltshire.
tSalisbury.

Worcester.
tDiidley.

tKidderminster.
Yorkshire.

Bradford.

,, Central.

,

,

East.
West.

Halifax (2nd seat).

Hull, East.

Leeds, Central.

Middlesbro'.
*tPontefract.

*tScarboro'.

Sheffield, 'fBrightside.

,, *fCentral.

,, *+Plccleshall.

,, *fHalIam.
Wakefield.
*+York (2).

divided ; and the representation

* Signifies that the seat was held by a Conservative in 1885.

t M „ » 1892.
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The Liberals, therefore, on the 30 per cent, plus and 7 per cent, minu.s basis

\s'ill win 7S English boroui,'h seats, 39 of which they did not hold in 1885 and

50 in 1892. The results in the Boroughs will, on the 30 per cent. ba.sis, be

far and away above those of 1885 and 1892.

NdKTHl'.MIlKKI.AND.

Tynosiile.

DiKIl.VM.

8outli- Eastern.

CCMBHRI.AND.
Northern.
tMid.
•Eastern.
•Western.

Westmorland.
* KSuutliern.

VoKKSHIKf.

North Iti'lini).

tWliithy".

EaMt Kidinij.

*tHo\V(lenshire.

Weit Kidiixj, North.
.Shipley.

We'ft RiditKi, South.

Donoaster.

]VeM I'i'ding, East.

tRipon.

Lancashirk.

Northern.
North Lnnsilale.

*t Blackpool.

North- ICnxtern.

*Dariven.

South- Ea-ftfrn.

Hey wood.
Miildleton.

*Ec(;les.

+Stretfonl.

(Jorton.

f Prestwich.

South WnKlern.

*tNcwton.
*Ince.

Cheshire.
•fWirrel.

tMacdestield.

j:x(;lish counties.

Cbh-siiiRE (cont. ).

lAltreucham.
fHy.le.

Dkrhyshire.
Soutliern.

Lincolnshirk.
tJainshoro'.

fStamford.

Staffordshirb.
*tLoek.
fNortli-West.
Illandsworth.

WoRCKSTERSHIRE.
*t^^ ustcrn.

*tSoutliern.

+Mid.

Warwu K.

fNorth- Eastern.

Nottingham.
•fHassetlaw.

LeK'KSTER.
•fEastern.

Northami'ton.

*fNorthern.

Htnts.
fSouthern.
•fNortliern,

Norfolk.
*fSouth- Western.

Oxford.
Northern.
Mid.
•fSouthern.

BrOKINGHAM.
Nortliorn.

Bkukord.
Northern.

Cambridge.
Northern.
•Western.

SrFKOI.K.
Soulh-Easlcrn.

G1.0UCESTKR.
Northern.
Eastern.

fSouthern.

Hertford.
•f.Mid.

•fWestern.

Essex.
fSoutli-Western.
•fNorth-Eastcrn.
•fSoutli Eastern.

Wilts.
fNorth-Wcstern.
•Eastern.

fSouthern.

BkRKSHIRE.
*tNortl»ern.

Kami-si I irk.

fEastern.

fXew Forest.

*f Isle of Wight.

Kent
* fNorth -AVestein.

•fNorth- Eastern.

fThanet.
fNortliern.
•fSouthern.

Somerset.
fNorthern.
fEastern.

fWestern.

Dkvonsbire.
Western.

Sbroi'shire.
fWestern.
fNorthern.

Cornwall.
fTruro.
fSouth-East.

In the Counties the Liberals on the actuarial basis of 30 per cent, plus and

7 per cent, off stand to win 79 seats, of which they did not hold 39 in 1885 and

52 in 1892.

As the net result of the whole calculation we have the following estimate of the

next Liberal majority, supposing that Ireland and the Universities remain as

they were, and that the Liberal poll rises everywhere else 30 per cent, on the
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last recorded poll at a General Election and the Conservative vote drops

7 per cent. :—

-

Result. Seats to be won
Liberal Parnellite. Conservative, by Libsrals.

England

—

Boroughs 115 1 49 . 74
Counties 159 — 75 79
London 21 — 40 15
Universities — — 5 —

295 1 169 168
Wales 30 _ _ 4
Scotland 55 — 17 17
Ireland — 82 21 —

380 83 207 189

Liberal majority over Conservatives (omitting the
Nationalists altogether) ... ... ... ... ... 173

Liberal majority over Conservatives and Nationalists
combined ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 90

Liberal and Nationalist majority over the Unionists ... 256

There may be some shifting in the figures, as, for instance, the Liberals may
win another dozen seats in London, and fail to win as many elsewhere, but

substantially the main result is not likely to be materially affected by these

local changes.

We may take it then as tolerably certain that the electors would, if they

were but afforded an opportunity, return a House of Commons in which the

Conservatives would not number much more than 200 members.

What a light these figures shed upon the unconstitutional refusal of

Mr. Balfour to dissolve a Parliament which no longer can claim to represent the

people.
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SIR JOHN GORST.

SiK John Gohst was not born in

the purple. He is the second son of

the Clerk of the Peace of the County
of Lancashire. If Sir Jolm had been
the third cousin of a duke, there is no
question whatever but that he would
have been one of the first to have
been selected as a member of the

Cabinet in 1886. Not having any
such aristocratic connections, and
being, moreover, of a distinctly demo-
cratic turn of mind, he has been com-
pelled to take a back seat and serve

those who are much beneath his level

both in native capacity, iu admini-
strative experience, and in practical

knowledge of the world and its

affairs.

Born in Preston, and educated in

the local Grammar School, young
Gorst escaped the disadvantage of

a public school training. When he
was eighteen young Gorst went to

Cambridge and entered St. John's
College, where Mr. Courtney had
preceded him by two years. At
Cambridge Mr. Gorst distinguished

himself in many ways, taking a
mathematical degree and fellow-

ship, and generally making his mark
as an able, active, and alert young
undergi-aduate with a political turn

of mind, full of enthusiasm, and
not easily daunted. Shortly after

taking his degree he left Cambridge
to come up to London to read for

the bar. When he was twenty-three
years of age his father died, and
without com])leting his terms, young
Gorst cut his cable in the old country
and started off by sailing vessel from
Liverpool for New Zealand.

Sir John Gorst actually left this

country when a young man with the
intention of being a lay missionary
in the South Seas.

Sir George Grey, when he became
for the second time Governor of New
Zealand, was attracted from the first

by the brilliant and enthusiastic

young Englishman, and his offer of

a commissionership in the native

district of Waikato decided him in

favour of a civil as opposed to a

semi-religious career.

In one of his journeys up country

he made the acquaintance of " Te
Waharoa," generally called William
Thompson, a Maori chief, who had
been Christianized and civilized, and
with whom he soon formed an ac-

quaintance which ripened into a

warm and lasting friendship which
coloured the whole of Sir John's

career. ]\Iany things might have
gone differently if Mr. Balfour had
had an Irish foster-brother, if Lord
Salisbury had learnt to love and
esteem a South African Kaflir, and
Lord Palmerston had in early youth
been mated with an intelligent

Mandarin.
It is a long tragic story, the gradual

drifting of the British Empire into

an easily avoidable war with the fast-

vanishing remnant of the Maoris of

New Zealand. Mr, Gorst saw it

approaching, as you see the advance
of the tide, with the sense of utter

helplessness of any effort to avert

what was once a crime and a catas-

trophe. It was with a heart all

ablaze with a feeling of passionate

indignation against the injustice

which had entailed such disasters

upon his j\Iaori friends, and such a

stain upon the good name of his

country, that Mr. Gorst returned to

his native land, bringing with him
his wife and two cliildren, who had
been born at the Antipodes.

He had lo begin life anew, and at

once resumed his preparation for the

bar. He finished his terms, and
while preparing for the profession in

which he was destined to ultimately

take such a high position, he passed

through the press the book " The
Maori King. By John E. Gorst.

M..\." Before long he was destined

to add other initials to his name than

that of Master of .\rt8.
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He had not long qualified for

admission to the Bar, when, by a

rare piece of good fortune for one so

young, he was elected member for

the town of Cambridge, at a by-
election, on April 24th, 1866. It

was not, however, until after the

General Election of 1868 that he first

made his mark in the political world.

1868 was the great cataclysmal

year for old-fashioned Toryism. Mr.
Gorst and Mr. Powell both were
turned out at Cambridge, and a
Liberal majority of 120 confronted
Mr. Disraeli as the first-fruits of his

concession to democracy. Then most
of the chiefs of the houses of English
Conservatism lost heart and with-

drew from the field. Mr. Gorst was
selected by Disraeli as the Carnot
who must organize victory for the
Conservative cause. Mr. Gorst was
entrusted with the work of organizing,

on a semi-democratic basis, the

Conservative party in all the con-

stituencies.

Mr. Gorst flung himself into the

task with hearty good-will. He
travelled all over the country, in-

spiring the down-spirited and all

but despairing party managers with
somewhat of the buoyancy of his own
optimism. He carried out, with
Mr. Disraeli's entire approval, a

scheme of electoral decentralization.

He looked after the doubtful con-

stituencies, and long before Mr.
Gladstone's Parliament came to its

untimely end in 1874 he was in a

position to speak with confidence as

to the results of the election, no
matter when it came. It was dis-

heartening work, not enlightened by
even a ray of recognition on the
part of the great aristocratic houses
who had quitted the field in despair.

It is hardly too much to say that

Lord Salisbury in 1868 never thought
to see a Conservative Administration
again established at Downing Street.

It was not only the peers who des-

paired. At the Carlton Club there
were probably not half-a-dozen men
who shared with Mr. Gorst his con-

viction that, a victory was possible

at the General Election.

Even Disraeli himself did not
anticipate the triumph which was
awaiting him. The triumph was
more due to Sir John Gorst than
to any living man, excepting, per-

haps, Mr. Forster and Mr. Chamber-
lain, who between them split the
Liberal party and so rendered the
Conservative victory possible. Mr.
Gorst, in his peregrinations about
the country, had gauged the extent

to which the Education Act, with its

fatal 25th clause, had paralyzed the

enthusiasm of the Nonconformists,
who always constitute the vanguard
of the Liberal party.

On the eve of the election Mr. Gorst
cai*efully drew up an estimate of the
result of the General Election which
sliowed the Conservatives with a
majority of fifty. When this was
produced at the Carlton a roar of

derision was raised against its san-

guine author. The very idea of a
Conservative majority was scouted
in the headquarters of the Conserva-
tive party. Mr. Disraeli thought
that Mr. Gladstone's Income-tax
bribe would be fatal to Conservative

success. The authorities at the club

christened Mr. Gorst's prophetic

paper as " Gorst's Champagne Esti-

mate," declaring that it only could

have been drawn up after liberal

libations of champagne. This general

disbelief led Mr. Gorst to revise his

estimate before presenting it to Mr.
Disraeli. He carefully went through
it once more and cut down the

Conservative majority to twenty-five.

The result, showed some twenty-
five or twenty-six seats over estimate,

the figures of his original "cham-
pagne estimate " being exceeded by
one or two votes. No electioneerer

ever enjoyed a more brilliant triumph
than did Mr. Gorst. He could say,

with good reason, " Alone I did it."

His star seemed to be in the ascen-

dant. The young barrister who
played ducks and drakes with his

practice at the bar in order to serve

his party was declared on all hands
to have established a claim to the

best office that could possibly be
given to a man of his years. Alas
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for the vanity of luiman expectation !

The old aristocratic gang, which had
sulked in its tent during the time
when ^Ir. Gorst was toiling and
and moiling in the constituencies,

returned with a rush as soon as the

spoils of office were within reach, and
established themselves in full posses-

sion of the field.

Mr. Gorst was left out in the cold.

Nothing whatever was done to recog-

nize his unparalleled services to his

party. He was one of the new school,

the old gang were supreme, and ]\Ir.

Disraeli forgot his young lieutenant

in the satisfaction with which he saw
himself surrounded by those who
had deserted him seven years before.

Among the other promises which the

Conservative chiefs had made him,
and had failed to fulfil, was the

l)roniise of the first safe seat. In
IS75, however, Admiral Sir George
Elliot accepted the Chiltern Hun-
di-eds on being appointed Com-
mander-in-Chief at Portsmouth. Mr.
Gorst went down to the constituency,

and was elected member for Chatham,
February 16th, 1875. His seat he
retained till 1S92, when he was
elected member for Cambridge Uni-
versity. But it was a very different

Mr. Gorst in the Parliament of

1875 from the Mr. Gorst of 1866.

When he entered Parliament it was
with a somewhat cynical determina-
tion to say his say and go his own
way without regard to tlie con-

venience of party chiefs. From 1875
to 1880 he was the nearest approach
to a free-lance of which the Con-
servative party could boast. He was
then devilling for Sir John llolker,

the Attorney-General, and making a
tolerably fair practice at the bar.

He was an original speaker and an
effective debater ; and he had a wide
and independent range of outlook,

which most of the Conservatives
below the gangway lack. On two
occasions he temporai'ily joined forces

with the Opposition in order to bring
home to his own party a sense
of our enormities in dealing with
the native races. It was character-

istic that on both occasions on which

he led the Opposition into the lobby

against his own side it was in defence

of the natives.

Shortly before the ' dissolution,

Lord Jieaconsfield sent for him, and
expressed in the handsomest manner
his regret that his services had been
overlooked. " "Why did you not

come to see me?" he said, "to
remind me of your existence. It is

impossible for me to keep everybody

in my mind, especially when so many
are pushing." Jieaconsfieid was a

finished actor, and Sir John's cyni-

cism melted before the frank apology

of his illustrious leader. From that

day forth to the end of Lord Beacons-

field's life, the friendship which had
produced such happy results between
1868 and 1874 continued without a

break. The General Election of

1880, which placed Mr. Gladstone in

power, was foreseen by Mr. Gorst.

Mr. Gorst has always done his

most successful work in Opposition,

and when Mr. Gladstone resumed
office in 1880 he had a fresh field for

the display of his resourceful ingen-

uity. Sir Stafford Northcote, who
was then leader of the Conservative

party, was very unpromising material

for the designs of the Member for

Chatham. It was therefore necessary

to operate outside the Conservative

party, and a recognition of this

necessity led to the creation of tlie

famous Fourth Party— a party of four,

of which Loi-d Kandolph tUiurchill

was the figure-head, Sir Drummond
Wolff the counsellor, Mr. Balfour

the ornamental attacho, while Mr.
John E. Gorst, M.A., M.P., was
wirepuller-in-chief. These four men
made the running for the Conserva-

tive cause during the whole of Mr.
Gladstone's Parliament. Scouted,

ridiculed, and denounced by the

leaders on both sides, they neverthe-

less contained the real fighting force

of the Opposition. During all these

stormy times Mr. Gorst was always
in the centre of the vu'Uc, as cool as

a cucumber, but by no means tending

to produce coolness in others.

This responsibility, however, did

not weigh heavily upon him. He
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continued his work at the bar,

had a good deal of practice, and,

among other plums, carried off a
handsome fee of £1,000 a month
for a four months' visit to India in

connection with the state affairs in

Hyderabad. When in the spring of

1885 Mr. Gladstone's Government
decided to commit suicide rather

than face the inevitable difficulty

over the renewal of the Coercion
Act for Ireland, the Fourth Party
was recognized as a power in the

land. Lord Eandolph became Sec-

retary for India, and Sir John Gorst
became Solicitor-General. When the

Unionist Administration was formed
in 1886, Sir John Gorst was made
Under-Secretary for India, a position

of considerable importance, inasmuch
as the Secretary for India was Lord
Cross. As Under-Secretary for India
Sir John Gorst possessed his soul in

peace and laboured with diligence for

some years.

Then came the Labour Conference
summoned by the German Emperor
at Berlin, to which Sir John Gorst
was accredited as first British dele-

gate. It was a post for which he
was eminently qualified, and it

opened opportunities of which he
was not slow to take advantage.
Sir John's sympathies have always
been democratic, and he endeavoured,
so far as he could, to second the
efforts of the German Emperor in

the amelioration of the condition of

the toilers of Europe.
At Berlin Sir John came into con-

tact with the leaders of what may
be called the practical Socialism of

the Continent. From the German
Emperor to the Bishop of Breslau,

who may be said to have attended
the Congress as the special although
informal representative of the Pope,
he met all the men who were most in

sympathy with the social aspirations

of the New Era. Immediately on his

return from Berlin, Sir John sought to

give practical effect to the immense
impression which had been pro-

duced on his mind by the Labour
Parliament at Berlin. He saw
that this country, although in many

respects leading the van of civiliza-

tion, had in others lamentably lagged
behind its Continental neighbours
and rivals. The least therefore that
we could do was to level up and to
bring ourselves abreast with the most
advanced nations of Europe.
His idea was an eminently prac-

tical suggestion. The State is a great
employer of labour. The first great
plank, therefore, in the social pro-

gramme which Sir John had drawn
up, may be succinctly formulated
as follows : The State must be the
ideal employer of labour. How far

short it comes of this few people
adequately realize, as it is impossible
to realize an ideal before the ideal

is defined. This leads up to the
second plank in the programme,
namely, a Eoyal Commission to in-

quire into the condition of labour as
at present existing in the countries
of the most advanced nations of the
world, with a view to ascertaining

how far the existing conditions of

labour are capable of being improved.
Unfortunately, however, for the

immediate execution of this double-
barrelled programme, which Sir John
Gorst brought home with him from
Berlin, it was found difficult, if not
impossible, to induce the Government
to act.

It is an open secret that many
Ministers were heartily in favour of

Sir John Gorst' s proposals. Rumour
says that they even went so far as
to discuss the personnel of the Com-
mission. But the departments which
may be said to represent the capitalist

side of the Administration, those which
employ the greatest number of work-
men, were up in arms against the
idea of making the State an ideal

employer. The authorities at the
War Office and the Admiralty shook
their heads. "Let sleeping dogs lie,"

they said ; "our workmen are perfectly

contented. Why should you stir them
up with dreams of Utopian excel-

lence?" So strong was this feeling

that their colleagues, seeing that no
direct political advantage was to be
gained by entering upon reforms which
would certainly increase the burdens
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of the taxpayer, did not press his

scheme. As to the second proposal,

that of a Commission into the

Condition of Labour, the field opened
is so wide that it is not surprising

that Ministers shrank back in some
alarm.

This being the case, Sir John,

seeing the old year '1)0 out without

any practical progress being made
towards the execution of the project

which he brought back from Berlin,

appealed from the Administration to

the nation, and in a remarkable
speech addressed to his constituents

at Chatham in February, 1891, he
roughly outlined a programme of

Practical Social Reform which, al-

though a first draft, afforded an
admirable groundwork upon which
to construct a practical programme
of Politics for the People.

Sir John's programme may be

summarized as follows :

—

Y'nsi—Legislation.

1. Employevs' liability.

2. rrevcntion of loss of life at sea.

y. Settloinent of trade disputes.

4. The cstablisliiiH'nt of Colleges of Arbi-

tration.

0. Raising the age of permitted cliild

labour from ten to twelve.

6. Six days' working week.
7. In addition to free education, indus-

trial, agricultural, and housewifery
education.

8. Allotment grants.

9. Ministry ol labour.

Secondly— I n qu i nv.

1. Royal Commission into Coinlitiini and
Hours of Labour.

2. Royal Commission into the whole
i|uestion of Poor-law Relief.

As the result of an interview with
Sir John Gorst, which I published in
Udjt, the Royal Commission into the
Conditions of Labour was appointed,
with Sir John Gorst as one of its

members.
In 1891 he helped to defeat his

own Government by describing how-
he had in their name advocated tlie

raising of the age of child labour at
Berlin to twelve, while they opposed
raising it toelevenin EngHsh factories.

Hence, when Parliament i-ose Sir

John was recognized as the strongest

Conservative member in the House
after Mr. Balfour, and in recognizing

the responsibilities of his position,

Sir John devoted the recess to a
careful study of the actual condition

of the labourer in England and
Ireland. The result of his inquiries

was given in a series of three speeches
which he delivered quite recently.

In the first he ui-ged the national

importance of making labour much
more skilled and effective than it is

at present ; in the second, he put
forward his ideas as to the best

method of staying the exodus of the

agricultural labourers into the towns
;

and in the third, he pleaded for old-

age pensions.

The Liberal victory of 1892 rele-

gated him to the Opposition benches.

When, in 1895, the Unionists were
again successful, his independence
was remembered against him. He
was kept out of the Cabinet and
appointed Vice - President of the

CJouncil. This post he held till

August, 1902.

Since 1892 he has been an inde-

pendent Conservative member for

Cambridge University, diligent in

the promotion of all measures di-

rected to improve the physique of

our people, and zealous for Free
Trade.

Although seventy years old, he
is more vigorous than most men of

fifty-five. His town address is Queen
Anne's Mansions ; in the country he
lives at Howes Close, Cambridge.

It will be noticed that the paper
describing the system of State

insurance in Germany, although
fathered by Sir John Gorst, is not
written by him. Its author, although
not a Coming Man in the sense in

which that term is used in this series,

was nominated by Mr. Haldane as
tiie best authority upon the subject

in England. In order to bring such
a useful pai)er within the scope of

the scries I asked Sir John Gorst to

stand sponsor for it, a request wnth
which he was good enough im-
mediately to comi)ly.
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SIR JOHN G0RST ON THE GERMHN
EXAMPLE.

July 19//;, 1905.

My dear Stead,

I am much obliged to you for sending me the paper on German
Insurance, which I have read with great interest and profit. It is a clear,

and so far as I can judge correct, description of German law, and avoids

perplexing the reader with details, which, though essential to the working

of the scheme, do not affect its principles. Fifteen years ago I used to go

about the country making speeches on the necessity of insurance against

sickness, accident, and old age, and holding up the German laws then

recently passed as an example. But nobody paid much attention to what I

said, and when I became an official, the Department to which I was

attached had nothing to do with questions of this kind. It was not until I

left office that I was again in a position to study the progress and develop-

ment of the German laws and the great benefit they have conferred on the

German people.

It is only one instance amongst many which shows how much more
efficient the Governments of Germany, central and local, are in promoting

the welfare of the people, than our own. The Germans are governed by skilled

experts : we, by ill-informed amateurs. All the energies, moreover, of our

rulers, such as they are, are absorbed in political intrigues, and in foreign,

colonial, and domestic questions, which, whatever may be their intrinsic

importance, have the effect of deluding the people into forgetfulness of their

true interests. Our governing classes thus lose all sense of proportion in

the treatment of public affairs. Such a Eeport as that of the Committee on

Physical Deterioration failed to touch the sensibilities of nearly all our

public men. They were far too busy with fiscal and financial questions,

with foreign differences of which the importance is magnified as much as

possible, with military reforms, and with personal and party conflicts, to

spare much thought for so prosaic a subject as the condition of the mass
of the people. They fail to recognize that, important as are the matters

about which they busy themselves, this last is the most important of all. A
nickname has been invented by the governing classes to discredit those who
pay regard to domestic questions ; they are called "little Englanders "

; and

elections are fought upon questions of extension of Empire, free trade and

protection, redistribution of seats, anything to make the people forget that

which is of transcendent importance to them—the health and vigour of

themselves and their children. "A wonderful and horrible thing is come to

pass in the land : the prophets prophesy falsely, and the priests bear rule by

their means : and my people love to have it so."

Yours faithfully,

John Gorst.
*
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THE

INSURHNGE ©F THE WORKING
eLHSSES IN GERMHNY.

In the history of social reform there is no piece of work more remarkable

than the system of almost universal insurance for the working classes in

Germany, which was inaugurated by Bismarck a little more than twenty

years ago. Provision is made by it for sickness and accident, and for

permanent disability arising from either of these causes or from old age ;

and its importance to Germany itself is shown by the fact that in 1901, out

of a total population of 57,730,000, over ten millions of workpeople were

insured against sickness, over seventeen and a half millions against accident,

and nearly thirteen and a half millions against disability arising from ill

health or old age.

The motives which influenced the originators of the policy in the early

eighties were twofold. There was a genuine desire for social reform—a real

anxiety to do something to improve the conditions of life for the working
classes. That idea found clear expression in the explanatory memorandum
which accompanied the first legislative proposal made upon the subject by

the Imperial Government in 1881 :

—

" That the State should interest itself to a greater degree than

hitherto in those of its members who need assistance, is not only a

duty of humanity and Christianity, by which State institutions should

be permeated, but it is also a duty of State-preserving policy, whose
object should be to cultivate the idea—especially among the non-pro-

pertied classes, which are at once the most numerous and the least

educated part of the population—that the State is not merely a

necessary but also a beneficent institution. These classes must, by
the evident and direct advantages which are secured to them by
legislative enactments, be led to regard the State not as an institution

contrived for the protection of the upper classes of society, but as one

serving their own needs and interests. The apprehension that a

socialistic element might be introduced into legislation in pursuance

of this policy should not act as a check upon us. So far as that may
be the case it will be no innovation, but simply the further develop-

ment of the modern idea of the State, the outcome of Christian ethics,

according to which the State should discharge, besides the negative

duty of protecting existing rights, the positive duty of promoting the

welfare of all its members, and especially those who are weak and in

need of help, by means of wise institutions and the employment of all

the available resources of the community With a single

measure, such as is now proposed, it is, of coui'se, impossible to remove
entirely, or even to any considerable extent, the difficulties which are

contained in the social problem. This is, in fact, only the first step

in a direction in which a difficult work, which will continue for years,

will have to be carried through gradually and cautiously, and the

completion of one task will produce new ones to be commenced."
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The reference in this passage to " State-preserving policy," and the fear

of socialism, indicates the second motive for the reform legislation of which
the insurance schemes formed so important a part. In the late seventies

the socialist propaganda had made great progress, and the anti-socialist laws
had been of little effect—in fact, socialism (like most other creeds) prospered

under persecution. The Government became convinced that repressive

enactments were almost useless ; it must adopt preventive measures, and do
something to remove the causes of that discontent which was rapidly driving

the workmen into the socialist camp. In the Speech from the Throne at

the opening of the Imperial Parliament in February, 1881, the Emperor
William I. said :

—

" At the opening of the Eeichstag in February, 1879, the Emperor,
in reference to the law [against socialism] of October 21st, 1878,

expressed the hope that the House would not refuse its co-operation

in the remedying of social ills by means of legislation. A remedy
cannot be sought only in the repression of socialistic excesses ; there

must be simultaneously the positive advancement of the welfare of the

working classes. And here the care of those workpeople who are

incapable of earning their own living is of the first importance. In the

interest of these the Emperor has caused a Bill for the insurance of

workpeople against accident [to be introduced]. His Majesty hopes
that the measure will in principle receive the assent of the Federal

Governments, and that it will be welcomed by the Imperial Parliament
as a complement of the legislature giving protection against the Social-

Democratic movements. Past institutions intended to insure the

working classes against the danger of falling into a condition of helpi-

lessness owing to the incapacity arising from accident or age have
proved inadequate, and their insufficiency has to no small extent

contributed to cause the working classes to seek help by joining the

Social-Democratic movements."

These, then, were the motives which produced ultimately the Sickness

Insurance Law of 1883, the Accident Insurance Law of 1884, and the Old
Age and Infirmity Insurance Law of 1889. All these have been greatly

extended and amended from time to time, and it is the purpose of this paper
to describe briefly (without entering into all the elaborate details of adminis-

tration) the system actually in force at the present time. But it is first of

all desirable to draw attention to certain general principles which underlie

the whole scheme.
The first of these is that participation in the insurance schemes is

comimlsory for all members of the classes to which it is applied ; in the
occupations and classes of workpeople specified in the laws every person
must be insured—there cannot be any " contracting out." Whilst the com-
pulsion applies primarily only to what may be called the " wage-earning
classes," it can be extended to others by direction of the Federal Council

;

and persons not oblige to insure may do so voluntarily in the institutions

established by the various laws. Secondly, if the insurance was to be
compulsory, Bismarck thought it inevitable that it must be through the

State :
" The corollary of compulsion is, in my opinion, insurance through

the State, either through the Empire, or through the individual State
;

without that, no compulsion. I should not have the courage to exercise

compulsion if I had nothing to offer in return If compulsion is

enforced, it is necessary that the law provide at the same time an institution

for insurance, which shall be cheaper and securer than any other. We dare
not expose the savings of the poor to the danger of bankruptcy, nor can we
allow a deduction from the contributions for the payment of dividends or
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interest on sliares We could not, I think, in justice compel insurance

in private companies which might become bankrupt, even with good

management, owing to accidents or great calamities, and which are compelled

to so fix their contributions that dividends can be paid to those who invest

their money in the concerns." That is to say, the State must see that there

are abundant opportunities of insurance in nmtual benefit societies, working
with special facilities granted by the State, under State control, and, in the

case of the pension societies, with financial assistance from the State. This
is the third important principle, that the system is not one of State

insurance, but of insurance enforced, controlled, and assisted by the State

government. There is no idea of making the workman in any sense dependent
upon the State. And, finally, the feeling of independence is promoted and
strengthened by the arrangements whicli give the insured a large share in

the management of the various institutions, and encourage the workpeople
and employers in separate trades and districts to form insurance societies of

their own.

I.—Insurance against Sickness.

Insur.\nce is compulsory for all workmen in building occupations, mines,

quarries, factories, foundries and smelting works, railways, shipyards, and
other trades and commercial pursuits, and for all such persons as foremen and
clerks in these occupations whose salaries do not exceed 2,000 marks (tlOO)

it year. Compulsory insurance can also be extended to workmen in irregular

employment, or engaged in occupations not yet included in the range of

the law, by order of the Federal Council. Persons not under any obligation

to insure may do so voluntarily in one of the special institutions, if their

income does not exceed 2,000 marks a year. [In considering the figures

given in this article, the lower range of wages and salaries in Germany, as

compared with Great Britain, must always be taken into account.] The
following table gives the number of institutions for insurance against sickness,

and the number of persons participating in their benefits in the year 1001 :

—

I'oinilation.
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tributions. These are fixed in amount by each society for itself, usually

as a percentage of the average daily wage of its members ; but in no case

may the total contributions for each person insured exceed 4 per cent, of

the average wage. In return for this the viinivium benefits are :—
(1) Free medical treatment in the insured person's own home (including

everything necessary for a cure) ; and

(2) Sick money amounting to one-half of the average earnings in his

trade in his particular district, from the completion of the third

day of illness for the whole period of disablement up to twenty-
six weeks.

Or alternatively

—

(1) Free treatment and maintenance in a hospital or similar institution ;

and

(2) Half the amount of the sick money indicated above to be paid to th&
sick person or those dependent upon him.

Additional benefits obligatory upon the Society are :

—

(3) Sick money to women during confinement (for six weeks).

(4) In case of death, funeral money amounting to twenty times the

average daily wage of the deceased member.
These are the minimum benefits, but any society may increase the

benefits given (within certain limits) according to the contributions levied by
it. The administration is carried on by committees of members ; the
employers are entitled to representation in proportion to their contributions

towards the funds (i.e., to a maximum of one-third) ; but in the main the

responsibility rests with the insured themselves, subject to the supervision

of the local administrative authority, which in Germany is largely official

and representative of the central government.
It will be convenient to give here a few figures which will show the

extent of the financial operations of the sickness insurance societies, and
the nature of their activities, in 1901.

A.
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II.—Insurance against Accident.

This may be compared roughly with our own system of Employers' Liability,

though it seems to be much more effective. It is compulsory for all work-

people employed in great industrial establishments, such as mines, factories,

and metallurgical works, in the building trades, agriculture and forestry,

railways and shipping, and many other occupations ; and it is more extensive

than the sickness insurance, since it includes all cvipluiji-s whose Ealaries

do not exceed 3,000 marks (£150), and a larger number of persons employed
in agriculture, and may be extended by the Federal Council to others. The
responsibility for the insurance rests with the employer, and he pays the

whole of the contributions. The employers, either of one particular in-

dustry or of a number of industries, are organized into "professional associa-

tions," in which the liability is mutual. For State or municipal industrial

undertakings there are special organizations. The following table gives the

number of institutions and persons insured in 1902 :
—
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In case of death resulting from accident, the insurance society is

bound to pay

—

(1) Funeral money amounting to one-fifteenth of the average annual
earnings of the deceased (with a minimum of 50 marks= £2 10s.)

;

and

(2) A pension to the survivors dependent upon the deceased (in the

case of children up to fifteen years of age). The maximum total

of such pensions is 60 per cent, of his yearly w^ages. In the

event of the widovr marrying again at any time, she receives a

payment of one year's pension in settlement of all claims.

Since the whole of the insurance funds are provided by the employers, it is

natural that the management of these funds should be in their hands alone.

But the w^orkmen are given a very important share in the decision of

the question in which they are mainly interested — the amount of the

compensation to be awarded. They participate in the work of the societies

in three ways :

—

(a) They take part in the inquiries into accidents. A representative

of the sick club to which the killed or injured person belongs is

appointed by the committee of the club to take part in the

inquiry into the accident which is held by the accident insurance

office.

(
h) They have representatives upon the courts of arbitration to which

disputed questions as to pensions are referred. These courts are

composed of representatives of employers and employed, and
both groups are upon an equality, under the presidency of a

Government official.

The work of these arbitration courts is carefully made, and is simple and
rapid ; legal representation is not required, even in the courts of appeal.

There is practically no expenditure necessary ; and the simplicity of the

procedure, and the representation of the workmen upon the courts, seem to

have created a general confidence in the tribunals and their working.

(c) The workmen are represented also upon the committee appointed by
the various societies to draw up regulations to guard against

accidents. The societies are empowered by law to make rules

and regulations with regard to the precautions to be taken by
employers against accidents, and rules "for the behaviour of the

insured " for the same purpose. In order to secure obedience to

these rules the societies are authorized to appoint " technical

inspectors" to visit the various workplaces; in cases of non-

compliance with the regulations employers may be fined up to

1,000 marks (£50), or charged higher premiums, and the workmen
are also subject to tines. The result is that the "professional

associations '' have in many cases outpaced the State in insisting

on the better protection of the workpeople ; thus the agricultural

societies are turning theii' attention to regulations as to the

handling of agricultural macliinery. In the preparation of all

these rules and regulations elected representatives of the work-

people take part.

The next table gives the receipts and expenditure of the Accident
Insurance Societies in 1903.
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The insured may, if they choose, pay contributions on a higher scale
than the one fixed for them by law.

In return for these contributions the following are the benefits :

—

(ft) In the case of permanent incapacity arising from ill-health

(" incapacity " being defined as inability to earn one-third of the
average local wages in the insured person's trade) no claim to a
pension is valid unless contributions have been paid for at least

200 weeks (or five years, since not more than forty weekly
contributions are necessary in any year). If the payments have
been made, then the insured is entitled to a pension varying
according to his wage class. Each annual pension consists of

—

(?') A Government subsidy of 50 marks (£2 10s.).

(w) A fixed minimum sum for each class :

—

Wage Class. Fixed Minimum.

I.
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Tf the worker has paid various rates of contrihutions (owin;j; to changes

in earnings), an average contribution is calculated and the con-espomling

pension given. It will be seen that the minimum pension is £0 10s. a year

(or a trifle over '2s. a week), and the maximum, £11 10s. (about 4s. Gd. a

week). These amounts are not large, and the criticisms most frequently

directed against the scheme are that the pensions commence very late (there

have been many proposals for reducing the age to Go), and that the amounts
obtained then are too small. Admittedly the scheme is not all that could

be desired, but it must be remembered, first, the pension can be obtained at

an earlier age if incapacity is due to ill-health (^as a matter of fact, it is very

commonly claimed on that ground before the age of 70 is reached) ; and,

secondly, that the amount, though small, may be of considerable use, and as

Bismarck long ago pointed out, it may render it possible for relatives to

undertake the maintenance of the recipient when they could not do so if he

were entirely dependent upon them.
It will be noticed that the invalidity pension may be higher than

the old age ])ension, and that the accident pension may be higher

tlian either. The invalidity pension must, of course, be claimed before

seventy, but, apart from that, the general rule is that the highest pension may
be claimed. It would not normally happen that an old age pension

would be higher than an accident insurance pension, but it might be

higher than an ordinary invalidity pension, and in that case it could be

claimed. It may be added that an insured female person who has paid

contributions for at least 200 weeks may, on marriage, claim the return of

half the contributions paid, and so may the w^idow and cl^ildren under
fifteen years of age in the event of the death of the insured person who has
paid contributions for a similar period.

Weeks of sickness and of military service are counted as contributory

weeks.
It is not necessary here to set out all the elaborate details of the

administration of this great system. It is necessary to notice only the

following points :

—

{a) In the management of the insurance institutions the employers and
employed share equally. The institutions may not undertake

other insurance business, and the regulations drawn \\\^ by
them for the conduct of their business must be approved by the

Imperial Insurance Department. On each directorate there are

official members appointed by the Government or the principal

local authorities as its agents ; one of the oHicial members is

chairman of the board.

{b) The courts of arbitration are composed of a Government ollicial and
of repi'esentatives, in equal numbei-s, of the enn)loyers and
employed. They may not be members of the directorate of the

insurance institution. Tlie procedure is as simple and rai)id as

possible, and there are no costs attached to an arbitration.

Appeal lies to the Imperial Insurance Office.

(c) Contributions are payable by the workmen by the purchase of

stamps, which are fastened on to the contribution card ; but

generally the employer pays the whole amount due from his

undertaking, and then deducts the workmen's shares from their

wages, putting the corresponding stamps on their cards.

(</) Pensions may not be pledged, or made subject to any charges, by
the pensioner. There are other attempts to guard against

abuses ; and if he is a confirmed drunkard the pension may be

paid in kind, and not in money.
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(e) Applications for pensions must be made (usually) to the local

administrative authority, which inquires into the circumstances

and reports to the pension office. The pensions are paid through

the post.

The following table gives the receipts and expenditure of the pension

institutions in 1902 :

—
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MR. THOMHS SHHW, M.P., K.e.

If I were asked to indicate who was

the comingest of all the coming men
in the new Parliament, I should

astonish most people outside the

House of Commons, but few people

inside it, if I were to name Mr.

Thomas Shaw, who in the last

Liberal Administration was Solicitor-

General for Scotland. In the coming

Liberal Administration, if the Prime

Minister be well advised, Mr. Thomas
Shaw will have a seat in the Cabinet

as Chief Secretary for Ireland. He
will probably object to wear that

crown of thorns. In the natural

order of events he would become
Lord Advocate, and in due course he

would be appointed to a judgeship,

and the political world would know
him no more. That, however, is a

loss wliich the political world will not

tolerate. There are too few Thomas
Shaws in the House of Commons for

Great Britain to be willing to spare

so statesmanlike a politician, so

capable a parliamentarian. He is

more needed for the legislature than

he is wanted as a mere interpreter

of the Acts passed by legislatures.

Hence his personal predilections and
financial interests will have to be

remorselessly sacrificed on the altar

of his country. Mr. Thomas Shaw
is much too important a Liberal

asset to be side-tracked into the

office of the Lord Advocate.

Mr. Thomas Shaw is a man
of the people. He belongs to the

democratic contingent in a Cabinet

which, like all British Cabinets,

will contain a large aristocratic

element. "C.-B." is a baronet, a

man of wealth, and a landed pro-

prietor on both sides of the Tweed.

Lord Spencer is one of the historic

chiefs of the British aristocracy.

Even Mr. Winston Churchill is the

grandson of a duke.

Mr. Thomas Shaw's father died

early, but one of the widowed

mother's chief cares in life was the

education of her infant son. When
thirteen he was Dux Medallist in

Dunfermline High School. He served

his articles to a solicitor, but left

the office for a University culture

and career. He became the witness

of not a few struggles to cultivate

literature on a little oatmeal, and it

was probably the memory of these

struggles that prompted him in later

life to suggest to Mr. Carnegie the

creation of the magnificent Carnegie

trust,^ whereby a couple of millions
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sterling has been set apart for the

aiding of poor scholars to secure the

advantages of a University education.

He graduated with honours, and soon

obtained an appointment as assistant

to Professor Calderwood, who held

the Chair of Moral Philosophy. His

list of University honours include,

besides his M.A., a Fellowship in

Mental Philosophy. He carried off

the Lord Eector's Historical Prize in

1874. In 1875 he was LL.B. of

Edinburgh, and 1902 LL.D. of St.

Andrews.

It is significant that Mr. Thomas
Shaw and Mr. E. B. Haldane, the

two distinguished Scotch lawyers

who will represent the opposing

schools of Liberal policy in the next

Cabinet, were both immersed in

philosophy in their early manhood.

Mr. Shaw's politics show the moral

and Mr. Haldane's the metaphysical

bias of their early philosophical

studies.

Mr. Shaw became an Edinburgh

advocate in 1875. He soon made
his mark as a sound lawyer, and had

prospered sufficiently to marry in

1879, when he was twenty-nine years

of age. In 1886 he had achieved

sufficient distinction both as a lawyer

and a Liberal to be appointed Advo-

cate depute by the short-lived Home
Eule administration. In 1892 he

was returned to Parliament for the

Hawick Burghs, a constituency which

he is likely to represent for the rest

of his life ; for the Scottish burghers

know a good man when they have got

him, even when he is an Englishman,

but when he is a " brither Scot " they

cleave unto him as Jonathan clave

unto David.

In 1891 he received silk, and was
described as Thomas Shaw, Q.C.,

M.P. In the same year he was

appointed "Solicitor-General for Scot-

land on the re-constitution of the

Liberal Cabinet consequent on Mr.

Gladstone's retirement, and held the

office until Lord Eosebery's resigna-

tion in June, 1895.

Up to this time Mr. Shaw was only

known as a shrewd, capable Scottish

lawyer. The fact that he had in

him the calibre of a statesman was

only revealed by the time of stress

and strain that began when, by re-

fusing arbitration, the Jingo Govern-

ment precipitated the country into

war with the Boers. It was a great

testing time. There are Liberals, and

Liberals who will be in the next

Cabinet, who will nevertheless be

branded for all time with the scar

of a shameful apostasy. In that

supreme crisis, when the crucial test

was applied to the morality and

Liberalism of our leaders, they were

weighed in the balances and found

wanting. They are forgiven, as was

the Apostle Peter after he denied

his Lord. But just as Peter ever

afterwards winced when he heard a

cock crow, so these sombre penitents

shudder when South Africa is men-

tioned. But if the crisis proved

fatal to the pretensions of many, it

revealed, as gold is brought to sight

in the refiner's crucible, the sterling

qualities of those who had a really

strong grip upon the fundamental

principles of liberty and justice.

Among those who triumphantly stood

the test were few Englishmen. But

conspicuous amongst the Scottish,

Irish, and Welsh Abduls of Liberal

principle stand Mr. Thomas Shaw
and Mr. Lloyd-George. Both in the

country and in the House these two

men bore the brunt of the Jingo
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savagery. Mr. Shaw vindicated the

right of free speech at Edinburgh as

Mr. Lloyd-George vindicated it at

Birmingham. Both men risked much

Both men came off scatheless, certified

" for valour." It was in April, 1901,

in his eloquent impeachment of the

policy of farm -burning and devasta-

tion, that the House of Commons
woke up to the discovery that it had

in Mr. Thomas Shaw an orator and

a debater of the first rank. He had

spoken before, and had acquired a

reputation for dry humour and

masterly handling of intricate details.

His analysis of the confused and

confusing clauses and schedules of

the Scottish Agricultural Holdings

Act in 1900 was ruthlessly effective
;

but everything is forgotten to-day

save his happy illustration, " The
climax of confusion was reached in

the schedules. There was nothing

in literature like it," he said, "except

the reference that Captain Cuttle

made to the qualities of his watch.

' A parting gift,' said Cuttle ;
' if you

put it back half an hour in the

morning, and a quarter of an hour

now and again in the afternoon, it is

a watch that will do you credit.'

That was exactly the position of

Scotch farmers in relation to the gift

of this Bill." His speech on the

Chinese Labour Ordinance has be-

come one of the text-books on that

controversy.

Mr. Shaw is as able a writer as

he is a speaker. He is a frequent

contributor to our leading reviews,

and the article on Talleyrand in

the new edition of the Encyclopaedia

Britannica is from his pen. He is

a close student of history, and he is

not ashamed to admit that ho con-

siders a knowledge of the settlement

of our troubles in Canada is indis-

pensable to those who would attempt

to secure the contentment of the

South African Colonies. His article

on that parallel in the Xiiwteenlh

Ccnturji attracted mucli attention.

Mr. Shaw's chief achievements,

after the splendid fight which he

made against the Jingoes, have been

in connection with Scottish Univer-

sities and Scottish Churches. It is

an open secret that, he, more
than any man, was godfather of

Mr. Carnegie's splendid Educa-

tional Trust. He is one of the

most trusted of the trusty ones

to whom the administration of the

great benefaction is entrusted. As

counsel for the United Free Church,

he piloted the Church safely through

all legal quicksands. So long as the

question was in his hands, the

Church won every point. It is true

he was on his native heath, and he

had to plead before judges who were

neither as ignorant as Lord Halsbury

about the facts of the case, nor so

preoccupied with the niceties of

Calvinistic theology. When the case

passed into other hands, he was not

responsible for the disaster which

ensued—a disaster which has, how-

ever, one redeeming feature, iu that

it has done much to discredit the

authority of English Tory landlords

when dealing with questions beyond

the Tweed. After the mischief had

been done, it was Mr. Thomas Shaw
who was the first to indicate the

only way out. In a speech which

he addressed to his constituents

shortly after the decision was pro-

nounced, Mr. Shaw clearly and

explicitly laid down the outlines of

the settlement by an j^xecutive

Commission, which was subsequently
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recommended, almost in his very for discussion the suggestion that^

words, by the Koyal Commission,

whose report is the basis of the

Government Bill. Lord Eosebery

missed his chance by letting the

Scottish Church crisis pass without

reminding any one in Scotland, or out

of it, that he counted for anything

in the settlement of a question that

touched the national sentiment to

the quick. Mr. Shaw made no fuss

and no phrases. He simply pointed

out what must be done, and every oae

has been trying to do it ever since.

Mr. Shaw is a keen Liberal, and

his interest in domestic questions is

continuous and intense. On the

question of Temperance reform he is

a high licence man. In a very in-

teresting paper which he contributed

to the Independent lievieiv of last

January, he set out his reasons for

believing that it would be possible by

a judicious increase of the licence

duties for selling strong drink, to raise

an additional revenue of eight millions

annually from intoxicants. He main-

tained that substantially for the first

time in British politics the conflict

between those who desire to raise

revenue and those who desire to put

limits upon the consumption of drink

and the power of the Liquor Trade

has disappeared, and that the high

licence system is one which may

command the sympathies and unite

the efforts of financial and Tem-

perance reformers.

He has also not less pronounced

views as to the possibility of increas-

ing the revenue by taxing land values,

and this brings me to another of Mr.

Shaw's characteristically courageous

forecasts. Without definitely com

mittiug himself to an advocacy of so

startling a plan, he has thrown out

after the next General Election, the

Liberal leaders should refuse to

undertake the responsibility of office

until the Crown has guaranteed

its support to carry through the

House of Lords a Bill rendering a

second demand of the Commons
made on the same issue, and sub-

stantially on the same terms, im-

perative and final. To the natural

objection that the King would not

assent to any such revolutionary con-

dition, Mr. Shaw replies :
—" Very

well, what happens? The Tories are

again called to office, and the House

of Commons, composed of a Liberal

majority, steadily refuses Supply

until its demand is conceded. There

is another interview between the

leaders of the parties, and I think it

extremely unlikely that when the

same point has again been reached

the House of Lords will refuse a

working arrangement. If it did so,

a wholesale creation of new peers

would settle the difficulty, and that

step would, in my opinion, be

justified. These peers would be ex-

pressly created to pass a measure

on which everything else would

hang—namely, that a Bill on the

same issue and in the same sense,

presented a second time by the

House of Commons to the Lords,

should pass through that chamber

pro forma. This measure once on

the Statute-book, it would not matter

what our newly created peers sub-

sequently did."

" Thorough " is Mr. Shaw's maxim.

And there is no doubt that if the

new Liberal Government is not to be

hamstrung in advance, it will have

to arrange for some such hamstring-

ing of the permanent Tory majority
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in the Upper House as Mr. Shaw
suggests.

Mr. Shaw, it need hardly be said,

is a thorougli-goiug Home Ruler.

That is one reason, and a very vital

reason, why he, of all men, must be

the next Chief Secretary for Ireland.

Scotchmen always get on better with

Irishmen than do Englishmen. In

the next administration both the

Viceroy and the Chief Secretary will

be Scots, and as the Irish wish to

have it so, and we have no English-

man who is particularly anxious to

go to Dublin Castle, it will be during

the next administration a Scottish

preserve. Of course, if the rela-

tions between the two countries were

not so hopelessly embittered, Mr.

Redmond ought to be Chief Secre-

tary. As no Nationalist will take

office, the next best thing is to

ascertain who is the man with whom
the Liberal Government can best

establish harmonious relations with

the representatives of Ireland in

Parliament. And on that point there

is no room for hesitation. The fact

that Thomas Shaw would be the

ideally good selection for the Chief

Secretary is probably the one solitary

question of fact upon which Mr.

Redmond and Mr. Healey agree.

When they do agree, their agree-

ment is so wonderful and so con-

clusive that there is nothing left for

the new Prime Minister but to ratify

their choice.
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fl LIBERHL FOREeaST.

By Mr. THOMAS SHAW, M.P., K.C,

There is much in the retrospect of events in South Africa which will remain

indelibly impressed on the minds of those who, like myself, took the

unpopular side during the war. Great Britain was plunged into that

unhappy conflict because, as I still think, passion and folly predominated

over reason and wisdom in regard to our relations with the two

Eepublics. The love of money is the root of all evil, and if to money be

added territory and power, then the love of these lies very near the heart of

our South African trouble. When Lord Salisbury said, " We seek no gold,

we seek no territory," I believe him to have been sincere. But there were

gigantic forces around and behind Lord Salisbury ; the territory has

been taken and the gold secured. When one thinks of the diplomacy of the

autumn of 1899 ; when the sad spectacle of the abuse not only of the

passions but of the generous instincts of a great people falls under review,

and when the promises and hopes of that time are compared with realiza-

tions to-day, it would appear that the golden apple has turned to

ashes ; and a sense of disappointment, of shame, and almost of despair fills

the mind. The object of this short sketch is to show that while disappoint-

ment may well be justified, and shame will always remain, the case is not

one for despair. Just as I have throughout valued the finer qualities of

both combatants, just as I have declined to see honour on the one side

or shame on the other of a contest in which victory went to the side of

overwhelming resources and of battalions which numbered twenty to one,
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just as upon both sides it has been easy to see the elements of tenacity, of

courage, and of love of country, so the reasons for despair disappear, and I

truly believe that it is not too late for British and Dutch statesmanship to

succeed in evolving out of the chaos of affairs in the late South African

Republics the fabric of well-ordered freedom.

It was no doubt a trying time. It will not be expected that either as

to the past or the present situation this paper will be of the nature of an

elaborate or statistical review. What I wish to get at is : Is there both for

this country and for the late Republics a well-grounded hope of good

government, of racial peace, and of true civilization, notwithstanding all that

has occurred ? I believe that there is. Well do I remember, in the course of

Mr. Chamberlain's correspondence with the officials in Cape Colony, how

earnestly Mr. Schreiner, the Prime Minister at the Cape, pled the example

of the Canadian precedent,—seeking for merciful courses as a means of peace.

Well do I remember the keenness of disappointment with which those of us

who were similarly engaged found his earnest plea set aside. I have urged

before now the closeness of the analogy, and with Mr. Lyttelton's dispatch

transmitting the new constitution for the Transvaal in my hand I feel

inclined to urge it again.

But think for a moment of those times in the autumn of 1899. Those

who love peace by recourse to arbitration are not hkely to forget that when

the clouds appeared to be lifting, Mr. Chamberlain and Sir Alfred Milner at

the last moment declared that they would not submit to arbitration these three

simple questions: (1) The position of British Indians; (2) the position of other

coloured British subjects ; and (3) our claim that all British subjects should

be entitled to treatment at least equally favourable to that of the subjects of

any other nation. The Transvaal asked for arbitration, and conceded that

the arbitrator should not be a foreign Power. We refused. Our refusal can

never be counted to us for reason. No one is now deceived as to the Boer

ultimatum. The whole situation had in it elements that smacked of cruelty,

and made for the exhaustion of the patience of the adversary, leaving us to

watch for his halting, and make his first slip an occasion for the declaration of

war. The student of history no longer thinks of the ultimatum as a cause ;

he inquires what caused the ultimatum. At that time the position of

the Transvaal was peculiar enough. But as to the Orange Free State—its

pleading that we should fulfil our promise and state our terms for a settlement

was indeed pitiful. I venture to say that the correspondence between Sir

Alfred Milner and Mr. Steyn, from the 19th of September to the 7th of

October, 1899, is almost without parallel in its deprecation of our menace of
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massing troops and its entreaty for a statement of terms. We need not go

over it all again. It is as well that memories are short.

Nor need we recount the course of the war : the waste of treasure, the

loss of life, the protraction of hostilities—all these on a scope and scale

enormously in excess of the anticipations of the British authorities, either

military or civil, or of the mass of the British people. It is so difficult to

extinguish the flame of liberty and love of country, it is so hard to gauge its

vitality and measure, it is so tempting to think that these things are the

possession of our own but of no other race. But when in the third year of

the war, when nearly 400,000 troops had been dispatched to Africa, when we

had stepped from illegality to illegality, notably in declaring territory to be

ours which we did not effectively occupy, and in involving non-combatants

in punishments due only to a combatant population—the misery of the

concentration camps was touching the hearts of our people, and the truth in

many of its naked horrors was at last reaching this island—then the accept-

ance by the Boers of the terms of peace was received, it may be remembered,

with a vast sense of relief. Even at that stage, or shortly thereafter, the

grotesque had its turn, and when the Boer generals visited this country there

was seen in journals which had exhausted almost their last ounce of energy

in denunciation of the Boers as a race, and in questioning even the humanity

of their conduct under arms, a revulsion to laudation which stupefied many

but deceived none.

The truth is, the testing time was not then, but is now. By our conduct

in this year 1905, and for ten years henceforth, we shall earn or lose our

title for constructive statesmanship. Every year well employed now may

make for a quarter of a century of peace. Every month well employed now

may do much to obliterate the miseries and the mistakes of past conflict. It

is from this point of view that I deplore more than I can say the introduction

of the Chinese into South Africa, under what is known as the Chinese

Labour Ordinance of February, 1904. In the first place, it gave a damaging
8

blow to that sense of co-operation between the Colonies and the Mother

Country in an hour of peril which had been so much belauded. It

had been contended that this evidence of the solidarity of the Empire

was not only a consequence, but was a justification of the war itself.

Now, when the war was over, and when it was open to this country

to justify Lord Salisbury's declaration, to re^^el the suggestion that

the war had been largely engineered through capitalistic motives, to

prove to the world, and in particular to our population and to our

Colonies, that our professions of " equal rights " and the opening up
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of new markets for British labour were uot vain boastings, but would now

be established before the world, affording a true measure of the highest

standard of our policy as a civilizing power—with all these things and all

these opportunities opened to us came this Chinese Ordinance, leaving a sense

in the minds of most of the British people not only that it had been dis-

appointed, but that it had been duped. The Blue Books contain the records

of opinion in Cape Colony, and also the texts of the telegrams of the Prime

Ministers of New Zealand and the Commonwealth of Australia, foreseeing

" grave perils, racial, social, political, and sanitary, inevitably induced by

alien influx, injurious to ourselves and neighbouring territories with which our

future is hnked iudissolubly, and finally to Empire." Such warnings, how-

ever, were disregarded, and language was held in this country which was,

substantially, contemptuous of colonial opinion. ImperiaUsm, it was felt, had

received a shock. Capitalism appeared to have mastered it. Further scrutiny

disclosed the fact that the procuring of labour for the mines had been the

subject of curious attempts founded upon wholly uneconomic principles,

regardless to some extent of native rights and stretching back far into the

Kruger regime. The attempt had been made indeed to do this impossible

thing, namely, to force up the supply and at the same time keep down wages.

Coercion was, however, found to be impossible, and it was a bitter complaint

against President Kruger that he would not permit it One illustration may be

given. Shortly after the war the Chamber of Mines reported that the

schedule of wages in existence before the war had been abandoned, and that

instead of about £4 a month, a scale with a minimum of 30s. and a maximum

of 35s. per month had been adopted. With the wages thus limited, with a

rate of mortality in the main very high, it is not to be wondered at that a

scarcity ensued. Yet by January, 190-i, a certain increase of native wages

having taken place, labour was again returning to the mines, and the actual

output had reached what would appear to most people the fabulous rate of

£1,226,000 in one month, or at the rate of nearly fifteen milhous sterling in

one year. But by this time the Kruger regime was gone, and the Chamber

of Mines had a more complaisant Government to deal with ; and—a fact

absolutely repellent to every lover of British citizenship— it appeared to have

become part of the capitalist's policy that they could more fully and com-

pletely control the Government by the exclusion of white labour, which

might claim political influence and rights ! Mr. Percy Tarbutfs letter

establishing this grave charge stands recorded. It is in these terms :

—

Dear Mr. Crksswell,—With reference to your trial of white

labour for surface work in the mines, I have consulted the Consolidated
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Gold Fields people, and one of the members of the Board of the Village-

Main Eeef has consulted Messrs. Wernher, Beit & Co., and the feeling;

seems to be one of fear that having a large number of white men

employed on the Eand in the position of labourers, the same troubles

will arise as are now prevalent in the Australian Colonies, namely, that

the combination of the labouring classes will become so strong as to be

able to more or less dictate not only on questions of wages, but also on

political questions by the power of their votes when a representative

government is established.—Yours sincerely,

Percy Tarbutt.

What happened to Mr. Cresswell is well known, and the case of Mr.

Moneypenny, editor of the Johannesberg Star, will not be forgotten. In his

closing leading article of December .3rd, 1903, he announced his antagonism

to Chinese immigration and accordingly his difference with the Chamber of

Mines. In consequence he was forced to resign his position. This is a

sample of what was going on in the sub-continent—distortion and suppression

of the truth. No one indeed cares to look back at that part of the chapter.

The art of duping the British public is still practised, but, fortunately, with

less success than formerly. The great fact, however, remains, that with a

racial question serious enough to hand, namely, the question between the

blacks and the whites, a new racial trouble has been deliberately introduced,

and an industrial, social, and racial complexity has been produced that might

well have been avoided. It is one of the most remarkable features of the

situation that even upon the other racial problem, the rivalry and conflict

between Dutch and English, the introduction of the Chinese has had its

influence. I do not altogether regret to learn that even out of this

trouble some means of unification may be found of Dutch and English

sentiment. The Dutch resent the introduction of the Chinese, not only on

industrial grounds, but because it is a part of British policy notably

antagonistic to that followed by President Kruger. The English popula-

tion resist it both on industrial and political grounds. On industrial

grounds, because while ostensibly confined to only unskilled labour, it is

becoming more and more manifest that such unskilled labour as was British

—and there was not a little of it—is being ousted, but also that devices

are being adopted, notably in the case of hand drilling as against machine

drilling, to widen the area of unskilled labour and restrict that of skilled

labour, which was formerly open to the British workman. Politically

it is resisted by the men out there, as by the great body of the British

population at home, on the substantial ground that, under the British flag,
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1

human beings ave being kept under conditions of non-citizenship, a whole

criminal code is being set up alien to the idea of labour being tlie subject

of a merely civil contract with a civil remedy as between men of an equal

civil status. And so the mischief ramifies. Already as I write the statistics

show that 41,000 of these Chinese have been imported. As an illustration

—

and one can touch on such a matter but lightly—of the social side of this

problem, it need only be noted that, whereas the privilege was to be accorded

and explained that the Chinese should bring their wives and children with

them, only twelve women have accompanied these 41,000 men. Tumults

and riots have occurred, and the statistics for one recent month appear to

show that one out of every eight of these Chinese labourers has been convicted

as an offender before the criminal law. It is a mistake to suppose that there

is any objection to Chinese labour as such or to the Chinese as such. If

the Chinese care to come and vend their labour in the markets of the world,

that is one thing ; but it is a very different thing if they are to be brought

under conditions of non-citizenship such as the ordinance prescribes. The

cost of government in such circumstance is largely added to, local opinion

is substantially defied, the experience of other British Colonies remains

unheeded, and a state of unrest accompanied by not a little political danger

ensues.

What would the Liberal policy be in such circumstances ? I think it

hardly doubtful that these things, to begin with, would at once come into play.

First, further importation would cease. For that importation not the Colony

but this country is responsible, and this country has accordingly the initial

right to terminate that stroke of policy. Second, the keenest scrutiny would

have to be exercised as to the performance by the mine owners at the expiry

of the terms of service now running of the contract for repatriation of the

imported Chinese. Third, special and further arrangements for the inspection,

if possible with the co-operation of the representative of the Chinese Govern-

ment, would be made for guarding against abuse and outrage of every

description. That such precautions ai-e required is evident enough from the

fact, that although it was upon the special request of the Chinese representa-

tive that the lash was forbidden by the terms of the ordinance, it now turns

out—for I accept Mr. Burt's word upon the subject—that flogging has been

going on. Fourth, the grant of full responsible government must be hastened

so that the Transvaal may have the fullest control— control equal to that of

Australia or Canada—over the influx of Chinese. We may differ as to whether

Australia has been altogether wise upon that head, but that it is a branch of

self-government falHng within the scope of colonial home rule it would be
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Pharisaism to deny. And the right which has been given to the populations

of Austraha and New Zealand cannot be long denied to these colonies.

This leads me to the broader question of responsible government. It is

well known that the constitution of March, 1905, is a constitution to be set

up for the Transvaal alone, and that in the meantime even what is granted

under it is to be denied to the Orange River Colony. To that matter I shall,

later, return. It is further well known that the Constitution does not in the

ordinary sense set up self-government. As Mr. Lyttelton admits, by self-

government is meant " the system under which not only legislation, but the

very existence of the executive is based upon the consent of the majority of

the legislative chamber." Such self-government is denied. A legislative

assembly is set up, but the executive officers are nominees of his Majesty's

Government. The result is perfectly manifest. Control by the Legislative

Assembly of the executive is non-existent. This is the pinch of every real

struggle in the region of self-government, and upon this point there is a

complete denial and refusal. The result is a half-way house of the most

unsatisfactory description. Mr. Lyttelton defends this on various grounds.

He says that full responsible government is a growth, and I regret that in his

speech in the House of Commons the other day he should even have referred

to the growth through centuries of the British coristitution. Such a reference

surely is not helpful.

It is not for persons who have reached the light and rejoice to walk in

it to prescribe semi-darkness as a necessary condition for all the children of the

light. But upon examining his dispatch of March Slst a very serious prospect

opens up for the Transvaal. We can leave his reference to the evolution of

the British constitution on one side. But in his despatch he specificially

refers to three instances. In the first place, to Canada, where there was a

transition period from 1840 to 1867, namely, of twenty-seven years ; in the

second place, to the Cape Colony from 1853 to 1872, a period of twenty-nine

years; and to Natal from 1856 to 1893, a period of thirty-seven years.

I protest against dashing the legitimate hopes of the inhabitants of the

Transvaal, Dutch or English, in this manner. Were these periods to be

treated as relevant precedents—periods of from twenty-seven to thirty-seven

years—it appears to me that a premium would be put upon those sub-

terranean movements of political activity to which it must be the desire of

every lover of sound progress and of peace in Africa to offer no encourage-

ment. But in the next place I totally dissent from the view taken by the

Colonial Secretary—in the despatch and in his speeches—^of the Canadian

precedent. He appears to think that he will " emphasize and stereotype
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the racial line by making it also the dividing line between government and

opposition." He cannot get out of his head that the Dutch will be all ou

one side and the English all ou the other, and hence his extraordinary and

dangerous language about a " political vendetta." Now all his fears as

to that prospect might have been expressed with tenfold more force if he

had only cited Lord Durham's language not only as to the racial conflict,

but as to the aggravation of such antagonism by the evils of a recent war.

Says Lord Durham: "The national feud forces itself on every sense,

irresistible and palpable, as the origin or the essence of every dispute which

divides the community. We discover that dissensions which appear to have

another origin are but forms of this constant and all-pervading quarrel ; and

that every contest is one of French and English in the outset, or becomes so

ere it has run its course." The remarkable fact about Lord Durham's

policy is that, in so far as he conquered this, he conquered it by absolute

trust in the people of both races to^vork out on constitutional lines, and by

the friction which joint constitutional action produces, their common destiny.

But not only so. When Lord Durham failed to have the courage in

policy of these views so splendidly expressed in his report, he failed altogether.

The illustration of this failure was his action in uniting the provinces of

Upper and Lower Canada in order to produce such an overwhelming force of

English opinion, taken cii bloc, as to overrule the will of the one race in that

province where it was predominant. It was a species of gerrymandering

founded upon mistrust of political institutions, and resulting in seven-and-

twenty years of great unrest, until finally, in 1867, peace was procured, and

only procured by a full and whole-hearted grant of representative institutions

to each province, allowing each to work out its own destiny, and having full

confidence that the rule of the majority of the population would not be

inimical to the welfare of the Dominion as a whole. Similar things have

happened elsewhere. No gerrymandering to avoid a full, free, and thoroughly

representative expression of the opinions of the population and of its self-

governing will bring peace in the presence of a racial trouble. But the

other, the more generous and trustful policy, can and does bring peace.

It has been so in other departments. The Colonial Secretary fears a

" political vendetta." Does it never occur to him that there may be

materials in the Dutch population, just as there were materials

in the French population, which make for the stability of British in_

stitutions, instead of their weakening ? 1 have urged this in recent

years ; ^ particularly did 1 urge it as a precedent for the grant of amnesty

1 '• The Durham Eoad to Peace," Nineteenth Cenlttri/, July, 1901.
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to political offenders and for generous repatriation. As in the case of

Canada, so in the South African, the "loyalists" avowed that this was

truckling to treason. The immediate Canadian policy after the rebellion was

to give amnesty and a generous restoration of homesteads. The "loyalists
"

of Canada were roused to frenzy by these offers, and rioted in the streets of

Montreal, setting the Government buildings on fire and subjecting even the

Governor-General, Lord Elgin, to assault. But the Liberal policy triumphed.

The lessons of the loss of America had not fallen into dim obscurity, and

Canada was retained for this country, not by exhibitions of pride and force,

but by exhibitions of forgiveness and trust even in the people with whom we

had been at war. Within a few years the leaders of those people became

the safest and most trusted advisers of the British Crown, But, as I have

said, the defect of the Canadian policy was that it, so to speak, "jibbed" just

at the point of full responsible government—and during the whole of a quarter

of a century, while that refusal lasted, unrest and peril, and that in increasing

measure, were the result. May I venture to hope that in South Africa this

lesson may be learned by both sides. By promptitude, by generosity, by

trust upon our part, we shall have adopted to a foe whom we cannot but

respect, and whom we decline to fear, a policy justified by the best British

Imperial experience. And by a response in Africa on tlie part of the Dutch

people, including the Dutch leaders, such as has been given by the French

and their leaders in Canada, a new avenue may be opened up to the energies

of that much more virile population, which in the practice of free consti-

tutional government may help to win for both races a worthy place in the

annals of civilization.

Strangely enough, upon this constitutional question, as upon the Chinese

Labour question, new lines of union and co-operation are being formed. The

Colonial Secretary is mistaken. It is not the case that the Dutch are for,

and the English against, this project. A most remarkable and a most

hopeful sign is that the English workman and the Dutch labouring man

make common cause in the claim for responsible government. My esteemed

friend, Mr. Burt, having just returned from South Africa, where he had

watched quietly and keenly the whole social and industrial situation, makes

use of these hopeful words :
—" Between the workmen and the Boers there

is indeed fundamentally much political agreement. On the controversy

now being waged between the advocates respectively of representative and

responsible government, working men and Boers are, in the main, on the

same side, both being in favour of immediate responsible government." I

.should not be surprised if one of the very earliest acts of Liberal policy were,
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after clue cousideration and inquiry into the entire position—if possible,

inquiry on the spot—the granting of such a nieasm-e of responsible self-

government as would not only give scope to this new and wholesome
union, but by doing so remove the reproach and the danger which attach

now, as in the past, to that middle and transition stage which British

citizens guided by experience and imbued with a just sense of their

privileges do well to'deprecate.

I have said nothing of the Orange Eiver Colony. I honestly avow that
I cannot understand what the Orange River Colony has done that its claim
for self-government should be actually postponed to that of the Transvaal.
It has been always well governed. Its population is the most orderly in the
world. The complexities arising from a sudden influx of alien population are
far fewer than in the other province. It contains, on the whole, a highly
educated people, fit by the virtues of frugality, industry, and self-control, and
by the practice of its own constitution, for the exercise of the full rights of

citizenship. It would almost seem as if its virtue were its punishment. I
agree with those who think that if an immediate all-round grant of self-

government were to be withheld, and only localities were to be selected, the
Orange River Colony should first have obtained all that was going in the
shape either of full self-government or of approaches towards it. Here, at
all events. Liberal policy is clear enough. The postponement of the grant of

political rights cannot continue.

For both these Colonies, strange to say, I look for a future, the same
as that I had thought they might achieve through constitutional means long
before, and without, the war. How few people there are who remember the
strides that the Transvaal was making towards freedom, towards a forward
policy! Such a policy as would have placed it in line not only with communities
self-governed in the ordinary sense, but with those communities of mixed
races in the Cape and in Natal which would have formed, and will yet form,
the material for a great South African federation. The Progressive partyi
headed by Joubert, was being consolidated, was powerfully represented at the
polls, and Joubert almost defeated Kruger for the presidency. The blessed
prospect of this constitutional movement in the direction not only of South
African freedom but also of South African unity was overclouded and
the hopes of the lovers of progressive government were rudely dashed
by the infamy of the Jameson Raid. The immediate effect of the Raid was
to consolidate anti-English feeling and to disrupt all tendencies which seemed
to threaten the status quo. This arrest of the progressive movement,
synchronizing with the enormous development of the gold mining industry,
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produced a state of affairs in which, unhappily, English diplomacy at a critical

period was not exercised to delay the distrust which had not unnaturally been

caused, and then—the war ! But now that it is over, and we stand ten years

removed from that fatal Eaid, willing to acknowledge the merits of both races

in the bloody conflict which has since been waged, may we not hope that the

old ideals, even in the minds of the Dutch race, may be revived ? It was

their own ideal—a progressive policy of free opportunity for the energies of

both races. Much that has happened has sapped the foundations of one's

belief in the wisdom of statesmen, and in the ability of the moral elements

of our nation to withstand the temptation of passion and cupidity ; but after

the bitter lesson—a lesson for both races—there has come a season for hope.

Dutchmen and men of British blood may yet co-operate in making South

Africa, on Australian and Canadian models, a home of loyal and confederated

free men.
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MR. H. RIDER HAGGARD.

Mii. H. IviDKR 1Ia(;(;aiu) is British-

born, althougli he began his career in

South Afiica, and his forbears came
from Scandinavia. He is a Norfolk

man, the son of a Norfolk man, and
of a literary mother, who brought him
into the world on June L'2nd, l<s56, at

Bradenhani Hall, in Norfolk. He
married in 188U a Norfolk lady and
heiress, who brought him Ditching-

ham House, his present residence.

His South African career began in his

teens, when in 1875 he went out as

secretary to Sir Henry Buhver to

Natal. Sir Henry Bulwer soon gave

place to a much more masterful spirit.

In 1^77 Rider Haggard was trans-

ferred to the statr of Sir Theophilus

Shepstone, who, on April ll^th,

annexed the Transviuil. Sir Bartle

Frere had arrived at Cape Town on
April -1th, and Sir Theophilus acted

upon direct instructions from Lord
Carnarvon (Jn May :i4th, 1S77, Mr.
Rider Haggard, on Sliepstone's behalf,

hoisted the Union Jack over Pretoria.

When only twenty-two he was
appointed Master of the Higli Court

in the Transvaal.

Rider Haggard was at Pretoria

when the news of the fatal tight of

Isandhlwana reached the town. He
joined tlie Pretoria Horse, a body of

English gentlemen who volunteered

for service against the Zulus. He
was elected lieutenant and adjutant,

but the Pretoria Hor.se never reached

y^ululaiid. They had something else

to do nearer home, for the Boers had

risen in revolt, and for .some time

Rider Haggard was kept busy in

keeping the Boer camp under observa-

tion. He does not appear to have
had any actual fighting to do. After-

wards he bought an estate, and started

farming in the Newcastle district of

Natal.

At the end of IS 79 he went home
to marry Miss Margitson. After the

wedding in 18S0 he returned to Natal,

and no sooner had he reached Maritz-

burg than he heard that the Boers
had risen, in earnest this time, and
the first Boer war had begun. When
it was decided to abandon the Trans-

vaal, the Convention with the Boers
was signed in his house. Rider
Haggard was so disgusted with what
he regarded as the cowardice of the

surrender that he packed up his

belongings and departed from the

country in which, he maintained, no
.self-re.specting Englishman could care

to live. This was in ISSO. On his

return to England he began to study

for the Bar. In 1882 he published

his first book, Cetewayo and Ilis

White Ke'iyhboiirs. He was only

twenty-six, and the publishers were
slow to recognise the capacity of the

young author.

His first novel was published in

1884. That was Dawn. The net

profit accruing to the author was
.£10. Literature did not .seem to

offer him any rich rewards. He
devoted himself to his legal studies,

when one fine dav an idea occurred
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to him which extinguished all chance

of his success at the Bar by making
him famous as a novelist. The
thought struck him that he might
have the knack of writing stories for

boys. He tried his hand, and King
Solomon's Mines was the result. Its

success was immediate and immense.
But he became so famous as the

romancer who wrote King Solomon's

2Iines that no one hereafter would
trust him with a prosaic brief. Mr.
Haggard is a prodigiously rapid

writer. He wrote She in six weeks

—

She, the most popular of all his stories.

At the General Election of 1895
Mr. Haggard contested unsuccessfully

the East Norfolk division in the

Unionist interest. His electioneering

experiences were not happy, and they
seem to have eifectively cured him of

any ambition to enter the House of

Commons. He took the keenest

interest in the local administration of

his district.

But his magnum, opus, a work to

which he devoted several years of

almost incessant labour, is his masterly
survey of " Rural England." In order

to present an accurate picture of the

exact condition of our agricultural

districts to-day, he travelled all over

the land, interviewed everj^jody, and
embodied the result of his obsem^ations

in two of the most interesting fact-

crammed surveys of contemporary
England that have ever been published.

To save our people from deteriorating

physically it was necessary to check
the depopulation of the rural districts.

He insisted that the remedy lay in

the multiplication of small holdings,

in people's banks, and in the estab-

lishment of an agricultural parcel-

post. He denounced fiercely the con-

version of land that could profitably

carry men into a wilderness dedicated

to game for the amusement of a few
plutocrats. He said :

—

The agricultural interest had at pre-
sent three great necessities—first, a
lessening of the burdens upon land

;

secondly, an extended s}'stem of co-

operation among producers; and, thirdlj',

cheap carriage. He wanted the present
parcel-post system to be extended, so
that packages up to lOOlb. in weight
should be carried. These packages
should include agricultural products of

every kind. If the railways would not
play their part it would be necessary to
employ large motors to compete with
the railways. If his proposals were
adopted, thousands of persons who
could not now support themselves by
agriculture would be able to make a
living on the land. The proposed
extended parcel-post would also be a
general advantage, as it would be avail-

able for the tradesmen as well as for the
farmer.

He spoke strongly as to the need
for decent houses for the people.

Mr. Rider Hasffrard's latest achieve-

ment has been to visit the United
States as an Official Commissioner for

the Bi'itish Government, "to inspect

and report to the Colonial Secretary

upon the conditions and character of

the agricultural and industrial settle-

ments which have been established there
by the Salvation Army, with a A^ew
to the transmigration of suitable

persons from the great cities of the

United States to the land and the

formation of agricultural communi-
ties." " Some analogous system," Mr.
Lyttelton thought, might be applied

with advantage to " transferring our
urban populations to different parts of

the Empire."
In two months Mr. Haggard

travelled over six thousand miles by
train. He found that President

Roosevelt had read his Rural Eng-
land, and was intensely interested in.

the object of his mission. The Presi-

dent (he says) is one of the clearest

visioned and most able statesmen that
he ever met. He does not report his

confidential talks with the President,

but he does report his conversation

with Mr. Wilson, the Secretary for

Agriculture, who entirely approved his

views of the possibility of mitigating

human miserj'and carr3'ing out coloni-

sation by the combined agency of the

Government funds and the waste
forces of benevolence.
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Mr. Hag<^iird visited Pliiladelpliia

to see the way in which the vacant

lots of town sites are utilised as

gardens for the poor, who can he

ejected at ten days' notice, but who
pay no rent and are assisted with

seeds and to<jls bv local philanthropists.

After this preliniiiiarv canter he struck

off across the Continent, suffering much
from the overheated sleeping cars in

which Americans seem to prefer to be
stewed alive. He saw the President

of tlie Mormons at Utah, and examined
their system of "small holders." He
devoted most of his time to the two
Salvation Army Farm Colonies proper

at Fort Romie, California, and at Fort
Amity, Colorado. He subsequently
visited their Inebriates' Home and
Training Colony at Fort Herrick, in

Ohio. Then striking across into

Canada he got the promise of a land

grant of 360 square miles of good land,

with more to follow, from Sir "Wilfrid

Laurier, when he was the guest of

Lord Grey at Ottawa. Everywhere
he was entertained and feasted and
interviewed. Everywhere he found a

friendly welcome and a practically

universal consensus of opinion on two
points. First, that the colonisation of

the unemployed could be undertaken
on a business basis, and, secondly, that

the Salvation Army were the people

to make it a success. Even Sir

Wilfrid Laurier, who is a Roman
Catholic, is at one with all others of

all religions and of none as to the

capacity and usefulness of the Salva-

tion Army.

As the net result of his interviews

and investigations, Mr. Haggard drew
up a scheme which he strongly urges

the Government at home to adopt and
to act upon without delay.

Since Mr. Rider Haggard drew up
his Report—the substance of which
will be found in the following pages

—

the Government have announced the

appointment of a Royal Commission
into the above question of the Relief of

the Poor with special reference to the

problem of the Unemployed. The Un-
employed Bill has been passed, which
practically affirms the doctrine of the

Right to AVork, and relegates the duty
of creating farm colonies, etc., to the
local authorities.

Under these circumstances, although
]\lr. Rider Haggard is not a Coming
Man in a Parliamentary sense^for all

the other contributors to this series

either sit in Parliament or are seeking
election to the House of Commons—

I

have thought it permissible to embody
in this number his views upon the
burning question of the hour. The in-

troduction to the paper is taken from a
speech which Mr. Rider Haggard ad-

dressed to the Canadian Club when he
was in Canada ; the substance of it

embodies his views on the practicability

of State-Directed Colonisation. It will

be seen that although his Report deals

almost entirely with the question of

Colonisation in the Britains beyond
the seas, the principles laid down are

capable of application to carrying out
the policy of Back to the Land at

Home.
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BACK TO THE LAND!

A Plea for State=Directed Colonisation.

The time comes to every writer, I suppose, when he has an inspiration and

does something which he knows to be better than he ever did before. Then,

perhaps, he begins to think, and wonders wlience his inspiration came.

And he turns and looks at the dull masses of misery that pervade the globe,

lie looks and wonders, and he thinks : Is there nothing that I, humble as I am,

can do to help to alleviate that misery, to lift up those who are fallen, to lift

them up for their own good and for the good of the world 1 Then he knows that

that, not the gaudy, exciting work, is the real inspiration of his life.

And, perhaps, he turns and tries to match his own single strength against

the prejudices of generations, and tries to get men to think as he does, tries to show

them where the evil lies, and where, too, lies the remedy." I have spoken, as it

•were, in allegory. Years ago I saw what I have just described ; I saw the evils

with which, since then, I have attempted to cope. I recognised that it was my

duty to cope with them if I could.

Well, what is it ; what is this problem that moved me ?

The Exodus from ^ ^^^^ tell you in a few words. I jDerceived and realised the

the Country. enormous change that is coming over the western world;

how those who for countless generations dwelt upon the land

are deserting the land and crowding into the cities. I studied the reasons for

this. For two years I studied them, going through England village b}' village,

county by county, town by town. And I found out what they were. In

England the chief cause was lack of prospect on the land. We are cramped and

coiled in England with the remains of a feudal system which works nothing but

ill ; and under that system it is so that no man on the land seems to have a

chance to rise. The labourer on the land, say at two-and-twenty, is earning as

ihigh a wage as he can ever hope to earn.
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I ask you how should any of us like to know that at two-and-twenty wo -wero

doing the best we could iiope to do in life ? That is the lot of the labourer on

the land. All that he has to look forward to at the end of his long career of

forty or fifty years of toil is prolwibly a place in the workhouse. Is that an

attractive prospect? Then, no doubt, the spread of education, the facilities of

travel, and other things of that kind conduce to the inunigration into the cities,

aiul this movement goes on with ever-increasing rapidity.

At the present moment in England, I believe, we have but one-seventh of our

population living on the land. And so it is in other countries—everywhere the

land dwellers heap themselves in the cities, xind what happens

The Rush to the ^" ^'x^"'" when they go there? How many succeed? Not

Towns. y„e in five, I say. The rest of them for the most part get

nothing. As sickne.ss strikes a man when he arises from his

bed his place is gone. His children grow ill through crowding together in

narrow courts and insanitary rooms, and bocuine decimated by disease. Bad

times come, and the workmen are dismissed by the thousands from their

employ. Gray hairs at any rate come at last, and with gray hairs the notice to

quit; and so they go down, and tliey go under and become part of that mass

which is known as the submerged tenth—though I imagine there is a good deal

more than a tenth. And there they are—miseries to themselves, useless to their

country, and a burden upon the town that has to support them.

You will scarcely believe the suffering—the horrible suffering, the incon-

ceivable misery of these great cities, which the foolish peoples of the earth rush

into to dwell there.

And you may say : AVell, these people went to the cities

An Appeal to ^^ t'^^"' '^^^'^ accord ; let them expiate their fault in the city;

Self-interest. \q^ them welter and let them perish there, dead beats, and

the world is well rid of them. But if you do not want to do

anything on the ground of humanitarianism to help the people, I submit that

there is another ground on which the thing should be don^ ; and that is the

ground of the welfare of the nation.

I will start out with an axiom. If the western nations allow this sort of

thing to go on, allow their population to crowd into the cities, then, I say, the

career of the western nations is going to be short. The city folk, those who

remain, will never hold their own in the world—not only because of the

weakened physique and changed character, but because of another and more

final reason. The children are not bied in the cities. There will come a

time when the children bred there are too few—it is coming now. And if

the children are not bred, if there is not the supply of healthy children to

carry on the nation, how can the nation stand '. With the people on the land it

is difierent. Self-interest conies into V^^y-
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A large family is a valuable asset to the small holder ; in the city it is

nothing but a drawback. Let any one of you think of himself with a

home consisting of a single room in a tenement in New York or a back slum in

London, and with six or eight children ; and then think of the contrast with

those six children upon the land and able to assist in your business of caring for

the cattle or carrying on many of the other operations of the farm. We must

look at facts. With dwellers on the land self-interest comes in ; on the land

only will the supply of children be available that is necessary to carrying on our

white races.

The truth, the essence, the fibre, the marrow of the thing,

The Essence of the ^^id that truth, that essence, that fibre, that marrow, is that

Whole Matter. ^^^ must get your people on the land out of the cities, keep

them on the land there to multiply as God commanded them

of old.

Of what use is wealth unless you have men and women—healthy men and

women—these are the real wealth of the nation. The strength of a people,

gentlemen, is not to be found in their Wall Streets, it is to be found in the

farms and fields and villages. I will only add just this one word—that I do

hope that what I have so humbly, so inadequately tried to say before you may

perhaps go deep into the minds of some of you and set you thinking. For myself

I can only say that I have tried to carry out thi.s task—not the task of speaking,

but the bigger one—with a single heart, because I believe in its necessity,

because I believe that no man can serve his generation better than by trying to

point out these things and try to make the people think. If I have done that,

gentlemen, I have not lived in vain.

[So far 1 have followed and condensed Mr. Rider Haggard's address to

the Canadian Club. I now proceed to quote from his report on State-Aided

Colonisation, the official copy of which can be bought for 8^d. from Wyman &
Son, Fetter Lane, E.C. While reading his suggestions on the best method to

plant out our people on Canadian soil, the following passage from his Report

should be constantly borne in mind :

—

The criticism may be advanced that there is no need to go to distant Colonies

in order to place such a scheme as I have outlined in operation ; that its

benefits, at any rate, should not be confined to outlying portions of the Empire,

as there is nothing to prevent their application at home.

With such a criticism I am myself in great sympathy. I shall, therefore, be

glad, if I am so directed by His Majesty's Government, to prepare a separate

memorandum upon the possibility of the establishment of rural Colonies in

th« United Kingdom, by the aid of the same machinery which I have suggested

as suitable to the case of their establishment overseas.

The whole of what follows should be read in the light of this declaration.— Ed.].
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In Canada I obtained a promise of a free grant of land

What Canada has fi'O'" the Canadian Government suitable for settlement, and

OfTerecl. amounting in area to not less than ten townships or •_*40,000

acres (say, 3G0 square miles), with a promise of extra land to

be given if necessary in the future. This area, allowing IGO acres per family,

which is the ordinary Canadian homestead lot, would accommodate about

l,oOi) families, or, if an average of five persons is reckoned per family,

7,.")00 souls. The sole condition is that the liberal conditions of .settlement

I)rescribed by the laws of Canada be complied with. The Prime Minister has

also a.ssured me that he has no doubt that his Government will Ije di.sposed to

set aside other tracts of land under similar conditions, the selection of all such

land, and this is a very important boon, being left entirely to the Commi.s.sioner

appointed by the Imperial Government.

The cost of the transportation and the settling of that number of people in

Canada, where the land is given, may, I think, be put down roughly at about

X200 per family, or £.'KJO,000 in all. This, however, is only an approxin)ate,

not a final estimate.

I will now proceed in general terms to outline the plan

The Land which I have evolved for putting into practice upon a large

^S.ill^a'tion A?my^^ ''^'^^*^ '^^^' principles that underlie the Land .Settlements of

the .Salvation Army in the United .States. Before doing

so, however, I think it may be advantageous if I make a few general

comments upon those .Settlements, summarising the information and views

which will be found .set out in full in my " Remarks upon Fort Amity and Fort

Komie."

As may be gathered from my observations upon these Colonies, I am very glad

to be able on the whole to give a favourable report of them. Fort Herrick, the

third place which I was directed to visit, although it has been called a Colony,

is, in reality, at any rate at present, little more than a farm where experimental

work is being carried on, and a home for inebriates. For the purposes of this

report, therefore, it may in practice be omitted.

The sworn figures given to me show upon these two Colonies a total loss of,

roughly speaking, about £10,000.

I will add at once that when the remarkable results achieved are taken into

consideration, this loss, in ray opinion, is insignificant, and, indeed, is more than

counterbalanced by the great value of the experience gained.

From these particular examples may be extracted lessons that are easy of

application upon any scale which is desired.

The first of these lessons is to avoid the mistakes of the

Lessons Bought past, especiall}' by refusing to attempt any further settlement

Exnerience unless sufficient capital is available to inaugurate and to

carry it on upon proved and business-like principles. The
second is that the land should be cheap as well as suitable. The thiid that the

Colonists should be very carefully .selected, all the circumstances and conditions

of the individual families being considered. The fourth that they should pay a

fair price tor their land, spread, however, over a considerable number of years,
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and the fifth, perhaps the most important of them all, that they should remain

during that period under skilled, but sympathetic management. Markets also,

with the accessibility and convenience of location, should be borne in mind,

while the principle of settlement in communities ought, in my judgment, to

receive strict adherence, as it has many social and other advantages. I may add

that possibly it might be found wise to form the individual communities of

persons collected from the same town or district.

Given these requisites, it will, I consider, be strange if success is not attained

even in the case of poor persons taken from the cities, provided that they are

stead}'^ in character, the victims of misfortune and circumstances rather than of

vice, havino- had some acquaintance or connection with the land in their past

lives, and having also an earnest desire to raise themselves and their children in

the world.

Any scheme, therefore, that is to succeed should, in my judgment, provide

for the fulfilment of these essentials, at any rate, to a lai'ge extent.

I will now outline the plan which I have evolved.

His Plan for These suggestions are as follows :—

•

0). Capital. That a sufficient loan whereof the exact amount may be

decided hereafter, or rather the interest on such loan, shall

be guaranteed by His Majesty's Government, or, in cases where the Govern-

ments of individual Colonies are willing to co-operate, by His Majesty's

Government and such Colonies jointly, it being agreed that each Colony shall

share in the benefits of the Land Settlements to be made under the loan in

proportion to the amount of its guarantee, plus the value of its land grants.

If land settlement is to be successful it must be conducted upon the strictest

business lines, such as would be adopted if the building of a railway or any

other industrial enterprise were concerned, and these, of course, include the

provision of sufficient capital at a reasonable rate of interest.

If such capital is not forthcoming it would be better to

A Task for the leave the scheme untouched, since to undertake it relying

State. upon what I may call a Trust-in-Providence S3'stem of

finance will be to court disaster, and possibly to throw the

movement back for many years. Nor can the gifts and contributions of the

rich, or any other form of charity, which is often fickle in its preferences and

uncertain in its action, be depended on in such a case. To relieve our con-

gested cities, and place those that are suitable among their people upon the

empty or depopulated lands of the British Empire is a work which the Empire

should undertake for its own general good. Nor, in my opinion, need it fear

that it will lose by this venture, even in money, for which the land settled and

the improvements thereon would be the security, while its gain in other

directions must be very great.

When this question of a guarantee comes up for discussion, however, it will

be well worthy of consideration as to whether the large Municipalities of the

United Kingdom should not be asked in what shape they would be prepared to

assist the movement so far as the law allows, or by emendation can be made to

allow. Probably they could best do this by promising a fixed sum towards the
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expenses of any in«li;,'<'nt hut doseivinu' and suital)le family who might be

taken off tlieir rates. The same su.uKestion appHes to the Poor T^w Unions

throiigliout tlie land. Of course all such contributions wouhJ be purely

voluntary, but that difficulty might to some extent l>e met by giving preference

in the matter of the emigration of families to those towns and Unions which

I'lect to ]>ay such c(»ntributions.

The capital bein'^ provided, I suggest that a Permanent

(2). The Imperial Imperial Officer should be appointed, to be known as the

Superintendent. Superintendent of Land .Settlements, or by some similar title.

In him these capital sums should be vested as a Corporation

Sole, {is a trustee for the Government. Or, if it were thought more secure and

desirable, the money might stand to the credit of a Board whereof this Superin-

tendent of Land Settlements was a member, which Board might possibly l)e

formed of himself, the Agents-General of the Colonies, and representatives from

the Colonial Office and the Treasury.

The actual administration of the funds, however, should, in my opinion, and

subject to proper audit, be left to the judgment of the Superintendent of Land

Settlements, upon whose ability, knowledge and method of conducting his

business much will depend, especially during the first years of the working of

the enterprise.

Here T may say that one of the duties of this official ought to be, in person or

by deputy, occasionally to visit and to report upon all Colonies that may be estab-

lished. The expenses of his salary and office should be a charge upon the Land

Settlements Loan, to the satisfactory and economical administration of winch it

would be his duty to devote himself.

A further and very important part of that duty also would be to stand

between the Government and the Charitable Bodies, whose part in the business

I will explain presently ; to receive from them and to check their returns : to

investigate any complaints which might be made against them, and if found

correct, to remedy the same ; to watch that they put no undue religious or

sectarian pressure upon the Colonists in the various settlements, let us say in

such a matter as the forcing of them to educate the children in a fashion of

which their parents did not approve ; to be careful that such Charitable Bodies

selected the settlers fairly and judiciously from among British subjects only,

and so forth.

The capital being found, and its safeguarding and wise management provided

for, it will next be convenient to consider the exact objects upon which it

should be expended, and how these objects can best be attained.

First, what are those objects ? To relieve, at any rate to

(3). Planting Men some extent, the congestion of our cities, which results in

on the Land. so much degradation, misery, and expense to the public, by

exporting from them those who are physically, mentally,

and in other ways suitable, and who are found to have fallen into, or to be

threatened with poverty, or who, being weai-y of towns, desire to attempt the

adventure of a different life in new homes upon the land.

To advantage the Empire by the introduction on to its unoccupied spaces of

large numliers of persons whose existence otherwise would have been wasted or
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worse. Who also, whatever the troubles into which circumstances may have

brought them, are of Bi-itish blood, and the parents of children that will hand
down to the future the traditions, characteristics, and virtues of our race, which

children in new countries will find many opportunities of rising to positions

different indeed from their parents' humble state.

An obvious criticism of these axioms will be that such

Applicants in persons taken from cities, however willing they may prove

Plenty, to go when in extremity, are not suitable for the purposes

of land settlement at home or abroad. Also, that even if

they were, it would be difficult, if not impossible, to select them properly, and
quite impossible when selected to manage them through that period of years

during which they must be nursed into success.

The answer is that even in a single great city such as London, where, I

belieA'e, last Christmas over 127,000 persons were in receipt of Poor Law
Relief, if only hands can be laid upon them, there are numbers of indigent

people who are in every way fitted to such purposes. For instance, here may
be found many men and women, brought up upon the land, who have drifted

to the town, perhaps recently, and failed there, and now in middle life, with a

family of young children, would accept with the utmost gratitude the chance

of returning to conditions such as formed the company and surroundings of

their youth, and of rectifying their own mistake by placing their children's

feet upon the paths of prosperity and peace. The same remark applies with

even greater force to provincial towns which are in closer touch with the rural

districts.

" Land," said Commander Booth Tucker, in the interview

Capital and which I held with him and others on the 5th April at Fort
Direction Lacking. Amit}^ "is abundant throughout the world. The people of

the cities are hungering for the opportunity of getting at it.

They only want leadership and business management. The only requisite that I

see that is absolutely not to be gotten over is a supply of the necessary capital.

Our experience goes to show that the man without money makes a better

average colonist and a better average settler than the man with money,
and it seems to me a radical mistake that this and other countries should

confine their settlements to the man with money, and ignore the man whose
capital consists of brain and muscle, but who can be turned into a prosperous
' home-owner.'

"

With these remarks of Commander Booth Tucker I entirely agree.

It may be admitted, however, that the finding of these

The Salvation city folk, the selection from among them, and the watching
Army.

,jf tliose selected for a while before final choice of them is

made are difficult tasks. Indeed, if all this had to be done
through officials of any sort it would, in my opinion, and, I may add, in that of

President Roosevelt, be an impossible task, or at the least so costly as to be out

of the question. As it happens, however, a Body exists to which this matter is

easy, that, moreover, is willing to undertake it for nothing, merely as part of

what it considers to be the duty which it has towards suffering and bewildered

humanity.
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I alhule to the Salvation Army, a charitable and pliilanthropic Institu-

tion, which I have found even better known and more respected in the United

States and in the Dominion of Canada than it is in the British Isles. This

vast ( )ri,'anisation is, I am authorised to say upon its behalf, able and willing to

make the selection of suitable settlers to any extent from among the poor of the

cities of Great Britain, conducting their operations under the authority and

direction of an Imperial OlHcer, appointed, as I have suggested, to control

them.

Further, if only the necessary capital be found, it is prepared to move these

selected persons to settlements to be established at places chosen anywhere

within the borders of tlie British Empire. There it will provide them with

skilled instruction in the local agriculture, and with the counsel and assistance

needful to beginners in every path of enterprise, which will be furnished to

them by means of trained officers stationed in each Colony, and receiving only

the small remuneration that the Salvation Army pays to its active members for

tlieir support.

To sum up this branch of the matter I believe that persons

How the Scheme with families suitable for settlement (for to such I suggest

would Work. preference should be given) can be found in the cities of the

United Kingdom in even greater numbers than could be

ilealt with under a really extensive scheme.

Thus the capital would be provided, its supervision would be arranged for,

and the Salvation Army, or any other approved and responsible religious,

charitable, or social Organisation, would undertake the selection of the

Colonists ; their transportation to their future homes ; the building of their

houses and barns ; the advance of cash to them for the purchase of stock, seed,

agricultural implements and other necessaries ; their instruction by trained

persons in the arts of husbandry ; the collection from them of the amounts due

annually to satisfy the sums advanced and interest thereon ; and their

permanent care until everything was paid off and they could be left masters of

their business to pursue their own destinies free of debt.

In the case of Canada the land also is now provided, and this without any

cost; an example that other Uritisli Colonies may be willing to follow in vary-

ing degrees.

There remain for consideration, however, the matter of

(4). Repayment of i^'^-ft^guarding the repayment of the capital advanced ; also

Advances. that of the cost of starting such Land Settlements. The

former of these points will, I consider, prove the crux of this

proposed national experiment, since, unless it can be shown that it is possible to

caiiy this out without loss to the guaranteeing Government or Governments, it

must l)reak down. Whereas if this can l)e sliown there is absolutely no limit to

the possibilities of the scheme.

Land settlement cannot be permanently conducted upon the system of a

hospital. Its objects should be to teach people to support themselves, and to

l)ecome useful and productive citizens ; not to live upon charity. Moreover,

unless it is demonstrated that it can be made to pay its way upon a businestt

basis, no Government or other Authority would continue to guarantee the
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interest of loans, whereas, if this is demonstrated, after the first step is taken,

money will be forthcoming to any extent. Why not 1 Of capital there is

plenty awaiting safe investment at a fair interest, of possible settlers there

are plenty, and of land there is plenty also within the broad boundaries

of the British Empire, in places where suitable population is often the greatest

need.

Now, as regards the first of these points, namely, the repayment of the

capital, the only actual precedents with which I am acquainted give every

ground for hoping that under the conditions which I have set out, the venture

of land settlement can be carried through on a sound commercial basis.

Still, it should be remembered that each country in which settlements are

made will present its own difficulties, that must be overcome by skill, patience,

and experience. For all these difficulties in various lands it is impossible to

make provision in a preliminar}^ report, since every case must be treated

separately, and each danger guarded against by whatever means seem wisest

when it arises.

Roughly, however, I would propose to follow the example

The Experience of ''^t by that brilliantly successful measure, the New Zealand
New Zealand. Advances to Settlers Act. Under this Act I may state that

up to the 31st March, 190-1, the advances made since about

1895, when it began to operate, amounted to £4,009,520. The securities for

the net authorised advances, per contra, were valued at £8,704,640, while the

1 per cent, sinking fund in the hands of a public trustee totalled £158,520.

Further, so far as I have been able to discover from the reading of the various

documents, no loss whatever was incurred. On the contrary a considerable

profit has been realised.

I have no doubt that with variations, such as local conditions may make
necessary in different countries, the above system of proportionate pa^^ments can

very well be adapted to an}' scheme of land settlement conducted by means of

Government advances.

The utter impossibility at this stage of giving an exact estimate of the cost

of settlements which are not yet fixed upon does not in any way shake my
conviction that where the lands and the markets are good, the people wisely

chosen and wisely distributed, and the management is experienced, continuous^

and sympathetic, the enterprise can be carried on without loss and very possibly

at an actual profit, after allowing for the pa3'^ment of 5 per cent, interest on

money which would be borrowed at about 3 per cent., and an extra 1 per cent,

for sinking fund.

I would propose that the settlements should not be too

Size of small, say not under one hundred families each, since

Settlement. numbers insure plenty of society, which, in the case of

persons taken from cities, is, in my opinion, almost a
condition of success, especially in a country where the winters are long. Also,

I propose that co-operative institutions for the sale and purchase of produce and

necessaries should be established in each Land Colony, and with these Peoples'

Credit Banks on the well-tested and approved Raflfeisen principle that has

shown itself to be so successful abroad and, I believe, in Ireland. In this
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maiden >soil both tliese institutions should flourish -reatly, and to the public

l>enefit.

A dan-er that must l)e -uarded against would be that of the cieepin-

in of the land speculator, who nii-ht ti y to buy out the colonist a-s soon as he

saw that his holding was increasing largely in value. This, T think, could be

met by giving to the Superintendent of Land Settlements, or to the Salvation

Vrmv' or to whatever body the title is vested in until the settler had earned

Ids right to it by the payment ..f all his liabilities, a power of pre-emption, the

amount payable being fixed by independent valuation.

Before leaving this branch of the subject, for the sake of

General Summary clearness I will recapitulate the suggestions which I have the

of Scheme.
ii^ju^ur to advance. They are :—

(1). That the interest of a loan, or loans, of an amount to be iixed hereafter,

should be guaranteed by the Imperial Government, or by the Imperial

and certain Colonial Governments jointly, if that is thought desirable

and can be arranged.

(2). That the Poor Law Authorities in the large cities of Great Britain should

be approached in order to ascertain whether they would be pre- .

pared to make a ;;er capita contribution for every selected family of

which the burden was taken off the local rates.

(.">). That a permanent officer .should be appointed by the Imperial Govern-

ment, to be known as the Superintendent of Land Settlements, whose

duties and responsibilities I have sketched out above.

(4). That the Salvation Army, or any other well-established and approved

.social, charitable, or religious Organisation, should be deputed to

carry out the work of selecting, distributing, and organising the

settlers on Land Colonies anywhere within the boundaries of the

British Empire, who should remain in charge of such Organi.sation

until all liabilities were paid.

(5). That no title to land should lie given to any Colonist until he had dis-

charged these liabilities, on which he should pay .J per cent, interest

and 1 per cent, sinking fund, recoverable in an agreed period of

years.

(6). That the possibility of establishing .similar Colonies in the I'nited

Kingdom should be carefully considered.

(7). That, if the.se suggestions are approved, a Bill, to be designated the

" National Land Settlements Act," embodying and giving life to

them, should be laid before Parliament.
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Before I close this report perhaps I may be allowed to state my general con-

clusions upon the questions with which it deals.

For a good many years I have studied this matter closely

" Back to the i^^ ^^1 it's bearings, and, as time goes by, my conviction is

Land !

"
strengthened that there is but one cure for certain of the

evils which our civilisation has brought with it ; to get

behind them, to dam them at their source. The wretchedness of our over-

crowded cities, indeed, may be beyond an}^ complete remedy, but it can, at

least, be palliated by bringing numbers of their poor inhabitants into contact

with the healthful plenty of the land.

Some say, however, that even such palliation is impossible, for the reason that

the dwellers in cities, or those who purpose to dwell in them, desire to have
nothing to do with the land, and refuse to live thereon.

This has never been my experience ; in fact, every year considerable numbers
of persons write to me individually asking me to help them to convey themselves

and their families back from the towns to the country. I believe that in a

majority of cases village-born folk go to cities, and in many instances remain in

them, because they can find no opportunity or prospect upon the land and,

subsequently, because they have not the means to escape with their wives and
children from the web of town life in which they have entangled themselves.

Given that prospect and opportunity, and given those means, such folk will avail

themselves of them with eagei'ness.

These are the views in which my recent investigations

The Desire of confirm me, and I think that much support of them will be
Thousands. found in the individual statements made by the Colonists of

Fort Romie and Fort Amity. I believe that in our great

cities there exist tens of thousands of persons qualified to make good settlers

Avho would rejoice in an opportunity of escaping from the poverty, sickness, and
vices of such places, and with their families, of establishing themselves under
healthful conditions upon the land, either in Britain or in her Colonies, with
the prospect of obtaining there an independence for themselves and health and
plenty for their children.

If, in the face of the facts which I have adduced, my
The Backers of opinions are still thought visionary or optimistic, I can only
the Scheme. point out that, speaking broadly, I am delighted to find

them shared by such men as Mr. Roosevelt, the enlightened

and far-seeing President of the United States, whom, if I may venture to say

so, I thought one of the clearest visioned and most able statesmen that ever T

had the honour of meeting ; by the Honourable Mr. Wilson, who was born a

Scotchman, but is the Secretary for Agriculture in the same country, a man of

vast experience ; by Earl Grey, the GoTernor-General of Canada, wlio knows so

much of colonisation and its possibilities, and with whom I had many conferences

upon this subject ; by General Booth, of the Salvation Army, whom I saw before

leaving England, who, perhaps, is better acquainted with the actual conditions

of oui- poor than any other living man, who, moreover, is the author of practical

experiments in land settlement in many climes, and by others of equal ability and
weight. If my views are visionary, then all of us suffer from similar delusions.
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I venture to submit, however, for your consideration ami

Its Adoption that of His Majesty's Government that tliey are sound. I

Essential. ^y\\\ „q further even, and .state my profound conviction that

the future welfare of this country, and indeed of others

which might be named, among them the I'nited States, dejiends upon whether or

no it is possible to retain or to settle upon the soil a fair proportion of its, or their,

inhabitants. Upon that soil men and women grow up in liealth, and become

furnished with those sober and enduring qualities which have made the greatness

of our Nation in the past, who, if they are relegated to the unwholesome con-

ditions and crowded (piarters of vast cities, must dwindle in bcxly and change
in mind.

Noi' is this all, sincc> in these cities, as statistics and experience prove alike,

the families are smaller than those that are born upon the land. Children there

are called, and, indeed, often are, " encumbrances." More of them die in

infancy also, and of those who grow up, many, at any rate in the second

generation, are of a stuff so different that except for the accident of their

common speech they might well be supposed to belong to another race.

How is it possible, indeed, that children should be born in adequate

numbers, or, if born, thrive, in the crowded slums of London or in the tene-

ment houses of New York, and how can that people remain great and powerful

whose supply of healthy cjiildren is curtailed ? If these are lacking, all the

merchandise of the seas and all the treasures of the earth will not supply their

])lace.

Therefore, if the future safety of their countries is to be made secure against

obvious and disastrous contingencies, in my humble judgment one of the chief

aims of the Governments of the highly civilised white nations should be to keep

population upon the land ; to multiply the numbers of those modest rural homes

where men and women desire offspring for theii- own sakes, and to share their

labours and their plenty.

This, it seems to me, can best be done bv turning to

The Two Forces practical account the public Credit and the waste forces of
to be Combined. Benevolence; by using these powers to counteract, at least to

some extent, that tendency towards race-ruin, a product of

our western culture, whereof the end must be a progressive national weakening
and depletion which, if unchecked, may well bring about national defeat at the

hands of those ruder peoples of the World that remain land-dwelling and
agricultural, and again, as in past ages, culminate in national despair and
death.

Finally, I suggest that notwithstanding the miscalculations which have been

made there, the instances of Fort Komie and Fort Amity do point out a road

which may lead to successful colonisation upon a large scale. Again I would
repeat, howevei', tiiat if this is to succeel, there are three essential conditions

which must be recognised :

—

Suflicient capiUil, obtained at a moderate rate of interest :

Careful selection of the settlers and of the land :

Skilled aiul sympathetic management of both after settlement.
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It cannot be too clearly understood that neglect of any of

The Macic of these requisites, and especially the want of a proper system
Property. of finance, will almost certainly end in failure ; whereas if

they are strictly adhered to, I believe that success can be

made very probable, if not absolutely assured.

I have carefully considered the nature of the tenure which could be given to

land settlers with most advantage to themselves and the greatest security to the

Authorities guai-anteeing the Settlement Loan.

On the whole I agree with the view expressed by Mr. Secretary Wilson,

and give my voice in favour of freehold, wherever it is possible to grant that

boon.

That great investigator of agricultural conditions, Arthur Young, wrote one

hundred and thirty years ago of the " magic of property." What he said then

holds true to-day. Perpetual leasehold may be virtually as good as a freehold

and cheajjer to acquire, but sentiment must be taken into account, and con-

sidered from this point of view, it does not look the same. The man who
starts out to work a piece of land would like to know that a time must come
when he will be able to call it his very own. It is because this is impossible

that thousands of those who are employed in English agriculture are now
deserting the country for the towns. Without the prospect of ownership, or at

the least, becoming farmers on their own account, they will not stay upon the

land.
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MR. CHARLES TREVELYAN, M.P.

Mr. C. p. Tki:\ klyan is a Trevelyan

of the Trevelyans. And to be a

Trevelyan in tlie North Country is to

a Liberal sa7iti peur et sans re]>rochp.

He is the son of Sir George Otto

Trevelyan, who was Chief Secretary

for Ireland for 1882-4, and who is

e\en better known as the author of

Competitimi Wallah and the Life and
Letters of Lord Macaulay. Sir George

Trevelyan was the son of the first

baronet. Sir Charles Trevelyan, the dis-

tinguished Anglo-Indian who married

the sister of Lord Macaulay. The

great Whig historian was therefore the

great-uncle of Mr. C. P. Trevelyan,

who is the son of one distinguished

statesman and thegrandson of a not less

distinguished Indian administrator.

His election for the Elland division in

181)9 was therefore the recognition Ijy

the democracy of Yorkshire of the

jninciple of heredity, a mode of recog-

nition to which no one can take any

exception.

Mr. Trevelyan has already won his

spurs in the Parliamentary arena. He
is one of the younger Liberals who
stick to business, live simply, work

hard, and cherish higli ambitions of

.self-sacrificing .service in the cause of

the Commonweal. He was born in

18711. ]Iis mother was the daughter

of the late Mr. R. N. Philii.s, of

Lancashire, whose .seat at Welcombe,

Stratford-on-A^on, has now passed

into the hands of the family of the

Trevelyans. Mr. Charles Trevelyan,

like his father before him, was edu-

cated at Harnjw and at Trinity

College, Cambridge. He made his

dehnt in public life as private secre-

tary to Lord Houghton, when he was

Viceroy for Ireland, 1892-3. In 189.J

he unsuccessfully contested XorthLam-

beth, but a vacancy occurring in 1899

in the Elland Division of Yorkshire, he

was returned by a constituency which,

as it re-elected him in 1900, will pro-

bably go on re-electing him with the

proverbial fidelity of popular demo-

cratic constituencies. He was a

member of the late School Board for

London.

In Parliament !Mr. Trevelyan has

taken a distinct lead on the question

of the Ta.xation of Land Values. He
has also been very much to the front

in opposing the Aliens Bill, and on all

the great fighting questions he has

always been found in the right place

at the right time.

He married last year the daughter

of the late Sir Isaiic Lowthian Bell,

and he resides in North Street, Smith

S(juare, Westminster.
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LAND TAXATION AND THE U5E
OF LAND.

By CHARLES TREVELYAN, M.P.

" What are the Liberals going to do when they come into power ?
" is the

question in the minds of men to-day. Everybody, even the Balfourians

themselves, are agreed that the country is sick of the Balfoui' government.

Everybody, even the Chamberlainites, believe that Protection is beaten for the

time. But it is equally impossible for any Liberal to assert that the px'O-

gressive majority of Liberal and Labour members who will dominate the next

House of Commons will be chosen to carry out one special programme. What
they will have is a general mandate to maintain Free Trade and to govern and

legislate in the interest of the average citizen and not of cliques, classes, and

monopolies. Never will there be such an opportunity. Never has more

depended on the way in which that opportunity is used.

The Chamberlainite view is that the Liberal Government will soon make such

a mess of home and imperial administration that the country will revert in

disgust to the one man who has executive force as well as ideas. As far as

they rely upon Liberal blundering, I hold that to be a miscalculation. The
standard of expectation in the mind of the citizen who cares for efficiency is

very low, far lower than it ought to be, owing to the long Balfour rule. But
even if that standard were not attained, the deciding question will not be Avho

the men are who compose the new ministry or what blunders they commit, but

something very different. Will they stand bravely for causes for which a great

and growing body of electors will care to do work and make sacrifices ? In one

sense alone the Chamberlainites are right. To them, and not to Balfour, will

come the reversion of power if the Liberals fail at once. They have an idea

and a cause. Balfour has only his interesting self and a party. Chamberlain

has appealed to an ideal. His scheme is one of modest beginnings, but of

large possibilities. And by instinct the friends of monopoly and privilege

have flocked round him. He not only appeals to the cupidity of those who
hope to better themselves by Protection, he makes other monopolists feel that

herein, too, lies their defence, and that under his system, in a Parliament

elected for his purposes, there is security for the liquor lord, the legislative lord,

and the landlord. His is the aggressive policy of Conservative defence.
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Although we are far otl" froiii Protection yet, we are not safe from it until

theie has entered into the minds of a great mass of electors a rooted faith in a

counttT ideal to strive for, whieh is something more than a passive defence of

Free Trade. We, t<X), need an aggressive policy f<n- our security, which shall

appeal to the instinct of the poor, the humble, the hard-working, the unprivi-

leged, and which shall offer large possibilities to him.

I am not a one-reform man at all. I do not believe that one act of national

wisdom will bring out the perfection of our human nature. I do not there-

fore want to see the Liberal party wedded to one cause only, and it is not the

object of this pamphlet to assert that the Land question is the only question

aiul Single Tax a sovereign remedy. But 1 do wish to insist that Taxation of

Land \'alues is not only to be regardetl on its .separate merits as a small relief

of town rates. It has in it the elements of peaceful revolution. It involves

the acceptance bv the community of a new view of taxation, of the social

obligation of landlords, of the relation of land to industry ; it begins a new
economic policy ; it is utterly incompatible with protection ; it has far-reaching

effects on other social efforts and changes which form part of the hopes and

activities of Progressives of all kinds. The more conscious the electors are of

the greatness of the question the more likely the Liberal government are to

pass an effective measure. And above all, if this con.sciousness exists, the

strife for Land Reform will do more to rally the necessary phalanx of social

reformers than if it passed as a modest administrative reform at the dictation of

the municipalities.

The Progress of Taxation of Land Values in

Parliament.

It is interesting to begin by comparing the recent history of the movement
for Taxation of Land N'alues with the progress of Protection. In the year

11)02 both questions were brought before the present Parliament. It might

have been expected that a Conservati\"e House of Commons would have

benignantly patronised the new Protection while indignantly repudiating Ljvnd

Taxation. The story has been very different. Session after session the new
Protection has lost ground. It has never been openly discussed and voted

upon, because its advocates dare not venture upon debate in the open. In

190"), oVjediently to the orders of Mr. Chamberlain, they deliberately tied from

the Chamber. As a consequence their cause has failed in the country. It is

no use Mr. Chamberlain comparing himself to Nelson while he adopts the

tactics of Byng. The country are politically treating him as they treated the

too discreet admiral long ago.

Our tactics have been different. We ha\e session after session challenged

discussion and offeied our proposals in concrete form in order that critics may
d(j their worst. What has been the result i In the same House of Commons
which, no doubt against its inclination, has been forced to reject the proposals

of its dominant statesman, a few private members of no special notoriety have
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twice carried the principle of Land Taxation. The record of our progress is as

follows in second reading debates :

—

1902. Mr. Trevelyan's Bill. Lost, 229—158. Majority against—71.

1903. Dr. Macnamara's Bill. Lost, 183— 170. Majority against—13.

1904. Municipal Bill (introduced by Mr. Trevelyan). Carried, 225—158.

Majority for—67.

1905. Ditto, ditto, ditto. Carried, 202—112. Majority for—90.

So stands a question which ten years ago was regarded as a faddist's ideal

and as one of the most objectionable parts of the Newcastle programme. Our

progress so far has been due partly to audacity, which was born of the conviction

that our objects and arguments would bear the oi'deal of pai'liamentary censure

and would soon attract the support of men with unbiassed judgments.

Public opinion has also been widely affected by the Minority Report of the

Local Taxation Commission, published in 1901. The Majority Report was

adverse. But the signatures of Lord Balfour of Burleigh, Lord Blair Balfour,

Sir Edward Hamilton, Sir George Murray, and Mr. James Stuart were given to

proposals for the Rating of Site Values. They recommended a very moderate

application of the rate, but their report is a repository of clear statement of our

principles and aims. They were assisted in their conclusions and drafting by a

young civil servant, Mr. Theodore Davies, a man of singularly bold and sane

ability, whose recent death has been an ii'reparable loss to the public service

and to many good causes. Their work has once and for all made it impossible

to class Taxation of Land Values among the dreams of impracticable revolu-

tionaries. For have not a Conservative Cabinet Minister and the leading

financiers in the Civil Service given it their imprimatur 1

Finally the movement has for two years had behind it the driving force of the

great urban local authorities. In a series of conferences, organised by the

Glasgow Corporation, the Town Councils and Urban District Councils of Great

Britain and Ireland liave urged the demand for Land Taxation and formulated

their proposals. At the beginning of this year no less than 166 Town Councils,

4 County Councils, 152 Urban District Councils, and 128 Poor Law Authorities

had passed favourable resolutions. The names of almost all of the great cities

appear in the list.

The Burden of the Rates upon Industry.

It is indeed the necessities of local finance that have given Land Reformers

their opportunity. Our method of raising local revenue is absurdly primitive as

compared with national taxation. While the minds of a succession of great

statesmen have for more than a century been applied to the reform of our

national system, the local rates have never obtained more than a passing con-

sideration from the Chancellor of the Exchequer. We have some bad national

taxes remaining, such as the sugar and tea duties. Others need alteration and

graduation, such as the income-tax. Above all we want less unproductive

expenditure. But we are nevertheless able to bear without disaster our

enormous national burden, because it is so largely raised from taxes which do

little to burden industrial enterprise.
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Our local ratf.s present a very dirt'erent picture. It is on the face of it

improbable that a practice of rating establisiied by (jueen Klizal)etir8 statesmen

will suit industrial England of to-day. As long as the rates remained at 2s. or

•"is. in the £> in the towns the particular incidence of the burden did not e.xcite

discussion. But year by year the rates have risen, and they continue to be

levietl as thev inci-ease on the same assessment as before. In twenty-five yeara

since 18?<0 the rates in England and Wales have nearly doubled, rising from

£26,800,000 to about £50,000,000. It is no wonder that the ratepayer who is

called upon to pay from 6s. to 8s. in the £, with the prospect of indefinite

increjuse, is becoming desperate. His vague rebellion is seeking expression

every day. Sometimes it tiikes the form of a wild proposal to refuse to work a

new Act, as East Ham proposed to do in the case of the Education Act. But

there is after all nothing financially abominable in the Education Rate. It was

only the last straw which broke the camel's back.

*' But," it is often said, " after all, the towns of England are more prosperous

than ever. Is not their wealth fabulous ? Cannot the ratepayer afford to pay

for municipal benefits of which he reaps the chief advantage?" It is very true

in one sense. The cities can indeed afford to pay, if the local taxes are raised

where the wealth accumulates. That is the very basis of our reform. There is

an almost unlimited reservoir of annual value derived from the activity, industry,

and progress of the cities, which could easily supply far more than present rates

without injury to the community.

But this is not the fund from which the present rates arc chietl}' raisetl. Kates

are levied on the annual value of real property. But the distinction between

"real " and "personal " property is deceptive. The true distinction is between

land on the one hand and on the other hand buildings, improvements, and wealth,

which is the result of labour on the land. The present rates on real property

do, it is true, partially tax the land, but they tax also the building, mill, or

improvement upon the land. And they tax all such buildings and improvements

on the enormous scale of one-third or more of their annual value every year.

That is to say, that our present rates very largely tax not the accumulated

wealth of our cities, but the industry by which that wealth is made and the

houses in which the people live who labour to create that wealth.

It is true that we see in the lot of the average man an improvement at

which we may rejoice. There are higher salaries, a higher customary level of

wages, more to be bought for money, more sobriety than in the past. But it is

impossible to argue that the ordinary citizen can better afford to ha\e the

house-rate and factory-rate doubled than his father could have done in the

smaller and poorer cities of fifty or a hundred years ago. It is not twice as

cheap for A to start a factory, B the builder does not expect twice the return

on his outlay, C the shopkeeper does not find it twice as easy to balance his

accounts.

It is difficult to find words strong enough to condemn such a tax. If a tax

is put on corn, corn will rise in price. Fewer people can pay the retjuired price

for corn, and less will be eaten. If the tax is large enough, the poor begin to

starve. In the same way, if a tax is put on houses, houses will rise in price.

Fewer people can pay the retjuired price for houses, anfl fewer houses will be
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built. If the tax is large enough, the poor begin to be horribly overcrowded.

Surely any Free Trader must admit the analogy. And yet we continue to

tolerate a house-tax of one-third of the total annual value.

It is in this light that the burden of the present rates presents itself to Mr.

Charles Booth, when he summarised the conclusions of his vast investigation

into London :

—

" When for the advantage of the consumer, and in the interest of the

towns and of trade, the food of the people was relieved of a large part of

the taxation it had borne, it seems to have been overlooked, or not fully

foreseen, that the houses that the people lived in were, or would come to

be, even more heavily taxed than their food had ever been, and that free

internal development would be hindered by the peculiar incidence of this

burthen."

The Wealth of Cities Stored in Land Values.

Tiie increased wealth of the cities lies beyond any dispute or cavil in the

great land values. Their vast inci'ease is the real economic wonder of industrial

England. What a little thing it is to boast of that such and such a Trade

Union has raised the average wage Is. a week ! Such and such a firm captured

a great contract from German competitors ! Every workman gets his daily

paper, be it only the Daily Mail ! Is there not meat once a day in every house

now ! What is all this, and anything else in token of prosperity we care to

cite, compared with a few figures of the growth of town land values 1 Take

a quotation from a Manchester paper :

—

" One remarkable example of increased values relates to the Prince's

Tavern, at the corner of Cross Street and John Dalton Street. The

tavern has been razed and a block of business premises built in its place.

It was sold by auction in 1885 for ,£14,300, which woi'ks out at the rate

of £54 a yard, and it was resold privately in 1904 at a price which, we are

informed, was considerably over £100 a yard.

In the last twenty-four years there has been a steady and substantial

advance of values in Market Street. In 1880 there was a sale of 81 to

89, Market Sti-eet, at £63 10s. a yard; in 1883 a sale of 102 and 104,

Market Street, at £73 10s. a yard ; in 1894 a sale of 35 and 37, Market

Street, at £95 a yard, and in July of the present year a sale of 72 and 71a,

Market Street, at £100 a yard. A plot of land and buildings at the

corner of Cross Street and King Street with a chief rent of £4 was put

up for auction in 1881 and withdrawn at £20,250, which worked out at

£60 10s, a yard. The same property was sold in March, 1900, for £40,000,

which is at the rate of £120 a yard. The 1881 bid was at the rate which

generally obtained at that time, for we have details of a sale in the same

year of shops and offices at the ojoposite corner of Ci'oss Street and King

Street."
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Consider the case of unftntunjite East Ham. Is East Ham really so

absolutely impoverished that it cannot allord an 8s. rate ? Its shopkeepers and
hoiist'liuMers indeed cannot, who are striving; hard enough to make both ends

meet. Hut what was East Ham twenty years ago '. Marshes or farm-lan<l.

Then London wdrkers flocked out to live on the marshes and farms. The
niai-shes and farms did Jiot come to London. Rapidly the values of the marshes
and farms sprung to what they are now, draining in ever-increasing rents the

produce of the activities and necessity of the crowding jiopulation. There are

these immense values being reaj)ed with no effort, with no risk of loss, with no
responsibility. Why should the meagre and precarious earnings of the men
who make these values be further depleted ! Let the city values pay for the

municipal needs, to make the city a good one to live in.

This then is our main position. We are faced with a great and increasing

evil, the burden of rates upon buildings and improvements. It is a tax on the

life and industry of the cominunity which ought to be entirely removed. It is

a question of politics, it is a question for statesmen how far or how quickly the

emancii)ation of industry should proceed. Great as the change would be there

is nothing impossible in placing the whole of the rates upon the land values.

Mr. Charles Booth has pointed out that '' it would not even be a new tax, but

only a rearrangement of an old one." Certain properties would be more highly

assessed than at present if the valuation were based upon the selling value of

the land : others would escape more easily. The gain would be to those proper-

ties where a very large part of the present valuation now represents buildings

and improvements. The deficiency would be made up by properties with a very

high land value in the centre of towns, or undeveloped land in the suburbs

which ought to be used and now e.scapes rates. It is true that the immediate
oflect would be in some cases a rise of rate. But it would be on properties

which could alTord to pay, whose value is attested by the saleable value of the

land. But they, like (jther properties, would enjoy the advantage that whatever

improvements they henceforth effected would no longer be penalised by a

higher rate. For improvements made upon land worth £50 a square yard

would, in future, be as free from rates as upon land worth 5s.

The bolder the plunge we make the greater will be its economic results. Mr.

Charles Booth is logical when he proposes to end the .system of assessing houses

and impro^"ements altogether. His plan is that " some gradual process should

be adopted. For instance, if accepted in principle, the alteration in the inci-

dence of rating might be spread over ten years. Then for the first year the

rates would be assessed 1-1 0th on site value, and l)-10ths on the present plan ;

for the second year 2-lOths and 8-lOths, and so on till the desired end was

attained."

The Colonial Example.

From every part of the Empire news is coming that the old system of rating

the annual value, inherited from the Motherland, is being supplanted by rates

on land values alone. The new Johannesburg municipality demanded it after

the war. But they had to be content with half measures from the Milner

government. And the rates are divided on the Band between buildings and a

separate rate on the selling value of land. In Toronto recently a large majority

exempted from taxation by plebiscite all houses of a value less than 700 dollars.

In Australia and New Zealand Land Values are rapidly becoming the sole sub-

ject for local taxation. The plan arlopted in the New Zealand law gives every

local go\ernment area the right of \-oting once every three years for or against

land values as the basis of assessment for the greater part of the rates. It is

being so widely adopted and is so unquestionably successful when adopted that
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Mr. Seddon has declared his intention of proposing a Bill to make it compulsory

without delay. In Queensland it has for some years been accepted as the sole

basis for local taxation. Why should we in our crowded country be behind the

Colonies 1 They have adopted this system to escape overcrowding, to free their

industries from local taxation. How much greater is our necessity ! Vast
municipal expenditure can alone make town life tolerable to the millions whose

lot it is to live in cities. And all that expenditure goes for nothing where over-

crowding and slum-life saps all health and power of enjoyment. We demand
simultaneously by taxation of Land A^alues the right to spend the massed wealth

of the cities, and the right to have good houses built without taxation.

The Taxation of Vacant Land.

But there is another benefit at least as great as the removal of the house-tax

which the rating of Land Values will confer on the communit}^. It will

cheapen the land on which the cheaper houses are to be built. At present the

rates are levied on the actual letting value of a property. The consequence is

that the owner may put that property to what use he pleases or to no use at all,

with the certainty that, however inadequately he may use it, he will get enough

rent to pay the rate. No landowner need let his land go for building until he

pleases to do so. He ma}'- continue to let his land for farm land long after he

could sell or let it for building. If it is his whim, if he thinks it to his interest,

he may keep it perpetually unbuilt on while the town has crept all round him.

He may cease even to graze an ass upon it. It may lie derelict, a dumping
ground for rubbish, a home for cats, live or dead. He need pay no rates if he

gets no rent. Yet this land is of increasing value as the town increases. And
that very value is an evidence of the need of the community for the land of

which they are refused the use.

The rating of land upon its selling value would make it to the interest of the

landlord to let his land in order to pay the rate or sell it in order to escape the

rate. He would be unable to go on using liis land as agricultural land when
builders were ready to pay three times the agricultural value in order to erect

houses upon it. That would be a luxury for which very few could afford to pay.

Even the richest and largest landowner would soon be glad to use his land to

the public advantage instead of starving the community of the first requirement

of life. Let us take a \evj glaring case. In the city of Manchester, within a
mile of the Exchange, lies a wedge of vacant land about f mile long by | mile

broad belonging to Lord Derby. It is kept vacant. It pays hardly any rates,

because it is hardly used at all. There is a brickfield on it. All around it the

city has spread. So crowded are some of the districts in the neighbourhood that

the City Corporation has felt bound to destroy some of the slum property and
re-house the people living in it. But not only does Lord Derby, by refusing to

use his land, contribute to the overcrowding, but he refuses to part with the

land to the Corporation to build new houses, or even to make roads across the

sacred tract. The Corporation have had to re-house the people some two miles

further away. Of course Lord Derby or any other landlord who acts in a

similar way is perfectly within his rights. We may think it grossl}'- unsocial so

to act. But we have no right to complain, because we choose to permit it when
the remedy is simple. That land has a great untaxed value. If we taxed it

the owner would very soon be bound to put the land to economic use in order to

avoid great losses.

But these more flagrant cases in tlie centres of towns are only an extreme
form of what happens with almost all land round developing cities. What
ought to be the price of land for building ? The value of the best agricultural land
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will be perhaps ,£100 to .£150 an acre, say at the outside fWl. or iUl. a s,|uare

yard. The t<.wii j,'rows. 'Ihe land begins to be needed for building. Ihe

landlord has done nothing. He ha.s sat still, collected his agricultural rent, ami

watched the approach of the town. All is pure gain to hiin, without any

e.xpense or ellbrt. What would be the hardship of re<puring him to convert his

land into building land when it became worth Is. a sciuare yard, or double the

agricultural price! He is a lucky fellow to double his laiul values while he

twirls his thumbs. But at present \\v can wait and wait till his land has reached

L's. 6d., 5s., lOs. a square yard, any price he pleases. The .£l-)<> acre is verv

rarely .sold near our large towns till it has risen to £S()(), an.l generally well

over £1,000. All this we can prevent by the simple expedient of taxing the

land on its selling value. Then land must come into the market as it is wanted,

at a price not very much above the agricultural value. The original cost of all

building operations will be enormously reduced. Houses will be cheaper to

build. There will be more demand, and more will be erected. There will be a

general fall of rents, and overcrowding will begin automatically to disappear

Here again Colonial experience comes to our aid to prove how the land

speculator is destroyed by land ta.xation. Speaking in the New houth

Wales Parliament in 1897, Mr. lleid, then Premier of the Colony, gave the

result of their land ta.\ :
—

" It has killed the trade of the land gambler. One of the greatest things

the land tax lias done in this country is to bring land values to an honest

footin«r. With land values down to an honest footing, the increases in

value that will follow will follow according to the prosperity and industry

of the country. Bv that fictitious value any man who desired to make a

home found himself ruined at the start by paying fabulous prices for the

land, and I claim for this tax that it stopped that cursed gambling that

went through this country and Victoria ; that it .ibsolutely killed it for

ever; and that the gamblers must now go over to West Australia.

'

The Municipal Bill.

It has been this aspect of land taxation that has taken the tirmest hold upon

the municipal authorities of England. And the Bill for the Assessment and

Rating of Land Values which I introduced and carried in 1904 and 190.) on

behalf of the Municijtal Conference was primarily directed to taxing land into

th(> market. Its jiroposals were that a new assessment should be made of the

selling value of land, and that there should be a new column in the rate-book

consis'ting of the figure representing :i percent, of that selling value. ^^ herever

this figure exceeded the present assessment on letting value it would become the

amount on which the rates were to l>e levied. This would immediately j.ut the

full rates on unoccupied land and would compel the use of all land needed tor

l)uilding. In short, it would break the back of the land nK)nopoly.

The opponents of land taxation have frequently attempted to make out that

the sei)arate assessment of land values is impossible or too expensive to make it

worth adopting. They are very fond of citing the opinions of land agents and

surveyors in England'. It is perfectly easy to set against their authority the

convii-tion of the officials of manv of the great municipalities, who have just as

good a claim to be respected. Possibly the speculative opinion of both may be

somewhat biased 1)V the view of their employers on the main question. But we

have the overwhelming evidence of every country which has tried the system

that there is alxsolutelv no difficulty of obtaining the valuation. The mo.st

recent and striking instance has been" in New York. As late as May Sth, 190.3,
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a law was approved requiring the tax commissioners for greater New York to

assess "the sum for which, in their judgment, each separately assessed parcel of

real estate under ordinary circumstances would sell if it were wholly un-

improved ; and sejiarately stated, the sum for which, under ordinary circum-

stances, the same jiarcel of real estate would sell with the improvements, if any,

thereon." Next year, in 1904, the assessment was completed, and I have
copies of the New York assessment containing in two columns the unimproved
value of every separate plot of land in the whole great city, and the same land

with improvements. The same was done a few years ago in Paris with very

little expense. The town clerks of the cities in Australia and New Zealand,

such as Brisbane and Wellington, declare that the assessment is as easy and as

cheap as the old one based upon the annual letting value.

The Experience of Prussia.

But the experience which demands our closest scrutiny is that of Prussia.

The Prussian Minister, Von Miquel, passed in 1893 a law to re-mould the system
of local taxation for Prussia. Great latitute was given to municipal authorities

to raise their revenues from a variety of sources, but among others they were
permitted to put a tax on undeveloped land. Gradually a good many towns
began to adopt it. In 1899 the Government issued a Memorandum urging the

adoption of the law, and in 1904 a second Memorandum referring to the

Taxation of Land Values was circulated, from which I propose to quote. I have
got abundant other evidence of the admirable results of the law and of its

popularity-. But the official circular explaining its success and urging its further

adoption is more impressive than any outside opinions. The Memorandum
commences by saying :

—

" It has been .shown b}^ practical experience that a rate placed upon land
values, in localities where both population and land values are on the
increase, results in an alleviation of the burdens borne by those landowners
who are not able to bear such heavy burdens by shifting them on to the

shoulders of those who are capable of bearing them.
" The statistics prove that building sites, which are only touched

insufficiently by the taxation on letting value, will be much more sharply
hit by the rate on the land value.

" For instance, under the State assessment the unbuilt-on sites of a
certain locality were lial^le to bear .3 per cent, of the rates falling on land
and houses, %vhile after the imposition of a rate on the land value they
would have to i)ay something like 36^ per cent., while the rate upon
buildings would fall from 97 to 63 1 j^er cent. In larger towns, in suburbs,

and in industrial localities, where a lively demand for building space might
cause the owners of land to keep it out of the market even when it is ready
for building in order to raise the price, the higher rating of building sites

is calculated to discourage such speculation, and to prevent an unhealthy
rise in price.

" By the introduction of a i-ate upon ground values no great addition to

the labour of assessment is felt, and the cost of the new system of assess-

ment has not in any locality reached an amount which is worthy of notice

when compared with the advantages of the new system. To this fact those

places which have already adopted the new rate bear witness in expressing
their appro^'al of the new system."
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Tlie Meinoranduni proceeds to give elal)Oi-ate tallies exiilanatoiy of the

working of the law, and concludes with a list of the local authorities which have

:adoj)ted it. No less than 71 towns and 53 country municipalities were already

on the list, which is every day being increased. The names of the followuig

great towns appear amltng "
the 71 :—Stettin, lireslau, Madgehurg, Kiel,

Hehleswig, Dortmund, Weisl)aden, Aix, Bei-ncastle, Cleve, Coblenz, Cologne,

Duss.'ldorf, Essen, besides several of the Berlin suburbs such as Charlottenburg

and Spandau. In the face of these facts it is impossil)le to assert that the

proposals are iin])racticable. They are being carried out in the country whose

industrial conditions most closely reseml)le our own at the instigation of the

Government, and they are realising in Prussia all those advantages which we are

•conHdent will accrue to ourseh es.

Open Spaces and Municipal Purchase.

There is, I think, only one important popular objection raised to Taxation of

Land Values. It is argued that open spaces and gardens which are now

valuable as the " lungs " of our great towns will be forced into the market. It

is hardly necessary t(j say that such is not the inoti\e of Land Reformers,

whose chief c-ry is " Give the people room to live." In the first place, if land is

brought cheaply into the market all round our cities, it means that many more

people will be able to pay for gardens in the suburbs attached to their houses.

It may be that a few streets in the centre of the town, inevitably destined to

become sliop-streets in time, will have their garden frontages built up a few

years sooner owing to land taxation. But twenty new streets with gardens

will be able to spring up in the suburbs to compensate. And with regard to

open spaces, why should there be any fear? In the Bill of 1905 a clause was

insertetl to permit the dedication of open spaces free of land rates to the public

by the leave of the municipality. And the London County Council has given

an earnest of its anxiety to avoid the taxing out of such spaces by seeking

powers to come at once tt) arrangements with the landlords of London squares

ixwd open spaces, to enable them to l)e dedicated to the public on the under-

standing that tlie Council will exempt them from any future rate upon Land

Values.

But the truth is that Taxation of Land Values can alone make an adequate

su4iply of public spaces possible. The supreme ditliculty which faces the most

willing municipalities to-day in trying to provide playgrounds for the children

and parks to the people is the price of land. They are worse oft' than even the

[>rivate purchaser. For if it is known that the Corporation with the rates

behind them want land, the demands of landowners rise in proportion. English

towns own verj- little property compared with towns in Germany and some other

countries. The rent roll of our corporations is astonishingly small. Only thirty-

four towns have an income of more than £1,000, and only Bristol, Leicester,

Liverpool, Nottingham, and Swansea have more than £10,000 a year. Con-

sequently they have to purchase land at enormous ])rices for all public improve-

ments, for schools, for new streets, for town halls, for lilirarics, for playgrounds,

for parks. The more active the municipalities become, and the more duties the

law imposes upon them, the larger the sums which the ratepayers are constantly

having to pay for land. It is quite essential that this plundering of the jtublic

shoidd cease, and that there should be an automatic method of arriving at fan-

.selling value. AVhat can be more fair than to allow the public to purchase at

the value state<l in the land value column of the rate book. If the value has

been overstated, the seller can ha\e nothing to comiilain of. If it has been

understated, he will have been evading his obligations as a ratepayer and will
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be justly penalised in consequence. The basis of all compulsory purchase in

future must be the declared land value upon which the rates are paid. It will

then become possible for great public improvements to be made without the
public having to pay a huge price, which covers the values which they will

create by those very improvements. The unearned increment can then be
reserved for those who create it by the timely purchase of px'operty, which
public expenditure is going to improve.

The Question of Existing Contracts.

There is a subsidiary question upon which I ought to say a few words^
namely, who ought to pay the Land Value Rate 1 Undue importance has been
given to the subject because the movement began in an effort to enable the
occupier to shift his existing rates on to the shoulders of the ground-rent holder
in leasehold towns. It was an attack on the great landlords, whose wealth
naturally excites the jealousy of the communities who contribute to it. As
Squire Western says, " Most o' zuch great estates be in the hands of lords, and I

hate the very name of themmum." As a matter of fact, that is an entire

delusion. In the first place, in leasehold towns the majority of landowners are

small people, and there are vast numbers of owners of ground rents who are
either building societies or private individuals who have placed their earnings in

what they think solid investments. But, further, the majority of English towns
are by custom freehold, and therefore shifting the rate from occupier to landlord

would mean nothing. We are not concerned in the relations of landlord and
tenant. It does not matter who is paying the rate on a mill or a house. The
real evil is that there should be a tax at all to make houses and mills more
expensive to erect. And it is just as bad a tax and doing just as great

injury to trade whether the landowner builds the mill in freehold Halifax or the

tenant in leasehold London.
Those who urge the very serious step of requiring the I'ate to be thrown back

on the ground rents, which have contracted out of all rates, ought to ask them-
selves who is really enjoying the land value now. After all, in most cases the

ground rent is a form of deferred payment for the purchase of the land. I have
recently taken some land on long lease in the centre of London to build a house
upon. If I had wished to do the same in Bradford I should have bought the

land outright. But I enjo}^ the full value of the land as much in London as in

Bradford while my lease runs. No one would propose in the case of Bradford that

I should be allowed to run to earth the man from whom I had bought the land

and clap the new land rate upon him, so evading my own present responsibility.

Yet the basis on which I am paying my ground rent in London is arranged on
exactly the same considerations as my purchase in Bradford. The truth is that

till the end of his lease the occupier has the full enjoyment of the land value.

The renewal of his bargain at the end of the lease is the time when the landlord

again enjoys the advantage of possessing the land. The rent now paid under
existing leases, just as the price paid under recent purchases, may be a great

deal more than if a land value tax had existed which brought all available land

into the market. But that is the penalty we all pay for past folly and present

blindness. It may also be a very good reason, and is in my opinion the best of

reasons, for heavy taxation on large incomes derived or large fortunes inherited

from such sources. The income tax and death duties can deal Avith such

accumulations. But there is no good reason for going behind hundreds of

thousands of transactions which people of very moderate means justly regard as

final conti'acts.

There is, however, a general agreement being reached by most of those who
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liave paid close attention to this subject tliat existinj^ contracts must be
lespectetl. The Minority Report of the lloyal Commission insists on it. Judge
( >'C(jnnor, in liis uncompromising re])ort in favour of hind taxation as the basis

oi all rating, declares:—
" All existing contracts should be absolutely respected. It may be that

many of them will have to run not for years only, but for lives and longer.

No matter, for although there would appear to be, according to the view in

this Kej)ort, much that is inequitable in the present airangement, and much
that calls for change in the interests of the public, vet a disregard of

contractual relations would be a more .serious injury to the jiublic than
even the existing system of rating."

80 strongly is this felt in Parliament that after passing by 90 the Bill which I

introduced ui>on April 1 ith of this year for England, which respecte«l contracts,

the House of Commons nearly rejected upon May l!)th the .Scotch Jiill which
contained a clause to throw back the land rate U})on feu duties. It was only
carried by a majority of L'O, and by dint of the most explicit declarations on the
]>art of most of those who spoke for it, and by Mr. Thomas 8haw as .spokesman
for the Liberal side that the clause would be droj>ped in committee.

The Rural Problem.

So far I have discussed Land Reform as if it were a purely town question.
But there is no magic in the boundary of a Borough or an Urban District. Land
is of the same nature within the jurisdiction of a County Council. And as
discussion proceeds it is becoming clearer that the full results of Taxation of
Land Values cannot be realised in cities as long as large tracts of building land
outside the municipal areas are unafTected by the land value rate. The towns
of Newcastle and Gateshead contain about 3.000 acres of buildings. But it has
been recently estimated that within three miles of the Central Station there are
at least 10,000 acres which are as yet unbuilt on, and owing to the tram extensions
are all practically within the buildin:^ market. But most of this land is outside
the l)orough boundaries. Much of the land on which a new and larger London
ought to be built to house the overcrowded millions is in Middlesex, Essex, and
Surrey. Manchester needs to extend into Cheshire. Shetheld ought to overrun
Derbyshire and the West Riding. It is quite essential, in order to comjilete

the urban reform, either that there should be a great extension of boundaries
sutticient to include all land which for some time to come may become valuable
for building, or that Taxation of Land Values should be applied to the whole
country, and not only to the towns.

There is nothing but the unripe state of public opinion in the country
districts which i)re\ents the demand for the reform being as vigorous from
agricultural as from industrial communities. Every argument for Taxation of
Land Values in the towns ai^plies with as great force to rural districts. The
rates constitute as severe a burden. There is an uncTiding struggle between the
farmer and the townsman as to which of them suffers most from the burden.
The agricultural interest has got special relief in the Agricultural Rates Act
from the present unprincii)led and short-sighted government. But the lamenta-
tion of the agriculturist is just as loud in 190.5 as it was in 1895. He is quite
right. Doles from the Exchequer do not alter the intolerable character of the
jiresent rates. They are in the country also a spi^cial tax upon enterprise and
industry. The more valuable a farm is made by labour and cajutal and skill

ami thrift the higher the asse.ssment of that farm. The more and the better the
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cottages for labourers the more the farmer or the landlord has to pay in rates^

for them. Is it not a ludicrous system of taxation which at once puts a heavy-

tax upon the capital and labour of a Scottish or Yorkshire farmer who has been

induced to take up a derelict farm in Essex "? If the land has hardly any value

it ought to have hardly any tax on it, and the public ought rather to reward the-

enterprising man who has the skill to use it.

How to Re=PeopIe the Countryside.

But a great part of the rural land of England is not used as it might be, and
is even deliberately refused to those who could use it. Yet it is rated only on

the rent which it actually brings in.

Three years ago an old pillar was dug up on the site of the ancient City of

Susa bearing a Babylonian inscription 4,000 years old :

—

"Land must be cultivated, and if neglected the owner had to pay the

same as the neighbouring land."

These men of old had grasped our principle. There are many estates where the

land is neglected, and where mismanagement or lack of capital has reduced the

letting value of the farms. There is land near villages wanted for building or

small holdings, there is land near railway stations which manufacturers would

buy at reasonable prices, there is land near cities which is reserved by the-

landlords from its best economic use. It is a grave injustice that this land

should not be paying on its real value while the well-developed property has to-

bear the burden. A speaker in a discussion on the subject at the Urban
District Council of Chatteris, in Cambridgeshire, put the case well when he-

said :—
" It seems unfair that land on our fens, worth say £30 an acre, should

be assessed at 30s., while land in the town worth ,£1,000 an acre (forty times-

as much) is assessed at less than 60s. ; but that is the state of things in

Chatteris. It is also unfair that fen farms worth not more than £30 per acre,

are assessed at several shillings per acre more than land abutting on high

roads worth at least £50 per acre. This injustice is very serious, and has.

existed for generations. Some land in the fen is paying rates on an assess-

ment of 28s. per acre, while some pieces of accommodation land on our main
highways is paying on 21s."

Again as in towns so in the country the stimulus to the proper use of land

needed by the community is at least as important as the relief of the present

i-ates. The danger to the national health if we become a city-bred people is

be»inning to beset our minds. Mr. Charles Booth finds that the generation

born in the town tends to work in the lower grades of labour. " Back to the

land " is the only security for maintaining tlie physical stamina of the race. But
the exchange of town and country population does not proceed. The Exodus is

one-sided. The agricultural labourer is attracted to the towns, the townsman is

not attracted to the country. To speak more accurately, country life repels

both. It is not that the glare of shops is preferred by all men to the sunset

;

that the quieter glories of springtime, and haymaking, and gardening cannot

compensate for the music-hall and the lure of the crowded city. The same kind

of men from town and country settle down happily in Canada and New Zealand

on the land. But in England the land is closed to them. No agricultural

labourer becomes a freeholder, and very rarely a tenant of any sort. That he

should own the land for his cottage is so unthinkable that the Building Societies

confine their operations to the towns. No advancement is possible for liim.
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Tlio one rnrc chance is tliat he may have a hindloril whu chooses to experiment
in small holdings. But it is a chance in a tliousand. More and more in rural

England the controlling (juestion in the use of land is the sporting value of an
estate, and independent holdings, above all freeholds, are anathema to the
s[><jrting tenant. The rooted objection to breaking up estates and to admitting
new industries to country districts excludes the economic use of land except wliere

the towns have crept up very close to the country house. There the lamllord

begins to feel that it is no use trying to keep away the factoi-y, and, when bribed
with twenty times the agricultural value of his land, will begin to sell or let it to

the enterprising iiuiovator.

To save rural l-Ingland from further depopulation and to turn l)ack the flood

of men to the land it is necessary that far away from the towns it should be
easy for the enterprising man to get land to work on. Taxation of Land Values
will make this far simpler. A co-operative society may now be anxious to get
land for small holdings, or a manufacturer wish to take his business into the
country to some healthy village close to a main line station. But they cannot
do it now except by paying land prices which make it economically impossible.

It has been necessary, as things now are, in order to get industries into the
country to start a Garden City Comj)any which can get enough capital to buy
a whole estate outright and oiter land at reasonable terms Ui indi\ idual manu-
facturers, liut if the refusal of an oti'er of twice his agrii-ultural rent were to

entail the doubling of his i-ates, the landlord would quickly enough part with
his land to the small manufacturer or co-operator, without the intervention of

the Garden City Company.
Even public authorities would be immensely benefited. In the Northumber-

land County Council we are having to pay 5s. a scjuare yard for land on which to
build schools for villages. The value of the land as used at present would
generally be at the.very outside Is. a square yard. Land Value Taxation would
bring this land into the market at reasonable prices. The County Council of

Herefordshire was recently wholly unable to l)uy any land suitable for an experi-

mental fruit ground. Land Value Taxation would have enabletl them to buy it

somewhere within the area of their fertile country at a little over the agricultural

value.

A National Land Value Tax Possible.

I have said enough to show why the country is just as interesteil in Taxation
of Land Values as the towns. And I am strongly of oi)inion that when it

comes to dealing with it the next Liberal Government will find it very hard to
refuse to treat the country districts in the same Avay as the towns. Their
rating (piestion has got to be dealt with. Can any Liberal Government simply
\enture to continue the Agricultural Rates Act to the counties without altera-
tion '. If not, what does it prc>pose to do ? It will be an enormous exjiense to
make an equivalent grant to the towns, and yet in strict justice they can
demand it. A l)older solution would be to free the national exchequer of the
burden of the present nine millions of subventions in aid of rates, and to remit
taxation to that extent. Then a National Laiul Value Tax might be raised
from the whole country in aid of rates and distributed according to the neces-
sities of the various localities after the scheme recommended by Lord Balfour of
Burleigh in the Local Taxation Commission. A very low estimate of the
annual value of land in this country is £150,000,000 a year. If the correspond-
ing capital, value £3,750,000,000, were ta.xed at one peiniy in the £ ])er annum
the revenue would be £15,625,000. Such a sum would nearly double the aid
to lates given at present. And in fact it would be nothing more than a
national readjustment of rates. Every million raised from Land Values
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would be a million saved to the industries on the land. It would probably

be a simpler and less complicated method of arriving at the desired results

than by making the change a local one. It would moreover offer the additional

advantage that it would be a national tax which the House of Lords could

only reject at their peril, while all changes in the rating system would have to

be presented in the form of Bills which they could mutilate with less fear of

popular re^olt.

Land Taxation versus Protection.

Taxation of Land Values is the economic answer to the new Protection of

the Conservative party. Tariff Reform selects some favoured industries for

protection at the expense of the rest of the community, encourages every
manufacturer who happens to do badly to turn to politics in the hope of winning
in the tariff gamble what his own industry and intelligence fail to gain, raises

prices to the general detriment, and makes the poor poorer yet. Taxation of

Land Values aims at exactly the opposite. It makes no invidious selection of

politically powerful trades. It does not leave out of account industries where
there is no foreign competition. All are equally favoured by the remission of

taxation upon their machinery and mills, and by the new opportunity of obtain-

ing cheap land. Foreign competition will i-emain the same as it is now, but we
shall be better able to meet it. New industries, which are now choked oflf by
the weight of local taxation, will arise. New men, who want to start in a small

way, but have not now the capital to pay the enormous prices for land which
monopoly can now demand, will be able to try their expei'iments. But, above
all, the eyes of politicians in England will be turned away from the foreigner.

New Protection attributes all the evils of our people to the alien, and the com-
petition of the alien, and the incursion of the alien. Bad trade, sweating, over-

crowding, unemployment, are all the work of the foreigner. Therefore to fear, to

hate, to thwart, to tax, to retaliate upon the foreigner is the truest patriotism

to their perverted vision.

We think the causes of economic depression, of social inequality, and of wide-

spread poverty lie nearer home. The vast wealth of England could comfortably

feed and clothe and house and employ all her people. But it is ill-distributed.

The industrious are taxed. The owners of vast unearned wealth es(;ape far too

easily. Men willing to work and to use the land of their country are denied

the right to use it, in obedience to the whim of the unenlightened self-interest of

landlords. They throng to our towns. They lower wages. They become the

unemployed. We demand the use of the land of England. We are no con-

fiscators. But we sa}^ that the only terms on which private ownership of the

first necessity of man can be permanently tolerable to a democratic j^eople is

that this enormous privilege shall carry with it the obligation to bear a large

par-t of the pulilic burdens. And we hold it to be the highest of all patriotic

efforts to secure by new and just laws the full and free opportunity to every
citizen of using some pai-t of the soil of the country, for which we teach him
that it is a virtue to know how to die.
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WHAT LABOUR WANTS.

It is quite unnecessary to give elaborate

biographies of the Coming Men who
liave written the following articles.

They are all well known as pioneers in

the great progressive movement.

Mr. Buk(;ess calls himself the

political father of the Independent

Labour Party, and certainly has a good

claim to the title, considering that

when editor of the Work77iaiiii Times

he asked for the names of tliose persons

wlio wei'e desirous of seeing such a

Party formed, and in response obtained

more than two tliousand adherents.

He is now an active member of the

Glasgow Town Council, and has a good

chance of wresting the parliamentary

representation of tlieCamlach ie Di vision

from its present Tory occupant at the

next Genei'al Election.

Probabl}' no other member of the

Labour Party has represented the

movement at so many Congresses

both in Euroi)e and America as ]Mr.

Pktk CiKKAN. It is really marvellous

how he manages to get through the

multifaiinus duties connected with the

Laljour Itepresentation Committee aiul

the General Federation of Trades'

L'nions, in addition to his regular

work as princii)al organiser to the

dasworkors' and General Labourers'

I'nion. Mr. Curran has a very strong

lection committee workinsr for him.

and everything points to his winning

the Jarrow Division by a l)ig majority.

Mr. J. K. Clvnks is also one of the

organisers of the Gasworkers' and

General Labourers' Union, and his

chances of securing the .seat at North-

East Manchester are daily improving.

The present holder is Sir J. Fergusson

(an ex-Postmaster-General), but it is

probable that he Avill retire at the end

of the present Parliament. ^Ir. Clynes

has lately been made a J. P., Ijeing one

of the first of the active socialists to

receive this honour. The Gasworkers'

Union is certainly to be congratu-

lated in possessing two such capable

organisers as Mr. Curran and ^Ir.

Clynes.

Mr. G. J. "Wahdle has been for

many years an active member of the

Amalgamated Society of Hailway

Servants, and since 1898 has edited

their official organ, The RaUicay

liei'ietr. He was adopted as Laboui-

Candidate for Stockport two years

ago. This is a double-barrelled pon-

stituency, and as it is very unlikely

that either the Liberals or Conserva-

tives will liring forward more than

one candidate eacli, Mr. Wardle should

find no dithculty in .securing one of

the .seats.

The jiolitical situation in >s'or\vich

is very similai-. The City returns two
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members, but up to the present neither

of the orthodox parties has brought

out more than one candidate, so that

Mr. G. H. Roberts stands an excellent

chance of being returned. He is at

present Organiser of the Typographical

Association, and his fellow-members

have recently agreed to pay his election

expenses.

It should be remembered that

although the candidatures of these

writers were promoted in the first

instance by the respective Societies

to which they belong, they have since

been adopted by the Labour Repre-

sentation Committee, and if elected

as M.P.'s, this committee will pay

each of them a salary of £200 per

annum.

The passing of the Unemployed Bill

was the result of a ding-dong fight by

a handful of Labour M.P.'s, and with

their number recruited there can be

little question that the subjects dealt

with in the following pages will be

brought rapidly to the front.
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THE FEEDING OF CHILDREN BY THE STATE.

By COUNCILLOR JOSEPH BURGES5.

Labour Candidate for the Camlachie Division of Glasgow.

The deniantl that the State shall assume the responsibility of securing the

adequate feeding of the children, from whose ranks the future generation of

citizens must be recruited, is only the logical outcome of the demand the State

has already made, namely, that all children must be properly educated.

The Results of Underfeeding.

Statistics giving relative heights and weights of children adequately and

insufficiently fed are somewhat vitiated by the fact that housing conditions

contribute to the disparities disclosed. In Glasgow an inquiry, conducted under

the supervision of the Medical Officer of Health (Dr. A. K. Chalmers), showed

that children of the same age, living in houses of one, two, and three apartments,

varied in height and weight as follows :

—

Size of House
Kooms.

1
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Table II.— Weight of Children in Relation to Diet (Families in Two

Apartments).



Wlittf Ldhonr W'unf;

How Underfeeding affects National Well-being:.

Till' cluklren of the pour, or tliosc who survivo the onlcul, for there is a

terrible waste of precious lives, grow up under a double disadvantage. They
are deficient both in education and physique. Dr. Clement Dukes, before the

Royal Commission on Physical Training in Scotland, put in a table showing the

mean height and weight, and the aiuuial i-ate of increase, of 7,S-)') boys and
men, between the ages of 10 and .30, of the artisan class—town population,

antl a second table giving the same particulars of 7,709 boys and men of the

most favoured classes of the English population—public school bo\'s, naval and
military cadets, and medical and university students. The table is too detailed

to (juote in full, but it shows that at 22 years of age the artisans were
()()()0 inches in height, and weighed l."i0-40 lbs., whereas the professional classes,

at the same age, were GS-9."i inches high, and weighed 1.j4-7 lbs. This gives an
average of more than 2 inches in height and 24 lbs. in weight to the

professional classes. Again I must insist that it is not theirs at birth. This

loss of stature and weight is the price the nation has to pay for the bad housing,

the insufficient feeding, and the premature employment of the children of the

poor.

State Feeding of Ctiildren the Truest Economy.
Space will not permit me to deal with the objections raised to the State

Feeding of Children, such as tlie alleged weakening of parental responsibility,

the effect upon home life, and the argument that what is saved to the parents

will be taken from them by lessened wages or increased cost of rent. To all

such objections there is one sufficient answer—the children must be adequately

fed, or physical deterioi'ation will destroy our strength as a nation. In the face

of recent disclosures, the mere cost of providing the food cannot be allowed to

bar the way to this reform. That cost is greatly exaggerated. The Glasgow

Corporation, in its Family Home for widowers and their children, feeds

150 children under 14 years of age at an average cost of Is. 4d. per week.

This is not one meal per day, but three full meals dailv, and a slice of Invad and

butter thrown in for supper. What the children want is plain food, and plenty

of it. They are our chief asset, and it is the truest economy of the State to

secure that they are fed and trained so as to be able to take the part of good

citizens hereafter.
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ON UNEMPLOYMENT.

By Q. H. ROBERTS,

Labour Candidate for Norwich.

After much insistent agitation the Labour party is disposing of the fallacious

idea hitherto inveterately held that L'^nemployment is merely seasonal, and is

creating a great public knowledge and conscience upon this question of grave

national concern, which perceives that whilst competition for individual gain

characterises society, and land and capital is privately owned, so that a few

people appropriate to themselves the larger share of yearly human production,

thousands of industrious citizens are doomed to idleness with all its attendant

privation and misery, for even in the most pi-osperous times there are many
unable to find a purchaser for their labour—a condition grievously aggravated

during the ever-recurring and increasingly frequent periods of depression.

In the absence of a scientific adjustment of supply and demand the spectre

of Unemployment haunts the worker throughout life, placing him at the mercy

of the ebb and flow of trade and a victim to every fluctuation of the market.

Every fresh invention in machinery, improved method of production, or increased

facility of transport and communication adopted, instead of having all-round

beneficial consequences, entails the displacement and reduction to extreme

poverty of many workers, whilst those retaining their places in the ranks of

industrialism find their labour intensified thereby.

Mr. Chas. Booth, in Life and Labour, states :—•" Our modern system of

industry will not work without some unemployed margin—some reserve of

labour. Thus it will be seen capital actually flourishes on the unemployed, for

monopoly wealth is rooted in labour's poverty, and the workers are mere counters

in Mammon's game of greed. Capital, therefoi^e, has need of the unemployed to

maintain its supremacy over labour. What an ignoble ideal society clings to

which requires that man}^ shall remain idle so as to render it easy for the

privileged few to wrest wealth socially produced for private gain and aggrandise-

ment. Does not this show society to rest upon the poverty and degradation

and the trampled manhood and debased womanhood of the masses ?
"

At last, however, an idea of the wrong wrought by subverting the right of

human beings to work and live is foi'cing itself into people's minds, as evidenced

in the growing tendency to organise votes and to formulate clear conscious

demands regardless of the exigencies of party politics. Current events strongly

manifest the wisdom of such a step, proving that those supporting the great

evil of capitalistic profit-seeking are not to be differentiated by traditional
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political designations. Many politicians are extremely radical in their advocacy

of minor reforms, but fatally conservative upon the fundamental question of the

economic organisation of industry, in wiiich lie embedded the roots of social

problems, of which unemployment is the greatest.

"When distress " maketh even wise men mad," charitable doles arc impulsively

dispensed, which but act as an opiate, giving temporary ease and leaving the

social body weakened and enfeebled. Knowing this, it is wiser to locate causes

and applv effective remedies thereto. Though the scientific regulation of

industrv and a just and equitable co-ordination of social interests is a question

incui^abls of immediate solution, still, ])alliative measures can be adopted when

willed, which measures should be designed to directly lead to the goal wliere the

nation's labour shall be adjusted to the nation's needs, and national wealth be

used for national ends.

Some are attracted by the crude and illusive, but specious and dangerous,

fisealism now being exploited by certain politicians to divert attention from real

issues, under the guise of patriotism and imperial greatness. Socialists and

Labour men, knowing unemployment to be incidental to competitive indus-

trialism, irrespective of fiscal arrangements, have splendidly manifested their

intent to arrest such retrogressive proposals, simultaneously taking full advantage

of every opportunity to point out genuine causes and remedies for enforced

idleness and fluctuating employment, thus creating facilities for enhanced

progress. Modern imperialism is but a Jesuitical device for binding the workers

in closer bondage to capital.

Historically, unemployment appears coincidently with the people's expropria-

tion from the land and their aggregation into towns under the factory .system.

Land, as the phy.sical basis of life, is the great essential, and free access to it is

the incontestable right of a free people ; hence the incubus of landlordism must

be shaken off and the nation placed in possession of its rightful heritage.

Amazing is the folh' and indifference which unprotestingly allows good land to

fall into prairie wildness, while many thousand willing and able workers yearn

for opportunities to apply their labour to it, so that livelihoods bo earned and

national wealth increased. The re-peopling of the land with an industrious

population, utilising scientific and co-operative methods of cultivation, would so

enhance its productive capacity as to rapidly decrease our dependence upon

foreign nations for food supplies—a source of national weakness necessitating

the upkeep of a bloated and burdensome navy. Far better than markets abroad,

costly to obtain and keep, and always fickle and unreliable, would be that

market created at home by the repatriation of the people upon the land, gi\ ing

constant and certain demands resting upon the purchasing power of our own
population, which, with consequent improved stability of employment, would

largely increase.

A bold and comprehensive scheme of afforestation is pregnant with great

possibilities. Continental nations have successfully afforested hitherto barren

wilds, using much labour and realising handsome profits, whilst experiments

privately conducted undeniably show that timber may be profitably cultivated

in this country. A nation really in earnest would regard but little land as

entirely useless, for cannot sterile land be madu fertile \ The Channel Islands
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afford examples of how barren soil may be transformed into fruitfulness by skill

and industry. Britain may learn an appropriate lesson from the Chinese motto :

—

" Suffer not a barren spot to remain in the wilds, or an idle person to abide in

the cities."

The reclamation of foreshores, too, would peacefully add miles of valuable

territory to national possessions, giving employment to many. Ceasing to wage

flagitious wars for the unhallowed subjugation of other races, and determining

upon the complete conquest of our own soil, would soon allay anxiety about

fluctuating export trade. It is activity or depression in the home trade which

brings either prosperity or distress. Increasing exports may run parallel with

internal slackness. To regard progress in one county as involving the ruin of

another is a creed we cannot subscribe to. It is in accord with natural

evolutionary laws that each nation shall develop, increasingly supplying its own

needs, and to that extent closing its markets to other nation's products. This

is proceeding as relentlessly as Fate, and true statesmanship will recognise the

inevitable contraction of the world's markets, creating greater difliculties in

finding outlets for exports, and involving an inability to pay for the food stuffs we

are compelled to import since Britain ruined its agriculture and rural population

by forcing its people into manufacture and urban wretchedness.

For many years organised labour has advanced its claim for the enactment of

an Eight Hour Day. The institution of an Independent Labour group in the

next Parliament should ensure attention being given to a measure intended to

modify the terrible modern paradox of some working inordinately long hours

whilst others are denied work. By raising the school age the tension would also be

relieved, besides affording our children fairer opportunities for the acquisition of

knowledge, which, with the adoption of an intelligently ordained educational

system, aiming at the development of each child's particular aptitudes, and

placing them in that sphere for which they are adapted, would remove the oft-

levelled charge of incompetency, invariably due to the promiscuous choice of

trade adopted. This would be regarded as the special function of a State seek-

ing to make the best of its wealth-pi-oducers, and to promote universal comfort,

content, and well-being.

Unemployment is a national problem, the responsibility for which must be

nationalised. The growth of the new Labour Party, and the wide acceptance

of newer social and economic theories, denote the intent of the disinherited to

cease meekly acquiescing in the merciless conditions which manacle and scourge

them, and to institute a juster state, eliminating the carking care and terror of

indigence environing them. Struggling towards freedom, they realise its

impossibility till they have removed the class I'estrictions denying their right to

work and to enjo}^ the fruits of their labour. Already the light of Right and

Justice irradiates their minds, and they spurn demoralising charity and go

forward,
" Not as beggars, but as men demanding vvoi'k.

Not as vagabonds or vagrants, but as men who scorn to shirk."
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LAND NATIONALISATION.

By PETE CURRAN.

Labour Candidate for the Jarrow Division of Durham.

In coiitrilmtinuf tliis shurt article on Lin«l Xationalisuliuii I feel tluit it is due

to me to say that the famous book entitled Progress ami Poverty, which was

written by the i^'reat American apostle of Land Reform, Henr}' George, was the

tirst work which flirected my attention to the depth and seriousness of the

.Social Problem of modern times, though the final solution therein suggested is

in my judgment inadequate to cope with all the social wrongs which attlict

Society, yet it is a most eloquent impeachment of present-day Social inequalities.

The general term Lmd Nationalisation, to most who study the <juestion,

presents two separate theories. In the tirst place there is the school ttf thouglit

known as single taxers, who believe that the State should appropriate the Lmd
by a process of graduated taxation. Henry George was the pioneer of this

school ; their sliibboleth is taxation to extinction of private ownership. They

go on to declare that wlien the Land of the Country is directly in the hands of

the Government it should be placed in the open market and according to the law

of competition contracted out to the individual who is prepared to pay the

highest tax for the time being, such tax of course going into the National E.v-

che(iuer. It is perfectlv obvi(»us that those who advocate this process of reform,

however estimable in its way, do not mean Land Nationalisation. In my
estimation this simply means the Nationalisation of Rent, and would still afford

facilities for the Land to become Capitalised b}' large tracts of it being rented

out by the State to tlie private Speculator, who would be in a position, even

then, to use it to the detriment of a large portion of the community. • I do not

desire to declaim against this Reform, being sensible to the fact that the

Revenue derived from land would go far to remove the bunlen of Taxation from

the shoulders of the Industrial classes. My main object is to have this Reform

estimated at its proper value.

In dealing with this problem it is necessary for us to always keep in mind

the ob\ ious fact that Land is a natural element, and not a manufacturised or a

movable commodity, both the surface and the valuable minerals beneath not

being placed there by any human hand, but are essentially the gifts of nature to

her chiUh'en.

Tliere is anothei- economic side to this Land ]>rol)lem, which has been set

forth by numerous thinkers Ijelonging to the Socialistic school and to which, I

am bound to say, I principally adhere, that i.s, when Lanil becomes the pioperty

of the Nation either by Ta.xation to Extinction, bv appropriation or compensa-

tion, it should remain the property of the Nation and should be kept under the

collective supervision of national and local authorities; for instance, bv receiving
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Parliamentary powers, County authorities could organise Agricultural contin-

gents, equipped with the most modern scientific implements for cultivation and

produce raising. The Mining Industry could be carried on under Parliamentary

superintendence with efficient and qualified persons in the position of Manage-

ment. The City and Urban authorities having Pai'liamentary sanction could

carry on Buildings and other operations without letting out any part of the

Land under their jurisdiction for the purpose of individual enterprise.

Of course in a short article of this discription it is impossible to treat this

vast subject in a comprehensive way, but if futui-e reform of the Land system

was conducted on the lines as above indicated it is not claiming too much to say

that it would be laying the foundation stone of a future system of public owner-

ship and collective control. It may be here mentioned that the line of demarca-

tion between the two schools that I have briefly treated lays in the point that

the first mentioned are collectivists only in so far as Land Taxation is concerned,

and that they are strong believers in that form of individualism which is at

present the ruling feature in Commerce and Industr}', and which is rapidly

breeding and fostering a combination of social evils which will ultimately work

out its own destruction, while the last mentioned not only wants to establish

the principle of complete collective control of Land, but also want to apply that

principle to those huge National Monopolies in Manufacture and transit which

are at present crippling our whole Industrial system.

The words Land Values are ver}^ often used in a vague way by Public Speakers

and Writers. I remember a description given by the late Charles Stewart

Parnell in the House of Conimons away back in the early eighties, when a Land
Commission was being appointed to consider the all-important question of buying

out Irish Landlords. He stated they (the Landlords) should be compensated

according to the Prairie Value of the Land. This was a rather sarcastic phrase

at that juncture, but it conveyed a lot of deep meaning. What is the Prairie value

of land? Land has no real value except for grazing purposes, until the hand

and brain of labour is applied to it, so that if the Irish Landlords had been

bought out at Irish Prairie value it would not have cost the British Taxpayer

much, but unfortunately such did not happen. The Landlords and Capitalists

in Parliament saw to that. All earnest Reformers, however they may differ in

detail, are agreed that Land Monojioly is at the root of most of the Social evils.

Those of us who are engaged in the work of Trade-Union Organisation perceive

the evils of the system not only in the scantily populated rural districts, but

also and even to a keener degree in the overcrowded and impoverished slum

dwellings which still exist in certain parts of our large cities. As no serious

attempt has been made by either of the great Political parties of the State to

grapple with this Social anomaly, Ave are forced to the conclusion that it will be

left to the future Representatives of the Organised workers to promote and fight

for a real and adequate solution of the Land Problem. This is perhaps one of

the strongest I'easons why we stand for Labour's Political Independence.

We are doing our utmost to arouse the workers to a keen sense of their own
civic powers. If we succeed in persuading them to use such powers in a

solidified way, tlien Labour's voice will be heard more frequently and with much
greater eftect in the Councils of the Nation.
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RAILWAY NATIONALISATION.

By G. J. WARDLE,

Labour Candidate for Stockport.

The Labour Party supports nationalisation l)ecause railways are a monopoly

—

and all monopolies should be owned by the State. There is no real competition

between railways at the present day. Hates are arranged jointly between

competing points, and both or all railways charge alike. There is thus no

competition, only duplicate management, duplicate stations, duplicate trains,

and duplicate staffs.

It would pay the nation to have only one railway, and that owned by the

State.

At present there are 51 companies, with 2r)0 boards of directors and .3,000

directors.

The salary of a director averages £500 per year.

Over-Capitalisation.

The railwaj's are enormously over-capitaliseil.

The Board of Trade returns for 1902 show the total capital of the railways of

the L'nited Kingdom as £1,217,000,000.

Of this b'^O millions, or 16 per cent., is water.

It takes nearly £7,000,000 every year to pay interest on this " water " at the

average rate.

Tlie various companies have paid £90,000,000 for legal expenses in Parlia-

ment, which have been added to capital.

It takes nearly £."5,000,000 per year to pay the interest on this sum. The

landlords have been paid £80,000,000 in exce.ss of the real value of their land

by railway companies, which has also been added to capital. It takes over

£2,500.000 to pav interest on this sum.

The capital accounts of the railways never grow any less. They provide no

sinking fund. In 1870 the cost of railways stood at £34,000 i)er mile. In

1902 it was £54,000 per mile, an increase of £20,000 per mile.

And it grows worse every year. If the nation were to take over the railways

and pay a uniform rate of interest of '1\ per cent., it could save between 20 and

30 million pounds per year. It could create a sinking fund to pay off capital,

reduce rates and fares, and give increased wages to the 600,000 employees.
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Since 1870 the companies have paid in dividends and interest 1,116 million

pounds, more tlian all the actual capital subscribed, yet in the same period the

capital account has been doubled.

In the United Kingdom the railways have cost £54,000 per mile. On the

Continent £15,000 per mile. In Australia £14,590 per mile. This is the

price we are paying for leaving our railways in private hands.

Once our high roads were private property, and toll had to be paid for their

use. Now they are public property, and tolls have been abolished. Railways

are the highways of the nation.

Other Forms oi Waste.

In addition to the waste which is caused by over-capitalisation, there is the

waste caused by multi-management and by the reckless methods adopted to

secure traffic.

In the United Kingdom there are 51 companies with separate general

managers, goods managers, superintendents, accountants, and secretaries, and

250 boards of directors. In Germany the railways are under the control of

one man.

In addition there is an English and Scotch Clearing House with 3,000 clerks,,

and an Irish one with 128 clerks, which must cost at least half a million per

year to maintain. All this is absolutely unnecessary.

At least from one-third to one-half of the clerical work performed by the

companies is caused by having separate and rival organisations.

Think, too, of the waste of stations and rolling stock caused by the present

want of system. A wagon usually holds 10 tons, but the average carried by

each wagon in Britain every 24 hours is only 1| tons. The receipts per wagon

only amount to :

—

Per Year.

Britain ... ... ... ... £75

West South Wales ... ... ... £191

West Australia ... ... ... £15.3

Yet we have the greatest density of population.

The average train load is :

—

Tons.

United Kingdom ... ... ... 70

Germany ... ... • ... ... 132

U.S.A. ... ... ... ... 204

There are five railway companies running between London and Liverpool, and

one railway company alone has sufficient rolling stock to carry all the goods

between the two points.

Ninety per cent, of the mineral wagons of one of the largest companies are

returned empty.

There are also the unnecessary canvassers, agents, touts, and advertising,

wliich are the result of the present system.

It has been estimated that centralisation would save £200,000 per week,

which would make a reduction of 20 per cent, in rates possible.
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The same tilings are true of the passenger service. Seven enij>tv seats are

run for one occupied. Every 1.'4 hours aVjout twentv-four trains lea\e London
for Scotland, none of them tilled, and only giving choice of al)out five alternative

times, viz., "> a.m.. In a.m., L' p.m., S p.m., and 1
1' p.m. There are about

forty trains daily eai-h way between London and Manchester and Liverpool. All

this waste has to be paid for by the passenger.

The cost of carrying a i>assenger one mile on our Jndian Uailway.s is ,\^ of Id.

Au.strian railways carry a passenger three miles foi- Id. In England we are

still charged the highest price the law allows, vi/., id. per mile. Fares could be

reduced at least I'O per cent., even on the present intlated cajiital, if the

railways were nationalised.

Railways and Their Workmen.
The railways employ about G(>i>,Ol>ii persons. Of these llie majoritv are jjaid

.£1 j>er week or less. The average earnings of the workmen (including all those

paid weekly wages) only come to £1 4s. Hid. per week. Railwavmen are the

lowest jiaid of any class of worker.s on the average, except agricultural labourers.

Nationalisation would enable the State to give a 20 per cent, increase to all

these underpaid men at once.

Besides this, their hours would be less and their safety better cared for.

Every year nearly 500 railwaymen are killed and 13,000 injured. Everv
reform of any importance for the safety of passengers or workmen has had to

be forced on the railways by Parliament, and then only after years of

unnecessary delay.

In Deceml)ei-, 1M)1, tliere were .!1)7,<)53 cases of men who worked over

12 hours at one shift and 21,211 cases of men who worked over IS hours

at a stretch.

In 1901—after the Hours Act of 1S93— there were still 21(;.2r.l such cases,

of which S,0S7 represented over IS hours on duty.

In December, 1902, after Mr. G. Balfour had given notice of his intention to

call for a return, these cases were reduced to 75,3S9 total, and 7()3 only over

lb hour.s, which proves that the present long hours are unnecessary, and could

be ol)viatcd entirely under centralised control and management.
There is a great waste of Life and Labour, as well as of money, and all this

might easily be avoided ; but there is only one way—by State ownershij).

What Could Be Done?
These are a few of the reasons wh}' a Labour Party favours nationalisation.

State ownership would stop the waste of o\er-capitalisation, of manifold owner-
ship and management, of life and labour. It would reduce rates, and thus

enable us to effectively meet foreign comj)etition. It would reduce fares, and
thus relieve the congestion of our large cities. It would increase wages, reduce
hours, and provide for the requisite safety of the men, and thus make them
more effective purclia.sers and better citizens.

Railway nati(jnalisation is necessary, just, and imperative in the interests of

the wiiolc coiiimuiiitv.
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THE EIGHT HOURS QUESTION.

By J. R. CLYNES, J.P.,

Labour Candidate for North = East Manchester.

The claim for reduced working hours has at different times differed in degree

through the greater prominence or more commanding claims of other questions,

and changes in trade, industrial depression, and unemployment have affected

the question considerably. The agitation, however, has never entirely dropped,

and at certain periods very great interest has been aroused. The demand has

been sustained chiefly by the improved aspirations and greater intelligence of

the industrial classes, and is not, as some allege, an agitation either inspired or

maintained by agents and agitators in the various organisations. The mass of

labouring men observe that many work too long, whilst others have no

opportunity to work whatever, and these conditions more readily create to-day

a feeling of discontent and a sense of social interest amongst the masses. The
workers begin to see they are justified in expecting, and are entitled to demand,

a share of the greater comforts which can result from the improvement of

machinery and the subdivision of labour.

The arguments against the claim are similar to the arguments always offered

against any previous regulation or reduction of the hours of labour. All

proposals for change in industrial conditions have been met either by very

alarming or very doleful prophecies of ultimate results ; but the prophecies liave

always been falsified by events. Foreign competition is the bogey most

commonly raised against the request for shorter hours. All manufacturing

countries have their foreign competition troubles, and a country whose trading

conditions can obviously bear a reform should not delay it merely because the

example' may be absent in other lands.

We have several instances of the individual success of an eight-hour working

day in trades which readily permitted employers to introduce the system without

waiting for the law. The experience gained gave no cause to revert to the

longer hours. Experiments have been made in Government Factories and

Workshops, and returns have recently been published showing that over 40,000

Government workpeople had their hours reduced some years ago to 48 per week.

Many different departments of Government service were affected, and a recent

communication from the War Office states that, when the 48-hour week was

adopted, it was calculated there would be a saving in stopping and re-starting

machinery, and as work would not begin till after .break fast, there would be less

light and fuel required. It was also expected that the change would ensure
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greatei" regularity of atteudance, and that there \vt)uld be an improvement in the

physical condition of the workers, with a consequent increase in their powers of

production. As the cost of production had not been increased in other cases, it

was calculated it would not be increased in Government Workshops. It is now
stated by the War Otlice that these anticipations have been justified, that no

extra cost has been incurred by the public, and that the output of work has

not been tliminished

Whilst the universal or hasty adoption of an eight-hour day may involve

certain confusion and changes, steps could at once be taken, in all forms of

Municipal employment, in Government Worksho})s, and in conneetion with

Puldic contracts, without any perceptible strain being felt from the alterations

made. The State and Public Bodies can justly be called upon to set some

example in a matter of better treatment to the workers, and in regard to a

needful industrial reform. New machiner}', improved methods, greater and
more sustained physical energy on the part of the workers, have rather increased

the output than diminished it. Where hours have been reduced wages have

not fallen. Though eminent men- have been known to declare that one was

certain to accompany the other, experience has disproved the theory, and hours

have been lessened without a fall in wages.

Assuming the change involved some loss, it may be said that the workers

have made so many sacrifices on behalf of industry, that industry can be

justly called upon to make some sacrifice for the workers. The enormous incomes

derived by Lantllords, Capitalists, and by men in our commercial, trading, and

business circles, show clearly enough that our industries could atlbrd to give

some concession and relief to the millions employed at the laborious work
]>erformed in the various trades. If loss resulted, the great gains of the idle

could afford to bear it. If some increased cost were incurred at the beginning of

a period of reduced hours, it would soon be made up by lessened waste of both

material and time, whilst there would be savings in heating, light, imjiroved

organisation, better discipline, and in other directions.

Numbers of the unemployed would undoubtedly be absorbed by introducing

an eight-hour system in many of the trades in which employees are not aft'ected

by machinery and factory conditions. On our railways, tram-roads, canals, in

public buildings, in the building trades generally, in various forms of vehi-

cular tratiii- work, hours could be reduced and an opening made for thousands of

the unemployed. In these trades there is no foreign competition, and in some

of them there is no home competition. If the law compelled emplovers in these

trades to fulfil a given condition, all would acconunodate themselves to necessity

and none be able to take advantage of another.

It is now commonly believed that any general alteration in working hours

must be by legislation, and not by private arrangement or the organised force of

trade union agency. It is as proper for the law to intervene to regulate the

hours of work as it is foi- employers to inter\ene to regulate wages and prices.

If it is right to fix rates in respect to stone, timber, and other material, it can-

not be wrong to fix the working hours of human labour. Those who rai.se the

cry of liberty and freedom of contract when an eight-hour day is demandeil fail

to see that men, now, have not the liberty to work where and how thev like.
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They are subject to existing trade conditions, and must meet the limits prescribed

by custom or established by law.

A I'eduction in working hours would assuredly do much to reduce the

percentage o£ accidents and injuries caused through excessive hours of work and

the overstrain on human nature. The weekly bill of slaughtei- in the field of

industry is heavy enough to justify a change which would at least curtail the

enormous sacrifice of life and limb. On human and moral grounds the State

should interfere, and State interference would provide its own justification. It

would, indeed, ensure liberty by what it repressed and by what it withheld.

Under present industrial conditions, nature requires the State to step in between

the forces of commercialism and a limited human endurance. Man has made con-

ditions and machinery which threaten to crush him unless they are restrained.

The toilers of to-day toil in a different industrial atmosphere and in circum-

stances altogether unknown to the artisan of former years. Increased

productivity and efficiency should be accompanied by increased leisure and

reward for those who both make the machines and work them. Gentlemen

engaged in the lighter and more secure forms of service average less than eight

hours, and enjoy the reliefs of variety and holidays unknown to the mass of

wage earners who are doomed to follow the exhaustive and monotonous tasks in

our factories, mines, and workshops. A leading article in the Times over 30

years ago, referring to the question of hours in the Engineering ti-ades in the

North of England, said :
" On moral and sanitary grounds short hours of work are

desirable, and so far as industrial interests are concerned, it may be taken for

granted that they would gain rather than lose by the further limitation of

working hours." Time has only added to the truth of this statement, and the

claim, from the workers' standpoint, has become stronger. In the terms of the

resolution so frequently passed at working-class gatherings, " An eight-hour day

would lessen the number of unemployed, improve the quality of work, and

increase the health, strength, and intelligence of the workers."
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THE EARL OF LYTTON.
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THE TEMPERANCE MOVEMENT AND THE

PUBLIC HOUSE TRUST.

By THE EARL OF LYTTON.

In any programme of domestic legislation with which a new Parliament may
deal some measui'e of temperance reform must certainly find a place. Politicians,

therefore, must be prepared to answer the question, " What are you going to do

with tlie drink trade ? " It will be useless merely to denounce or defend the

Licensing Act of 1904. That Act was intended to remedy certain believed

deficiencies in the operation of our existing licensing system. It did not

attempt to change tlie system, and it was in no sense the embodiment of a con-

structive temperance policy. The question, therefore, for future Parliaments

will not be whether the Act should be amended or repealed, but by what more

comprehensive measure it may be superseded. At the same time the Act of

last year affords a convenient ground from which to consider the whole licensing

problem, since it is at once the culminating point of an old order of things and

the starting point of a new order.

For many years the vexed question of compensation has proved a barrier in

the way of any progressive policy. It was quite clear that in law a license holder

had no right to his license beyond the year for which it was granted, and there-

fore no legal claim to compensation if it was not renewed. It was equally clear

that no reduction of licenses on a large scale, and no change of system which

involved the wholesale extinction of existing licenses, could take place unless

some consideration was shown to those who would undoubtedly suffer great

.hardship in the process. The extreme section of the temperance party, though

•xinable to explain away the facts of the situation as it has grown up in practice,

Jhave nevertheless been reluctant to concede the claim to compensation which

conflicted with the theory of our licensing system. For better or for worse, this

question was settled by last year's Act. License-holders have now a right in

law to compensation, not, it is true, out of public funds, but from a special levy

on licensed property, in all cases where the renewal of their license is refused on

grounds of public expediency. So far, the Act marks the culminating point of

the old order of things. The legal position of existing license-holders is made to

correspond more closely to their actual position, and to this extent the Bill

received the support of the Trade.
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But in tho .same Act aiuither note was struck wliicli indicated a new

departure. Tlie section wliich lefers to the grant of new licenses lays down

certain principles for which temperance reformers have long contended. It is

now established that the monopoly value of a license to sell liquor should belong

not to the licen.see but to the public in whose interest it is granted ; the

magistrates are empowered to attach wliat conditions they think fit in the

public interest to the grant of a new license ; and any licen.se may be forfeite<l

through a persistent or unreasonable refusal to supply food. To this extent

the Act marks the starting point of a new order of things, and conse<]uently

received the support of those temperance reformers at least wlio were not l)ound

on party grounds to oppose it.

Taken as a whole, the Act? was incomplete, and as a measure of temperance

reform totally inadecjuate. Its passing has made more imperative than ever the

need of some comprehensive measure which shall deal with the drink trade in

all its branches and establish a system whereVjy the evils of that trade shall be

reduced to a minimum, and its actual volume considerably diminished. But

the Act will have rendered a valuable service to the cause of temperance if it

serves to impress upon all who are working for this cause the necessity of

agreeing upon some common policy for the future. The time for discussion and

negotiation is not when a Bill is before Parliament and party feeling necessarily

runs high, but rather in the intervals of legislation, when questions can be more

impartially reviewed and differences of opinion more easily reconciled. The

present moment, thei'efore, is opportune, and all sections of the temperance

party should endeavour to come to some agreement before another licensing

bill is brought forward. I shall endeavour in this pamphlet to review very

briefly the present position of the temperance question, and to indicate the

direction in which agreement may be expected.

The Importance of the Problem.

It is unnecessary to dwell at any length on the importance of the temperance

problem to the well-being of the nation. Drunkenness lies at the root of most

.social evils. Crime, poverty, and disease are all aggravated if not actually

caused by drink, and even apart from actual drunkenness the economic aspect

of the national expenditure upon alcohol is extremely serious. It is calculated

that the average expenditure on drink of a working-class family is Gs. lOd.

a week, which is more than one-sixth of theiy average family income, cind more

than doul)le the amount spent on this item by the people of the United States.

It is impossible to exaggerate the folly of this waste of money by those who have

not a penny to spare, and who are thereby left in some cases without suflicient

means to maintain the necessary standard of pliysical and mental efliciency.

The inculcation of temperance is therefore .something more than a good subject

for a sermon. It is a work to which men may well devote their whole lives,

for with the success of their eflForts is bound up the pro.sperity of their country

and the well-being of their race.

Since the evil is universally recognised, one may indeed ask why it is that it
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sliould be so difficult to cure. All bad habits are naturally hard to eradicate—

those of a nation even more so than those of an individual—but the special

stubbornness of this particular national evil requires some explanation. It is

not for want of trying. High-minded individuals have tried, religious

denominations have tried, statesmen have tried—all these forces have been

exercised now for many genex'ations, and yet the dominion of the habit is as

powerful as ever. Diffei-ent people will offer different explanations, but there

are two considerations which I should like to emphasise as going a long way to-

explain the difficulty ; the first is the power of the interests which are at present

vested in the drink trade, and the second is the lack of unanimity and cohesion

in the temperance party.

1. The Power and Influence of the Trade.—We have always got to remember

that there is a large class of people who make their living out of the trade in

intoxicants, some who even make their fortunes out of it. These jDeople are

always united and well-organised in defence of their interests, and vigorously

oppose any measures which are calculated to discourage the consumption of

alcohol. Under the existing system the consuming passion of our people for

strong drink is not universally regretted. If it brings some families into great

poverty, it also makes others rich ; if it hurries some into the workhouse and the

prison, it enables others to rise even to the peerage. I am certainly not

blaming those who have made large profits out of the manufacture and sale of

beer and spirits. There is a great deal too much recrimination of that sort.

These men are engaged in a perfectly legitimate trade, and our laws are sa

framed as to make their trade a specially lucrative one. While those laws

continue they would be bad business men if they did not take full advantage of

them, but the moment there is any question of changing those laws all the

weight of their influence is used to keep things as they are. " Our trade our

politics " is their motto, and they are powerful enough to prevent changes

v/hich, however desirable in the public interest, would deprive themselves of the

privileged position which they now enjoy. I do not comment on this, I merely

mention it as one of the forces against which the temperance movement has

hitherto struggled in vain.

2. T'he Disunion of the Temperance Party.—If the opponents of reform are

strong and well-organised, what can be said of its friends 1 Unfortunately the

forces which should have made for progress all these years have been spent in

fruitless conti'oversy. A house divided against itself cannot stand, and that

has been hitherto the state of the temperance party. Its members have been

more busy criticising each other than fighting their common enemy. They are

split up into numerous organisations, and the funds which they administer are

wasted from want of effective application. Tliey speak with different voices in

the country and their votes in Parliament are divided.

While this state of affairs continues it is vain to hope for success. However
strenuous may be the efforts of individuals, failure will be the result. One
might almost be tempted to despair were it not for the fact that the past, if it

has done nothing else, has taught us many lessons, and the experience which
has been gained will be an invaluable guide to the future. It will be seen that

two things stand out prominently from a survey of the past history of the
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temperance movement ; one is that no real progress will 1^ made so long as

a system is allowed to continue under wliich the profits, and even the livelihood,

of private individuals depend on the amount of liquor the}' are able to sell

;

and the other is that, to carry out any reform, the advocates of temperance

must not I»e bt'hin<l their opponents in the unity of their purpose, the organisation

of their forces, and the concentration of their efforts.

The Nature of the Problem.

Tiie next point to be consitlered is the nature of the problem that awaits

solution, for unless this be rightly understood, the efforts at reform may l)e

misdirected. According to some, the problem consists in preventing people

fi-om obtaining drink. They accordingly seek to devise laws which shall

achieve that object. The more extreme would prohibit the sale of liijuor

altogether, wliilst the more moderate desire to reduce the number of public

houses, to limit the hours during which they may Ije open, and generally to put

obstacles in the way of obtaining drink. All these measures seem to me to

ignore the real root of the evil. People drink because they want to drink, and

so long as they want it sufficiently no laws will prevent them from satisfying

their want. If liquor exists they will find means to obtain it, and pulilic

opinion in this country would not tolerate any general measure of prohibition.

Tiie only course which is likely to be successful is one which aims at removing

the desire for excessive drinking. In other words, the temperance problem is

largely a moral pr<4)lem, and drunkenness will only be cured finally by education

and public opinion. Such laws as are passed should aim at directing public

•opinion into the right channel.

It ma}' seem at first sight to be much more difficult to prevent people from

wanting to get drunk than to prevent them from getting the drink which they

want ; but this is really not the case. Witness the progress which has Ijeen made
in one class at least during the last two generations. In the days of our

grandfathers it was (piite a common custom for gentlemen to get drunk at the

<linner table ; it was considered manly to drink a great deal of wine and con-

temptible to be a teetotaler. To-day it is a disgrace for a gentleman to be drunk,

and teetotalers are becoming quite common. This change is working downwards

through all classes of society, and public opinion is already on the .side of

temperance rather than excess. Tiie speech of the Chancellor of the Excheipier

in introducing his budget for 1905 was a striking testimony to the growing

sobriety of the nation, and the revenue returns show year by year that the

annual consumption of alcohol is at last beginning to diminish. This improve-

ment may be attril)uted largely to the efforts of the advocat«>s of temperance,

who have done more to guide opinion than to intlurnce legislation, and now that

doctors are beginning to throw the weight of their influence into the same scale

and to preach against the evils of alcohol the improvement should be maintained.

There is one respect, however, in which public opinicm is not yet being

intlucnced in the right direction. I mean the attitude adopted towards the

4lrunkar(l. Though in jiractice we aie learning to regard him with disgust and
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to treat him with more severity, in theory he still receives a large measure of

indulgence—-not to say sympathy. Temperance orators are for ever making

excuses for him and telling him that he is not to blame. They dwell at length and

with much eloquence upon the large sums of money which are squandered in

drink, upon the crime and misery, the ruined lives, the wretched homes, which

are caused thereby, and then conclude by laying all the blame for this lamentable

state of affairs upon the brewers and publicans, because forsooth they make and

sell tlie poison by which so much havoc is wrought. This charge is not only

unjust but unwise. It creates a false impression and leads public opinion

astray. The fact is that the responsibilit}' for the damage caused by drunkenness

rests not upon those who make or sell, but upon those who buy and drink alcohol,

and nothing is to be gained by refusing to recognise this fact. When the

individual responsibility of the drunkard is universally recognised it will be

easier to shame him into greater self-respect. This may seem hard, but wher-

ever there is justice there must also be rigour. As Carh^e said, " He who does

not know rigour cannot know pity either." I recognise fully the particular

temptations which many working men and women have to undergo. Their lives

are often wretched, their homes cramped and dingy, their opportunities of meeting

friends and finding recreation elsewhere than in the public house are few, and

perhaps, most terrible of all, they are born with an inherited taste for strong

drink, and with the evil effects of the poison already in their S3'stem. Who
shall say of such as these that their lot is not hard, that their trial is not great ?

Who would make haste to blame those who succumb under such circumstances 1

No, let us never lose sight of their temptations, let us strive to supply oppor-

tunities for healthy recreation and uncontaminated social intercourse, let us

honour those who rise superior to their surroundings, and even find pity in our

hearts for those who fail. But do not let us try to shift the responsibility from

off the shoulders to which it belongs or minimise in any way the utter degradation

of the state of drunkenness.

Attitude of the State towards the Problem.

If it be true that the problem of intemperance is largely a moral problem and

therefore only capable of being solved by moral influences, it follows that we
must not expect too much of legislation. It is the business of laws to protect

property and maintain order ; it is not their business to enforce virtue.

Sumptuary laws and those which aim at enforcing virtue have always failed in

the past, and if we try to make people sober by Act of Parliament we shall no

less surely fail in the future. At the same time, though Parliament cannot

abolish the evils of intemperance, it can do something to mitigate them ; if it

cannot make people sober it can materially strengthen or weaken the moral

forces by which sobriety is established. TJie State, therefore, has some

responsibility in the matter, and in every country it is the recognised duty of

the Government to exercise some control over the trade in intoxicants. I

propose now to consider what are the objects which may be achieved by such

State control, and to enquire whether they are fulfilled by the system at present

in force in this country.
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The objects to be aimed at I would describe sis follows :

—

1. The abolition of all temptations on the part of those who sell the

liquor to encourage excessive drinking,'.

2. The freedom of licensed premises from any associatiuu with immoral

accessories such as betting, gambling, etc.

3. The preservation of order in public houses and the rigid exclusion of

drunkards and undesirable customei's.

4. The creation of genuine refreshment houses ratlur tliaii mere diinking

bars.

5. The complete divorce of the trade in intoxicants from any considerations

of personal profit.

C. The appropriation of the profits derived by the retail sale of liijuor to

purposes which will attract people away from rather than to the

public houses.

All these objects are possible. They would not, if achieved, put a stop to

drinking or even perhaps to drunkenness, but any system which aimed at

achieving them would have the effect of minimising the abuses of the trade and

of checking rather than swelling its actual volume. Are then all or any of

these objects accomplished b}^ our own licensing system ? Are there no

temptations to drink ? Are betting and gambling non-existent ? Are our

public houses in any sense real refreshment houses ? No definite answer to these

questions would be applicable to all the public houses in the country, since there

are many well-managed houses in which none of the evils suggested exist, but

nevertheless they are all quite compatible with our licensing .system, and are in

fact to be met with in a very large number of houses. The trade as a whole is

in private hands and conducted solely for the purposes of private gain, and so

long as this last condition exists it is idle to expect any activity in restraining

intemperance or preserving order and decency from the men who stand behind

the bars and serve the drinks. Indeed, as Sir W. Houldsworth has well pointed

out, it is an anomaly of the most absurd kind for the State first to set up men
in business, giving them special facilities for carrying it on at a profit by

granting them a valuable monopoly, and then to endeavour by restrictive

legislation to induce or force them to curtail their operations and to discourage

the consumption of an article which they make their living by selling.

One word on the question of temptatiiMis. It has, I know, been denied by

some that publicans can do anything to encourage the consumption of

intoxicating rather than non-intoxicating liquor, even if they wi.she<l to do so.

For instance, in his very able book called Drink, Temperanrt', and L>'i/isIa(ion

Mr. Shadwell argues this point as follows:—"This charge (of pushing the .sale

of alcohol) is so contrary to my own experience that I have often tried to

ascertain from those who use the argument on what evidence it rests, and the

only answer I have been able to get is that it stands to reason. It may stand

to reason, l)ut does it stand to fact '.
" Now this cjuestion can \ye answered by

anyone who has studied the material collected by the Central Public House
Trust Association. The actual experience of the Trust Companies proves
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conclusively that this charge is based not only upon reason, l^ut also upon

fact. Two instances will serve as illustration :

—

1. Beport by Col. Craufurd on Public Houses visited in Derbyshire

.

"Regarding the custom in the trade of pushing drink, Mr. Moore (Secretary

to the Count}' Trust Company) told me two curious local customs. One is to

stand free drinks early on Saturday evening. This attracts a good " house,'

and when thus stai'ted the customers go on at full swing standing each other

drinks until the publican is amply repaid for his generosity. On Sundays

cigars are given away to attract drinkers. Another Saturday custom is for

a barber to come, who shaves gratis all those who will put a penny into a

mug placed on the table. The mug is emptied from time to time in exchange

for drinks all round."

2. Report on l^-tixt Houses in Sheffield.

x'^fter describing the management in the Trust Houses, the report continues :

—
" Among the many plans for pushing drink in ordinary public houses, one is

to have a barman moving about among his customers seated at the tables,

who looks into the pots to see which are ready for re-filling—a clever way of

hinting at and expediting replenishment."

More evidence could be produced sliowing the prevalence of sales on credit

and the adoption of other methods of encouraging trade. It fully establishes

the contention which is frequently made that so long as brewers own public

houses and use them for the sale of their beer, so long, too, as the managers of

their houses earn their livelihood by the profit they make out of the sale of

intoxicants, so long will expedients of all kiiids be resorted to, with the object

of inducing the customers to drink.

These considerations indicate that there is a radical defect in our present

licensing system, and in addition to what I have already pointed out this final

and all-important fact must be noted. The vast sums which are spent every

year in the consumption of liquor go into the pockets of the very people whose

interests are opposed to temperance. It is calculated by Messrs. Rownti'ee and

Sherwell that the net profits of the public house trade to-day amount to

£20,000,000 a year. All this immense sum goes, therefore, to strengthen what

I may call the forces of intemperance, whereas under a diff'erent system it might

be utilised in providing recreation and social centres which would be free from

the contaminating influence of the public house.

At tlie risk of repetition I will sum up the argument as follows :—Full

recognition must be made of the natural desire of human beings living in a northern

climate for some form of stimulant, and also of the fact that it is impossible to

coerce people by law into the paths of virtue. But when this has been done it

still remains true that, in view of the danger which attends the sale of intoxi-

cants, the State is justified in exercising some control over this particular trade.

This control should aim at securing the maximum of order and decency, and

giving the freest play to those moral forces which make for temperance. An
examination of the existing licensing sj'stem in this country shows that the

control exercised by the State is not sufficiently strong nor indeed of the right

nature to secure these objects. "We are forced, therefore, to ask whether some

other system could not be devised which while safeguarding the rights of the
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iiiiliv i.lii;il would 1)»> tree from m.uiy of the abuses which are apparent to-<Jay,

w(jul<l ensure that tlie prottts made out of the drink trade should be spent on

the eneourai,'ement of temju'raiiee, and finally would convert the trader in

intoxicants and the conti-olliii:^ authority into allies instr-ad of (as they are at

present) opponents.

The Public House Trust Movement.

It was to answer this (juestion and to put an alternative system to the test

of actual experience that the Public House Trust Movement was set on foot.

The object of the Trust Companies, which on the initiative of the Bishop of

Chester and Lord Grey liave now been established all over the country, is to

acquire public houses and mana,^e them solely in the public interest. In these

houses all element of private profit is eliminated from the trade in intoxicants.

The interest of the shaieholders in each comitany is limitetl to •") per cent. The

managers receive a fixed salary and have therefore no interest in the sale of

liquor, and they are encouraged to sell food and non-intoxicants by receiving a

percentage of the profits derived from this portion of the trade. All surplus

profits made bv the Companies, after paying their dividends and placing a sum

to a reserve fund in case of future expropriation by the State, are handed over

to trustees to be spent on some public object not chargeable to the rates, special

attention being given to objects which might serve as counter-attractions to the

public houses.

The policy of disinterested management on which the Trust Companies are

founded was first started in the Swedish town of Gothenburg as long ago as

1875, and the results of its operations may be studied in Scandinavia during

the last .50 years. But neither in Scandinavia nor yet in the English Trust

Companies has the system ever been put to the test in a complete form. In

Norway and Sweden the control of the Companies extends only to spirits and

not to beer. A large number of houses are licensed for the consumption of

beer on the premises, whilst any slK)p may sell beer or wine in bottles. For

instance, in the town of Gothenburg, out of about S.50 establishments selling

alcoholic liquor of some sort, only 69 ai'e under the control of the Company. In

England the limitations to the power of the Trust Companies are of a different

nature. Tht^y have no statutor}' authority, are subject to the existing licensing

laws, and have to compete with other houses controlled by the Tra^le. The

value, therefore, of any regulations which a Trust house might adopt, such a.s

earlier closing, refusing to serve persons under age, the abolition of sales on

credit, etc., is greatly diminished Ijy the fact that the same regulations would

not apply to the Trade houses in the same neighbourhood, and it is of little use

to exclude drunkards and bad characters from one house so long as there are

others for them to go to. Under these circumstances no statistics can be pro-

duced to show that the Trust Companies have had any effect upon the country

as a whole. All that can be shown is the result in each particular house of

the application of Trust principles to the trade cai-ried on there, and to some

extent the infiuence of a Trust house upon the neighbourhood in which it is

situated.
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The following illustrations of the operation of this system may be quoted :

—

1. JJiminished Consumption of Alcohol. (Report of People's Refreshment House
Association, January, 1903).

" The 13 houses which have been under management since 1900 show a con-

siderable decrease in the sale of intoxicants. The years 1901 and 1902 showed

about £500 lower than 1900 ; last year there was another large fall. There is no

doubt that, were the methods of the ordinary publican adopted, the sale of

drink at most of our inns would go up with a bound." This diminution in

the sale of alcoholic drinks still continued in 1904.

2. Increased Consumption of Non-Alcoholic Refreshment. (Report by Col. Craufurd

on a house belonging to the Staftbrdshire Public House Trust Co.).

" Before the house was taken over by the Trust the Manager only cared to-

sell drink, a trade which gave him less trouble and more profits. The non-

alcoholic trade was at first only 3d. a day ; now it often reaches £3 a day."

3. Improved Character of the Houses.

Testimony as to the improvements in particular houses since they have been

taken over by the Trust, as well as to the beneficial influence in their neigh-

bourhood of Trust houses generally, has been received from clergymen, from

travellers, from the police, and from magistrates. As an example the following

may be quoted from the vicar of a parish in which a Trust house was opened :

" The existence of the house under your (The People's Refreshment House
Association) management has certainly had a very marked influence for good in

the village generally. Under the old system there was a great deal of noisy

drunkenness, but there has never been a ' row ' in the village since you took

over the house nearly two years ago."

4. Appreciation by Working Men. (Col. Craufurd on a house belonging to the

Derbyshire Public House Trust Co.).

" The oustomers are of the mining class. ... I had a talk with two

rough men sitting in the taproom, one drinking bovril, the other beer. To

the question whether they liked the house they replied ' Yes, because we can

eat what we like and are not expected to go on drinking. At other houses

there is no means of getting bovril, only drink.' They agreed that the

management here was stricter than at other houses, but added that it helped

a man to keep straight, and they liked it. Most of the miners in the place

are of this opinion, and they would almost all vote for Trust houses-

everywhere."

(Professor Atwater, of U.S.A., in a letter to the Central Public House Trust

Association).

"In my very interesting visit to the 'Duke of York' (at Shadwell,

a thoroughly East-end neighbourhood) on Saturday evening I had some

talks with the manager and his wife, and also with a number of the

people. One was with a group of men who were spending the evening over

their beer. A number were Irishmen ; all I understood to be dock labourers.

After they had told some stories I began to ask them how they liked the place,

and they gave me their ideas with apparent sincerity. I was especially

curious to see whether they had any idea that a public house of that sort

was of any advantage to them. They claimed that it was, and took pains to

explain why, and gradually got into a decidedly thoughtful talk with a vein of

seriousness which surprised as well as pleased me. One made a remark like

this : 'When we go into an ordinary public house to get a dinner for sixpence,
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we'll take say four penn'orth of beer and bread and cheese for tuppence, but
here wo can get something good to eat and the price is fair, so we will spend
fourpenco on food and only tupponco on beer.'

'

5. Iiijlne)ice oil (Hlier Honshu.

When the People's Refreshment House Association Hrst took over the

"Waterman's Arms "in Bankside, South London, and began supplying meals, all

the neighbouring houses put up notices " Refreshments Supplied. " lint when
the " Waterman's Arms " was closed in order to be rebuilt all those notices

disappeared.

6. E'ohi MoniiiKj liffreshmeitt.

Much attention is given by the Trust houses to the supply of proper

refreshment to working men before beginning work in the morning, and the

action of the " Delaval Arms," situated close to the new works of Armstrong,

Whitworth & Co , at Scotswood, is worthy of notice.

Work commences at o'clock in the morning, and the workmen make a

practice of entering tlie public house by one door and going out at the other

after having had a drink in the bar. As the house did not open until tix, and
there was only a minute or two's grace allowed at the works, it was hardly

possible for the men to drink coftee or tea. In order to remedy this state of

tilings the directors of the Trust Company have obtained leave from the

Magistrates to open the house at 5.45 for the sale of temperance drinks only.

The supporters of the Trust Movement firmly believe that if the .system of

Company management could receive Parliamentary sanction, and be applied to

the entire retail trade in liquor throughout the country, the re.sult would be not

only a considerable decrease in drunkenness, but even a reduction in the normal

consumption of alcohol, that tlie preponderating inHuence of the Trade in the

sphere of politics would disappear, and linalh', that by spending the profits

derived from the sale of liquor upon such objects as clubs, reading rooms,

recreations, etc., the temptation to frequent the public houses would be largely

reduced. It is natural, therefore, that they should look forward to such a change

in our licensing .system as would enable the Trust system to become universal.

Unfortunately, however, the merits of tins system are not admitted by all

sections of the Temperance party. If, therefore, we are to .secure common action

this solution of tlie question must not be insisted upon to the exclusion of all

others.

A Practical Policy for the Future

At the present moment the advocacy of one remedy is usually accomitanied

l)y a denunciation of all otlier.s, with the result tlmt no reform of any kind is

accomplished. The only chance of future co-operation aiiioiigst the different

sections of opinion seems to lie in a policy such as that which lia.s recently been

sketched by Messrs. Rowntree and Sherwell, which excludes none of the

suggested remedies, but leaves to the different localities the responsibility of

choosing between them.

In ])i-ortd outline the policy required may be <lescribed as follows:

—

1. All j)ublic-house licences granted prior to the Act of 1904 must be secured

for a period of time sufficiently long to wipe out the reasonable expectation of

renewal which under the pre-ent system has led to the investmei.t of capital in
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licensed property. At the end of the period, which after the passing of last

year's Act could not be less than 15 years, such licenses would automatically

cease, and an entire change of s3'stem could be cai-ried out without injustice.

2. Associated with the time limit must be a powfr of commutation under

which local communities, desirous of so doing, may extinguish the licenses within

their area before the expiration of the time limit. This commutation process

would take the form of money payment determined in amount by the number

of years of the unexpired period and based upon the annual profits. That is to

say, if an Act were passed fixing the period at 15 years those interested in a

license which was withdrawn 2 years after the passing of that Act would be

entitled to a sum of money calculated on the basis of the prospective annual

income for 1."^ years.

3. After the extinction of the existing licenses either by the operation of the

time limit or by an equivalent money payment if previous to that date, each

licensing district would be free to adopt for a period of years one of three

courses with relation to the retail sale of liquor within its area. It would

decide bv the votes of the inhabitants :

—

(a). To continue some' form of private licensing under Section 4 of the Act of

1904.

(h). To place all its licenses under the disinterested management of a public

company specially constituted for the pui'pose.

(c). To adopt local veto and close all the public houses within the district.

The chief merit of these proposals consists in the fact that they will enable

differences of opinion to be settled locally instead of having to be fought out in

Parliament. At the present moment one person is in favour of local veto and

opposed to company management, another is in favour of company management

and opposed to local veto. Neither of these will support the other, and con-

sequently the Trade, which is equally opposed to both, takes advantage of their

differences to prevent the success of either. But on the lines suggested above

both parties can unite to recoxer for the community the control of its liquor

trade, and each can afterwards endeavour to convince the inhabitants of their

respective districts of the right way to manage it.

In 1883 Mr. Bright laid down three conditions which in his opinion were

essential to the success of any scheme of temperance reform. The plan, he said,

on which people are to unite must be " not violent, not unjust, not regardless of

the habits and ^customs of the people." To these conditions may be added a

fourth—that tlie plan must bs comprehensive. .Since 1883 many proposals have

been made, some extreme, some moderate. The former have usually violated

one or more of the first three conditions; the latter have failed to fulfil the

fourth. Never, perhaps, since the first temperance society was formed have the

cliances of finding a plan which would fulfil all the four conditions seemed more

liopeful than at present. Agreement in every detail is not to be expected, but

if all those who have the same cause at heart could but come together upon the

bioad outline of a constiuctive policy, the ultimate success of their efforts would

be assure<.l.
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J. WILLIAMS BENN, M.P.

Mi:. Bknn's niitno is closely associated

with all recent Municipal reform in

London. It is largely owing to his efforts

that the fine L.C.C. electric trams have

taken the place of the ancient Imrsecars.

That blessing to Londoners—that tram-

way purchase—was however only carried

by one vote in 1900. Who would wish

now to return to the old order of things I

Mr. Benn has taken a very active part in

the Housing and Water questions. His
public life has indeed grown out of the

London County Council. He is one of

the original members of that body, and
organised, when whip, the first Pro-

gressive victory in 1802. His party has

since then never suffered defeat.

In the sameyear he defeated Mr. Ritchie,

then a Cabinet Minister, and was elected

to Parliament for St. Goorge's-in-the-

East. In 1805 he was elected Vice-

Chairman of the L.C.C, and in 1808

Chairman of the (Jeneral Purposes and
Highways Committees. His success was
so great that he held the chairmanship
for a period unprecedented in the history

of this Council.

In 10(Xt he won the Tramway Purchase
victory by one vote, but in ISOo the

narrow margin was on the other side,

and ho lost his Parliamentary seat by
four votes 1 In 1897 he fought a Bye-
election at Deptford, and three years

later stood as Candidate for Bermondsey.
Although defeated on both occasions, he
very largely reduced the Tory majorities.

At the L.C.C. election in 1808 he won
Kcnnington from the Tories, having left

his own safe seat at East Finsbury for

the purpose. In 1004 lie was unanimously
elected Chairman of the L.C'.('., a post
which he most ably filled. In the same
year ho was elected to Pailiament,
winning Dovonport back for the Liberals
by a majority of over ],(KK). The

following year ho was made Deputy-
Lieutenant of the County of London.

Mr. Benn played a leading part in

putting through the measures which have

at last enabled Londoners to travel in

comfort on the Thames ; and he has most
strenuously defended the public interest

on the telephone question. In Parliament

he is regarded in conjunction with

Mr. John Burns as being the mouthpiece
of the L.C C.

Few men have risen more rapidly to a

place amongst the foremost workers and
reformers of the day. Mr. Benn is only

55. having been born at Hyde, Cheshire,

in 1850.

No man loves London better than

Mr. Benn, and no man, perhaps, has a

keener insight into the pressing problems

which confront the municipal statesnuin

in the great city which is the throbbing

pulse of the Empire. Hois distinguished

alike for honesty of purpose, directness

of aim, and for the conspicuous ability

with which he can give effect to his views.

But he is also intenselj' human and full

of sympathy for the sufferingand the poor.

And Joim IJurns was not overstating his

case, when, writing to Mr. Benn during

the St. George's election, ho said:— "I
believe that your loyal, persistent, and
disinterested services for our great

London municipality and your Parlia-

mentary record have earned for you a

greater victory than before. Your
successful work, your courage in

discharging your duties, and your
initiative on London questions have

helped the cause of progress in the

House of Commons. Your good work
on tlie Unemployed Committee, your
immediate aid in dealing with Water,

Gas, Tramway, and Railway monopolies,

and in numerous questions affecting the

real life of the people, such as the Eight

Hours, deserves at the hands of the

Electors the heartiest recognition."
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OUR LONDON:
And what we may make of It.

By J. WILLIAMS BENN, M.P., D.L., J. P.,

Ex=CHAIRMAN OF THE L.C.C.

My friend Mr. Stead requests me to say something " About London ; what can

be done to improve its administration ; what legislation is still needed to make
the Great City a fit place for men, women, and children to live in and a worthy
capital of the Empire."

It is a great subject, already treated by pens worthy of the task, with

which I cannot pretend to compete, but if evidence is desired from one who for

over fifty years has worked in, and grown to love, its byways and highways, I

am willing to go injfco the box.
" The key of the British Empire is London ; she is the greatest city in the

world ; she will, I think, always be the greatest city in the world if her sons

and daughters are only true to themselves." No better text can be found for

my notes than these inspiring words of Lord Rosebery, the L.C.C.'s first

Chairman, for they indicate that ideal civic devotion upon which the future of

our City depends.

Our London as It is.

It brings no small satisfaction to those who have lived for London to find that

at last their hobby is becoming interesting. Cobbett's wen is now said to give

promise of beauty, and a recent writer has discovered it has a soul.

One may indeed now venture to express aspirations which a few years ago
would have stamped the exponent as an impossible person. And, better still,

the mighty city is itself beginning to care. Of all civic worms that of London
has been most distressingly inert, but thanks to the kicks of my " Lord High
Obstructionist," the greed of certain ground landlords, and last, but not least,

the grip of the commercial monopolist, the metropolitan worm at last shows
some signs of turning.

It is mainly to encourage that hopeful " turn " in London life that I venture

to indulge in this survey of our City and its possibilities.

First it may be convenient to look at our London as it is, and at the risk of

giving offence I shall venture to open a few doors which are generally locked

against the distinguished visitors who come to study our ways. Such persons

generally enquire: "Do you manage your City well?" "Is the cost of local
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govei-iinient e<iuitiil)ly cli.stri])uto(l I
" " Has the trader a proper chance to ply

his calliiii,' ?" '• Have the workers the same opportunity and the poor as much
consideration as obtains in many other civilised centres?" " No "

is, I fear, the
truthful answer to each of these queries. Take the management of Iximlon;
there is nothing more incongruous the world over, except, perhaps, in Rome.
We liave the heart in the centre, minus arterial connection with the rest of the
corporate Ixxly. To prevent cohesion the limbs of that Ixxly have \>een skilfully
severed by the dissecting knife of timitl statesmen, and worse still, the vital

parts omit, aye, decline, to contiibute to the life of the complete organism.
To vary my merapiu.r, sucii Dives' districts as ths C^ity .qf West;;;;;,^*^;;,

proud of their rateable value, wrap their purple cloaks around them, and
relying on their legal position, refuse to share the needs of I^zarus and his kin
who hie from Hermondsey or Poplar and plead for an equalisation of the
burden. It is rather cruel when one remembers that districts like Westminster
and Chelsea vastly inilate the jjrice of piojjerty by pushing their slum population
into s(iualid distiicts already congested, and then decline to share the consequent
high rates which the poorer districts have to bear. "But it is the fault of the
law, iK^t mine," Mr. Dives will probably retort. Yes; but was not the leading
plea for this separate corporate existence that it woukl keep down the rates of
such places as Westminster? Now we see this short-sighted policy, like a curse,
coming home to roost. Lazarus is still at the gate, and unless soniething is done
to make the great burden of the London poor common to all, the dogs of our
city will cease from licking the sores, and may once more turn their attention
to the palaces of Dives. Such a resentment—may it never come—is one of the
perils of London as it is.

After all is saitl and done, the seamy side of London shows but poor tailoring
on the part of our statesmen. With all its wealth—a ground rent of fifteen to
twenty millions of money—one in every five of its population die in the work-
house or hospital, and one in every ten has to be classified as an oflScial pauper.
This is not a very creditable aggregation for a Christian country'.

I have placed the " Condition of the people " question first, but what about
the "A fair opportunity to the trader ? " Indeed, the two questions are intimately
associated. My contention is that the shopkeeper is seriously and needlessly
handicapped in London. In other great cities of the Kingdom the principle has
been set up and readily confirmed by Parliament that certain necessaries of

municipal life—watei-, lighting, power, means of connnunieation, and housing of

the workers— shall he kei)t free of a toll to any of the many skilful financiers
who have their eyes on our corporate life as a means of earning di\ idends. In
places like (Glasgow, the sensible edict obtains that everything on or under the
public streets must be managed for the "common good," and that any so-calleil

"profits" shall be pronq)tly used for reduction of the charge for the service

rendered, of rates or other municipal amelioration. But this rule only obtains
in a very limited degree in London. Our divided City is the happy hunting
ground of an army of perij)atetic prospectors, who, failing to get a footing in

places blessed by unity of control and civic spirit, "go "for London. Such a
scheme as the one which recently sought to place the whole of tlie electric

lighting and power of London in private hands is a case in point. It would not
have lived for a day in places like ShelKeld or Glasgow, and yet here it very
nearly succeeded.

" More Socialism " will most likely be the connnent of some of mv critics

after reading this introduction. But this is really not so ; the Socialist bogey
won't do. En»|uiry shows that the butcher, the baker, and candlestick
maker leally get the best chance in the cities where the " connnon good "'

is thus
looked after. Make your city clean, healthy, attractive, and, above all, accessible
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and easy to get about in, and people and trade will flock to it in abundance, and
the tradesmen will flourish in proportion. Why have Bournemouth and like

towns gone ahead in such marvellous fashion? Simply because of the prompt
recognition of the municipal principle ; that henlth, life, beauty, and mobility of

population must be removed from the stock and share list and handed over to

Citizen management. Wise old Tories who are skilled municipal experts jn

the towns which I have mentioned, smile if you accuse them of being Socialists

because they carry out this policy. One distinguished Liberal Unionist, North
of the Tweed, said, when I twitted him with such arrant Socialism in the life

of his city, " Man, we do not call it Socialism here, we call it 'good business.'"

And my Tory friend comes to London and says in astonishment :

—

"Why, your trams are twenty years behind the times, your electrical

department is piecemeal, muddled and inadequate, your streets ai-e paved on
all sorts of systems, with no general plan on continuity; they seem to me to

be always ' up.' The trade of your famous Port is going elsewhere for

want of the public hand and purse behind it. Your Empire City seems
to be at the mercy of any undesirable alien who likes to exploit it

;

it was not even strong enough in civic spirit or friends to insist that its

Water Supply should be retained in its own hands. Is there another City

in the Kingdom which would have stood that humiliation ? And, worse

than all, within a stone's throw of your Palace of Parliament, sadder still of

your historic Abbey, there are slums and conditions of life which would
disgrace even Constantinople."

Alas ! It is all too true. The condition of London is at present much
akin to that of the man who went up to Jericho. We cannot afford to wait any
longer for the priest and the levite, useful as they may be. The citizens' urgent

task is to get London on its legs again; to pour in oil and wine. For the

moment it presents a sorry spectacle. Kicked by the Lords, exploited by
the monopolist and maimed by an Act purposely designed to desti'oy its powers
of self-preservation, it indeed is an easy prey to any of the many footpads

infesting our municipal main roads. But the figure of a Good Samaritan, an
awakened civic conscience, ah'eady appears on the road, and a new lease of

life will be found at the Inn of the Common Good, whose doors have for

long been protected by the rusty bars of Greed and Ignorance.

First, a Proper Civic Unity.

Not much good can be done unless you get a proper governing body to focus

your endeavours. The Good Samaritan Himself deigned to utilise an ass. " Ah,
there you have the London County Council," one of its many critics will doubt-
less exclaim. I am not sui-e that my friend is in error. The ass is a most
useful anirnal, much misunderstood and under-rated, and peculiarly adapted to

bear witliout wincing the heaviest blows from the thickest sticks. The ass of

Spring Gardens may yet carry London to the goal of good government. I

remember seeing a donkey on the cog railway at Pikes Peak, Colorado, and on
the patient beast was painted this claim :

" I built Pikes Peak Railway." It

was true, for he had carried all the material up the mountainside. Born, as it

were, by accident, disowned and discredited b}' its reputed progenitors, and
abused more than any creature of its class, the wonder is that the ass of Spring-

Gardens lives and thrives as it does. Strange to say, the citizens, from tliose

in high places down to the weary and afllicted poor, have come to regard this

patient bearer of burdens as a true friend in need. If there is any troublesome
baggage that no one else will touch, it is, as a matter of course, lumped on to
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the l)ack of tlie "L.C.C.," and the ljhin(k'iing quadruped goes on its wiiy in such

a plucky manner that persons who dislike both its breed and manners are

constrained to wish it " Godspeed " as it plods on to Jericho.

Here let me say that I have never regarded the Ixmdon County Council as

moie than a mere stojvgap. It is the necessary outcome of that timid states-

menship which excluded the Empire City from the operation of Lord John
KusseHs benelicent Municipal Corporations Act of iH.'Jo. Had London been
included in that great measure we should now have the joy of seeing the

Mansion House as the real centre of Greater London's power.
What a chance our dear old City has missed in letting the miglity work of

administering t<j the wants of the greatest aggregation of people on earth

l»ass into other hands. For thus using endearing terms some readers may
perhaps charge me with liypocrisy. The popular notion is that the L.C.C.

thirsts for the l)lood of Gog and Magog, and has but scant admiration for

their past or present belongings. " Down with the City " is supposed to be a
progressive war cry. "Down with tlie L.C.C." is rather mine, if it be held to

convey the extensions of the rights and dignities of the old City to all its

children who now gather round its walls. If the Citv had only been endowed
with the grace to accept in lt>78 the .scheme of .Sir Ughtred Kay Shuttleworth,

or in 1884 the still better measure of Sir William Harcourt, London would now
be the envy of every capital in Europe. Instead of boldly taking the position

made for it by history and g(jod works, the City fathers of twenty years ago
ordy .saw, like the man with the muck-rake, the gain of the puny wall-bound

territory of a media'val London, and declined the sceptre of an extenrled dominion.
But their folly did not stop there; they encouraged the growth of that hydra-
headed monster, the London Government Act of 1898, and now they have the

chagrin of seeing, cheek by jowl witli themselves, the City of Westminster
boasting of greater rateable value, antiquity, and courtly as.sociations than even
the Guildhall itself. Now, jostleil by a crowd of rival and heavily decorated
Mayt)rs, the poor Lord IMayor has as much as he can do to protect his Right
Honouraljle person from indignity and oblivion, and all becau.se the Old City,

the true inheritor of London's glorious story, had not the sen.se and pluck to

take its proper place at the head of the Empire.
Is it too late to remedy this colossal blunder? Perhaps not. For my part

I would gla<]ly see the L.C.C. abolished to-morrow if some such comprehensive
.scheme could be carried. A house divided against itself cannot stand. If the

City does not absorb the L.C.C, the L.C.C. must sooner or latter absorb much
of the City, and it would be vastly better that the old civic rod should swallow
the .socialistic .seipent. It will be impossible for much longer to maintain this

divorce of dignities from drainage. The man who speaks "for Jjondon " to

Monarchs, and Presidents of Great Republics, must have a stronger backing than
some hundred nondescript electors in an obscure and antiquated Citv ward. He
must be able to speak " In the name of this ten-millioned-peopled city," and
London will .soon justify that title. (It only mustered a population of 1 .^^

millions in 18;}7, so that it has more than trebled its population in little more
than two generations). If there be any City Fathers left great enough, far

seeing enough, to put in this claim for their grand old heritage, let them now
speak, or it may be a case of for ever after holding their peace. In my opinion

the day of grace has not piissed, and a due submission to the whole of the

electorate on the part of the City would destroy, and .should destroy, any
carping objection from Spring (Jardens or anywhere else against the prompt
formation of a United London, founded as it should be on nine centuries of

rights atid privileges. Ia)I(1 John Russell in 1S.'5."), in introducing the Municipal
Corp<jration Kcform llill, said :

" We propo.se that thf irhole work nml husiness of
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zvatching the town shall be placed completely under the control of the Council."

Herein lies the secret of the prosperity of our provincial cities. Why should

London wait ?

About the Borough Councils.

It may be asked, " How do the newly-formed Borough Councils come into

your scheme of unification 1
" The reply is that there is no need to limit the

sphere or usefulness of these bodies except where their authority retards the

proper discharge of central duties or the " common good." " London, one and
indivisible," should be eveiy loyal citizen's motto. The indivisibility of London is

written in her physical history and on every chapter of the last fifteen years of

her municipal life. We are clamouring for municipal tramways ; we cannot

split up the intersecting lines that run like nerve filaments through our streets

any more than we can parcel out our main sewers or divide the Thames into

compartments. We cannot allow the West End to build round itself a wall,

and to say to the needy East or South, " We know you not." We will not see

these districts weltering alone in hopeless poverty, or consent to separate the

City of Pleasure from the City of Work.
Except in one or two conspicuous instances, it cannot be said that the new

Borough Councils have justified their existence. Notwithstanding their new
titles and the bait of robes and chains, they have not attracted a class of

men superior to those who served London under the old Vestry system.

Indeed, in the poorer districts, the paucity of good men gives just cause for alarm.

The Act stupidly limited the selection of aldermen and councillors to the area

of the borough concerned. This limitation has prevented many good and
leisured citizens from serving, as I believe they would gladly do, parts of

London where educated administrators, with no axe to grind, ai'e sorely needed.

Dozens of capable men in Mayfair would gladly give a day or so a week in serving

Poplar or Mile End, but they are prevented by this inane residential provision in

the London Government Act. One cannot help thinking in this regard of the

views and aims of Arnold Toynbee. The great danger of the democratic

upheaval of the time appeared to him to be the estrangement of the men of

thought from the active leaders of the people. This resident qualification

seriously limits the growth of that newborn interest of the educated in social

questions, which is one of the most hopeful signs of our times. But to return to

my point. The local management question should be settled on the lines of Sir

William Harcourt's Bill of 1884. Large district councils working closely in

touch with the central body—instead of being constantly trying to thwart it

—

would give excellent results for the whole of London, and tend to economy,

efficiency, and purity in our administration. I add "purity" because I'ecent

cases—notably that of Holborn—show that the present system offers a premium
to that class of Tammany from which our municipal life in this country has

hitherto been remarkably free. And so to commence the good work of the future

we want a municipal machine working from a common centre instead of the

curious contrivance by which one little section may destroy the work and ignore

the wishes of the great majority. But even this centrally-directed engine for

good is not enough for our purpose.

London's Boundary must be Amended,
At present 900 square miles and the 1 5 miles radius from Charing Cross do not

by any means embrace all her children on the doorstep. Agricultural counties

like Essex find themselves faced with municipal problems from overflowing

London, which they do not understand and with which they cannot cope,
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It has loni^ l)eeii o\ i<lc'nt that tlicso huge districts formed on the immediate
Ixuders of the coimty, sucli as East Ham and Ealing, Waltliamstow and
Wimbledon, happily called the '' durmit<jries of London," must sooner or later

be includeil in the Metropolitan Area. Already we have had to enlarge our

borders for police, water, and other purposes, and it would solve many difiieulties

if these new districts were now taken under the wing of the City to which they

really exist to minister.

This remodelling of the boundary would solve many troublesome problems,

notably the vexed question of jurisdiction with regard to the Home Counties.

Take a case in point. Because the electric lighting area for bulk supply extemls

beyond the present county line, fixed but a few years ago on the limited view of

the possibilities of the future, therefore—argue the promoters of the great " Ad-
ministrative Scheme "— this duty cannot be undertaken by the present county
authority. And so with regard to water and tramways. The lloyal Connnission

on London's trallic have in my judgment fallen into this same error. A special

"Transit Board" must, they say, be created to cover the real tramway area of

London. How much simpler to extend the boundary line in order to take in, at

any rate, the bulk of these suburban growths. There is no magic or finality

about the present geography. Slices were taken from various Home Counties to

make up the present Greater London, and it is clear by this time that they were

not large enough. L'^nless this amendment is made, and soon, London will be

afflicted with such a curse of various " Boards " as will once again make
confusion worse confounded, and greatly add to the expense of civic management.
Misgoverned as it has been by oOO and odd local authorities. Councils, Boards,

Commissioners, or parish beadles, it welcomed the desire shown by the London
Government Act—otherwise sadly inadetpiate —to reduce the number of its

rulers. Like th»! lion in the net, this environment rendered London powerless,

and it was not until the mouse of S[)riiig Gardens widened the meshes that the

noble beast could help itself. And now we are threatened with more "authori-

ties :

"

London's Water, Port, Lighting, Tramways, and goodness knows what else,

are to have separate Boards because the present map shows that certain places

are not strictly in London. The whole thing is the sorry story of the old

City over again. Oppressed with the solemnity and antiquity of their historic

square mile, the City Fathers lost their opportunity to fulfil their destiny. London
wall has long since crumbled, but the fragments which remain are still

suflicient to shut ofT from service "in the City'' some of London's most notable

sons.

What we want, and at once, is a Boundary Commission to amend the county
boundary, aiul the present time, when there is a talk of re-distributing for

electoral reason;^ is extremely favourable for the purpose. Thus amended, we
shall get complete schemes for the great public services which the INIetropolis

need, and those services can be controlled, if not renderetl, by a representative

and directly elected body eminently fitted to survey and provide for the whole of

the proper area and tlie vast population.

The Growth of Slum Suburbs.

Tt is indeed time that we made an end of the piecemeal chandler's-shop

freatment of a great problem. For instance, how essential it is that there

should be a prompt and scientific planning of these huge suburbs which are

closing in, luiggei-miigger fashion, around London. Thev are dumped down
anviiow, and many of them, being built with but small regard to proj^er provisi(m

for light and air, are already becoming pestilential slums, and presently "the
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rights of property " will render their removal difficult. It cost the L.C.C.

more per head of the population to remove the festering district at the back
of Shoreditch Church than it did to erect the present working-class dwellings

on the Boundary Street area. Landlords who should liave been punished for

thus living on the rents of such a social dust heap were, under our present

beneficent laws, handsomely compensated for keeping up the death rate. And
in a few years' time the same thing will occur over and over again unless this

larger view of London for which I am pleading is taken. We have much to

learn from Germany in this respect. There, under recent legislation, each town
is supposed to carry through a far-seeing " Land and Transport policy," adapted

not only to present, but to future needs. A few years ago the Prussian

Government issued directions to the Governors of the 12 Provinces into which
the kingdom is divided that they should use all their influence to induce every

Prussian town to buy as much land as it could obtain, and to retain

possession of all it then held and should afterwards acquire.

In Germany it is recognised by careful thinkers on the subject that it is

necessary that at all times there shall exist very carefully thought-out plans,

prepared by tlie Town Council, for opening out for building as much of the land

surrounding a town as will probably be needed to supply sites for houses and
all the other institutions and places required by the community for a period of

twenty, thirty, or, at least, ten years, and due provision is made for tlie necessary

open spaces to keep these areas healthy. In our suburbs the whole scheme is

framed on a pot-luck principle, and some of the recent "growths " I'ound London
make one shudder. They already require the knife of the municipal surgeon.

And the expense and agony of it all ! But apart from German models, I

think I have made out a case for a grip by a wise central hand of London's

environment. Given an authority with sufficient powers and control over a

properly devised area, we have now to consider

The Proper Work of a Unified Autliority.

What should it do ? It should ensure that all the persons who are allowed

to live within its jurisdiction shall exist under conditions which are as favovir-

able as possible to the maintenance of physical, mental, and moral health and
strength. It should minister to tlie body, mind, prosperity, safety, amusement,
protection, and corpse of every man, woman, and child. It should ensure that

more persons than can well live in health in the town as a whole, or in any one
part of it, shall not be allowed to live there. It should, as I have indicated, do
as efficiently and economically as possible all such work as can only, or can best,

be done by a public body for the maintenance or enhancement of the health and
wealth of the community. It should see that an adequate supply of new whole-

some houses is among the most important of all the public \V%rks which have
to be attended to. It should set up a fair Labour policy based on Trade Union
rates of wages, not only for its own employees, but also for those employed
by its contractors, and should rigorously suppress sweating. It should

encourage the direct employment by the Council, so far as practicable, of its

own workers ; and, as means of assisting the unemployed, arrange and press

forward its great works and undertakings at times when the general labour

market is slack. Remembering John Bright's famous dictum that "A nation

lives in its cottages," it should ever bear in mind that a city lives in its slums. If

the slums are slummy, then the city is decadent. You may talk and " think

imperially," but you will not raise imperial stock on municipal dunghills. This
is, perhaps, a large programme, and I cannot promise to deal with it adequately

in the pages allotted to me by my inexorable editor.
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Perhaps it will be best to button-hole my imaginary citizen, who I venture to
hope is by this time sufficiently interested to follow me to the end of these
pages, and tell him what in my judgment he should demand of his adminis-
trators and legislators, for himsi-lf, his wife and children, l.c, if he is disposed
to get the best that is possible out of his London. It will be a pleasanter process
than that of throwing statistics or drafts of Parliamentary Bills at his defence-
less head. Presuming that we have set up, on the lines already indicated, a body
strong, big, and wi.se enough to deal with not only London as it is, but London
as it will be a generation hence, I shall, in fancy, follow my indulgent citizen
from the cradle to the grave, oi-, to put it more pleasantly, from the milk in the
morning until midnight, and so prod him as to his rights and prixlleges that he
may perliaps be .seized and posses.sed of that spirit which made his predecessors,
the Londoners of old, so effectually plead for and defend their liberties that no
monarch, priest, or parliament could say them " nay."

\n what order shall we place the items of the demand note? It has been
ui'ged of late that cheap foo(] and commodities are of little avail unless there is

good trade and work for the unemployed. "We must live somehow" is the
plea of the woikmen, and some of the needy and ignorant are captured by the
specious argument, " A cheap loaf is of little use if you have not the money to
buy it." It is no part of my present duty to plunge into the fi.scal controversy
but I shall claim the support alike of Tariff Reformers and Free Traders when I

say that proper facilities for trade are among the first conditions of a town's
prosperity. The citizen, solicitous as a worker for constant employment, or as a
capitalist for a proper chance for the use of his brains and money, should
promptly enquire as to whether his London has the needful appliances'to retain
and extend its industries. Enquiry will .soon reveal the fact that our City
depends largely, if not chieHy, upon its.shipping trade, and that one of the first

things to be done is to

Reform the Port of London.

It must be remembered that 50 per cent, of our trade enters the docks. In
1899 the value of goods imported into the port of London was £104,000,000;
into the rest of the United Kingdom, £320,000,000, London's proportion thus
being 3:5 per cent. The total exports from the port of London amounted to
£.SS,000,000 or £8!),000,000 ; from the rest of the United Kingdom
£l'U,()()(»,000, London's share being 2G per cent.
The man who wonders why trade is growing abroa<l should learn off the st<:>ry

of our great port, and he will find sufficient employment for his reforming
energies between now and the time when our fiscaliters have found out a better
way. 1 lere again we discover the usual London jumble— iifty different authorities
having jurisdiction. They consist of thirteen Government Departments, several
dock companies, the Watermen's and Lightermen's Company, the London
County Council, the City Corporation, the Metropolitan Asylums Board, four
local bodies, four other municipal bodies the Wharfingers, several railway
companies, the Lea Conservancy, and last, but not least, the Thames Con.ser-
vatK-y.

ilow have they done their work ? The best answer is obtained from the
Report of the Royal Conuiiission recently presented to Parliament. Dealing
with the body maiidy responsible for the conduct of nur river, the Thames
Conservancy, the Commi.ssioners .say :

—

"The Thames Conservancy has done little or nothing to satisfy the
requirements of the port."
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"The most important function entrusted to the Thames Conservancy has
not been attended to."

" The constitution of the Thames Conservancy is not such that we can
ad\'ise that it should liave power to raise revenue or exercise the respon-

sibility of executing the works which we have felt it our duty to

recommend."

Here we see the blighting effect of a public body which is not directly

representative. I will not discuss the status or doings of the forty-nine other

authorities having a finger in this pie. Such a muddle would not be possible in

any place but dismembered London. It is enough that these bodies have
failed, as such a conglomeration of authorities must do, in properly dredging
our river and making our port attractive and replete with modern appliances.

It is true that of recent years figures have shown some slight improvement in

London's shipping, but the advance has been l)ut little compared with the

progress of rival ports, both home and continental, on which huge sums have
been lavished by the State or municipal authorities. Until recent years the

trade of the port of London increased; from 1859 to 1879 as much as 40 per

cent., but between 1890 and 1899 the increase fell to only 17 per cent. Mean-
while the trade of other ports in this kingdom and on the Continent has gone
ahead by leaps and bounds. From 1890 to 1899 the trade of Rotterdam
increased 116 per cent.; Southampton, 77; Antwerp, 51; Hamburg, 49;
Genoa, 34 ; Glasgow, 23 ; Hull, 23. As to the efforts made to produce these

results. In 1888 £6,000,000 was spent upon the port of Hamburg by the

State of Hamburg and the Imperial Government. The ports of Rotterdam and
Antwerp have been improved by the municipality which controls them, with
assistance from the Government, and quite recently another subsidy of some
millions has been granted. In France ttie Government has done much for the

ports. In Glasgow and Liverpool great things have been accomplished by public

management.
But we Londoners have been blundering on, and gradually falling behind

when compared with other shipping centres, in our proper share of wharf and
dock business. " Why not put the matter right at once ? Surely no political

interests are involved," is the natural enquiry of the plain man. I cannot here

describe in detail the efforts of the London County Council to deal with this

matter. Some interested persons did not like their proposals. The L.C.C. then
promptly stood aside to allow the Government to deal with the matter. A
Royal Commission was appointed, and a Government Bill brought in, largely

based on its report, but frightened by the opposition of the old city, the Thames
Conservancy, and some trade interests which were affected, the Board of Trade
sacrificed all the time, labour, and money spent on this proposed reform, and
fell back on masterly inactivity. Let my citizen friend who desires to save his

job or extend the trading opportunities of London make his demand short and
insistent. There must be an organised control of the whole business, in the shape of

a single authority—upon which private interest may well be represented—with
full powers over the whole port, and there should be transferred to that authority

all the powers of the numerous bodies which now exercise jurisdiction. This
policy would of course involve the purchase of the docks, and the dredging,

deepening, and general improvement of the lower part of tlie river. This done,

and we should appreciably minimise, if not abolisli, that riverside distress

which foi-ms so large a part of our unemj^loyed problem in London, and another
result would be the cheapening and extension of our food supply.

It is perfectly clear that a unified Port of London Authority is urgently

needed to do the best possible for what is and slunild be the greatest port in the
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wurkl. Tlie matter is iiioic than ever one of life and death to our citizens,

for constant employment can only he sceurefl through a prosperous staple indus-

try, such as shipping is to London. It is important next to consider how the

people fare with regard to

An Unfettered Supply of Cheap Food.

If there is one thing nmre than another essential to the life of a great city, it

is plenty of food at first hand and first cost. 80 apathetic and ill-informed is the

average Londoner as to his afl'uiis that he never emiuiies how he is fed or how
much is made out of his food hefore it leaches him. Not one in a hundred
know that the city, plus a duke and a millionaire, levy a gross annual revenue

of a (juaiter of a million sterling on Ix^ndon's provender. Five millions of

people patiently rely on the inadequate market provision which is owned by this

i)enevolent triumvirate, and hitherto all efforts have failed to place tlie.se

markets in the hands of a central authority able and willing to look at the

service from the point of view of London as a whole, and to relieve the food of

the poor from an iniquitous toll.

Charles II. had a wonderful way of conferring market rights on favoured

courtiers. He gave the Fourth Earl of Bedford permission to set up a

market in the old garden of the Convent of Westminst<.'r, and it is still with

us. " Mud-Salad ^larket " has for long been a theme of ^Ir. Punch. The l)uke,

having secured a considerable revenue from his narrow square market, gracefully

leaves other people to pay for the paving, scavenging, and lighting of the streets,

which are daily crowded with the vehicles keeping this market going. A similar

story attaclies to Spitalfields ^larket which is so essential to the sustenance of

the great eastern districts. The City is, of course, tlie great market authority,

and is supposed to supply the necessary accommodation for the vending of

cattle, meat, poultry, and fish for a poj)ulation of five million.s.

It is a well-known fact that but for subsidies from market revenues the Old City

could not keep up its liospitalitics. The City purse has of late years been liberally

replenished from these sources, and this drain all adds, of course, to the price

of the people s food. It seems a little incongruous that the estimable Common
Councillors should not infrequently be feasting royalty—and themselves—at the

Mansion House and Guildhall, and that the poor of London, through their

food, should have to pay tlie piper. This is one of the " liberties " to which

the present City Fathers stick most tenaciously. Some years ago the L.C.C.

endeavoured to get Parliament to allow it to enquire into all the mysteries of

our market accommodation but the House of Lords, the firm friend of the

Old City, struck the clause out of the Bill. It was understood that apprehen-

sions with regard to Billingsgate occasioned this protest against "a clean

breast." It is curious that the efforts of the Baroness Burdett-Coutts to bless

Bethnal Green with a market, and those of Mr. PlimsoU to bring fish to South
London, all failed. There are stories of " fish rings" and other dark and devious

ways of keeping the present market monopolies intact. AVe certainly shall never

get at the truth, or a remedy of the present muddle, until Parliament gives our

Central authority full powers to enquire into and undertake, at cost only, the

food supply of Ijondon. I cannot leave the question of food without referring to

water. It is said of the righteous that '' his bread shall be given, and his water

shall be sure." I shall not rest upon the latter part of that promise .so far as

Ijondon is concerned until I .see a new su|))tlv from Wales. I do not desire to

disparage the labouis of the new Water Hoard, though it is a creature »>f Parlia-

ment designed lai^ely to tlout the a.speration of the L.C.C. It must l)e
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remembered that but for reactionary opposition the Council would have pur-

chased the water undertakings seven years ago, and the price would have been

much lower, because two quinquennial valuations have taken place, each of which

has enabled the companies to increase their income by taking advantage of the

higher valuations. Then the money could have been raised at about 2^ percent.

It will cost the Water Board about a third more. This double loss to the rate-

payers is directly due to the obstinate opposition of an impossible Government,
and London will now pay dearly for their obstructive policy.

And so our citizen must hammer away on this question of food and water

until he gets the justice which his provincial cousin has for long enjoyed. His
"job" safe and his food cheap, the question of

Adequate Housing for the Workers
may be placed next. " What a question to deal with in a paragraph." One
may say of London, of the building of houses there is no end. Within the

time of some of us London's population was under two millions. Kensington
was still in grass and market gardens, Islington was a rural retreat, Lambeth
marshes were vmbuilt upon, Woolwich was a day's journey away, Ludgate Hill

was the centre for fashionable shopping. The City shopkeeper used to live over

his shop, the brewer next door to his brewery ; now only som.e of the workers

are still to be found in overcrowded courts near the factory. Then, look at

"Locomotion," so intimately associated with "Housing." At the beginning of

Victoria's reign buses had only just been inti'oduced, and the old mail and stage

coaches were the chief means of travel. We have covered those districts with

houses, and we have motor-buses and tramways galore, and yet there is a. housing

pi'oblem. Let me say at once that in my judgment it is idle to suppose that any
central authority can undertake to house a tithe of the industrial population of

London. It can only " come to the rescue," specially in cases and districts where
unscrupulous persons are taking advantage of any local or general house famine.

Furthei', to build and run municipal dwellings on a finance which involves a

charge upon the rates must end in failure and disappointment. "Charity
i^ents " mean a subsidy to wages, and the working of the old Poor Law teaches us

what that means. But very much may be done to lead the way in the

housing question. Some of the provincial cities, notably Livei'pool and Glasgow,

have set up most valuable object lessons in this direction. The L.C.C., though
hampered in all sorts of ways, has cleared 30 acres of disease-spreading slums, thus

disturbing some 14,000 persons ; but it has already provided for 23,000, and is

building for 75,000 more. Well-planned suburbs at Tooting, Norbuiy, and
Tottenham, covering some 300 acres, all show that at Spring Gardens an
extended view is taken of this great question. It cannot be claimed that the

L C.C. has been uniformly successful in its housing schemes. Alas ! it is not
infallible. Mr. Chamberlain, one of our greatest municipal experts, said of it

:

"The L.C.C. has made a great number of mistakes; it has aped the manners
and the powers of the Greater Parliament ; it has been a little like the frog in

the fable that thought itself an ox." It will, I think, be agreed that upon the

inflatory habits of the frog, if not the manners of the ape, Mr. Chamberlain
can speak with unrivalled authority.

Indeed, upon housing the working classes he is entitled to be heard. He
fathered a scheme to enable the ambitious artizan, with the assistance of the

municipality, to acquire houses, but for some i-eason or other not a score of our
workers in the County of TiOndon have availed themselves of INIr. Chamberlain's

method. With all respect to this eminent critic of the Council, the housing question

must be faced fi'om another point of view. The last census showed beyond
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dispute tliat tliree-fourLlis »»f a luilliuu of our jiopulatioii were living under
conditions otKcially declared to ha " overcrowded, " antl while that blot remains
Ixmdon government cannot he regarded as satisfactory. In connection with
this useful work the citizen should insist upon vigorous enforcement of the
clauses in the Housing of the "Working Classes Act and Public Health Act
against owners of slum property, and also as regards the Factory and Workshops
and the Nuisances Removal Acts. In planning for proper dwellings, where
recpiired, for the working classes buildings on the barrack system should, as
far as ]»ossible, be eschewed, and ample light and air sticurerl in all cases. An
extension of the cottage dwellings now being erected by the Council is, where
jtracticable, most desirable, and further self-supporting model lodging hou.ses of
the type in Shelton Street, Drury Lane, or Carrington House, Deptford, cannot
fail to be of service.

Hurry Up with the People's Motor Car.

Next to an ample supply of good hou.ses at reasonable rents there ranks the
question of adequate means of locomotion and proper management of our traflic.

An important Uoyal Commission has just declared itself on this great suVjject,

and I cannot do better than recommend my citizen fi-iend to back up the
demand of the Commission for new streets, a complete and largely extended
.system of trains, a co-ordination of tube railways and workmen's trams, and
the whole of London's locomotion devised and controlled by one instead of many
hands. It is an admirable report, an arsenal of facts for future use, but it lacks
in two important points. It does not sa}' who is to pay, and it avoifls the
responsibility of suggesting that the L.C.C., or such a new central authority as
r have suggested, should be constituted the supreme Tratlic Commission for

Ivondon. It falls back on the feeble suggestion of "another Board" to be
c(jnstituted, because the duties suggested extend beyond the present county
bf>undary. To say the least, this is a poor recognition of what the L.C.C. has
already accompli.shed.

I well remember the state of things when, fourteen years ago, I first moved
on the Council, under jNIr. Shaw Lefevrc's beneficentAct of 1870, for "tramway
purchase." Then, thirteen tramway companies did as the}' pleased, rather
than as the people pleased, with the streets of London. There was no connec-
tion, co-ordination, or, indeed, common gauge with their services, and out of

this disjointed and unsatisfactory system they were reaping a profit of a (juarter

of a jnillion annually.

Would it be believed that ten years ago, in framing a leasing scheme for the
tramways north of the Thames, our cockney anti-municipalisers made no pro-
vision for the prompt substitution of electric for horse traction, and that the
scheme had to be sent l)ack so that proper electric traction clauses might be
inserted. These blind leaders of the blind did not see why the patient workers of
Ivondon should not continue to consume their annual quota of that desiccated
manure which is incidental to a horse-traction system.

At last the citizens have got the tramways in their own hands. Even the
futility of leasing instead of municipally working the Northern system is at
last apparent, and .so the fatuous lease is to be bought back. As for the South,
tiio electric tramways of the Council have brought new life and prosperity to
the whole of tlu> district, so much .so that neighbourhoods which a few years
ago were afllicted with the notion that " tramways meant deterioration of
i-esidential property " are all asking for electric trams at the earliest possible
(late. And now the lloyal Commission comes along backing up the Council's
demand, and indicating routes involving a pronq.t addition of at least 100 miles
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to London's tramways, or including " fringes " some 200 or 300 miles. Apart
from this much-needed extension, an immediate linking up of our tram-

ways, north and south, is insisted upon ; and why not 1 As I have already

indicated, the carriage of the Lord High Obstructionist stops the way. " He
keeps the bridge," as " Mr. Policeman Punch " so inimitably puts it. The
injustice of this obstruction is the better realised when it is remembered that

the ratepayers who are unanimously asking for this user of their thoroughfares

paid no less than a million and a-half for the construction of the Victoria

Embankment and Westminster Bridge, and find £14,000 a j^ear for their upkeep.

Yet my lords say " No " when the real proprietors of this property put in a

respectful request, backed, be it remembered, by the old City, for a circular

tram service from the present Westminster Terminus across the bridge, along

the Embankment, and back by Blackfriars Bridge to the terminus at Blackfriars.

This business-like scheme would mean for the public an end of the present

distressing crushing and crowding at the existing tram termini, involving

danger to life and limb of thousands of tram passengers, many of whom are

young girls, and abolition of the weary tramp of the workers on wet mornings and
evenings across the bridges, and of the delay caused by the reversing of cars at

bridges now involved. It would mean a tram service continuous and much
quicker than at present, taking the workers nearer to their employment, and
providing a delivery but a few seconds' distance from Charing Cross, and also

within touch of the City ; and, further, one that would bring the public direct to

the finest thoroughfare in Europe—the Victoria Embankment, a boon alike

convenient to the worker and the pleasure seeker. By using our own bridges

and embankment the earnings of our own tramways will increase by thousands

of pounds. Strange, indeed, that in this 20th century there should be a body
strong enough to resist this request of the London ratepayer to utilise his own
bridges and embankment for the convenience of himself and his employees, and
incidentally for the relief of his unduly inflated rates. The injustice smacks of

feudal times—the castle on the hill and the serfs in the valley below. Here is

a reason, if I advance no other, for my citizen friend to buckle on his civic

sword and fight like 'prentice of London for the restoration of his " liberties." I

cannot do more than hint at the possibilities of this great locomotion question.

Mr. Charles Booth touches the spot of London's overcrowding difficulties

when he insists upon increased means of communication as a first means of

salvation.

In addition to a liberal scheme of surface tramways, certainly, for the most
part, on the conduit system, shallow tramways, like to the one just completing

under the new street, are much wanted for our crowded thoroughfares. The
simple device, so well carried out in Boston, U.S.A., and other cities, consists of

gutting the crowded streets some 12 or 15 feet down, and while perfectly restoring

the old street surface (indeed, not disturbing it during construction), securing be-

neath a well lightedand easily accessibletramway track, with plenty of space on either

side for the placing and getting at of all the water, gas, electric, pneumatic, and
other mains which at present crowd and destroy the soil beneath the surface of our

streets. If this perfectly practicable plan were general, half our pedestrians would
be removed from the street surface, and there would be no more breaking up of

the streets at the whim of a private company. One can hardly realise the

Londoner coming into his own in such a remarkable manner. At present a
gassy foreman plants his tripod, lantern, and scaffold poles in the midst of the

Strand, builds his hut in the centre of his fortifications, and successfully defies

London. The shopkeeper whose trade is destroyed pleads in vain. The newspapers
publish the usual curses, but to no purpose. It is King Monopoly, who, having
found London on the way to Jericho, is now exercising his predatory rights and
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enjoyiiij^ the spoils. And until Luiulon possesses the unity and strong central

hand of other cities this nmjt'sty of muddle will continue to rule.

The development of London's new st^^amlxwit enteri)iise is, of course, intimately

associated with the tramways and the whole question of communication. The

remarkable popularity of these boats shows that the Thames possesses resources

both for busine.ss and pleasure which have not yet been fully utilised.

London for many years past has had a service of steamboats of which nearly

all the boats were very old. They were respectable only on account of their

antiquity, their average age being 11:5 years.

In 1901 the L.C.C. introduced into Parliament a Bill to provide a proper

.service, and though bitterly opposed by the piivate interests concerned, it

pas.sed " second reading," but was rejected by the Select Committee.

It was stated in the House of Connnons that private enterprise could supply

all the service needed. The result was that London in 1902 and 1903 had no

passenger steamboat service whatever. Now, an excellent L.C.C. line of

steamers is running, and as to its final success there can be no more doubt than

there is of that of the tramways.

The ettective control of the traffic, both on streets and river, means eventually

giving the control of the London police to the Central Body. Why it should not

be so I cannot understand.

All other great towns have had the complete control of their own police since

the Municipal Corporations Reform Act of 1835. In introducing that measure

Lord John Russell said that in est-ablishing niunicipal government it .seemed

to him "absolutely necessary" that they should have the control of their own
])olice. Surely London has the same right and the same need for the control of its

own police as any other great town.

The London })olice are the dearest police in England ; they cost a ninepenny

rate. They are managed by the Home OtUce, wliich is not responsible to the

ratepayers. There has never been any complaint of the control granted to our

great provincial towns. Order is as well kept, property is amply protected and

the utmost cordiality and good feeling prevail in these places between the

people and the police.

Lighting and Power for London.

This question has of late been forced to the front by the Parliamentiiry

incident to which I have referred. No department of London government

shows to greater disadvantage than that associated with the supply of elect lie

light and power. Here, again, the tjuestion has been settled by the local instead

of the central eye. Some of the new boroughs, properly anxious to .show their

imporbmce and business ability, plunged into electric lighting and, collateially,

the sui)ply of power. They were compelled, of course, to coidine their ojjerations

to their own areas. Other boroughs let in the companies, many of whose powers

overlappetl. So London became divided for electric lighting purposes, not

with regard to etllciency of production or distribution, but by some old

ecclesiastical boundaries which centuries ago marked oft' parsonic preserves.

Thus, a piecemeal system of lighting and energising Ijondon obUiined.

The centi-al body, the L.C.C, seeing the confusion and, more important

still, the fact that electricit)' to be produced at a low cost nuist be jiroduced in

bulk in large generating stations where coal could be landed direct from the sea,

raised a warning voice, and, further, asked Parliament to endow it with

powers to come to the rescue of the liorough Councils.

But the jealousy of the liorough Councils, and the opi>osition of the companies

who had alreaily farmed out parts of London, gave the Bill no chance in an
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unsympathetic Parliament. Then the Government promised to take the matter

up ; but they did nothing.

In the midst of this confusion it was but natural that the private speculator

should come along and make an attempt to monopolise this great business.

With arguments in favour of wholesale production that were unanswerable, and

a wonderful power of appeasing opposition, this universal provider of electrical

power for London almost got his way, and certainly should do so unless London
itself at once takes the matter into its own hands.

Thei'e is only one way out of the dilemma, and that is the installation of the

L.C.C as the bulk authority for electric light and power purposes. The latter

object will become the more important, and it is idle to suppose that power can be

divorced from lighting. With the Central Body as the wholesale producer, and

the Borough Councils mainly as distributors, a scheme could be devised which

would greatly reduce the price of both light and energy, and save London
from a monopoly whicli might become very troublesome. Power could certainly

be supplied both to big and little industries at prices which would compare
favourably with any company quotations. Moreover, with the London County
Council as authority for the supply of electricity, there could be a sensible

and economical combination for the supply of electric power for tramway and
other purposes with that for supplying light.

It is not generally recognised that tlie L.C.C. is already carrying out this

identical enterprise on a gigantic scale for its tramways, but is barred by its Act
from supplying lighting or power. The setting up of the L.C.C. as Bulk Supply

Authority would merely mean the extension of a business which is already

being conducted with success.

If all the areas to be supplied could not be brought within the new county

boundary, there is nothing to prevent the central body purveying—as is done in

provincial cases—lighting and power to areas on the border of its territory.

No need hammers more strenuously at the door of London as it might be

than this demand for light, " more light," and power, supplied at first cost on

commercial principles.

Teaching the Young Idea.

The division of municipal life just discussed naturally suggests "light and

leading," and the citizen, having secured his "job," house, tram, steamboat,

electric light and power, may well give an eye to the future of the children.

It goes without saying that London should be the finest rearing ground the

world over for the young idea.

The home of our scholars, poets, and philosopliers cannot afford either for

practical or historical reasons to rank second as a mental and technical nursery.

Its streets are filled with names recalling some of London's noblest sons.

Chaucer, Shakespear and his confreres, Milton, Dryden, Pope, Johnson,

Goldsmith, Lamb, Dickens, Thackeray, George Eliot, all lived in and loved their

London. It is true that the immortal bard was kept out of the old City as a

rogue and vagabond, and had to build his theatres in what is now the L.C.C. area
;

but, like that much criticised body, he eventually lived down his critics and got

into society. In a city with such memories as London we must try and offer,

so far as is possible, an equal opportunity for all her sons.

The recent Education Act is said to make the realisation of this dream
possible. I shall not discuss its blemishes, but simply state what has been and
can be done under its auspices. Some good people, smarting under no fanciful

or imaginary grievance, blamed the L.C.C. for putting the Act into operation.

The men wiio took that action were not unmindful of the grievances of the
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Nonconforuust conscience. The popular leader of the Progressives,

Mr. McKinnon Wood, thus put the case :

—

" We cannot regard tlie recent Education Acts as a final settlement of a
great national question. We object to religious tests for teachers in any
public schools, and we desire that the expenditure of public money shall be

controlled by elected representatives of the people ; we look to Parliament
for a speedy amendment of the Education Acts, which have offended the

consciences of law-abiding citizens. Meanwhile, desiring that the law
shall be administered with iin[)artial regard to educational efliciency, we
approve the appointment by th(> Council of an Education Conunittee from
its own meml)ers, with the addition of women, who are still excluded from
the Council." (Cheers).

That Education Committee under the able chairman.ship of Sir William
Collins, assisted by a devoted and distinguished band of experts, has ah-eady

made a great advance on the road towards a co-ordinated system for London.
I ma}' remind my readers that the idea that the education of a city should

be vested in and form part of the work of its Council did not originate with
the present Government.
Matthew Arnold, in 1868, wrote: "The real preliminary to an eflfective

system of popular education is, in fact, to provide the country with an ellective

municipal organisation." And, again : "Public education must rest upon the

municipal organisation of the country."

John .Stuart Mill, himself a pioneer in London reform and an ardent advo-

cate for unification of its local government, in 1861 insisted on the "important
principle that in each local circumscription there should be but one elective

body for all local business, not different bodies for different parts of it."

Given a remedy of the injustices of which the progressive leader complains,

I think the future of education lies with the great central body in whatever
form that may eventuate. I need not here tell the story of the building up of

that system of elementary education for London by its School Board, a work which
will always be remembered with gratitude and admiration. It is sufiicient to

say that the Council has taken over that vast work, with but little amendment,
and has been grappling with the harder task of levelling up the V'oluntary

Schools to the standard of the Board Schools. What 1 want my citizen friend

to understand and encourage is the building upon this foundation of a means

—

some call it a ladder—by which his clever hoy or girl may attain to the greatest

educational or scientific altitude, and so equip himself or herself, if the necessary
ijrains and energy are forthcoming, for the most exalted position in the State.

As the Educatii)n Rat« will be much talked of, I may dwell for a moment on
how it is spent.

The County Council maintains by its grants over 3,000 separate evening
classes in science, art, modein languages, trade instruction, domestic economy,
and almost every conceivable subject, open at merely nominal fees to young
men and young women alike, and organised in fifty difterent institutions

scattered all over London.
7t aids and inspects more than forty efticient Secondary Schools under public

management, where a sound education of modern type is provided for both
sexes, above the level of the Elementary Schools, at low fees, with free places

and scholarships.

Every year the Council awards more than 1,.")00 scholarships to enable
children and young persons to ol)tain an extended education. These scholar-

ships are granted to those who show excepticmal ability, and whose parents'
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means are insufficient to allow them to continue their education if unaided by
the Council.

To meet one of the greatest needs of the day the Council is greatly increasing

and improving the teaching of foreign languages, both in schools and evening

classes. Instruction in commercial subjects is now given in evening classes at

thirty different centres. And, in order that Londoners may be better fitted

to compete with their foreign rivals in trade, the Council has got established

one high grade school specially designed for the best possible training of lads

who intend to enter upon commercial life.

The Hammer and Hand Department.
There has been a feeling abroad among the ratepayers, specially the handi-

craftsmen, that there was rather too much of the schoolmaster and too little of

the technical instructor in the curriculum of our London education. It is

fair to the Council to say that much has been, and is being, done to remedy
this complaint. It is a well-known fact that London employers do not take

apprentices as they once did, and thus the Cockney boy is unfairly handicapped

in competition with the country boy. The Council has established an experi-

mental school for lads between fourteen and sixteen who are intending to enter

upon an industrial career, with the object of giving them instruction which will

enable them to compete on more equal terms with the country lad who has the

advantage of an apprenticeship. If this school succeeds, many others will be

opened. One for girls is now being got ready.

Again, the Council either maintains, or aids in maintaining, practical work-

shop classes in more than a hundred separate trades, at twenty different centres,

where young mechanics can get instruction of a character likely to be of service

to them in their trades. In order to make this instruction really practical, and

to keep out the mere amateur, no one is allowed to attend a trade class unless

he or she is actually working in that trade.

Further, it is the aim of the Council to place within easy reach of the home
of every Londoner a polytechnic or a technical institute of which there are

already more than thirty doing excellent work. These institutions are not only

educationally useful, but are among the best means of promoting temperance,

thrift, and general good conduct in the rising generation.

And in the midst of all this the girls are not foi'gotten.

The Council maintains fourteen special schools of domestic economy, where

800 girls of fourteen or fifteen receive six months' or a year's free training in

cookery, dressmaking, laundry-work, housekeeping, and the laws of health.

This is but a rough sketch of the efforts made to teach the young idea how to

shoot. Such work costs money, and the question is, " Will the London rate-

payer stand the bill ? " Sir Oliver Lodge put the case for higher education in

words which may be commended to any grumbler. He says :

—

" Our national economy in higher education is having disastrous results

;

it is a real danger to the nation. While other nations are investing

millions of public money on higher education and research, we prefer to

keep the money in our pockets in order to spend it privately ; and the

result is that while the State is poor, the individual is rich. Individuals

are over-rich in this country ; money breeds money on our present system

with very little work, and it is apt to roll itself up into portentous and
top-heavy fortunes. Tlie result is, I fear, a state of things that some
people say is becoming a scandal. I do not know. But however that may
be, I should like to see this wealth owned by communities ; I should like to

see it in corporate hands and expended for the general good,"
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If in that spirit we Iniild up the men and women of the Empire City, we
need not fear the decadence tin-ough forei<,'n competition, of which one hears so

much. In this connection I must mention the new scheme whicli was plactni

before the Council a few months a<^o, throui^h Lord Uosebery, for the creation

of a great technological college. The Council, recognising the value of sucli an
institution, and the necessity, in the interest of London, and, indeed, of the

nation, of providing " facilities for research in the application of science to

industry, and in those brandies of pure science which are likely to lead to

industrial developments," has agreed to give substantial assistance to this

scheme.

In view of this illusti'ious example of private generosity, it seems a growing

shame that the City Guilds and Companies do not realise their duty towards the

needs of London in this important matter. Twenty years ago a lloyal Commission
of great weight and free fi-om political bias held that those bodies possessed,

outside ti'ust funds and obligations, a revenue of half a million sterling per

annum, "the inheritance of the London poor," which they declared to lie

applicable to "the improvement of workmen's dwellings, public baths, paiks, an<l

open spaces, etc.," and primarily to technical education.

A Municipal Policeman still Wanted.

We have not yet arrived at the glorious and blessed time when the munici-

pality can allow the man "on the make" to do as he pleases in I^ondon. And
so my citizen friend must still retain his detective in plain clothes ; it may l)e to

stop jerry building and the creation of slums ; to secure public safety in thejitres,

music halls, aiid all public places; to protect poor people from short weight

and l)ad <juality in their purchases of coal ; to labour at securing better

<iuulity in the gas supply of I^ondon : to greatly improve the sanitary adminis-

tration all over the Metropolis, and insist on the vigorous suppression of

nuisances and adeijuate control over noxious trades ; to put a stop to tioodings

in many districts, from which the houses of the poor greatly suffer, and to

vigorously enforce the Weights and Measures Act. Coals, breatl, and all sorts of

things come under this police work, and the value of it is best known to those on
the verge of starvation. Take bread ; the Council found that many shops in the

poorer districts were " sweating the loaf," that is, selling two-pound loaves that

fell considerably short of two pounds. Twelve thousand inspections of bread

aie now made every year, with the result that the shrinking of the quartern

and half-i|uartern loaves has been stopped. It is something to help a poor

wife, stiuggling to keep a decent home on a pound a week, to secure an extra

ounce or two every day in her scanty bnvui supply.

Hut let it not be supposed that I claim originality on the part of the L.C.C.

for this beneficent work. It is merely copied from the old Citv. The aldermen
were originally a military body, and used to inspect weights, and held " assizes " cm
l)read and ale to test <|uality.

The baker was pilloried in those days for selling putrid l)read, and the taverner

was condemned to swallow his own undriiikable wine, and to have the remainder
poured on his head.

Perhaps in one or two respects our L.C.C. " goes one better " than the

worthy aldermen. It inspects all " baby farms," keeping two qualified ladies tt)

go round to see that the unfortunate infants in these places are not starved or

ill-treated. Largely through its instrumentality seats have been jirovided in

l">,()00 shops for gii-Is emj)l()ve(l therein, greatly to the advantiige of their health

and ])hysi([ue. It tries to guard th(> po(»r against the frightfully dangerous
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mineral oils and faulty lamps that cause so many accidents ; but cannot yet get

from Parliament the power to pi'ohibit such dangers to the public.

My advice to the citizen is that his policeman may still be wanted in our
London of the future.

Lungs and Leisure.

The parks and open spaces have been well called " the lungs of London." In
them the citizen is more and more spending his leisure. All honour to the

men whose foresight and money secured to London the many open spots which
contribute more perhajas than anything to keep down its death rate. Let their

example move us to snatch at every open space which can be secured at a
reasonable price. The L.C.C. has done something in this direction. It has

increased the number of London's parks and open spaces from 40 to 102, and
their area from 2,656 to 4,<S79 acres ; and, as to leisure, it has provided music in

all the parks
;

greatly increased the facilities for games
;

provided bathing
facilities for women as well as men; vastly improved the supply of refreshments;

and in a thousand other ways ministered to popular enjojniient.

There is a little matter to which I attach great importance, and I desire, in

the interest of our young people, to enlist the hearty sympathy of my brother

citizen in its favour. Provision is made annually for the maintenance of grounds
for cricket, football, lawn tennis, bowls, quoits, and other games. For some of

these games a change of clothing is necessary, and in the past the only

accommodation procurable was at the public-house. Being persuaded that it

would be greatly to the advantage of the players to remedy this unsatisfactory

arrangement, the Council determined to provide the requisite accommodation.
So dressing rooms and shelters have been provided, and the young people are

enabled to enjoy their play without being compelled to seek the conveniences

offered by the publican.

How greatly municipal music adds to the pleasure of the leisure of the citizen

is attested by the thousands whose savage bi'easts are soothed by its influence.

The Council has liberally carried on the provision of music for London. Last

year it provided more than fifteen hundred band performances, and its policy has

been to provide more and better performances each succeeding year. This is a

policy which requires backing up and extending. Our model London must be

musical.

A Clean and Sober London.

In the 14th century every man had to keep clean the front of his own
tenement. In the spirit of that ancient example let us make a determined

attack on dirt, whether coming as soot from the chimney or such as is incidental

to the public vehicle which is horse-drawn i-ather than electrical.

If I said " Down with the dirt and the drink," some might, to my regret, take

my last phrase literally, but I do earnestly desire to see less temptation to drink.

The L.C.C. has abolished 118 licenses, and has always had careful regard to the

existing supply of public-house accommodation in the district after the demoli-

tion of those acquired for the improvement. The practice of the Council is to

obtain a report as to the number of licensed houses within an area of 300 yards

of the licence under consideration, and in every case the number of licensed

houses has been found to be excessive. Therefore the Council has from time

to time resolved to al)andon the whole of the 118 licences in strict obedience

to the s])irit of the law, which directs that where a public-house is not wante(l

it should not be.
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It has pursued this Temperance policy without wavering, and despite very

strong criticism, for fifteen years, and has received the solid and continued

support of all who care for Teniperanct' reform.

Safety to Life and Limb.

The splitting up of London has, fortunately, not heenahle t<) destroy the efficiency

of the central liand in this reij^ard. To destroy or amend death traps is most benefi-

cent work. Nearly half-a-million of ju>rsons nightly frecpUMit i)lacrsof amustMuent

in T.K)ndon. To get them home safely to be<l is no hglit or unnecessary tiusk.

This supervision of the theatre.s and music halls has often Ijeen criticised on the

ground of strictness, but the memorable calamity at Chicago showed the necessity

of ab.solute independence and uncejising care on the part of the public authority.

More important still is the work of the Council's Fire Brigade. It has

enormously increased our prf)tection against fire, and diminished the number of

.serious conllagrations l)y continuously extending and improving its stations and
appliances. Since 188S the nuichinery and men for this service have nearly

doubled. All the old fire stations have been either re-built, like Redcross

Street, City, and Euston ; or oidargcd and brought up to date, as Clerkenwcll

and Whitechapel ; or new stiitions added, as Whitefriars and Kingsland. The
main engine for life saving in London is now the horsed escape, which is sent

out first on every fire call. It can travel a mile in five minutes, and arrives at

any fire with ft^ur fresh firemen, ready to save life, while the old .system was
the heavy and cuuibersome hand escape, in charge of one or two firemen, who
arrived far too exhausted to be of much use in a burning house where lives

were to be saved.

London's fire brig.ade has a heroes' list which will compare favourably with

that of many a crack regiment. To grope through blinding smoke and stiHing

heat in the midst of falling timbers anfl melting lead in order to save life

re<iuires more than ordinary and in .some cases more than military courage.

The citizen will always give a foremost place to lA)nflon's great life V)rigade.

The Poor, and Them that have no Helper.

On the eve of a great inquirj' M'hich is to e.vamine and report upon the
working of the Poor Tiaw it may b(! jiresumptuous to f)flrer any opinion. The
jiroper treatment of the unemj)loyed cainiot be dealt with in a paragraph. Of
two things, however, I am persuaded. First, that it will be a i>ernicious thing

if the unemployed are led to e.xpect that the State must provide work for them
if they cainiot find it elsewhere ; and second, that a prompt difFerentiation must
l)e made between the loafer and the worthy workei-, who is, perhaps for a few
weeks oidy, "down on his luck." That the latter should go through the same
mill as the former only tends to the manufacture of vagrants. Given a list of

the genuinely employable as against the worthless and hopeless, and I am sure that

more sensible means can be devi.sed for their relief than tho.se which at pre.sent

obt^iin. With regard to the Poor Law as now administered, 1 have already
pointed out the iiieiiuality of the rates in various districts. That the ratepayers

of Poplar should pay a rate twice that of the City or St. Martin's-in-the- Fields is

manifestly unjust. Nothing short of a common rate for London will meet the

ditlicultv."

Not only in rates but in treatment the metho«ls of dealing with the p(M)r in

London vary greatly, aiul reipiire co-ordination. A new Ixnly, possibly a
blanch of, or working hand in hand with the central Ixxly, .should be fornuHl to

absorb the present poor law authorities. No one can regard all the present
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guardians as either having sufficient public backing behind them, or as the

best persons for this dehcate work. One and the same body sliould administer

the MetropoHtan Asylums Board and the Common Poor Fund. Sucii a united

authority might devise some kind of municipal old-age pension ; the elimina-

tion of our sick poor and infirm from the Poor Law system ; and treatment

more akin to home life for the fifty thousand children who are minus responsible

parents. Such a body iiiight be keen to remove the pauper taint on both adult

and child. In our London there should be an end of overlapping and

fr^U^t^Iitly ininrious nrivate charitv. As nart of this scheme it would, I think,

be far better that the Tiospitals should be under public management, and m
saying this I do not undervalue all that has been done by private beneficence

and a noble profession for institutions which have been and are the brightest

spots in suffering London.

Where's the Money to come from ?

It may be that I have carried my citizen with me thus far in this propaganda
for the building of a better London. He has joined the Metropolitan Society of

Optimists, but alas ! is suddenly pulled up by the rate paper. Like many others

who are too busy to enquire into the facts, he jumps to the conclusion that, as it is,

too much is being spent on these "socialistic fads" by the L.C.C. and other

bodies, and that to extend these "experiments" means ruin to, among othei's,

" the struggling shopkeeper." As to the charge of extravagance, I cannot do

better than give the words of Lord Welby, a distinguished servant of the State:

—

" The Council, when it came into existence, fifteen years ago, inherited a

heavy arrear of necessary work. During the intervening period it increased

its net debt—that is, the debt incurred for its own purposes—by
£12,568,000. The larger part of this increase in the debt (£cS,41 3,000)

has been incurred for main drainage, asylums, the fire brigade, parks, street

improvements, etc. The public, far from objecting to this expenditure, are

disposed to criticise the Council for not having spent more on these great

branches of ordinary administration, which are wholly unconnected with

what has been called municipal trading.

"The remainder of this debt has been incurred for remunerative services,

viz., the housing of the working classes and tramways. The Council had,

up to March 31st, 1903, housed 19,628 persons, and was in process of

housing 78,480 more. It has done this great work without imposing any

Ijurthen on the ratepayers up to the date of the last completed account.

The revenue from the tramways, after providing interest and sinking fund

on borrowed money, has, up to March 31st, 1903, contributed ,£293,000 in

relief of rates.

" It must be borne in mind, moreover, that during this period of fifteen

years London has been increasing, that large areas of new buildings have

come into rating, and that juster valuation has been in progress. The
))roduce of the i-ates has increased proportionately, and hence, large as

liave been the additions to the Council's debt, the charge of interest and

sinking funds on the individual ratepayer have increased but slightly.

That charge amounted in 1890 to 7|d. in the £. It rose in 1903 to

8|d.—an increase of one penny in the <£—a small burthen compared

with the beneficial work which it represents. Lastly, let me point out

that the debt of the Metropolis as a whole (that is to say, the debt of all

the Metropolitan Authorities taken together) is lower in proportion to its

i-ateable value than that of any other city or great town in England and

Wales, Liverpool only excepted."
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These facts show, I submit, that the London County Council h.us not Ijcen an
extravagant or wasteful steward of tlio revenues entrusted to it, and they
justify me in contending that the financial position of the Council is sound, and
its credit such as l)etits the fiist municipality in the kingdom. So much for the
existing state of things.

But More Money is Wanted,
hikI the ratepayer naturally contemplates with aim ni an in( rra.sc t<i a hunlen
which to many is already overwhelming. The solution lies in my citizen friend

insisting that those who get most out of London shall pay most. Not a few
people are in London only for the purpose of what thev can get out of it.

There are undesirable aliens of various kinds, anil among those who should be
made to pay, if they stay, is our old friend the ground landlord. The case

against him cannot be stated too frequently.

The growth of our modern civilisation renders an early readjustment of the

incidence of taxation an absolute necessity. The main reason for it is found in

the phenomenal increase of the local rates during this half-century. The increase

of culture has made the people spentl money on sewers, street improvements,
parks and open spaces, public buildings, and education. Fifty years ago the

total sum levied by rates in England and Wales was about 8J^ millions. Now
it is nearly four times that, an increase which is, of course, most marked in our
towns. In London since 1(S74 the rates have risen 70 per cent. These rates

are raised on property consisting of two factors—buildings and land.

The first represents no more or less than the builders' charge for the bricks

and mortar. It is a fixed sum, which as time goes on depreciates rather than
increases.

Tlie second represents a value which is solely due U) energy of the occupiers

who go to make up the town. But for the presence of the toiler the land would
revert to agricultural value.

Now, what has the good-natured fool of an occupier done and is still doing for

th(> land-owner?

First. He congregates on the land and gives it a village value.

.Second. He ])roceeds to make streets, sewers, build public offices, etc., and
gives it a town value.

Third. He adds parks, open spaces, schools, and makes it so attractive that

he invests it with a fabulous city value. Some parts of the City of London are

said to be now worth .£100,000 an acre.

Thus the occupier positively pays tu-ice over for his whistle. First he pays for

the improvements which make the land desirable and valuable.

Then the landlord steps in and makes him pay the increased value in rent

Could anything be more manifestly unfair ]

London is full of illustrations of the iniquitous result of this system. The
Tiiames Embankment is but one of many cases—the ground landlords eiiriched

and the wealth j)ro(lucers impoverished.

It may bo said that the occupier derives a benefit from these new streets, and
sewers, and other town attractions. But how short that benefit is in the case of

leasehold property. The landlord eventually turns out the man whose toil and
money have made the City and asks a rack rent of a new-comer.

These are a few of the reasons why we want at least three financial reforms to
a~ssist in pnjpeily financing our City. First, the taxatiim of laiid values; second,

a further etiualisation of rates, or, better still, complete unification ; third, a
readjustment of the nation's account with London, st) that the doles which it

receives—as Exchequer contribution grants—may be based on its contribution
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to the national coffer ; in sliort, a readjustment of the unfair settlement of

1888.

As so I might continue for many pages more in describing things to be done
and wrongs to be righted before London is what it should be, but I must
conclude.

London Made.

There are some towns in which the citizens point to a statue or elBgy—Birming-

ham crosses my vision for the moment—and say " That man made this town." I

started witli a promise to try and show what we might make of Our London. To
again quote Lord Rosebery, "If her sons and daughters are only true to them-
selves," the day will come when London may realise some of that fulness of

existence which in disjointed fashion I have endeavoured to picture. Happy
the children who can then say "My parents and grandparents had a notable

hand in bringing about this glorious time of 'each for all.'" This work of

making London yields a blessed dividend of present satisfaction and future

pi'omise. Able men, from dukes to labour leaders, liave wisely and willingly

given a hand to it during these fifteen years, and they all declare that it is work
well worth the doing. Among them, years ago, was a talented 3'oung poet,

Fred Henderson, and to bring my talk to a fitting end I shall borrow some
beautiful and little-known lines which, inspired by the L.C.C. Progressive

Victory of March 5th, 1892, he gave to London :

—

Here then you liave your answer, you that thought
To find our London unawakened still,

A sleeping plunder for 3'ou, thoiigbt to fill

The gorge of private greed and count for naught
The common good. Time unto her has brought
Her glorious hour, her strength of public will

Grown conscious, and a civic soul to thrill

The once dull man that for your spoil you sought.

Lo, when the alert majestic city stands,

Dreaming her dream of golden days to be.

With shaded eyes beneath her arching hands
Scanning the forward pathway, like a seer

To whom the riven future has made clear

The marvel of some mighty destiny.
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JOHN MORLEY TO YOUNG LIBERALS.

C<)MIN(; MkN on CoMIXC Ql'KSTIONs

would hardly have been complete

without some words of " light and

leading" from John Morley ; his

public utterances are few and fai-

l>etween, and his address to young

Liberals in the spring of this year is

practically his most recent contribu-

tion to the (juestions of the hour.

Whenever the Liberals return to

otiice Mr. Morley is certain not merely

to be in the Cabinet, but to be one of

the inner Cabinet, which is the real

Government of the Empire. He is

still young, as statesmen go, and more

than any man after Gladstone he is

the last representative of that passion

for I'ighteousiiess which from the time

of the Puritans has been the saving

strength of the Liberal creed.

Mr. Morley "s address was delivered

under the auspices of the League of

Young Liberals. The formation of

this society is one of the encouraging

signs of Lil)erahsm to-day. for with

the passing of the old stalwarts there

has undoubtedly been a slackening of

the moral fibre which marked the

strenuous politician of the forties and

si.\ties and even eighties. In the high

circles of official LiV)eralism there is an

overwhelming conviction that the

Liberal party is so absolutely sure of

a majority at the next election as to

render the framing of a definite

programme sujteifiuous, but in tlie

constituencies there is a growing

feeling of enquiry as to the details of

a policy which is to undo the long

years of Tor}' misrule and some indica-

tions of the advance towards tlie

amelioration of social conditions ; this

in brief is the aim the Ijcague of

Young Liberals has set before itself.

The I^eague, of which Mr. Lewis

Harcourt, M.P., is president, luis at

least one advantage, whicli, in the

opinion of an eminent leader of the

older Liberals, is a desirable one—it

starts with a clean .slate. It needs na
new or unauthorised programme ; and

though in the making of programmes

there is no end, no one will assert that

the agencies for the cultivation and

spread of Liberal opinion are eitlier

so numerous or so effective as to render

its formation superfluous.

There is ample scope for tliis League,

and its endeavours to enlist the young

men and the young women of our

country in the promotion of Liberal

opinions. Our political and commer-

cial systems are still imperfect, and
" progress halts on palsied feet."

The condition of the people cannot

ho a matter of indifference to young

men (and young women) who think

aught of the fame of Britain. It is

the young man who has not taken any

jiart in politics, no less than he who is

ready to do some "spade work,' that

this League aims at enlisting.

The first duty is to search foi- the

truth—the whole truth—as to the con-

dition of our country and the need.s of

the people. Do they suffer ? Are they

happy? To find out the truth about

the.se things we must study the

historv of our coujitry aud the indus-

trial and social condition of our j)eople.

Considering the callousness of miKlern

politics, the rapacity of nuKiern con>-

merce, it is a matter of surprise that

the spirit of the race survives. What-

ever kinship may mean, it certiinly

does not mean the toleration of a

svstem which has bound many tliou-

sands of our countrvnu-n in the fettei"S
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of destitution and ignorance. The

poor uncultured Englislinian is poor

and uncultured because his fellow-

countrymen have failed in their duty

to him, and, poor and uncultured

though he be, he is still an English-

man, and has a claim upon the wealth

of the nation and the wisdom of the

race. Every one of us should feel that

so long as there is a workless, home-

less, friendless man, woman, or child

wandering neglected and abandoned

in this the land of their birth, there is

a stain upon the honour of England.

The real Liberal does feel that

an injury to a fellow-countryman is an

injury to England and to the race of

Britons. Liberalism cannot thrive on

class distinctions. Men of Liberal

views cannot approve of social con-

ditions which produce a large mass of

physical and mental degenerates,

deprived of everything but the power

to perpetuate their species.

Upon the young men of the present

will devolve the maintenance and

development of the Empire in the

future. Conscious of the vast in-

heritance and responsibilities of its

Members, this League of Young
Liberals resists the insolent and

domineering Jingoism as unmanly and

unworthy of a nation of free and

justice-loving men. It also repudiates

that " Little Englandism " which would

have England other than as a noble

part of a great commonwealth of

nations speaking the English tongue.

The real Liberal loves his country, and

rightly influenced, the young men will

subordinate all things to make their

country the happiest land under the

sun, and strive to secure for their race

a physical and mental beauty beyond

anything hitherto reached by mankind.

At the present time many things

are being reconstructed ; many things

await, and are ripe for reconstruction.

The proposed alteration in our Fiscal

System ; Education ; Temperance Re-

form ; Manhood Suffrage ; Taxation

of Land Values ; Larger Powers for

Local Authorities ; The Problems of

the Poor ; Redistribution ; Economy
and Efficiency in the Army and Navy

;

Foreign and Colonial Policy ; Indian

and Irish Affairs ; the Mending of the

House of Lords— in whatever direction

a young man may look he is confronted

by some one of these questions. These

are urgent questions, and their adjust-

ment deserves the enthusiasm and

needs the vigilance and energy of youth.

The voun" men of England should

not acquiesce in an attempt to tax

the food of the people, nor remain

indifferent to the fact that one of the

greatest principles that have con-

tributed to England's prosperity—the

principle of Free Ti'ade—is being

attacked. The spirit of Gladstone,

of John Bright, of Cobden, may,

again, let us hope, lead the young

men of this country on these great

moral and human issues.

The young men of England should

not be indifferent to the Education

Question, which is vital to the position

of our nation in the world. The

present Education Act is wrong in

principle, unjust in practice, and

opposed to the views of a large

portion of the electorate. To tolerate

its continuance on the Statute Book

in its present form is to perpetuate

a national injustice. The present

Government have settled this question

wrongly, and a question wrongly

settled is never settled at all.

It is obvious that the party that

has attended to the political business

of the country for the past ten years

does not now excite much enthusiasm

or respect even among its nominal

supporters. No party can continue

great that subordinates principles to

prejudices, and a party that attempts

to cover its misgovernment by mis-
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governinent ; that lias gerryiimiidered

Larnl, Licensing and Kdueatiunal Laws
ill the interests of its friends.

This league aims to iin[)ress uj>un

the young men and young wouumi of

England that it is far mort' impoitant

to save a nation than t<» save a party,

and that the duty oi a (Jovernment

is to protect the people from the evils

of monopolies and class privileges.

The present condition of our

country ; the fabulous wealth on the

one hand and the abject poverty on

the other ; the insatiable thirst for

gold among all classes ; the general

indifference to all but selfish interests ;

the rajiidity with which the poorer

and weaker drift down to destitution

and despair ; the political disabilities

under which tliousands of people

suffer, and the tendency to lower the

tone <»f public life are phases of

modern civili.s.ation which should impel

young men to unite in the service of

liunianitv.

This League proposes to arouse the

young men of this country from their

apathy and inspire them to regard

themselves as the "Trustees of

posterity" on whom will rest the evils

of bad government ; to deepen con-

victions, and to provide the means

whereby those convictions may be

utilised for the good of the community.

Apathy and ignorance are the parents

of Reactionary Governments, and the

aims of Reactionary (iovernments have

ever been ignoble.

"Let us resist," said Mr. J. Aul)re)^

Rees in his address at the inaugural

meeting of the League, " those who are

indifferent to the degradation of our

race ; let us assist in the spread of

liberty and justice, arul become co-

workers in building and maintaining

an Empire that shall be renowned not

merely for its territorial vastness, but

4:

rather for its moral achievements,

its intellectual attainments, and its

solicitude for the social well-lM'ing of

its people."

" This is a field of activity into which

voung Lil)erais may In- proud U) enter,

and eventually Ix'come worthy citizens

of a great race and a great country."'

Since the Iveague removed its head-

<|uarters into the more congenial

atmosphere of the New Reform Club,

at 10, Adelphi Terrace, London, W.C.
it has made considerable progress, as

evidenced by the formation of a large

numl)er of prosperous branches which

have been formed in various towns.

Its orticers are all young men and

keen politicians. In Mr. Lewis Har-

court, M.P., it possesses an excellent

president, whilst Mr. F. C. Masterman,

who fought in the Liberal interest at

Dulwich last year, and who is now
contesting North-West Ham, fills the

position of chairman oi the Executive

Committee. The other officers include

Mr. C. W. B. Prescott, vice-chairman,

who is Parliamentary Candidate for the

St. Augustine's Division of Kent ; Mr.

W. B. Forster Bovill, who acts as hon.

treasurer ; Mr. H. Francis Hyndman,
who is on the Council, and Mr. J

Aubrey Rees, the hon. secretary.

Amongst other Liberal politicians

identified with the work of the League

may be mentioned Mr. D. Lloyd-

George, M.P., Mr. Oswald Partington,

M.P., the Master of Elibank (the Hon.

O. Murray, M.P.), and Mr. C. W.
Tomkinson (Liberal candidate for the

Hornsey Division).

Branches of the League shouM l>e

formed in every constituency through-

out the United Kingdom. Any young

Liberal, on application to the General

Secretary, may obtain a i)lentiful

supply of the literature of the League

for distribution in his district.



AN ADDRESS TO YOUNG LIBERALS.

By JOHN MORLEY.

*'An Honoured Name."
Mr. Lloyd-George, Ladies and Gentlemen, I find myself here with a very great

and dignified pleasvire. One drawback, there is no doubt, I feel in the absence

of the President of your League, Mr. Lewis Harcourt, who is a man who bears

an honoured name. And one of a man whom we all miss in these days when

finance on the one hand and the integrity of Parliament and the House of

Commons on the other hand are at stake. He is now on the threshold of what

we all hope will be a powerful and useful career. He has gone through a great

deal of, what I must confess to be, the drudgery of politics, and we all hope that

he will now, when he has thrown off this illness, take the place which lie is well

entitled to take in the councils of the House of Commons, and of his party.

Comrades—Old and New.

I am glad to see myself surrounded by these Parliamentaiy and other comrades

of mine, with whom I have stood on platforms, I think in the case of your

chairman, for fifteen long years past. I see several Parliamentary friends

around me, with whom I have never had, I do not believe, in all the great con-

troversies that have arisen in those fifteen or twenty years, a hair's breadth of

difference. And I see the younger men, like Mr. Winstone Churchill, with whom

I don't expect to stand upon platforms for fifteen years to come, but I am

perfectly sure that so long as there are platforms tliat hold him and m.e, we shall

not very much differ.

A Welcome to the League of Young Liberals.

Gentlemen, 1 am \ery much attracted by the style and title of your League.

To be a Liberal is a fine thing. If thei^e is one thing still finer it is to be young.

To be young ; to have youth is ardour—is hope—is sincerity—is the time of
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seed-growing. Therefore, youth is i>o\ver. What your name will Ix* in ten or

fifteen years from now I don't know ; whether you will still l>e young Liberals,

or whether you will have grown up, we cannot tell. I will tell you this, you

cannot do lx>tter, you young Liberals, than walk in the footsteps of these who

are now called old Liberals.

Politics a Public Duty.

In the French Government, i)etween 1^:30 and 1)^18, the Prefects in the

Provinces and Departments were most satisfied when they could report of a man

who was enquired aV)out, that he was a goo<l father, that he was a good husband,

that he paid his rates and taxes, and that he did not meddle with politics. 1

think vou will all know that the Government, of which that was the ideal,

came to a most disastrous and rapid smash. And you young Liberals, I hope

you don't think, I am sure you don't think, it is any mistake to meddle witii

politics. If any of your friends and neighbours, and I am sure there are such,

say to you :
" Oh ! we ought not to meddle with politics," say " Well, what

about sugar ? " Have not tea and income tax got something to do with politics ?

Gentlemen, politics, let me tell you—and I have friends as old in political life as

I am—let me tell you that politics are not a poem, a drama, or a novel, or a

philosophy. They are a battle. They are a great field of public duty. And I

am perfectly sure that this is a field of public duty in which, whatever a mans

private tastes and predilections may be, he will find his most exalting inriuen<-e.

The Greatest Interests.

Those of us whose interest is in the great themes of Churches and Chapels

will remember what a great man said :
" It is part of a man's religion that his

country should be well governed." Well, then, those of you who, like myself,

find your pleasure in books, you go to the Free Libraries and think you can

dispense with politics ! Gentlemen, books, unless they are the inspirers and the

guides of action, are only a very superfine form of self-indulgence—a kind of

narcotic. Well, then, there is a third great interest. I am never quite sure

whether we would not call it the greatest. It is called philanthropy. I have

never been quite sure whether, if I had to choose among all the great men of a

generation, it is not the philanthropist whom I would not have most chosen to

ha\e belonged to. Too often they must feel that philanthropy is vain, so

Ion" as the Government of a country, so long as a House of Commons, is not

what it ought to be. Even they must feel that politics are at the bottom, as I

will show you by and by, of all those great schemes, and, T grant, small schemes,

for the bettering of the condition of the poor and wretched, and for the bettering

even of the condition of dumb animals politics have something to do.
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The Two Party Schemes Indispensable.

Some of you may say—because I heard it said— "Well, but we may take an

interest in politics and yet not throw ourselves into parties." I don't believe that.

I must, and always have been, a strenuous upholder of the two party schemes,

and I have not only been an upholder of them, but I have been a member of

one party. The same party from the beginning until to-day, and I have never

found any difficulty in reconciling rational co-operation with rational indepen-

dence. I have never found any difficulty. Lord John Russell said that party

no doubt is attended by evils of its own, those evils which we are all well

acquainted with. But those evils are but dust in the balance when you com-

pare them, Avhen you weigh them, with the evils that are from standing aloof

from any party communication ; it is a ver}^ good thing to be obliged to associate

with others whose opinions you share. It is a wholesome thing. It tends to

the lessening of egotism, though I never would say that egotism is quite

extinguished ; but it tends to the lessening of it, in its application of being

bound to act and to associate with men in whose opinions in regard to great

public subjects you sympathise. Well, Mazzini, who was the greatest moral

genius of our age, said, " Next to the capacity of rightly leading, the greatest

test consists in knowing when and how to follow."' I have never found that,

myself, an insuperable difficulty.

Young Liberals and Loyalty to Party.

Well, now, 3'ou will agree with me that we ought to take an interest in

politics. You agree with me that a man ought to belong to a party. Now,

which party ought he to belong to 1 I don't forget that I am talking to young

Liberals who have kept their way in the political war to mark it for themselves.

Now, I am not going to give you, or to attempt, any history of Liberalism in this

country. Still less will I attempt to remind you of, and recall to you how, all

over Europe, since the battle of Waterloo, ninety years ago, the great achieve-

ments in the way of political emancipation—moral emancipation—social

emancipation—that have been won by armies fighting under the banner of

Liberalism, with the ensign, the symbols, and the watchwords of Liberalism

leading them on to those victories which have made the world and mankind so

much better. Well, therefore, I will not pretend to tell you the story. But

vou Liberals, young or old, are the heirs of a splendid tradition, of great and

triumphant principles, faithful principles, and of leaders (in your own country

especially) whom it is an honour to be allowed to follow.
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The Crisis.

Well, now, \vp will leave Europe, and we come to our own snuiil aflfairs. Not
small atlairs. Wo are now in a crisis. It is trenn.-ndously ilinitult to ju(l;,'e the

niagnitudf and dimensions of the events of your own time. There are many
historical cases where men completely mistook the size of opei-ations that were
goini; on under their own eyes. I believe that we are now, in this country, and
that for the last live oi- ten years we have lx?en, ent<«ring upon a crisis, and
that we are now in the culminating point of a crisis ; and it is a crisis of which
T would siiy this, that the man. whether he calls himself a Liberal, or a

Unionist, or a Fiscal Reformer, whatever he is, the man who in this crisis says

he is a neutral, and moves the " previous question," that man may flatter him-

self he is a neutral, l)ut he is a deserter. And you are now confrontetl by a

Government with wings on the right and wings on the left, who are deserters

of their own principles.

Unionist Shattered Unity.

Everyone of you, I am sure, will say to me, what e\ery man says tome in the

street, or in the club, or elsewhere : "When is the election going to be?" I

don't know. Becau.se I don't know how deep a draught of humiliation men are

capal)le of swallowing. It is hardly more than a year ago since the Prime
^Minister in his own constituency said, "I am greatly preoccupied and deeply

anxious that when the historian of this critical year" (that was 1904). " when
the history comes to be written, the hi.storian shall not say to me that anv rash

and inconsiderate action of ours has shattered unity and temj)orarily wrecked
the fortune of the great organism committed to our charge.' I fear that is

exactly what the historian will say. I will say that these gentlemen have
shattered the unity, and more than temporarily wrecked the great organism.

Why, their unity is shattered to a thousand small pieces. "Temporarily-

wrecked ?
" I don't know, though .' We were wrecked twenty years ago.

Perha})s the "temporary" will mean twenty years.

Wreckage of Tory Organism.
The other day, on a matter wliich T will conu' to 1)V and by, talking- about a

certain Irish irnder-8ecretary, they said they had boriowed him for a time. I

should have thought they had better have Ixnrowed him for eternitv. But this

is not a ca.se —the present Parliamentary conllicts which you all read about is

not a case—of the ordinary conlliet between Opposition and a Government.

^Vhen I say you read about it, when I talk about being interested in politics,

1 don't mean that you are to limit your interest to scare headlines in the public

prints or to dramatic accounts of scenes in the Hou.se of Commons. I mean a
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good deal more than that. I don't call that interest in politics. But you feel

these things. It is not a contest between Opposition and a Government. It is

an internecine conflict before us in the House. We know it is in the Cabinet

;

we know it is in the Constituencies ; we know it is in the By-elections ;
we

know it by their Press. The whole of the political waters is strewn with the

wreckage of this party, which he hopes the historian of the future will never

charge him with wrecking, and on every side you see distraction, dissension,

confusion, even in a sphere where, hitherto, this party confusion is not usually

extended—I mean in the public offices.

An Incidental Illustration.

There is a certain public office called the Board of Trade— a most important

office ; most important because that is the department concerned with the con-

ditions of the great issue, which you are, by and by, going to tackle and give

your verdict upon. Well, what happened two or three days ago "? The President

of the Board of Trade was appointed in the person of the Marquess of Salisbury,

the son of an illustrious father. We, in the House of Commons, protested

against that, on the ground that if theie is a single Department which the

House of Commons ought to have under its own view it is that of the Board of

Trade. The Head of the Department, Lord Salisbury, is a Free Trader ; he is

a man of great ability. But what happens ? The other day, on Friday, I think,

the Parliamentary Secretary, a man of great ability and an admirable speaker,

went and made a speech somewhere, and I rather think he moved or seconded a

Protectionist resolution. Now, do you i-ealise what a distraction of a Depart-

ment is implied by such an arrangement as that ? Two Ministers occupying

rooms in the same Department, having the same functions under their super-

vision ; one of them is a Protectionist, and the other is a Fi"ee Trader ; and the

subordinate member is at perfect liberty to go on the platform and to deliver

himself of a thing which must be gall and wormwood to his own official superior!

All I know is this, that if, when I had the honour to be Chief Secretary for

Ireland—on Home Rule principles—such a state of things had existed, I should

have written to Mr. Gladstone and said that either I or my colleague must go.

That is my opinion of Government. Of self-government. Ver}'^ well, then, that

is only an incidental illustration. If it stood by itself it would shock us all very

much ; but it does not stand by itself. It is all of a piece with the distraction

which reigns under the " previous question."

What is the *' Previous Question ?
"

One of my honourable friends here, the other night, made a speech. But

what is the " pre^ious question 1
" He made a motion bringing the Free Trade

issue straight before the House. Can you conceive, gentlemen, in any time of
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our political aiul Purliamentaiy histoiy when we lia«l an issue of that kind being

raised, and the Government of the day, inclmling, mind you, the left wing, the

Birnnngham wing, with the centre, and saying, " No ! You must not ask us

whether we are for it or against it ? " There lia-s never Ix'en, in my opinion,

such humiliation. When I listen to the Prime Minister going through with his,

what I call, admirable efforts of dialectics, while he is lowering the character

of the House of Commons all the time, I think of what Cromwell said.

Well, Oliver, gentlemen, did not behave very well to the House of Conunons,

but hv said on a famous occasion, " Oh, Sir Harry Vane, thou with thy subtle

casuistries ami abstruse hairsplittings, thou art other tlian a good one I think.

The Lord deliver me from thee. Sir Harry \'ane."

Well, 1 think the eountiy is as sick, as nauseated, and. 1 think, as angry

and as resentful of all these .subtle casuistries and abstru.se hairsplittings

as Oliver was.

Unprecedented Political Humiliation.

Well, this is a nation of plain men. I onlv lind one consolation in it. It

is a consolation that Sydney Smith found in what was called the vigour and

tenacity of a Ministry before our age. He said, " Well, yes, that is a Govern-

ment which has got tenacity and vigour, but it is the vigour of the grave-

digger." The tomb will be ready and the wider the more efforts they make.

So it will. But, then, I am told it is his tactics. When I think of the Prime

Minister, of his own high character and bearing up to this time ; when I think

of the ortice which is more important and imposing than the character of any

individual occupant of it ; when T think of that, I don't call it tactics. I call

it political luuniiiation. I call it immoral humiliation, and T say, subject to

correcti<ni by anybody who knows more history than I do, it is a case of

political humiliation, political and immoral, which you cannot beat in all our

political history. And what is it for ( Is it for a great cause ? It is not.

It is for the sake of party. I am all for the saving of party—if you can do it.

But it cannot be done. Here is the Prime Minister with no .sails and bare

poles scudding along. Has he got any cargo on board, that it is for the benefit

of the commonwealth that he should bring to port '. Not a bit. There is no

cargo. He does not know what he wants. I say in the words of Shakespeare,

which you all well know—
"Shall we sell

The mighty space of our large honours

For so much trash as can he grasped thus ?

I'd rather be a dog and buy the moon
Than such a Roman. '

And, after all, the Prime Minister ha<l oidy got to look across the table of

the Hou.se of Conjinons to see an example he ought to ha%e followed. What
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would he have seen ? He would have seen the leader of the Opposition. They

say, thank goodness, that he is not so nimble at dialectics as the Prime

Minister. But I will tell you what he has done. He has done two things which

the Prime Minister has egregiously failed to do. He has stuck to his principle.

And he has saved his party. He has steered his way through obloquy and

abuse, and I think he will see his way through all sorts of unauthorised pro-

grammes.

First Rule of Wisdom for Young Liberals.

Whenever the election comes, and a new chapter—I consider myself talking

to young Liberals—a new chapter will open, and a new leaf will be turned

over. The present, no doubt, abounds in difficulties. There are difficulties of

finance, difficulties about education. The mischief of legislation, the case of

South Africa and the Army. But then these are not party difficulties, gentle-

men, and this I beg you seriously to think of. These are not party difficulties.

They are National difficulties, and I hope that if we are all party men we are

all National men. And these ai-e National difficulties. They will not be

solved unless serious men on both sides take their share and recognise those

difficulties. All I sa}' is this, while the hypothesis is 3'oung, though many of

you appear to me to have attained years of discretion, there is no man in this

island more averse than I am to wild-cat policy. There is one other thing that

I am equally averse to, and that is, the policy of the jumping-cat. Of the

two—I hope I shall never be obliged to choose, but, of the two—I think I

would rather take my chance with the wild-cat. But, gentlemen, it is not

wise to use a theatrical phrase as I understand it, it is no use to make up your-

selves as Unionists. There will be no good in that. Don't be afraid. Gentle-

men, don't let us be afraid of our own shadows. That is the first rule of

wisdom that I give to you young Liberals.

All Liberals Agreed on Education.

I said a word a minute or two ago about Education. I have been hammering

at Education for more years than I like to confess. The country has not come

round to my views, which, by the way, I hold in common with men much more

expert than I, and perhaps prejudiced. You have to be prejudiced. The
Education League had a very important President. We were in favour of

secular, compulsory, and free education. I am not going to say what might be

an ideal solution of this great difficulty ; but I do say this, that the Head of the

Government should tackle this delicate and dangerous question. It is not only

delicate and dangerous here, but delicate and dangerous in some of our Colonies,

and in several forms in countries on the Continent of Europe, and it is folly for

a man to undertake such a step without any consultation with the members of
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tlie Free Churches —those men who rejiresent a splenilid trailition ot" coiu}uest

for civil and religious liberty all through the ages. When the Liberal Party is

in power it does not lose sight of the prejudices and the opinions of the Church

of England. Then why, on the other hand, do these precious statesmen ignore

the opinions and prejudices and so forth of the Free Churches ? I am not g<Hng

into details on this cjuestion, Ijut of course we are all agreed upon two things,

that wiiere popular public money goes, there goes jmblic control. Second, we are

all agreed that if tliere is going to be a great fund of public money gi\en to

public instruction there shall not be any e.\clusive denominational tests.

The Government's Evil Doings.

Now, I am almost embarrassed with the number of topics which I would like

to touch uiHin. I am embarrassed to decide what, in my judgment, is the most

evil. I am not sure I don't agree that their greatest mistake is their dealing

with the Licensing Question. Although we shall see. Then is it not almost a

criminal thing to open upon the country a tremendous, vital, fundamental

question like Free Trade and Protection—to have the reckless audacity to

launch out upon the (juestion without ha\ ing the courage to attempt to

settle that (piestion i

The ''Magnificent" Result of War.

I pass on to what is veiy near to my heart in all these things. 1 dont know

if you realise that during the last nine or ten years this country has been

continually at war. It is not all the fault of the Government, and 1 am not

making a great party attack. But let us .see ; there have been no less than

eleven times that they have drawn the sword, and generally against very poor

people. There were two wars in Ashanti in '[)') and '9(i and 11)00 ; three native

wars against the ^Fatabele and the Mashonas by the Chartered Comjianv ; the

Soudan AVar of 189S and '99
; a war on the frontier of India that lasted eight

months in '97 and '9S
; the South African AVar ; a China Expedition in 1900,

and the ludicrous Somali War. Well, now, what is to be said of all this]

Much the most important is, of course, the South African Wai-. But I see in

the paper on Friday this solution anyhow— it cost us two hundred and fifty

millions, and so forth, but there are ."^4,000 Chinese now employed. There is a

magnificent result of a war that was undertaken because the ideals of civilisation

before the war were so low that we really could not endure it in our vicinity.

A\'liat has become of the best of British settlers ? I don't want to rake up

things that perhaps may not be forgotten, and that cannot be forgotten, but

unless I wholly misread public opinion in this country even now, I am perfectly

certain that the further we get from the furnace of passion of that great
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controversy, the more clearly do we recognise that those were right who said at

the beginning that patience would have prevented it. A little patience—

-

instead of which we had petulance and want of foresight.

Sham Home Rule for the Boers.

I don't want to say more upon that, except this, that I believe, I am con-

vinced, that as time goes on it will be more and more felt that those difficulties

which some of us clearly saw and more vividly brought into view, that that was

about as great a mistake as anyone on both sides knows since the Crimean War.

When a great wave floats past you, you are now on the crest of the wave, now

in the trough of the sea, and you cannot recall it. And all you can do, or the

shipmaster can do, is to prepare for the next wave and to adjust his barque to it

with all the strength and skill he can command. That is our case now. You

cannot recall the war. You cannot revoke its effect. What has been done has

been done. It will be wrong for anybody speaking with any sense of responsi-

bility to say that this can be undone. It cannot be undone. But you can take

good care that you do not make it worse. And what I am afraid of is—and it

is a very difficult question—that the Government, if their policy in South Africa

is what it appears to be, are going to make one more mistake. They are

going to proffer a "moderate" or "transitory form of self-government." In my
opinion—I am subject to correction—that would be an error. I think those are

right in saying—in South Africa, not here—" You had better carry on as you

are with your Crown Colony Government and don't interpose an intermediate

system, which is neither one thing nor the other, and which the best men, either

Boers or British, won't agree to work, and which will cause an amount of chafing

and irritation—which will be used, fatally used, as an argument against a fresh

further extension of a full scheme of self-government." I leave that to your

consideration.

Ireland must be Studied.

Now I come to Ireland, a topic that I have during the last, during a great

many, years very often approached. I am afraid you young Liberals will have

to get up the Irish question. It is not my fault. There it is. Years ago I sat

in the House of Commons when they rejected, as I thought ill-advisedly, and

still think so, the Home Bule Bill of 1886. The Irish Sphinx will come up

once more. She is pacified, but there she is to-day. I read speeches about

Ireland with great composure and serenity. The question remains. Twenty

years ago—forgive me for carrying you so far back—but twenty years ago,

after weathering storms and convulsions in Ireland, England, and in West-

minster, an heroic man conceived and tried a great policy. It was beset, of

course, as it will be, with tremendous difficulties. The question will always be

beset with difficulties. I don't believe there is a more thorny question in
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Au.stiiii or Hungary, or Norway and SwedtMi, than llu' Irish (juestion. The

heroic effort failed, as you all know ; but not till aftei a most undaunted

stru"<'le. There was no faint-heartedness in those days.
'ntri'

The Party of Plausible Principles.

•Some of those who took a foremost part in that undauntefl struggle now seera

to be rather withdrawing. Well, the end of it was that the Liljeral Party was

shattered and broken to pieces twenty years ago. A new party eanie into

existence—the Unionist Party—full of powerful men with very plausible

principles, and they have governed the country, practically, ever since, with a

short interval of three years, during which we were in office. No doubt they

are more violently broken at the end of their twenty years than we were twenty

years ago. Having beaten Home Rule by a declaration, amongst otlier things^

that the Irish were rogues and rebels, their great measure has been to lend to

these gentlemen, first one-hundred-and-twelve millions of money, or credit. We
wanted to do something less than that. We were denounced. However, they

have done it, and a most serious and important step it is.

Dublin Castle Government Doomed.

Now as to the old song that the Irish question is asleep. On the contrary, it

has been smouldering all the time, but it has not lost its tire. You have now

got it, and I beg your attention to this point. You have six gentlemen who

have held the office of Lord-Lieutenant, and you have got living nine gentlemen

who held the office of C'hief Secretary, including two who have held it twice,,

and you have got four L^nder-8ecretaries, and I will undertake to say tliat there

are not two, I am not sure I should say there is one, because I am not certain

there are two of those Lord-Lieutenants, Chief Secretaries, or Lender-Secretaries,

who will not admit that the present system of governing Ireland through

Dublin Castle, and so forth, is extravagant, costly, bad, demoralising, out of

touch and contact with the people of Ireland, and would not admit that it

ought to be amended.

A Significant Experiment and its Sequel.

Now, listen to wliat happened. In September, 190'_*, the Head of the I'liionist

Government, in acti\(' and explicit concurrence with his Chief Secretary,

appointed in the Dublin Castle, most sensibly and wisely, a \eiy eminent man,

who told them beforehand that he was an Irishman ; that he was a Roman

Catholic; that he was in full sympathy wiih his countrymen, and that if he were

invited to take otKce—he was a Lil)eral in politics, by the way—his policy was

such a policy of organisation of work, of administrative agencies, as would

reconcile the people of Ireland with the (mj\ eminent <jf Ireland. Surely a very
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laudable object with the Prime Minister and the Chief Secretaiy at that date

—

a fortnight ago— that we all agree. Noav, do you realise what the significance of

that is 1 How could they have entered into a project of this kind unless they

had felt that the system of governing Ireland was all the evils that I have said,

and that it was time for an effort to be made to amend that system 1 I am not

o'oing to tell you over again all the rest of the stor}^ but the case for the reform of

Irish Government is that drastic reformation is needed, and say what you like,

important men may say what they like, the old question of the reform of Irish

Government, however you choose to attempt to settle it—I have an idea how

you will have to settle it, but, however you may choose to settle—it is idle, in

the face of such a fact, idle to pretend that that is not one of the problems

which, in its own turn and order, the British Government, Liberal or Tory,

especially Liberal, is bound to undertake. You say " Well, we give them our

sympath^^" Sympathy is not a policy. Sympathy is not business. Sympathy

does not solve the practical difficulty, but I perceive from your temper, gentle-

men, that I need not belabour this matter.

A Friendly Warning.

We are warned by a friend of ours that duality of Government is a great

curse, as in the case of Norway and Sweden. There will be no dualit}'^ of

Government if I can help it, and I don't know that there has been duality of

Government, but granting it would be a great curse, is unity of Government a

»reat blessing 1 I don't think it is, and I am amazed when I think of men who,

whatever formula they may adopt about independence and the Irish vote, and

so forth, would, rather than try to come to terms with the Irish, condemn this

country to be handed over once more to a Government who are pledged to a

Protectionist policy which will ruin the trade of the country, and make a great

breach in the ramparts of the Empire. If we have done wrong to Irishmen in

the past, as assuredly we have done, they would be avenged if that is to be tlie

decision—if these men are to have another innings, more Education Acts, more

Licensing Acts, more broken promises, rather than you will try sensibly by

looking at the Irish question straight, with a clear and steady gaze, and try to

bring it to a satisfactory end. I have had a great deal of experience in that,

and I should not despair of it. Be sure of this, that when we talk of the Irish

question, it is not an Irish question merely, it is also an English question.

The New Cabinet must contain Labour.

And now I have only a word or two more to say about the new Parliament.

Nobody doubts that a most important addition in the new Parliament will be

an increase in the number of direct representatives of labour, and I am going to

be guilty now of a tremendous indiscretion, which is not my general weakness.
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I sliall have very muderate coutuleiice in a new Cabinet if it does not also contain

a direct representative of lal)Our. Now alnrnt our lalx)ur friends. I am perfectly-

sure that wljether they like to be called LilnM-als or not— 1 may say I am very

Sony if they do not, it is a ijrand name -but whether they like it or not, ninety-

nine times out of a huiuhed they will .i,'o into the Ix)bby with all of us. Or, if

y..u like, we will ^'o into tlu- Lobby with thcin. I <io not say they will make

the lives .jf the new Ministers easier. 1 do not say that
;
but they will bring,

no doubt they will brinj,', ditticulties of their own ; but they will also bring a

freshness, a vigour, a sincerity into the House of Commons of which it stands

greatly in need. I believe I am right in uttering that there was not a single

Ijjilx)ur Member in the House of Commons who was not what I call right on

the war.

The Unemployed.

Now on the unemployed. That is not a question, and never can be,

I think, of party politics. It goes a great deal deeper than party

politics. We know, all of us, in our social surroundings, how the case

stands. Sympathy is not wanting, feeling is not wanting, in the Hou.se of

Commons or anywhere else. I don't believe there has ever been an age in the

history of this country when there was a warmer .sympathy on the part of those

who are better off with those who are worse off". We have gone back in some

things. We have not gone back only ; we have gone forward. There is a

warmer feeling now than there ever was. It is only those who are directly

brought into contact with the misery and vicissitudes of the ordinary life of toil

who really kiiow, and we, with all our feelings and sympathies, do not know

wluit we tan do. We don't know what the State can do, and it is worth silver

and gold—more than silver and gold—that we should have in the House of

Commons men who can tell us at first hand how the case stands-'.

The Toilers' Life a Terrible Battle.

I remember once talking to— I must call him plainly—John Burns. I said

to him, "How does a man do when, with wife and children, owing to some

change in the money market or eksewhere, the concern stops and he is thrown

out of employment and does not know which way to turn '. What does he do ?"

Perhaps he has got a little in a Benefit Society. Perhaps he has got some

friends ; and the kindness of the poor to the poor is one of the most glorious

things. He said, " T will tell you what it is. An ordinary English toiler goes

into his life like a man goes into battle. He does not know but that to-morrow

he may get a bullet into his heart. The .soldier does not know in battle : the

workman does not know whether to-morrow he may l)e cast into a ditch." Well,

that is a terrible state of affairs. Politics will not extricate our people from
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that scrape, or rather I should say tragedy, but I will point out this, that all

those wars of these Imperialistic adventurers is a wasting of the capital of

the country. It is a wasting of those funds from which labour is ultimately

fed. There are many who are unemployed—it is no use denying that—but it

is waste of National resources in these Imperial adventures that has caused

half this mischief.

Try Courage and be not Afraid.

I have detained you an inordinate time. There was once a discussion

between Mr. Pitt and some of his friends as to what were the qualities most

needed in politics. Was it knowledge 1 Was it patience 1 Was it courage ?

AVas it eloquence? What was it'? Mr. Pitt said, "I think patience." Now,

we Liberals, we have tried patience for twenty years. I vote that we now try

courage. I say don't let us be afraid of our own shadows. AN'^e have got

principles that we believe in. We have got a field of great tradition and great

causes behind us and before us. Let us not lose courage and straightforward-

ness, and I hope that you who are young will go on, and when the fight comes,

I hope that you and all of us when the fight comes, and you near the twilight

of your little day, you will be able to say in undying words that though errors

have been many ; false steps to the right or left may have been many ; still,

when all is said, you have " fought the fight, you have finished the course, you

have kept the faith."
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MR. W. J. DAVIS,
(general Secretary, National 5ociety of Anialifamated l5ra5s\vorkers.

CoMixG Mkn' o\ Comi\(J Qukstioxs

has already included (No. 17) an im-

l)ortantcontiibution on "The Insurance

of the AVorkiiig Classes in Germany,"

and in this number will be found a

striking testimony to the thoroughness

of our German cousins in all matters

which concern the vital interest of the

worker.

The investigations were undertalien

l)y three representative men, viz. :

—

Mu. K. H. Bkst, Chairman of Best ct

Lloyd, Ltd., Cambray Works. Hands-

worth ; Chairman of the Gas and

Klccti'ic Light Fittings Masters' Asso-

ciati<jn, and Conciliation lioard ; Presi-

dent of the Nelson Street Adult Early

Morning School.

Mr. W. J. Davis, Secretary of the

National Society of Amalgamated

Brassworkers and Metal Mechanics.

!Mu. C. Pkuks, Canvasser and Repre-

sentative of the Birmingham Hospital

Saturdav Fund, and Member of the

Committee of the General Di.spensary,

Birmingham.

As their report was made j(»intly,

the third peison has l)een retained, in

(juoting from the official report luiV)-

lished at one shilling by Messrs. P. S.

King it Son, Orchard House, West-

minster. The Report runs to some

eighty pages, and should be read by

everyone in the kingdom.

'Mr. W. .1. Davis is so closely asso-

ciated with the trades union and
labour movement that his evidence

should carry conviction to all those

who fondly imagine that as a nation

we have reached the top rung of pro
gress. Vriiilo the investigation primarily

concerned the workers of one industry,

the facts elicited can be taken as an
accurate gau^e as to the condition of

the German worker in general.

Mr. Davis has done one thing. He
has set the people of this country
" thinking Imperially.'

Throughout the length and breadth

of the land the result of the enquiries

into the conditions of the brass-

workers of Berlin, as cont^iined in his

repoit, has been discussed from plat-

forms, thrashed out in the correspon-

dence c«.>hnnns of newspajiers and
magazines. Editors have vied with

each other in bringing before the

notice of the public tlie important

points so ably driven home, and the

observations so keenly and accurately

portrayed by him of German life.

The following particulars of Mr.

Da\is' career will show how admirably

ecpiipped he is by experienc-e and

svmpathy to conduct such an incjuiry.

Mr. Davi.s, although l)orn in humble
circumstances, and compelled whilst

still a boy to earn his livelihood by

the labiHir of his hands, has by sheer

force of character and ability not

only gained the esteem and respect of

all who have personally come in con-

tact with him, but the admiration of
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thousands to whom he is only known
by repute.

Bom at Birmingham in 1848, his sole

education was two and a-half 3'ears in

a dame school, and one year in a night

school. At 16 years of age he joined

George Dawson's Sunday School,

where reading, writing, and arithmetic

were taught.

At 11 years of age he commenced

as a printer's boy ;
afterwards he

began as a brassworker at Timothy

Smith k Sons, and saw the transfer-

ence of that business to Ptichard and

Arthur Chamberlain, the brothers of

the Right Hon. Joseph Chamberlain.

In 1871 the workmen in the Brass

Trade commenced an agitation for an

advance in wages, and Mr. Davis was

selected to represent the workpeople

as their delegate.

The demand of the workmen was

for an increase of 15 per cent, on day

work and piece prices—a rather large

order considering the men were un-

organised. An appeal to the employers,

although containing a promise not to

form a Trade Union should their de-

mands be favourably considered, was

without avail, and met witli practically

no result.

A great meeting was held in the

Birmingham Town Hall, and from this

meeting sprung the National Society

of Amalgamated Brassworkers.

A General Secretary was required,

and the choice fell upon Mr. Davis.

No sooner had he undertaken this

office when he set about in real earnest

to demonstrate to the men that their

only hope for an increase in their

wages was by organisation.

This was soon complete, and the

agitation for a bonus of 15 per cent,

was once more commenced, and in less

than five months the employers were

compelled to concede to the demands
of the men. His sphere of influence

soon after this extended to centres

outside Birmingham, for he quickly

organised the brassworkers at Wolver-

liampton, Sheflield, Bradford, INIan-

chester, London, etc.

As in most cases of leaders of men,

Mr. Davis was not long permitted to

be content with his position as Trade

Unionist official. The working men of

Birmingham had long been waiting

for a leader.

Someone was wanted who could be

trusted to defend their rights and up-

hold their privileges.

In 1875 he stood as a candidate for

the School Board, but owing to the

opposition of the Liberal Association,

which declined to admit the principles

of class legislation, he was defeated,

though he polled some ten thousand

votes. But, true to the tradition that

Englishmen never know when they are

beaten, he pursued his purpose, and in

1876 he was allowed to take a seat

unopposed.

In 1879 Mr. Davis conducted one of

the greatest trade arbitrations which

had ever taken place, winning the

highest praise from all concerned.

From a member of the School Board
we find him in 1880 successfully con-

testing Nechell's Ward for the Town
Council. No sooner had he occupied

his seat in the Town Council when we
find him championing the cause of the

v/eak against the strong ; substantial

leductions had taken place in the

wages of the Corporation scavengers,

and by his effort not only were the

men's wages raised to the old level,

but the money lost by reductions was
paid to the men in full. He next

turned his attention to the stone

breakers, securing better wages and
improved conditions.

This successful action came as a

revelation to the workers, and in

many towns there was inaugurated

an independent Labour Association,

which led to the formation of the

Labour Electoral Association estab-

lished at the Hull Trade Union
Congress, 1886. This association was
not considered sufficiently advanced
by some^active spiiits, and in a few
years it had to give way to the

Independent Labour Part}?^, and out

of this mo^^ement and the Trade
Union Congress spx'ang the present

Labour Representation Committee.
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The .second eunfeiciiee of this Soeiety
\sas held in Jiirmin^lmin under Mr.
Davis's presidciK-y in 1902. In his

presidential address he traced the
history of Labour representation, and
it is still (pioted as tlie standard
authority as to the history of the

movement to that date.

In 1880 Mr. Davis was elected on
tlie Trade Union Parhainentnrv C'oni-

Miittee, and in 1SS;5, as Vice-President,

receivefl an address congratulatin-^

him on bein.i,' the second workmen's
Inspector of Factories appointefl. On
leaving the town of Birmingham the
inhal)itants presented him at the
Town Hall with an adchess and a
well-filled purse, and the mayor
invited him to a banquet at the

Council House.
What was Shettield's gain was

Birmingham's loss. The Brassworkers'
Society was declining. The member-
ship in six years had dwindled from
5,000 to 1,500; the existence of tlie

.society was indeed threatened with
extinction ; the cry of the brass-

workers was for the return of their

old champion.

Mr. Davis threw up his inspector-

ship and returned to his old work—his

old love—in August, 1889. Great
results followed. In a few months the

full bonus of 15 percent, was restored,

and the societ}'^ sprang into new life.

Other trades followed the example
of the brassworkers, and were success-

ful in gaining advances.

In 1896 a new movement for a
further advance was made to increase

brassworkers' wages, and by negotiation

Mr. Davis secured a rise of 5 per cent.,

which the employers contracted to pay
only to members of the union. This
stroke of policy was the means of

bringing all brassworkers into the

society, and it was not until 8ir David
hale, in 1900, d(H-ide<l otherwise, in a
B(jard of Trade arbitration, that this

condition, alike beneficial to employers
and workmen, was discontinued.

It was during Mr. Davis's chairman-
shipof theTiadesUni(m Parliameiitaiv

Connnittee that the General Trades

I'Yxleration w;i,s estnblished at a special

conference at Manchest<*r in 1 899.

The federation then formed now
represents half a million workers, and
has £11*5,000 as a resi-rve.

In 1891, Mr. T. Burt, M.P., chair-

man of the Newcastle-on-Tyne Trades
I'nion Congress, was compelled tocom-
l»ete with the chorus of obstruction
by the use of the big bell. This Ixdl

became an institution in congres.s, as it

so completely silenced all attempts to

defy the chairman's authority. Mr.
Davis was the first chairman of a con-

gres.s, since its introduction, to dispense
witli its use.

In January last Mr. Davis attended
the L.li.C. Conference at Liverpool,

having been appointed by the Trades
Tnion Parliamentary Committee as
its fraternal delegate. He threw his

heart and soul into bringing about the
concordat agreed to at the Caxton
Hall, London, on the 16th of February,
and which, up to the pre.sent, has
been the means of allaying many
.sectional jealousies, and which nearly
all admit to be the wisest thing the
Labour Party has done in modern
times, as it will go to the Poll at the
General Election with one voice, and
the clear policy of increasing its

numerical strength in the House of
Commons.

Mr. Davis is a thorough-going
Radical of the old school, believing in

practical attempts at legislation. He
stood as a Labour candidate for

Parliament for the Bordesley Division
of liirmingham against Mr. Jesse
Collings in 1892, and shared the fate
of the other candidates opposing
Birmingham's great man.

Last year, in consequence of Mr.
Chamberlain's attack on the leaders of
Labour and his proposed food tax, Mr.
Davis intimated he would, with the
approval of his Society and the labour
Party, become a candidate for the West
Division. The Labour Party in the
city were united, and .so were the
branches of the brassworkers in twenty
towns of England, but in Biiniingham,
where unity was mostly needed, there
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was Ijut a small majority when the

question was considered from a Society

point of view. Mr. Davis, sooner than

have any division in his own ranks,

reluctantly decided to withdraw his

candidature.

Mr. Davis has written the History

of the Brass Trades, a treatise on New
Political Economy, on Mr. Chamber-
lain's Old Age Pension Scheme, and
lectured on Modern Appliances at the

Birmingham Municipal Technical

School, at the Buskin College on the

value of the Trade Union effort to the

State, and many other industrial

subjects.

Mr. Davis is not on the Commission
of the Peace, as most Labour leaders.

His attack on the Govei'nment for

what he described as " sweating under
the Royal Standard," for which he was
threatened in the House of Commons
with the issue of a writ for malicious

slander by the late Mr. Stanhope,

War Secretary, and the agitation he
conducted on behalf of an innocent

man sent to prison called forth a

pamphlet, " A Wrong, a Scandal,

and a Crime," for which the local

stipendiary threatened to issue a simi-

lar writ. These alleged oftences were
reported to the Lord Chancellor (who

had agreed to the appointment) by the

political lawyers, and the objection

was sustained.

Mr. Davis has given evidence on
Ro3^al Commissions and departmental
enquiries, and was the Labour repre-

sentative on the Government enquiry

into the unhealthy state of brass-

casting. In a variety of ways, which
space will not permit to chronicle, his

services to the cause of labour in

general, and to the City of Birmingham
in particular, are fully recognised by
those who know him, whether they

support his action or differ with his

principles.

In private life Mr. Davis has his

hobby, and is now the recognised

authority on Tradesmen's Tokens. In
1895 he published the Token Coinage

of iVartvickshiir, and in 1896 lectured

at the Birmingham and Midland Insti-

tute on Coins, Tokens, and Medals.

His monumental work was, how-
ever, j3ublished last year on The
Nineteenth Century Token Coinage,

which is now the standard work on
the subject. It only remains to add
that no one man except Mr. Joseph
Chamberlain has occupied more space

in the Birmingham newspapers than
the subject of this sketch.
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LESSONS FROM GERMANY.

Introduction.

Tins report records tlu' observations and eonclusions arrived at during a visit

to Berlin which was instituted for tl»e purpose of enquiring whether the Bnvss-

workiMs in tliut city have succeeded in attaining a more desirable physical and

in<lustrial life than that led by the Brassworkers of Birmingham ; and if such

be the case, as has been asserted, to endeavour to get Ix'low the surface, and t<»

enquire into theii- ideals and the method of working their institutions, and to

obtain information as to the main lines of policy which dilVer from our own.

The report concerns Berlin in particular, and compares not Berlin as a capital

with Birmingham as a provincial city, but the condition of the Brassworker in

one city with that of the same worker in another city—the dominant idea))eing

that what can be done in lierlin ought to be done in Birminghani if it is better,

irrespective of the size and position of the two cities.

Home and Childhood.

We were greatly impiesscd with t lie cleanliness and tidiness of the children

plaviiig about in the streets, .uui-ts. and si|uarrs. Of all the thoUSands of

children we saw, there was not one who was not clean, neat, and tidy.

All the girls had their hair neatly tied up and wore clean pinafores. The

children romped and played about in true English fashion, and where practicable

the t(nvn authorities place large heaps of sand for the youngsters to play on
;

and to see fifty to sixty children enjoying themselves on one of these sand heajis

showed they appreciated the consideration of the town authorities.

The question whether the family of the Berlin Brassworker is united, whether

it fv)rms "the unit " of the nation, or whether the family is broken up at the

commencement into " segregated groups, knowing little of each other and caring

less," is unmistakably answered, for one sees that the family does keep together

and dors not break up into sejiarate interests so early in life as in Birmingham.

Working men with their families take their coffee, their beer, and their

walks together t<> a much greater extent than they do in Birmingham.

•11.
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The evidence of this at the close of a Bank Holiday was very marked. The
children were more under the eye and the control of their parents and
taught to treat their elders with outward forms of deference. It was a very

significant and prett}'- sight to see a three-year-old boy in the house of a work-

man spontaneously stand up and give us the official military salute. On all

hands we received from children more outward deference than is usual here.

The child is more accustomed to training and control from the commencement.
" Spare the rod and spoil the child " is a working maxim which the Berliners

still consider to hold good. They are not less kind to their children, but they

hold that the foundation of a child's welfare rests on his willingness to

obey. The sim})lest and usual form of punishment is by means of the cane on

the hand, and this is used as a means of government to a greater extent than in

Birmingham.

In the Municipal Parish School, equivalent to our Board or Council School,

at the end of March, 1904, there were educated free 218,798 children, this

exclusive of the higher scliools.

The cost per child per year was in 1898, 61s. 8d. ; in 1901, 68s. 6d. ; and in

1903, 72s. 2d.

The cost of the Bathing (shov/er baths) in 1903 was £1,700.

The cost of Teachers is 120s. to 220s. monthly, according to length of service,

plus an addition for living quarters. The advancement of the teachers com-

mences after three years' service. The teachers are in due course pensioned by

the State with £30 per annum—otherwise all expenses are borne by the town.

The population of Birmingham in 1901 was 522,204, as compared with Berlin

in 1903, 1,955,910.

The average cost per child per annum in Council Schools in Birmingham for

the year ending November, 1904, was £3 4s. 7d., plus 16s. 3d. interest, etc.

The average number attending these Council Schools was 65,379. In addition

to which, 29,539 attended voluntary schools, in i-espect of which the figure of

cost per head is not available.

We visited a Parish School in the Rigaer Strasse—a quarter inhabited by the

poorer classes. We saw no case of underfed, poorly clad, or untidy

children, either in the streets or in the school. The children of needy

parents receive shoes and clothes from the jNIunicipal Poor Guardians and

Societies. They must come clean and well dressed. There are thirty six

ofticial school doctors in Berlin, each having a group of about seven schools to

attend to. Every new scholar is examined by them, and doubtful children are

thoroughly examined in the presence of their parents. If needful they are kept

under medical supervision, and special seats are provided where defective vision

or hearing render it advisable. Spectacles or instruments are provided. The

school we inspected was one of the most recently built schools, and had the latest

improvements, with accommodation for 1,000 boys and 1,000 girls (2,000

children). The Director has funds supplied with which to help needy children

with food ; but the sum required was practically nothing, for it only amounted

to £2 per annum among the 2,000. In the basement w^ere extensive bathing

accommodation, principally warm shower baths. Each of the 2,000

children received a shower bath weekly. Soap was provided, but they
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brought their own towels. The class-rooms were large, about 28 ft. by 17 ft. by

l-~) ft. high, for cla.s.ses of forty t<» fifty sch<jliirs. The floors were of wuod ;iiul

were swept every day, and oiled four times per year.

The desk with seat is hinged to the Hoor, so that it lifts up for eleaning

purposes, l)ut it eannot be displaced. The desks are washed every day

with water. The w.e.'s were indoors, ami all wen- piil'.-.tly clean ami

sweet.

The attendant looks through a glazed porthole into the ehuss-rooms from the

passages, so that he can .see a good large thei-mometer inside, and regulate the

temperature On tlu' top lloor is a large gymnasium about eighty feet by forty

feet, and fifteen feet high, and there is a hall for festivities alwut forty feet by

twenty feet ; also two conference rooms are provided for the teachers. We
saw a class at work drawing [lowers and plants from nature ; another class w^as

tlrawing the same oljjccts from memory, and doing excellent work. On OUr

entering all the scholars rose from their seats and remained standing

until told to sit down.
There are three intervals for rest during the five hours devoted to work. The

first interval consists of five minutes rest in the class room ; the secon<l of ten

minutes in the fresh air, and the third, also in the fresh air, of fifteen minutes.

During the latter lunch is taken, viz., at 10 a.m. in winter, and *J a.m. in

summer. Generally the lunch is a sandwich and milk ; the caretaker sells milk

of approved quality. If children desire to work at any employment in the

afternoons they must get permission from the police. In this school from

fifteen to twenty boys are so occupied, mostly on errands; and fiom ten to

fifteen girls as little minders of children. No child vendors of newspapers

are seen in the streets. No young girls are permittetl by the authorities to

stand in the gutters selling flowers. Schoolboy smoking is not allowed. The

boy would have his cigarette knocked out of his mouth if seen by a workman

in the street, and the workman would be thanked by the parents for so

doing.

We visited a Birmingham J^oard School in a workman's neighbourhood,

inhabited by the poorer classes. This School had been built over thirty yeiirs.

The children were mostly dirty and tattered ; a large number wore very bad

boots, not cleaned; and some with soles so dilai)idated that the toes .showed

through. The physiijue of the children was puny.

The moi'ning was warm, and altliougli the windows were wide ojien, the smell

was oppressive and unclean.

The classes consisted of from thirty-five to forty and up to seventy scholars.

The class-rooms and desks were washed seven times a year and swept daily.

Outside the School there were evidences that the children of the neighbourhixtd

were undisciplined and out of control. In compari.son with the Berlin School,

everything was very dirty and untidy. There was one thermometer in the large

class-room and none in the three smaller class-rooms. The hours of attendance

were from \) a.m. to 12, and from 2 to \.'M) p.m., with an interval of fifteen

minutes at \0:M) and ten minutes at ."^.20. No home lessons were given.

A great number were employed as Daily Mail boys, in barbers' shops, on

errands, or in small businesses.
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There were many underfed children. The ages were from eight to fourteen,

but many leave at thirteen if the standard has been passed. A stroke on the

hand is the form of punishment. The gymnastic appliances were meagre.

There is one official medical officer in Birmingham and one assistant lady

medical officer. He visits this School once a year, and the parents of the

children who are unfit are advised to get them attended to.

Apprenticeship.

On leaving school, the son of a brassworker is usually apprenticed to a firm

to learn his trade properly. He commences with about 3s. wages and ends with

10s. At eighteen years, or when his apprenticeship is terminated, he is

expected to ba well grounded in his trade, and in the first year after the com-

pletion of their apprenticeship he receives very nearly the minimum wage of 6d.

per hour, viz., 45 pfg. (5|d.).

This is different from Birmingham, where so many boys ai'e not apprenticed

to learn a trade, but are put to learn a " process " or section of the trade. By
" process " we mean working continuously at one operation, such as edging or

filing the fraze from the castings. The disadvantage to a boy in being kept to

such work is that he only learns to do a boy's work, and does not learn a man s

occupation or trade. He is valuable to a pieceworker, and receives good money

to start with because he is doing the work the head man would hardly do more

quickly ; but after a few years he is scarcely of more value than at first ; he has

not been working at a skilled trade, and often as a man he joins the ranks of

the " unskilled labourers."

There is no desire on the part of the Trade Society in Berlin to limit the

number of apprentices. " If the boys do not go to our trade, they either go to

another or remain unskilled, and so damage the workman," said the men's

secretary. But the Trade Society, by means of information which they possess,

will assist the boy to an apprenticeship in a works where the boy can really

learn his trade, and where no attempt will be made to use him as a '' process
"

worker. The hours of work are from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. for six days. Youths

from fourteen to sixteen j^ears old work forty-eight hours per week, and have at

least two hours per day for meals taken at three times, and the meals must be

taken outside the works, viz., breakfast, dinner, and coffee. After sixteen

years of age the Factory Act does not compel these meals, nor need they be

taken outside the factory. The working time is then nine hours per day, or

fifty-four hours per week ; overtime is not allowed as a regular thing, but is

paid for at 25 per cent, extra.

Secondary Sciiools.

Young pei'sons leave school at fourteen years of age; and since April 1st,

1905, when the law came into effect, they have now to attend a secondary

school until they are seventeen years of age.
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It must not be supposed that voluntary secondary education on a large scale

has not been popular, and that compulsory legislation has Ijeen necessary

because young persons were averse to attending the classes ; on the contrary,

it may be stated that compulsory attendance has bec(»ine possiljle in cunsetjuence

of the willingness to learn. Ft is a development for which the voluntary

system prepared the way, as can be seen from the statistics of attendances

previous to the compulsory law. These young persons must attend for a

miiumum average of four hours weekly, and a maximum average of six hours

weekly during the year. Certain classes of children are, however, exempted,

su(;h as girls who are employed in business, apprentices and a.ssistants in

apothecaries' shops, young people engaged in lawyers' oltices, and employi's in

railway and insurance undertakings, as well as employes in the State service.

Exemption from attending the coinpulsoi'v school can also be obtiiined by young
men who can show that they have already obtjiined the general education wliich

it is the object of the school to impart ; and by young pe<^ple of both .sexes who
suffer from mental or physical weakness. Complete ov partial exemption is

also offered to scholars who are in regular attendance at technical and guild

schools.

This new law has caused thirty thousand additional students between the

ages of fourteen and seventeen to attend secondary' schools in Berlin. The
hours of attenflance are generally from six to seven p.m. Young people usually

leave work at five o'clock, and employers are required to dismiss them punctually

so that they may have ample time to prepare for school. Instruction is free,

but employers are responsible for the }n-ovision of material. If a scholar st;iys

away only one hour employers receive from the school an impiiry as to the

reason.

The two schools called the "Handwerker Schule zu Berlin," or the " Artisans'

School of Berlin," are specially fitted to give instruction and training in the

industrial arts. We visited the one at Andreas Strasse. This school cost

£38,100 to build, and the land .£22,500 (without teaching apparatus), while

£7,500 per annum is spent in teaching and upkeep, exclusive of depreciation.

Each evening scholar costs 653. per annum, or 90.s. if the sinking fund is

reckoned. Most of the teachers arc handicraftsmen who teach in the school as

a side occupation, and receive for the two hours evening instruction from 3s. to

Gs. per evening. In their business occupations they would recei\e from 2s. to

5s. per hour.

The average attendance in li)Oi was eight and a-half hours per week
per scholar during the summer term; l,Sli) scholars attended the sunnner

term, and 2,928 attended the winter term (with a slightly higher average of

hours per week).

The hours of attendance are as follows :

—

Day ... ... 8 to 12, morning; 3 to 7, afternoon.

Evening 7 to !>, including Siiturday.

Sunday ,S.:{() to 12.30, morning.

A church adjoining the school is open for a short ser\ice ever}' Sunday
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morning from 8 to 8.30, and in connection with the service a singing class is

held at the school twice a week, from 9.15 to 10.15 p.m.

The evening and Sunday classes are attended by the largest numbers.

The Summer Term commences April Gth, and finishes 30th September 178 days.

The Holidays are : April 20th to 26th ; June 10th to 14th ; July 8th

to August 12th ; also June 1st and September 2nd ... ... 50 ,,

Total working days in Summer Term ... 128 „

The scholars are of all ages from fourteen to sixty-three ; about as many
adults attend as youths.

The classes at the Birmingham Technical School are almost entirely con-

fined to the winter months, and in summer are only open twenty-nine days,

in comparison with one hundred and twenty-eight days in Berlin. It is

noteworthy that the students in Berlin did not seem to be overworked, or

unwilling workers so far as we could judge from their personal appearance. All

were well-dressed, wore clean collars, and had well-blacked boots.

The charge per scholar is 6s. per half year for an attendance of eight hours

weekly, and if the scholar attends more hours he pays a slightly higher fee.

There are eighty-three teachers, or an average of about twenty-two scholars to

each teacher. The cost of this school is borne entirely by the town. The

only contribution by the State is the sum of £1,000 to the No. 1 Handworker

Schule.

Some of the shops resembled large workshops, where the men were hard at

work at their anvils, and the noise was deafening.

The director informed us that he found the drawing instruction which

pupils acquired before coming to this school usually required developing and

frequently altering (often at much loss of time) before it was really serviceable,

and that a proper preparation in drawing in his special branch of trade under

its special teachers was indispensable before proceeding to the higher branches

of his trade. The director, Mr. H. Tradt, had been for twenty-five years

managing director of the firm of Elster & Co., one of the foremost and largest

firms in Berlin, in the manufacture of large gas chandeliers.

Each student is instructed personally and not wholly classwise. Much
attention is given to calculating, so that when commencing on his own account,

or as foreman, he may understand the calculating of prime costs.

It must be remembered that the metric system of weights and measures and

the decimal system of reckoning give the Berlin youth a wide-reaching advantage

over the Birmingham youth, or even the Birmingham manufacturer, who is

retarded and hindered in his liusiness by our complex system of reckoning, and

by our weights and measures.

With the advanced pupils, short pei-iods—usually of five weeks—are set

aside for the study of costing. The teacher sketches an article on the black-

board—say a chandelier—gives the quantities and the st/le of ornament, the

cost of materials, wages and general standing charges, rent, lighting, wear
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iiiul tear of inaLliiueiy, etc. Tlie scliuUir luis tlit-n to calculato tlio juieo at

which he tiiinks he could sell the ai'ticle.

At this competition the teacher explains how different the general and sj>ecial

dead charges are in small works with hand power or small motors from those in

works of large power and appliances. In the "day classes" for makers uj) and

"artistic iron smithing " a prize is given under the following conditions. At
eight a.m. the teacher announces that a chandelier has heon ordered, and gives

the style of architecture, dimensions and price. At the close of the instruction

{i.e., within six hours) the students not oidy will have designed and neatly

drawn the chandelier on white or tinted paper in colours, hut will give the
price of material and workmanship and working charges. Students

ovci-stt'pjiiiiLC llie cost are dis(pialiti('il. Thr it'-;ult of tiiis Irainiiig of bkilled

workmen is that the hrassworkers have moved up from the bottom all along

the line ; the congested surplus of unemployed non-skilled labour has dis-

appeared, and at the top a well-employed and numerous set of skillerl workmen
are busy at work to a much more general extent than is the case in Birmingham.

In endeavouring to point out some practical comparisons it may be accepted

that the finish of the work of Birmingham manufacturers, particularly their

polished brass work, is most excellent. It is probably impossible to beat it, iind

the price is right. The designs and models also are excellent, so long as they

are confined to tlie reproduction of such plain articles as characterise our national

schools, the " Queen Anne " and the "Guild of Handicraft " styles in i)articular.

In these styles, which are of a plain character, models may be produced without

plastic treatment and without aid from the trained artist in wax and plaster;

and as long as the Birmingham manufacturer keeps to such styles and maintains

his excellence of finish with low price he finds a market for the same, limited to

the admiiersof those styles. But it is When he desires to get away from
the English styles, to compete in such styles as the German. French, or

Italian renaissance, that he finds himself in difficulties. In such styles

tlie educated artist and modeller is the life of the work.

The manufacturer's ditticulty is first to get the designs and the models. To
make them is not ditlicult.

The Berlin training schools have produced these artists, and also a class of

artisans with artistic talent ; they find ready employment and are of great

assistance to the employers. In the " making up " or " fitting," when the

pattern is of intricate construction, it is not necessary to give the workman so

much constructional detail in the drawing he has to work to. A proper

apprenticeship to his trade has fitted him and placed him in a position to supply

the internal construction of intricate work without every minute detail being

put down for him on paj)er. In the bronzing and treatment of the finish a

greater freedom is apparent, and a greater variet\' and novelty ; in fact, thcv

lead the way and we follow.

The finish may not be so substantial and durable as the l^irmingham

well-tried methods, liut that is i)robal)ly merely a matter of comiiKMvial

expediency.

It is on the intellectual side that Birmingham requires to adapt
itself to changed conditions not to cheapening its wares, but to getting
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more conception into them. As one of the hirgest buyers in London says :

" The Birmingham things are now too cheap. We want to have the £3 articles

improved to sell for £5, and extra beauty and originality put in them with

which to tempt the public and to increase the returns."

It is for the want of opportunities to cultivate the artistic side of their trade

that Birmingham employers and employes necessarily devote so much attention

to the cheapening of manufactures—opportunities which, as we have already

described, are enjoyed and taken advantage of in Berlin.

This is not the fault of the employer nor the employe, but is no doubt

accounted for by our having adopted an entirely different system of instruction

from that in vogue at the Berlin Technical Schools.

Given the same conditions of training, the Birmingham workman would

without doubt turn out equally artistic work. The work done at the Technical

School for the brass trade is of too elementary a character, the bronzing and

colouring department being the on'y class in which the artistic side is touched,

though this class is very efficiently worked.

Military Service.

On attaining eighteen years, and having finished his apprenticeship, tlxe

youth must serve two years in military service, not necessarily at once—it may

be postponed. The age to serve is some time between eighteen and twenty-

three years of age. It is compulsory on all who are medically fit for service

with few exceptions ; as for example, the only son of a widow is exempt. The

term of service may, however, be reduced from two years to one year by passing a

fairly severe intellectual examination. This is now frequently passed by the

sons of the working classes, and it is their ambition to do so. This examination

also frees the "one-year soldier " from barrack life. He has the privilege of

living at home or in lodgings if stationed away
; in fact, it confers a higher

social status. But in the regiment the " one-year " and " two-year" men serve

side by side, and generall^'^ the proportion is one " one-year " man to sixteen

" two-j'^ear " men.

The necassity for the better-to-do classes to pass this examination

is probably the key to the intellectual growth and training of the

German nation, as it is looked upon as a stigma for life to have failed and to

have been compelled to serve two years in barracks instead of one year in

lod swings.

So far as our knowledge goes, the Germans look back on tlieir term of

service with pleasure, but do not look forward to it. Whether one-year or

two-year men, they emerge from it with a stamp upon them which lasts

for life.

They iiave to get up early and be out on the exercising grounds between five

and six in the morning. The brain is I'ested, but the physical side of the man
is now developed

;
good food, plenty of exercise, fresh air, baths and cleanliness,

neatness and orderliness, are liis daily associates. He learns to hold himself

uprightly, to march forward, and to keep his hands out of his pockets ; and if a
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younj^ lUiiu lias nut alieady learned (IciMntmcnt and nlu'dience In; (Kk's s(» duiinji

liis military service.

It is a question for consideiatinn whellicr such a man lias |>roj(ress('d or i,Mne

back in character.

We i»ut the folhjwin^ question to Mr. Beissweni^er, a nianufiicturei-, and to

xMr. Uohen, the secretary of the workmen :

" Does a term of two years' military service have a ;^ood or a had etVect on an

aj)])rentice when he irsuines his work ?

"

Mr. Cohen did not approve of the military service, it is contiaiv tu the

socialist tenets of the trade unionist.

Mr. Beisswen<;er did. He considered the sei-vice made the man " less soft,"

more " reliable,' '' better ordered," and a l)etter man to have in employment;

and of the two men—the apprentice without the military trainin;.; ami the

apprentice with the military training—he would decidedly engaj^e tlu' latter as

the better man for emploj'ment.

One cannot help being struck with the superior physitpie and bearing,

whether of the soldier in uniform or out of uniform, in observing the populace

of Berlin.

The effect of the training is seen in the people as distinctly as the

effect of the cleaning and washing is noticeable in the streets.

.There is not the physically deteriorated, untrained, uniiieiided louk aliout the

l>eopl«\ The Berlin young fellow has from infancy been under better care

and training at home, at school, at the works, and in the army ;

ccjiisequently as a man he is now fit tu be entrusted with the liberty which the

liirmingham youth has perhaps from childhood only abused.

" Liberty is fatal or life-giving, according to the use made of it. Is it liberty

still when it is the prerogative of criminals or heedless blunderers? Liberty is

an atmosphere of a higher life, and it is only by a slow and patient inward

transfurmatiun that one becomes capal)le of breathing it ' ('"The Simple Life,"

^^'agner).

Is liberty to be granted to the young hooligan wlm neither fears God nor

man ? Would not i)ruper training at schuol, in apprenticeship, and in the

"Service'' be the making of him, and liclp the cunmiunity, his family, and

himself must of all ?

Character, Religion, etc.. Amusements.

The Berlin people attend church less than in this country, but r<>ligious

festivals, such as Good Friday, are more reverently obser\ed. 'J'lie Roman
Catholics are the most devout and regular in church attendance.

Sunday schools for religious instruction are practically non-existent, religious

dogmatic instruction being imparted in the day school. In the yetir 190.*?,

108,078 boys received religious instruction in the municipal element^iry

schools.

Tlie Berlin brassworkcr generally is a "Socialist"' in politics, and a
" freethinker " in religious belief. At school ho is taught dogmatic theology.
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He is duly confirmed, but afterwards rarely goes to church, except in connection

with births, deaths, and marriages. He is in opposition to conservatism and

clericalism ; these have in the past opposed social democracy, and he regards

them now as against progress, and combats them on the political platform. We
have in him a remarkable phenomenon; for, in spite of his religious education at

school and of his confirmation, he is usually a freethinker. Moreover, as a child

and as a youth, he has been accustomed (in the company of his parents) to

attend the public house, and yet, to quote the words of Mr. Cohen, "he is a good

fellow." " We are proud of them." " I could trust them with all my
property if they had not a farthing" (speaking of two workmen we had just

visited). "We do not hold with a man going to a public house and drinking on

Sundays, but in reading good things, getting broad in thought, learning what

is going on, discussing and thrashing out social problems ; he should get out in

country and be with his family. Our fellows are looking ahead and
thinking of the future."

"In case of a man giving way to drink and neglecting his wife, we send for

him and tell him he is not behaving as becomes a member, and caution him to

alter before he loses his situation " (Cohen). Such are the utterances and

opinions of their trade secretary.

During our visit we came to the conclusion that the above fairly represents

the mental attitude of the Berlin brassworker, and that he is in reality "a good

fellow."

They are fond of good reading, and in their homes they usually possess a

small library of good literature, and at their trade union is a library containing

chiefly serious books and works on trade union subjects from all countries. The

serious books are mostly read. In their amusements the intellectual side

finds favour, and they are fond of singing societies.

The working men of Berlin have formed a society, which is called " People's

Free Theatres" (freie Volksbiihne). It numbers 14,000 subscribers, and is

growing vastly ; the subscription is 80 pfg. (9d.) monthly. The society hires

each Sunday afternoon one of the largest theatres, and engages a staff of actoi's

at a cost of <£40 to £50 for the performance. Serious plays are generally given
;

most of Shakespeare's have been performed, and Schiller's and Goethe's.

The workmen's beer-house or cafe is liberally provided with news-

papers. One, in which there are eighty newspapers, charges Id. per cup of

coffee. Chess and cards are favourite games ; in the latter recreation very small

stakes are played for, less for the money than for the entertainment. Betting

on sports, horse racing, etc., is not indulged in, but shares in lotteries are often

bought. In these lotteries the chances are about 7 to 6 against the tickets ; for

instance, we noticed that the ninth lottery on behalf of the sj^ire of Ulm
Cathedral for £17,500 gives back <£1 5,000 in prizes, retaining the balance,

£2,500, the prizes ranging from two of £250 each down to 6,000 at 10s. each.

In this way the cathedral of Ulm gets the workman's money instead of the

bookmaker, but in a less degree, for they indulge their gambling propensities

where the chances are more in their favour.

Outdoor recreations consist of rowing, gymnastics, skittles, swimming, football

(a little), skating, country outings, and railway excursions.
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In (lispusitiuii tlir woikiiiaii is six-iul and t'diid of coinjiaiiv. He takes his

wife out with him to the beer-house as an unwritten law. 11»> would be

rt>j,'ardi'd as unusual it' lio did nut do so. lleuiarks would Ir' made it he left her

at home. Total abstainers rarely e.xist, but the men are temperate in the midst

of opportunity. They refrain beeause it unfits them for work. They do not

assume virtue with regard to temperance, but regard temperance or moderation

as the best from a general point of view. We met several gentlemen who
abstain in private and take alcohol only in company as a pleasant social obliga-

tion. At their trade union building there is an assembly hall to seat 1,L'0<)

j)ersons at small tables. At these meetings speeches are made, there is smoking

and drinking, but "No one forgets himself" (Cohen). They have at

these meetings their I'ai liaincntarv icadt-rs and representatives ; alt<^)gether

eighty-one members, including Hel)el. Bernstein, Korsten, and Ligien, are in

Pailiament.

As Social Democrats, one of their principal objects is to alter the existing

law, which confers on a landowner more voting power than a workman possesses.

The workman has already an equal vote for members to the Reichstag, but not

in the Landtag. He desires an equal vote on all (juestions, and regards our

English system as i\\9 one to copy.

As trade unionists, their main aims are concisely ex])ressed as " shorter hours

and more wages " (Cohen). This latter reply wa.s given in answer to our remark
" What do they want ? They seem to have everything already, and we don't see

wliat they ai-e agitating for."

A Workman's Home Visited.

The first home we visited was that of ]\Ir. A., of . This man's earnings

were from 35s. to .38s. per week. The rent of the home was 7s. per week, and

it was situated on the fourth floor (counting the ground floor as the first floor),

fronting the street. Tlie street itself was so wide and the buildings so sub-

stantial and weW built that we hardly believed ourselves to be in a working

man's quarters, but in reality nearly every house in the street, on the upper

stories, was so occupied. The houses are on the flat system. The staircase

from the street, scrupulously clean and neatly matted, served for two families

on each floor. A well-ordered w.c, absolutely clean and situated on the stair-

case landing, was shared by the two families. On ringing the landing door bell,

we were kindly received by Mrs. A., who did not know of our intended visit,

and shown into the bedroom sitting-room. This was a large room with two

laige double-glazed windows, eacli window with double sashes opening vertically

and looking on the street. It was well and substantially furnished, two single

beds, about 6 ft. G in. by 4 ft. wide, lying along one side of the room, with a

child's bed filling up the space between. Babies are not allowed by law to

share the bed with tlie mother. They must have a cradle to sleep in, and so no

cases of " overlying " arc reported. Double beds ai-e unknown in Germany,
every person sleeping separately in a single bed. We were astonished at the

well-to-do look of the house and furniture, and could hardly believe it was a
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working man's house. They had been married for some years and had two

children, but such care had been taken of the furniture that it appeared to be

new.

The heating stove was a beautiful structure about 8 ft. high by 3 ft. wide by

2 ft. deep, built of glazed white tiles. There is scarcel}'^ any heat wasted in

these stoves, and one cannot see the fire as in an English fire-grate, as it is

all closed up with double doors. There is no dust or smoke of any kind from

this class of stove. It is not easy to convey to anyone who has not seen one of

them the exact idea of what they are like, but that they serve the purpose of

heating the room in a most uniform and economic manner is at once apparent.

The stoves can best be described as large radiators, and give out the heat

to great advantage. The fuel used is not ordinary coal, but a patent fuel,

which is in oblong blocks of about the size of half a brick, and costs about

Is. per week, and may have something to do with the comparative absence of

smoke in Berlin.

The kitchen was scrupulously clean, and in perfect order ; nearly all the

cooking utensils were of crock. In the kitchen there was a large gas cooking

stove which was inlaid with beautiful white tiles ; not a speck of grease or dirt

could be found anywhere. The gas costs Is. per week for cooking and lighting

purposes.

Coffee is the general beverage rather than tea. It is brewed stronger and

fresher than here, i.e., sooner after the roasting of the berries.

The meals are usually at the following hours, and comprise a selection from

the various viands, etc. :

—

Cup of coftee and roll.

Bread, bacon, cheese, sausage, meat, betr.

Soup, meat, vegetables, beer.

Bread, coffee.

Sausage, cheese, fish, bacon, ham, tea, coffee,

white beer (an extremely weak beer).

Tobacco and cigars are cheap. Cigars at one halfpenny are pleasant smoking,

and rather above the price usually paid by a workman.

We considered some articles of food decidedly dearer than in England,

but that for some reason the working people were unmistakably better

nourished. They appear to enjoy their work more, and to be able to work

more easily, and with more satisfaction, and also to have a better time tlian our

brassworkers in Birmingham. Nothing is wasted. Everything is utilised

and made the most of—nourishing broths from scraps of meat, bones, etc.—soups

being a daily fare. Cooking is not taught in the Board Schools, but by the

mother. The system of payment is always cash, all clothing, boots, and

food stuffs are paid for by cash

—

no credit. The wife goes round and buys in

provisions herself. The system of co-operative stores for working people is

making headway in Berlin ; in Leipsic there are from 15,000 to 20,000 workmen
members.
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Savings Hiuiks Statistics show that in thr Bi-iliii Muiiirijml Saviiii^s Banks

there st<>o<l t<> the i-rcdit of the (K'positors

ISSO IS'.iM. 1900 19111. 19<l3 19(14.

£li iiiilliuns. i(4 iiiilliniis. i"l_'4 iiiillions fUif milliuiis.

while the same Statistics sliow that the j)awn-shop.s are <loing a decreasing

tra(U\ The j>awn-shups are in the hands of the Government —there were

L'lO/JSi; transactions in the year 1871, an<l oidy KJO.L'^O in l'.»():i-4—but while

the average value of a pledge was ICts. 9d. in 1H71, it had increa.sed to 2Ss. in

1903-4.

It is usual for working men to have an allotment garden in which a certain

amount of vegetables are grown. From what we could gatlier, meat, l)utter, ham,

and bacon were dearer than in Kughind, bread a little dearer, and eggs and milk

cheaper. Clothing co-sts about the same, but more economy is practised and

more care is taken of the garments. Tiie clothes worn are substantial,

(juiet in colour, scrupulously tidy, and well cared for. When at woj-k men wear

long stout hoUand overalls with sleeves and fastened with a spring clasp over

the shoulder; the coats are hung u]. in the " garderobe," as specilied by the

Factiuy Act. No men, women, or children are to be seen in the streets or

in the works in an unmended condition.

There are anouuilies here which we do not attempt to account for but, in

the face of the people being undoubtedly better nourished tliaii in England

and enjoving a higher social life, it would appear that cheap food is not the

only imjiortant consideration in a nation's welfare, but that the intelligence and

.self-restraint with which it is used may l)e of even greater importance.

Holiday Making.

Starting from Berlin on Easter Monday at about 3 o'clock, we were conveyed

to .some of tlie Beer Gardens at Tieptow. J^ii mnfi- we were surprised at the

abundance of allotment gardens rented by the working men of Berlin. On every

allotment was an exceedingly neat and well-constructed summer liouse, nicely

arranged with doors and windows ; the latter often prettily curtained. On
enquiry we found that the owners of these frequently had their friends and

families for a whole day, making the place "a home from home."

It must be remembered that the cost of travelling is very little ; one can

travel twelve miles by electric tram for 10 pfg., or about lid. English money, .so

that the expense of taking a family into the country is very small. All these

allotments were beautifully kept, and the owners appeared to vie with each

other in keeping the summer-houses and gardens in good order. The numerous

Hags on the summer-houses looked gay and festive. After passing tliese we

came to the working-man's beer gardens and halls, the most important of which

are run by brewers' companies. Some of these gardens are capable of seating

five thou.sand persons. Hereon a holiday Monday we were privileged to see tlie

Berlin working man taking his enjovMient. For the lirst part of our visit, viz.,

about 4 o'clock till 6 or 6.30, hardly a glass of beer could be seen, an<I one
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could be excused for believing that one was at a huge tea party. There was ample

accommodation at small tea tables, each seating four, six or perhaps eight persons,

nicelv covered with clean tablecloths, and the only drinks that could be seen

(with a few exceptions) were coffee or milk. In most cases the people took their

own food, and their ground coffee and sugar ; the management provided crocks,

hot water, and hot milk at a small cost. Here we saw whole families,

husband, wife, and children, enjoying each other's company and having

a good meal in the open air. The question of the unity of the family in

Berlin is solved by a glance at these places. The unit is undoubtedly the

family proper. It was rare to see a married man unless he was accom-

panied by his wife and children at this or other beer gardens.

In a large square in the grounds, railed off and covered with about three

inches of soft sand, was a playground for the children ; a giant stride, climbing

ropes, horizontal bars, and other gymnastic a])pliances were provided for their

amusement. A fine military band was playing good music, and was much

appreciated . by the people. As the evening wore on, the coffee cups and

milk glasses disappeared, and in the space of about an hour the coffee and

milk were quite the exception. The boer glasses now made their appear-

ance. One would naturally think with the changed conditions the temper and

behaviour of the people would undergo a corresponding change ; but nothing of

the kind. They were in the same happy condition, girls with their sweet-

hearts drinking their glasses of beer just the same as the men ; all were very

orderly and decorous, and not an uncouth shout or loud-mouthed ex-

pression could be heard anywhere—all were chatting and laughing. What
struck us as much as anything was the parental control over the children; not

a scolding word could be heard ; if father or mother gave a word of command,

it was instantly obeyed with a smiling cheerfulness which was a pleasure to

behold. Among all these thousands of people not one COuld be seen other

than neatly and properly dressed ; every garment was whole and neat and

quiet in colour, neither could a flashy nor a ragged and untidy person be seen

anywhere. We were looking for faults, but found none.

After spending an hour or two in the gardens we next visited the large

dancing hall in connected with the place. On a raised platform, which was

beautifully decoi-ated with palms and flowers, etc., at the farthest end of the

liall was a good orchestral band, consisting of four violins, piano, and several

other instruments. Here everything was orderly and splendidly managed.

The cost of taking part in the whole of tlie dances for the evening was one

shilling per couple. If, however, a man and a girl could not make it convenient

to stay the whole evening dancing, or would prefer to spend part of the evening

in some other way, the couple could take part in any single dance at a nominal

cost of 10 pfg., or l;d., English money. The M.C. was here, there, and every-

where, conducting and controlling the large crowd in a masterly manner. The

people seem to do as they are asked naturally, and without a grumble, each one

trying to give pleasure to his friend and neighbour. The men are particularly

kind and thoughtful to their women folk, showing them little attentions,

and generally making things as happy as they possibly can.

After this we inspected the bowling or skittles alley. This was in a large
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place with every facility fur playing bowls under the best conditions. Here

a^ain the wives were j>re.sent while the men were enjoying their game of bowls
;

tlu'V were chatting and enjoying tliemselves to their hearts' content. There

appears to he no restrictions, and so far as we could see, they take n(» advantage

of the licen.se which is given tliem. The soldiers are well represente<l, as is t<j l)e

expected in a country where nearly every ahle-l>odied man receives a military

training, and fine specimens of manhood they are ; tlieir smart uniforms lend

a charm to the place. They appear to he well trained in maimers as

well as military discipline, and the training which they receive

serves them well in after life. The last jtlace we visited was a large

hall. We were served with a glass of lager beer, which was deliciously

cool and refreshing ; it was about ten minutes to eleven when

we went in, and although folks can stay later if they choose, there appears

t^» ))(> an unwritten law that eleven o'clock is late enough for a working man and

his wife and family to be away from home, and so, as with a general consent, the

people put on their coats and wraps to go U) their respective homes. It may Ih?

interesting to note that at these places for workijig people very good acconnno-

dation is provided for coats, cloaks, hats, etc. An attendant is there for this

purpose, who very courteously assists the people on with their clothes, etc.

We left this ])lace at 11.15, when of all the eight hundred people who were

there less than an hour before not more than thirty or forty remained. From

this time till 12.30 we spent in looking round the streets, and, although we

looked for drunkenness and rowdyism, we found absolutely none. We
saw one drunken " ;,'riitlenian ' being supjiorted 1)V two male companions, and a

little before we .saw a man who was very shaky. With these exceptions we saw

nothing which could in any way .shock the susceptibilities of the most exacting

persons.

During the wliole of this Easter Monday we saw no untidy man, woman, or

child, everyone was well clad and scrupulously clean, and the general physique

and deportment of the people was distinctly a grade higher than one

sees at home. Apart from the thousands who were conveyed to these places

bv tiaiu, it was most interesting to notice the crowds of families who walked

there, the roads presenting a most animated appearance, most of the parents

carrying little parcels of food to be consumed with their coffee and beer. There

was a distinct characteristic in these crowds which is absent in an English beer-

house comjtanv of people, which w.- ascrilie Hist to the light wholesome beer,

secoiully to the presence of wives and families, unl thirdly to the training

and discipline to which every German child and youth is subjected.
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THE TEMPERANCE QUESTION.

The Berlin community does not permit foreign ingredients in the beer.

We were strongly of the opinion that if the Birmingham brassworkers had the

opportunity of getting the same beer as the Berliners they would prefer it, and

that it would greatly assist the cause of temperance. The cost is usually

lid. per I pint (a trifle less than l|d. per | pint).

Our first drink of beer in Berlin was not at a bar such as one would see at

home, but in an " automatic " shop, a veritable penny-in-the-slot and a beautifully

appointed place, where one could have a good glass of beer for 10 pfg., or l|d.

English money. You put a glass under a tap and drop your coin into the slot,

and in return receive a delicious glass of light beer, bright and clear as crystal,

about fifty degrees Fahrenheit, cool and refreshing. Some eight or ten different

varieties of beer, wines, spirits, and liqueurs may be tapped in the same way and

for the same price. The white beer, which is usually taken with an addition of

fruit syrup to flavour it, is scarcely stronger than some temperance drinks, but

all beers are pure, light, and properly served; iced if necessary, and

forced u\i by means of a cylinder of compressed carbonic gas when a counter tap

is used.

At the same place you can have a variety of tasty little sandwiches (consisting

of half a dinner roll) served in the same way and at the same price, and plates

of food up to 6d. for a lobster salad. All the sandwiches are in full view under

glass cases, so that you can choose from eight to ten different kinds.

Among the sandwiches were to be found sardines, Swedish sandwiches, Russian

sardines, smoked ham, cooked ham, pickled cucumber, meat, anchovies, smoked

salmon, egg, and cheese. In this way one can get a refreshing drink

and snack for about 2|d. In the same place you can get a cup of beef tea or

coffee or cocoa served with separate jug of milk and sugar. We were particu-

larly struck with the number of girls and women, who apparently after leaving

business availed themselves of such a useful place.

We spent about twenty minutes in here, and there was not one of the persons

remaining there when we came out who was there when we went in, proving

that the place served a useful j^urpose, but did not encourage drinking to excess.

The place was scrupulously clean, an attendant being there constantly keeping

the place in order. Not a scrap of paper or litter of any kind could be found.

In many factories it is customary for a brewer to supply the works with

bottled beer. He charges 8s. per hundred lK)ttles, each containing rather less

than tlu-ee-quarters of a pint. The workman is charged at the rate of 10s. per

hundred bottles (i.e., at the rate of 1 ^d. per bottle). In this way a profit of

25 per cent, on cost is made and saved, until it amounts up to a sufficient sum,

and is generally spent in a summer outing together.

In summer the brewer delivers ice free, and this is put in the storage case

and keeps the beer cool and I'efieshing, thereby assisting temperance.

The beer is taken charge of by a youth, who has a list of the workmen
supplied, settlement being made at the week's end.
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In suiiie factories tlit'ie is workttl \)\ the iiicii a >•<. in« rali\r < .initin, where

l»eer, sandwiehcs, coffee, etc., can be ohtainetl.
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Here we allow our young people to grow up untrained and unskilled, and offer

them the pledge later on when they are down in the gutter. There compulsor}^

training helps to keep them out of the gutter, and the pledge is not relied on.

As an illustration of our national specific we quote a speaker at the Conference

of the " National Unitarian Temperance Association " in a paper read \)y him on
*' The Importance of the Pledge."

" Temperance oi'ganisations throughout the land should unite and make one

solid attack on the drink traffic, which constituted the chief difficulty that the

schoolmaster, the clergyman, the statesman, and the philanthropist had to fear

and to face. In fighting the drink evil they were fighting ignorance, brutalit}'',

impurity, and greed, and were helping to make it possible that England might

still hold her own amongst the educated and truly civilised nations of the world."

We would point out that the weakness of this is that by means of the pledge

we are only indirectly fighting ignorance, brutality, impurit}^, and greed. In

Berlin these are fought directly and with the very best appliances. Much time

is not spent in reclaiming drunkards nor in advocating total abstinence (although

these are seen to as details), but the greatest energy on all hands is devoted
to the training of infants, children, and young persons and, until their

military service is complete, care and training (almost regardless of cost) is the

atmosphei'e the young people live in. The aim is to fit them for their position

as men among men. It is not to fit them for specially prepared surroundings

removed from temptation, but to give them the very best training, so that when
surrounded by temptations they may act as men. The better result is evident

on all hands.

Slums such as ours do not]exist, and Ave have no doubt that the temper-

ance question is being solved more satisfactorily there than in Birmingham.

During the ten days of our visit (Easter holidays included) we saw only three

drunken persons in the streets, and we visited likely places, and were on the

look-out all the Easter Monday from noon to midnight, whereas on Whit
Monday in Birmingham, in a train ride of only forty minutes, in broad daylight

(viz., from Handsworth to West Bromwich and back), we counted six reelingly

drunken persons—five men and one woman. The unemployed question

is being solved by an uplifting of the unskilled labour market through
fitting it for better and more skilled employment.
The skilled labour at the top has gone still higher to make room for

that at the bottom, and in its ranks are to be found a class of men with an

artistic branch of industry in their hands of more value to them than that

which exists here. The pledge has not done this, but sheer application and

hard work under the best conditions which the community could devise. With
our system the damage is done during the youth's early years, and afterwards to

offer the pledge as the remedy is like offering a tract to feed a hungry man.

Take the case of a lad in an ordinary workmen's district ; he has had no home
training, he sees dirt and untidiness in the streets and in his home, while at

school ragged clothes are the rule and not the exception. He leaves school and
gets a job ;

liis master usually discharges him for incompetency ; then four out

of ten lads don't try to get another place—^they loaf about the streets, a terror

to the neighbourhood, a nuisance to the police, and when old enough perhaps
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join tlif militia and j^u up fur traiiiinj^ out- iimiitli in the year (six weeks the first

year). They return from camp with new boots, shirt, stockings, and nnuiey,

part (if which is sj)ent in excess on their first ni;,'ht's return after trainini,'. an<l

part goes to purchase a pair of "peaky bUnder ' trousers. Then the lads haiii;

alM)ut the streets until the next year's training month arrives.

Is it reasonable to imagine that such a young life can lx> put straight by

offering the pledge ? It is too late ; the tree will grow a.s the twig is bent. We
have already trained the loafer and drunkanl, then we compass sea and land to

reclaim him. The remedy is better understood in Berlin by men who have a

clear vision and a capacity for thorougline.ss and hard work, the result of their

own and their fathers' training in generati<»ns gone by.

The licensed premises are not limited in any way in size, and are usually

much larger than our English beer houses. Smoking, dancing, music, and

cards are allowed in them in Berlin, and the only thing which is insisted upon

is that the hoUler of the license must have a good character. This is a stringent

rule.

New licenses are easy io obtiiin at a nominal sum, if for service by male

waiters and to close at eleven o'clock p.m. For female attendance it is ditticult

if not impossible to get licenses for later hours than eleven o'clock p.m. There

are many existing beer houses and pul)lic hou.ses which remain open all night,

particularly in the centre of the town away from workmen's districts, but these

are " vested interests " from former times, and the tendency now is towards

early cUising hours and male service.

There are two diiferent classes oi public houses for working people. One is

called the "distillation.' It resembles a small shop or small public house and

it is more like a drinking bar ; beer and all kinds of spirits are sold, but not

much food. Spirits are very cheap. The cost of " schnaps " (the spirit usually

.sold) is three farthings for a small wine gla.ssful. It resembles " Hollantls gin."

The beer house, beer garden, and beer hall cater in a more varied style, pro-

\iding coffee, food, and " attractions " such as papers, music, billiards, dancing,

merry-go-rounds, playgrounds for children, skittles, cards, dice and dominoes

(gambling not permitted).

These are places where women and children are as much in evidence as men.

The gardens are open in summer and closed in wintei-. In winter large warm
rooms and halls are used instead of the gardens, and the beer is equally p(ii)ular

winter and summer.

This is mentioned because one often hears the remark "the climate is so

different that we cannot have the like in England."

Music halls and theatres are largely replaced by the beer gardens and the hcQv

halls ; instrumental bands are very general in consequence of the military

system, each regiment having its own band.

Morality.

It would hardly Ixi fitting to clo.se the enquiry without some allusion to

the question of morality. It is said that Berlin is one of the most immoral

capital towns in Eurt»pe. We are not in a position to discuss the relative
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immorality, but it may be of service to know certain conditions which we

ascertained.

Tlie State recognises that every child has a father who must contribute

towards its support. Soldiers are exempted from contributing during their two

years' service, but at the expiration they are liable for the keep of children born

during the term. The lowest woman can claim help from the poor law
guardians to assist her to enforce this law and to help her to look after

the child, to see that it grows up well nourished, clean, and trained

from the very start. Any man among a number is liable to be called upon

to contribute, if the mother can prove he was the possible father. Loose women
are under weekly medical and police control : any woman without other employ-

ment who accosts in a public place comes under this supervision, but a loose

woman who can prove she is earning wages at other employments, say serving in

a bar or sliop, is exempt from the control. She then ranks and is treated as a

worker, although her moral character is well known. There are in Berlin many
hundreds of small beer houses served by two or three waitresses who are of this

class, but the authorities compel the use of a red " danger " lantern outside in

the street in order to protect a stranger unwittingly entering.

In the centre of the town are large cafes, the meeting places of loose women,

unmistakable on entering at the door. At other public places, beer houses,

cafes, restaurants, and in the streets, everything is orderly as far as appears on

the surface. Except to those who know and seek them, the other places may be

said not to exist. The general underlying principle appears to be the same here

as in the licensing question, greater liberty to the individual, with more

safeguards against his unwittingly being injured.
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VI5C0UNT ESHER.

IjOKD Eshkk is ii pt'or who, so fiir as I

know, has never made a speech in the

House of Lords. He has never been

caricatures! in a pDpuhir newspaper,

and althoui^h he has lieen a conspicuous

fisfure at the two <,'reatest pagt-ants of

our time, would probably not be recog-

nised on any platform in the three

kingdoms. His father, Baliol Brett,

the famous Master of the Rolls, has

been dead for five years. It is twenty

3'ears since his eldest son Reginald,

now Lord E.sher, sat as a Lil)eral

member for Falmouth in the great

Gladstone Parliament of 1880. He
has only written two little books.

Footprints of Stafpsmeit, and The Yoke

of Einpir'\ which have found readers

few, l)Ut fit. At present no one ex-

actlv knows to which political party

he belongs. He has no political aspira-

tions. Yet, as one who made his

Acquaintance but recently remaiked

with an air of genuine astonishment,

•"What I cannot understand is why

that man has never been Prime

Minister:" He is the great dark

horse tif English public life.

To me Lord Esher stJinds out chieHy

conspicuous because he was the friend

<»f General Gordon. No two more dis-

-similar men ever existed. Lord Esher

is jmr p.xcdlence the finished man of

4l>.

the world ; General Gordon was two-

thirds mystic and the other thiixl

adventurer. Yet the two men loved

each other as brothers, and served

each other as comrades leal and true

in life as in death. General Gordon

had nursed Lord Esher's brother on

his deathbed, and the close tie thus

formed strengtliened with the follow-

ing years. One of the most clierished

reliijuaries at Orchardlea contains the

few precious keepsakes, memorials of

that great devotion whicli united Lord

Esher to the hero of Khartoum. To

have greatly loved and to have nobly

served the hero of our time is in itself

distinction.

When I first had the privilege of

making his actjuaintance, Lord Esher

(then the Hon. Reginald Brett) wa.s

the private secretary of the Duke of

Devonshire, then better known as the

Manjuis of Hartington, Secretary of

War. In that capacity Lord Esher

had the advantage of serving in the

most intimate relations with the great

\\'liig chief, and of becoming personally

familiar with all the ins and outs of

the War OtHce. He wjus there during

the whole .series of Egyptian campaigns,

which culminated in the scuttle from

the Soudan when the menacing spectre

of the Russian Colossus fell athwart
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the frontier of Afghanistan. Few of

the generals and high-placed function-

aries of Pall Mall twenty years ago

dreamed that the pleasant-spoken pri-

vate secretary of the War Secretary

would in 1904 be selected, from all

other men, for the supreme responsi-

bilit}'- of re-modelling the War Office.

In those days " Reggie Brett " was

regarded as being a petit maitre, a

dilettante in politics, slightly epicurean

in his tastes. He kept a racing stud,

moved in the best society, and was

accused by his enemies of not being-

proof against the temptation of in-

dulging in political intrigue.

When his father accepted a peerage,

the certainty of ultimate exile to the

House of Lords combined with the

adoption of Home Rule by Mr. GUld-

stone to wean Mr. Brett from all taste

for a political career. For some 3'ears

he lived in comparative retirement in

his charming house in Windsor Forest,

surrounded by his books, his flowers,

and liis family, breeding a few race-

horses and entertaining his friends.

He seemed dead to political ambi-

tion. His friends, and they alone,

knew how ardent a patriotic fire

glowed behind the bars of his

privacy, and they lamented the ob-

stinacy with which he turned a deaf

ear to all their representations. It

was not till 1895, to the great surprise

and delight of those who had grudged

to Orchardlea the monopoly of talents

wliich were meant for mankind, that he

emerged from his retreat and became

Secretary to H.M.'s Office of Works
under Mr. Akers Douglas, then First

Commissioner, now Home Secretary-

The Office of Works had a great deal

to do at that time. More public build-

ings were being put up than for fifty

)'ears before, and the prospect of work

on a grand scale tempted the recluse

of Windsor Forest to return to the

familiar arena of public work. As
Secretaiy Lord Esher achieved an

almost phenomenal success. He re-

formed the Office of Works to the com-

plete satisfaction of his chief and of

the public, and despatched the business

of the Office with such ease and expe-

dition that the unprecedental pressure

of work was never felt. Such work as

his is known only to the few. But by

those few it was so well known and so

much apjDreciated that he was urgently

pressed to accept the post of Per-

manent Under-Secretary in two of the

most impoi'tant departments of the

administration of the Empire. He
refused them both. For Lord Esher is

a man at whose door Ministers, and

sometimes even Sovereigns, sue in vain.

As Secretary to the Board of Works
Lord Esher was brought into close and

frequent contact with the late Queen.

His marriage with Miss Van de

Wej'er, daughter of the Belgian

Minister at the Court of St. James's,

had long before brought him into per-

sonal touch with the English Court.

The Queen would often call at Orchard-

lea when driving through the Forest,

but it was not until his appointment

to the Board of Works that the

Sovereign had the opportunity of ap-

preciating the capacity, the loyalty,

and the charm of Lord Esher. During

the last years of her life no one was

more of a persona grrita at Windsor

than Lord Esher, and with no one was

business more pleasantly and promptly

transacted. Queen Victoria was a

shrewd judge of men, and her judg-

ment in this case was sound. On his

part, Lord Esher conceived for his

aged Sovereign somewhat of the same

romantic devotion and personal affec-

tion with which the knights of the

Elizabethan a£;e resrarded their Faerie
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Queene. Fow oi all the courtly circle

felt their Queeii's death more than tlu-

orticial upon whom almost immetliately

devolved the chief responsibility <<f

pi'ovitlinir at once the sad solemnities

of her burial and the instant proclama-

tion of her successor.

The functions of the fiincral of the

Queen and of the i)roclamation ot" the

King were shared by the }lcre<litary

Earl Marshal, but the Duke of Norfolk

would be the first to admit that Lord
Esher had to bear the chief burden of

a responsibility all the more onerous

because hardly any sur\ivor could be

found who assisted at the accession of

the Queen. Everythini,' had to be

improvised, and that everything went
without a hitch was no small tribute

to the tact, the address, the prompti-

tude, and the nonchalant adroitness

of the Secretary to the Board of

Works.

The Coronation was a not less severe

task, testing to the uttermost not

merely the organising capacity, but
the historic sense and artistic taste of

Lord Esher. How triumphantly lie

l)assed through that second ordeal need

not be dwelt upon. It is still fresh in

the memories of all. Xever was a

coronation so difficult to handle. All

the preparations had to be done over

again, owing to the King's unfortunate

illness. But everything went well,

and when the Coronation was at last

happily complete no one deserved

better the congratulations of the King
and of the Emi>ii-e than the (piiet,

unol)trusi\(', almost unknown man wjui

liad watched over eveiything, foreseen

eveiything, and provided in advance
for all the incalculable possibilities of

mischance.

"A mere master of ceremonies,"

some aci-imonious cynic may sneer,

forgetting that the business of (lovern-

ment is chieHy the art of the manage-

ment of men, and that ne\er are men
assembled together under more arduous

conditions than when all nations send

their higlu'st representatives to do

homage to a monarch on his crowning

day. The sterling (|ualities of head

and heart which such an occiusion

biought to light were warmly appre-

ciated by the King. No man is less

of a ctmrtier than Lord Esher. He
was attached to the Queen by a spirit

of romantic loyalty and personal

flevotion. But the King inspired no
sucli sentiment. From the first. Lord
Esher displayed an independence of

character and a certain indifi'erence to

the gewgaws of Couit, which appear

to have ratlier attracted than repelled

the favour of the King.

In 1902 Lord Esher resigned the

.Secretaryship of the Board of Work.s,

but as he had been appointed Deputy-

Governor of Windsor Castle, and was

entrusted with the task of arranging

all the papers of the late Queen, his

connection with the Court continued

unbroken. But it wiis not until the

end of 1902 that he was afforded an

ojyportunity of proving before the

world that he possessed capacities the

existence of which had long been

known to those with whom he had

worked in the service of the State.

The hideous fia.sco of the South African

War lay like a nightmare upon the

public mind. The Ministers primarily

responsible for a concatenation of

disasters almost unparalleled in our

history were bent upon hushing it up.

Lord Salisbury saw no reason for an
inipiiry into the preparations for the

war. Ministers had, however, evaded

jiarliamentary debate by promising

inquiry, much as Dick Swiveller settled

his debts by accepting a bill. But
bills become due, and Ministers
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reluctantly were compelled to grant

an inquiry which they would gladly

liave shirked. When the Royal Com-

mission was constituted few who ran

over the list of the names of its

members realised how searching would

be its investigation, how unsparing

would be its examination, how ruthless

its exposure of the utter breakdown of

the War Office. Even those who ven-

tured to hope that the Commission

would do its best did not realise that

in Lord Elgin, Lord Esher, and 8ir

Taubman Goldie the Empire had

fortunately secured the services of

three men who were of all others the

best qualified for probing the matter

to the lowest depth. The}^ were, indeed,

ruthless, relentless, and remorseless.

When the inquiry began, and they

refused to admit reporters, a wail

of discontent arose from men who

ought to have known better. For it

was evident that if the truth had to be

brought out, the witnesses would speak

much more freely behind closed doors

than if every word they said were to

be reported next day in all the news-

papers. Undeterred by the clamour of

the Press—which oddly enough took

little pains after the Report appeared

to summarise the evidence taken by

the Commission—the Commissioners

prosecuted their enquiry with weaiiless

pertinacity. They had all the culprits

before them, with two great exceptions

—and they spared none of them. Why
Mr. Chamberlain and Lord Milner

were not placed in the witness-box has

never yet been explained. With these

exceptions anyone else who was in-

criminated was subjected to drastic

cross-examination. The bowdlerised

evidence published with the Report is

sufficient testimony to the severity of

the ordeal through which the generals

and the officials were passed.

At last, when the evidence was com-

plete, the Commissioners drew up one

of the most drastic repoi'ts ever pre-

sented to Parliament. The studied

moderation of its terms only brought

into clearer relief the scathing sever-

ity of its conclusions. But after hav-

ing set forth the facts in plain and full

light of day, the Commissioners stopped..

It was left to Lord Esher and Sir

George Taubman Goldie to make the

only recommendation for a reconstruc-

tion of our military system which fell

from any of the Commissioners.

Lord Esher, in a note appended to-

the Report, set forth in clear, succinct

language his reasons for proposing tO'

remodel the administration of the-

Ar-my upon the model of the ad-

ministration which has succeeded so

well in the Navy, With this note Sir

George Taubman Goldie concurred.

For some time after the publication of

the Report, with its accompanying-

notes, it seemed as if nothing would be-

done. Possibly nothing might have

been done if it had not been for twO'

factors. The first and the most im-

portant was the decision of the King

;

the second, which was only coincident

and convenient, was the reconstruction

of the Cabinet, necessitated by the

departure of Mr. Chamberlain to stump

the country in the cause of Protection.

These two elements in the situation

combined to give Mr. Balfour a chance,

of which he was not slow to avail him-

self. The hopeless and impracticable-

Mr. Brodrick was shelved by transfer

to the India Office. Mr. Arnold-Forster

was made Secretary of State for War
after the post had been urgently

pressed—and pressed in vain —upon
Lord Esher ; and Lord Esher, Sir

Geoi'ge Clarke, and Admiral Fisher

were appointed as a kind of omnipotent

triumvirate to advise as to the creation.
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of a Board for the administrative

business of the "War Ofiice, and as to

the consequential changes thereby in-

volved.

It is curious how history repeats

itself. In l<St^4 the nation was almost

in [despair about the condition of the

Navy. In that year Mr. Arnold-

Forster, not as now a Secretary of

Stiite, but only a private person, not

•even a private member of Parliament,

induced me to undertake the impiiry

into the deficiency of our Navy which

led to the publication of " The Truth

about the Navy " and its coaling

stations in the columns of the Pall

Mall (r'azetfe. The reconstruction of

the British Navy dates from that year.

But it was only recently made known

that the two men who of all others

were most helpful in the compilation of

that memorable exposition of our naval

deficiencies were both members of the

Commission for the reform of the' War
OtHce. Without the assistance of

Cajitain Fisher, of the Excellent, and

of the Hun. Reginald Brett, the private

secretary of the Secretary of State for

War, "The Truth about the Navy"
could never have been written. But

so well was the secret of the collabora-

tion preserved that it was not until the

other day that Admiral Fisher dis-

covered, quite accidentally, that in the

great struggle of 1884 he had as his

most erticient ally in the War Ofiice

the chief of the Commission, charged

with the root-and-branch reform of the

administration of the Army.

After the blundering ineptitude of

over-voluble politicians, the prompt

energy and resolute efficiency of the

Triumvirate who were called in to

prescribe for the perilous state of the

national defences was indeed a i*elief.

In less than five weeks from their

ifirst meeting they had prepared the

first part of their scheme, which was

promptly accepted by the Government

and presented to the public. Compared

with this rate of progress the dilatory,

dawdling movement of Parliament is

like a donkev-cart l)eside a mot<jr-car.

The scheme was so drastic a.s to make
the nation fairly gasp, but with a gasp

of almost unanimous joy. Its main

outlines are a.s follows :

—

The DEFKjftE Committee: with

tlif Prime Minister as president:

and with a permanent nucleus

consisting of

A permanent secretary appointed for

five years, and under him
Two naval officei's chosen by the

Admiralty, two military otficers

chosen by the War Ofiice, two

Indian otficers chosen by the

Viceroy, one or more Colonial

representatives : all appointed for

two years, and none of high

rank.

Its duties are to consider, ascertain,

advise, record as may be necessary

from the point of view of the

Navy, the military forces, India

and the Colonies, i.e., from the

standpoint of the Empire as a

whole.

An Army CofNOir. (like the Navy

Board) : consisting of Seven :

—

The Secretary of State for War (as

solely responsible as the First

Navy Lord).

Chief of Staff' (military policy in all

its branches 1.

Adjutant-General (recruiting, pay,

disL'ipline, etc. ).

Quartermaster - (ieneral (supply,

clothing, remounts, transport).

Master-General of Ordnance i^arma-

nients and fortifications).

[Parliamentary Under-Secretary of

State (civil business other than

fiiumce).

Financial Secretary (finance, audit,

accounting, estimates).
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Viscount Esher

The abolition of the office of Com-
mander-in-Chief, the executive command
being decentralised.

The appointment of an Inspector-

General, with an inspector under him
for each of the five arms.

The old gang at the War Office were

promptly and somewhat curtly cleared

out, and Lord Roberts retix'ed with

the warm thanks of the King and
Army. The Gordian knot which

baffled generations of reformers had
at last been cut, thanks to the deter-

mined action of three trusted and
competent men who stood outside of

the Parliamentary chaos.

Another part of this radical scheme

of refoi-m dealt with decentralisation,

Army finance, and the training of the

General Staff. It proposed the estab-

lishment of five commands in the

United Kingdom, each under a

General Commanding-in-Chief—one,

the Army Corps, ready for expe-

ditionary purposes, at Salisbury and

Aldershot ; the remaining four terri-

torial commands. Northern, Eastern,

Western, and Ireland. Special stress

was laid on the need of a com-

plete change of personnel in order

to ensure the necessary change of

system.
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LORD E5HER ON THE ARMY.

If there is one man in the Britisli Empire more ([uaHfied than any other to

speak with authority on the condition of the ]jritish xVrmy it is Lord Esher.

L^nhampered by military traditions and unfettered by an official position, he

looks at the whole question from the standpoint of the statesman who can give

full weight to factors which a man of less breadth of view would ignore or fail

to recognise. A week or two after Lord Roberts and 'Mv. Arnold-Forster

startled the country by declaring that notwithstanding all the labour and

expenditure that has been lavished on the refoi-m of the Army it was still

unprepared and unfitted for war, I took the opportunity of ascertaining Lord

Esher's views as to the real condition of the Army to-dav.

More Efficient To=day than ever Before.

"Are we then to despair of any real reform of tlie Army f
" I asked him.

" Certainly not. Whatever the alarmists may say, the Army is more efficient

to-dav than it has ever been before. jNL-. Brodrick, whatever mistakes he may

lia\e committed, at any rate gave us one good army corps at Aldershot trained

and equipped for war. That is .something wc have never had before. It is true

we were promised six army corps, but one is better than none. And this one is

really efficient, the officers in charge ai-e those who would actually command

at the outljreak of war, and in a very few months, when the new guns are

supplied, the army corps will be fully equipped to take the field under the most

modern conditions. Mr. Brodrick did more than this, for he originated the idea

of organising and equipping lai'ge units ready for war, which is being followed

up bv organising coiiq)lete divisions in Ireland and elsewhere. There still

remains a great deal to be done, of course, in making the regular forces efficient,

but the right lines have been laid down and a great deal of admirable work has

l)een accomplished. The Army Council is re-arming the artillery, its cavalry

scheme is a good one, and such refoims as it has already clVected have produced

general satisfaction among the officers."
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Coming Men on Coming Questions.

A State of Deadlock.

" That is cheering news. But what about the auxiHary forces ? Has any

progress been made towards placing them on an efficient footing ?
"

" No ; as regards the auxihary force matters are at a complete deadlock.

Mr. Arnold-Forster has a great Army Scheme of his own. But he has been

unable to get either the Army Council or his colleagues to adopt it even in a

modified form. The result is that everything is at a standstill. No definite

Knes of reorganisation on a large scale can be laid down so long as the present

situation continues, and no progress will be made. The Royal Commission on

the Militia strongly recommended the reorganisation of that body. At present

the Militia is only looked upon as a recruiting ground for the regular Ai'm}' in

time of war. It is badly officered, badly instructed, and badly equipped. The

Volunteers, instead of being carefully fostered, are anxious and worried. The

principle of a great volunteer army should be encouraged and maintained. At
the same time, we should know how many of the Volunteers would be willing

to serve abroad in case of need. There is the same unsatisfactory condition of

things in regard to the Yeomanry. Then there are the Colonies, who sent large

contingents to South Africa. Some understanding ought to be arrived at with

them in order to know what forces would be available should the necessity arise,

and under what limitations they could be depended upon for assistance. It is

true that the Colonies look askance at the War Office. But that is no reason

why an arrangement should not be entered into by whicli they would at least

know at the outbreak of war with whom they ought to communicate as to the

sending of troops, etc. That should not be left to be improvised at the last

moment. While as regards the regular forces much solid work has been accom-

plished, nothing can be done to make the auxiliary forces efficient, because

Mr. Arnold-Forster's scheme, which he cannot get adopted, blocks the way."

The British Public must make up its Mind.

" But what about Lord Roberts' declarations that the Army is quite

unprepared for war 1
"

" You must remember everything depends vipon the point of view, and from

Lord Roberts' standpoint he is quite right. He looks at the Army, and sees

that if we have to wage a great war on the Indian frontier it is quite inadequate

for the purpose. But the greatest need in all questions of Army reform is that

the British public should make up its mind what it wants. When it has done

so it must not expect the impossible. If you wish for an army which in

efficiency and cheapness can be compared to that of Germany you can only get

it in one way. You will have to adopt conscription. In a conscript army you can

treat the men and officers as you please, you can make them do things without

paying them in a way that is utterly impossible in a volunteer army."
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Lord Kshci' On titc Arniy.

The Limitations of a Volunteer Army.

"On wliatever utlier (juestions the British public may 1m' in <l(tuijt. it ha>< very

clear and decided views about conscription."

"Quite so, and rightly. On moral, politic, and every other i,ni>und the

British public Wduld l)e very unwise to apjirovc of conscription. For it would
be no solution at all of the problems which confront an Kmpire like ours. You
cannot defend the Indian frontiers or our flominions over seas by a conscript

army. But, granted that conscription is definitely ruled out, what follows?

You must be content wich a volunteer army, and recognise its limitations. You
must not compare it with a Continental conscript army, nor can you reasonably

expect it to be as numerous nor as cheap. Y''ou must make up your mind to-

have a second-class regular army. Y'ou cannot maintain a volunteer ai-my

cheaply. Although you may consider the cost of the British Army enormous,

since we are paying thirty inillions a year for it, you must remember that if you
paid the Britisli soldier anything like the wages he would obtain in the open
market the Army instead of costing you thirty millions would cost sixty. There
is also another aspect of the (piestion. If you were to pay the British officer and
private the full value of their services you could then make demands upon them
which at present are out of the question. As long as the Army, in addition to

being a volunteer army, is also maintained on half-pay, you must treat both

officer and man with great consideration. Y''ou cannot bully them. You must
use tact. Take the case of the officers, for example. You give a boy a
commission and pay him £80 or £90 a year. But you expect him to provide

his own uniforms, in some cases his board, and generally to live at a minimum
scale of £200 a year. You cannot be surprised that when you make demands
such as these that many officers are not so efficient as some civilian and militarj^

critics desire."

Ships and Men.

" But cannot you bring the Army up to the same level of efficiency as is

found in the !Navy ?
"

" It is useless comparing the Army with the Xavy, just as it is useless to

compare a volunteer army with a conscript army. In the Xavy the shii> is the

unit. In the Army it is the man. Then there are comparatively few men in

the Xavy and relatively the}' are better paid. But, while it is impossible to

expect more than a moderately efficient army, judged by a Continental standard,

there are degrees in second best. Much has already been done and much can
still be done to make it more efficient and capable oi performing its duties. But
it is an impracticable proposal to suggest that all officers who flo not come up to

a certain standard should be swept out of the Army. You cannot do it becau.se

it would be impossible to fill their places. You must work slowly and you must
use t^ict. But if the limitations of a volunteer army are clearly recognised,

there is no reason to despair of Army reform."
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10 Coming Men on Coming Questions.

Wasted Money : How to Economise,

"But surely a great deal of the money spent on the Army has been wasted?''*

" Certainly it has. Money is wasted in the Army, in many cases work is

done twice over, nor is it always done in the best or most economical way. I

do not say that large savings might not be made. In the Navy Sir John Fisher

has saved three millions by getting rid of old and useless ships, and will proba-

h\y save other millions by running his department on sound business lines. In the

same way there is no doubt that economies could be effected in the Army with-

out in any way impairing its value. But you must remember one thing. It is

a great deal easier to get rid of useless ships than to dispense with the services

of useless men. Vested interests, too, are much stronger in the Army than in

the Navy, and the process of cutting down useless expenditure must be a slow

one. In the Army they have not yet thought of effecting economies on Sir-

John Fisher's lines, but there are many directions in Avhich money might be

saved."

The Recruiting Difficulty.

"For example?"
" Take, for instance, the question of recruiting. The War Office lias never-

recognised the x'oot difficulty of that problem. The supply of i-ecruits is

influenced chiefly by economic and other causes over which the War Office has

no sort of control. Experiment after experiment has been tried. Much money

has been wasted in slightly raising the rate of pay and in offering special

inducements. But this is only tinkering at the problem. When you are paying

a man at half rates, you will not make the Army much more attractive by

raising the scale a fraction. Whatever you do in that direction, you cannot

hope to bridge the gulf. But while you get no more recruits yovi are spending,

several hundred thousand pounds of money to no purpose !

"

A Consistent Policy Absolutely Necessary.

" That is to say, if the Army were run on business principles it would be-

both more efficient and less expensive ?
"

"Yes, but if any permanent improvement is to be effected, it is absolutely

essential that a consistent policy should be laid down and followed. The great

trouble has been that there has been no continuity in the administration of the

Army. The polic}" pursued has varied with the differing ideas of the civil heads

of the department. For instance, until recently there has been no anthority

that could lay down the governing condition and say how large an army we
required for the defence of the Empire, and what was expected of it. There

has been no method in Army organisation or administration, or attempt to

separate these two important functions. In this direction, however, very

substantial progress has now been made. Tho constitution of the Defence-
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Lord hsJii'r on thr Armji. 11

"Committee provides in with an authuiity which can lt»uk at the question of tlie

defence of the Empire fiotn the broadest point of view. It is the most startling

•constitutional development <>f the last half centuiv."

The Defence Committee.
"How so?"

"The Defence Connnittee is still in its infancy ; but its records are alroadv

immensely valuable, probably the most interesting collection of documents

that we have. It has provided the Prime Minister with a bureau, and though

at present it practically ct)nsists of the Prime Minister alone, with L<trd RolxMts

as a permanent extraordinary meml)er, it contains the elements of a body which

may yet federate the Empire. Power gradually passed from the House of

Conmions to the Cabinet, and now the centralisation of authority in the Cabinet

has increased until we liave the whole of the power practically vested in the

Prime Minister. Cabinet Ministers are buried in details, and they have ni)t the

leisure nor the opportunity of looking at the needs of the Empire as a whole.

I[encc the great value of the Defence Committee, presided over bv the Prime

Minister of the day, which has at its disposal the information of all branches of

the Government, and yet is sufficiently unfettered that it can organise the

defence of the Empire on broad lines. It should be the province of the Defence

Committee to say how large an army oi- nav}' we need at any gi\en moment.

For our requirements vary from time to time. For instance, at the present

moment, in view of the Japanese alliance it is obvious that we shall not

require as numerous an army for the next ten years as we should have done had

not that alliance been concludeil. We have, therefore, ten years in which to

reorganise the arm v."

Some Controlling Power Imperative.

"You would leave the administration of the Army to the Army Council, I

presume ?

"

" Certainly; that is a matter which is their peculiar concern. It is the duty of

that Council to see that the Army is as efficient as it is possible to make it, but it

oversteps its sphere when it attempts to decide what the organisation of the

forces of the Empire shall be. The need of the Defence Committee is apparent

on every hand. Take the case of India, for instance. The Governor-General

and the Commander-in-Chief may be fully conversant with the state of affairs in

India. But they aie (juite ignoiant of the state of Europe at any given moment,
and that is a factor which must betaken into consideration in the laving down of

any line of policy whidi luiulit lead to a war with a great Powi-r on the Indian

frontier. India, after all, is only a portion of the Empires but a false step in

India may vitally affect the fortunes of the whole Enq>iie. Hence the absolute

necessity of a central deliberati\e and controlling authority, of which it is

essential that the Prime Minister should be the head. To suppose that

Parliament can do this is antediluvian."
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12 Coming Men on Coming Questions.

Towards Federating the Empire.

"Do you expect any further development in tlie coniposition of the Defence

Committee 1"

" Yes ; I think the permanent Imperial element in it should be strengtliened,

otherwise, although written records are kept, there is a danger that with the

change of Governments continuity of policy would be lost. Our countrymen

should realise that the Committee contains the germ of a real Imperial Council.

It should some day number amongst its representatives members of the great

colonies. They can hardly be expected to acquiesce in defence and other

schemes in which they have no voice, and their acquiescence is nevertheless a

condition and a necessity of Empire. It is impossible to give them representa-

tion in the Cabinet, but they might very well have their representatives on the

Defence Committee. Then, too, it is eminently a field for retired pro-Consuls

like Lord Cui'zon and Lord Milner, whose experience and capacity may other-

wise be lost to the nation. At present their services are, in realit}', lost to the

Empire on their return home, and it is a grave reflection on the business capacity

of the English people that this should be so. It is for these z'easons, and under

these conditions, that I firmly believe a day will come when the Defence Com-

mittee, if developed along these lines, will federate the Empire."
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